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THE YEARS, OF WHICH I HAVE SPOKEN TO YOU, 

when I pursued the inner images, were the most important time 

of my life. Everything else is to be derived from this. 

It began at that time, and the later details hardly matter anymore. 

My entire life consisted in elaborating what had burst forth from 

the unconscious and flooded me like an enigmatic stream 

and threatened to break me. That was the stuff and material for more 

than only one life. Everything later was merely the outer 

classification, the scientific elaboration, and the integration into life. 

But the numinous beginning, which contained everything, was then. 

C..G. JUNG, 1957 



Preface 
Since 1962, the existence of C. G, Jung's Red Book has been widely known. Yet only with the present publication 

is it finally accessible to a broad public, Its genesis is described in Jung's Memories, Dreams, Reflections, and has been 

the subject of numerous discussions in the secondary literature. Hence | will only briefly outline it here. 

The year 1913 was pivotal in Jung's life. He began a self-experiment that became known as his “confrontation 

with the unconscious” and lasted until 1930. During this experiment, he developed a technique to “get to the bottom 

of [his] inner processes,” “to translate the emotions into images,” and “to grasp the fantasies which were stirring 

‘underground. He later called this method “active imagination.” He first recorded these fantasies in his Black Books 

He then revised these texts, added reflections on them, and copied them in a calligraphic script into a book entitled 

Liber Novus bound in red leather, accompanied by his own paintings. It has always been known as the Red Book. 

Jung shared his inner experiences with his wife and close associates. In 1925 he gave a report of his professional 

and personal development in a series of seminars at the Psychological Club in Ziirich in which he also mentioned 

his method of active imagination. Beyond this, Jung was guarded. His children, for example, were not informed 

about his self-experiment and they did not notice anything unusual. Clearly, it would have been difficult for him 

to explain what was taking place. It was already a mark of favor if he allowed one of his children to watch him 
write or paint. Thus for Jung's descendants, the Red Book had always been surrounded by an aura of mystery. In 

1930 Jung ended his experiment and put the Red Book aside—unfinished. Although it had its honored place in his 

study, he let it rest for decades. Meanwhile the insights he had gained through it directly informed his subsequent 
writings. In 1959, with the help of the old draft, he tried to complete the transcription of the text into the Red Book 

and to finish an incomplete painting, He also started on an epilogue, but for unknown reasons both the calligraphic 

text and epilogue break off in midsentence. 
Although Jung actively considered publishing the Red Book, he never took the necessary steps. In 1916 he privately 

published the Septem Sermones ad Mortuos (Seven Sermons to the Dead), a short work that arose out of his confrontation 

with the unconscious. Even his 1916 essay, “The Transcendent Function,” in which he described the technique of 

active imagination, was not published until 1958. There are a number of reasons why he did not publish the Red 
Book. As he himself stated, it was unfinished. His growing interest in alchemy as a research topic distracted him 

In hindsight, he described the detailed working out of his fantasies in the Red Book as a necessary but annoying 
“aestheticizing elaboration.” As late as 1957 he declared that the Black Books and the Red Book were autobiographical 

records that he did not want published in his Collected Works because they were not of a scholarly character. As a 

concession, he allowed Aniela Jaffe to quote excerpts from the Red Book and the Black Books in Memories, Dreams, 
Reflections~a possibility which she made little use of. 

In 1961, Jung died. His literary estate became the property of his descendants, who formed the Society of Heirs 

of C. G. Jung, The inheritance of Jung's literary rights brought an obligation and challenge to his heirs: to see 

through the publication of the German edition of his Collected Works. In his will, Jung had expressed the wish that 

the Red Book and the Black Books should remain with his family, without, however, giving more detailed instructions 

Since the Red Book was not meant to be published in the Collected Works, the Society of Heirs concluded that this 
was Jung's final wish concerning the work, and that it was an entirely private matter. The Society of Heirs guarded 

Jung's unpublished writings like a treasure; no further publications were considered. The Red Book remained in 

Jung's study for more than twenty years, entrusted to the care of Franz Jung, who had taken over his father’s house 

In 1983 the Society of Heirs placed the Red Book in a safe-deposit box, knowing that it was an irreplaceable 

document. In 1984 the newly appointed executive committee had five photographic duplicates made for family 

use. For the first time, Jung's descendants now had the opportunity to take a close look at it. This careful handling 

had its benefits. The Red Book's well-preserved state is due, among other things, to the fact that it has only rarely 

been opened in decades. 
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When, after 1990, the editing of the German Collected Works—a selection of works—was drawing to a conclusion, 
the executive committee decided to start looking through all the accessible unpublished material with an eye to 

further publications. I took up this task, because in 1994, the Society of Heirs had placed the responsibility for 

archival and editorial questions on me. It turned out that there was an entire corpus of drafts and variants pertaining 

to the Red Book, From this it emerged that the missing part of the calligraphic text existed as a draft and that there 
was a manuscript entitled “Scrutinies,” which continued where the draft ended, containing the Seven Sermons. Yet 

whether and how this substantial material could be published remained an open question. At first glance, the style 

and content appeared to have little in common with Jung's other works. Much was unclear and by the mid-1990s 

there was no one left who could have provided first-hand information on these points. 
However, since Jung’s time, the history of psychology had been gaining in importance and could now offer a new 

approach. While working on other projects | had come in contact with Sonu Shamdasani. In extensive talks we 

discussed the possibility of further Jung publications, both in general terms as well as with regard to the Red Book. 

The book had emerged within a specific context with which a reader at the turn of the twenty-first century is no 

longer familiar. But a historian of psychology would be able to present it to the modern reader as a historical 

document. With the help of primary sources he could embed it in the cultural context of its genesis, situate it 

within the history of science, and relate it to Jung’s life and works. In 1999 Sonu Shamdasani developed a 

publication proposal following these guiding principles. On the basis of this proposal the Society of Heirs 

decided in spring 2000—not without discussion—to release the Red Book for publication and to hand over the 
task of editing it to Sonu Shamdasani. 

I have been asked repeatedly why, after so many years, the Red Book is now being published. Some new 

understandings on our part played a major role: Jung himself did not—as it had seemed—consider the Red Book a 

secret. On several occasions the text contains the address “dear friends’; it is, in other words, directed at an 

audience. Indeed, Jung let close friends have copies of transcriptions and discussed these with them. He did not 

categorically rule out publication; he simply left the issue unresolved. Moreover, Jung himself stated that he had 
gained the material for all his later works from his confrontation with the unconscious. As a record of this 

confrontation the Red Book is thus, beyond the private sphere, central to Jung’s works. This understanding allowed 

the generation of Jung's grandchildren to look at the situation in a new light. The decision-making process took 
time. Exemplary excerpts, concepts, and information helped them to deal more rationally with an emotionally 

charged matter. Finally, the Society of Heirs decided democratically that the Red Book could be published. It was 
a long journey from that decision to the present publication. The result is impressive. This edition would not have 

been possible without the cooperation of many people who devoted their skill and energy to a common goal. 

On behalf of the descendants of C. G. Jung, I would like to express my sincere thanks to all the contributors. 

APRIL 2009 

Ulrich Hoerni 

Foundation of the Works of C. G, Jung 



ABBREVIATIONS AND A NOTE ON PAGINATION 

[#1] — Historiated initial: an initial filled with a miniature representation 
ofa single figure or complete scene. 

IMAGE 000 ~ Indicates the page number on which the image appears on the facsimile plates 

Where passages in the notes are cited from the Corrected Draft, words deleted are given in strikeout, 
and words added are given in square brackets. 

[2] - “Layer two" added in the Draft. 

{oo} ~ Subdivisions added in long sections for ease of reference 

08 ~ Ornamental border 

Bp — Bas de page 

Analytical Psychology — C. G. Jung, Analytical Psychology: Notes of the Seminar Given in 1925, ed. 

William McGuire, Bollingen Series (Princeton: Bollingen Series, Princeton University Press, 1989) 

CFB ~ Cary Baynes Papers, Contemporary Medical Archives, Wellcome Library, London 

CW © The Collected Works of C. G. Jung, ed. Sir Herbert Read, Michael Fordham, Gerhard Adler, tr RFC 

Hull (Princeton: Bollingen Series, Princeton University Press, 1953-1983), 21 vols. 

JA ~ Jung collection, History of Science Collections, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Archive, Ziirich 

JFA ~ Jung family archives. 

Letters ~ C. G. Jung Letters, sel. and ed. by Gerhard Adler in collaboration with Aniela Jaffe, 
tr. R. F.C. Hull (Princeton: Bollingen Series, Princeton University Press, 1973, 1975), 2. vols. 

Memories ~ Memories, Dreams, Reflections, C. G. Jung Aniela Jaffe, tr Richard and Clara Winston, 
(London: Flamingo, 1962/1983). 

MP ~ Protocols of Aniela Jaffe’s interviews with Jung for Memories, Dreams, Reflections, 
Library of Congress, Washington D. C., (original in German) 

MAP ~ Minutes of the Association for Analytical Psychology, Psychological Club, 
Ziirich, (original in German) 

MZS ~ Minutes of the Ziirich Psychoanalytical Society, Psychological Club, 
Zirich, (original in German) 

To facilitate moving between the facsimile and the translation, the following devices are used 

In the Liber Primus translation, the numbers at the end of the left-hand running head refer to the folios 

of the facsimile. For instance, fol. ii(v)/fol. iii(r) indicates the material in the translation is from folio ii, 

verso, and folio iii, recto, of the facsimile. The break from one page to the next in the facsimile is indicated 

by a red slash / in the text of the translation and the folio numbers divided by a red slash in the margins 

of the page. 

In Liber Secundus, page numbers are used. 3/5 in the running head refers to pages 3 through 5 of the 

facsimile. A red slash in the text and 3/4 in the margin indicate the break between pages 3 and 4 of 

the facsimile. 
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Vitnek (rimetn lobengelement, f. wei das von mit fAglé /fo was weniy’erffinn- 

Le. F Fe ungewipmlidhe dubir deffo geudynlccy-tan ¢ (ein. eine walyre. 

orbol? file mir. Senkre bu (Bylmas/Oapi7 me” " heulé nich yu-qual: babe. 

£: & fUple 96 wid vin berg!’ /Safh mit Dein Waumam ende Reime frirchle 

metre KeSat- FF Epon beforotH EC not Dum v~ ofsiie mit Die wwe: P merte,/ 

Du.gefkllr die Gmbamal” 7 nebpme dorabenieht Vani /meine Liebe freun- 
Din /deR Rene XC FaGK Eon Wel vefrale Fiche. f2 Sewer Pomition 

© floc /Dein vefped Eton fepwoind~: 1. VO du Snoffli? P glaub. Sag 

whe thflifig. P bin pimldngli’ tbe die nadybaxfebaft d* patbos v~d« 

pamal-unémicler” (als par du die Chlang Linie d* feclifey- werdengs 
Vemeres® bar du gefeh/wie of bald tag/bald nagrwn? wie wAB’o— 

Krocken! land weebfeln? v~ daf alle Krampfhaflgh! nur ven fad itt 

TF glaube/daff 7 228 b- Auf diel warm ffein will 0 fiir etrupe 30h” 

ants fonne lies. wielleicht bytital Sic fonne mi7aus-// Oe fehlange ahve 

oro” Lefe heran v-wmwand geebmedig vo unbeimlé” neine fiepe- 

yes wurdeabend v~die nacht kam Y [pray > [eblange w~ ste : 

Fro mich hose 5 fig" 0 oct ial: 1Spf Fe ww? esr. mab be 
yeild. {: wobl ein abendmabl? (7 eine vareinigh nit all? menfchy'. T: ei 

Ghomerlir-fiifie gedanee /ber Sef mabl felbe gaff w~ fpeife 5 fern F3 

Das war au? Ss chifhes bochffe Lux 1: wie heilio pe fund baft /beify 

wr kalralls in comand? fiver i wabn {in o~ vernunft woll fr ver Aayl/ 

Lam o- wolf weid- friedtir beifam= ess allt ja v—-nein - de gegfAlse 

Lumar {F /[eyaun fir auge marge v~ voweddfeln (f° mikemande. 

[E erteer m qualvolle lux tbe eingein. rnein bors t= von Yobend~ 

Kampf ofall. d well exnt bell~v- ein! bumkeln (from! etl /(b tthe 
Ersend /ernande erloeg™ folc* Farle Tv ie 3Woor. [i dap tonen~ 

mein Lighe Avenioffans ow -t: du fpollis wobl Abe rdw lady” find 
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eins. beid' F mic vergang~ v~ & bin in (law? Paraurg ‘bis 3 biitiel reich 

dag liebende p~eb~ bo reicht days widiirebende. fie balt-je berde um~- 

Feplungé v- woll-vinamd © nicht Lafj-/deri dag tibermafs threfpan? (cheink 
lelst*y-bScYyt am geftthamaglichkt 5! bedeut. fr dudmick’ 37 palbelif? 
o- phuofophip AUS . du weifft /Saff man dief all’ au viel emmfado[ag~ 

hat. 57 beifpiel kml man fag’/Su (Rie verliebt yon d-[ebnect“auf~ 
wars bis > kiffan v-folde. ¥: fa/# vo iff / ape Sexo? — (7 die veligton 

(hein di? no” 5' plage ? wie wiele Eilde Ou no? ? (Ages de’ liebe 

gerade heraus. ©: du hile me nicht. F nun /was Ges mil d-moval? 
ind moral v~imoral Piel a einS geword-? ee ae 

2iE* v~chtbonifehe abot? dirfag7/ dafy jene suai /dre 

song lt bis 5 Wadebie 388 oh v-daG b5fe find. 

B fherzenicht/fanbdeent-(fShne /weil froude v-feymers febrill zufarm-lebin- 
gen ff wo® dan dein vfiand 7 dn be “Ja ganz dum geword~ Ouksnles do” 

allfim denk-auflsf-. U: mein verfland ? mein Senken? 7 babeein™ 
verffand meby. er i nur unzulingl? geword~. (F du verleugne™ fa 
alls/vag du glaubter. du verifies wollig [wer Ou be : fa du verleug- 

mar fogax o- fauff /Sean S~ fpukgeiffern ruhig~ gang? vorivbegiens - 
U:V Ran dag nicht mebr. mein geil iF aud ein fpukeget*: fF ae 

febe/Su befalor meine lebr- 17: leide tres [o/s gereicht mir 54 

(eymerzvolls freude. [du mach aus dein: [ehmerz~eone Lux: Subir 

verdvelt /verblendel/leide nur/narr. V7: oigf unglitch fall mi? freu~/ 

Thun wurde die feplange w ithend > bif nA” mein> bers ~/abean 

Mein7 hermlicy~ panze xerbea’ fe ft die gifts Sbne. enlldu ft 409 fie fi” 
Biri v~ fAgte Bifebend: ou geberdes 3° wabrbafi (op /alg ob du un fay 

bar warer 77: dag Romt dab /dafs i dte kuns gelernt babe / vom link- 

fh auf d~ recht~ 3/ Hret~ v~ umgekehrt vas andere Leute von jebrunbewu fit 

Tichtig gematht hab=// DA viehlale fich die eylange wied"auf/bielt (owe 7% 
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(Allie das Ehwansende vor d-rmund
/damil 
icy namiich die Abgebvodber 

PisSime nth fer pe/o- fglt falpwrpelafys-al fe Dye par Dmenibtgermenddy 
Lacyelnd abefpra? 3! ibr:,Des ben's Famg lind fronte mir auf die 

oo 
= F Wreue v~ olauken* wo worm’ pbraun* all die Frder 

Be ante rvenbib/abe nti Sub men w v fim 
cy Jou? wer OB feel-[eplang™ fre md. Wprall abeivo liebe 

6/F fe [eblangthaft® d-cbriffus felb° bat [i-rut em? 

werglich -/w~ fein LSUifeye brud-/Seanlicbniff /e= d © 

rade pie. Soa ren fie Sain Se Liebe exfpesatk/i™ vombe 
malar 8° feblange v~ S$ vogels /o ~ofters bexaubest™ $a Phlauge o- voged v- 

Gillene tegf Sevagel Sie (ehlange Savon . arom Eyl mill Sazrwifeh~ woop 
df vogel febeint /< ix d+ andern [hlange ‘y-was dw (planoe [heint /1°9> am. 

bern vogel. darurm wir bu d~Andem nur or menleplich— Freff-. wer Ou 

werr- will fe @ iF of ein Ramof awifch- vogeln w plang. v- nur wen Du fern 
will/wirr du dir felbe v-andern amenff fin. dewerdende gebseh im De voll 
od°im tin gefimgnify /der er imim aufipmenfebhich. wen dee menfe- werd” 

woll-/gebaed~ (ie fr wie Hire niemand erl5fr uns yore sibel ds werdens as 
Bi Sem /Dafp wait foxiwillip Ducch die Eile gee 

agua abe tare (o/ Als ob jene foblamae meine feele fect 0” off-bar nus Sarun/ 

weil meine (éele eine [Pplange war. IGE erKenntniff gab mein’ feele tin neu! 

gefaht/s v- i befeblof /nunmele fe felbe 3, ‘ Wezaubern v- mein? madt 5 unfower, 

r= Fehlang~ find wecfe /v-7? wollte _/Pafi meine fetlenfoblange tyre weiftt 

mae ruffetlle ni no "namli? was da Leb-(S “fP poweifell aft we Jelat /einena’'t 

Jicllof (pamung@/ein einsfein im geyeimand<gerreptelia nicyts bewepte (t-/ 
wed- golf no’ leufel. alfe frat & 5° Pylange /Sie an d° (Bie lag wie weit fie nichts 
ket man (ab ihre auo~ nicht /deR (2 blingelte im (Iiimemnd~ fonen(eyern w- « 
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[pow > ‘the: wie wird of Jeb! [ainda gow v~ tevfel cins 9eveord= find? find 

[i Uherenockoim~/ deg Leb~ frllsufeal-? gba d° Ramo 3° geg-atze 

(pd wnertdplich- Llebensbe>ingung™ ? wnd Palt d¢ [fil /5* bye emsfein 

dM gegemfitza ortent w~ leit? er bar firgans auf dve {bile 8 wirklith—lebene 
gufehlag~ vw Kul weh mebrdormlech~/als ober zuein® parter Iepene 

wed andern Vek Kmyf—mi gle /[ondem-ert? fie beide v— bat thr bade 

aw? d~ Pwung genom? DA wand [E? Sie [eplange v~ pre? mifjlaunig: 

walrha fis [du porciag® mir. die gag PABlb ky war allay ein te 

I fi&% mi?, B48 wire du ja germertl bab- rik dein~neverun- 

x fBilr mee Sree Kroftquelle dabtn. 3 Ram 0b? wed? ml patho= lock” 

moe? mI bomalitar angen. 7 bin ofwag yathles - V2 won duvalblos be Aout 

P val wif? lauche mir abe ma? o~ Kifer oritnd-/ x de Due BEF hax wv bofrage 

d~ babes ade die bimalipey~/welle waif oman Doct wal - {97 Ou WR bow P op- 

yoor”. 175 3 noth no? borr’frale c. Vref leb~e~ ami” beweg” Ron 

ff: du yas ja Xe weilé erde was wile d. das jenfaile pefiag~t Ulmer 

Kraibt wid! nougier/fandem noth / i weiebe nit. f7* UV gehorthe aly wide 

ffrobond. Diep feylisnen v~mir ungeobn. Vi bedauere /AboSic noth 

drain gl ape d Keefe af 0 foblion won uns frebe weil wer 3 Leb~ ein woidh- 

figs organ Abgefebnill- balten. wie Su wei ft/ orm Piet & [ebuldige /Sen 

Su parrmi? therlenteuesife Scop wep gofhyt I) 2 du Ville 5~ap fal 3 ckchewosi= 
Kom: V7 Laf dies (charze Duhemrye gefyichle be[f? wie mer mar Tres 
ers: oS mufs luff geb~ ma?Siaufv~ hole dap four. of O Phon yf Lange 
dunkel wr mi”. Vir due Wrage ade fecge 197% Pgehe an’ werk. nim mi 

ab 

eae yerauflringe. 
( < jon opem fregt am liven yaume De Hosen ool ampor /dan folot de 

Pa bidige Srecermtoh/ be saare bimtdl (Jam VB ganze bSlle/w~y— 
Pp lamas (elbr ex wide fFrabtw Rlawsert [77 An Bim jenfeils -erwilleg 
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A Pbe- loz Sz obo welt & thm y RetbL- 5% AU Su tpn far? Vv: wilheori, 
beth frmfferting ! meine fecle holte d7° wobl unfauft berauf® S: wa joll Si? 

Linn? © prolefion sey Diafi gewallfimer Perna nif? V2 berubige Do ba a acc steht apenas 
S2was Wilt Du won mir? V brauche dich niX/frech?gefulle- US gulag wir 3° 
hab~. du bir de leben dioffe ind ganz dogmatik. © § was kitmert mich dein 
9efhwals? mach's kur .i7friere. 175 bore/ 83 V ung elas paffiert: wir bab- 

ndmlo die ge9 fate vereintol. unl? anderm hab- wit aw SV? mil golleigs 
gemachr. : @: heFgottrvar das d¢ beilllofe Lirm ? wag macht thr dem fir bls. 
font US bitte /dag war net fe dum fe vereinig’ Fein Wnehlips princip. 
wir bab- 37 unaufbsrlicy~ gesank ein ende gemacht/um endli? die bdn- 

de fret 'bekom~ 37 wirklich~ leb-. GS: d3s yiecht nar monifmea.T ha- 

be nit einige von dief~ berr~ bereits vorgemerktfitr die find befondere 
kamiern gebaist. V2 dutdufcher 397.48 gebt bei ung ni” fo verntinftig 5u. 
wir ab- nAmli? aw keine nchlige wabrh’. es bandelt [i vielmebr um eine 

merkuviirdige v~ befremdliche thatfache: ndimlé nar de vereinio’ 3° vereinigId: 

ge9 [Ase gefchah ef wag uneripartet winbegrrifi7 i</DAG nicht@ mebr gefdyab. 
eg blirb alles fri¢dlich /abe oangli beweoungslos bri Pindnd® [teb~v~ 048 leb- ver. 

wandelle [i in ein~ (tilfian>. 2! ba [thr narr~/da habt ibr ehvag febsnSan- 

gerichtet. : nun/dein (polt i= itheflipip.¢s peldyab mit penftpafte ablichr. 

Oz eure ernftbaftioh” kniegt~ wir 3! [piiren. OFF ordnung d* jen(eits irja 
in 3- orund fefi- evfhittert. 073 du fiehr alo /ea gilt eens: % will antwort bab- 
Auf meine [rage/wag nun mebr in die? lage 3'gefebeh~ babe? wir wifi-namlinct 

mehr weile, Ge da ir oule rath thee /(elbr wen man ibn 9eb- mBchle. tbr (eid ve 

blendete narr~/rin dui dreifft polle.warum bab ihr ue bande ni davonge- 

laf? wie woll cbr eur auf weltordre verfteh ~? V2 wen du [enimpf=/f0 febeint 
£3 Pi" gang befonders 3' Krdnk= fre mal / die beilige trinitAt i> grlafs- dir ne 

Prana” [eprin-thr pits! migfal- > w dir frinitkt iro irrational /Dafjman 
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faut sove reachvon~ nf verla(y~ Kan -V ratte Dir Dringendab/jene fymbole rgend- 

wh Penfhat > nebm- US i Danke Dir fide D~woblgrmesnt~ rath. Du feprine abe in- 
borefick ‘ foi. man duefte von Deine fprtoworttidy— intellioens Pin en 

nee urtheil erwart~. 97 T bin nicht voreingenom du Rana felbewrthetl= 

wer dudiefe abfolutheil in Tpregars~ Leblor qelaf Hf berrachle™/[5 kav Su 

unpwer ent desi /Dafid¢ dur Decnworwily betbeigefithet SuffAnd v-[Fillfand 
grofje Ebndich Rf nit 7 Abfolul= pal wor 7 dir dages~-vatbe /e ffate Bm pax 

onf deine [Eile /dam Du Rane dif fPllfiawd aw? wet ertrag™ Us yore? du 

(Feb anf meine (Bite” Sag i fond“bar- Cos da Frnichte fondebar® daber. 

das abpolule war ime 9° lebend<ig—abbald . H bin do” de eigentliche lebens. 

mei. 12 dog iF WSchlig. Du redgityy Wiel’ perfEnU. Qs 1 Tensie- 
Ve 9AM NOT perfenl? f bin d07gAmz Daw THpelofe/afheilenDe heb 

bin nie qfried~/me gelaf~. ? veiffe al nied° v- baue fitchks WieDe 

Auf’. 1 bin do? ehryeis /eubmorer/thal-lur /C bin de [prudel neue 
Sawkerw thay. dws abfolute i langre. ie veoehalin USP wil 

Sirgluue~. Alo —was Ub" du? Oi7e da belie waa PO valh~ 

Ran /t: mache deime ganze [badviche newer? Jobald wit mooli* 

wide rich gangia- Vs was ware damit gucci wir maBl~ 

wied? von worne anfang ~~ Ram-~ unfebloar auc em Sweet! 

nal woede 3 (elb~ fluff. was man cimmal begnff hal (Ran man 

nit ablPtle wid nich! riff v- unge{cheh— mach~. dein wah T= 
Keim ath. Sab tr ont dom ofne entoweis vi bad= cxiffier? 

the mip ou’ dor te ebivas aufves” cine parted whet-/ geo be 
Vcbewind~ wen tbe leb~ well f. V2 das bilft michte- wir feb-uma yp 

du? om ge 9 fale, wit Jind dies [piel Kbedrifi@ geword™. 920 
dAmil 3° Lebens - : mir Cheimt/es Rote Daraunf an / was due 

leb-meite: Dein beorff von Leb~hat elvas von yinaufRiefierno~ 

herwnts reily/ yor bebaup i~- vw Fwefe elm / von unsorubdion beum- 
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GLB. alas disp Wlomalic weiey das goldere woddhowals Fplofy recgt/faridte mir Richa DWilbelrn 

he : O- chin efey -/ramfend Saiye ai ieee abe po Rein d° a pecbiig Kovpers. 
ecvlefia cabbaica er protelinntes ¢ (Eu on forete- decor’ fomitds- 
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geroombhalicg- bagebr~-Die feb Sag abfolute v-Sef~ langmilb'g geduld. 
Fgamp Wich lin, raein Leb~ yerodellv~ ydumt v~ febaol wanchige well: 

BF anfichreifj~v~womwerf=/heif' winfeh~o~ yalflofeg Koda &doleb~2 

13 ave Sas alfolulé lebrau. GB rsirkeim leb-.08 i fillffard ode 
Pgubwwce fRand Genon orfrgl= 48 lebtunendDli? laugfrenr w vefebw~. 

Dek jalrtsufende, gerbe fo wie D*clende Zuffaand 3- she gefepaff abr 
VF du face mix ei VDT Auf: Du VIM perfSnlich! lebSe am Phecnomde 
(lifiaued abe © Sa langmeathige leb- de ewig RY S46 leb~ de ooithirkt. 
die mal as Ow mir gul geralh~. ¥ gebe D5? frei. faby wot ; 

Y pox » y jAlangs Rrvecbr bebende wre ein maulwurf ne? imfein lo “bin- 

‘is F _ jrunte. di fymbole de dvesfalho — tbe gefolge heb= firme 

rue vgelafi' 7 bimel empor. Vdanke ve [tplamge/Su ba rinir 

Dr ved becaufgedt- ferme [peace allgemesiverffSuDIe [den fie 

i= perfonls?. wir Ron wieD? Leb~/ein lang? Leb~. wie kon~ jabrtine - 

fende ve Fhwend~ 
0 esi /o the SX? mteid ad Fm 2° Frende. od” 
sm iy iegend-mifigefthl* De wafny 
iin das Riemffe /or begint van MANS wen 

vv? Serf amfamge /o febet? s- FropF-,xtwwaayde 

Yap meer 96 nich$S [AU 9s tim’ wide 
gans dort unt=3! best Avodas nicyle fi” 

eile >! wnumfeprin RI fteihe. no- oe 
. wits 9% eb“ /fnor bat die well exe any : 

ang> 0745 +e forne nich oo fife Yom weffrig*n? r 

gekbiad~/ne fad vert wel Auf ry [eyuthern efor vale gefiveg/ 

Dem Au? mnfere wal? find m0” ni? Fgewors—. fie Fed er 9efforo~w~ 
nh~ om (choose wrfer? blufrunfitg~ europa . rove [feb~ rm wei- 
Ef ye pea. geoalhel o~ fan~ na” Noelcye [Fein degrumd fie fe 
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heme = 7 gebdude /Oys wir no? Wl Ken~ usc lleft* 2 oS Yano! ye 

pen “Wir Wall oreif bars .yorr [no qnuDde d° ge[pinfte /welce de lag 

Wwebl v~ die nad Auftrent de Teufel fou es woh) (ebalf-/S° lappifche 

Jpatiifan omit After verfland v~ nér’g~ VSnd~ 7 ax fam Hervey, 7 
s° Rlawnp von mit/tm 37 die oot the ei gebory bab-.i-mo” 

fe wl ein fuprit d- unvalh von mor [Fo fj— /wem Lys goldene kom 

motware Hm eReln hers d° mnifigeffall. berouf Sarwe /fapnde 
free v~ > geftawsn® ! Wore fer du DSIT am (ebutto~ abraum d°ewig~ 

Cloaks . 7 free Di mit /abe T hafje OV /Ou brude Alls vowevflich—m 

mir - pete folie Su wm Chwer~ bameen ge febrniedefs swerd—/% daffy Ow 

Das atten Ad au §- Lethe pits. Seine sublisum [dene jabve 

(Ad gexhb-v-pewte I” dein fienalf> Ligangebrech~ deme Hill 
fe pla / dem~ Rem d~gelden~ fs Vwoll~ vorr rit Yiud~ Pe wv~ 

vom alicia [Eprmutge. befrei-. Su (Sls Pater /leufel /demwir 
Ehmied~ 307 Kal. fall bat? ahs eff dn fol or wenfexe form 

itor ‘Ou deeb 3‘ galtlich—~oundess Ou mutteaffe /d°du dein— 
Leth mit d~ OF 9? oif> AM w~ der Darmil gewichl wrlebe. davum 

fod wit an dP pePlucht,/“nicht wm deineliollly fordern vm 3 * 

gob Rewmns reill- 

ag fiir Diensbare geffall- entffaag~ dein Lethe / du Siebifehs ab- 
Ds Sos fd woh) nie Lie m faltige ‘be jetater iia 

fe~//wem exepiplidys roipigefalt [Sung 0~ dealt [pero aft /werfbounp 
wnfcbeimbore fra? geberme (Ritegte/befils? 5° la tpevlich— woeifh’ fer 
(fe frrmung~S fc unoefrrml= geld’ Awiirm? / di d- befred= ex oe 

orttenthwech~/anfauglichs /ungeboven'/ no’ unfichthac’ vessel 
Uns eu? efebun~? Welch! fad Or new" Runfle /dié thr biuftrasr 
Aus dunaugarropich— ats kame if Pe (ornendoffe oF ootfer z thr 

ahr no vourseln Ym ewvrei’ wie pflanz~ v- fo threvifebe frate~ 
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9+ menfiy RErpers thr Fd mienith puijig, anpormlich /Afamohy-erd pup 
wit far eue wef nich!’ thr gnome/ tbr geg~famdafeel om wnteefi- 
nebmt ihr ewer anefang welll pr > Tie werd 7th dhumlnge ? ge- 

pS the 97 geile b* ebm! de ede? fad hr die WdifEH~ Pafe de golth!? 

vAAS wall thr/|prechr ‘ 

Ow Rabir~: wir Rom~ 957 3' gritfj~ Als d~ berm d° nizdern natin 

V2 precht thr 7 nie? bin eur ber? Die Kh aber~= du toarr esnieha/rv’ 

Dw hie eg feby- Vs the Agtes. of [Cangenam 20” was fell nvic eure 

9ePlolchafr* OLR bie-: wir Krag” das nicht 5 Imgende vor unl> nu» 

ob-. wie Frud die (fie 0G auf gebeime woeilé Fag wich aus kexaft /fondern 
gf as fraghhans wadfende angeklebr. wit Ken dee unbekanl~ 

wege v~ dic uner fii eh~ gefetge O° lebendig~ [foff*. wove Wrag~ ‘bm 

amper 249/045 Hm exdbafi- [epluriest / wag lob itv~do’ om lebendio’ 

tingebl. wort Hun das Lanugfaane v- tine fa’/wa8 Sn wege
bens Btu dO 

oot ff om degre omtnfehliche Wweife wie vollbring 038 /Seas,
 dir wre 

anogi? cs Vs was [all Veuw laf-? weltye tthe kam Tew ablret~? 

was foll nit thunfo was Hut thr be
f? ro wns duvero fer 

O°? Keagyt d° [Effi.d« will= emp. v AU Cipen® hoff, won Do nue 

Lanofiion [Fatg~ Hevesi" Am famagend [ipa fr arnbdebend -Lafedas 

mih~ (one (rn Su unfere aber. Vs fell i eur rota /Upe unve. 

tramlich~/thr Kmachle v~Knechts (el fo gel ang werk -¢6 fec- 

Van V 

w woe leh eu? cine lange from not flies iy! 

ww binunt?/ rit (farte 7 eu? wert 0 Lebte am Licht 

d! fag! a. werk D' ag’ voas lobalftet 

APA; her Os Movie: we Keuge bimanf wore brut 
will fess 3 fl. Fab bw ft V7 Foe flforn oe 
Precke mi? omyor. O« VA abiens wor orudel- der em bliTgent’ 
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(veers /rit >> Su d- Rnot~/SP um di? gewiel i /serbauer Raw 

737 fae das Kbwert [eff Gm meine baud. T poleaus 5— [ehlage. 
tz be abi: wor leg~au? d~ leufli[? RunfFvoll 9ePblungen™ Rnol~ 

wor 3? bim /nvitd~du verfyldj~ v~ verfieoell bo kbs zu ur Posfe 

Kei ibo.s laBritbn feb-/ d~ Knol~/3- vielfa” Qefehtungen~ ‘wabr- 

li? cin aiff [PEER Aborindty- nator /omm Wick [eh natiod? durch ein- 

Amd? ewachfen' v0 el geflecht nur mulls nalar /Oie biude weberin/” 

kori Gleb! iladles wirk~/ein gvofye ae taufend Rlevre 

Knttch- Al kunffooll gefFrieat / bling /wtuuezelt /wabryafics / 
ein menfchgehirn Lfehaa Kelas * wag thaterhe? mein gebvn leg tbr 

war mi? bin am [pwoert gAbl tbe mir in Dit Vad /Samit Ene blds- 
ende (Hpinfé mein eigen’ gebim af Hrene Pwas fallen” ein? 
MP Rabir-: B° Goo d° nator wob d! gebirn /d° (ehodk d° erde sab Steif~. 
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Liber Novus: 
The “Red Book” of C. G. Jung’ 

SONU SHAMDASANI 

Cc. G. JUNG is widely recognized as a major figure in modern Western 

thought, and his work continues to spark controversies. He played critical 

roles in the formation of modern psychology, psychotherapy, and psychiatry, 

and a large international profession of analytical psychologists work 

under his name. His work has had its widest impact, however, outside 

professional circles: Jung and Freud are the names that most people first 

think of in connection with psychology, and their ideas have been widely 

disseminated in the arts, the humanities, films, and popular culture. Jung 

is also widely regarded as one of the instigators of the New Age movement. 

However, it is startling to realize that the book that stands at the center 

of his oeuvre, on which he worked for over sixteen years, is only now 

being published. 

There can be few unpublished works that have already exerted such 

far-reaching effects upon twentieth-century social and intellectual history 

as Jung's Red Book, or Liber Novus (New Book). Nominated by Jung to 

contain the nucleus of his later works, it has long been recognized as 

the key to comprehending their genesis. Yet aside from a few tantalizing 

glimpses, it has remained unavailable for study. 
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The Cultural Moment 
“The first few decades of the twentieth century saw a great deal 
of experimentation in literature, psychology, and the visual arts. 
Writers tried to throw off the limitations of representational 
conventions to explore and depict the full range of inner 
experience—dreams, visions, and fantasies. They experimented 
with new forms and utilized old forms in novel ways, From the 
automatic writing of the surrealists to the gothic fantasies of 
Gustav Meyrink, writers came into close proximity and collision 
with the researches of psychologists, who were engaged in similar 
explorations. Artists and writers collaborated to try out new 
forms of illustration and typography, new configurations of text 
and image, Psychologists sought to overcome the limitations of 
philosophical psychology, and they began to explore the same 
terrain as artists and writers, Clear demarcations among literature, 
art, and psychology had not yet been set; writers and artists 
borrowed from psychologists, and vice versa. A number of 
major psychologists, such as Alfred Binet and Charles Richet, 
‘wrote dramatic and fictional works, often under assumed names, 
whose themes mirrored those of their “scientific” works. Gustav 
Fechner, one of the founders of psychophysics and experimental 
psychology, wrote on the soul life of plants and of the earth 
as a blue angel? Meanwhile writers such as André Breton and 
Philippe Soupault assiduously read and utilized the works of 
psychical researchers and abnormal psychologists, such as 
Frederick Myers, Théodore Flournoy, and Pierre Janet. W. B. 
Yeats utilized spiritualistic automatic writing to compose a 
poetic psychocosmology in A Vision* On all sides, individuals 
‘were searching for new forms with which to depict the actualities 
of inner experience, in a quest for spiritual and cultural renewal. 
In Berlin, Hugo Ball noted: 

The world and society in 1913 looked like this: life is 
completely confined and shackled. A kind of economic 
fatalism prevails; each individual, whether he resists it 
‘or not, is assigned a specific role and with it his interests 
and his character. The church is regarded as a “redemption 
factory” of little importance, literature as a safety valve 
‘The most burning question day and night is: is there any- 
where a force that is strong enough to put an end to this 
state of affairs? And if not, how can one escape it? 

Within this cultural crisis Jung conceived of undertaking an 
extended process of self-experimentation, which resulted in Liber 
Novus, a work of psychology in a literary form, 

‘We stand today on the other side of adivide between psychology 
and literature. To consider Liber Novus today is to take up a work 
that could have emerged only before these separations had been 
firmly established. Its study helps us understand how the divide 
occurred, But first, we may ask, 

Who was C. G. Jung? 
Jung was born in Kesswil, on Lake Constance, in 1875. His family 
moved to Laufen by the Rhine Falls when he was six months 
old, He was the oldest child and had one sister. His father was a 
pastor in the Swiss Reformed Church. Toward the end of his life, 
Jung wrote a memoir entitled “From the Earliest Experiences of 
My Life,” which was subsequently included in Memories, Dreams, 
Reflections in a heavily edited form’ Jung narrated the significant 
events that led to his psychological vocation. The memoir, with 
its focus on significant childhood dreams, visions, and fantasies, 
can be viewed as an introduction to Liber Novus 

In the first dream, he found himself in 2 meadow with a 
stone-lined hole in the ground. Finding some stairs, he descended 
into it, and found himself in a chamber. Here there was a golden 
throne with what appeared to be a tree trunk of skin and flesh, 
with an eye on the top. He then heard his mother’s voice exclaim 
that this was the “man-eater.” He was unsure whether she meant 
that this figure actually devoured children or was identical with 
Christ. This profoundly affected his image of Christ. Years later, 
he realized that this figure was a penis and, later still, that it was 
in fact a ritual phallus, and that the setting was an underground 
temple. He came to sec this dream as an initiation “in the secrets 
of the earth.” 

In his childhood, Jung experienced a number of visual 
hallucinations. He also appears to have had the capacity to evoke 
images voluntarily. In a seminar in 1935, he recalled a portrait of 
his maternal grandmother which he would look at as a boy until 
he “saw” his grandfather descending the stairs 

‘One sunny day, when Jung was twelve, he was traversing the 
Miinsterplatz in Basel, admiring the sun shining on the newly 
restored glazed roof tiles of the cathedral, He then felt the 
approach of a terrible, sinful thought, which he pushed away. He 
was in a state of anguish for several days. Finally, after convincing 
himself that it was God who wanted him to think this thought, 
just as it had been God who had wanted Adam and Eve to sin, he 
let himself contemplate it, and saw God on his throne unleashing 
an almighty turd on the cathedral, shattering its new roof and 
smashing the cathedral, With this, Jung felt a sense of bliss and 

relief such as he had never experienced before. He felt that it was 
an experience of the “direct living God, who stands omnipotent 
and free above the Bible and Church.”* He felt alone before God, 
and that his real responsibility commenced then. He realized that 
it was precisely such a direct, immediate experience of the living 
God, who stands outside Church and Bible, that his father lacked. 

This sense of election led to a final disillusionment with the 
Church on the occasion of his First Communion, He had been 
led to believe that this would be a great experience. Instead, 
nothing, He concluded: “For me, it was an absence of God and no 
religion. Church was a place to which I no longer could go. There 
‘was no life there, but death.” 
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Jung's voracious reading started at this time, and he was 
particularly struck by Goethe’s Faust. He was struck by the fact 
that in Mephistopheles, Goethe took the figure of the devil 
seriously. In philosophy, he was impressed by Schopenhauer, 
who acknowledged the existence of evil and gave voice to the 
sufferings and miseries of the world. 

Jung also had a sense of living in two centuries, and felt a strong 
nostalgia for the eighteenth century. His sense of duality took the 
form of two alternating personalities, which he dubbed No. 1 
and 2, No. 1 was the Basel schoolboy, who read novels, and No. 2 
pursued religious reflections in solitude, in a state of communion 
with nature and the cosmos, He inhabited “God's world,” This 
personality fele most real, Personality No. 1 wanted tobe fice of the 
melancholy and isolation of personality No. 2. When personality 
No. 2 entered, it felt as if a long dead yet perpetually present 
spirit had entered the room, No. 2 had no definable character. He 
was connected to history, particularly with the Middle Ages. For 
NO. 2, NO. 1, with his failings and ineptitudes, was someone to 
be put up with. This interplay ran throughout Jung’s life. As he 
saw it, we are all like this—part of us lives in the present and the 
other part is connected to the centuries, 

As the time drew near for him to choose a career, the conflict, 
between the two personalities intensified. No. 1 wanted to pur- 
sue science, No, 2, the humanities. Jung then had two critical 
dreams, In the first, he was walking in a dark wood along the 
Rhine, He came upon a burial mound and began to dig, until 
he discovered the remains of prehistoric animals. This dream 
awakened his desire to learn more about nature, In the second 
dream, he was in a wood and there were watercourses, He 
found a circular pool surrounded by dense undergrowth. In the 
pool, he saw a beautiful creature, a large radiolarian, After these 
dreams, he settled for science. To solve the question of how to 
carn a living, he decided to study medicine. He then had another 
dream, He was in an unknown place, surrounded by fog, making 
slow headway against the wind. He was protecting a small light 
from going out. He saw a large black figure threateningly close. 
He awoke, and realized that the figure was the shadow cast from 
the light. He thought that in the dream, No. 1 was himself bearing. 
the light, and No, 2 followed like a shadow, He took this as a sign 
that he should go forward with No. 1, and not look back to the 
world of No. 2 

In his university days, the interplay between these personalities 
continued. In addition to his medical studies, Jung pursued an 
intensive program of extracurricular reading, in particular the 
works of Nietesche, Schopenhauer, Swedenborg," and writers 
on spiritualism. Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke Zarathustra made a great 
impression on him. He felt that his own personality No. 2 
corresponded to Zarathustra, and he feared that his personality 
NO. 2 was similarly morbid." He participated in a student debating 
society, the Zofingia society, and presented lectures on these 
subjects. Spiritualism particularly interested him, as the spiritualists 
appeared to be attempting to use scientific means to explore the 
supernatural, and prove the immortality of the soul 
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‘The latter half of the nineteenth century witnessed the 
emergence of modern spiritualism, which spread across Europe 
and America. Through spiritualism, the cultivation of trances— 
with the attendant phenomena of trance speech, glossolalia, 
automatic writing, and crystal vision—became widespread. The 
phenomena of spiritualism attracted the interest of leading 
scientists such as Crookes, Zollner, and Wallace. It also attracted 
the interest of psychologists, including Freud, Ferenczi, Bleuler, 
James, Myers, Janet, Bergson, Stanley Hall, Schrenck-Notzing, 
Moll, Dessois, Richet, and Flournoy. 

During his university days in Basel, Jung and his fellow students 
took part in séarices. In 1896, they engaged in a long series 
of sittings with his cousin Helene Preiswerk, who appeared to 
have mediumistic abilities. Jung found that during the trances, 
she would become different personalities, and that he could call 
up these personalities by suggestion. Dead relatives appeared, 
and she became completely transformed into these figures. She 
unfolded stories of her previous incarnations and articulated a 
mystical cosmology, represented in a mandala.” Her spiritualistic 
revelations carried on until she was caught attempting to fake 
physical apparitions, and the séances were discontinued. 

‘On reading Richard von Krafft-Ebing’s Text-Book of Psychiatry 
in 1899, Jung realized that his vocation lay in psychiatry, which 
represented a fusion of the interests of his two personalities. 
He underwent something like a conversion to a natural scientific 
framework. After his medical studies, he took up a post as an 
assistant physician at Burghdlzli hospital at the end of 1900 
The Burghélzli was a progressive university clinic, under the 
directorship of Eugen Bleuler. At the end of the nineteenth 
century, numerous figures attempted to found a new scientific 
psychology: It was held that by turning psychology into a science 
through introducing scientific methods, all prior forms of human 
understanding would be revolutionized. The new psychology was 
heralded as promising nothing less than the completion of the 
scientific revolution, Thanks to Bleuler, and his predecessor Auguste 
Forel, psychological research and hypnosis played prominent roles 
at the Burghilzli 

Jung’s medical dissertation focused on the psychogenesis of 
spiritualistic phenomena, in the form of an analysis of his séances 
with Helene Preiswerk:* While his inital interest in her case appeared 
to be in the possible veracity of her spiritualistic manifestations, in 
the interim, he had studied the works of Frederic Myers, William 
James, and, in particular, Théodore Flournoy. At the end of 1899, 
Flournoy had published a study of a medium, whom he called 
lane Smith, which became a best seller" What was novel about 
Flournoy’s study was that it approached her case purely from 
the psychological angle, as a means of illuminating the study of 
subliminal consciousness. A critical shift had taken place through 
the work of Flournoy, Frederick Myers, and William James. 
‘They argued that regardless of whether the alleged spiritualistic 
experiences were valid, such experiences enabled far-reaching 
insight into the constitution of the subliminal, and hence into 
human psychology as a whole, Through them, mediums became 
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important subjects of the new psychology. With this shift, the 
methods used by the mediums—such as automatic writing, 
trance speech, and crystal vision—were appropriated by the 
psychologists, and became prominent experimental research 
tools. In psychotherapy, Pierre Janet and Morton Prince used 
automatic writing and crystal gazing as methods for revealing 
hidden memories and subconscious fixed ideas. Automatic 
‘writing brought ro light subpersonalities, and enabled dialogues 
with them to be held."*For Janet and Prince, the goal of holding 
such practices was to reintegrate the personality 

Jung was so taken by Flournoy’s book that he offered to 
translate it into German, but Flournoy already had a translator, 
The impact of these studies is clear in Jung's dissertation, 
where he approaches the case purely from a psychological 
angle. Jung’s work was closely modeled on Flournoy’s From 
India to the Planet Mars, both in terms of subject matter and in 
its interpretation of the psychogenesis of Helene’ spiritualistic 
romances, Jung's dissertation also indicates the manner in 
which he was utilizing automatic writing as a method of 
psychological investigation. 

In 1902, he became engaged to Emma Rauschenbach, whom 

he married and with whom he had five children, Up till this 
point, Jung had kept a diary. In one of the last entries, dated 
May 1902, he wrote: “I am no longer alone with myself, and I can 
only artificially recall the scary and beautiful feeling of solitude 
This is the shadow side of the fortune of love."” For Jung, his 
marriage marked a move away from the solitude to which he had 
been accustomed. 

In his youth, Jung had often visited Basel's art museum and 
was particularly drawn to the works of Holbein and Bécklin, as 
well as to those of the Dutch painters." Toward the end of his 
studies, he was much occupied with painting for about a year. His 
paintings from this period were landscapes in a representational 
style, and show highly developed technical skills and fine technical 
proficiency In 1902/3, Jung left his post at the Burghdlzli and 
‘went to Paris to study with the leading French psychologist Pierre 
Janet, who was lecturing at the Collége de France, During his 
stay, he devoted much time to painting and visiting museums, 
going frequently to the Louvre. He paid particular attention to 
ancient art, Egyptian antiquities, the works of the Renaissance, 
Fra Angelico, Leonardo da Vinci, Rubens, and Frans Hals. He 

bought paintings and engravings and had paintings copied for 
the furnishing of his new home. He painted in both oil and 
watercolor. In January 1903, he went to London and visited its 
museums, paying particular attention to the Egyptian, Aztec, 
and Inca collections at the British Museum 

After his return, he took up a post that had become vacant 
at the Burghélzi and devoted his research to the analysis of 
linguistic associations, in collaboration with Franz. Riklin. 
With co-workers, they conducted an extensive series of 
experiments, which they subjected to statistical analyses. 
The conceptual basis of Jung's early work lay in the work 
of Flournoy and Janet, which he attempted to fuse with the 

16 Pierre Janet, Névross ties ices (Paris: Alcan, 1898): Morton Prince, Clinical and Experimental Studies in Personality (Cambs 
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research methodology of Wilhelm Wundt and Emil Kraepelin. 
Jung and Riklin utilized the associations experiment, devised 
by Francis Galton and developed in psychology and psychiatry by 
‘Wundt, Kraepelin, and Gustav Aschaffenburg. The aim of the 
research project, instigated by Bleuler, was to provide a quick 
and reliable means for differential diagnosis. The Burghdlzli 
team failed to come up with this, but they were struck by the 
significance of disturbances of reaction and prolonged response 
times. Jung and Riklin argued that these disturbed reactions 
were due to the presence of emotionally stressed complexes, 
and used their experiments to develop a general psychology 
of complexes.” 

This work established Jung's reputation as one of the rising 
stars of psychiatry. In 1906, he applied his new theory of complexes 
to study the psychogenesis of dementia praecox (later called 
schizophrenia) and to demonstrate the intelligibility of delusional 
formations.” For Jung, along with a number of other psychiatrists 
and psychologists at this time, such as Janet and Adolf Meyer, 
insanity was not regarded as something completely set apart 
from sanity, but rather as lying on the extreme end of a spectrum. 
“Two years later, he argued that “If we feel our way into the human 
secrets of the sick person, the madness also reveals its system, and 
wwe recognize in the mental illness merely an exceptional reaction 
to emotional problems which are not strange to us.” 

Jung became increasingly disenchanted by the limitations of 
experimental and statistical methods in psychiatry and psychology. 
In the outpatient clinic at the Burghélzli, he presented hypnotic 
demonstrations. This led to his interest in therapeutics, and to the 
use of the clinical encounter as a method of research, Around 
1904, Bleuler introduced psychoanalysis into the Burghélzli, 
and entered into a correspondence with Freud, asking Freud 
for assistance in his analysis of his own dreams.* In 1906, Jung, 
entered into communication with Freud. This relationship 
has been much mythologized. A Freudocentric legend arose, 
which viewed Freud and psychoanalysis as the principal source 
for Jung’s work. This has led to the complete mislocation of 
his work in the intellectual history of the twentieth century. 
On numerous occasions, Jung protested. For instance, in an 
unpublished article written in the 1930s, “The schism in the 
Freudian school,” he wrote: “I in no way exclusively stem from 
Freud. I had my scientific attitude and the theory of complexes 
before I met Freud. The teachers that influenced me above all 
are Bleuler, Pierre Janet, and Théodore Flournoy.” Freud and 
Jung clearly came from quite different intellectual traditions, 
and were drawn together by shared interests in the psychogenesis 
of mental disorders and psychotherapy. Their intention was to 
form a scientific psychotherapy based on the new psychology: 
and, in turn, to ground psychology in the in-depth clinical 
investigation of individual lives 

With the lead of Bleuler and Jung, the Burghélzli became 
the center of the psychoanalytic movement. In 1908, the 
Jahrbuch fiir psychoanalytische und psychopathologische Forschungen 
(Yearbook for Psychoanalytic and Psychopathological Researches) 
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‘was established, with Bleuler and Freud editors-in-chief and Jung 
as managing editor. Due to their advocacy, psychoanalysis gained 
ahearing in the German psychiatric world. In 1909, Jung received 
an honorary degree from Clark University for his association 
researches. The following year, an international psychoanalytic 
association was formed with Jung as the president. During the 
period of his collaboration with Freud, he was a principal architect 
of the psychoanalytic movement, For Jung, this was a period of 
intense institutional and political activity The movement was 
riven by dissent and acrimonious disagreements 

The Intoxication 
of Mythology 
In 1908, Jung bought some land by the shore of Lake Ziirich in 
Kiisnacht and had a house built, where he was to live for the rest 
of his life, In 1909, he resigned from the Burghilzli, to devote 
himself to his growing practice and his research interests. His 
retirement from the Burghdlzli coincided with a shift in his 
research interests to the study of mythology, folklore, and religion, 
and he assembled a vast private library of scholarly works. These 
researches culminated in Transformations and Symbols of the Libido, 
published in two installments in 1911 and 1912. This work can be 
seen to mark a return to Jung's intellectual roots and to his cultural 
and religious preoccupations. He found the mythological work 
exciting and intoxicating. In 1925 he recalled, “it seemed to me 
Iwas living in an insane asylum of my own making. I went about 
with all these fantastic figures: centaurs, nymphs, satyrs, gods and 
goddesses, a though they were patients and I was analyzing them. 
Tread a Greek or a Negro myth as if a lunatic were telling me 
his anamnesis.” The end of the nineteenth century had seen 
an explosion of scholarship in the newly founded disciplines 
of comparative religion and ethnopsychology. Primary texts 
were collected and translated for the first time and subjected 
to historical scholarship in collections such as Max Millle’s 
Sacred Books of the East. For many, these works represented an 
important relativization of the Christian worldview. 

In Transformations and Symbols ofthe Libido, Jung differentiated 
two kinds of thinking, Taking his cue from William James, among 
others, Jung contrasted directed thinking and fantasy thinking. 
The former was verbal and logical, while the latter was passive, 
associative, and imagistic. The former was exemplified by science 
and the latter by mythology. Jung claimed that the ancients lacked 
a capacity for directed thinking, which was a modern acquisition. 
Fantasy thinking took place when directed thinking ceased. 
Transformations and Symbols of the Libido was an extended study of 
fantasy thinking, and of the continued presence of mythological 
themes in the dreams and fantasies of contemporary individuals. 
Jung reiterated the anthropological equation of the prehistoric, 
the primitive, and the child, He held that the elucidation of 
current-day fantasy thinking in adults would concurrently shed 
light on the thought of children, savages, and prehistoric peoples. 

In this work, Jung synthesized nineteenth-century theories of 
memory, heredity, and the unconscious and posited a phylogenetic 
layer to the unconscious that was still present in everyone, consisting 
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of mythological images. For Jung, myths were symbols of the libido 
and they depicted its typical movements, He used the compara- 
tive method of anthropology to draw together a vast panoply of 
myths, and then subjected them to analytic interpretation. He 
later termed his use of the comparative method “amplification.” 
He claimed that there had to be typical myths, which corresponded 
to the ethnopsychological development of complexes. Following 
Jacob Burckhardt, Jung termed such typical myths “primordial 
images” (Urbilder). One particular myth was given a central role: 
that of the hero. For Jung, this represented the life of the individual, 
attempting to become independent and to free himself from 
the mother, He interpreted the incest motifas an attempt to return 
to the mother to be reborn. He was later to herald this work as 
marking the discovery of the collective unconscious, though the 
term itself came at a later date.” 

Ina series of articles from 1912, Jung’s friend and colleague 
‘Alphonse Maeder argued that dreams had a function other than 
that of wish fulfillment, which was a balancing or compensatory 
function, Dreams were attempts to solve the individual’s moral 
conflicts. As such, they did not merely point to the past, but 
also prepared the way for the future, Maeder was developing 
Flournoy’s views of the subconscious creative imagination. Jung 
wwas working along similar lines, and adopted Maeder’s positions. 
For Jung and Maeder, this alteration of the conception of the 
dream brought with it an alteration of all other phenomena 
associated with the unconscious 

Inhis preface to the 1952 revision of Transformations and Symbols 
af the Libido, Jung wrote that the work was written in 1911, when 
he was thirty-six: “The time is a critical one, for it marks the 
beginning of the second half of life, when a metanoia, a mental 
transformation, not infrequently occurs.” He added that he 
was conscious of the loss of his collaboration with Freud, and 
vwas indebted to the support of his wife. After completing the 
‘work, he realized the significance of what it meant to live without 
a myth, One without a myth “is like one uprooted, having no 
true link either with the past, or with the ancestral life which 
continues within him, or yet with contemporary human society.”” 
As he further describes it 

was driven to ask myself in all seriousness: ‘what is the myth 
you are living?” I found no answer to this question, and had to 
admit that I was not living with a myth, or even in a myth, but 
rather in an uncertain cloud of theoretical possibilities 
which I was beginning to regard with increasing distrust 
So in the most natural way, I took it upon myself to get 
to know “my” myth, and I regarded this as the task of 
tasks—for—so I told myself—how could I, when treating 
my patients, make due allowance for the personal factor, 
for my personal equation, which is yet so necessary for a 
knowledge of the other person, if I was unconscious of it?” 

The study of myth had revealed to Jung his mythlessness, He then 
undertook to get to know his myth, his “personal equation,” Thus 
wwe see that the self-experimentation which Jung undertook was in 
part a direct response to theoretical questions raised by his research, 
which had culminated in Transformations and Symbols of the Libido. 
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“My Most Difficult 
Experiment” 
In 1912, Jung had some significant dreams that he did not 
understand, He gave particular importance to two of these, 
which he felt showed the limitations of Freud’s conceptions of 
dreams. The first follows 

I was in a southern town, on a rising street with narrow half 
landings. It was twelve otlock midday—bright sunshine. 
An old Austrian customs guard or someone similar passes 
by me, lost in thought. Someone says, “that is one who cannot 
die. He died already 30-40 years ago, buthas not yet managed 
to decompose.” I was very surprised, Here a striking figure 
came, a knight of powerful build, clad in yellowish armor. 
He looks solid and inscrutable and nothing impresses him. 
On his back he carries a red Maltese cross. He has continued 
to exist from the 12th century and daily between 12 and 1 
o'clock midday he takes the same route. No one marvels at 
these two apparitions, but I was extremely surprised. 

hold back my interpretive sill. As regards the old Austrian, 
Freud occurred to me; as regards the knight, I myself 

Inside, a voice calls, “I is all empty and disgusting.” I 
must bear it* 

Jung found this dream oppressive and bewildering, and Freud 
vwas unable to interpret it. Around half a year later Jung had 
another dream: 

I dreamt at that time (it was shortly after Christmas 1912), 
that I was sitting with my children in a marvelous and richly 
furnished castle apartment—an open columned hall—we 
were sitting at a round table, whose top was a marvelous 
dark green stone. Suddenly a gull or a dove flew in and 
sprang lightly onto the table, I admonished the children 
to be quiet, so that they would not scare away the beautiful 
white bird, Suddenly this bird turned into a child of eight 
years, a small blond girl, and ran around playing with my 
children in the marvelous columned colonnades, ‘Then the 
child suddenly turned into the gull or dove. She said the 
following to me: “Only inthe fist hour ofthe night can I become 
human, while the male dove i busy with the twelve dead.” With these 
‘words the bird flew away and I awoke 

11 Black Book 2, pp. 25-26. 

In Black Book 2, Jung noted that it was this dream that made 
him decide to embark on a relationship with a woman he had 
met three years earlier (Toni Wolff).” In 1925, he remarked 
that this dream “was the beginning of a conviction that the 
unconscious did not consist of inert material only, but that there 
‘was something living down there.”* He added that he thought 
of the story of the Tabula smaragdine (emerald tablet), the twelve 
apostles, the signs of the Zodiac, and so on, but that he “could make 
nothing out of the dream except that there was a tremendous 
animation of the unconscious. I knew no technique of getting at the 
bottom of this activity; all I could do was just wait, keep on living, 
and watch the fantasies.”” These dreams led him to analyze his 
childhood memories, but this did not resolve anything He realized 
that he needed to recover the emotional tone of childhood. He 
recalled that as a child, he used to like to build houses and other 
structures, and he took this up again. 

While he was engaged in this self-analytic activity, he continued 
to develop his theoretical work. At the Munich Psycho-Analytical 
Congress in September 1913, he spoke on psychological types. 
He argued that there were two basic movements of the libido: 
extraversion, in which the subject's interest was oriented toward 
the outer world, and introversion, in which the subject’s interest 
was directed inward. Following from this, he posited two types 
of people, characterized by a predominance of one of these 
tendencies. The psychologies of Freud and Adler were examples 
of the fact that psychologies often took what was true of their 
type as generally valid, Hence what was required was a psychology 
that did justice to both of these types.” 

‘The following month, on a train journey to Schaffhausen, 
Jung experienced a waking vision of Europe being devastated 
by a catastrophic flood, which was repeated two weeks later, on 
the same journey:* Commenting on this experience in 1925, he 
remarked: “I could be taken as Switzerland fenced in by mountains 
and the submergence of the world could be the debris of my 
former relationships.” This led him to the following diagnosis, 
of his condition: “I thought to myself, ‘If this means anything, 
it means that I am hopelessly off” After this experience, Jung 
feared that he would go mad. He recalled that he first thought 
that the images of the vision indicated a revolution, but as he 
could not imagine this, he concluded that he was “menaced with 
a psychosis.” After this, he had a similar vision: 

In the following winter I was standing at the window one 
night and looked North, I saw a blood-red glows, like the 
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flicker of the sea seen from afar, stretched from East to West 
across the northern horizon. And at that time someone asked 
me what I thought about world events in the near future. I 
said that I had no thoughts, but saw blood, rivers of blood.* 

In the years directly preceding the outbreak of war, apocalyptic 
imagery was widespread in European arts and literature. For 
example, in 1912, Wassily Kandinsky wrote of a coming universal 
catastrophe. From 1912 to 1914, Ludwig Meidner painted a series 
of works known as the apocalyptic landscapes, with scenes of 
destroyed cities, corpses, and turmoil Prophecy was in the air. 
In 1899, the famous American medium Leonora Piper predicted 
that in the coming century there would be a tecrible war in different 
parts of the world that would cleanse the world and reveal the 
truths of spiritualism. In 1918, Arthur Conan Doyle, the spiritualist 
and author of the Sherlock Holmes stories, viewed this as having 
been prophetic.” 

In Jung’s account of the fantasy on the train in Liber Novus, the 
inner voice said that what the fantasy depicted would become 
completely real. Initially, he interpreted this subjectively and 
prospectively, that is, as depicting the imminent destruction of his 
‘world, His reaction to this experience was to undertake a psycho- 
logical investigation of himself In this epoch, self-experimentation 
was used in medicine and psychology. Introspection had been one 
of the main tools of psychological research. 

Jung came to realize that Transformations and Symbols of the 
Libido “could be taken as myself and that an analysis of it leads 
inevitably into an analysis of my own unconscious processes.” 
He had projected his material onto that of Miss Frank Miller, 
‘whom he had never met. Up to this point, Jung had been an active 
thinker and had been averse to fantasy: “as a form of thinking I 
held it to be altogether impure, a sort of incestuous intercourse, 
thoroughly immoral from an intellectual viewpoint.”® He now 
turned to analyze his fantasies, carefully noting everything, and 
had to overcome considerable resistance in doing this: “Permitting 
fantasy in myself had the same effect as would be produced on a 
man if he came into his workshop and found all the tools flying 
about doing things independently of his will In studying his 
fantasies, Jung realized that he was studying the myth-creating 
function of the mind, 

Jung picked up the brown notebook, which he had set aside 
in 1902, and began writing in it.* He noted his inner states in 
metaphors, such as being in a desert with an unbearably hot sun 
(Ghat is, consciousness). In the 1925 seminar, he recalled that 
it occurred to him that he could write down his reflections 
in a sequence. He was “writing autobiographical material, 
but not as an autobiography”® From the time of the Platonic 
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dialogues onward, the dialogical form has been a prominent 
genre in Western philosophy. In 387 CE, St. Augustine wrote 
his Soliloquies, which presented an extended dialogue between 

himself and “Reason,” who instructs him. They commenced with 
the following lines: 

When I had been pondering many different things to 
myself for a long time, and had for many days been seeking 
my own self and what my own good was, and what evil was 
to be avoided, there suddenly spoke to me—what was it? I 
myself or someone else, inside or outside me? (this isthe very 
thing I would love to know but don’t) 

While Jung was writing in Black Book 2, 

I said to myself, “What is this I am doing, it certainly is 
not science, what is it?” Then a voice said to me, “That is 
art” This made the strangest sort of impression upon me, 
because it was not in any sense my impression that what 
I was writing was art. Then I came to this, “Perhaps my 
unconscious is forming a personality that is not I, but which 
is insisting on coming through to expression.” I don’t know 
why exactly, but 1 knew to a certainty that the voice that 
had said my writing was art had come from a woman ... Well 
I said very emphatically to this voice that what I was doing 
‘was not art, and I felt a great resistance grow up within me. 
No voice came through, however, and I kept on writing 
This time I caught her and said, “No it is not,” and I felt as 
though an argument would ensue. 

He thought that this voice was “the soul in the primitive 
sense,” which he called the anima (the Latin word for soul). 
He stated that “In putting down all this material for analysis, I 
was in effect writing letters to my anima, that is part of myself 
with a different viewpoint from my own. I got remarks of a 
new character—I was in analysis with a ghost and a woman.” 
In retrospect, he recalled that this was the voice of a Dutch 
patient whom he knew from 1912 to 1918, who had persuaded 
a psychiatrist colleague that he was a misunderstood artist. The 
woman had thought that the unconscious was art, but Jung had 
maintained that it was nature." I have previously argued that the 
woman in question—the only Dutch woman in Jung'’s circle at 
this time—was Maria Moltzer, and that the psychiatrist in question 
was Jung's friend and colleague Franz Riklin, who increasingly 
forsook analysis for painting. In 1913, he became a student of 
Augusto Giacometti’s, the uncle of Alberto Giacometti, and an 

important early abstract painter in his own right” 
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‘The November entries in Black Book 2 depict Jung's sense of his, 
return to his soul. He recounted the dreams that led him to opt 
for his scientific career, and the recent dreams that had brought 
him back to his soul. As he recalled in 1925, this first period of 
writing came to an end in November: “Not knowing what would 
come next, I thought perhaps more introspection was needed 
T devised such a boring method by fantasizing that I was digging 
ahole, and by accepting this fantasy as perfectly real.”® The first 
such experiment took place on December 12, 1913 

‘As indicated, Jung had had extensive experience studying 
mediums in trance states, during which they were encouraged 
to produce waking fantasies and visual hallucinations, and had 
conducted experiments with automatic writing, Practices of 
visualization had also been used in various religious traditions. 
For example, in the fifth of the spiritual exercises of St. Ignatius 
of Loyola, individuals are instructed on how to “see with the eyes 
of the imagination the length, breadth and depth of hell,” and to 
experience this with full sensory immediacy‘ Swedenborg also 
engaged in “spirit writing,” In his spiritual diary, one entry reads: 

26 JAN. 1748.—Spirits, if permitted, could possess those 
who speak with them so utterly, that they would be as 
though they were entizely in the world; and indeed, in a 
manner so manifest, that they could communicate their 
thoughts through their medium, and even by letters; 
for they have sometimes, and indeed often, directed my 
hand when writing, as though it were quite their own; so 
that they thought it was not I, but themselves writing * 

From 1909 onward in Vienna, the psychoanalyst Herbert Silberer 
conducted experiments on himself in hypnagogic states. 
Silberer attempted to allow images to appear. These images, 
he maintained, presented symbolic depictions of his previous 
train of thought. Silberer corresponded with Jung and sent him 
offprints of his articles. 

In 1912, Ludwig Staudenmaier (1865-1933), a professor 
of experimental chemistry, published a work entitled Magic 
as an Experimental Science, Staudenmaier had embarked on self- 
experimentations in 1901, commencing with automatic writing, 
A series of characters appeared, and he found that he no longer 
needed to write to conduct dialogues with them.* He also induced 
acoustic and visual hallucinations. The aim of his enterprise 
was to use his self-experimentation to provide a scientific 
explanation of magic. He argued that the key to understanding 
magic lay in the concepts of hallucinations and the “under 
consciousness” (Unterbewuftsei), and gave particular importance 
0 Antal Pilg. p46. The vison tha 1rensued is found below in Liter Primus, chapter 5, "Journey into Hell inthe Future,” 
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to the role of personifications * Thus we sce that Jung's procedure 
closely resembled a number of historical and contemporary 
practices with which he was familiar 

From December 1913 onward, he carried on in the same 
procedure: deliberately evoking a fantasy in a waking state, and 
then entering into it as into a drama. These fantasies may be 
understood as a type of dramatized thinking in pictorial form, In 
reading his fantasies, the impact of Jung’s mythological studies is 
clear. Some of the figures and conceptions derive directly from 
his readings, and the form and style bear witness to his fascination 
with the world of myth and epic. In the Black Books, Jung wrote 
down his fantasies in dated entries, together with reflections on 
his state of mind and his difficulties in comprehending the fantasies. 
The Black Books are not diaries of events, and very few dreams are 
noted in them, Rather, they are the records of an experiment. In 
December 1913, he referred to the first of the black books as the 
“book of my most difficult experiment.” 

In retrospect, he recalled that his scientific question was to see 
‘what took place when he switched off consciousness. The example 
of dreams indicated the existence of background activity, and he 
wanted to give this a possibility of emerging, just as one does 
when taking mescalin.* 

Inn entry in his dream book on April 17, 1917, Jung noted: 
“since then, frequent exercises in the emptying of consciousness." 
His procedure was clearly intentional—while its aim was to 
allow psychic contents to appear spontaneously. He recalled 
that beneath the threshold of consciousness, everything was 
animated. At times, it was as if he heard something. At other 
times, he realized that he was whispering to himself” 

From November 1913 t0 the following July, he remained uncertain 
of the meaning and significance of his undertaking, and concerning 
the meaning of his fantasies, which continued to develop. During 
this time, Philemon, who would prove to be an important figure in 
subsequent fantasies, appeared in a dream. Jung recounted: 

There was a blue sky, like the sea, covered not by clouds 
bur by flat brown clods of earth, It looked as if the clods 
were breaking apart and the blue water of the sea were 
becoming visible between them, But the water was the blue 
sky. Suddenly there appeared from the right a winged being 
sailing across the sky. I saw that it was an old man with the 
horns of a bull. He held a bunch of four keys, one of which 
he clutched as if he were about to open a lock. He had the 
‘wings of the kingfisher with its characteristic colors, Since I 
did not understand this dream image, I painted it in order 
to impress it upon my memory." 
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While he was painting this image, he found a dead kingfisher 
(which is very rarely found in the vicinity of Ziirich) in his garden 
by the lake shore” 

‘The date of this dream is not clear. The figure of Philemon 
first appears in the Black Books on January 27, 1914, but with- 
out kingfisher wings. To Jung, Philemon represented superior 
insight, and was like a guru to him. He would converse with 
him in the garden. He recalled that Philemon evolved out of the 
figure of Elijah, who had previously appeared in his fantasies: 

Philemon was a pagan and brought with him an Egypto- 
Hellenic atmosphere with a Gnostic coloration... Itwas he 
who taught me psychic objectivity the reality of the psyche. 
Through the conversations with Philemon, the distinction 
‘was clarified between myself and the object of my thought 
Psychologically, Philemon represented superior insight” 

On April 20, Jung resigned as president of the International 
Psychoanalytical Association. On April 30, he resigned as alecturer 
in the medical faculty of the University of Ziirich, He recalled 
that he felt that he was in an exposed position at the university 
and fele that he had to find a new orientation, as it would otherwise 
be unfair to teach students In June and July, he had a thrice- 
repeated dream of being in a foreign land and having to return 
home quickly by ship, followed by the descent of an icy cold 

On July 10, the Ziirich Psychoanalytical Society voted by 
15 t0 1 to leave the International Psychoanalytic Association. 
In the minutes, the reason given for the secession was that 
Freud had established an orthodoxy that impeded free and 
independent research.” The group was renamed the Association 
for Analytical Psychology. Jung was actively involved in this 
association, which met fortnightly, He also maintained a busy 
therapeutic practice. Between 1913 and 1914, he had between 
one and nine consultations per day, five days a week, with an 
average of between five and seven.” 

The minutes of the Association for Analytical Psychology 
offer no indications of the process that Jung was going through. 
He does not refer to his fantasies, and continues to discuss 
theoretical issues in psychology. The same holds true in his 
surviving correspondences during this period Each year, he 
continued his military service duties” Thus he maintained his 
professional activities and familial responsibilities during the day, 
and dedicated his evenings to his self-explorations.® Indications 
are that this partitioning of activities continued during the next 
few years, Jung recalled that during this period his family and 
profession “always remained a joyful reality and a guarantee that 
T was normal and really existed.”" 

The question of the different ways of interpreting such 
fantasies was the subject of a talk that he presented on July 24 
before the Psycho-Medical Society in London, “On psychological 
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understanding.” Here, he contrasted Freud's analytic-reductive 
method, based on causality, with the constructive method of the 
Ziirich school, The shortcoming of the former was that through 
tracing things back to antecedent elements, it dealt with only half 
of the picture, and failed to grasp the living meaning of phenomena. 
Someone who attempted to understand Goethe's Faust in such a 
‘manner would be like someone who tried to understand a Gothic 
cathedral under its mineralogical aspect. The living meaning 
“only lives when we experience it in and through ourselves.” 
Inasmuch as life was essentially new, it could not be understood 
merely retrospectively. Hence the constructive standpoint asked, 
“how, out of this present psyche, a bridge can be built into its own. 
future.” This paper implicitly presents Jung’s rationale for not 
embarking on a causal and retrospective analysis of his fantasies, 
and serves as a caution to others who may be tempted to do so 
Presented as a critique and reformulation of psychoanalysis, Jung’s 
new mode of interpretation links back to the symbolic method of 
Swedenborg's spiritual hermeneutics. 

On July 28, Jung gave a talk on “The importance of the 
unconscious in psychopathology” at a meeting of the British 
Medical Association in Aberdeen.* He argued that in cases of 

neurosis and psychosis, the unconscious attempted to compensate 
the one-sided conscious attitude. The unbalanced individual 
defends himself against this, and the opposites become more 
polarized. The corrective impulses that present themselves in the 
language of the unconscious should be the beginning of a healing 
process, but the form in which they break through makes them 
unacceptable to consciousness. 

‘A month earlier, on June 28, Archduke Franz. Ferdinand, 
the heir to the Austro-Hungarian empire, was assassinated by 
Gavrilo Princip, a nineteen-year-old Serb student. On August I, 
war broke out. In 1925 Jung recalled, “I had the feeling that I was 
an over-compensated psychosis, and from this feeling I was not 
released till August 1" 1914." Years later, he said to Mircea Eliade: 

As a psychiatrist I became worried, wondering if I was 
not on the way to “doing a schizophrenia,” as we said in 
the language of those days ... I was just preparing a lecture 
on schizophrenia to be delivered at a congress in Aberdeen, 
and I kept saying to myself: I'l be speaking of myself! Very 
likely I'll go mad after reading out this paper.” The congress 
was to take place in July 1914—exactly the same period 
when I saw myself in my three dreams voyaging on the 
Southern seas. On July 31", immediately after my lecture, 
I learned from the newspapers that war had broken out. 
Finally I understood. And when I disembarked in Holland 
on the next day, nobody was happier than I. Now I was 
sure that no schizophrenia was threatening me. I under- 
stood that my dreams and my visions came to me from the 
subsoil of the collective unconscious. What remained for 
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me to do now was to deepen and validate this discovery 
‘And this is what I have been trying to do for forty years.” 

Ac this moment, Jung considered that his fantasy had depicted 
not what would happen to kim, but to Europe. In other words, 
that it was a precognition of a collective event, what he would 
later call a “big” dream." After this realization, he attempted to 
see whether and to what extent this was true of the other fantasies 
that he experienced, and to understand the meaning of this 
correspondence between private fantasies and public events, 
“This effort makes up much of the subject matter of Liber Novus. 
In Scrutinies, he wrote that the outbreak of the war had enabled 
him to understand much of what he had previously experienced, 
and had given him the courage to write the earlier part of Liber 
Novus” Thus he took the outbreak of the war as showing him 
that his fear of going mad was misplaced. It is no exaggeration 
to say that had war not been declared, Liber Novus would in 
all likelihood not have been compiled. In 1955/56, while discussing 
active imagination, Jung commented that “the reason why 
the involvement looks very much like a psychosis is that the 
patient is integrating the same fantasy-material to which the 
insane person falls victim because he cannot integrate it but is 
swallowed up by it." 

It is important to note that there are around twelve separate 
fantasies that Jung may have regarded as precognitive: 

1-2, OCTOBER, 1913 
Repeated vision of flood and death of thousands, 
and the voice that said that this will become real. 
3. AUTUMN 1913 
‘Vision of the sea of blood covering the northern lands, 
4°5, DECEMBER 12, 15, 1913 
Image of a dead hero and the slaying of Siegftied in a dream, 
6. DECEMBER 25, 1913 
Image of the foot of a giant stepping on a city, and images 
of murder and bloody cruelty. 
7. JANUARY 2, 1914 
Image of asea of blood and a procession of dead multitudes. 
8. JANUARY 22, 1914 

His soul comes up from the depths and asks him if he 
will accept war and destruction. She shows him images 
of destruction, military weapons, human remains, sunken 
ships, destroyed states, etc. 
9. MAY 21, 1914, 
A voice says that the sacrificed fall left and sight. 
10-12, JUNE-JULY 1914 
Thrice-repeated dream of being in a foreign land and having 
to return quickly by ship, and the descent of the icy cold 
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Liber Novus 
Jung now commenced writing the draft of Liber Novus, He 
faithfully transcribed most of the fantasies from the Black Books, 
and to each of these added a section explaining the significance of 
cach episode, combined with a lyrical elaboration, Word-by-word 
comparison indicates that the fantasies were faithfully reproduced, 
with only minor editing and division into chapters. Thus the 
sequence of the fantasies in Liber Novus nearly always exactly 
corresponds to the Black Books. When it is indicated that a 
particular fantasy happened “on the next night,” etc,, this is 
always accurate, and not a stylistic device. The language and 
content of the material were not altered. Jung maintained 
a “fidelity to the event,” and what he was writing was not to 
be mistaken for a fiction. The draft begins with the address to “My 
friends,” and this phrase occurs frequently. The main difference 
between the Black Books and Liber Novus is that the former were 
written for Jung's personal use, and can be considered the records 
of an experiment, while the latter is addressed to a public and 
presented in a form to be read by others. 

In November 1914, Jung closely studied Nietzsche's Thus Spoke 
Zarathustra, which he had first read in his youth. He later recalled, 
“then suddenly the spirit seized me and carried me to a desert 
country in which I read Zarathustra.”® It strongly shaped the 
structure and style of Liber Novus. Like Nietzsche in Zarathustra, 
Jung divided the material into a series of books comprised of 
short chapters. But whereas Zarathustra proclaimed the death of 
God, Liber Novus depicts the rebirth of God in the soul. There are 
also indications that he read Dante’s Commedia at this time, which 
also informs the structure of the work” Liber Novus depicts Jung’ 
descent into Hell. But whereas Dante could utilize an established 
cosmology, Liter Novus is an attempt to shape an individual 
cosmology. The role of Philemon in Jung's work has analogies to 
that of Zarathustra in Nietesche’s work and Virgil in Dante's. 

In the Draft, about 50 percent of the material is drawn directly 
from the Black Books. There are about thirty-five new sections of 
commentary. In these sections, he attempted to derive general 
psychological principles from the fantasies, and to understand to 
‘what extent the events portrayed in the fantasies presented, in a 
symbolic form, developments that were to occur in the world. In 
1913, Jung had introduced a distinction between interpretation 
on the objective level in which dream objects were treated as 
representations of real objects, and interpretation on the subjective 
level in which every element concerns the dreamers themselves. 
‘As well as interpreting his fantasies on the subjective level, one 
could characterize his procedure here as an attempt to interpret 
his fantasies on the “collective” level. He does not try to interpret 
his fantasies reductively, but sees them as depicting the functioning, 
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of general psychological principles in him (such as the relation 
of introversion to extraversion, thinking and pleasure, ete), and 
as depicting literal or symbolic events that are going to happen, 
Thus the second layer of the Draft represents the first major 
and extended attempt to develop and apply his new constructive 
method, The second layer is itself a hermeneutic experiment. 
In a critical sense, Liber Nosus does not require supplemental 
interpretation, for it contains its own interpretation. 

In writing the Draft, Jung did not add scholarly references, 
though unreferenced citations and allusions to works of philosophy, 

religion, and literature abound. He had self-consciously chosen to 
leave scholarship to one side. Yet the fantasies and the reflections 
on them in the Red Book are those of a scholar and, indeed, much 
of the self-experimentation and the composition of Liber Novus 
took place in his library: It is quite possible that he might have 
added references if he had decided to publish the work 

After completing the handwritten Draft, Jung had it typed, 
and edited it. On one manuscript, he made alterations by 
hand (I refer to this manuscript as the Corrected Draff). Judging 
from the annotations, it appears that he gave it to someone (the 
hhandvwriting is not that of Emma Jung, Toni Wolff, or Maria Moltzet) 
to read, who then commented on Jung’ editing, indicating that 
some sections which he had intended to cut should be retained.” 
The first section of the work—untitled, but effectively Léber 
Primus—was composed on parchment. Jung then commissioned a 
large folio volume of over 600 pages, bound in red leather, from 
the bookbinders, Emil Stier, The spine bears the title, Liber Novus. 
He then inserted the parchment pages into the folio volume, which 
continues with Liber Secundus. The work is organized like a medieval 
illuminated manuscript, with caligraphic writing, headed by a table 
of abbreviations. Jung titled the first book “The Way of What is to 
Come,” and placed beneath this some citations from the book of 
Isaiah and from the gospel according to John. Thus it was presented 
as a prophetic work. 

In the Drafi, Jung had divided the material into chapters 
In the course of the transcription into the red leather folio, he 
altered some of the titles to the chapters, added others, and edied 
the material once again. The cuts and alterations were predominantly 
to the second layer of interpretation and elaboration, and not to 
the fantasy material itself, and mainly consisted in shortening the 
text. Itis this second layer that Jung continually reworked, In the 
transcription of the text in this edition, this second layer has been 
indicated, so that the chronology and composition are visible, As 
Jung's comments in the second layer sometimes implicitly refer 
forward to fantasies that are found later in the text, it is also 
helpful to read the fantasies straight through in chronological 
sequence, followed by a continuous reading of the second layer. 

Jung then illustrated the text with some paintings, historiated 
initials, ornamental borders, and margins. Initially, the paintings 
refer directly to the text, At a later point, the paintings become 
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more symbolic. They are active imaginations in their own right. 
The combination of text and image recalls the illuminated works 
of William Blake, whose work Jung had some familiarity with.” 

‘A preparatory draft of one of the images in Liber Novus has 
survived, which indicates that they were carefully composed, 
starting from pencil sketches that were then elaborated,” The 
composition of the other images likely followed a similar proceduce. 
From the paintings of Jung’s which have survived, it is striking 

that they make an abrupt leap from the representational landscapes 
of 1902/3 to the abstract and semifigurative from 1915 onward. 

Art and the Ziirich School 
Jung's library today contains few books on modern art, though 
some books were probably dispersed over the years. He possessed 
a catalogue of the graphic works of Odilon Redon, as well as a 
study of him." He likely encountered Redon’s work when he was 
in Paris, Strong echoes of the symbolist movement appear in the 
paintings in Liber Novus. 

In October of 1910, Jung went on a bicycle tour of northern 
Iealy, together with his colleague Hans Schmid. They visited 
Ravenna, and the frescos and mosaics there made a deep impression 
on him, These works seemed to have had an impact on his paintings: 
the use of strong colors, mosaic-like forms, and two-dimensional 
figures without the use of perspective” 

In 1913 when he was in New York, he likely attended the 
Armory Show, which was the first major international exhibition 
of modern art in America (the show ran to March 15, and Jung 
left for New York on March 4). He referred to Marcel Duchamp’s 
painting Nude descending the stairs in his 1925 seminar, which had 
caused a furor there." Here, he also referred to having studied 
the course of Picasso's paintings. Given the lack of evidence of 
extended study, Jung’ knowledge of modern art probably derived 
more immediately from direct acquaintance. 

During the First World War, there were contacts between 
the members of the Ziirich school and artists. Both were part 
of avant-garde movements and intersecting social cicles™ In 1913, 
Erika Schlegel came to Jung for analysis, She and her husband, 
Eugen Schlegel, had been friendly with Toni Wolff Erika Schlegel 
was Sophie Taeuber’s sister, and became the librarian of the 
Psychological Club. Members of the Psychological Club were 
invited to some of the Dada events. At the celebration of the 
opening of the Gallery Dada on March 29, 1917, Hugo Ball notes 
members of the Club in the audience." The program that evening 
included abstract dances by Sophie Taeuber and poems by 
Hugo Ball, Hans Arp, and Tristan Taara. Sophie Taeuber, who 
had studied with Laban, arranged a dance class for members 
of the Club together with Arp. A masked ball was also held and she 
designed the costumes" In 1918, she presented a marionette play, 
King Deer, in Zirich, Ie was set in the woods by the Burghilal. 
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Freud Analytikus, opposed by Dr. Oedipus Complex, is transformed 
into a parrot by the Ur-Libido, parodically taking up themes from 
Jung's Transformations and Symbols ofthe Libido and his conflict with 
Freud. However, relations between Jung's circle and some of the 
Dadaists became more strained. In May 1917, Emmy Hennings 
wrote to Hugo Ball that the “psycho- Club” had now gone away." In 
1918, Jung criticized the Dada movement in a Swiss review, which 
did not escape the attention of the Dadaists."* The critical element 
that separated Jung's pictorial work from that of the Dadaists was his 
overriding emphasis on meaning and signification 

Jung's self-explorations and creative experiments did not 
occur in a vacuum. During this period, there was great interest in art 
and painting within his circle. Alphonse Maeder wrote a monograph 
on Ferdinand Hodler” and had a friendly correspondence 
with him, Around 1916, Macder had a series of visions or 
waking fantasies, which he published pseudonymously. When he 
told Jung of these events, Jung replied, "What, you too?”"” Hans 
Schmid also wrote and painted his fantasies in something akin to 
Liber Novus. Moltzer was keen to increase the artistic activities 
of the Ziirich school, She felt that more artists were needed 
in their circle and considered Riklin as a model. J. B. Lang, 
who was analyzed by Riklin, began to paint symbolic paintings 
Moltzer had a book that she called her Bible, in which she put 
pictures with writings. She recommended that her patient 
Fanny Bowditch Katz do the same thing," 

In 1919, Rikdin exhibited some of his paintings as part of the 
“New Life” at the Kunsthaus in Ziirich, described as a group of 
Swiss Expressionists, alongside Hans Arp, Sophie Tacuber, 
Francis Picabia, and Augusto Giacometti."* With his personal 
connections, Jung could easily have exhibited some of his works 
in such a setting, had he so liked. Thus his refusal to consider 
his works as art occurs in a context where there were quite real 
possibilities for him to have taken this route. 

On some occasions, Jung discussed art with Erika Schlegel. 
She noted the following conversation: 

Iwore my pearl medallion (the pearl embroidery that Sophie 
had made for me) at Jung's yesterday. He liked it very much, 
and itprompted him to talkanimatedly aboutart—for almost 
an hour. He discussed Riklin, one of Augusto Giacometti’s 

students, and observed that while his smaller works had a 
certain aesthetic value, his larger ones simply dissolved. 
Indeed, he vanished wholly in his art, rendering him utterly 
intangible. His work was like a wall over which water rippled. 
He could therefore not analyze, as this required one to be 
pointed and sharp-edged, ikea knife, He had fallen into art 

in a manner of speaking, But art and science were no more 
than the servants of the creative spirit, which is what must 
be served, 

As regards my own work, it was also a matter of making 
out whether it was really art. Fairy tales and pictures had a 
religious meaning at bottom. I, too, know that somehow 
and sometime it must reach people.”” 

For Jung, Franz. Riklin appears to have been something like a 
doppelganger, whose fate he was keen to avoid. This statement 
also indicates Jung’srelativization of the status of art and science 
to which he had come through his self-experimentation. 

“Thus, the making of Liber Novus was by no means a peculiar 
and idiosyncratic activity, nor the product of a psychosis. Rather, 
it indicates the close intersections between psychological and 
artistic experimentation with which many individuals were 
engaged at this time. 

The Collective Experiment 
In 1915, Jung held a lengthy correspondence with his colleague 
Hans Schmid on the question of the understanding of psycho- 
logical types. This correspondence gives no direct signs of Jung's 
self-experimentation, and indicates that theories he developed 
during this period did not stem solely from his active imaginations, 
but also in part consisted of conventional psychological theorizing." 
(On March , 1915, Jung wrote to Smith Ely Jeliffe: 

am still with the army in a little town where I have plenty 
of practical work and horseback riding . .. Until I had to 
join the army I lived quietly and devoted my time to my 
patients and to my work. I was especially working about 
the two types of psychology and about the synthesis of 
unconscious tendencies." 

During his self-explorations, he experienced states of turmoil, 
He recalled that he experienced great fear, and sometimes had to 
hold the table to keep himself together," and “I was frequently 
so wrought up that I had to eliminate the emotions through yoga 
practices. But since it was my purpose to learn what was going on 
within myself, I would do them only until I had calmed myself 
and could take up again the work with the unconscious.”"" 

He recalled that Toni Wolff had become drawn into the process 
in which he was involved, and was experiencing a similar stream 
of images. Jung found that he could discuss his experiences with 
her, but she was disorientated and in the same mess."* Likewise, his 
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wife was unable to help him in this regard. Consequently he noted, 
“that I was able to endure at all was a case of brute force."” 

The Psychological Club had been founded at the beginning 
of 1916, through a gift of 360,000 Swiss francs from Edith 
Rockefeller McCormick, who had come to Ziirich to be analyzed 
by Jung in 1913, At its inception, it had approximately sixty 
members. For Jung, the aim of the Club was to study the relation 
of individuals to the group, and to provide a naturalistic setting for 
psychological observation to overcome the limitations of one-to- 
one analysis, as well as to provide a venue where patients could 
learn to adapt to social situations. At the same time, a professional 
body of analysts continued to meet together as the Association 
for Analytical Psychology" Jung participated fully in both of 
these organizations. 

Jung's self-experimentation also heralded a change in his analytic 
work, He encouraged his patients to embark upon similar processes 
of self experimentation, Patients were instructed on how to conduct 
active imagination, to hold inner dialogues, and to paint their 
fantasies, He took his own experiences as paradigmatic. In the 
1925 seminar, he noted: “I drew all my empirical material from my 
patients, but the solution of the problem I drew from the inside, 
from my observations of the unconscious processes.”* 

Tina Keller, who was in analysis with Jung from 1912, recalls 
that Jung “often spoke of himself and his own experiences” 

In those early days, when one arrived for the analytic 
hour, the so-called “red book” often stood open on an 
easel. In it Dr. Jung had been painting or had just finished a 
picture, Sometimes he would show me what he had done and 
comment upon it. The careful and precise work he put into 
these pictures and into the illuminated text that accompanied 
them were a testimony to the importance of this undertaking 
The master thus demonstrated to the student that psychic 
development is worth time and effort 

In her analyses with Jung and Toni Wolff, Keller conducted 
active imaginations and also painted. Far from being a solitary 
endeavor, Jung's confrontation with the unconscious was a collective 
one, in which he took his patients along with him. Those around 
Jung formed an avant-garde group engaged in a social experiment 
that they hoped would transform their lives and the lives of 
those around them. 

The Return of the Dead 
Amid the unprecedented carnage of the war, the theme of the 
return of the dead was widespread, such as in Abel Gance’s film 
Faccuse® The death toll also led to a revival of interest in spiritual- 
ism. After nearly a year, Jung began to write again in the Black Books 
in 1915, with a further series of fantasies. He had already completed 
the handwritten draft of Liber Primus and Liber Secundus™ At the 
beginning of 1916, Jung experienced a striking series of parapsy- 
chological events in his house, In 1923, he narrated this event to 
Cary de Angulo (later Baynes). She recorded it as follows: 

119 Memories, p. 201 
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‘One night your boy began to rave in his sleep and throw 
himself about saying he couldn't wake up. Finally your 
wife had to call you to get him quiet & this you could 
only do by cold cloths on him—finally he settled down and 
went on sleeping Next morning he woke up remembering 
nothing, but seemed utterly exhausted, so you told him 
not to go to school, he didn’t ask why but seemed to take 
it for granted, But quite unexpectedly he asked for paper 
and colored pencils and set to work to make the following 
picture—a man was angling for fishes with hook and 
line in the middle of the picture. On the left was the Devil 
saying something to the man, and your son wrote down 
what he said. Tt was that he had come for the fisherman 
because he was catching his fishes, but on the right was an 
angel who said, “No you can’t take this man, he is taking 
only bad fishes and none of the good ones.” Then after 
your son had made that picture he was quite content. The 
same night, two of your daughters thought that they had 
seen spooks in their rooms. The next day you wrote out 
the “Sermons to the Dead,” and you knew after that noth- 
ing more would disturb your family, and nothing did. Of 
course I knew you were the fisherman in your son’s pic~ 
ture, and you told me so, but the boy didn’t know it." 

In Memories, Jung recounted what followed: 

‘Around five otlock in the afternoon on Sunday the front 
doorbell began ringing frantically... Everyone immediately 
looked to see who was there, but there was no one in sight. 
I was sitting near the doorbell, and not heard it but saw 
it moving We all simply stared at one another. The atmosphere 
‘was thick, believe me! Then I knew something had to happen. 
The whole house was as if there was a crowd present, 
crammed full of spivits. They were packed deep right up 
to the door and the air was so thick it was scarcely possible 
to breathe, As for myself, I was all aquiver with the question 
“For God's sake, what in the world is this?” Then they cried 
out in chorus, “We have come back from Jerusalem where 
‘we found not what we sought.” That is the beginning of the 
Septem Sermones. 

‘Then it began to flow out of me, and in the course of 
three evenings the thing was written. As soon as I took 
up the pen, the whole ghastly assemblage evaporated. The 
room quieted and the atmosphere cleared. The haunting 
was over."* 

The dead had appeared in a fantasy on January 17, 1914, and had 
said that they were about to go to Jerusalem to pray at the holiest 
graves.” Their trip had evidently not been successful, The Septem 
Sermones ad Mortues isa culmination of the fantasies of this period. 
It is a psychological cosmology cast in the form of a gnostic 
creation myth. In Jung’s fantasies, a new God had been born in 
his soul, the God who is the son of the frogs, Abraxas. Jung 
understood this symbolically. He saw this figure as representing. 
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the uniting of the Christian God with Satan, and hence as depicting 
a transformation of the Western God-image. Not until 1952 in 
‘Answer to Job did Jung elaborate on this theme in public. 

Jung had studied the literature on Gnosticism in the course 
of his preparatory reading for Transformations and Symbols of the 
Libido, In January and October 1915, while on military service, 
he studied the works of the Gnostics, After writing the Septem 
Sermones in. the Black Books, Jung recopied it in a calligraphic 
script into a separate book, slightly rearranging the sequence 
He added the following inscription under the title: “The seven 
instructions of the dead, Written by Basilides in Alexandria, 
the city where the East touches the West.”™* He then had this 
privately printed, adding to the inscription: “Translated from 
the Greek original into German.” This legend indicates the 
stylistic effects on Jung of late-nineteenth-century classical 
scholarship. He recalled that he wrote it on the occasion of 
the founding of the Psychological Club, and regarded it as a 
gift to Edith Rockefeller McCormick for founding the Club. 
He gave copies to friends and confidants. Presenting a copy to 
Alphonse Maeder, he wrote 

1 could not presume to put my name to it, but chose instead 
the name of one of those great minds of the early Christian era 
which Christianity obliterated. It fll quite unexpectedly into 
my lap like a ripe fruit at a time of great stress and has kindled 
a light of hope and comfort for me in my bad hours.” 

On January 16, 1916, Jung drew a mandala in the Black Books 
(Gee Appendix A). This was the first sketch of the “Systema 
Munditotius.” He then proceeded to paint this, On the back of 
it, he wrote in English: “This is the first mandala I constructed 
in the year 1916, wholly unconscious of what it meant.” The 
fantasies in the Black Books continued. The Systema Munditotius is 
a pictorial cosmology of the Sermones 

Between June 11 and October 2, 1917, Jung was on military 
service in Chateau d’Oex, as commander of the English prisoners 
of war. Around August, he wrote to Smith Ely Jeliffe that his 
military service had taken him completely away from his work 
and that, on his return, he hoped to finish a long paper about the 
types. He concluded the letter by writing: “With us everything 
is unchanged and quiet. Everything else is swallowed by the war. 
The psychosis is still increasing, going on and on.” 

‘Ac this time, he felt that he was still in a state of chaos and 
that it only began to clear toward the end of the war: From the 
beginning of August to the end of September, he drew a series 
of twenty-seven mandalas in pencil in his army notebook, which 
he preserved.” At first, he did not understand these mandalas, 
but fele that they were very significant, From August 20, he drew 
a mandala on most days. This gave him the feeling that he had 
taken a photograph of each day and he observed how these manda- 

las changed, He recalled that he received a letter from “this Dutch 
‘woman that got on my nerves terribly.”™ In this letter, this woman, 
that is, Moltzer, argued that “the fantasies stemming from the 
unconscious possessed artistic worth and should be considered as 
art." Jung found this troubling because it was not stupid, and, 
moreover, modern painters were attempting to make art out of 
the unconscious. This awoke a doubt in him whether his fantasies 
were really spontaneous and natural. On the next day, he drew a 
mandala, and a piece of it was broken off, leaving the symmetry: 

Only now did I gradually come to what the mandala really 
is: “Formation, transformation, the eternal mind’s eternal 
recreation.” And that is the self, the wholeness of the per- 
sonality, which, when everything is well, is harmonious, but 
which can bear no self deception. My mandala images were 
cryptogeams on the state of my self, which were delivered 
to me each day." 

“The mandala in question appears to be the mandala of August 6, 
19172" The second line is from Goethe's Faust, Mephistopheles is 
addressing Faust, giving him directions to the realm of the Mothers: 

MEPHISTOPHELES 
A glowing tripod will finally show you 
that you are in the deepest, most deepest ground. 
By its light you will see the Mothers: 
the one sits, others stand and walk, 
as it may chance. Formation, transformation 
the eternal mind’s eternal recreation. 
Covered in images of all creatures, 
they do not see you, since they only see shades. 
Then hold your heart, since the danger is great, 
and go straight to that tripod, 
touch it with the key!” 

The letter in question has not come to light. However, in a 
subsequent unpublished letter from November 21, 1918, while at 
Chateau d’Oex, Jung wrote that “M. Moltzer has again disturbed 
me with letters.”®” He reproduced the mandalas in Liber Novus. He 
noted that it was during this period that a living idea of the self 
first came to him: “The self, I thought, was like the monad which 
Lam, and which is my world. The mandala represents this monad, 
and corresponds to the microcosmie nature of the soul.” Ar this 
point, he did not know where this process was leading, but he 
began to grasp that the mandala represented the goal of the pro- 
cess: “Only when I began to paint the mandalas did I see that all 
the paths T took, all the steps I made, all led back to the one point, 
that is, to the center. The mandala became the expression of all 
paths.” In the 1920s, Jung's understanding of the significance 
of the mandala deepened. 
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‘The Draft had contained fantasies from October 1913 to 
February 1914. In the winter of 1917, Jung wrote a fresh manuscript 
called Scrutinies, which began where he had left off. In this, he 
transcribed fantasies from April 1913 until June 1916, As in the 
first two books of Liber Novus, Jung interspersed the fantasies with 
interpretive commentaries."* He included the Sermones in this 
material, and now added Philemon’s commentaries on each 
sermon, In these, Philemon stressed the compensatory nature 
of his teaching: he deliberately stressed precisely those conceptions 
that the dead lacked, Scrutinies effectively forms Liter Tertius of 
Liber Novus. The complete sequence of the text would thus be: 

Liber Primus: The Way of What Is to Come 
Liber Secundus: The Images of the Erving 
Liber Tertius: Scrutinies 

During this period, Jung continued transcribing the Draft 
into the calligraphic volume and adding paintings. The fantasies 
in the Black Books became more intermittent. He portrayed his 
realization of the significance of the self, which took place in the 
autumn of 1917, in Serutinies This contains Jung’ vision of the 
reborn God, culminating in the portrayal of Abraxas. He realized 
that much of what was given to him in the earlier part of the book 
(that is, Liber Primus and Liber Secundus) was actually given to him 
by Philemon. He realized that there was a prophetic wise old man 
in him, to whom he was not identical. This represented a critical 
disidentification. On January 17, 1918, Jung wrote to J. B. Lang: 

“The work on the unconscious has to happen first and foremost 
for us ourselves, Our patients profit from it indirectly. The 
danger consists in the prophet’s delusion which often is the 
result of dealing with the unconscious. It is the devil who 
says: Disdain all reason and science, mankind's highest powers. 
That is never appropriate even though we are forced to 
acknowledge [the existence of] the irrational."* 

Jung's critical task in “working over” his fantasies was to 
differentiate the voices and characters. For example, in the Black 
Books, it is Jung’s “1” who speaks the Sermones to the dead. In 
Scrutines, it is not Jung's “1” but Philemon who speaks them. In 
the Black Books, the main figure with whom Jung has dialogues is 
his soul. In some sections of Liber Novus, this is changed to the 
serpent and the bird. In one conversation in January 1916, his 
soul explained to him that when the Above and Below are not 
united, she falls into three parts—a serpent, the human soul, 
and the bird or heavenly soul, which visits the Gods. Thus Jung's 
revision here can be seen to reflect his understanding of the 
tripartite nature of his soul.“ 

During this period, Jung continued to work over his material, 
and there is some indication that he discussed it with his colleagues 
In March 1918 he wrote to J.B. Lang, who had sent him some of 
his own fantasies: 

I would not want to say anything more than telling you 
to continue with this approach because, as you have observed 
correctly yourself, it is very important that we experience 
the contents of the unconscious before we form any 
opinions about it. I very much agree with you that we 
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have to grapple with the knowledge content of gnosis and 
neo-Platonism, since these are the systems that contain the 
materials which are suited to form the basis of a theory of 
the unconscious spirit. I have already been working on this 
myself for along time, and also have had ample opportunity 
to compare my experiences at least partially with those of 
others. That's why I was very pleased to hear pretty much 
the same views from you, I am glad that you have discovered 
all on your own this area of work which is ready to be 
tackled. Up to now, I lacked workers. I am happy that you 
want to join forces with me. I consider it very important 
that you extricate your own material uninfluenced from the 
unconscious, as carefully as possible, My material is very 
voluminous, very complicated, and in part very graphic, up 
to almost completely worked through clarifications. But 
what I completely lack is comparative modern material 
Zarathustra is too strongly consciously formed. Meyrink 
retouches aesthetically; furthermore, I feel he is lacking in 
religious sincerity"? 

The Content 
Liber Novus thus presents a series of active imaginations together 
‘with Jung's attempt to understand their significance, This work of 
understanding encompasses a number of interlinked threads: an 
attempt to understand himself and to integrate and develop the 
various components of his personality; an attempt to understand 
the structure of the human personality in general; an attempt to 
understand the relation of the individual to present-day society 
and to the community of the dead; an attempt to understand the 
psychological and historical effects of Christianity; and an attempt 
to grasp the future religious development of the West. Jung 
discusses many other themes in the work, including the nature of 
self-knowledge; the nature of the soul; the relations of thinking 
and feeling and the psychological types; the relation of inner 
and outer masculinity and femininity; the uniting of opposites; 
solitude; the value of scholarship and learning; the status of science; 
the significance of symbols and how they are to be understood: 
the meaning of the war, madness, divine madness, and psychiatry; 
how the Imitation of Christ is to be understood today; the death 
of God; the historical significance of Nietzsche; and the relation 
of magic and reason, 

“The overall theme of the book is how Jung regains his soul 
and overcomes the contemporary malaise of spiritual alienation. 
This is ultimately achieved through enabling the rebirth of a new 
image of God in his soul and developing a new worldview in the 
form of a psychological and theological cosmology. Liter Novus 
presents the prototype of Jung's conception of the individuation 
process, which he held to be the universal form of individual 
psychological development. Liber Novus itself can be understood 
on one hand as depicting Jung’s individuation process, and on 
the other hand as his elaboration of this concept as a general 
psychological schema. At the beginning of the book, Jung refinds 
his soul and then embarks on a sequence of fantasy adventures, 
which form a consecutive narrative, He realized that until then, 
he had served the spirit of the time, characterized by use and 
value. In addition to this, there existed a spirit of the depths, 
which led to the things of the soul. In terms of Jung’s later 
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biographical memoir, the spirit of the times corresponds to 
personality No. 1, and the spirit of the depths corresponds to 
personality No.2. Thus this period could be seen as a return to 
the values of personality No. 2. The chapters follow a particular 
format: they begin with the exposition of dramatic visual fantasies. 
In them Jung encounters a series of figures in various settings 
and enters into conversation with them. He is confronted 
with unexpected happenings and shocking statements, He then 
attempts to understand what had transpired, and to formulate 
the significance of these events and statements into general psycho- 
logical conceptions and maxims. Jung held that the significance 
of these fantasies was due to the fact that they stemmed from the 
mythopoeic imagination which was missing in the present rational 
age. The task of individuation lay in establishing a dialogue with 
the fantasy figures—or contents of the collective unconscious— 
and integrating them into consciousness, hence recovering the 
value of the mythopoeic imagination which had been lost to the 
modern age, and thereby reconciling the spirit of the time with 
the spirit of the depth. This task was to form a leitmotif of his 
subsequent scholarly work. 

“A New Spring of Life” 
In 1916, Jung wrote several essays and a short book in which 
he began to attempt to translate some of themes of Liber Novus 
into contemporary psychological language, and to reflect on the 
significance and the generality of his activity. Significantly, in these 
works he presented the first outlines of the main components of 
his mature psychology. A full account of these papers is beyond 
the scope of this introduction, The following overview highlights 
elements that link most directly with Liber Novus. 

In his works between 1911 and 1914, he had principally been 
concerned with establishing a structural account of general 
human functioning and of psychopathology. In addition to his 
earlier theory of complexes, we see that he had already formulated 
conceptions of a phylogenetically acquired unconscious peopled 
by mythic images, of a nonsexual psychic energy, of the gen- 
eral types of introversion and extraversion, of the compensatory 
and prospective function of dreams, and of the synthetic and 
constructive approach to fantasies, While he continued to expand 
and develop these conceptions in detail, a new project emerges 
here: the attempt to provide a temporal account of higher devel- 
‘opment, which he termed the individuation process. This was a 
pivotal theoretical result of his self-experimentation, The full 
elaboration of the individuation process, and its historical and 
cross-cultural comparison, would come to occupy him for the 
rest of his life. 

In 1916, he presented a lecture to the association for analytical 
psychology entitled “The structure of the unconscious,” which 
was first published in a French translation in Flournoy's Archives 
de Psychologie:s* Here, he differentiated two layers of the uncon- 
scious. The first, the personal unconscious, consisted in elements 
acquired during one’ lifetime, together with elements that could 
equally well be conscious."* The second was the impersonal 
unconscious or collective psyche."® While consciousness and 
the personal unconscious were developed and acquired in che 
course of one’s lifetime, the collective psyche was inherited." In this 

essay, Jung discussed the curious phenomena that resulted from 
assimilating the unconscious. He noted that when individuals 
annexed the contents of the collective psyche and regarded them as 
personal attributes, they experienced extreme states of superiority and 
inferiority. He borrowed the term “godlikeness” from Goethe 
and Alfred Adler to characterize this state, which arose from fusing 
the personal and collective psyche, and was one of the dangers 
of analysis, 

Jung wrote that it was a difficult task to differentiate the 
personal and collective psyche. One of the factors one came up 
against was the persona—one’s “mask” or “role.” This represented 
the segment of the collective psyche that one mistakenly regarded 
as individual, When one analyzed this, the personality dissolved 
into the collective psyche, which resulted in the release of a 
stream of fantasies: “All the treasures of mythological thinking 
and feeling are unlocked.” The difference between this state 
and insanity lay in the fact that it was intentional. 

‘Fwo possibilities arose: one could attempt to regressively 
restore persona and return to the prior state, but it was impossible 
to get rid of the unconscious. Alternatively, one could accept 
the condition of godlikeness. However, there was a third way: 
the hermeneutic treatment of creative fantasies. This resulted 
in a synthesis of the individual with the collective psyche, which 
revealed the individual lifeline. This was the process of indi- 
viduation. In a subsequent undated revision of this paper, Jung 
introduced the notion of the anima, as a counterpart to that of 
the persona. He regarded both of these as “subject-imagoes.” 
Here, he defined the anima as “how the subject is seen by the 
collective unconscious.” 

The vivid description of the vicissitudes of the state of 
godlikeness mirror some of Jungs affective states during his 
confrontation with the unconscious. The notion of the differen- 
tiation of the persona and its analysis corresponds to the opening 
section of Liber Novus, where Jung sets himself apart from his 
role and achievements and attempts to reconnect with his soul 
‘The release of mythological fantasies is precisely what ensued in his 
case, and the hermeneutic treatment of creative fantasies was what 
he presented in layer two of Liber Novus. The differentiation of 
the personal and impersonal unconscious provided a theoretical 
understanding of Jung’s mythological fantasies: it suggests that he 
did not view them as stemming from his personal unconscious 
but from the inherited collective psyche. If so, his fantasies 
stemmed from a layer of the psyche that was a collective human 
inheritance, and were not simply idiosyncratic or arbitrary. 

In October of the same year, Jung presented two talks to 
the Psychological Club, The first was titled “Adaptation.” This 
took two forms: adaptation to outer and inner conditions. The 
“inner” was understood to designate the unconscious, Adaptation 
to the “inner” led to the demand for individuation, which was 
contrary to adaptation to others, Answering this demand and 
the corresponding break with conformity led to a tragic guile 
that required expiation and called for a new “collective function,” 
because the individual had to produce values that could serve as a 
substitute for his absence from society. These new values enabled 
one to make reparation to the collective, Individuation was for 
the few. Those who were insufficiently creative should rather 
reestablish collective conformity with a society. The individual 
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had not only to create new values, but also socially recognizable 
‘ones, as society had a “right to expect realizable values.” 

Read in terms of Jung’s situation, this suggests that his break. 
with social conformity to pursue his “individuation” had fed him 
to the view that he had to produce socially realizable values as an 
expiation. This led to a dilemma: would the form in which Jung 
embodied these new values in Liber Novus be socially acceptable 
and recognizable? This commitment to the demands of society 
separated Jung from the anarchism of the Dadaists. 

The second talk was on “Individuation and collectivity” He 
argued that individuation and collectivity were a pair of opposites 
related by guilt. Society demanded imitation. Through the process 
of imitation, one could gain access to values that were one’s own. 
In analysis, “Through imitation the patient learns individuation, 
because it reactivates his own values.” It is possible to read this 
as a comment on the role of imitation in the analytic treatments 
of those of his patients whom Jung had now encouraged to embark 
on similar processes of development. The claim that this process 
evoked the patient's preexisting values was a counter to the 
charge of suggestion. 

In November, while on military service at Herisau, Jung wrote 
a paper on “The transcendent function,” which was published 
only in 1957, There, he depicted the method of eliciting and 
developing fantasies that he later termed active imagination, and 
explained its therapeutic rationale. This paper can be viewed as 
an interim progress report on Jung's self-experimentation, and 
may profitably be considered as a preface to Liber Novus 

Jung noted that the new attitude gained from analysis became 
obsolece. Unconscious materials were needed to supplement the 
conscious attitude, and to correct its one-sidedness, But because 
energy tension was low in sleep, dreams were inferior expressions 
of unconscious contents. Thus other sources had to be turned 
to, namely, spontaneous fantasies. A recently recovered dream 
book contains a series of dreams from 1917 to 1925. A close 
comparison of this book with the Black Books indicates that his 
active imaginations did not derive directly from his dreams, 
and that these two streams were generally independent. 

Jung described his technique for inducing such spontaneous 
fantasies: “The training consists first of all in systematic exercises 
for climinating critical attention, thus producing a vacuum in 
consciousness.” One commenced by concentrating on a particular 
mood, and attempting to become as conscious as possible of all 
fantasies and associations that came up in connection with it. The 
aim was to allow fantasy free play, without departing from the 
initial affect in a free associative process. This led to a concrete 
or symbolic expression of the mood, which had the result of 
bringing the affect nearer to consciousness, hence making it more 
understandable. Doing this could have a vitalizing effect. Individuals 
could draw, paint, or sculpt, depending on their propensities: 

Visual types should concentrate on the expectation that an 
inner image will be produced. As a rule such a fantasy-image 
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will actually appear—perhaps hypnagogically—and should 
be carefully noted down in writing, Audio-verbal types usually 
hear inner words, perhaps mere fragments or apparently 
meaningless sentences to begin with... . Others at such times 
simply hear their “other” voice . .. Still rarer, but equally 
valuable, is automatic writing, direct or with the planchette.* 

Once these fantasies had been produced and embodied, two 
approaches were possible: creative formulation and understanding, 
Each needed the other, and both were necessary to produce the 
transcendent function, which arose out of the union of conscious 
and unconscious contents. 

For some people, Jung noted, it was simple to note the “other” 
voice in writing and to answer it from the standpoint of the I: “It 
is exactly as iffa dialogue were taking place between two human 
beings...” This dialogue led to the creation of the transcendent 
function, which resulted in a widening of consciousness, This 
depiction of inner dialogues and the means of evoking fantasies 
in a waking state represents Jung's own undertaking in the Black 
Books. The interplay of creative formulation and understanding 
corresponds to Jung's work in Liber Novus. Jung did not publish 
this paper. He later remarked that he never finished his work on 
the transcendent function because he did it only half-heartedly' 

In 1917, Jung published a short book with a long title: The 
Psychology of the Unconscious Processes: An Overview of the Modern 
Theory and Method of Analytical Psychology. In his preface, dated 
December 1916, he proclaimed the psychological processes that 
accompanied the war had brought the problem of the chaotic 
unconscious to the forefront of attention. However, the psychology 
of the individual corresponded to the psychology of the nation, 
and only the transformation of the attitude of the individual 
could bring about cultural renewal’ This articulated the intimate 
interconnection between individual and collective events that was 
at the center of Liber Novus, For Jung, the conjunction between 
his precognitive visions and the outbreak of war had made 
apparent the deep subliminal connections between individual 
fantasies and world events—and hence between the psychology of, 
the individual and that of the nation. What was now required was 
to work out this connection in more detail 

Jung noted that after one had analyzed and integrated 
the contents of the personal unconscious, one came up against 
mythological fantasies that stemmed from the phylogenetic layer 
of the unconscious." The Psychology of the Unconscious Processes 
provided an exposition of the collective, suprapersonal, absolute 
uunconscious—these terms being used interchangeably. Jung 
argued that one needed to separate oneself from the unconscious 
by presenting it visibly as something separate from one. It was 
vital to differentiate the I from the non-I, namely, the collective 
psyche or absolute unconscious, To do this, “man must necessarily 
stand upon firm feet in his I-function; that i, he must full his dury 
toward life completely, so that he may in every respect be a vitally living 
‘member of society.” Jung had been endeavoring to accomplish these 
tasks during this period 
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The contents of this unconscious were what Jung in 
Transformations and Symbols of the Libido had called typical myths or 
primordial images. He described these “dominants’ as “the ruling 
powers, the Gods, that s, images of dominating laws and principles, 
average regularities in the sequence of images, that the brain has 
received from the sequence of secular processes,”"*One needed to 
pay particular attention to these dominants. Particularly important 
wwas the “detachment ofthe mythological or collective psychological contents 
from the objects of consciousness, and their consolidation as psychological 
realities outside the individual psyche.” This enabled one to come 
to terms with activated residues of our ancestral history. The 
differentiation of the personal from the nonpersonal resulted in 
arelease of energy: 

These comments also mirror his activity: his attempt to 
differentiate the various characters which appeared, and to 
“consolidate them as psychological realities.” The notion that these 
figures had a psychological reality in their own right, and were not 

merely subjective figments, was the main lesson that he attributed 
to the fantasy figure of Elijah: psychic objectivity." 

Jung argued that the era of reason and skepticism inaugurated 
by the French Revolution had repressed religion and irrationalism, 
This in turn had serious consequences, leading to the outbreak of 
irrationalism represented by the world war. It was thus a historical 
necessity to acknowledge the irrational as a psychological factor. 
The acceptance of the irrational forms one of the central themes 
of Liber Novus. 

In The Psychology of the Unconscious Proceses, Jung developed his 
conception of the psychological types. He noted that it was a 
common development that the psychological characteristics of 
the types were pushed to extremes. By what he termed the law 
of enantiodromia, or the reversal into the opposite, the other 
function entered in, namely, feeling for the introvert, and thinking 
for the extravert. ‘These secondary functions were found in the 
unconscious. The development of the contrary function led to 
individuation. As the contrary function was not acceptable to 
consciousness, a special technique was required to come to terms 
swith it, namely the production of the transcendent function, The 
unconscious was a danger when one was not at one with it, But 
with the establishment of the transcendent function, the dis- 
harmony ceased, This rebalancing gave access to the productive and 
beneficent aspects of the unconscious. The unconscious contained 
the wisdom and experience of untold ages, and thus formed an 
unparalleled guide. The development of the contrary function 
appears in the “Mysterium” section of Liber Novus.” The attempt to 
gain the wisdom stored in the unconscious is portrayed throughout 
the book, in which Jung asks his soul to tell him what she sees and 
the meaning of his fantasies. The unconscious is here viewed as a 
source of higher wisdom, He concluded the essay by indicating the 
personal and experiential nature of his new conceptions: “Our age 
is seeking a new spring of life. I found one and drank of it and the 
water tasted good.”** 

The Way to the Self 
In 1918, Jung wrote a paper entitled “On the unconscious,” where 
he noted that all of us stood between two worlds: the world of 
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external perception and the world of perception of the unconscious. 
‘This distinction depicts his experience at this time. He wrote 
that Friedrich Schiller had claimed that the approximation of these 
two worlds was through art. By contrast, Jung argued, “I am of 
the opinion that the union of rational and ierational truth is to 
be found not so much in art as in the symbol per se; for it is the 
essence of the symbol to contain both the rational and irrational.” 
Symbols, he maintained, stemmed from the unconscious, and 
the creation of symbols was the most important function of the 
unconscious. While the compensatory function of the unconscious 
‘vas always present, the symbol-creating function was present only 
‘when we were willing to recognize it. Here, we see him continuing 
10 eschew viewing his productions as art. Itwas not art but symbols 
which were of paramount importance here. The recognition and 
recuperation of this symbol-creating power is portrayed in Liber 
‘Novus. It depicts Jung's attempt to understand the psychological 
nature of symbolism and to view his fantasies symbolically. He 
concluded that what was unconscious at any given epoch was 
only relative, and changing What was required now was the 
“remolding of our views in accordance with the active forces of 
the unconscious.”” Thus the task confronting him was one of 
translating the conceptions gained through his confrontation 
with the unconscious, and expressed in a literary and symbolic 
manner in Liber Novus, into a language that was compatible with 
the contemporary outlook 

‘The following year, he presented a paper in England before 
the Society of Psychical Research, of which he was an honorary 
member, on “The psychological foundations of the belief in 
spirits.””" He differentiated between two situations in which the 
collective unconscious became active, In the first, it became 
activated through a crisis in an individual’s life and the collapse 
of hopes and expectations. In the second, it became activated at 
times of great social, political, and religious upheaval. At such 
moments, the factors suppressed by the prevailing attitudes 
accumulate in the collective unconscious. Strongly intuitive 
individuals become aware of these and try to translate them 
into communicable ideas. If they succeeded in translating the 
unconscious into a communicable language, this had a redeeming 
effect. The contents of the unconscious had a disturbing effect. 
In the first situation, the collective unconscious might replace 
reality, which is pathological. In the second situation, the individual 
may feel disorientated, but the state is not pathological. This 
differentiation suggests that Jung viewed his own experience as 
falling under the second heading—namely, the activation of the 
collective unconscious due to the general cultural upheaval. Thus 
his initial fear of impending insanity in 1913 lay in his failure to 
realize this distinction. 

In 1918, he presented a series of seminars to the Psychological 
Club on his work on typology, and was engaged in extensive 
scholarly research on this subject at this time. He developed 
and expanded the themes articulated in these papers in 1921 
in Psychological Types. As regards the working over of themes 
of Liber Novus, the most important section was chapter 5, “The 
type problem in poetry.” The basic issue discussed here was how 
the problem of opposites could be resolved through the produc- 
tion of the uniting or reconciling symbol, This forms one of the 
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central themes of Liber Novus. Jung presented detailed analysis 
of the issue of the resolution of the problem of opposites in 
Hinduism, Taoism, Meister Eckhart, and, in present times, in 
the work of Carl Spitteler. This chapter can also be read in terms 
of a meditation on some of the historical sources that directly 
informed his conceptions in Liber Novus. It also heralded the 
introduction of an important method. Rather than directly discuss- 
ing the issue of the reconciliation of opposites in Liber Novus, he 
sought out historical analogies and commented upon them. 

In 1921, the “self” emerged as a psychological concept. Jung 
defined it as follows: 

Inasmuch as the I is only the center of my field of 
consciousness, it is not identical with the totality of my 
psyche, being merely a complex among other complexes. 
Hence I discriminate between the I and the self, since the I 
is only the subject of my consciousness, while the self is the 
subject of my totality: hence it also includes the uncon- 
scious psyche, In this sense the self would be an (ideal) 
greatness which embraces and includes the I. In unconscious 
fantasy the self often appears as the super-ordinated or ideal 
personality, as Faust isin relation to Goethe and Zarathustra 
to Nietzsche." 

He equated the Hindu notion of Brahman/Atman with the self 
‘Atthe same time, Jung provided a definition of the soul. He argued 
that the soul possessed qualities that were complementary to the 
persona, containing those qualities that the conscious attitude 
lacked. This complementary character of the soul also affected its 
sexual charactes, so that a man had a feminine soul, or anima, and 
awoman had a masculine soul, or animus.” This corresponded to 
the fact that men and women had both masculine and feminine 
traits, He also noted that the soul gave rise to images that were 
assumed to be worthless from the rational perspective. There were 
four ways of using them: 

The first possibility of making use of them is artistic, if 
one isin any way gifted in thatdirection; second isphilosophical 

speculation; a third is quis-eligios, leading to heresy and 
the founding of sects; and a fourth way of employing the 
dynamis of these images is to squander it in every form 
of licentiousness." 

From this perspective, the psychological utilization of these 
images would represent a “fifth way.” For it to succeed, psychology 
had to distinguish itself clearly from art, philosophy, and religion. 
This necessity accounts for Jung's rejection of the alternatives. 

In the subsequent Black Books, he continued to elaborate his 
“mythology.” The figures developed and transformed into one 
another. The differentiation of the figures was accompanied 
by their coalescence, as he came to regard them as aspects of 
underlying components of the personality. On January 5, 1922, 
he had a conversation with his soul concerning both his vocation 
and Liber Novus: 

[1] I feel that I must speak to you. Why do you not let me 
sleep, as I am tired? I feel that the disturbance comes from 
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you. What induces you to keep me awake? 
[Soul:] Now is no time to sleep, but you should be awake 
and prepare important matters in nocturnal work. 
The great work begins. 
[13] What great worke 
[Soul] The work that should now be undertaken, It is a 
great and difficult work. There is no time to sleep, if you 
find no time ducing the day to remain in the work. 
[1] Bur I had no idea that something of this kind was, 
taking place. 
[Soul:] But you could have told by the fact that I have 
been disturbing your sleep for a long time. You have been 
100 unconscious for along time. Now you must go to a 
higher level of consciousness. 
[1}] I am ready. What is i? Speak! 
[Soul] You should listen: to no longer be a Christian is 
easy. But what next? For more is yet to come. Everything 

nothing to say. But you should speak. Why have you 
received the revelation? You should not hide it. You 

concern yourself with the form? Is the form important, 
when it is a matter of revelation? 
[0:] But you are not thinking that I should publish what I 
have written? That would be a misfortune. And who would 
understand it? 
[Souk] No, listen! You should not break up a 
marriage, namely the marriage with me, no person 
should supplant me ... [want to rule alone 
[EJ] So you want to rule? From whence do you take 
the right for such a presumption? 
[Soul:] This right comes to me because I serve you 
and your calling. I could just as well say, you came first, 
but above all your calling comes first. 
[1] But what is my calling? 
[Soul] The new religion and ies proclamation. 
[1] Oh God, how should I do this? 
[Soul] Do not be of such little faith. No one knows 
it as you do. There is no one who could say it as well 
as you could. 
[1] But who knows, if you are not lying? 
[Sout] Ask yourself if I am lying, I speak the truth.” 

ing for you. And you? You remain silent and have 

His soul here pointedly urged him to publish his material, at 
which he balked. Three days later, his soul informed him that 
the new religion “expresses itself only in the transformation of 
human relations. Relations do not let themselves be replaced 
by the deepest knowledge. Moreover a religion does not consist 
only in knowledge, but at its visible level in a new ordering of 
human affairs. Therefore expect no further knowledge from me. 
You know everything that is to be known about the manifested 
revelation, but you do not yet live everything that is to be lived 
at this time,” Jung’s “r” replied, “I can fully understand and accept 
this. However, it is dark to me, how the knowledge could be 
transformed into life. You must teach me this.” His soul said, 
“There is not much to say about this, It is not as rational as you 
are inclined to think. The way is symbolic.””* 

Thus the task confronting Jung was how to realize and embody 
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what he had learned through his self-investigation into life 
During this period the themes of the psychology of religion 
and the relation of religion to psychology became increasingly 
prominent in his work, starting from his seminar in Polzeath 
in Cornwall in 1923. He attempted to develop a psychology of 
the religious-making process. Rather than proclaiming a new 
prophetic revelation, his interest lay in the psychology of religious 
experiences. The task was to depict the translation and transposi- 
tion of the numinous experience of individuals into symbols, and 
eventually into the dogmas and creeds of organized religions, 
and, finally to study the psychological function of such symbols, 
For such a psychology of the religion-making process to succeed, 
it was essential that analytical psychology, while providing an 
affirmation of the religious attitude, did not suecumb to becoming 
acreed.”” 

In 1922, Jung wrote a paper on “The relation of analytical 
psychology to poetic art works.” He differentiated two types of 
work: the first, which sprang entirely from the author's intention, 
and the second, which seized the author. Examples of such 
symbolic works were the second part of Goethe's Faust and 
Nietasche’s Zarathustra, He held that these works stemmed 
from the collective unconscious. In such instances, the creative 
process consisted in the unconscious activation of an archetypal 
image. The archetypes released in us a voice that was stronger 
than our own: 

“Whoever speaks in primordial images speaks with a thousand 
voices; he enthrals and overpowers ... he transmutes our 
personal destiny into the destiny of mankind, and evokes 
in us all those beneficent forces that ever and anon have 
enabled humanity to find a refuge from every peril and to 
outlive the longest night." 

The artist who produced such works educated the spirit of 
the age, and compensated the one-sidedness of the present. In 
describing the genesis of such symbolic works, Jung seemingly had 
his own activities in mind. Thus while Jung refused to regard 
Liber Novus as “art,” his reflections on its composition were 
nevertheless a critical source of his subsequent conceptions and 
theories of art. The implicit question that this paper raised was 
whether psychology could now serve this function of educating 
the spirit of the age and compensating the one-sidedness of the 
present. From this period onward, he came to conceive of the task 
of his psychology in precisely such a manner.” 

Publication Deliberations 
From 1922 onward, in addition to discussions with Emma 
Jung and Toni Wolff, Jung had extensive discussions with Cary 
Baynes and Wolfgang Stockmayer concerning what to do with 
Liber Novus, and around its potential publication, Because these 
discussions took place when he was still working on it, they are 

critically important. Cary Fink was born in 1883, She studied 
at Vassar College, where she was taught by Kristine Mann, 
who became one of Jung’ earliest followers in the United 
States. In 1910, she married Jaime de Angulo, and completed her 
medical training at Johns Hopkins in 1911. In 1921, she left him, 
and went to Ziiich with Kristine Mann, She entered analysis with 
Jung, She never practiced analysis, and Jung highly respected her 
critical intelligence. In 1927, she married Peter Baynes. They 
were subsequently divorced in 1931, Jung asked her to make 
a fresh transcription of Liber Novus, because he had added a lor 
of material since the previous transcription. She undertook this 
in 1924 and 1925, when Jung was in Africa. Her typewriter.was 
heavy, so she first copied it by hand and then typed it out. 

These notes recount her discussions with Jung and are written, 
in the form of letters to him, but were not sent. 

OCTOBER 2, 1922 
In another book of Meyrink’s the “White Dominican,” 
you said he made use of exactly the same symbolism that 
hhad come to you in the first vision that revealed to your 
unconscious. Furthermore you said, he had spoken of a 
“Red Book” which contained certain mysteries and the 
book that you are writing about the unconscious, you have 
called the “Red Book”. Then you said you were in doubt 
as to what to do about that book. Meyrink you said could 
throw his into novel form and i was all right, but you could 
only command the scientific and philosophical method 
and that stuff you couldn’t cast into that mold. I said you 
could use the Zarathustra form and you said that was true, 
but you were sick of that. I am too. Then you said you had 
thought of making an autobiography out of it, That would 
seem to me by far the best, because then you would tend 
to write as you spoke which was in a very colosful way. But 
apart from any difficulty with the form, you said you dreaded 
making it public because it was like selling your house. 
But I jumped upon you with both feet there and said it 
wasn't a bit like that because you and the book stood for 
a constellation of the Universe, and that to take the book 
as being purely personal was to identify yourself with it 
which was something you would not think of permitting to 
your patients. . .Then we laughed over my having caught 
you red-handed as it were. Goethe had been caught in the 
same difficulty in the 2 part of Faust in which he had 
gotten into the unconscious and found it so difficult to 
get the right form that he had finally died leaving the 
MBs, as such in his drawer. So much of what you had 
experienced you said, would be counted as sheer lunacy 
that if it were published you would lose out altogether not 
only as a scientist, but as a human being, but not I said if 
you went at it from the Dichtung und Wahrheit [Poetry 
and Truth] angle, then people could make their own 
selection as to which was which." You objected to pre~ 
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senting any of it as Dichtung when it was all Wahrheit, but 
it does not seem to me falseness to make use of that much 
of a mask in order to protect yourself from Philistia—and 
after all, as I said Philistia has its rights, confronted with the 
choice of you as a lunatic, and themselves as inexperienced 
fools they have to choose the former alternative, but if 
they can place you as a poet, their faces are saved. Much 
of your material you said has come to you as runes & the 
explanation of those runes sounds like the veriest nonsense, 
but that does not matter if the end product is sense, In 
your case I said, apparently you have become conscious of 
more of the steps of creation than ever anyone before. In 
most cases the mind evidently drops out of the irrelevant 
stuff automatically and delivers the end product, whereas 
you bring along the whole business, matrix process and 
product. Naturally itis frightfully more difficult to handle, 
‘Then my hour was up. 

JANUARY 1923 
What you told me some time ago set me thinking, and 
suddenly the other day while I was reading the “Vorspiel 
auf dem Theater” [prelude in the theater]."* it came to 
me that you too ought ro make use of that principle which 
Goethe has handled so beautifully all through Faust, namely, 
the placing in opposition of the creative and eternal with 
the negative and transient. You may not see right away what 
this has to do with the Red Book, but I will explain. As I 
understand it in this book you are going to challenge men 
to a new way of looking at their souls, at any rate there is 
going to be in it a good deal that will be out of the grasp of 
the ordinary man, just as at one period of your own life you 
would scarcely have understood i. In a way it is a “jewel” 
‘you are giving to the world is it now? My idea is that it needs 
a sort of protection in order not to be thrown into the gutter 
and finally made away with by a strangely clad Jew: 

The best protection you could devise, it seems to me, 
‘would be to put in incorporate the book itself an exposition 
of the forces that will attempt to destroy it. It is one of 
your great gifts strength of seeing the black as well as the 
white of every given situation, so you will know better 
than most of the people who attack the book, what it is 
that they want to destroy. Could you not take the wind out 
of their sails by writing their criticism for them? Perhaps 
that is the very thing you have done in the introduction. 
Perhaps you would rather assume towards the public the 
attitude of “Take or leave it, and be blessed or be damned 
whichever you prefer” That would be all right, whatever 
there is of truth in it is going to survive in any case. But I 
would like to see you do the other thing if it did not call 
for too much effort. 

JANUARY 26, 1924 
You had the night before had a dream in which I appeared 
in a disguise and was to do work on the Red Book and 
you had been thinking about it all that day and dusing Dr. 
Wharton's hour preceding mine especially (pleasant for her 
1 must say) ... As you had said you had made up your mind to 
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turn over to me all of your unconscious material represented 
by the Red Book etc. to see what I as a stranger and impartial 
observer would say about it. You thought I had a good critique 
and an impartial one. Toni you said was deeply interwoven 
with it and besides did not take any interest in the thing 
in itself, nor in getting it into usable form, She is lost in 
“bird uttering” you said. For yourself, you said you had 
always known what to do with your ideas, but here you were 
baffled. When you approached them you became enmeshed 
as it were and could no longer be sure of anything. You 
were certain some of them had great importance, but you 
could not find the appropriate form—as they were now you 
said they might come out of a madhouse. So then you said 
I was to copy down the contents of the Red Book—once 
before you had had it copied, but you had since then added 
a great deal of material, so you wanted it done again and 
you would explain things to me as I went along, for you 
understood nearly everything in it you said. In this way we 
could come to discuss many things which never came up 
in my analysis and I could understand your ideas from the 
foundation. You told me then something more of your own 
attitude toward the “Red Book” You said some of it hurt 
your sense of the fitness of things terribly, and that you 
had shrunk from putting it down as it came to you, but that 
you had started on the principle of “voluntariness” that is of 
making no corrections and so you had stuck to that. Some of 
the pictures were absolutely infantile, but were intended 
so t0 be. There were various figures speaking, Elias, Father 
Philemon, etc. but all appeared to be phases of what you 
thought ought to be called “the master.” You were sure that 
this latter was the same who inspired Buddha, Mani, Christ, 
Mahomet—all those who may be said to have communed with 
God" But the others had identified with him. You abso- 
Iutely refused to, It could not be for you, you said, you had 
to remain the psychologist—the person who understood the 
process, I said then that the thing to be done was to enable the 
‘world to understand the process also without their getting the 
notion that they had the Master caged as it were at their 
beck & call. They had to think of him as a pillar of fire per- 
petually moving on and forever out of human grasp. Yes, 
you said itwas something like that. Perhaps it cannot yet be 
done. As you talked I grew more and more aware of the 
immeasurability of the ideas which are filling you. You said 
they had the shadow of eternity upon them and I could 
feel the truth of it."* 

On January 30, she noted that Jung said of a dream which she 
had told him: 

“That it was a preparation for the Red Book, because the Red 
Book told of the battle between the world of reality and the 
‘world of the spirit, You said in that battle you had been very 
nearly torn asunder but that you had managed to keep your 
feet on the earth & make an effect on reality. That you said 
for you was the test of any idea, and that you had no respect 
for any ideas however winged that had to exist off in space 
and were unable to make an impression on reality"* 
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‘There is an undated fragment of a letter draft to an unidentified 
person in which Cary Baynes expresses her view of the significance 
of Liber Novus, and the necessity of its publication 

Lam absolutely thunderstruck, for example, as I read the 
Red Book, and see all that is told there for the Right Way 
for us of today, to find how Toni has kept it out of her system, 
She wouldn’t have an unconscious spot in her psyche had 
she digested even as much of the Red Book as I have read & 
that I should think was not a third ora fourth, And another 
difficult thing to understand is why she has no interest in 
seeing him publish it. There are people in my country who 
would read it from cover to cover without stopping to 
breathe scarcely, so does it re-envisage and clarify the things 
that are today, staggering everyone who is trying to find the 
clue to life ... he has put into itall the vigor and color of his 
speech, all the directness and simplicity that come when as 
at Cornwall the fire burns in him.%* 

Of course it may be that as he says, if he published it as. 
it is, he would forever be hors du combat in the world of 
rational science, but then there must be some way around 
that, some way of protecting himself against stupidity, in 
order that the people who would want the book need not 
go without for the time it will take the majority to get 
ready for it. I always knew’he must be able to write the 
fire that he can speak—and here itis. His published books 
are doctored up for the world at large, or rather they are 
written out of his head & this out of his heart.” 

These discussions vividly portray the depth of Jung's 
deliberations concerning the publication of Liber Novus, his 
sense of its centrality in comprehending the genesis of his 
work, and his fear that the work would be misunderstood. 
‘The impression that the style of the work would make on an 
unsuspecting public strongly concerned Jung, He later recalled 
to Aniela Jaffé that the work still needed a suitable form in 
which it could be brought into the world because it sounded like 
prophecy, which was not to his taste. 

‘There appears to have been some discussion concerning these 
issues in Jung's circle, On May 29, 1924, Cary Baynes noted a 
discussion with Peter Baynes in which he argued that Liber Novus 
could be understood only by someone who had known Jung. By 
contrast, she thought that the book 

‘was the record of the passage of the universe through the soul 
of a man, and just as a person stands by the sea and listens to 
that very strange and awful music and cannot explain why his 
heart aches, or why a cry of exaltation wants to leap from his 
throat, so I thought it would be with the Red Book, and that 
aman would be perforce lifted out of himself by the majesty 
of it, and swung to heights he had never been before” 

“There are further signs that Jung circulated copies of Liber Novus 
to confidantes, and that the material was discussed together 

186 The reference isto the Polzeath seminar. 

with the possibilities of its publication. One such colleague 
was Wolfgang Stockmayer. Jung met Stockmayer in 1907. In his 
unpublished obituary, Jung nominated him as the first German 
to be interested in his work. He recalled that Stockmayer was 
a true friend. They traveled together in Italy and Switzerland, 
and there was seldom a year in which they did not meet 
Jung commented: 

He distinguished himself through his great interest and 
equally great understanding for pathological psychic 
processes. I also found with him a sympathetic reception 
for my broader viewpoint, which became of importance 
for my later comparative psychological works.” 

Stockmayer accompanied Jung in “the valuable penetration 
of our psychology” into classical Chinese philosophy, the mystical 
speculations of India and Tantric yoga™ 

On December 22, 1924, Stockmayer wrote to Jung: 

1 often long for the Red Book, and I would like to have a 
transcript of what is available; I failed to do so when I had 
it, as things go. I recently fantasized about a kind of journal 
of “Documents” in a loose form for materials from the 
“forge of the unconscious,” with words and colors."* 

It appears that Jung sent some material to him. On April 30, 
1925, Stockmayer wrote to Jung: 

In the meantime we have gone through “Scrutinies,” and 
it is the same impression as with the great wandering” 
A selected collective milieu for such from the Red Book 
is certainly worth trying out, although your commentary 
would be quite desired. Since a certain adjacent center of 
yours lies here, ample access to sources is of great significance, 
consciously and unconsciously: And 1 obviously fantasize 
about “facsimiles,” which you will understand: you need 
not fear extraversion magic from me. Painting also has 
great appeal 

Jung's manuscript “Commentaries” (see Appendix B) was possibly 
connected with these discussions. 

“Thus figures in Jung's circle held differing views concerning 
the significance of Liber Novus and whether it should be published, 
which may have had bearings on Jung's eventual decisions, Cary 
Baynes did not complete the transcription, getting as far as the 
first twenty-seven pages of Serutinies. For the next few years, 
her time was taken up with the translation of Jung's essays into 
English, followed by the translation of the I Ching. 

‘At some stage, which I estimate to be in the mid-twenties, 
Jung went back to the Draft and edited it again, deleting and 
adding material on approximately 250 pages. His revisions 
served to modernize the language and terminology.” He also 

187 I suspect that this may have been written to her ex-husband, Jaime de Angulo. On July 10, 1924, he wrote to her: “I daresay you have been as busy as T have, with that 
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revised some of the material that he had already transcribed 
into the calligraphic volume of Liber Novus, as well as some 
material that was left out. It is hard to see why he undertook 
this unless he was seriously considering publishing it. 

In 1925, Jung presented his seminars on analytical psychology 
to the Psychological Club. Here, he discussed some of the 
important fantasies in Liber Novus. He described how they 
unfolded and indicated how they formed the basis of the ideas 
in Psychological Types and the key to understanding its genesis, 
The seminar was transcribed and edited by Cary Baynes. That 
same year, Peter Baynes prepared an English translation of the 
Septem Sermones ad Mortuos, which was privately published.”*Jung 
gave copies to some of his English-speaking students. In a 
letter that is presumably a reply to one from Henry Murray 
thanking him for a copy, Jung wrote 

1am deeply convinced, that those ideas that came to me, 
are really quite wonderful things. I can easily say that 
(without blushing), because I know, how resistant and 
how foolishly obstinate I was, when they first visited me 
and what a trouble ie was, until I could read this symbolic 
language, so much superior to my dull conscious mind.” 

It is possible that Jung may have considered the publication 
of the Sermones as a trial for the publication of Liber Novus. 
Barbara Hannah claims that he regretted publishing it and that 
“he felt strongly that it should only have been written in the 
Red Book."** 

At some point, Jung wrote a manuscript entitled 
“Commentaries,” which provided a commentary on chapters 9, 
10, and 11 of Liber Primus (see Appendix B). He had discussed 
some of these fantasies in his 1925 seminar, and he goes into 
more detail here, From the style and conceptions, I would 
estimate that this text was written in the mid-twenties. He may 
have written—or intended to write—further “commentaries” 
for other chapters, but these have not come to light. This manu- 
script indicates the amount of work he put into understanding 
each and every detail of his fantasies. 

Jung gave a number of people copies of Liber Novus: Cary 
Baynes, Peter Baynes, Aniela Jaffé, Wolfgang Stockmayer, and 
‘Toni Wolff. Copies may also have been given to others. In 1937, 
a fire destroyed Peter Baynes’s house, and damaged his copy of 
Liber Novus. A few years later, he wrote to Jung asking if by chance 
he had another copy, and offered to translate it.” Jung replied: “I 
will try whether I can procure another copy of the Red Book. 
Please don’t worry about translations, I am sure there are 2.0 3 
translations already. But I don’t know of what and by whom." 
This supposition was presumably based on the number of copies 
of the work in circulation, 

Jung let the following individuals read and/or look at Liber 
Novus: Richard Hull, Tina Keller, James Kirsch, Ximena Roelli 

de Angulo (as a child), and Kurt Wolff. Aniela Jaffé read the 
Black Books, and Tina Keller was also allowed to read sections of 
the Black Books. Jung most likely showed the book to other close 
associates, such as Emil Medtner, Franz Riklin Sr, Erika Schlegel, 

Hans Triib, and Marie-Louise von Franz. It appears that he allowed 
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those people to read Liber Novus whom he fully trusted and whom 
he felt had a full grasp of his ideas. Quite a number of his students 
did not fit into this category 

The Transformation 

of Psychotherapy 
Liber Novus is of critical significance for grasping the emergence of 
Jung's new model of psychotherapy. In 1912, in Transformation and 
Symbols ofthe Libido, he considered the presence of mythological 
fantasies—such as are present in Liber Novus—to be the signs of 
a loosening of the phylogenetic layers of the unconscious, and 
indicative of schizophrenia. Through his self-experimentation, 
he radically revised this position: what he now considered critical 
‘was not the presence of any particular content, but the attitude 
of the individual toward it and, in particular, whether an indi- 
vidual could accommodate such material in their worldview: This 
explains why he commented in his afterword to Liber Novus that to 
the superficial observer, the work would seem like madness, and 
could have become so, ifhe had failed to contain and comprehend 
the experiences In Liber Secundus, chapter 15, he presents a 
critique of contemporary psychiatry, highlighting its incapacity 
to differentiate religious experience or divine madness from 
psychopathology. If the content of visions or fantasies had no 
diagnostic value, he held that it was nevertheless critical to view 
them carefully 

Out of his experiences, he developed néw conceptions of the 
aims and methods of psychotherapy. Since its inception at the 
end of the nineteenth century, modern psychotherapy had been 
primarily concerned with the treatment of functi 
disorders, or neuroses, as they came to be known. From the time 
of the First World War onward, Jung reformulated the prac~ 
tice of psychotherapy. No longer solely preoccupied with the 
treatment of psychopathology, it became a practice to enable 
the higher development of the individual through fostering the 
individuation process. This was to have far-reaching consequences 
not only for the development of analytical psychology but also 
for psychotherapy as a whole. 

To demonstrate the validity of the conceptions that he derived in 
Liber Novus, Jung attempted to show that the processes depicted 
within it were not unique and that the conceptions which he 
developed in it were applicable to others. To study the productions 
of his patients, he built up an extensive collection of their paintings. 
So that his patients were not separated from their images, he 
would generally ask them to make copies for him." 

During this period, he continued to instruct his patients as 
to how to induce visions in a waking state. In 1926, Christiana 
“Morgan came to Jung for analysis, She had been drawn to his ideas 
on reading Psychological Types, and tured to him for assistance 
with her problems with relationships and her depressions. In a 
session in 1926, Morgan noted Jung's advice to her on how to 

mal nervous 

produce visions: 

Well, you see these are too vague for me to be able to say 
much about them, They are only the beginning You only 

by Peter Baynes 
when he had reached suitably “acvanced” stage in his analysis, and being swarn to secrecy about it (personel communication, 1991 
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use the retina of the eye at first in order to objectify: Then 
instead of keeping on trying to force the image out you just 
want to look in. Now when you see these images you want 
to hold them and see where they take you—-how they change. 
‘And you want to try to get into the picture yourself—to 
become one of the actors. When I first began to do this I 
saw landscapes. Then I learned how to put myself into the 
landscape, and the figures would talk to me and I would 
answer them... People said he has an artistic temperament. 
But it was only that my unconscious was swaying me. Now 
T learn to act its drama as well as the drama of the outer life 
& so nothing can hurt me now. I have written 1000 pages 
of material from the unconscious (Told the vision of a giant 
who turned into an egg).** 

He described his own experiments in detail to his patients, and 
instructed them to follow suit. His role was one of supervising 
them in experimenting with their own stream of images. Morgan 
noted Jung saying: 

Now I feel as though I ought to say something to you 
about these phantasies . .. The phantasies now seem t0 
be rather thin and full of repetitions of the same motives 
‘There isn’t enough fire and heat in them. They ought to 
be more burning... You must be in them more, that is you 
must be your own conscious critical self in them—imposing 
your own judgments arid criticisms... I can explain what I 
mean by telling you of my own experience. I was writing 
in my book and suddenly saw a man standing watch over 
my shoulder. One of the gold dots from my book flew 
up and hit him in the eye. He asked me if I would take 
it out. I said no—not unless he told me who he was. He 
said he wouldn't, You see I knew that. If I had done what 
he asked then he would have sunk into the unconscious 
and I would have missed the point of it ie why he had 
appeared from the unconscious at all, finally he told me 
that he would tell me the meaning of certain hieroglyphs 
which I had had a few days previous, This he did and I 
took the thing out of his eye and he vanished.** 

Jung went so far as to suggest that his patients prepare their own 
Red Books. Morgan recalled him saying 

I should advise you to put it all down as beautifully as you 
can—in some beautifully bound book. It will seem as if you 
were making the visions banal—but then you need to do 
that—then you are freed from the power of them. If you 
do that with these eyes for instance they will cease to draw 
you. You should never try to make the visions come again. 
‘Think of it in your imagination and try to paint it. Then 
when these things are in some precious book you can go 
to the book & turn over the pages & for you it will be your 
church—your cathedral—the silent places of your spirit 
where you will find renewal. IF anyone tells you that it is 
morbid or neurotic and you listen to them—then you will 
lose your soul—for in that book is your soul,™* 

Inaletter to J. A. Gilbert in 1929, he commented on his procedure: 

I found sometimes, that it is of great help in handling such 
a case, to encourage them, to express their peculiar contents 
cither in the form of writing or of drawing and painting. 
‘There are so many incomprehensible intuitions in such cases, 
phantasy fragments that rise from the unconscious, for which 
there is almost no suitable language. I let my patients find 
their own symbolic expressions, their “mythology.”" 

Philemon’s Sanctuary 
In the 1920s, Jung's interest increasingly shifted from the 
transcription of Liber Novus and the elaboration of his mythology 
in the Black Books to working on his tower in Bollingen. In 1920, 
he purchased some land on the upper shores of Lake Ziirich in 
Bollingen. Prior to this, he and his family sometimes spent holidays 
camping around Lake Ziiich, He felt the need to represent his 
innermost thoughts in stone and to build a completely primitive 
dwelling: “Words and paper, however, did not seem real enough 
to me; something more was needed.”** He had to make a confession 
in stone. The tower was a “representation of individuation.” Over 
the years, he painted murals and made carvings on the walls. The 
tower may be regarded as a three-dimensional continuation of 
Liber Novus: its “Liber Quartus.” At the end of Liber Secundus, Jung 
‘wrote: “I must catch up with a piece of the Middle Ages—within 
myself We have only finished the Middle Ages of—others. I 
must begin early, in that period when the hermits died out.” 
Significantly, the tower was deliberately built as a structure from 
the Middle Ages, with no modern amenities. The tower was an 
ongoing, evolving work. He carved this inscription on its wall 
“Philemonis sacrum—Fausti poenitentia” (Philemon’s Shrine— 
Faust’s Repentance) (One of the murals in the tower is a portrait 
of Philemon) On April 6, 1929, Jung wrote to Richard Wilhelm: 
“Why are there no worldly cloisters for men, who should live 
outside the times!”™* 

On January 9, 1923, Jung’s mother died. On December 23/24, 
December, 1923, he had the following dream: 

Lam on military service. Marching with a battalion, Ina wood 
by Ossingen I come across excavations at a crossroads: 1 
meter high stone figure of a frog or a toad with a head, 
Behind this sits a boy with a toad’s head, Then the bust of a 
man with an anchor hammered into the region of his heart, 
Roman, A second bust from around 1640, the same motif. 
Then mummified corpses. finally there comes a barouche in 
the style of the seventeenth century: In it sits someone who 
is dead, but still alive, She turns her head, when I address her 
as “Miss” I am aware that “Miss” is a ttle of nobility" 

A few years later, he grasped the significance of this dream. 
He noted on December 4, 1926: 

Only now do I see for that the dream of 23/24 December 
1923 means the death of the anima (“She does not know 
that she is dead”). This coincides with the death of my 
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mother . . Since the death of my mother, the A. [Anima] 
has fallen silent. Meaningful! 

A few years later, he had a few further dialogues with his soul, 
but his confrontation with the anima had effectively reached 
a closure at this point. On January 2, 1927, he had a dream set 
in Liverpool: 

Several young Swiss and I are down by the docks in 
Liverpool. Ie is a dark rainy night, with smoke and clouds 
‘We walk up to the upper part of town, which lies on a plateau. 
‘We come to a small circular lake in a centrally located garden, 
In the middle of this there is an island. The men speak of a 
Swiss who lives here in such a sooty, dark diety city. But I 
see that on the island stands a magnolia tree covered with 
red flowers illuminated by an eternal sun, and think, “Now 
I know, why this Swiss fellow lives here. He apparently also 
knows why,” I see a city map: [Plate]. 

Jung then painted a mandala based upon this map: He attached 
great significance to this dream, commenting later: 

This dream represented my situation at the time, I can 
still see the grayish-yellowish raincoats, glistening with the 
wetness of the rain, Everything was extremely unpleasant, 
black and opaque, just as I felt then, But I had had a vision 
of unearthly beauty, and that was why I was able to live 
at all... I saw that here the goal had been reached. One 
could not go beyond the center. The center is the goal, 
and everything is directed toward that center. Through this 
dream I understood that the self is the principle and arche- 
type of orientation and meaning 

Jung added that he himself was the one Swiss. The “I” was 
not the self, but from there one could see the divine miracle. The 
small light resembled the great light. Henceforth, he stopped 
painting mandalas. The dream had expressed the unconscious 
developmental process, which was not linear, and he found it 
completely satisfying, He felt utterly alone at that time, preoccu- 
pied with something great that others didn’t understand. In the 
dream, only he saw the tree. While they stood in the darkness, 
the tree appeared radiantly, Had he not had such a vision, his life 
would have lost meaning "* 

The realization was that the self is the goal of individuation 
and that the process of individuation was not linear, but consisted 
in a circumambulation of the self. This realization gave him 
strength, for otherwise the experience would have driven him 
or those around him crazy:” He felt that the mandala drawings 
showed him the self “in its saving function” and that this was 
his salvation. The task now was one of consolidating these insights 
into his life and science. 

In his 1926 revision of The Psychology ofthe Unconscious Processes, 
he highlighted the significance of the midlife transition. He 
argued that the first half of life could be characterized as the 
natural phase, in which the prime aim was establishing oneself 
in the world, gaining an income, and raising a family. The second 
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half of life could be characterized as the cultural phase, which 
involved a revaluation of earlier values. The goal in this period 
‘was one of conserving previous values together with the recog- 
nition of their opposites. This meant that individuals had 
to develop the undeveloped and neglected aspects of their 
personality." The individuation process was now conceived 
as the general pattern of human development. He argued that 
there was a lack of guidance for this transition in contemporary 
society, and he saw his psychology as filling this lacuna, Outside 
of analytical psychology, Jung’s formulations have had an 
impact on the field of adult developmental psychology. Clearly, 
his crisis experience formed the template for this conception of 
the requirements of the two halves of life. Liber Novus depicts 
Jung’s reappraisal of his previous values, and his attempt to 
develop the neglected aspects of his personality. Thus it formed 
the basis of his understanding of how the midlife transition could 
be successfully navigated. 

In 1928 he published a small book, The Relations berween the I and 
the Unconscious, which was an expansion of his 1916 paper “The 
structure of the unconscious.” Here, he expanded upon the “interior 
drama” of the transformation process, adding a section dealing in 
detail with the process of individuation, He noted that after one 
had dealt with the fantasies from the personal sphere, one met 
‘with fantasies from the impersonal sphere. These were not simply 
arbitrary, but converged upon a goal. Hence these later fantasies 
could be described as processes of initiation, which provided their 
nearest analogy. For this process to take place, active participation 
was required: “When the conscious mind participates actively 
and experiences each stage of the process ... then the next image 
always starts off on the higher level that has been won, and 
purposiveness develops.”*” 

After the assimilation of the personal unconscious, the 
differentiation of the persona, and the overcoming of the state 
of godlikeness, the next stage that followed was the integration 
of the anima for men and of the animus for women. Jung argued 
that just as it was essential for a man to distinguish between what 
he was and how he appeared to others, it was equally essential to 
become conscious of “his invisible relations to the unconscious” 
and hence to differentiate himself from the anima. He noted 
that when the anima was unconscious, it was projected, For a 
child, the first bearer of the soul-image was the mother, and 
thereafter, the women who aroused a man’s feelings. One needed 
to objectify the anima and to pose questions to her, by the 
method of inner dialogue or active imagination, Everyone, he 
claimed, had this ability to hold dialogues with him- or herself. 
Active imagination would thus be one form of inner dialogue, a 
type of dramatized thinking. It was critical to disidentify from 
the thoughts that arose, and to overcome the assumption that 
one had produced them oneself” What was most essential was 
not interpreting or understanding the fantasies, but experiencing 
them, This represented a shift from his emphasis on creative 
formulation and understanding in his paper on the transcendent 
function. He argued that one should treat the fantasies com- 
pletely literally while one was engaged in them, but symbolically 
when one interpreted them" This was a direct description of 
Jung’s procedure in the Black Books. The task of such discussions 
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‘was to objectify the effects of the anima and to become conscious 
of the contents that underlay these, thereby integrating these into 
consciousness. When one had become familiar with the unconscious 
processes reflected in the anima, the anima then became a function 
of the relationship between consciousness and the unconscious, as 
opposed to an autonomous complex. Again, this process of the 
integration of the anima was the subject of Liter Novus and the 
Black Books. (It also highlights the fact that the fantasies in Liber 
Novus should be read symbolically and not literally. To take 
statements from them out of context and to cite them literally 
would represent a serious misunderstanding.) Jung noted that 
this process had three effects 

The first effect is that the range of consciousness is 
increased by the inclusion of a great number and variety of 
unconscious contents. The second is a gradual diminution 
of the dominating influence of the unconscious. The third 
isan alteration inthe personality.* 

After one had achieved the integration of the anima, one 
was confronted with another figure, namely the “mana personality.” 
Jung argued that when the anima lost her “mana” or power, the 
man who assimilated it must have acquired this, and so became 
“mana personality” a being of superior will and wisdom. However, 
this figure was ‘a dominant of the collective unconscious, the 
recognized archetype of the powerful man in the form of hero, 
chief, magician, medicine man, and saint, the lord of men and 
spirits, the friend of Gods» Thus in integrating the anima, and 
attaining her power, one inevitably identified with the figure of 
the magician, and one faced the task of differentiating oneself 
from this, He added that for women, the corresponding figure 
wwas that of the Great Mother. If one gave up the claim to victory 
over the anima, possession by the figure of the magician ceased, 
and one realized that the mana truly belonged to the “mid-point 
of the personality” namely, the self. The assimilation of the contents 
of the mana personality led to the self. Jung's description of the 
encounter with the mana personality, both the identification and 
subsequent disidentification with it, corresponds to his encounter 
with Philemon in Liber Novus. Of the self, Jung wrote: “It might 
as well be called ‘God in us.’ The beginnings of our whole psychic 
life seem to be inextricably rooted to this point, and all our 
highest and deepest purposes seem to be striving toward it.”™* 
Jung’s description of the self conveys the significance of his 
realization following his Liverpool dream: 

The self could be characterized as a kind of compensation 
for the conflict between inner and outer ... the selfis also 
the goal of life, because it is the most complete expression 
of that fateful combination we call individuality ... With 
the experiencing of the self as something irrational, as an 
indefinable being to which the I is neither opposed nor 
subjected, but in a relation of dependence, and around 
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which it revolves, very much as the earth revolves about the 
sun—then the goal of individuation has been reached. 

The Confrontation 
with the World 
Why did Jung stop working on Liter Novus? In his afterword, 
written in 1959, he wrote: 

My acquaintance with alchemy in 1930 took me away 
from it. The beginning of the end came in 1928, when 
[Richard] Wilhelm sent me the text of the “Golden flower,” 
an alchemical treatise, There the contents of this book found 
their way into actuality and I could no longer continue 
working on it.™* 

There is one more completed painting in Liber Novus. In 
1928, Jung painted a mandala of a golden castle (Page 163) 
‘After painting it, it struck him that the mandala had something 
Chinese about it, Shortly afterward, Richard Wilhelm sent him 
the text of The Secret of the Golden Flower, asking him to write a 
commentary on it. Jung was struck by it and the timing: 

The text gave me an undreamed-of confirmation of my 
ideas about the mandala and the citcumambulation of the 
center, This was the first event which broke through my 
isolation. I became aware of an affinity; I could establish ties 
with someone and something” 

‘The significance of this confirmation is indicated in the lines 
that he wrote beneath the painting of the Yellow Castle Jung 
was struck by the correspondences between the imagery and 
conceptions of this text and his own paintings and fantasies. On 
May 25, 1929, he wrote to Wilhelm: “Fate appears to have given 
us the role of two bridge pillars which carry the bridge between 
East and West.” Only later did he realize that the alchemical 
nature of the text was important” He worked on his commentary 
during 1929. On September 10, 1929, he wrote to Wilhelm: “I am 
thrilled by this text, which stands so close to our unconscious.”=" 

Jung’s commentary on The Secret of the Golden Flower was a 
turning point, [twas his first public discussion of the significance 
of the mandala. For the first time, Jung anonymously presented 
three of his own paintings from Liber Novus as examples of 
European mandalas, and commented on them." To Wilhelm, he 
wrote on October 28, 1929, concerning the mandalas in the volume 
“the images amplify one another precisely through their diversity 
They give an excellent image of the effort of the unconscious 
European spirit to grasp Eastern eschatology” This connection 
between the “European unconscious spirit” and Eastern escha- 
tology became one of the major themes in Jung's work in the 
1930s, which he explored through further collaborations with the 
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Indologists Wilhelm Hauer and Heinrich Zimmer.™ At the same 

time, the form of the work was crucial: rather than revealing the full 
details of his own experiment, or those of his patients, Jung used 
the parallels with the Chinese text as an indirect way of speaking 
about it, much as he had begun to do in chapter 5 of Psychological 
Types. This allegorical method now became his preferred form. 
Rather than write directly of his experiences, he commented on 
analogous developments in esoteric practices, and most of all 
in medieval alchemy. 

Shortly afterward, Jung abruptly left off working on Liber 
Novus. The last full-page image was left unfinished, and he 
stopped transcribing the text, He later recalled that when he 
reached this central point, or Tao, his confrontation with the 
world commenced, and he began to give many lectures.*® Thus 
the “confrontation with the unconscious” drew to a close, and 
the “confrontation with the world” began. Jung added that he 
saw these activities as a form of compensation for the years of 
inner preoccupation 

The Comparative Study 
of the Individuation Process 
Jung had been familiar with alchemical texts from around 1910. 
In 1912, Théodore Flournoy had presented a psychological 
interpretation of alchemy in his lectures at the University of 
Geneva and, in 1914, Herbert Silberer published an extensive 
work on the subject.” Jung's approach to alchemy followed 
the work of Flournoy and Silberer, in regarding alchemy from 
a psychological perspective, His understanding of it was based 
on ewo main theses: first, that in meditating on the texts and 
materials in their laboratories, the alchemists were actually 
practicing a form of active imagination. Second, that the 
symbolism in the alchemical texts corresponded to that of the 
individuation process with which Jung and his patients had 
been engaged. 

In the 1930s, Jung's activity shifted from working on his 
fantasies in the Black Books to his alchemy copy books. In these, he 
presented an encyclopedic collection of excerpts from alchemical 
literature and related works, which he indexed according to key 
words and subjects. These copy books formed the basis of his 
writings on the psychology of alchemy. 

After 1930, Jung put Liber Novus to one side. While he had 
stopped working directly on it, it still remained at the center 
of his activity. In his therapeutic work, he continued to attempt 
to foster similar developments in his patients, and to establish 
which aspects of his own experience were singular, and which 
had some generality and applicability to others. In his symbolic 
researches, Jung was interested in parallels to the imagery and 
conceptions of Liber Novus. The question that he pursued was the 
following: was something akin to the individuation process to be 
found in all cultures? If so, what were the common and differential 
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elements? In this perspective, Jungs work after 1930 could be 
considered as an extended amplification of the contents of Liber 
‘Novus, and an attempt to translate its contents into a form accept- 
able to the contemporary outlook. Some of the statements made 
in Liber Novus closely correspond to positions that Jung would 
later articulate in his published works, and represent their first 
formulations. On the other hand, much did not directly find 
its way into the Collected Works, or was presented in a schematic 
form, or through allegory and indirect allusion. Thus Liber Novus 
enables a hitherto unsuspected clarification of the most difficult 
aspects of Jung's Collected Works, One is simply not ina position to 
comprehend the genesis of Jung's late work, nor to fully under- 
stand what he was attempting to achieve, without studying Liber 
Novus. At the same time, the Collected Works can in part be 
considered an indirect commentary on Liber Novus. Each mutually 
explicates the other 

Jung saw his “confrontation with the unconscious” as the source 
of his later work. He recalled that all his work and everything 
that he subsequently achieved came from these imaginings. He 
had expressed things as well as he was able, in clumsy, handi- 
capped language. He often felt as if “gigantic blocks of stone 
were tumbling down upon [him]. One thunderstorm followed 
another.” He was amazed it hadn't broken him as it had done 
others, such as Schreber” 

When asked by Kurt Wolff in 1957 on the relation between 
his scholarly works and his biographical notes of dreams and 
fantasies, Jung replied: 

That was the primal stuff that compelled me to work on it, 
and my work is a more or less successful attempt to incorporate 
this incandescent matter into the worldview of my time, 
The first imaginings and dreams were like fiery, molten 
basalt, from which the stone crystallized, upon which I 
could work."° 

He added that “it has cost me 45 years so to speak, to bring the 
things that I once experienced and wrote down into the vessel of 
my scientific work." 

In Jung's own terms, Liber Novus could be considered to 
contain, among other things, an account of stages of his process 
of individuation, In subsequent works, he tried to point out 
the general schematic common elements to which he could find 
parallels in his patients and in comparative research, The later 
‘works thus present a skeletal outline, a basic sketch, but left out 
the main body of detail. In retrospect, he described the Red Book 
asan attempt to formulate things in terms of revelation. He had 
hope that this would feee him, but found that it didn’t. He then 
realized that he had to return to the human side and to science. He 
had to draw conclusions from the insights. The elaboration of 
the material in the Red Book was vital, but he also had to under- 
stand the ethical obligations. In doing so, he had paid with his 
life and his science. 

234 On this issue, see The Pochlogy of Kendaliné Yoga: Note ofthe Seminar Given in 1932 by C. G Jung, ed, Sonu Shamdasani (Bollingen Series, Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1996) 
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In 1930, he commenced a series of seminars on the fantasy 
visions of Christiana Morgan at the Psychological Club in Ziirich, 
which can in part be regarded as an indirect commentary on 
Liber Novus To demonstzate the empirical validity of the concep- 
tions that he derived in the latter, he had to show that processes 
depicted within it were not unique. 

‘With his seminars on Kundalini Yoga in 1932, Jung commenced 
a comparative study of esoteric practices, focusing on the spiritual 
exercises of Ignatius of Loyola, Patanjali’s Yoga sutras, Buddhist 
meditational practices, and medieval alchemy, which he presented 
in an extensive series of lectures at the Swiss Federal Institute 
of Technology (ETH).** The critical insight that enabled these 
linkages and comparisons was Jung's realization that these 
practices were all based on different forms of active imagina- 
tion—and that they all had as their goal the transformation of 
the personality—which Jung understood as the process of 
individuation. Thus Jung’s ETH lectures provide a comparative 
history of active imagination, the practice that formed the basis 
of Liber Novus 

In 1934, he published his first extended case description of 
the individuation process, which was that of Kristine Mann, 
who had painted an extensive series of mandalas. He referred 
to his own undertaking. 

T have naturally used this method on myself too and can 
affirm that one can paint very complicated pictures without 
having the least idea of their real meaning. While painting 
them, the picture seems to develop out of itself and often 
in opposition to one’s conscious intentions. 

He noted that the present work filled a gap in his description 
of his therapeutic methods, as he had written little about active 
imagination, He had used this method since 1916, but only 
sketched it in The Relations of the I to the Unconscious in 1928, and 
first mentioned the mandala in 1929, in his commentary on The 
Secret of the Golden Flower: 

For at least thirteen years I kept quiet about the results 
of these methods in order to avoid any suggestion. I wanted 
to assure myself that these things—mandalas especially — 
really are produced spontaneously and were not suggested 
to the patient by my own fantasy 

‘Through his historical studies, he convinced himself that mandalas 
had been produced in all times and places. He also noted that 
they were produced by patients of psychotherapists who were 
not his students. This also indicates one consideration that may 
have led him not to publish Liber Novus: to convince himself, and 
his critics, that the developments of his patients and especially 
their mandala images were not simply due to suggestion. He 
held that the mandala represented one of the best examples of 
the universality of an archetype. In 1936, he also noted that he 
himself had used the method of active imagination over a long 
period of time, and observed many symbols that he had been 
able to verify only years later in texts that had been unknown 
to him. However, from an evidential standpoint, given the 
breadth of his learning, Jung's own material would not have 

been a particularly convincing example of his thesis that images 
from the collective unconscious spontaneously emerged without 
prior acquaintance. 

In Liber Novus, Jung articulated his understanding of the 
historical transformations of Christianity, and the historicity 
of symbolic formations, He took up this theme in his writings on 
the psychology of alchemy and on the psychology of Christian 
dogmas, and most of all in Answer to Job, As we have seen, it was 
Jung’s view that his prewar visions were prophetic that led to 
the composition of Liber Novus. In 1952, through his collabora~ 
tion with the Nobel prize-winning physicist Wolfgang Pauli, 
Jung argued that there existed a principle of acausal orderedness 
that underlay such “meaningful coincidences,” which he called 
synchronicity” He claimed that under certain circumstances, 
the constellation of an archetype led to a relativization of time 
and space, which explained how such events could happen. 
This was an attempt to expand scientific understanding to 
accommodate events such as his visions of 1913 and 1914. 

It is important to note that the relation of Liber Novus to 
Jungs scholarly writings did not follow a straight point-by- 
point translation and elaboration. As early as 1916, Jung sought to 
convey some of the results of his experiments in a scholarly 
language, while continuing with the elaboration of his fantasies 
One would do best to regard Liber Novus and the Black Books as 
representing a private opus that ran parallel to and alongside 
his public scholarly opus; whilst the latter was nourished by 
and drew from the former, they remained distinct. After ceasing 
to work on Liber Novus, he continued to elaborate his private 
copus—his own mythology—in his work on the tower, and in 
his stone carvings and paintings. Here, Liber Novus functioned 
as a generating center, and a number of his paintings and 
carvings relate to it. In psychotherapy, Jung sought to enable 
his patients to recover a sense of meaning in life through 
facilitating and supervising their own self-experimentation and 
symbol creation. At the same time, he attempted to elaborate a 
general scientific psychology. 

The Publication 

of Liber Novus 
While Jung had stopped working directly on Liber Novus, the 
question of what to do with it remained, and the issue of its 
eventual publication remained open. On April 10, 1942, Jung 
replied to Mary Mellon concerning a printing of the Sermons: 
“Concerning the printing of the ‘Seven Sermones’ I should 
wish you to wait for awhile. I had in mind to add certain material, 
but I have hesitated for years to do it, But at such an occasion 
one might risk it.” In 1944, he had a major heart attack and 
did not see this plan through. 

In 1952, Lucy Heyer put forward a project for a biography of 
Jung. At Olga Froebe's suggestion and on Jung's insistence, 
Cary Baynes began collaborating with Lucy Heyer on this project. 
Cary Baynes considered writing a biography of Jung based on Liber 
Novus*® To Jung's disappointment, she withdrew from the project. 
After several years of interviews with Lucy Heyer, Jung terminated 
her biographical project in 1955, because he was dissatisfied with 
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her progress. In 1956, Kurt Wolff proposed another biographical 
project, which became Memories, Dreams, Reflections. At some stage, 
Jung gave Aniela Jaffé a copy of the draft of Liber Novus, which had 
been made by Toni Wolff. Jung authorized Jaffé to cite from Liber 
Novus and the Black Books in Memories, Dreams, Reffections>® In his 
interviews with Aniela Jaffé, Jung discussed Liber Novus and his 
self-experimentation. Unfortunately, she did not reproduce all 
his comments. 

‘On October 31, 1957, she wrote to Jack Barrett of the Bollingen 
Foundation concerning Liber Novus, and informed him that Jung 
hhad suggested that it and the Black Books be given to the library of 
the University of Basel with a restriction of 50 years, 80 years, or 
longer, as “he hates the idea that anybody should read this material 
without knowing the relations to his life, etc.” She added that she had. 
decided not to use much of this material in Memories.® In one early 
manuscript of Memories, Jaffé had included a transcription of 
the draft typescript of most of Liber Primus.® But it was omitted 
from the final manuscript, and she did not cite from Liber Novus 
or the Black Books. In the German edition of Memories, Jaffé 
included Jung's epilogue to Liber Novus as an appendix. Jung’s 
flexible date stipulations concerning access to Liber Novus were 
similar to that which he gave around the same time concerning 
the publication of his correspondence with Freud” 

On October 12, 1957, Jung told Jaffé that he had never finished 
the Red Book: According to Jaffé, in the spring of the year 1959 
Jung, after a time of lengthy ill-health, took up Liber Novus again, to 
complete the last remaining unfinished image. Once again, he 
took up the transcription of the manuscript into the calligraphic 
volume. Jaffé notes, “However, he still could not or would not 
complete it. He told me that it had to do with death.”** The cal- 
ligraphic transcription breaks off midsentence, and Jung added 
an afterword, which also broke off midsentence. The postscript 
and Jung’s discussions of its donation to an archive suggest that 
Jung was aware that the work would eventually be studied at 
some stage. After Jung's death, Liber Novus remained with his 
family, in accordance with his will. 

In her 1971 Eranos lecture, “The creative phases in Jung’ life,” 
Jaffé cited two passages from the draft of Liber Novus, noting that 
“Jung placed a copy of the manuscript at my disposal with permission 
to quote from it as occasion arose.” This was the only time she did 
so. Pictures from Liber Novus were also shown in a BBC documen- 
tary on Jung narrated by Laurens van der Post in 1972. These 
created widespread interest in it. In 1975, after the much acclaimed 
publication of The Freud/Jung Letters, William McGuire, representing 

250 Jung to Jaffé, October 27, 1957, Bollingen archives, Library of Congress 
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Princeton University Press, wrote to the lawyer of the Jung estate, 
Hans Karrer, with a publication proposal for Liber Novus and a 
collection of photographs of Jung's stone carvings, paintings, 
and the tower. He proposed a facsimile edition, possibly with- 
out the text. He wrote that “we are uninformed of the number 
of its pages, the relative amount of text and pictures, and the 
content and interest of the text." No one in the press had 
actually seen or read the work or knew much about it. This 
request was denied. 

In 1975, some reproductions from the calligraphic volume 
of Liber Novus were displayed at an exhibition commemorating 
Jung's centenary in Ziirich. In 1977, nine paintings from Liber 
Novus were published by Jaffé in C. G. Jung: Word and Image and 
in 1989 a few other related paintings were published by Gerhard 
‘Wehr in his illustrated biography of Jung."* 

In 1984, Liber Novus was professionally photographed, and 
five facsimile editions were prepared. These were given to the five 
families directly descendent from Jung. In 1992, Jung's family, 
who had supported the publication of Jung's Collected Works 
in German (completed in 1995), commenced an examination 
of Jung's unpublished materials. As a result of my researches, 
TI found one transcription and a partial transcription of Liber 
‘Novus and presented them to the Jung heirs in 1997. Around the 
same time, another transcription was presented to the heirs 
by Marie-Louise von Franz. I was invited to present reports 
on the subject and its suitability for publication, and made a 
presentation on the subject. On the basis of these reports and 
discussions, the heirs decided in May 2000 to release the work 
for publication 

The work on Liber Novus was at the center of Jung's 
self-experimentation. It is nothing less than the central book in 
his oeuvre. With its publication, one is now in a position to study 
what took place there on the basis of primary documentation as 
opposed to the fantasy, gossip, and speculation that makes up 
100 much of what is written on Jung, and to grasp the genesis 
and constitution of Jung's later work. For nearly a century, such 
a reading has simply not been possible, and the vast literature on 
Jung's life and work that has arisen has lacked access to the single 
most important documentary source. This publication marks 
a caesura, and opens the possibility of a new era in the under~ 
standing of Jung's work. It provides a unique window into how 
he recovered his soul and, in so doing, constituted a psychology. 
Thus this introduction does not end with a conclusion, but with 
the promise of a new beginning, 
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Translators’ Note 
MARK KYBURZ, JOHN PECK, AND SONU SHAMDASANI 
At the outset of Liber Novus, Jung experiences a crisis of language. 
‘The spirit of the depths, who immediately challenges Jung's use 
of language along with the spirit of the time, informs Jung that 
on the terrain of his soul his achieved language will no longer 
serve. His own powers of knowing and speaking can no longer 
account for why he utters what he says or under what compulsion 
he speaks. All such attempts become arbitrary in the depth realm, 
even murderous, He is made to understand that what he might 

say on these occasions is both “madness” and, instructively, what 
is! Indeed, in a broader perspective, the language that he will find 
for his inner experience would compose a vast Commedia: “Do 
you believe, man of this time, that laughter is lower than worship? 
‘Where is your measure, false measuret? The sum of life decides in 
laughter and in worship, not your judgment 

In translating this accumulated record of Jung's imaginal 
encounters with his inner figures, from a sixteen-year period 
beginning just before the First World War, we have let Jung 
remain a man who was pulled loose from his moorings but also 
caught up in the maelstrom that has gone by the name of literary 
modernism, We have tried neither to further modernize nor to 
render more archaic the language and forms in which he couched 
his personal record. 

“The language in Liber Novus pursues three main stylistic 
registers, and each poses distinct difficulties for a translator. One 
of them faithfully reports the fantasies and inner dialogues of Jung’s 
imaginal encounters, while a second remains firmly and discern 
ingly conceptual. Stilla third writes in a mantic and prophetic, or 
Romantic and dithyrambic, mode. The relation between these 
reportorial, reflective, and Romantic aspects of Jung's language 
remains comedic in a manner that Dante or Goethe would have 
recognized. That is, within each chapter the descriptive, conceptual, 
and mantic registers consistently rub against each other, while 
at the same time no single register is affected by its partners. 
All three stylistic registers serve psychic promptings, and each 
chapter shares a polyphonic mode with the others. In the 
Serutinies section from 1917 this polyphony matures, its voices 
commingling in various ratios 

A reader will quickly infer that this design was not premeditated, 
but rather grew from the experiment to which Jung arduously 
submitted. The “Editorial Note” diagrams the textual evolution 
of this composition. Here we need only observe that Jung each 
time sets down an initial protocol layer of narrative encounter, 
usually with dialogue, and then, in the “second layer,” a lyrical 
elaboration of and commentary on that encounter. The first layer 
avoids an elevated tone, whereas the second welcomes elevation 
and modulates into sermonic, mantic-prophetic reflections on the 
episode's meaning, which in turn unpack events discursively. This 
mode of composition—which is unique in Jung's works—was no 
temperamental arrangement. Instead, as the episodes accumulated 
and their stakes mounted, it grew into an experiment that was 
as much literary as it was psychological and spiritual. In Jung's 
extensive published and unpublished corpus, there is no other 
text that was subjected to such careful and continual linguistic 
revision as Liber Novus 

1 See below, p 230. 
2 See below p.230, 

These three linguistic registers already present themselves as 
virtual models for a possible translation, Our practice has been 
to let them cohabit within the exploratory frameworks alive in 
Jung's own day. The task before him was to find a language rather 
than use one ready at hand. The mantic and conceptual registers 
can themselves be considered as translations of the descriptive 
register. That is, these registers move from a literal level to symbolic 
ones that amplify it, in a modern analogue to Dante’s “modi diversi” 
in his letter to Can Grande della Scala? In a very real sense, Liber 
‘Novus was composed through intertextual translation, The book’s 
rhetoric, its manner of address, emerges from this interanimating 
structure of internal translation or transvaluation. A critical task for 
any translation of the work, therefore, is conveying this compositional 
texture intact 

“The fact that painted images of an accomplished and hybrid 
kind illuminate the medieval format of a folio in seribal hand 
compounds any reflections on the linguistic task. The novel language 
required a renewed ancient script. A polyphonic style couches itself 
multimedia fashion within a symbolic throwback-yet-forward 
movement, medieval and anticipatory, into retrievals of psychic 
reality, Verbal and visual images press in on Jung from the root 
past and present while aiming toward the beyond: a layered 
medium emerges, whose polyphonic style mirrors within its 
language that same composite layering. 

Faced with the task of translating a text composed nearly a 
hundred years ago, translators usually have the benefit of prior 
models to consult, as well as decades of scholarly commentary and 
criticism, Without such exemplars at hand, we were left to imagine 
hhow the work might have been translated in previous decades 
Consequently, our translation sidesteps several unpublished or 
hypothetical models for rendering Liber Novus into English, There 
is Peter Baynes’ strikingly archaizing Septem Sermones of 1925, 
which draws largely upon a Victorian idiom, Or the conceptu- 
ally rationalizing version that REC, Hull might have attempted 
had he been allowed to translate it alongside his other volumes 
in the Bollingen Series of Jung's Collected Works* or the elegant 
literary rendering from the hand of someone like R. J. Hollingdale. 
Our version therefore occupies an actual position in a largely 
vireual sequence. Consideration of these virtual models highlighted 
questions of how to pitch the language within historical shifts 
in English prose, how to convey the myriad convergences and 
divergences between the language of Liber Novus and Jung's 
Collected Works, and how to render in English a work simultaneously 
echoing Luther’s German and Nietzsche's parody of the same in 
Thus Spoke Zarathustra. Because our version takes this position, 
accordingly when we have cited Jung's Collected Works we have 
freshly rendered or discreetly modified the published translations, 

Liber Novus was coeval with the literary ferment that Mikhail 
Bakhtin called the dialogical prose imagination,’ The Anglo-Welsh 
writer and artist David Jones, author of In Parenthesis and The 
Anathemata, referred to the rupture of the First World War, and 
its effects on the historical sense of writers, artists, and thinkers, 
simply as “The Break.” In concert with other experimental writing 
from these decades, Liber Novus excavates archaeological layers of 
literary adventure, with hard-won consciousness as both shovel and 
precious shard, While Jung actively considered publishing Liber 
Novus for many years, he chose not to make a name for himself in 

3 See the translation and discussion of this letter in Lucia Boldrni, Joye, Dante and the Poe of Literary Relations (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001), pp. 30-35 
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this literary manner—as much for style as for content—by releasing it 
By 1921 with Psychological Types he already found that his sanctum 
could furnish him his main themes, through translation into a 
scholarly idiom. 

Jung enunciates the tension among his three stylistic registers, 
already addressing a future readership—which shifts from an 
inner circle of friends to a wider public between different layers 
of the text. This is graphically apparent in the frequent pronomial 
shifts between the versions, which show the manner in which 
he was constantly reimagining the potential readers of the text. 
Jung coherently adopted this dialogical stance—polyphonic in 
Bakhtin’s later terms—once again mindful of a hypothetical 
future audience yet also aloof from the question of audience 
altogether, not from pride but simply in view of the aims to be 
served. Paintings and fantasies from this private treasury entered 
anonymously as crypted intertexts into Jung’ later work, nestling 
as hermetic clues to the undisclosed whole of his effort 

Indeed, we can imagine Jung laughing when he wrote of 
"3, Case Z” in the last section of his essay on “The Psychological 
Aspects of the Kore” (1941)? There he summarizes as anonymous 
twelve episodes from encounters with his own soul in Liber Novas, 
calling them “a dream-series.” The comments he appends to 
these propel the adventurer he had been, and the subject he 
became in that adventure, into the discourse of a would-be science. 
The comedy is both spacious and exquisite: this respectful host 
to the anima also wields the diagnostic pointer in all seriousness. 
His language flexibly straddled both contexts, but also kept 
certain veils in place while doing so. This linguistic strategy 
mirrored Jung's larger aims in remaining fruitfully dual and 
contextual, Declaring his mysteries to be particular, not to be 
aped in any way, he nonetheless also offered them as a template 
of formative spiritual process, and, in so doing, attempted to 
develop an idiom that could be taken up by others to articulate 
their experiences. 

This is one way of paraphrasing the considerable anomaly of 
the language that Jung had to find through sleepless nights from 
1913 onward. That language shifted its shape, altered its scale, 
and weighed both megrims and tons. Therefore it comes as 
no surprise that in his more elevated passages Jung relied on 
the resonance of the Luther Bible, itself a translation that had 
achieved rocklike stability within German culture, Ef feste Burg, 
“a mighty fortress:” thus our own reliance here on the King James 
Version of the Bible (kjv) for comparable tonalities in English. 
Yet a paradox rises immediately: what Jung counted on in that 
resonance had transplanted an alien spirit into the Germanic 
‘Heimat or home, as one may likewise say of the kjv’s deep embed- 
ding of the same implantin Anglo-Saxon culture. Franz Rosenzweig, 
translating parts of the Old Testament with Martin Buber in the 
mid-1920s, identified Luther’s Bible as the great space-maker 
within Germanic spirit, precisely through Luther's close-in moves 
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‘toward his source: “For the comfort of our souls, we must retain 
such words, must put up with them, and so give the Hebrew 
some room where it does better than German can.”* Thus our 
own practice of not smoothing out Jung's several modes, or 
making them run more fluently than need be, or even regularizing 
his punctuation. Think of Dante's “shaggy” diction, or of still 
another maxim from Luther in Rosenzweig’s notes: “The mud 
will cling to the wheel.” 

Yet even these profound allowances for archaic and original 
speech across abysses of meaning fail to approximate the 
destabilizing experience, in and through language, to which Jung 
testifies, His later comments in the published memoir, on his 
reservations about high-flown style,” in effect cover his tracks in 
Liber Novus. The original experience sent speech into a spin that 
animates the book's initiatic dimension. Language too undergoes 
a descent into hell and the realm of the dead, which divests one 
of speech even as it renews the capacity for utterance. 

‘The following instances give some idea of this factor’s range, 
mapping the stresses in any sincere ventriloquism such as Jung 
risked by undertaking a controlled séance with himself and his 
ground, with pen in hand, Hélderlin’s hair-breadth space warps 
and Isaiah's tongue-borne burning coal both move in this league, 
along with Plato on “right frenzy” or divine madness: (1)° My soul 
spoke to me in a whisper, urgently and alarmingly: ‘Words, words, 
do not make too many words, Be silent and listen: have you 
recognized your madness, and do you admit it? Have you noticed 
that all your foundations are all completely mired in madness? *™ 
(2) Jung's soul: “There are hellish webs of words, only words 
Be tentative with words, value them... for you are the first who 
gets snared in them, For words have meanings. With words you 
pull up the underworld, Word, the paltriest and the mightiest. 
In words the emptiness and the fullness flow together. Hence 
the word is an image of the God."* (3) “But if the word is a 
symbol, it means everything. When the way enters death and 
‘we are surrounded by rot and horror, the way rises in the dark- 
ness and leaves the mouth as the saving symbol, the word.”” (4) 
The dead woman: “Let me have the word—oh, that you cannot 
hear! How difficult—give me the word!” It then materializes in 
Jung's hand as HAP, the phallus. (5) Jung's soul: “You possess the 
word that should not be allowed to remain concealed.”* (6) Jung 
“What is my word? Itis the stammering of a minor...” Soul: “They 
do not see the fire, they do not believe your words, but they see 
your mark and unknowingly suspect you to be the messenger of 
the burning agony... .You stutter, you stammer” In the protocols 
for his memoir, Jung recalls bringing to the original experiences 
in Liber Novus only a “highly clumsy speech.”” Yet one instance 
(9) strongly belies that later emphasis: “I knew that Philemon 
had intoxicated me and given me a language that was foreign to 
me and of a different sensitivity. All of this faded when the God 
arose and only Philemon kept that language.”* 

' Martin Buber and Frana Rosenzweig, Seiptere ond Trenton, tr Lawrence Rosenwald with Everett Fox (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press. 1994) 
49, citing Luther's Preface to his German Pale. 

9 Ibid, p. 69) 
10 See above, p. 214, 
11 See below, p. 298, 
12 See below, p. 299, 
13 See below p. 310. 
14 See below,» 339. 
15 See below p. 346 
16 See below, p. 346 
17 See below. MP, p.148, 
18 See below, p 330. 
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This last instance indicates that Jung later attributed the 
‘mantic, dithyrambic speech of layer two in everything before the 
Scrutinies section to Philemon. The literal intoxication described 
here is linguistic, a dramatized, ventriloquial version of Platonic 
divine madness. Ie therefore underscores our attempt to faithfully 
render the stylistic registers of Liber Novus so as to present a 
vital aspect of Jung’s literary experiment, as he grapples with 
attempting to find the most fitting idiom in which to cast the 
transformations of inner experience. Jung's search for the soul, 
then, stands at one with the search for appropriately dialogical 
and differentiated language 

‘These instances in all their oscillations affect a reading of 

Jung’s Collected Works, and counsel caution with applying its 
conceptual tools to the task of reading and understanding Liber 
Novus. To take but one example, one begins to see that it is too 
neat to equate the opposed yet related depths of Logos and Eros 
with the conceptual and lyrical-mantic registers found in Liber 
Novus, Jung’s “Commentary” on the Flijah-Salome relation: 
ship included here shows that relationship to be developmental, a 
mystery play of “the formative process” that kindles love for the 
lowest in us.” The modal span for language in Liber Novus thus 
animates that mystery play but does not correspond disectly to 
opposed psychological functions. 

19 See Appendix B, 
20 MP. p. 183, 

This complex respect for language instructs translators of 
Liber Novus in navigating the underworld/redemptive tensions 
spanned by its rhetoric. The great force behind the mantic tension in 
that rhetoric occupied Jung in the brief Epilogue he inscribed 
in the calligraphic volume in 1959, two years before his death. 
Once again plying the seas of those illuminated pages, he seems to 
have found any further summing-up to be unnecessary. Breaking 
off'in midsentence, he left the book to stand on its own, as one strand 
of discourse within his whole effort. That counterpoint required 
no comment, any more than did the three registers of language 
within the book itself Ordeal was Commedia afterall, calling for no 
retrospective theoretical justification. Liber Novus would survive 
the gropings and peltings of reception. Jung had remarked in 
1957 to Aniela Jafié that so much rubbish had been said about 
him, that any more didn’t disturb him2® That lifted pen therefore 
confidently consigned the book to its depth trajectory, steeply 
expanding into the quarry it had become, with both his Collected 
Works and the lakeside tower at Bollingen as its final extractions, 

In this note we have attempted to convey only the general 
principles that have guided this translation. A full discussion of 
the choices that confronted us and a justification of the decisions 
taken would fill a volume as ample as this one. 



Editorial Note 
SONU SHAMDASANI 
Liber Novus is an unfinished manuscript corpus, and it is not 
completely clear how Jung intended to complete it, or how he 
would have published it, had he decided to do so. We have a 
series of manuscripts, of which no single version can be taken 
2s final. Consequently, the text could be presented in a variety of 
ways. This note indicates the editorial rationale behind the present 
edition, 

he following is the sequence of extant manuscripts for Liber 
Primus and Liber Secundus: 

Black Books 2-5 (November 1913~April 1914) 
Handwritten Draft (Summer 1914-1915) 
Typed Draft (circa 1918) 
Corrected Draft (with one layer of changes circa 1915 
one layer of changes circa mid-1920s) 
Calligraphic Volume (1915-1930, resumed in 1959, 
left incomplete) 
Cary Baynes's transcription (1924-1925) 
Yale Manuscript. Liber Primus, minus the prologue 
(identical with Typed Draft) 
Copy-Edited Draft of Liber Primus minus the prologue, 
with corrections in unknown hands (circa late 1950s; 
edited version of the Typed Drafi) 

For Serutinies, we have: 

Black Books 5~6 (April 1914~June 1916) 
Calligraphic Septem Sermones (1916) 
Printed Septem Sermones (1916) 
Handwritten Draft (circa 1917) 
Typed Draft (circa 1918) 
Cary Baynes’ transcription (1925) (27 pages, incomplete) 

The arrangement presented here starts with a revision of Cary 
Baynes’s transcription and a fresh transcription of the remain- 
ing material in the calligraphic volume together with the Typed 
Draft of Scrutinies, with line-by-line comparisons with all extant 
versions. The last thirty pages are completed from the Draft. The 
main variations between the different manuscripts concern the 
“second layer” of the text. These changes represent Jung’s continued 
work of comprehending the psychological significance of the 
fantasies. As Jung considered Liber Novus to be an “attempt at an 
claboration in terms of the revelation.” the changes between the 
different versions present this “attempt at an elaboration,” and 
therefore are an important part of the work itself, Thus che 
notes indicate significant changes between the different ver- 
sions, and they present material chat clarifies the meaning or 
context of a particular section. Each manuscript layer is impor- 
tant and interesting, and a publication of all of them—which 
would run to several thousand pages—would be a task for the 
future’ 

The criterion for including passages from the earlier 
manuscripts has been simply the question: does this inclusion 
help the reader comprehend what is taking place? Aside from 
the intrinsic importance of these changes, noting them in the 
footnotes serves a second purpose—it shows how carefully Jung 
worked at continually revising the text. 
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“The Corrected Draft has two layers of corrections by Jung. The 
first set of corrections appears to have been done after the Draft 
‘was typed and before the transcription into the calligraphic 
volume, as it appears that it was this manuscript that Jung 
transcribed A further set of corrections on approximately 
200 pages of the typescript appears to have been made afier 
the calligraphic volume, and I would estimate that these were 
done sometime in the mid-1920s. These corrections modernize 
the language, and bring the terminology into relation with Jung's 
terminology from the period of Psychological Types. Additional 
clarifications are also added. Jung even corrected material in 
the Draft that was deleted in the calligraphic volume. I have 
presented some of the significant changes in the footnotes 
From them, it is possible for a reader to see how Jung would 
have revised the whole text, had he completed this layer of cor- 
rections, 

Subdivisions have been added in Liber Secundus, chapter 21, 
“The Magician,” and in Scrutinies for ease of reference. These are 
indicated by numbers in scrolled brackets: { }. Where possible, 
the date of each fantasy has been given from the Black Books. The 
second layer added in the draft is indicated by [2], and the 
manuscript reverts to the sequence of the fantasies in the Black 
Books at the beginning of the following chapter. In the pas- 
sages where subdivisions have been added, the reversion to the 
sequence of the Black Books is indicated by [1] 

‘The various manuscripts have different systems of 
paragraphing. In the Drafi, paragraphs often consist of one or 
‘ovo sentences, and the text is presented like a prose poem. 
Ac the other extreme, in the calligraphic volume, there are 
lengthy passages of text with no paragraph breaks. The most 
logical paragraphing appears in Cary Baynes's transcription. 
She frequently took her cue for paragraph breaks from the 
presence of colored initials. Because it is unlikely that she 
‘would have reparagraphed the text without Jung's approval, her 
layout has formed the point of departure for this edition. In some 
instances, the paragraphing has been brought closer into line 
with the Draft and the calligraphic volume. In the second half 
of her transcription, Cary Baynes transcribed the Drafi, because 
the calligraphic volume had not been completed. Here, I have 
parageaphed the text in the same manner as established before. 
1 believe that this presents the text in the clearest and easiest- 
to-follow form. 

In the calligraphic volume, Jung illustrated certain initials 
and wrote some in red and blue, and sometimes increased the 
font of the text. The layout here attempts to follow these 
conventions, Because the initials in question aren't always the 
same in English and German, the choice of which initial to set 
in red in the English has been governed by its corresponding 
location in the text, The bolding and increase of font size has 
been rendered by italics, The remainder of the text beyond that 
which Jung transcribed in the calligraphic volume has been set 
following the same conventions, to maintain consistency. In the 
case of the Septem Sermones, the font coloring has followed Jung's 
printed version of 1916, 

The decision to include Scrutinies in sequence with and as 
part of Liber Novus is based on the following editorial rationale: 
‘The material in the Black Books commences in November 1913 
Liber Secundus closes with material from April 19, 1914, and 
Scrutinies commences with material from the same day. The Black 
Books run consecutively until July 21, 1914, and recommence on 

+ Interested readers may compare this edition withthe sections from the Draft in the Kure Wolff papers at Yale University and with Cary Baynes's transcription 
atthe Contemporary Medical Archives at the Welleome Collection, London, It is quite possible that other manuscripts may yet come fo light 

2 There are als some paint marks on this manuseript 
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June 3, 1915. In the hiatus, Jung wrote the Handwritten Draft 
‘When Cary Baynes transcribed Liber Norus between 1924 
and 1925, the first half of her transcription followed Liber Novus 
itself to the point reached by Jung in his own transcription into 
the calligraphic volume. It continues by following the draft, and 
then proceeds 27 pages into Scrutinies, ending midsentence 

‘At the end of Liber Secundus, Jung’s soul has ascended 
to Heaven following the reborn God, Jung now thinks that 
Philemon is a charlatan, and comes to his “I.” whom he must live 
with and educate, Serutinies continues directly from this point 
with a confrontation with his “I.” The ascent of the reborn 
God is referred to, and his soul returns and explains why she 
had disappeared. Philemon reappears, and instructs Jung on 
how to establish the right relation to his soul, the dead, the 
Gods, and the daimons. In Serutinies Philemon fully emerges and 
takes on the significance that Jung attached to him both in 
the 1925 seminar and in Memories. Only in Scrutinies do certain 
episodes in Liber Primus and Liber Secundus become clear, By the 
same token, the narrative in Serutinies makes no sense if one has 
not read Liber Primus and Liber Secundus 

‘At two places in Scrutinies, Liber Primus and Liber Secundus are 
mentioned in a way that strongly suggests that they are all part of 
the same work: 

And then the War broke out. This opened my eyes about 
what T had experienced before and it also gave me the 
courage to say all that I have written in the earlier part of 
this book? 

Since the God has ascended to the upper realms, 6IAHMON 
has also become different. He first appeared to me as a 
magician who lived in a distant land, but then I felt his 
nearness and, since the God has ascended, I knew that 

3 See below. p 336 
44 See below, p. 339 
SUA 
6JA 

IAHMON had intoxicated me and given me a language 
that was foreign to me and of a different sensitivity. All of 
this faded when the God arose and only @1AHMON kept 
that language. But I felt chat he went on other ways than I 
did, Probably the greater part of what I have written in the 
earlier part of this book was given to me by @1AHMQN: 

These references to the “earlier part of this book” suggest that 
all of this indeed constitutes one book, and that Scrutines was 
considered by Jung to be part of Liber Novus. 

This view is supported by the number of internal connections 
between the texts, One example is the fact that the mandalas in 
Liber Novus are closely connected to the experience of the self and 
the realization of its centrality depicted only in Serutinis. Another 
example occurs in Liber Secundus, chapter 15; when Ezechiel and 
his fellow Anabaptists arrive, they tell Jung that they are going 
to Jerusalem's holy places because they are not at peace, not 
having fully finished with life. In Scrutinies, the dead reappear, 
telling Jung that they have been to Jerusalem, but did not find 
what they sought there. At that point, Philemon appears and 
the Septem Sermones begin. Perhaps Jung intended to transcribe 
Scrutinies into the calligraphic volume and illustrate it; there are 
ample blank pages. 

On January 8, 1958, Cary Baynes asked Jung: “Do you remember 
that you had me copy quite a bit of the Red Book itself while 
you were in Africa? I got as far as the beginning of the Prifungen 
[Scruténies]. This goes beyond what Frau Jaffé put at K, W's [Kurt 
Wolff] disposal and he would like to read it, Is that OK?" Jung 
replied on January 24, “I have no objections against your lending 
your notes of the ‘Red Book’ to Mr. Wolf Here Cary Baynes, 00, 
seems to have regarded Scrutinis as part of Liber Novus 

In citations in the notes, ellipses have been indicated by three 
periods. No emphases have been added 
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(Fo. i} 
The Way of What is to Come 
Isaias dxit: quis credidit auditui nostro et brachium Domini cui revelatum 
est? et ascendet sicutvirultum coram eo et sicut rade de tera sitienti non est 
species ei neque decor et vidimus eum et non erat aspectus et desidevavimus eum: 
despectum et novissinum virorum virum doloram et scentem infirmitatem 
ef quasi absconditus vultaseius et despectus unde nec reputavimas eum. vere 
anguores nostros ipse tultt et dolores nostros ipse portavit et nos putavimus 
‘eum quasi leprosum et percussum a Deo et humiliatums, Cap. Iiti/t- 

pparvulus enim natus est nobis fils datus est nobis et factus est principatus 
super umerum eius et vocabisur nomen efus Admirabilis consiliarius Deus 
_fortis Pater futurisaeculi princeps pacis. caput ix/v. 

[Isaiah said: Who hath believed our report? and to whom is the 
arm of the Lord revealed? For he shall grow up before him as a 
tender plant, and as a root out of a dry ground: he hath no form 
nor comeliness; and when we shall see him, there is no beauty 
that we should desire him. He is despised and rejected of men; 
a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief: and we hid as it 
‘were our faces from him; he was despised, and we esteemed him 
not, Surely he hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows: 
yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and afficted. 
(Isaiah 53: 1-4)]* 

[For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and the 
government shall be upon his shoulder: and his name shall be 
called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, The everlasting 
Father, The Prince of Peace. (Isaiah 9:6) 

Ioannes décit: et Verbum caro factum est et habitavit in nobis et vidimus 
loriam eins gloriam quasi unigeniti a Patre plenum gratiae et veritatis, 
oan. Cap. i/xti 

[John said: And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us 

(and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the 
Father), full of grace and truth, (John 1:14) ] 

sais disit:laetabieur deserta et invia et exultabit solitude et florebit quasi 
lium. germinans germinabit et exultabit Tactabunda et laudans. tunc 
aperientur ocull caecorum et aures sordorum patebunt, tunc saliet sicut 

cervus claudus aperta erit ingua mutorum: quia scisae sunt in deserto aquac et 
torrentes in solitudine et quae erat arida in stagnum et sitiens én foes 
aquarum. in cubslibus in quibus prius dracones habitabant orietur viror 
calami et iunci. et erit sbi semita et via sancta vocabitur. non transibit per 

cam polluus et haec evitvobis directa via ita ut stulti non errent per eam. 
Cap. sc 
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[Isaiah said: The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad 
for them; and the desert shall rejoice, and blossom as the rose. 
It shall blossom abundantly, and rejoice even with joy and 
singing . . Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the 
cears of the deaf shall be unstopped. Then shall the lame man leap 
asa hart, and the tongue of the dumb sing: for in the wilderness 
shall waters break out, and streams in the desert, And the parched 
ground shall become a pool, and the thirsty land springs of water: 
in the habitation of dragons, where each lay, shall be grass with 
reeds and rushes, And an highway shall be there, and a way, and 
it shall be called The way of holiness: the unclean shall not pass 
over it; but it shall be for those: the wayfaring men, though fools, 
shall not err therein, (Isaiah 35:1-8),}* 

manu propria seriptum aC. G. Jung anno Domini memxy in domu sua 
Kusnach Turicense 

[Written by C. G. Jung with his own hand in his house in 
Kiisnacht/Ziirich in the year 1915.] 

/ (HI i@)] [2] IF speak in the spirit of this time’ I must say: 
no one and nothing can justify what I must proclaim to you 
Justification is superfluous to me, since I have no choice, but I 
must. I have learned that in addition to the spirit of this time 
there is still another spirit at work, namely that which rules the 
depths of everything contemporary The spirit of this time would 
like to hear of use and value. I also thought this way, and my 
humanity still thinks this way. But that other spirit forces me 
nevertheless to speak, beyond justification, use, and meaning 
Filled with human pride and blinded by the presumptuous spirit 
of the times, I long sought to hold that other spirit away from 
me, But I did not consider that the spirit of the depths from 
time immemorial and for al the future possesses a greater power 
than the spirit of this time, who changes with the generations. 
The spirit of the depths has subjugated all pride and arrogance to 
the power of judgment. He took away my belief in science, he 
robbed me of the joy of explaining and ordering things, and he let 
devotion to the ideals of this time die out in me, He forced me 
down to the last and simplest things. 

The spirit of the depths took my understanding and all my 
knowledge and placed them at the service of the inexplicable 
and the paradoxical. He robbed me of speech and writing for 
everything that was not in his service, namely the melting together 
of sense and nonsense, which produces the supreme meaning 

‘Bue che supreme meaning isthe path the way and the bridge to what i ro 
came, That isthe God yet to come. It not the coming God himself, but his 
image which appears in the supreme meaning” God i an image, and those 
who worship hin must worship him in the images ofthe supreme meaning, 

1 Medieval manuscripts were numbered by folios instead of pages The ron side ofthe aio isthe recto (the rght-hand page ofan open book), andthe bac isthe verso Uh lfhund of open bol) in ie Prime, ang fle th pene He eer commer) petraon ner Sema slot Jonge ies he res of epg (oy Les Bi), ng Thebich fhe Sorte devlopent of he redeming bl aks lc 
i where one does nat expect it, and from precise ‘where a solution is most improbable” (Psychologies! Types, CW 6, 6439). 

3 n1521 Jung cited ths passage, noing The nature ofthe edeeming symbol stat of» hi, that the chdkenes or presuppsionesness ofthe atid belongs 
to the symbol and its function, This ‘childlike’ atinade necessarily brin 
‘s synonymous with ‘uperiority’ Since itis of an ierational na 1 guiding principle appear in 3 mi 

with it another guiding principle in place of swan ational intentions, whose gokenss 
lous ah express is capnecton very wl 03). These 

honorific titles reproduce the estential qualities ofthe redeeming symbol. The criterion of godlike’ effects the irresistible power of the unconscious immpulser 
(nshligl Type CW 6. S443), 

4 1n 1955/56, Jung noted thatthe union ofthe opposites ofthe destructive and constructive powers ofthe unconscious paralleled the Messianic state of flfillment depicted 
inthis passage (Myseriun Confusions, CW 14, $258) 

5 In Goethe's Fas, Faust says to Wagner: “What you call the spirit ofthe times / is fundamentally che gentleman's own mind, / in which the times are reflected” 
(Faust lines 77-79). 

{6The Draft continues: “And then one whom I did not know, but who evidently had such knowledge, sid to me: What a strange task you have! You must disclose your innermost and lowermost" This {res 
7 In ranma on Sybolsofthe Liie distinction between the God image and d ‘metaphysical existence of God 

ince | hated nothing more than that which seemed tome unchasc and insolent (p 1). 2), Jun interpreted Goss a sybol of the libido (CW B, Sn). In his subsequent work, Jung ad great emphasis onthe EE passages added othe ‘retitled 1952 edition, Symols of Transformation, CW 5. §95) 

fol. i()/i(v) 
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The supreme meaning is not a meaning and not ax absurdity, ét is image 
and force in one, magnificence and force together. 
‘The supreme meaning isthe beginning ond the end, Its the bride of gong 

across and fulfillment? 
The other Gods died of their temporary, yer the supreme meaning never 

dies, it turns into meaning and then into absurdiey, and out of the fre and 
blood of their collision the supreme meaning rises up rejuvenated anew. 

The image of God has a shadow. The supreme meaning és real and cass 
shadow. For what can be actual and corporeal and have no shadow? 

The shadow i nonsense. It lacks force and has no continued existence 
through itself: But nonsense is the inseparable and undying brother of the 
supreme meaning. 

Like plants, so men also grow, some in the light, others in the shadows. 
There are many who need the shadows and not the light. 

The image of God throws a shadow that is just as great as itself 
The supreme meaning is great and small, i i as wide asthe space of the 

starry Heaven and as narrow as the cll of te living bod. 
The spirit of this time in me wanted to recognize the great- 

ness and extent of the supreme meaning, but not its littleness 
The spirit of the depths, however, conquered this arrogance, and 
Thad to swallow the small as a means of healing the immortal in 
me. It completely burnt up my innards since it was inglorious and 
unheroic. It was even ridiculous and revolting, But the pliers of 
the spirit of the depths held me, and I had to drink the bitterest 
of all draughts? 

The spirit of this time tempted me with the thought that all 
this belongs to the shadowiness of the God-image. This would 
be pernicious deception, since the shadow is nonsense. But the 
small, narrow, and banal is not nonsense, but one of both of the 
essences of the Godhead. 

1 resisted recognizing that the everyday belongs to the image 
of the Godhead, I fled this thought, I hid myself behind the 
highest and coldest stars, 

‘But the spit of the depths caught up with me, and forced the 
bitter drink between my lips. 

The spirit of this time whispered to me: “This supreme 
meaning, this image of God, this melting together of the hot 
and the cold, that is you and only you.” But the spirit of the 
depths spoke to me: “You are an image of the unending world, 
all the last mysteries of becoming and passing away live in you 
If you did not possess all this, how could you know?” 

For the sake of my human weakness, the spirit of the depths 
gave me this word, Yet this word is also superfluous, since I 
do not speak it freely, but because I must. I speak because the 
spirit robs me of joy and life if 1 do not speak" I am the serf who 
brings it and does not know what he carries in his hand, It would 
burn his hands if he did not place it where his master orders him 
tolayit. 

The spirit of our time spoke to me and said: “What dire 
urgency could be forcing you to speak all this?” This was an 
awful temptation. I wanted to ponder what inner or outer 
bind could force me into this, and because I found nothing 

8 The terms hi 
passage from man to the Ukermensch (superman). For example," 
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1984], 

that I could grasp, I was near to making one up. But with 
this the spisit of our time had almost brought it about that 
instead of speaking, I was thinking again about reasons and 
explanations. But the spirit of the depths spoke to me and 
said: “To understand a thing is a bridge and possibility of 
returning to the path. But to explain a matter is arbitrary and 
sometimes even murder, Have you counted the murderers 
among the scholars?” 

But the spirit of this time stepped up to me and laid before 
me huge volumes which contained all my knowledge. Their pages 
were made of ore, and a steel stylus had engraved inexorable 
words in them, and he pointed to these inexorable words and 
spoke to me, and said: “What you speak, that is madness.” 

Ieis true, itis true, what I speak is the greatness and intoxication 
and ugliness of madness. 

But the spirit of the depths stepped up to me and said: “What 
you speak is, The greatness is, the intoxication is, the undignified, 
sick, paltry dailiness is, It runs in all the streets, lives in all the 
houses, and rules the day of all humanity. Even the eternal stars 
are commonplace. Itis the great mistress and the one essence of 
God. One laughs about it, and laughter, too, is. Do you believe, 
man of this time, that laughter is lower than worship? Where is 
your measure, false measurer?? The sum of life decides in laughter 
and in worship, not your judgment.” 

I must also speak the ridiculous. You coming men! You will 
recognize the supreme meaning by the fact that he is laughter 
and worship, a bloody laughter and a bloody worship. A sacrificial 
blood binds the poles. Those who know this laugh and worship in 
the same breath, 

After this, however, my humanity approached me and said: 
“What solitude, what coldness of desolation you lay upon 
me when you speak such! Reflect on the destruction of being 
and the streams of blood from the terrible sacrifice that the 
depths demand,” 

But the spirit of the depths said: “No one can or should hale 
sacrifice, Sacrifice is not destruction, sacrifice is the foundation 
stone of what is to come. Have you not had monasteries? Have 
not countless thousands gone into the desert? You should carry 
the monastery in yourself. The desert is within you. The desert 
calls you and draws you back, and if you were fettered to the 
world of this time with iron, the call of the desert would break all 
chains, Truly, I prepare you for solitude.” 

After this, my humanity remained silent. Something happened 
to my spirit, however, which I must call mercy. 

My speech is imperfect. Not because I want to shine with 
words, but out of the impossibility of finding those words, 
I speak in images. With nothing else can I express the words 
from the depths. 

The mercy which happened to me gave me belief, hope, and 
sufficient daring, not to resist further the spirit of the depths, but 
to utter his word, But before I could pull myself together to really 
do it, I needed a visible sign that would show me that the spirit of 

hen (ui co), Ohi eos), Ung (Sowa) an re id) erin Nach’ Zanini he 
ston and a down-gung./ I love those who do no know bow to lie exeope thir lives bead ta nod words areas undetined a Jung’ co 

‘hota goal: what can be loved in man ie that he isa going- ‘bridge and 
(eR Hollingéale jing, fr they are those who are going ove 
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14 A reference to the vision that follows 



the depths in me was at the same time the ruler of the depths of 
world affairs 

“sIthappened in October of the year 1913 as I was leaving alone 
for a journey, that during the day I was suddenly overcome in 
broad daylight by a vision: I saw a terrible flood that covered all 
the northern and low-lying lands between the North Sea and the 
Allps, It reached from England up to Russia, and from the coast of 
the North Sea right up to the Alps. I saw yellow waves, swimming 
rubble, and the death of countless thousands. 

‘This vision lasted for two hours, it confused me and made me 
ill. Lwas notable to interpret it. Two weeks passed then the vision 
returned, still more violent than before, and an inner voice spoke 
“Look at it, itis completely real, and it will come to pass, You cannot 
doubt this.” I wrestled again for two hours with this vision, but it 
held me fast. It left me exhausted and confused. And I thought my 
mind had gone crazy.” 

From then on the anxiety toward the terrible event that stood, 
directly before us kept coming back. Once I also saw a sea of blood 
over the northern lands, 

In the year1914 in the month of June, atthe beginning and end of 
the month, and at the beginning of July, I had the same dream three 
times: I was in a foreign land, and suddenly, overnight and right in 
the middle of summer, a terrible cold descended from space. All seas 
and rivers were locked in ice, every green living thing had frozen. 

The second dream was thoroughly similar to this. But the third 
dream at the beginning of July went as follows: 

was in a remote English land,” Ie was necessary that I return 
to my homeland with a fast ship as speedily as possible." I reached 
home quickly” In my homeland I found that in the middle of 
summer a terrible cold had fallen from space, which had turned. 
every living thing into ice. There stood a leaf-bearing but fruit- 
less tree, whose leaves had turned into sweet grapes full of healing 
juice through the working of the frost. I picked some grapes 
and gave them to a great waiting throng” 

In reality, now, it was so: At the time when the great war 
broke out between the peoples of Europe, I found myself in 
Scotland, compelled by the war to choose the fastest ship and 
the shortest route home, I encountered the colossal cold that 
froze everything, I met up with the flood, the sea of blood, and 
found my barren tree whose leaves the frost had transformed into 
aremedy. And I plucked the ripe fruit and gave it to you and I do 
not know what I poured out for you, what bitter-swect intoxicating 
drink, which left on your tongues an aftertaste of blood. 

Believe me:" It is no teaching and no instruction that I give you. On 

15 The Corrected Draft has: “I Beginning” (p. 7). 
#6 Jang diese ths ion on Several czasons, stressing diferent detain is 1925 ti 

iausen, where his mother-in-law lived: her ffty-seventh birthday was on October 17. The journey by train takes Memories NM 3p. 199-200). Jung was on the way to Schaf 
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what basis should I presume to teach you? I give you news of the way of 
this man, but not of your own way. My path i not your path, therefore I 
1 cannot tach you. The way i within us, ut no in Gods, nor i teachings, 
nor inlaws, Within us is the way, the truth, andthe life. 

Woe betide those who live by way of examples! Life is not with them. If 
you live according to an example, you thus ive the life of that example, but 
‘who should live your own if if not yourself? So live yourselves. 

The signposts have fallen, unblazed trails ie before us.** Do not be greedy 
to gobble up the fruits of foreign fields. Do you not know that you yourselves 
are the fertile acre which bears everything that avails you? 

Yet who today knows this? Who knows the way to she eternally fruigful 
climes of the soul? You seek the way through mere appearances, you study 
books and give ear to all kinds of opinion. What good i all thar? 

There és only one way and tha i your way. 
You seek the path> I warn you away from my own. Tt con also be the 

verong way for you 
‘May each go his own way: 

will be no savior, no lawgiver, no master teacher unto you. You are no 
longer litle children. 

‘Giving las, wanting improvements, making things easier, es all become 
wrong and evil. May each one seek out his own way. The way leads to 
mutual love én community. Men will come to see and fel the similarity and 
commonality of their ways. 

Laws and teachings held in common compel people to solitude, so that 
they may escape the pressure of undesirable contact, but solitude makes people 
hostile and venomous 

Therefore give people dignity and le each of them stand apart, so that each 
say find his own fellowship and love i. 

Power stands against power, contempt against contempt, love against love. 
Géve humanity dignity, and trust that life will find the better way: 

The one eye of the Godhead is blind, the one ear of the Godhead is deaf, 
the order ofits being is crossed by chaos. So be patient with the crippledness of 
the world and do not overvalue its consummate beauty.” 

Refinding the Soul 
[HIa@]> 
Cap i" 

[2] When I had the vision of the flood in October of the year 
1913, it happened at a time that was significant for me as a man, 
Ac that time, in the fortieth year of my life, I had achieved everything 
that I had wished for myself. I had achieved honor, power, wealth, 
knowledge, and every human happiness, Then my desire for the 

Analyt Pechology (p.41f), to Mircea Eliade (see above, p. 201), and in 
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res "My tongue shall wither iT serve up laws, if | pratte to you about teachings. Those who seek such wil leave my table hungry” (p10) dat oar a 19 2Pae dah rede who yond present and pte Speak and 
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increase of these trappings ceased, the desire ebbed from me 
and horror came over me.” The vision of the flood seized me 
and I felt the spirit of the depths, but I did not understand 
him.” Yer he drove me on with unbearable inner longing and 
I said: 

[1}" “My soul, where are you? Do you hear me? I speak, I call 
you—are you there? I have returned, I am here again. I have 
shaken the dust of all the lands from my feet, and I have come 
to you, I am with you. After long years of long wandering, I 
have come to you again, Should I tell you everything I have 
seen, experienced, and drunk in? Or do you not want to heat 
about all the noise of life and the world? But one thing you 
must know: the one thing I have learned is that one must live 
this life. 

This life is the way, the long sought-after way to the 
unfathomable, which we call divine There is no other way, 
all other ways are false paths. I found the right way, it led me to 
you, to my soul. I return, tempered and purified. Do you still 
know me? How long the separation lasted! Everything has become 
so different, And how did I find you? How strange my journey 
was! What words should I use to tell you on what twisted paths 
a good star has guided me to you? Give me your hand, my almost 
forgotten soul. How warm the joy at seeing you again, you long 
disavowed soul. Life has led me back to you, Let us thank the 
life I have lived for all the happy and all the sad hours, for every 
joy, for every sadness, My soul, my journey should continue with 
you. I will wander with you and ascend to my solitude.” 

[2] The spirit of the depths forced me to say this and at the 
same time to undergo it against myself, since I had not expected 
ie then, I still labored misguidedly under the spirit of this time, 
and thought differently about the human soul. I thought and 
spoke much of the soul. I knew many learnéd words for her, I 
had judged her and turned her into a scientific object.” I did 
not consider that my soul cannot be the object of my judgment 
and knowledge; much more are my judgment and knowledge the 

52 The Handwrittor Draft has: "Dear Friende!”(p. 1). The Draf has ‘Deat Friends!” (p. 

objects of my soul. Therefore the spirit of the depths forced me 
to speak to my soul, to call upon her as a living and self-existing 
being, I had to become aware that I had lost my soul 

From this we learn how the spirit of the depths considers the 
soul: he sees her as a living and self-existing being, and with this 
he contradicts the spirit of this time for whom the soul is a thing 
dependent on man, which lets herself be judged and arranged, 
and whose circumference we can grasp. I had to accept that what 
T had previously called my soul was not at all my soul, but a 
dead system.” Hence I had to speak to my soul as to something 
far off and unknown, which did not exist through me, but through 
whom I existed 

He whose desire turns away from outer things, reaches the 
place of the soul:® If he does not find the soul, the horror of 
emptiness will overcome him, and fear will drive him with a whip 
lashing time and again in a desperate endeavor and a blind desire 
for the hollow things of the world. He becomes a fool through 
his endless desire, and forgets the way of his soul, never to find 
her again. He will run after all things, and will seize hold of 
them, but he will not find his soul, since he would find her only 
in himself. Truly his soul lies in things and men, but the blind 
one seizes things and men, yet not his soul in things and men. He 
has no knowledge of his soul, How could he tell her apart from 
things and men? He could find his soul in desire itself, but not 
in the objects of desire. Ifhe possessed his desire, and his desire 
did not possess him, he would lay a hand on his soul, since his 
desire is the image and expression of his soul.” 
If we possess the image of a thing, we possess half the thing 
‘The image of the world is half the world. He who possesses 

the world but not its image’ possesses only half the world, since 
his soul is poor and has nothing. The wealth of the soul exists in 
images.* He who possesses the image of the world, possesses half 
the world, even if his humanity is poor and owns nothing® But 
hunger makes the soul into a beast that devours the unbearable 
and is poisoned by it, My friends, it is wise to nourish the soul, 
otherwise you will breed dragons and devils in your heart. 
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Soul and God 
[HL ii@2]* 
Cap. ii 

On the second night I called out to my soul 
“I am weary, my soul, my wandering has lasted too long, my 

search for myself outside of myself. Now I have gone through 
events and find you behind all of them. For I made discoveries 
on my erring through events, humanity, and the world. I found 
men. And you, my soul, I found again, first in images within men 
and then you yourself, I found you where I least expected you. 
You climbed out of a dark shaft. You announced yourself to me 
in advance in dreams.” They burned in my heart and drove me to 
all the boldest acts of daring, and forced me to rise above myself 
You let me see truths of which I had no previous inkling, You let 
me undertake journeys, whose endless length would have scared 
ime, if the knowledge of them had not been secure in you. 

1 wandered for many years, so long that I forgot that I 
possessed a soul* Where were you all this time? Which Beyond 
sheltered you and gave you sanctuary? Oh, that you must speak 
through me, that my speech and I are your symbol and expression! 
How should I decipher you? 

Who are you, child? My dreams have represented you as a 
child and as a maiden.” I am ignorant of your mystery'® Forgive 
me if I speak as in a dream, like a drunkard—are you God? Is God 
a child, a maiden?* Forgive me if I babble. No one else hears me. 
1 speak to you quietly, and you know that I am neither a drunkard 
nor someone deranged, and that my heart twists in pain from the 
wound, whose darkness delivers speeches full of mockery: “You 
are lying to yourself! You spoke so as to deceive others and make 
them believe in you. You want to be a prophet and chase after 
your ambition.” The wound still bleeds, and I am far from being 
able to pretend that I do not hear the mockery. 

How strange it sounds to me to call you a child, you who still 
hold the all-without-end in your hand.* I went on the way of the 
day, and you went invisibly with me, putting the pieces together 
‘meaningfully, and letting me see the whole in each part. 

You took away where I thought to take hold, and you gave me 
where I did not expect anything and time and again you brought 
about fate from new and unexpected quarters, Where I sowed, 
you robbed me of the harvest, and where I did not sow, you give 
me fruit a hundredfold, And time and again I lost the path and 
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found it again where I would never have foreseen it. You upheld 
my belief, when I was alone and near despair, At every decisive 
moment you let me believe in myselE.” 

[2] Like a tired wanderer who had sought nothing in the world 
apart from her, shall I come closer to my soul. I shall learn chat 
my soul finally lies behind everything, and if I cross the world, 
1 am ultimately doing this to find my soul. Even the dearest are 
themselves not the goal and end of the love that goes on seeking, 
they are symbols of their own souls. 

My friends, do you guess to what solitude we ascend? 
I must learn that the dregs of my thought, my dreams, are the 

speech of my soul. I must carry them in my heart, and go back and 
forth over them in my mind, like the words of the person dearest 
to me. Dreams are the guiding words of the soul. Why should 1 
henceforth not love my dreams and not make their riddling images 
into objects of my daily consideration? You think that the dream is 
foolish and ungainly. What is beautiful? What is ungainly? What 
is clever? What is foolish? The spirit of this time is your measure, 
but the spirit of the depths surpasses it at both ends. Only the 
spirit of this time knows the difference between large and small 
But this difference is invalid, like the spirit which recognizes it. / 

‘The spirit of the depths even taught me to consider my action 
and my decision as dependent on dreams. Dreams pave the way 
for life, and they determine you without you understanding their 
Ianguage.® One would like to learn this language, but who can 
teach and learn it? Scholarliness alone is not enough; there is a 
knowledge of the heart that gives deeper insight. The knowledge 
of the heart is in no book and is not to be found in the mouth 
of any teaches, but grows out of you like the green seed from the 
dark earth. Scholarliness belongs to the spirit of this time, but 
this spirit in no way grasps the dream, since the soul is everywhere 
that scholarly knowledge is not. 

But how can I attain the knowledge of the heart? You can 
attain this knowledge only by living your life to the full. You 
live your life fully if you also live what you have never yet lived, 
but have lefé for others to live or to think You will say: “But I 
cannot live or think everything that others live or think.” But 
you should say: “The life that I could still live, I should live, and 
the thoughts that I could still think, I should think” Te appears 
as though you want to flee from yourself so as not to have to 
live what remains unlived until now: But you cannot flee from 

45 In 1945, Jung commented on the symbolism ofthe bird and serpent in connection with the tre, “The philosophical tee" ch. 12, CW 13) 
46 November 14,1913 
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‘writing in this book in 1902, taking it up again in the autumn of 1913. 
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der Kinderseele, " CW 17, $87). 
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yourself. It is with you all the time and demands fulfillment 
If you pretend to be blind and dumb to this demand, you feign 
being blind and deaf to yourself. This way you will never reach 
the knowledge of the heart. 

“The knowledge of your heart is how your heart is 
From a cunning heart you will know cunning 
From a good heart you will know goodness. 
So that your understanding becomes perfect, consider that your 

heart is both good and evil, You ask, “What? Should I also live evil?” 
“The spirit of the depths demands: “The life that you could still 

live, you should live. Well-being decides, not your well-being, not 
the well-being of the others, but only well-being.” 

Well-being is between me and others, in society. I, too, lived: 
which I had not done before, and which I could still do. I lived 
into the depths, and the depths began to speak. The depths taught 
me the other truth. Ie thus united sense and nonsense in me. 

Thad to recognize that I am only the expression and symbol of 
the soul. In the sense of the spirit of the depths, [am as T am in 
this visible world a symbol of my soul, and I am thoroughly a serf, 
completely subjugated, utterly obedient. The spirit of the depths 
taught me to say: “I am the servant of achild.” Through this dictum 
[learn above all the most extreme humility, as what I most need, 

The spirit of this time of course allowed me to believe in my 
reason. He let me see myself in the image of a leader with ripe 
thoughts. But the spirit of the depths teaches me that I am a 
servant, in fact the servant of a child. This dictum was repugnant 
to me and I hated it. But I had to recognize and accept that my 
soul is a child and that my God in my soul is a child” 

If you are boys, your God is a woman, 
Lf you are women, your God is boy. 
Ifyou are men, your God és « maiden 
The God is wire you are not. 
So: tis wise that one has a God: this serves for your perfection. 
A maiden i the pregnant future. 
A boy & the engendering future. 
A-woman is: having given birth. 
‘Arman is: having engendered. 
So: if you are childlike beings now, your God will descend from the height 

af ripeness 1 age and death 
‘But f you are developed beings, having engendered or given birth, in body 

or in soul, 0 your God rise rom the radiant cradle, tothe incalculable height 
of the future, to the maturity and fullness of the coming time, 

‘He who still has his life before him isa child 
‘He who lives life in the present is developed. 
Lf you thus live all that you can live, you are developed. 

“He who is a child in this time, his God des 
He who is developed inthis time, his God continues to live. 

The spirit ofthe depths teaches this mystery. 
Prosperous and woeful are those whose God is developed! 
Prosperous and woeful are those whose God ia child! 
What i beter, that man has life ahead of him, or that God does? 
know no answer. Live; the unavoidable decides. 
“The spirit ofthe depths taught me that my life encompassed by the divine 

child From his hand everything unexpected came to me, everything living 
‘This childs what I feel as an eternally springing youth én me.” 
In childsh men you fel the hopeless transience. All that you saw passing 

4s yet to come for him, His future is ful of transience 
Bur the transience ofthe things coming toward you has never yet experi- 

enced a human meaning. 
“Your continuing to live isa living onward. You engender and give birth 

to what is to come, you are fecund, you live onward, 
The childish i unfruitful, what isto come to him is what already has been 

engendered and already withered, Tt does not live onward 

My God is a child, so wonder not that the spirit of this time in 
me is incensed to mockery and scorn, There will be no one who 
will laugh at me as T laughed at myself 

‘Your God should not be a man of mockery, rather you yourself 
will be the man of mockery. You should mock yourself and rise 
above this, If you have still not learned this from the old holy 
books, then go there, drink the blood and eat the flesh of him who 
‘was mocked and tormented for the sake of our sins, so that you 
totally become his nature, deny his being-apart-from-you; you 
should be he himself, not Christians but Christ, otherwise you 
will be of no use to the coming God. 

Is there any one among you who believes he can be spared the 
‘way? Can he swindle his way past the pain of Christ? I say: “Such 
a one deceives himself to his own detriment. He beds down on 
thorns and fire, No one can be spared the way of Christ, since this 
‘way leads to what is to come. You should all become Christs.° 

You do not overcome the old teaching through doing less, but 
through doing more. Every step closer to my soul excites the scornful 
laughter of my devils, those cowardly ear-whisperers and poison-mixers, 
Iewas easy for them to laugh, since I had to do strange things. 

On the Service of the Soul 
[HI a@)] 
Cap. ii 

On the following night I had to write down all the dreams 
that I could recollect, true to their wording. The meaning 
of this act was dark to me. Why all this? Forgive the fuss that 
rises in me. Yet you want me to do this. What strange things 
are happening to me? I know too much not to see on what 

47 inthe 1925 seminar, Jung explained his thoughts at this ime: “These ideas abou the anima an anise me eves cher afeld into metaphyseal problems, ae more things crept up fr reesaminaion. At that time I was onthe Kantian basis that there were thing that could never be solved and that thetfore shuld no be speculated about, but 
ieee oud nd ck cnt eso the nn rs gut ore yoo acpi G at ul a xg 
fatsactory and thought for a time tat perhaps the anima figute was the deity 1 sid to myself that perhaps men had had 3 female God oxginaly, but growing tied ting governed by women, they had then overtvown this Ge 1 pray threw the whole metaphysical prablem into the ania and conceived of atthe dominating spit of payee, In this way T got into a peychologia argument with myself abou the problem of God (nae achlgy, p49) 

s8 Ingo Jing presented a stdy ofthe mou ofthe dine chil na collaborative volume with the Hungatan casicist Karl Kerenyi (ee “On the psychology ofthe cfild archetype CW 9,1), Jung wrote that the child motif occurs fequenty inthe individuation proces. Te does not represent one's lieral childhood, ais emphasized 
in its mythological natre. ft compensates the onesidednes of consciousness and paves the way forthe anu developmene of the personaly In certain conditions of nlc the unconscious peyche produces a symbol tha unites the opposites The child jaca symbol Tr antcpates che self, whch s produced chrough the eyes 
the conscious and unconscious clements ofthe personality The fped ates that bef the chit indeatethe kind of paychic events accompanying the genesis ofthe 

self The wonder bcth ofthe chil indicates that this happens psychical as opposed wo physically. 59 In 1940, Jung wrote: an exsential aspect ofthe child moutis ts tural charater The childs potential facue” COn the psychology of the cil atcherype” CW9, 1 §378) 
0 The Draft continues. "My fends, as ou case, mercy granted tothe developed, not the cil. thank my God for this message Do not let che teachings of Christianity deceive you! Tes teachings are god forthe mort matte minds of bygone time. Today. serves mimatute minds. Chstanity no longer promises pace, 

snd yx we sll need mercy That which I el you is the way of what i to come, my way to mercy” (p27), 4 Le, Christ CE Jung, "Transformation eymboliem inthe mas” (1942, CW 1). G2 In Aner Job Jung noted: "Through the indwelling ofthe third divine person in man, namely che Holy Ghost, achrstification of the many arises (1952, CW 1, $758). 6 November (1913 6G In lack Bao Jung wrote down hese the two pivotal dreams he had when he was nineteen years old which led him to turn to natural cence (p11) they ae described in Menor pi0st 



swaying bridges I go. Where are you leading me? Forgive my 
excessive apprchension, brimful of knowledge. My foot hesitates 
to follow you, Into what mist and darkness does your path lead? 
Must I also learn to do without meaning? If this is what you 
demand, then so be it. This hour belongs to you. What is there, 
where there is no meaning? Only nonsense, or madness, it seems 
to me. Is there also a supreme meaning? Is that your meaning, 
my soul? I limp after you on crutches of understanding, I am 
aman and you stride like a God. What torture! I must return 
to myself, to my smallest things. I saw the things of my soul as 
small, pitiably small. You force me to see them as large, to make 
them large, Is that your aim? I follow, but it terrifies me. Hear 
my doubts, otherwise I cannot follow, since your meaning is a 
supreme meaning, and your steps are the steps of a God. 

T understand, I must not chink either; should thought, too, no 
longer be? I should give myself completely into your hands—but 
who are you? I do not trust you. Not once to trust, is that my love 
for you, my joy in you? Do I not trust every valiant man, and not 
you, my soul? Your hand lies heavy on me, but I will, I will. Have 
T not sought to love men and trust them, and should I not do this 
with you? Forget my doubts, I know it is ignoble to doubt you, 
You know how difficult it is for me to set aside the beggar’s pride 
1 take in my own thought. I forgot that you are also one of my 
friends, and have the first right to my trust, Should what I give 
them not belong to you? I recognize my injustice. It seems to me 
that I despised you. My joy at finding you again was not genuine. 

also recognize that the scornful laughter in me was right. 
T must learn to love you." Should I also set aside self-judgment? 

I am afraid. Then the soul spoke to me and said: “This fear 
testifies against me!” It is true, it testifies against you. It kills the 
holy trust between you and me. 

[2] How hard i fate! Ifyou tae a step toward your soul, you wil at frst, 
smiss the meaning. You will believe that you have sunk into meaninglessness, 
{nto eternal disorder. You will be right! Nothing wil deliver you from disorder 
and meaninglessness, since this isthe other half of the world. 

Your God is a child so long as you are not childlike. 1s the child order, 
meaning? Or disorder, caprice? Disorder and meaninglessness are the mother 
of order and meaning. Order and meaning are things that have become and 
are no longer becoming, 

You open the gates ofthe soul to let the dark, fod of chaos flow into your 
order and meaning. If you marry the ordered to the chaos you produce the 
divine chil, the supreme meaning beyond meaning and meaninglessess 

You are afraid to open the door? I too was afraid, since we had forgotten 
that God is terrible. Christ taught: God is love.* But you should know that 
love is also terrible 

1 spoke roa loving soul and as I drew nearer to her, I was overcome by 
horror, and I heaped up a wall of doubs, and did not anticipate that I thus 
‘wanted to protect myself from my fearful soul. 

THE DESERT | 235 

You dread the depths; i should horrify you, since the way of what is to 
come leads through it. You must endure the temptation of fear and doubt, 
and at the same time acknowledge tothe bone that your fee i justified and 
your doubt is reasonable. How otherwise /could it be a true temptation and a 
true overcoming? 

Christ rtaly overcomes the temptation of the devil, but not the temptation 
af God to good and reason.” Christ thus succumbs fo cursing 

‘You sil have to learn this, to succumb to no temptation, but to do every- 
‘hing of your own will then you willbe free and beyond Christianity 

have had to recognize that I must submit 0 what I fears yes, even more, 
that T must even love what horrifes me. We must learn such from that saint 
swho was disgusted bythe plague infections; she drank the pus of plague boils and 
became aware that it smelled like roses. The acts ofthe saint were not in vain.® 

In everything regarding your salvation and the attainment of mercy, you 
are dependent on your soul. Thus no sacrifice can be toogreat for you, If your 
virtues hinder you from salvation, discard them, since they have become evil 
to you. The slave to virtue finds the way as litle as the slave to vices” 
If you believe that you are the master of your soul, then become her ser- 

vant. Ifyou were her servant, make yourself her master, since she need t be 
ruled, These should be your first steps. 

During six further nights, the spirit of the depths was silent in 
me, since I swayed between fear, defiance, and nausea, and was 
wholly the prey of my passion. I could not and did not want to 
listen to the depths. But on the seventh night, the spirit of the 
depths spoke to me: “Look into your depths, pray to your depths, 
waken the dead.”* 

But I stood helpless and did not know what I could do. I 
looked into myself, and the only ching I found within was the 
memory of earlier dreams, all of which I wrote down without 
knowing what good this would do. I wanted to throw everything 
away and feturn to the light of day: But the spirit stopped me and 
forced me back into myself 

The Desert 
[HI ii) 
Cap. iv 

Sixth night. My soul leads me into the desert, into the desert 
of my own self I did not think that my soul is a desert, a barren, 
hot desert, dusty and without drink. The journey leads through 
hot sand, slowly wading without a visible goal to hope for? How 
cerie is this wasteland. It seems to me that the way leads so far 
away from mankind. I take my way step by step, and do not know 
how long my journey will last. 

‘Why is my self a desert? Have I lived too much outside of myself 
in men and events? Why did I avoid my self? Was I not dear to 

6s In Blak Back, Jang noted here: “Here, someone stands beside me and whispers tril hing into my ear: "You wrt tobe printed and circulated mang people. You want teeaseea i use unuua Niceache di bere tan your teu ae itesing ane hugo’ © @ 20) The eberence wt Ragu Geen (400 
CE), devotional work writen when he was forty-five years ol in which he narrates his conversion fo Christianity in an autobiographical form (Coy ‘eH, Chadwick 
[Oxford: Oxford University Pres, 1991). The Coyesor are addrested ta God, and recount the years of his wandering from God and the manner of his return. Echoing this 
fn the open sections of Ler Novus, Jung addresses his soul and recounts the years of his wandering away from her, and the manner of his return. In his published works, Jung fequenty cited Augustine, and refered to hit Coren severl resin Treiman ond Stel of the Lb. 66 The fo lee ote Gd sive Where ls ove nes in Ge and od what (Joke so) 

657 Christ was tempted by the devil for forty days in the desect (Luke 41-13). 
(66 Matthew 2118-20 :"Now in the morning as he eeurned into the eity, he hungered, And when he saw a fig tee in the way. he came to it, and found nothing thereon, 

Dut leaves only, and said unto i, Let no frie grow on thee henceforward for ever And presently the fig tee withered away And when the disciples saw i, chey marveled, 
saying, How soon i the fg tree withered away!” In 1944 Jung wrote. "The Christian—my Christian~knows no carse formulas. indeed he does not even sanction the 
cursing ofthe innocent fig-tree by the rabbi Jesus" (“Why I have not adopted the ‘Catholic truth” CW 18, $1468). 

69 The Drafi continues: “They may serve for your redemption’ (p34) 
70 In Thus Spoke Zarathustra, Nietzsche wrote: "And even when on has al the vctues, there i still one thing to remember: 1o send even these virtues to sleep atthe proper 

‘ime" (Of the chairs of virtue” p. 56). In 1939 Jung commented on the Eastern notion of liberation from virtues and vices (Commentary to the “Tibetan Book of Great 
Liberation,” CW 11, $825), 

171 November 22,1913. In Black Bok 2 his sentence reads “says a voice” (p. 22). On November 21 Jung had given a presentation to the Zurich Psychoanalytical Society on 
“Tormulations on the psychology of the unconscious” 

72 November 28,1913, 
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myself? But I have avoided the place of my soul. I was my thoughts, 
after I was no longer events and other men. But I was not my 
self confronted with my thoughts. I should also rise up above my 
thoughts to my own self, My journey goes there, and that is why it 
leads away from men and events into solitude. Is it solitude, to be 
with oneself? Solitude is true only when the selfs a desert.” Should 
1 also make a garden out of the desert? Should I people a desolate 
land? Should I open the airy magic garden of the wilderness? What 
leads me into the desert, and what am I to do there? Isita deception 
that I can no longer trust my thoughts? Only life is true, and only 
life leads me into the desert, truly not my thinking, that would like to 
return to thoughts, co men and events, since it feels uncanny in the 
desert. My soul, what am I to do here? But my soul spoke to me and 
said, “Wait” I heard the cruel word. Torment belongs to the desert* 

“Through giving my soul all I could give, I came to the place of 
the soul and found that this place was a hot desert, desolate and 
unfruitful, No culture of the mind is enough to make a garden 
out of your soul, I had cultivated my spitie, the spirit of this time 
in me, but not that spirit of the depths that turns to the things 
of the soul, the world of the soul. The soul has its own peculiar 
‘world. Only the self enters in there, or the man who has completely 
become his self, he who is neither in everits, nor in men, nor in 
his thoughts, Through the turning of my desice from things and 
men, I turned my self away from things and men, but that is 
precisely how I became the secure prey of my thoughts, yes, I 
wholly became my thoughts 

[2] [also had to detach myself from my thoughts through turning 
my desire away from them, And at once, I noticed that my self 
became a desert, where only the sun of unquiet desire burned. I 
was overwhelmed by the endless infertility of this desert. Even if 
something could have thrived there, the creative power of desire 
was still absent. Wherever the creative power of desire is, there 
springs the soil’s own seed. But do not forget to wait. Did you not 
sce that when your creative force turned to the world, how the 
dead things moved under it and through it, how they grew and 
prospered, and how your thoughts flowed in rich rivers? If your 
creative force now turns to the place of the soul, you will see how 
your soul becomes green and how its field bears wonderful fruit. 

Nobody can spare themselves the waiting and most will be 
tunable to bear this torment, but will throw themselves with greed 
back at men, things, and thoughts, whose slaves they will become 
from then on. Since then it will have been clearly proved that this 
man is incapable of enduring beyond things, men, and thoughts, 
and they will hence become his master and he will become their 
fool, since he cannot be without them, not until even his soul 
has become a fruitful field. Also he whose soul is a garden, needs 
things, men, and thoughts, but he is their friend and not their 
slave and fool 

Everything to come was already in images: to find their soul, 
the ancients went into the desert.” This is an image. The ancients 
lived their symbols, since the world had not yet become real for 
them, Thus they went into the solitude of the desert to teach 
us that the place of the soul is a lonely desert. There they found 

the abundance of visions, the fruits of the desert, the wondrous 
flowers of the soul. Think diligently about the images that the 
ancients have left behind. They show the way of what is to come. 
Look back at the collapse of empires, of growth and death, of the 
desert and monasteries, they are the images of what is to come. 
Everything has been foretold, But who knows how to interpret it? 

‘When you say that the place of the soul is not, then it is not 
But if you say that it is, then it is. Notice what the ancients said 
in images: the word is a creative act. The ancients said: in the 
beginning was the Word.” Consider this and think upon it. 

The words that oscillate between nonsense and supreme 
meaning are the oldest and truest. 

Experiences in the Desert 
[HT ii@) 2] 

After a hard struggle I have come a piece of the way nearer to 
you. How hard this struggle was! I had fallen into an undergrowth 
of doubt, confusion, and scorn. I recognize that I must be alone 
with my soul. I come with empty hands to you, my soul. What 
do you want to hear? But my soul spoke to me and said, “If you 
come to a friend, do you come to take?" I knew that this should 
not be so, but it seems to me that I am poor and empty, I would 
like to sit down near you and at least feel the breath of your 
animating presence, My way is hot sand. Alll day long, sandy, dusty 
paths, My patience is sometimes weak, and once I despaired of 
myself, as you know. 

My soul answered and said, “You speak to me as if you were a 
child complaining to its mother. am not your mother.” I do not 
want to complain, but let me say to you that mine is a long and 
dusty road. You are to me like a shady tree in the wilderness. I 
would like to enjoy your shade, But my soul answered, “You are 
pleasure-seeking. Where is your patience? Your time has not yet 
run its course. Have you forgotten why you went into the desert?” 

My faith is weak, my face is blind from all that shimmering 
blaze of the desert sun. The heat lies on me like lead. Thirst 
torments me, I dare not think how unendingly long my way is, 
and above all, I see nothing in front of me. But the soul answered, 
“You speak as if you have still learned nothing, Can you not wait? 
Should everything fall into your lap ripe and finished? You are 
full, yes, you teem with intentions and desirousness!—Do you 
still not know that the way to truth stands open only to those 
without intentions?” 

T know that everything you say, Oh my soul, is also my thought. 
But I hardly live according to it. The soul said, “How, tell me, do 
you then believe that your thoughts should help you?” I would 
always like to refer to the fact that | am a human being, just a 
human being who is weak and sometimes does not do his best 
But the soul said, “Is this what you think it means to be human?” 
‘You are hard, my soul, but you are right. How little we still commit 
ourselves to living. We should grow like a tree that likewise 
does not know its law. We tie ourselves up with intentions, 
not mindful of the fact that intention is the limitation, yes, the 

73 Bleck Book 2 continues: "I hear the words: "Aa anchorite in hie own desert’ ‘The monks in the Syrian desert occur to me" (p. 3) 
74 Black Book 2 continues. "I think of Christianity in the desert. Physically, those ancients went into the desert, Did they also enter into the desert of their own sel Or was 

their self not as barren and desolate ar mine? These they wrestled wich the devil. I wrestle with waiting It seems to me not lee since i is truly a hot hell” (p33) 
75 Around 285, St Anthony went eo live asa hermit in the Egyptian desert, and other hermits fllowed, whom he and Pachomius organized into 2 community: This formed 

the bats of Christian monasticism, which spread to the Palestinian and Syrian deserts. In the fourth century, theze were thousande of monks in the Egyptian desert 
76 John It: "In the beginning was the Woed, and the Woed wae with God, and the Ward was God” 
77 December 11, 1913, 
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exclusion of life, We believe that we can illuminate the darkness 
with an intention, and in that way aim past the light." How can 
‘we presume to want to know in advance, from where the light will 
come to us? 

Let me bring only one complaint before you: I suffer from 
scorn, my own scorn, But my soul said to me, “Do you think 
little of yourself?” I do not believe so. My soul answered, “Then 
listen, do you think little of me? Do you still not know that 
you are not writing a book to feed your vanity, but that you 
are speaking with me? How can you suffer from scorn if you 
address me with those words that I give you? Do you know, 
then, who I am? Have you grasped me, defined me, and made 
me into a dead formula? Have you measured the depths of my 
chasms, and explored all the ways down which I am yet going to 
lead you? Scorn cannot challenge you if you are not vain to the 
marrow of your bones.” Your truth is hard. I want to lay down 
my vanity before you, since it blinds me. See, that is why I also 
believed my hands were empty when I came to you today. I did 
not consider that itis you who fills empty hands if only they want 
to stretch out, yer they do not want to. I did not know that I am 
your vessel, empty without you but brimming over with you. 

[2] This was my twenty-fifth night in the desert. This is how 
long it took my soul to awaken from a shadowy being to her own 
life, until she could approach me as a free-standing being sepa- 
rate from me. And I received hard but salutary words from her. I 
needed that taking in hand, since I could not overcome the scorn 
within me. 

The spirit of this time considers itself extremely clever, like every such 
spirit of the sime, But wisdom is simpleminded, not just simple, Because of 
this, the clever person mocks wisdom, since mockery is his weapon. He uses 
the pointed, poisonous weapon, because he és struck by naive wisdom. If he 
were not struck, he would not need the weapon. Only in the desert do we 
become aware of our terrible simplemindeduess, but we are afraid of admitting 
4t.That is why we are scornfi. But mockery / does not attain simpleminded- 
suss. The mockery flls on the mocker, and in the desert where no one hears 
and answers, he suffocates from his own scorn 

‘The cleverer you are, the more foolish your simplemindedness. The torally 
clever are total fools in their simplemindedness. We cannot save ourselves 
_from the cleverness ofthe sprit ofthis time through increasing our cleverness, 
bus through acepting what our cleverness hates most, namely sinpleminded- 
ness, Yet we also do not want to be artificial fools because we have fallen 
into simplemindedness, rather we willbe clever fol. That leads othe supreme 
‘meaning. Cleverness couples itself with intention. Simplemindedness knows 
so intention, Clevernessconguers the worl, but simplemindedness, the sou 
So take on the vow of poverty of spirit in order to partake ofthe soul” 

DESCENT INTO HFLL IN THE FUTURE | 237 

‘Against this the scorm of my cleverness rose up** Many wil laugh at my 
foolishness. But no one will laugh more chan I laughed at myself. 

So I overcame scorn, But when I had overcome it, I was near to my soul 
and she could speae ro me, and I was soon tose the desert becoming green 

Descent into Hell 

in the Future 
[HI iii@)] 
Cap. x 

“In the following night, the air was filled with many voices. 
A loud voice called, “I am falling.” Others cried out confused and 
excited during this: “Where to? What do you want?” Should I 
entrust myself to this confusion? I shuddered. It is a dreadful deep. 
Do you want me to leave myself to chance, to the madness of my 
own darkness? Wither? Wither? You fall, and I want to fall with 
you, whoever you are 

The spirit of the depths opened my eyes and I caught a glimpse 
of the inner things, the world of my soul, the many-formed and 
changing. [Image iii(¥) 1] 

1 see a geay rock face along which I sink into great depths." 
1 stand in black dirt up to my ankles in a dark cave. Shadows 
sweep over me. I am seized by fear, but I know I must go in. 
1 crawl through a narrow crack in the rock and reach an inner 
cave whose bottom is covered with black water. But beyond this I 
catch a glimpse of a luminous red stone which I must reach. I wade 
through the muddy water. The cave is full of the frightful noise 
of shricking voices.” I take the stone, it covers a dark opening in the 
rock. I hold the stone in my hand, peering around inquiringly. I do 
not want to listen to the voices, they keep me away: But I want to 
know, Here something wants to be uttered. I place my ear to the 
opening. I hear the flow of underground waters. I see the bloody 
head of a man on the dark stream. Someone wounded, someone 
slain floats there. I take in this image for a long time, shuddering 
1 see a large black scarab floating past on the dark stream. 

In the deepest reach of the stream shines a red sun, radiating 
through the dark water. There I see—and a terror seizes me—small 
serpents on the dark rock walls, striving toward the depths, 
where the sun shines. A thousand serpents crowd around, veiling 
the sun, Deep night falls. A red stream of blood, thick red blood 
springs up, surging for a long time, then ebbing. I am seized by 
feat. What did I see? [Image iii(v) 2] 

178 In "Commentary on “The Secret of the Golden Flower’ “(1929), Jung criticized the Western tendency to turn everything into methods and intentions. The cardinal 
lesson, presented by the Chines text an by Meister Fart as tha of allowing psychic events happen of their vn aor “Leting things happen, the ation 
through non-action, the ‘letting go of oneself of Meister Eckhart, became the key or me that succeeded in opening the door to the way: One must 
ler things happen” (CW'13, $20) 

179 Christ preached: “Blessed ace the 
In 1934, Jung wrote: "Just asin Ch 

ble to psyehically 
in sist for hist ingom of eaves (Maihew 5) Ina umber ofCristan communities, members ake a vow of poverty Suny ee of ply py tele sed eg toni Ser ots cool free ona ape oe 

false riches ofthe spirit in order to withdraw not only from the sorry femants~—which today call themselves the protestant 'churches'—of a great past. but alo from all 
the allarements of exorie aromas in order, finaly, to turn back to itself, where, inthe cold light of consciousness, the blank barrenness of the world reaches tothe very 
stars” COn the archetypes of the colletive unconscious," CW 9, 1, §29) 

80 The Diafi continues: This, too, isan image ofthe ancients, that they lived in thinge symbolically: chey eenounced wealth in order to have a share of the voluntary poverty 
of cher souls, Therefore I had to grant my soul my most exteeme poverty and need. And the scorn of my cleverness rose up against this (p. 47). 

81 December 12 1913. The Comece Dr has * ie" (p 34). lak Books comin “The bar of te wa he bate ith cor Avon that aod me 
thee sleepless night and dhree days of torment has likened me to G. Keller's druggist of Chamounix (from star to finish). I know and acknowledge this syle. Ihave learned tharone hue gh one's hereto yen, bones nella othe 
incl when epaces the hear Seat Gel. ratlngn a So Nahas (Zieh tm 

rt of himanig God. Then Hie work canbe beyond vni since there sno mote hypocical whore than the 
5). Gott Keller (19-1890) was a Swi writer See "Der Apotheker von Chamoun Ein Buch Romanze in Goted Kelle, 

Verlag 1984), pp. 35t~a7 42 The Draft continues: "A dwvarf clad entcely in leather stood before it, minding the enteance” (p. 48) 
83 The Correted Draft continues: “The stone must be conquered, itis the stone of the torment, of the red light” (p35). The Corrected Draft has: “Ie isa six-sided erystal that 

gives off a cold, reddish light” (p 35) Albrecht Dieterich refers tothe representation ofthe underworld in Aristophanes! The Frogs (which he understood to be of Orphic 
‘rigin) as having a large lake and a piace with sespents (Nekya: Berage ur Erlarug der seuendecten Perrascpkalpse (Leipzig. Teubner, 1893], p. 71). Jung underlined 
these motifs in his copy Dieterich referred to his description again on page 83, which Jung marked by the margin, and underlined "Darkness and My "Dieterich also 
teferced to an Orphic representation ofa stream of mud in the underworld (p81. In his ist of references in the back of his copy. jung noted. 81 Mud” 

4&4 Black Book 2 continues: "This dark hole—I want t0 know where it leads and what it says? An oracle? Is it che place of Pythi>”(p. 43) 
85 Jung narrated this episode in his 1925 seminar, stressing different demais. He commenced: "When I came out ofthe fantasy 1 realized thar my mechanism had worked 
onderfly well bat | wasn gta confusion ay othe meaning of lho thing Thad sen. The ight in he ae om the esta was, T thought ike the tone of 
wisdom. The secret murder of the hero I could not understand at all The beetle ofcourse I knew ro ‘anancient sun symbol, and the setting sun, the luminous red 
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Heal the wounds that doubt inflicts on me, my soul, That too 
is to be overcome, so that I can recognize your supreme meaning. 
How far away everything is, and how I have turned back! My 
spirit is a spirie of torment, it tears asunder my contemplation, it 
‘would dismantle everything and rip it apart. [ am still a victim of 
my thinking. When can I order my thinking to be quiet, so that 
my thoughts, those unruly hounds, will crawl to my feet? How 
can I ever hope to hear your voice louder, to see your face clearer, 
when all my thoughts howl? 

Lam stunned, but I want to be stunned, since I have sworn to 
you, my soul, to trust you even if you lead me through madness. 
How shall I ever walk under your sun if I do not drink the bitter 
draught of slumber to the lees? Help me so that I do not choke 
on my own knowledge. The fullness of my knowledge threatens 
to fall in on me. My knowledge has a thousand voices, an army 
roaring like lions; the air trembles when they speak, and I am 
their defenseless sacrifice. Keep it far from me, science that clever 
knower,* that bad prison master who binds the soul and imprisons 
it in a lightless cell. But above all protect me from the serpent of 
judgment, which only appears to be a healing serpent, yet in your 
depths is infernal poison and agonizing death. I want to go down 
cleansed into your depths with white garments and not rush in 
like some thief, seizing whatever I can and fleeing breathlessly 
Let me persist in divine’ astonishment, so that Iam ready to 
behold your wonders, Let me lay my head on a stone before your 
door, so that I am prepared to receive your light. 

[2] When the desert begins to bloom, it brings forth strange 
plants, You will consider yourself mad, and in a certain sense you 
will in fact be mad.* To the extent that the Christianity of this 
time lacks madness, it lacks divine life. Take note of what the 
ancients taught us in images: madness is divine. But because 
the ancients lived this image concretely in events, it became a 
deception for us, since we became masters of the reality of the 
world. Ie is unquestionable: if you enter into the world of the 
soul, you are like a madman, and a doctor would consider you to 
be sick. What I say here can be seen as sickness, but no one can 
see it as sickness more than I do. 

“This is how I overcame madness. If you do not know what divine 
madness is, suspend judgment and wait for the fruits.°° But know 
that there is a divine madness which is nothing other than the 
‘overpowering of the spirit of this time through the spirit of the 
depths. Speak then of sick delusion when the spirit of the depths 
can no longer stay down and forces a man to speak in tongues 
instead of in human speech, and makes him believe that he 

himself is the spirit of the depths. But also speak of sick delusion 
when the spirit of this time does not leave a man and forces him 
to see only the surface, to deny the spirit of the depths and to 
take himself for the spirit of the times. The spirit of this time is 
ungodly, the spirit of the depths is ungodly; balance is godly. 

Because I was caught up in the spirit of this time, precisely 
what happened to me on this night had to happen to me, namely 
that the spirit of the depths erupted with force, and swept away 
the spirit of th 
depths had gained this power, because I had spoken to my soul 
during 25 nights in the desert and I had given her all my love 
and submission, But during the 25 days, I gave all my love and 
submission to things, to men, and to the thoughts of this time. 
I went into the desert only at night 

Thus can you differentiate sick and divine delusion. Whoever 
does the one and does without the other you may call sick since 
he is out of balance. 

But who can withstand fear when the divine intoxication 
and madness comes to him? Love, soul, and God are beautiful 
and terrible. The ancients brought over some of the beauty of 
God into this world, and this world became so beautiful that it 
appeared to the spirit of the time to be fulfillment, and better 
than the bosom of the Godhead. The frightfulness and cruelty 
of the world lay under wraps and in the depths of our hearts. If 
the spirit of the depths seizes you, you will feel the cruelty and 
exy out in torment. The spirit of the depths is pregnant with ice 
fire, and death. You are right to fear the spirit of the depths, as 
he is full of horror. 

You sce in these days what the spirit of the depths bore. You 
did not believe it, but you would have known it if you had taken 
counsel with your fear" 

time with a powerful wave. But the spirit of the 

ik, ws archaeal The serpents thought might have ben onngte with Exyptan material ould no hen elie dha jw ll archetypal need no seck 
gganestions Twa ale oink the picture up vith se sa of Blood Thad previo fantasized abou 

Teas a case of dest 
that anew adaptation can be made; in short, itis connected with the sacrifice of the superior function in order to get atthe lib 
lulled, soon after I had « dream in which Siegfried was killed by my 

Though T could not then grasp the significance of the hero lof my cfieney This has tobe sacrificed in onder necesar t activate the inferior ng the hero 
uncon (al Peller 48), (Th ling of Seg occurs Elwin ch.) Jango anonymously ced nd cicaned th fay in is ETH Teta on 
June 14, 1935 (Modern Psychology, vols. 1. and 2, p. 223) 1 ee eT ee Bn Cored ri settee biel 38) Bins Cort oh tenets aderarel gine gon” (38) 

& The theme of divine madness has long history es lous classics was Socrates’ discussion of iin the Phadras madness, “provided i comes asa gift of heaven, ithe 
channel by which we receive the greatest blessings” (Plat, Phra ond Lets VET and VIII te. W. Hamilton (London: Pengyin, 1986, p. 46 line 244). Socrates distn~ 
[ished four types of divine madness (2) inspied divination, such a bythe prophetes at Delph: (2) instances in which individual, when ancient ins have given rise 
{ troubles, have prophesied snd ineited to prayer and worship (3) postession by the Muses, since the technical skilled smtoched by the madness ofthe Mises wll 
never be aod poct and (1 the lover Inthe Renaissance, the theme of divine madness was aken up by the Neoplatonists ach as Pcino and by humans sch a 
Erasmus, Erasmus’ discussion is particularly important asi ses the clasical Parone conception wth Christianity For Erasmus, Christanity was the highest ype 
finspited mains. Like Plato Erasmas dfercntated berween two types of madness “Thus as lng atthe soul sess belly organs aight a man is alld san, but 
truly when itburst its chains an eees tbe fee, practising eunsing way from is prison, then one cll it insanity If this happens through disease ora defect of the 
tongs, then by common consent tis, lain insanity. And yet men ofthis kind, too, we Gnd forteling things to cnme, knowing tongues and writings which they 
Sad never sid beforehand—altogether shoving forth someching divin” (In Pate of Fol. M.A. Seeseh [London Penn 988], pp. T3839) He adds hat if 
imma happens through divine fetvor it may notbe the same kindof insanity buts ike ie that most people make no dsintion: Foray people, the ovo forms 
of insanity appeared the same. The happiness that Christians sought was "nothing other than a certain kind of madness” Those who experience this "experience some 
‘hing which is very ke madness, They speak incoherently and unnturally utter sound without sense, and thie faces suddenly change expression. in fat they are 

teuly beside themselves” (bid. pp 129-3). In 1815, the pllosopher FW). Scheling discussed divine madnes in manner that has a certain proximity co Jungs discus- 
Son, noting that “The ancients did not speak in vain of «divine and holy madness.” Schelling zelated this tothe “ier sel laceration of nature” He held chat “nothing 
great can be acomplshed without a constant solicitation of nadnes, wich shoul alvays be overcome, bu ould never be eniey lacking’ On the oe hand there 
sere sober spirits in whom there was no trace of madness, together wth men of understanding who produced col ntllectul works. On the other, “there is one kind of 
petson that governs madness and precisely in this overwhelming shows the highest force of the intellect. The other kind of person is governed by madness ad is some 
tne who is realy mad” (The Age of the Worl, te J. Wirth [Albany- SUNY Press, 2000], pp. 102-4) 

40 An application of Willian James’ notion ofthe pragmatic rule. Jung read James's Pragati in 1912 and it had a strong impact on his thinking. In his foreword to his 
Fordin Unies etc, Jang tated that head ken Janes pragmat rea ing prvi CW 4b 86) Sexy Juan the Making of Moder Pyle 
The Dream ofa Scene, pp. 57-0 ou The Brg clones The pint ofthe depth wat ao en ota tock me pensive night comprehend hi And even hen he ass alien ha 
could neither sce nor ask He had to come tome asa stranger from faraway and from sn wnieardof sie. He had to eal me. I could not address him, knowing ims and 
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Blood shone at me from the red light of the crystal, and when 
I picked it up to discover its mystery, there lay the horror uncov- 
ered before me: in the depths of what is to come lay murder, 
The blond hero lay slain, The black beetle is the death that is 
necessary for renewal; and so thereafter, a new sun glowed, the 
sun of the depths, full of riddles, a sun of the night. And as the 
rising sun of spring quickens the dead earth, so the sun of the 
depths quickened the dead, and thus began the terrible struggle 
between light and darkness, Out of that burst the powerful and 
ever unvanquished source of blood. This was what was to come, 
which you now experience in your life, and it is even more than 
that. (I had this vision on the night of 12 December 1913,) 

Depths and surface should mix so that new life can develop. 
Yet the new life does not develop outside of us, but within 
us, What happens outside us in these days is the image thar the 
peoples live in events, to bequeath this image immemorially to 

far-off times so that they might learn from it for their own way, just 
as we learned from the images that the ancients had lived before 
us in events. 

Life does not come from events, but from us. Everything that 
happens outside has already been. 

Therefore whoever considers the event from outside always ses only that 
it already was, and that tis abways the same, But whoever looks from inside, 
[knows that everything és new. The events that happen are always the same. 
But the creative depths of man are not always the same, Events signify noth 
ing they signify only in us. We create the meaning of events. The meaning i 
and always was artificial. We make it. 

Because of this we seek in ourselves the meaning of events, so thatthe way 
of /what is 10 come becomes apparent and our life can flow again 

That which you need comes from yourself, namely the meaning of the 
event, The meaning of events is not their particular meaning. This meaning 
exits in learned books. Events have no meaning. 

The meaning of events isthe way of salvation that you create, The meaning 
of events comes from the possibility of life in this world that you create. Tt is 
the mastery ofthis world and the assertion of your soul inthis world. 

This meaning of events is the supreme meaning, that isnot in events, 
and notin the soul, but is the God standing beeween events and the soul, the 
mediator of ie the way, the bridge and the going acrass > 

I would not have been able to see what was to come if I could 
not have seen it in myself, 

Therefore I take part in that murder; the sun of the depths 
also shines in me after the murder has been accomplished; the 
thousand serpents that want to devour the sun are also in me. I 
myself am a murderer and murdered, sacrificer and sacrificed.” 
‘The upwelling blood streams out of me 
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You all have a share in the murder In you the reborn one will 
come to be, and the sun of the depths will rise, and a thousand 
serpents will develop from your dead matter and fall on the sun 
to choke it. Your blood will stream forth. The peoples demonstrate 
this at the present time in unforgettable acts, that will be written 
with blood in unforgettable books for eternal memory 

But I ask you, when do men fall on their brothers with mighty 
weapons and bloody acts? They do such if they do not know that 
their brother is themselves. They themselves are sacrficers, but 
they mutually do the service of sacrifice. They must all sacrifice 
each other, since the time has not yet come when man puts the 
bloody knife into himself, in order to sacrifice the one he kills in 
his brother. But whom do people kill? They kill the noble, the 
brave, the heroes. They take aim at these and do not know that 
with these they mean themselves, They should sacrifice the hero 
in themselves, and because they do not know this, they kill their 
courageous brother. 

The time is still not ripe, But through this blood sacrifice, 
it should ripen. So long as it is possible to murder the brother 
instead of oneself, the time is not ripe. Frightful things must happen 
until men grow ripe. But anything else will not ripen humanity. 
Hence all this that takes place in these days must also be, so that 
the renewal can come. Since the source of blood that follows the 
shrouding of the sun is also the source of the new life” 

As the fate of the peoples is represented to you in events, 
so will it happen in your heart. If the hero in you is slain, then 
the sun of the depths rises in you, glowing from afar, and from 
a dreadful place. But all che same, everything that up till now 
seemed to be dead in you will come to life, and will change into 
poisonous serpents that will cover the sun, and you will fll into 
night and confusion. Your blood also will stream from many 
wounds in this frightful struggle. Your shock and doubs will be 
great, but from such torment the new life will be born. Birth is 
blood and torment. Your darkness, which you did not suspect 
since it was dead, will come to life and you will feel the crush of 
total evil and the conflicts of life that still now lie buried in 
the matter of your body. But the serpents are dreadful evil 
thoughts and feelings 

You thought you knew that abyss? Oh you clever people! 
It is another thing to experience it. Everything will happen to 
you. Think of all the frightful and devilish things that men have 
inflicted on their brothers, That should happen to you in your 
heart. Suffer it yourself through your own hand, and know that it 
is your own heinous and devilish hand that inflicts the suffering 
on you, but not your brother, who wrestles with his own devils” 

his nature. He announced himself with aloud voice 28 in awake turmoil wth the manifold clamoring ofthe voce of thistime. The spi ofthis ime arose in me guns this stranger and wttered a battle cry together with hie many ser, Theard the noise ofthis bate in the air Then the sir ofthe depths burs forth and led me {Othe site ofthe mermort. But he had reduced the sprit of this time to dwarf who was clever and buting_yet was a dvart And the vision showed me the spirt of this ime as made of leather, tht i, presed together sere ard fees He could nox prevent me from entering the dark underworld ofthe spi ofthe depths Tomy Sstonishment I realized that my fet sak into the black muddy water ofthe iver of death. [The Cored Dr ads: “for that is where death ip. 41) The mystery of 
the shining red cytal was my tex Gestinaon” (ep 54-55) oa The Draconis spree mean tag of God either Got hin or the sree ang, Gad Besos pret in he pre me meaning ofthe human community” 58) aa et ar nl te cn nee i visions of Zosims of Panapolis.a natural philoopher at alchemist ofthe third century Jung noted" What | scrice i my egotistical clam, and by doing this ge ‘up myrell. Every steric is therefore toa greater of lesser degree a self-sacrifice” (CW's, $397). CE also the Katha Upanishad ch. 2, vere 9. Jug cited the nest ovo ‘ese ofthe Katha Upanishad on the nature ofthe self in 1pat (CW 6, §3a9). Thee iain tthe margin of Jungs copy by these wesc inthe Sate Boos ofthe Ea, ol XY, pt, p 1 In-Dreans” Jung noted in connection wth a dream "My intensive conscious elation to India inthe Red Book” (p. 9) 

4 Jang elaborated the theme of collective guilt in ‘After the catastrophe" (948, CW t0). 
95 The reference ito the events of World War I. The autumn of 1914 (when Jung wrote this section of "ayer wo") saw the bate ofthe Marne and the frst atl of Ypres 
96 In hs lecture at the ETH on June 14, 1935, jung commented (partially in reference to this fantasy, which he referred to anonymously): “The sun motif appears in many places and ines and the meaning va he same that anew constousness hasbeen bor, Is the ight of mination hich sprojcted into pace ha isa Paola even he mete te “hlcatone makes no sens n ploy Te Raab ple vcr mprtan re nthe le Ages anthems chotved ofthe rising sun inchs Katabasis as of new light the lax moderna, the joel, she lapis ods Ply. 230. o7 The Draft continues My fend I know tha pea insides, But the spr othe depths has ranted mca view of many ching in onder to help my weak comprehension 

Tyan ellyow mote about my visions so that you beter understand which things che spit of the depths woud like You tose May those be well who arse these things! Those who cannot must ve them as blind fate, imager” (60. 
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I would like you to see what the murdered hero means. 
Those nameless men who in our day have murdered a prince 
are blind prophets who demonstrate in events what then is valid 
only for the soul." Through the murder of princes we will learn 
that the prince in us, the hero, is threatened” Whether this 
should be seen as a good or a bad sign need not concern us. What 
is awful today is good in a hundred years, and in two hundred 
years is bad again. But we must recognize what is happening: 
there are nameless ones in you who threaten your prince, the 
hereditary ruler. 

But our ruler is the spirit of this time, which rules and 
leads in us all. It is the general spirit in which we think and act 
today, He is of frightful power, since he has brought immeasur- 
able good to this world and fascinated men with unbelievable 
pleasure. He is bejewelled with the most beautiful heroic virtue, 
and wants to drive men up to the brightest solar heights, in 
everlasting ascent.” 

The hero wants to open up everything he can, Bue the 
nameless spirit of the depths evokes everything that man cannot, 
Incapacity prevents further ascent. Greater height requires greater 
virtue. We do not possess it, We must first create it by learning to 
live with our incapacity. We must give it life. For how else shall it 
develop into ability? 

We cannot slay our incapacity and rise above it. But that 
is precisely what we wanted. Incapacity will overcome us and 
demand its share of life, Our ability will desert us, and we will 
believe, in the sense of the spisit of this time, that it is a loss 
Yer it is no loss but a gain, not for outer trappings, however, but 
for inner capability. 

The one who learns to live with his incapacity has learned a 
‘great deal. This will lead us to the valuation of the smallest things, 
and to wise limitation, which the greater height demands. If all 
heroism is erased, we fall back into the misery of humanity and 
into even worse. Our foundations will be caught up in excitement 
since our highest tension, which concerns what lies outside us, 
will stir chem up. We will fall into the cesspool of our underworld, 
among the rubble of all the centuries in us." 

The heroic in you is the fact that you are ruled by the 
thought that this or that is good, that this or that performance 
is indispensable, this or that cause is objectionable, this or that 
goal must be attained in headlong striving work, this or that 
pleasure should be ruthlessly repressed at all costs. Consequently 
you sin against incapacity. But incapacity exists, No one should 
deny it, find fault with it, or shout it down." 

Splitting of the Spirit 
[HI] 
Cap. vi 

But on the fourth night I cried, “To journey to Hell means to 
become Hell oneself" Iris all frightfully muddled and interwoven, 
On this desert path there is not just glowing sand, but also horrible 
tangled invisible beings who live in the desert. I didn’t know this, 
The way is only apparently clear, the desert is only apparently 
empty, It seems inhabited by magical beings who murderously 
attach themselves to me and daimonically change my form. I have 
evidently taken on a completely monstrous form in which I can no 
longer recognize myself. It seems to me that I have become a 
monstrous animal form for which I have exchanged my humanity. 
This way is surrounded by hellish magic, invisible nooses have 
been thrown over me and ensnare me.” 

But the spirit of the depths approached me and said, “Climb 
down into your depths, sink!” 

But I was indignant at him and said, “How can I sink? I am 
tunable to do this myselE” 

Then the spirit spoke words to me that appeared ridiculous, 
and he said, “Sit yourself down, be calm.” 

But I cried out indignantly: “How frightful, it sounds like 
nonsense, do you also demand this of me? You overthrew the mighty 
Gods who mean the most to us. My soul, where are you? Have I 
entrusted myself to a stupid animal, do T stagger like a drunkard 
to the grave, do I stammer stupidities like a lunatic? Is this your 
way, my soul? The blood boils in me and I would strangle you if I 
could seize you. You weave the thickest darknesses and I am like 
amadman caught in your net. But I yearn, teach me.” 

Bur my soul spoke to me saying, “My path is light.” 
Yer I indignantly answered, “Do you call light what we men 

call the worst darkness? Do you call day night?” 
To this my soul spoke a word that roused my anger: “My light 

is not of this world.” 
I cried, “I know of no other world.” 
The soul answered, “Should it not exist because you know 

nothing of it?” I: “But our knowledge? Does our knowledge also 
not hold good for you? What is it going to be, if not knowledge? 
Where is security? Where is solid ground? Where is light? Your 
darkness is not only darker than night, but bottomless as well. If 
it’s not going to be knowledge, then perhaps it will do without 
speech and words too?” 

98 In The Relvions brween the 1 andthe Unconscious (1927), Jung refers to the desteuctive and anarchic aspects that ae constellated in societies being enacted by propherically 
fnclined individuals though spectacular crimes such as repicide (CW 7, §240). 

99 Political assassinations were frequent atthe beginning ofthe ewentieth century. The particular event referred to here isthe assassination of Archduke Frane Ferdinand. 
Marin Gilbert esribs this event, which played ctl olen the evens that edo de outreak ofthe st Word Wa "trang points the history ofthe 

twentieth century” (A Histor of the Twente Century Volume One 300-s35[London: Willam Moreov, 1977). p 308), 
100 The Df continues: When I was aspiring to my highest worldly power, che sprit ofthe depths sent me nameless thoughts and visions, that wiped out the heroic 

sepiraion in me as our time understands "(p62 
continues: “Everything that we have forgotten will be revived, each human and divine passion, the black serpents and the reddish sun of the depths" (p. 64). 

02 On June 9, 1917 there was a discussion on the psychology of the world war in the Assocation for Analytical Psychology following a presentation by Jules Vodo2 on the 
‘Song of Roland. Jang argued chat "Hypothetically the World War can be raised ta the subjective level. In detail, che authoritarian principle (aking action on the basis of 
principles) clashes with the emotional principle. The collective unconscious enters into allegiance with the emotional.” Concerning the hero, he said- "The hero—the 
beloved figure of the people, should fall ll heroes bring themselves down by carrying the heroic attitude beyond a certain limit. and hence lose thie footing” (MAP. 
‘ol. 2, p10). The psychological interpretation of che First World War on the subjective level describes what is developed inthis chapter. The connection beswoen indi- 
Vidual and collective psychology which he articulates here forms one ofthe leitmosfsofhis later work (cf Present aud Future [1957], CW 10) 

10 In Beyond Good and Evi, Niewsche wrote: "Anyone who fights with monsters should take care chat he does notin the process become a monster. And ifyou giz for long. 
Jnto an abys,the abyss gazes back into you’ (tr Marion Faber [Oxford: Oxford University Press]. 1998, 6146, p. 68). 



My souk “No words.” 
I: “Forgive me, perhaps I'm hard of hearing, perhaps I 

misinterpret you, perhaps I ensnare myself in self-deceit and 
monkey business, and I am a rascal grinning at myself in a mirror, a 
fool in my own madhouse. Perhaps you stumble over my folly?” 

My soul: “You delude yourself, you do not deceive me. Your 
words are lies to you, not me.” 

I: “But could I wallow in raging nonsense, and hatch absurdity 
and perverse monotony?” 

My soul: “Who gives you thoughts and words? Do you make 
them? Are you not my serf, a recipient who lies at my door and 
picks up my alms? And you dare think that what you devise and 
speak could be nonsense? Don’t you know yet that it comes from 
me and belongs to me?” 

So I cried full of anges, “But then my indignation must also 
come from you, and in me you are indignant against yoursel” My 
soul then spoke the ambiguous words: “That is civil war.”** 

I was afflicted with pain and rage, and I answered back, 
“How painful, my soul, to hear you use hollow words; I feel sick. 
Comedy and drivel—but I yearn. I can also craw! through mud 
and the most despised banality. I can also eat dust; that is part 
of Hell, I do not yield, 1 am defiant. You can go on devising 
torments, spider-legged monsters, ridiculous, hideous, frightful 
theatrical spectacles. Come close, I am ready. Ready, my soul, you 
who are a devil, to wrestle with you too. You donned the mask of, 
God, and I worshiped you. Now you wear the mask of a devil, a 

frightful one, the mask of the banal, of eternal mediocrity! Only 
one favor! Give me a moment to step back and consider! Is the 
struggle with this mask worthwhile? Was the mask of God worth 
‘worshiping? I cannot do it, the lust for battle burns in my limbs 
No, I cannot leave the battlefield defeated. I want to seize you, crush 
you, monkey, buffoon, Woe if the struggle is unequal, my hands 
grab at air. But your blows are also air, and I perceive trickery.” 

1 find myself again on the desert path, It was a desert vision, a 
vision of the solitary who has wandered down long roads. There 
luck invisible robbers and assassins and shooters of poison darts. 

sticking in my heart? Suppose the murderous arrow 

[2] As the first vision had predicted to me, the assassin appeared 
from the depths, and came to me just as in the fate of the peoples 
of this time a nameless one appeared and leveled the murder 
‘weapon at the prince." 

104 Blak Book» continues: “Are you newrotic? Are we neurotic? (p53) 
10s See note 99, p 240. 
106 The Draft continues: “My friends, if 
to7 The Draf continues: "But just a8 Ju 

redemption” (p.71). In Trangormat 
1 nev what depths of the fiture you car 
isa necessary link in the chain of the wor 
nd Symbol. 

MURDER OF THE HERO | 241 

1 felt myself transformed into a rapacious beast. My heart 
glowered in rage against the high and beloved, against my prince 
and hero, just as the nameless one of the people, driven by greed 
for murder, lunged at his dear prince. Because I carried the 
murder in me, I foresaw it"* 

Because I carried the war in me, I foresaw it.I felt betrayed and 
lied to by my king, Why did I feel this way? He was not as I had 
‘wished him to be. He was other than I expected. He should be the 
king in my sense, not in his sense. He should be what I called ideal. 
My soul appeared to me hollow, tasteless and meaningless. But in 
reality what I thought of her was valid for my ideal 

It-was a / vision of the desert, I struggled with mirror images 
of myself, It was civil war in me, I myself was the murderer and 
the murdered. The deadly arrow was stuck in my heart, and I did 
not know what it meant. My thoughts were murder and the fear 
of death, which spread like poison everywhere in my body. 

‘And thus was the fate of the people: The murder of one was 
the poisonous arrow that flew into the hearts of men, and 
kindled the fiercest war. This murder is the indignation of 
incapacity against will, a Judas betrayal that one would like 
someone else to have committed." We are still seeking the goat 
that should bear our sin."* 

Everything that becomes too old becomes evil, the same is srue of your 
highest. Learn from the suffering ofthe crucified God that one can also betray 
and crucify a God, namely the God ofthe old year. Ifa God ceases being the 
way of lif, he must fll secretly” 

“The God becomes sick if he ovesteps the height of the zenith. That is why the 
spirit ofthe depts took me when the spirit ofthis time had ed met the sum." 

Murder of the Hero 
oe 

Cap. vi 

On the following night, however, I had a vision: I was with 
a youth in high mountains. It was before daybreak, the Eastern 
sky was already light. Then Siegiried’s horn resounded over the 
mountains with a jubilant sound" We knew that our mortal 
enemy was coming, We were armed and lurked beside a narrow 
rocky path to murder him, Then we saw him coming high across 
the mountains on a chariot made of the bones of the dead. He 
drove boldly and magnificently over the steep rocks and arrived at 
the narrow path where we waited in hiding. As he came around 

inside you! Those who look into their own depths, look at what isto come” (p. 70) 
‘of redemption, s0 is our Judas betrayal of the hero also a necestary posagews} 10 

‘the Libido (1912), Jung discussed the view of the Abbé oF ‘in Anatole France’ tory Le jardin Epicure, who 
‘maintained that God had chosen Judas 25 an instrument to complete Chnst’s work of redemption (CW B, $52) 

to8 CE Leviticus 167-10: ‘And he hl take the rv gots and presen them before the Lord at he dor of te tberace ofthe congrgution. And Aaron hl cs ot ‘pon the ewo oats one lot forthe Lord and the eter oe fing aon which ha lobe heap al 
1s The Dr contin "hiss what the ancients taught ws" (72). 

the scapegoat And Aaron sal bring the goat upon which the Lo Es presne alive before the Londo lot fell, and offer him fora sin 
san atonement with him, and to let him go fora scape- 

i9-The Dt conics "Tow wh wader inte dle ep veh blng the dvr The anos hav dered thi i then wean le pen ance bot tel un hat cone oyna vltue Erooing wb cn Yous youve ard ming tn ney dtc ormen? 7). ur Tsetse mousing fete ea of eos Dba yb das "The longi ws ile. Ison yale afghan (36) The Dg hs" mi eam von i 5 sy Sad wath (kpc who ppears in ld German ad None ep. In he veli-entury Nile dred allow: "And in wht agent 
spe Sieglred rode! He bore a great spear, tout of shaft and broed of head: his handsome sword reached down to his spurs, and the fine horn which this lord car Ib yale eet ol (4 Pte [vio Peygun, 2004) p19) Harm, al eds seven he ly pe whore he col be onde Indica greek ee epi The Rng Wee 9 in Tonio en i Li, ong pred spel interpraion ok Sg andthe pli ching Wags te of Sagal (ew Br 5) 

fol. iv(@) /iv) 
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the turn ahead of us, we fired at the same time and he fell slain. 
‘Thereupon I turned to flee, and a terrible rain swept down. 
But after this" I went through a torment unto death and I felt 
certain that I must kill myself, if I could not solve the riddle of 
the murder of the hero."* 

“Then the spirit of the depths came to me and spoke these words 
“The highest truth is one and the-same with the absurd.” This 

statement saved me, and like rain after a long hot spell, it swept 
away everything in me which was too highly tensed. 

Then I had a second vision:" I saw a merry garden, in which 
forms walked clad in white silk, all covered in colored light, some 
reddish, the others blueish and greenish.” [Image iv(v)] 

T know, I have stridden across the depths, Through guilt I have 
become a newborn." 

[2] We also live in our dreams, we do not live only by day: 
Sometimes we accomplish our greatest deeds in dreams.” 

In that night my life was threatened since I had to kill my lord 
and God, not in single combat, since who among mortals could 
kill a God in a duel? You can reach your God only as an assassin,” 
if you want to overcome him. 

Bue this is the bitterest for mortal men: our Gods want to be 
overcome, since they require renewal. If men kill their princes, 
they do so because they cannot kill their Gods, and because they 
do not know that they should kill their Gods in themselves 
If the God grows old he becomes shadow, nonsense, and he goes down. The 

_greatet truth becomes the greatest lie, the brightest day becomes darkest night. 
‘As day requires night and night requires day, 50 meaning requires absurdity 

and absurdity requires meaning. 
Day does not exist through itself, night doesnot exist through itself 
The realty that exists through itself is day and night. 
othe relity is meaning and absurdity. 
Noon is « moment, midnight is a moment, morning comes from nigh, 

evening urns into night, bu evening comes from the day and morning turns 
into day. 

So meaning is a moment and a transition from absurdity to 
absurdity, and absurdity only a moment and a transition from 
meaning to meaning.” 

14 The Draft continues: After chs dream vision” (p. 73) 

Oh that Siegfried, blond and blue-eyed, the German hero, 
had to fall by my hand, the most loyal and courageous! He had 
everything in himself that I treasured as the greater and more 
beautiful; he was my power, my boldness, my pride. I would have 
gone under in the same battle, and so only assassination was 
left to me. If I wanted to go on living, it could only be through 
trickery and cunning, 

Judge not! Think of the blond savage of the German forests, 
‘who had to betray the hammer-brandishing thunder to the pale 
Near-Eastern God who was nailed to the wood like a chicken 
marten, The courageous were overcome by a certain contempt 
for themselves. But their life force bade them to go on living, 
and they betrayed their beautiful wild Gods, their holy trees 
and their awe of the German forests. 

‘What does Siegfried mean for the Germans! What does it 
tell us that the Germans suffer Siegfried’s death! That is why 
I almost preferred to kill myself in order to spare him. But 
wanted to go on living with a new God.” 

‘After death on the cross Christ went into the underworld 
and became Hell. So he took on the form of the Antichrist, the 
dragon. The image of the Antichrist, which has come down to 
us from the ancients, announces the new God, whose coming 
the ancients had foreseen. 

Gods are unavoidable. The more you flee from the God, the 
more surely you fall into his hand. 

The rain is the great stream of tears that will come over the 
peoples, the tearful flood of released tension after the constriction 
of death had encumbered the peoples with horrific force. It 
is the mourning of the dead in me, which precedes burial and 
rebirth, The cain is the fructifying of the earth, it begets the 
new wheat, the young, germinating God. 

The Conception of the God 
[HI iv(y) 2] 
Cap. vii 

On the second night thereafter, I spoke to my soul and said, 
“This new world appears weak and artificial to me. Artificial is a 

185 In Blick Book 2, Jung noted "I strode light-footedy up an incredibly steep path and later helped my wife, who followed me at slower pace, to ascend, Some people 
mocked us, but Idi’ mind, since this showed that they didn’t know that { had musdered the hero” (p. 57). Jung recounted this dream in the 1925 semina,sess- 
ing diferent details, He preceded it withthe following remarks: “Siegfied was not an especially sympathetic figure to me, and I don't know why my unconscious got 
engrossed in him. Wagner's Siegfried, especially. is exaggeratedly extraverted and at times actually ridiculous, never liked him, Nevertheless the dream showed him ro 
iether could understand the strong emotion {had wt the ream Aer nating the dream, Jung conde Tet an enarmous iy fo hin (Seed), 
sz shoyah T mylf ad ben shot Lust then ave had hero T dd not pect, andi was ny el of oc and ein 1 had il had led my ingle. 
hrelped on to the deed by a personification of the clleetive unconscious, the lite brown man with me. In other words, I deposed my superior function... The rain 
that fll is a symbol of che release of tension; that is, the forces of the unconscious are loosed, When this happens, che feeling of relief is engendered, The crime is 
expe bate. at oon athe main fnctin depose there i chance for other ide of he peony be bor nw (anal Pap 6-57). In 
‘Black Book2, and in his later remarks about this dceam in Memeris (p. 204). Jung sud that he felt that he would have to kil himself fhe could not solve ths vil. 

us The Draf continues: “and I fll slep again. A second dream vsion rose in me™ (pp. 73-74). 
sy The Dra continues: Thea ight pervaded mynd an senses And ones aan ell sep like acoalescent (74, ang recounted thi dream Asi al 

and commented that after he had been confronted with th shadow, a in the Siegied dream, this dream expressed the idea that he was one thing and something ele 
ar the same time. The unconscious reached beyond one, lke asain’ halo. The shadow was like the light-colored sphere that sursounded the people. He thought this, 

‘vas vision ofthe beyond, where men are complete, (MP, p. 170). 
1u8 The Draft continues: "The world in-between isa world of the simplest things. Is nota world of intention and imperatives, but a perchance-world with indefinite 

possibilities. Here che nexe ways ar all small no broad, staight highrosds, no Heaven above them, no Hell beneath* (p74) in October of 1916, Jung gave some talks (0 
the Psychological Club, “Adaptation. individuation, and collectivity,” in which he commented on the importance of guile “the first step in individuation is tapi guile 
The accumulation of gus demands expiation” CW 18, $1054). 

tug The Draft has here. i addition “Are you smiling? The spirit ofthis time would want to make you believe thatthe depths are-no world and no reality" (p74) 
'20 The Draft continues: “a Judas" (.75) 
12 The Dri conn “My crea vito showed me that Iwas nr lone when Tommted the deed. ws helped by youth tha, one who ws younger than me 

a rejuvenated version of my 76) sa The rg conic Sod Go i jut ke Wotan” (79), In 1988, Jang woe fhe cof se inodon of Chay into Germany, "Cheitaniy 
split che Germanic barbarian into his upper and lower halves and enabled him, by sepressng the dark side, to domestica the brighter half and fi it for elu, But 
the lower, darker half sll anaits redemption and a second domestication, Until chen, it will remain associated with vestiges of prehistory with the collective uncon- 
Scious, which must indicate a peculiar and inereasing activation ofthe collective unconscious, (On the unconscious," CW 10, 17). He expanded on ths situation in 
“Wotan” (1936, CW 10) 

133 In the Dri tis sentence reads: “We want to continve living with a new God, a hero beyond Chaist (p. 76), To Aniela Jaffe, he recounted that he had thought of 
Sine aan rein emt th dea nde th he head ob lle. Ths exaggerate lw erent ys German at ht ie uch 
ar by the Siegfried line. A voice within him sid, “Ifyou do not understand the dream, you must shoot yourself!” (MP. p98, Memories, p. 204). The original Sie 
iinc’oas detente nc exabshed by the Germans mmo Rane n 91) Chis cay esubceton ofthe indenbrg Lin) . 

12 The theme ofthe dying and resurrecting God features prominently in James Frazer's The Gelder Baugh Sry i Magic and Religion (London: Macmillan, r911—15) 
which Jung drew upon in Trasfrmerions and Symbols of the Libido (912). 
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bad word, but the mustard seed that grew into a tree, the word 
that was conceived in the womb of a virgin, became a God to 
whom the earth was subject." 

As I spoke thus, the spirit of the depths suddenly erupted. 
He filled me with intoxication and mist and spoke these words 
with a powerful voice: [OB iv (v)] “Ihave received your sprout, you who 
are 0 comel 

have received it in deepest need and lowliness, 
I covered it in shabby patchwork and bedded down on poor words 
‘And mockery worshiped it, your child, your wondrous child the child of 

cone who és t0 come, who should announce the father, a frit that is older than 
the sree on which it grew. 

In pain will you conceive and joyful is your birth 
Fear is your herald, doubt stands to your righ, disappointment to your left 
We passed by in our ridiculousness and senslesness when we caught 

sight of you. 
Our eyes were blinded and our knowledge fell silent when we received 

your radiance. 
You new spark ofan eternal fire, into which night were you born? 
You will wring truthful prayers from your believers, and they must speak 

of your glory in tongues that are atrocious to them. 
You will come over thent in the hour of their disgrace, and will become 

known to them én what they hae, fear, and abhor. 
Your voice, the rarest pleasing sound, willbe heard amid the stammerings 

of wretches, rejects, and those condemned as worthless, 
Your realm will be touched by the hands of those who also worshiped 

before the most profound lowlines, and whose longing drove them through 
the mud tide of evi. 

‘You will give your gifs to those who pray to you in terror and doubt, and 
your light will shine upon those whose knees must bend before you unwillingly 
and who are filed with resentment. 

‘Your life is with he who has overcome himself / [OB v(e)] and who has 
tsowned his self overcoming 

T also know that the salvation of mercy i given only t0 those who 
belive i the highest and faihlesly betray themselves for thirty pieces 
of silver. 

‘Those who will dirty their pure hands and cheat on their best knowledge 
against error and take their virtues from # murderer's grave are invited to 
your great banquet 

The constellation of your birth isan il and changing star. 
These, Ol child of what # to come, are the wonders that will bear 

testimony that you area veritable God.” 

THE CONCEPTION OF THE GOD | 243 

[2] When my prince had fallen, the spirit of the depths opened 
my vision and let me become aware of the birth of the new God. 

The divine child approached me out of the terrible ambiguity, 
the hateful-beautiful, the evil-good, the laughable-serious, the 
sick-healthy, the inhuman-human and the ungodly-godly.”* 

T understood that the God” whom we seek in the absolute 
wwas not to be found in absolute beauty, goodness, seriousness, 
elevation, humanity or even in godliness, Once the God was there. 

I understood that the new God would be in the relative 
If the God is absolute beauty and goodness, how should he 
encompass the fullness of life, which is beautiful and hateful, 
good and evil, laughable and serious, human and inhuman? 
How can man live in the womb of the God if the Godhead 

himself attends only to one-half of him?" 
If we have risen near the heights of good and evil, then our 

badness and hatefulness lie in the most extreme torment. Man’s 
torment is so great and the air of the heights so weak that he can 
hardly live anymore. The good and the beautiful freeze to the 
ice of the absolute idea,” and the bad and hateful become mud 
puddles full of crazy life. 

Therefore after his death Christ had to journey to Hell, 
otherwise the ascent to Heaven would have become impos- 
sible for him. Christ first had to become his Antichrist, his 
underworldly brother. 

No one knows what happened during the three days Christ 
‘was in Hell. I have experienced it® The men of yore said that he 
had preached there to the deceased" What they say is true, but 
do you know how this happened? 

It was folly and monkey business, an atrocious Hells 
masquerade of the holiest mysteries. How else could Christ have 
saved his Antichrist? Read the unknown books of the ancients, 
and you will learn much from them. Notice that Christ did not 
remain in Hell, but rose to the heights in the beyond.”* 

Our conviction of the value of the good and beautiful has 
become strong and unshakable, that is why life can extend 
beyond this and still fulfil everything that lay bound and yearning 
But the bound and yearning is also the hateful and bad. Are you 
again indignant about the hateful and the bad? 

‘Through this you can recognize how great are their force 
and value for life. Do you think that it is dead in you? But 
this dead can also change into serpents. These serpents will 
extinguish the prince of your days. 

1a5 A reference to Christ's parable of the mustard seed. Matthew 1331-32: “The kingdom of heaven i like to grain of mustard seed, which 2 man took, and sowed in his 
field: Which indeed isthe least of ll seeds: but when iis grown, i isthe greatest among hetbs, and becometh a tece” (CE Luke 1318-20, Mark 430-32). 

126 In Mark 16:17, Christ stated that those who belive shall speak with new tongues, The issue of speaking in tongues i discussed in 1 Corinthians 14 2nd is centel in the 
Pentecostal movement 

1a7 The theme of self-overcoming isan important one in the work of Nietzsche. In Tha Spoke Zarathustra, Nietasche writes: “I teach you the Superman. Man is something 
that should be overcome, What have you done to overcome him? All exeacures hitherto have created something beyond themselves: and do you want to be the ebb 
of thi 2 tothe animal han overcome man? ("Zarathusta’s prologue 3,” p. 41; underlined asin Jung's copy) For Jung’s discussion ofthis 
theme in Nietzsche, see Nietasche's Zarathustra: Notes ofthe Seminar Gite 1994-3, vol. 2, ed. James Jaret: (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988, pp. 502-08). 

18 Judas betrayed Christ for thirty pieces of silver (Matthew 26-14-16) 
19 See note 58, p.234. 
130-This conception ofthe encompassing nature ofthe new God is fully developed further ahead in Scrtinies (Sermon 2, p. 349). 
151 The theme of the integration of evil nto the Godhead played an important role in Jung’s works ee Aion (1951, CW 9,2, ch. §), and Answer t Jab (1952, CW 1). 
152 The conception of the absolute ides was developed by Hegel. He understood it asthe culmination and the self differentiating unity ofthe dialectical sequence that 

gives rise «0 the cosmos. Cf. Hegels Lage (t: W. Wallace [London: Thames and Hudsoa, 1973). Jung refers to this in 1921 in Psychological Types (CW 6, $735) 
1 This sentence i eut i the Corrected Draft and replaced with “bur this ean be guessed” (p. 68) 
194 1 Peter 46 states: "For this reason the gospel was preached also to those who are dead, that chey might be judged according to men in the flesh, but live according t0 

God in the spirit” 
135 The theme of Christ's descent into Hell features in several apocryphal gospels. Inthe “Apostles Creed," it is stated that “He descended into Hell. The tied day He 

arose again from the dead " Jung commented on the appearance ofthis mocif in medieval alchemy (Psyholgy ond Alchemy, 1944, CW 12, §61n, 440, 451; Myteium 
‘Contunctons, 1955/56, CW 14,478). One ofthe sources which Jung referred to (CW 12, $61) was Albreche Dieterich’ Nel: Betrage sur Erdlrang der netnadecten 
Petrsapohalpse, which commented on an apocalyptic fragment from the Gospel of St. Petes, in which Christ gives a detailed description of Hell. Jung's copy ofthis 
‘work has numerous matkings in the margins, and in the ear ae two additional pieces of paper with alist of page references and remarks. In 1951 he gave the following, 
psychological interpretation of the motif of Christ's descent into Hell: "The scape ofthe integration is suggested by the ‘descensus ad infernos’ the descent of Christ's 
Sol t0 Hell, whose work of redemption also encompasses the dead. The psychological equivalent ofthis forms the integration of the collective unconscious which 
Fepresents an essentil part ofthe indi luation process" (Aion, CW 9, 2, $72). In 1938 he noted: "The three days descen¢ into Hell during death describes the sinking 

‘of the vanished value into the unconscious, where, by conquering the power of darkness, it establishes 2 new order, and then rises up to heaven again, that is, attains 
supteme clarity of consciousness” (‘Psychology and religion,” CW 11, $149). The “unknown books of the ancients” refer to the apoctyphal gospe!s. 

136 The Draft continues: “Buc the serpent is also lif. In the image furnished by the ancients, the serpent pur an end to the childlike magnificence of paradise; they even 
sid that Christ himself had been a sexpent”(p. 83). Jung commented on this motif in 1950 in Aton, CW 9, 2, $291 
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Do you sce what beauty and joy came over men when the depths 
unleashed this greatest war? And yet it was a frightful beginning” 

If we do not have the depths, how do we have the heights? 
Yer you fear the depths, and do not want to confess that you are 
afraid of them, It is good, though, that you fear yourselves; say 
i out loud that you are afraid of yourselves. Ie is wisdom to fear 
oneself. Only the heroes say that they are fearless, But you know 
what happens to the hero. 

‘With fear and trembling, looking around yourselves with 
mistrust, go thus into the depths, but do not do this alone; two 
oor more is greater secutity since the depths are full of murder. Also 
secure yourselves the way of retreat. Go cautiously as if you were 
cowards, so that you pre-empt the soul murderers." The depths 
would like to devour you whole and choke you in mud. 

He who journeys to Hell also becomes Hell; therefore do not 
forget from whence you come. The depths are stronger than us 
so do not be heroes, be clever and drop the heroics, since nothing is 
more dangerous than to play the hero. The depths want to keep 
you: they have not returned very many up to now, and therefore 
men fled from the depths and attacked them. 

What if the depths, due to the assault, now change themselves 
into death? But the depths indeed have changed themselves 
into death; therefore when they awoke they inflicted a thousand- 
fold death. We cannot slay death, as we have already taken all 
life from it. If we still want to overcome death, then we must 
enliven it 

Therefore on your journey be sure to take golden cups full of the 
sweet drink of life, red wine, and give itto dead matter, so that it can 
win life back. The dead matter will change into black serpents. 
Do not be frightened, the serpents will immediately put out the 
sun of your days, and a night with wonderful will-o’-the-wisps 
will come over you." 

“Take pains to waken the dead. Dig deep mines and throw in 
sacrificial gifts, so that they reach the dead. Reflect in good heart 
upon evil, this is the way to the ascent. But before the ascent, 
everything is night and Hell. 

‘What do you think of the essence of Hell? Hell is when the 
depths come to you with all that you no longer are or are not yet 
capable of, Hell is when you can no longer attain what you could 
attain, Hell is when you must think and feel and do everything 
that you know you do not want. Hell is when you know that your 
having to is also awanting to, and that you yourself are responsible 
for it. Hell is when you know that everything serious that you 
have planned with yourself is also laughable, that everything fine 

is also brutal, that everything good is also bad, that everything 
high is also low, and that everything pleasant is also shameful 

But the deepest Hell is when you realize that Hell is also no 
Hell, but a cheerful Heaven, not a Heaven in itself, but in this 
respect a Heaven, and in that respect a Hell. 

That is the ambiguity of the God: he is born from a dark 
ambiguity and rises to a bright ambiguity. Unequivocalness is 
simplicity and leads to death." But ambiguity is the way of life’ 
If the left foot does not move, then the right one does, and you 
move. The God wills this.* 

You say: the Christian God is unequivocal, he is love."* But 
what is more ambiguous than love? Love is the way of life, but 
yout love is only on the way of life if you have a left and a right. 

Nothing is easier than to play at ambiguity and nothing is 
more difficult than living ambiguity. He who plays is a child; his 
God is old and dies. He who lives is awakened; his God is young 
and goes on. He who plays hides from the inner death. He who 
lives feels the going onward and immortality. So leave the play 
to the players, Let fall what wants to fall; if you stop it, it will 
sweep you away. There is a true love that does not concern itself 
with neighbors.** 

When the hero was slain and the meaning recognized in 
the absurdity, when all tension came rushing down from gravid 
clouds, when everything had become cowardly and looked to its 
own rescue, I became aware of the birth of the God.“ Opposing 
me, the God sank into my heart when I was confused by mockery 
and worship, by grief and laughter, by yes and no. 

The one arose from the melting together of the two. He was 
born as a child from my own human soul, which had conceived him 
with resistance like a viegin. Thus it corresponds to the image that 
the ancients have given to us” But when the mother, my soul, was 
pregnant with the God, I did not know it, It even seemed to me as 
if my soul herself was the God, although he lived only in her body:* 

And thus the image of the ancients is fulfilled: I pursued my 
soul to kill the child in it, For I am also the worst enemy of my 
God.” But I also recognized that my enmity is decided upon in 
the God. He is mockery and hate and anger, since this is also a 
way of life. 

I must say that the God could not come into being before the 
hero had been slain. The hero as we understand him has become an. 
enemy of the God, since the hero is perfection. The Gods envy the 
perfection of man, because perfection has no need of the Gods, But 
since no one is perfect, we need the Gods. The Gods love perfection 
because it is the toral way of life. But the Gods are not with him 

1 Th coal fas ‘einige 7) 9 gc se ube fvarga tne and 1 ed Sl ad Gena Teas iret te a elt oc a rnin natn eae abe sca Eoin ach teat fi eyed abe a eg cel as npr a SCN socal Bn es a Sere err oo ea iat a Stet ieee nd lenses bk Hen een ere bce ie Th ed Boing ar alts a iy ete lve sede yt ey Shag fare ea kad maint Cap heel nytt lft amend dnd tae ping np love. was abishel bower” (Vos emu’ e Cle Doug [Princeton Panceton Gnesi Pres 997) ph 974c79) 
'g8 The phrase “Soul murderer” had been used by Luther and Zing and snore recenty by Daniel Pal Sehreber in hi 14 Meme af my Nervous Iles, ede. and e. Ida Aclpn att Hants chen lan Soon Bhs wat miporn Oey a seh pac C5 ae de Heo enen iste ean eerie Seen al eg on Sa eo one eae Ig nents Gone ee Stir ay Gaara 3 ofits aula 2M ar 12 Menhaden pes Bec no Helin de ur” apo ange “edo oe ina degen uns ce Iss Us oe ae cones gle apn tne bats COs deni oe! Son 8) 

141 The Corrected Draft has instead “to an end (p. 73). iS tos hipeerts ft thon oft deincnionl nip ois ings “Thang spekims beac dt align, date recon len rk vgs en 
ve Hab te (eG dat ns anh en of eben hina is antiposaneuo” (8) setae ee eka peer anar ane 
MigulinitotNarsdssad nssteussnene gap" ae t sche ore oar wears feces OSE GO Sree te vg nay 
BRONTE ew te oun fee Sn iD Seow p78 



who wishes to be perfect, because he is an imitation of perfection” 
Imitation was a way of life when men still needed the heroic 

prototype." The monkey’s manner is a way of life for monkeys, 
and for man as long as he is like a monkey. Human apishness has 
lasted a terribly long time, but the time will come when a piece of 
that apishness will fall away from men. 

That will be a time of salvation and the dove, and the eternal 
fire, and redemption will descend, 

Then there will no longer be a hero, and no one who can 
imitate him. Because from that time henceforth all imitation 
is cursed. The new God laughs at imitation and discipleship. He 
needs no imitators and no pupils. He forces men through himself. 
The God is his own follower in man. He imitates himself 

We think that there is singleness within us, and communality 
outside us, Outside of us is the communal in relation to the 
external, while singleness refers to us. We are single if we are in 
ourselves, but communal in relation to what is outside us, Bue 
if we are outside of ourselves, then we are single and selfish in the 
communal. Our self suffers privation if we are outside ourselves, 
and thus it satisfies its needs with communality. Consequently, 
communality is distorted into singleness. If we are in ourselves, we 
fulfil the need of the self, we prosper, and through this we become 
aware of the needs of the communal and can fulfil them.” 

If we set a God outside of ourselves, he tears us loose from the 
self, since the God is more powerful than we are. Our self falls 
into privation. But if the God moves into the self, he snatches us 
from what is outside us." We arrive at singleness in ourselves, So 
the God becomes communal in reference to what is outside us, 
but single in relation to us, No one has my God, but my God has 
everyone, including myself. The Gods ofall individual men always 
have all other men, including myself. So ie is always only the one 
God despite his multiplicity: You arrive at him in yourself and only 
through your self seizing you. It seizes you in the advancement 
of your life 

“The hero must fall for the sake of our redemption, since he is 
the model and demands imitation, Bur the measure of imitation 
is fulfilled We should become reconciled to solitude in ourselves 
and to the God outside of us. If we enter into this solitude then 
the life of the God begins. If we are in ourselves, then the space 
around us is free, but filled by the God. 

Our relations to men go through this empty space and also 
through the God. But earlier it went through selfishness since we 
‘were outside ourselves, Therefore the spirit foretold to me that the 
cold of outer space will spread across the earth.” With this he 
showed me in an image that the God will step between men and 
dive every individual with the whip of icy cold to the warmth of his 
own monastic hearth. Because people were beside themselves, 
going into raptures like madmen. 
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Selfish desire ultimately desires itself. You find yourself in your 
desire, so do not say that desire is vain. If you desire yourself, you 
produce the divine son in your embrace with yourself. Your desire 
is the father of the God, your self is the mother of the God, but 
the son is the new God, your master. 

If you embrace your self, then it will appear to you as if the 
‘world has become cold and empty. The coming God moves into 
this emptiness, 

If you are in your solitude, and all the space around you has 
become cold and unending, then you have moved far from men, 
and at the same time you have come near to them as never before. 
Selfish desire only apparently led you to men, but in reality it led 
you away from them and in the end to yourself, which to you and 
to others was the most remote. But now, if you are in solitude, 
your God leads you to the God of others, and through that to the 
true neighbor, to the neighbor of the self in others. 
If you are in yourself, you become aware of your incapacity. 

You will see how little capable you are of imitating the heroes and 
of being a hero yourself. So you will also no longer force others to 
become heroes. Like you, they suffer from incapacity, Incapacity, 
100, wants to live, but it will overthrow your Gods. [BP v ()]/ 

Mysterium. 
Encounter 
(AI v@)] 
Cap. ix 

On the night when I considered the essence of the God, I 
became aware of an image: I lay in a dark depth. An old man 
stood before me, He looked like one of the old prophets." A 
black serpent lay at his feet. Some distance away I saw a house 
with columns, A beautiful maiden steps out of the door. She 
walks uncertainly and I see that she is blind, The old man waves 
to me and I follow him to the house at the foot of the sheer wall 
of rock. The serpent creeps behind us. Darkness reigns inside 
the house. We are in a high hall with glittering walls, A bright 
stone the color of water lies in the background. As I look into its 
reflection, the images of Eve, the tree, and the serpent appear to 
me. After this I catch sight of Odysseus and his journey on the 
high seas. Suddenly a door opens on the right, onto a garden full 
of bright sunshine. We step outside and the old man says to me, 
“Do you know where you are?” 

I: “I am a stranger here and everything seems strange to me, 
anxious as in a dream. Who are you?” 

E: “Lam Elijah’ and this is my daughter Salome." 
I: “The daughter of Herod, the bloodthirsty woman?” 

150 The importance of wholeness above perfection isan impartant theme in Jung’ later work. CE Aion, 195t, CW 9, 2. $123: Mysteriam Conianctions, 1955/56, CW 14. $616, {3 In 916 Jang wrote “Man has one sbiity which, though fs ofthe pests Collate pola can hry pes wth tat Te tructare ofthe unc foe collective purposes isthe most pernicious for individuation, an tht i imation 
ious” CW 7, $463). In-On the poychology ofthe child archerype” (1040) Jung wrote 

Shout the danger of identifing with the her: “This identity ie ofien very extremely stubborn and dangerous forthe equlbrium ofthe soul ithe deny can be 
dicsolved, che gure ofthe hero. through the eduction of consciousness to a human level can gradually be differentiated into a symbol of the self” (CW 9. 1, $309). 

152 Jung deale wih the issue of the conflict between individuation and collectivity in 1916 in "Individuation and collectivity” (CW 18). 
153 CE ung’ comments in "Individuation and collectviy”thae "The individual must now consolidate himself by cutting himself off fom God and becoming wholly himselé 

‘Thereby and at the same time he also separates himself from society. Ouewardly he plunges into solitude, bt i lyinto Hel, distance from God" (CW 18, $1103) 
154 This is an interpretation of the murder of Siegfried in Lier Prins ch, 7.” Murder ofthe Hera.” 
153 This refers to the dream mentioned in the prologue, . 231 
156 In Bleck Book 2 Jung noted: "with a gray beard and wearing an Oriental robe” (9.231). 
157 Elijah was one of the prophets ofthe Old Testament, He first appears in 1 Kings 17, bearing a message from God to Ahab the king of Israel. In 1953, the Carmelize 

ere Bruno wots Jung ssking how on seblshed the exitnce ofan archetype, Jang replied by tang Elijah aan example desibing him highly hie 
personage, which did not prevent him from probably being a historical gure. Drawi 

the self He noted that such a constellated archetype gave rise to new forme of assimilation, and represented Brcherype" who represented the collective unconscious 
smpensation on the part ofthe unconsciows (CW 18, 1518-31) 

together descriptions of him throughout history, Jung described him a= 3"iving 

158 Salome was the daughter of Herodie and the step-daghter of King Herod. In Matthew 14 and Mark 6, Jobn the Baptist had told King Herod that it was unlawful for 
him o be married 0 his brother's if and Herod pur him in prison. Sslome (hoi nor named, but simply called the daughter of Heodis) danced before Herod on his birthday and he promised to give her anything she wished twentieth centuries the gue of 
University Press 1986). pp. 379-98. 

Salome fascinated painters and writers, including 
(Oscar Wilde, and Franz von Stuck, featuring in many works. See Bram Dijkstra, 

1 She requested the head of John the Baptist, who was then beheaded. In the late nineteenth and early 
Guillaume Apollinaire, Gustave Flaubert, Stéphane Mallarmé, Gustave Moreau, 
os of Pervert Fanta of Feminine Ei in Finde Sitele Culture (New Yorke Oxford 

fol. v/v) 
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E: “Why do you judge so? You see that she is blind, She is my 
daughter, the daughter of the prophet.” 

I: "What miracle has united you?” 
E: “It is no miracle, it was so from the beginning. My wisdom 

and my daughter are one.” 
1am shocked, I am incapable of grasping it 
E: “Consider this: her blindness and my sight have made us 

companions through eternity” 
I: “Forgive my astonishment, am I truly in the underworld?” 
S: “Do you love me?” 
I: “How can I love you? How do you come to this question? I 

see only one thing, you are Salome, a tiger, your hands are stained 
with the blood of the holy one. How should I love you” 

S: "You will love me.” 
I:"I? Love you? Who gives you the right to such thoughts?” 
S: "I love you.” 
I: "Leave me be, I dread you, you beast.” 
S:"You do me wrong. Elijah is my father, and he knows the 

deepest mysteries. The walls of his house are made of precious 
stones, His wells hold healing water and his eyes see the things of 
the future. And what wouldn’t you give for a single look into the 
infinite unfolding of what is to come? Are these not worth a sin 
for you?” 

I:*Your temptation is devilish, I long to be back in the upper 
world. Ie is dreadful here, How oppressive and heavy is the air!” 

E: "What do you want? The choice is yours.” 
I: “But I do nor belong to the dead. I live in the light of day. 

‘Why should I torment myself here with Salome? Do T not have 
enough of my own life to deal with?” 

E: “You heard what Salome said.” 
I: “I cannot believe that you, the prophet, can recognize her 

asa daughter and a companion. Is she not engendered from hei- 
nous seed? Was she not vain greed and criminal lust?” 

E: “But she loved a holy man.” 
I: “And shamefully shed his precious blood.” 
E; “She loved the prophet who announced the new God 

to the world, She loved him, do you understand that? For she is 
my daughter.” 

I: “Do you think that because she is your daughters, she loved 
the prophet in John, the father?” 

E: "By her love shall you know her.” 

I: “But how did she love him? Do you call that love?” 
E: “What else was it?” 

I: “I am horrified. Who wouldn't be horrified if Salome 
loved him?” 

E: “Are you cowardly? Consider this, I and my daughter have 
been one since eternity” 

I: “You pose dreadful riddles. How could it be that this unholy 
‘woman and you, the prophet of your God, could be one?” 

E: “Why are you amazed? But you see it, we are together.” 
I:"What my eyes see is exactly what I cannot grasp. You, Elijah, 

‘who are a prophet, the mouth of God, and she, a bloodthirsty horror. 
‘You are the symbol of the most extreme contradiction.” 

E:“We are real and not symbols.” 
1 see how the black serpent writhes up the tree, and hides in 

the branches. Everything becomes gloomy and doubtful. Elijah 
rises, I follow and we go silently back through the hall.” Doubt 
tears me apart. It is all so unreal and yet a part of my longing 
remains behind. Will I come again? Salome loves me, do I love 
her? I hear wild music, a tambourine, a sultry moonlit night, the 
bloody-staring head of the holy one'*—fear seizes me, I rush out, 
I am surrounded by the dark night. It is pitch black all around 
me. Who murdered the hero? Is this why Salome loves me? Do I 
love her, and did I therefore murder the hero? She is one with the 
prophet, one with John, but also one with me? Woe, was she the 
hhand of the God? I do not love her, I fear her. Then the spirit of the 
depths spoke to me and said: “Therein you acknowledge her divine 
power.” Must I love Salome?" 

[2] This play that 1 witnessed és my play, not your play, It i my 
secret, nt yours. You cannot imitate me, My secret remains virginal and my 
mysteries are inviolable, they belong t0 me and cannot belong t0 you. You 
have your own. 

He who enters into his own must grope through what lies at hand, he must 
sense his way from stone to stone. He must embrace the worthless and the 
worthy with the same love. A. mountain is nothing, anda gratn of sand holds 
Iingdoms, or alo nothing. Judgment must fll from you, even taste, but above 
all pride, even when i is based on merit. Utterly poor, miserable, unknowingly 
humiliated, go on through the gate. Turn your anger against yourself, since 
only you stop yourself from looking and from living. The mystery play is soft 
like air and hin smoke, and you are raw matter that is disturbingly heavy. 
‘But let your hope, which is your highest good and highest ability, lead the way 

ll uu The cys hes nh ike cing of Odes whe ped heey nd ofthe Stes ons egy osc Shoal 
should 1 noe (p74) 16 Le, th head of john the Bapeise {61 Inthe 1oas Seminar, Jung recounted: “I used the same technique of che descent, but this time I went much deeper. The fs ime I shoul say I reached a depth of about one thousand fet but tis time it was a cosmic depth twa ike going vo the moon, o ike the fling ofa descent into empty space. Fist the picture was ofa Crater ora ingchain of mountains, and my felingsssolarton was that of onc dead, asi oneself were a victim. It was the mood ofthe land ofthe heteafer I could see two people, an oldman with a white beard and a young gil who was very beauifa 1assumed thm to be ral and listened to what they were saying ‘The old man sid fe wat Elijah and T was quite shocked, but she war even are upsetting because she was Salome I sud to mysef that there was a queer misnue Salome and Eljzh but Elijah asred me that he and Salome had been together since eternity This also upert me, With them was aback serpent who had an affinity for me, suck to Elijah as being the most reasonable ofthe lo, for he seemed to have a mind. I was excelingly devbrful about Salome. We had along conversion but I didnot understand 
it Ofcourse | thought of the fact of my father being a clergyman as being the explanation of my having figures like this, How abou this old man then? Salome was. not ta be touched upon, Ie was only much later that {found her association with Elijah quite natural, Whenever you take journey like this you fd a young gi with an old man? (Anaya! Poly, pp 63-64). Jng then refers to examples ofthis pattem in the work of Mev, Meysink, Rider Haggard, andthe Ghost legend of Simon Magus (ece note 134, p35). Kundy and Klinger from Wagner's Parfel ee below, p03), and Francesco Colonna’ Hyprertonachi In Menor, he noted In myths the ane ea requent counterpart ofthe here. There are aumerousacrounts of tei afinty... Therefore the presence ofthe nae was an indication of a herermyth (p.206). Of Salome, he said “Salome isan anima gue. She is Hind beeate she docs nt see the meaning of things Elijah is the gure of the wise old prophet and represents the factor of ineligence and knowledge; Salome, the erotic clement. One might eay thatthe twa figtes are petronictions of Logos and Eros. Ehutsuch a definition would be excessively Incllecua eis more meaningful to et the figures be what they were for me a tha time™-namely events and experiences” (Gp, 2067) In 1953/56 Jung wrote: "For purely pychological reason Ihave elsewhere attempted to equie the masciline consciousness with the concepe of Lge atthe feminine with that of Eros. By Logos I mean discrimination, judgment, insight, and by Eros {meant the placing into elation” (erum Contanctions, CW 14, $214). On jung reading of Elijah and Salome in terms of Logos and Eros respectively sce Appendix B, “Commentaries” s6a The Corrected Draft ae “Guidi Refectn’” (p86) The Draft and Coreed Draft have Ths fien, ia mystery playin which the spr ofthe depths cat me. ad recognized the bin ofthe new-Gou [the conception), and therefore the spr of the depths lowed me to particpate inthe underword ceremonies, which were sup- 
pore to instruct me about the God's intentions and works, Through these cine Ivas supposed tobe initiated into the mes of redemption” cored Draft, p86) 163 The Drgf continues "In the renewed world you can have no outer posesions, unless you create them out of yourselves, You can enter ony into your own mystties The sptt ofthe depts has other things to teach you than me, Tony have to bring you tidings of the new God and of the ceremonies and mysteries of his service. But this isthe way Ie the gate to darknes(p. 100). 



and serve you asa guide in the world of darkness, since iti of ike substance 
with the forms ofthat world: [Image v (v)]!* 

The scene of the mystery play is a deep place like the crater of 
avoleano, My deep interior is a volcano, that pushes out the fiery- 
molten mass of the unformed and the undifferentiated. Thus my 
interior gives birth to the children of chaos, of the primordial 
mother. He who enters the crater also becomes chaotic matter, 
he melts. The formed in him dissolves and binds itself anew with 
the children of chaos, the powers of darkness, the ruling and the 
seducing, the compelling and the alluring, the divine and the 
devilish. These powers stretch beyond my certainties and limits 
on all sides, and connect me with all forms and with all distant 
beings and things, through which inner tidings of their being and 
their character develop in me, 

Because I have fallen into the source of chaos, into the primordial 
beginning, I myself become smelted anew in the connection with 
the primordial beginning, which at the same time is what has 
been and what is becoming. At first I come to the primordial 
beginning in myself, But because I am a part of the matter and 
formation of the world, I also come into the primordial beginning 
of the world in the first place. I have certainly participated in life 
as someone formed and determined, but only through my formed 
and determined consciousness and through this in a formed and 
determined piece of the whole world, but not in the unformed 
and undetermined aspects of the world that likewise are given to 
ime, Yet itis given only to my depths, not to my surface, which is a 
formed and determined consciousness 

The powers of my depths are predetermination and pleasure." 
redetermination or forethinking™ is Prometheus,** who, without 
determined thoughts, brings the chaotic to form'® and definition, 
who digs the channels and holds the object before pleasure. 
Forethinking also comes before thought. But pleasure is the force 
that desires and destroys forms without form and definition. It 
loves the form in itself that it takes hold of, and destroys the forms 
that it does not take. The forethinker is a seer, but pleasure is blind. 
Ie-does not foresee, but desires what it touches. Forethinking is not 
powerful in itself and therefore does not move. But pleasure is 
power, and therefore it moves. Forethinking needs pleasure to 
be able to come to form, Pleasure needs forethinking to come 
to form, which it requires.” If pleasure lacked forming, pleasure 
would dissolve in manifoldness and become splintered and 
powerless through unending division, lost to the unending, If 
a form does not contain and compress pleasure within itself, 
it cannot reach the higher, since it always flows like water from 
above to below. All pleasure, when left alone, flows into the deep 
sea and ends in the deathly stillness of dispersal into unending 

164 The Dr 
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space. Pleasure is not older than forethinking, and forethinking 
is not older than pleasure. Both are equally old and in nature 
intimately one, Only in man does the separate existence of both 
principles become apparent. 

Apart from Elijah and Salome I found the serpent as a third 
principle.” It is a stranger to both principles although it is 
associated with both. The serpent taught me the unconditional 
difference in essence between the two principles in me. If look 
across from forethinking to pleasure, I first see the deterrent 
poisonous serpent. If I feel from pleasure across to forethinking, 
likewise I feel first the cold cruel serpent." The serpent is the 
earthly essence of man of which he is not conscious. Its character 
changes according to peoples and lands, since it is the mystery 
that flows to him from the nourishing earth-mother"” 

“The earthly (numen loci) separates forethinking and pleasure 
in man, but not in itself. The serpent has the weight of the earth 
in itself, but also its changeability and germination from which 
everything that becomes emerges, Itis always the serpent that causes 
‘man to become enslaved now to one, now to the other principle, 
so that it becomes error. One cannot live with forethinking alone 
or with pleasure alone. You need both. But you cannot be 
in forethinking and in pleasure at the same time, you must take 
turns being in forethinking and pleasure, obeying the prevailing 
law, unfaithful to the other so to speak. But men prefer one or the 
other. Some love thinking and establish the art of life on it. They 
practice their thinking and their circumspection, so they lose their 
pleasure. Therefore they are old and have a sharp face. The others 
love pleasure, they practice their feeling and living, Thus they forget 
thinking. Therefore they are young and blind. Those who think 
base the world on thought, those who feel, on feeling. You find 
truth and error in both 

“The way of life writhes like the serpent from sight to left and 
from left to right, from thinking to pleasure and from pleasure 
to thinking, Thus the serpent is an adversary and a symbol of 
enmity, but also a wise bridge that connects right and left through, 
longing, much needed by our life.”* 

The place where Elijah and Salome live together is a dark 
space and a bright one, The dark space is the space of fore- 
thinking. It is dark, so he who lives there requires vision.”* 
This space is limited, so forethinking does not lead into the 
extended distance, but into the depth of the past and the 
facure. The crystal is the formed thought that reflects what is 
to come in what has gone before. 

Eve / and the serpent show me that my next step leads to 
pleasure and from there again on lengthy wanderings like 
Odysseus, He went astray when he played his trick at Troy" The 

continues: “The mystery play took place atthe deepest bottom of my interior, which is that other world. You have to beat this in mind, is also a world 
soi aii age and gent You x and lugh and web and wmctimes you breakout in acold wea fr fear of death, The mystery lay sepresents my 
‘olf and through me the world to which I belong is repeesented. Thus, my friends, you learn much about the world, and through it about yoursel ‘wha 1 say 0 you 
here. But you have not learned anything about your mysteries in this way, indeed, your way is darker than before, since my example wil stand obstructively in Your 
path. You may follow me, noe on my way, but on yours” (p- 102) 

165 This depicts the scene inthe fantasy 
166-This is 3 subjective interpretation ofthe figutes of Elijah and Salome. 
167 In the Comeed Draft, “Predetermination of forethought” is replaced by “The Idea" Ths substitution occurs throughout the rest ofthis section (p. 85) 
166 In Greek mythology Prometheus created mankind out of clay. He could foretell the future and his name signifies forethoughe In 1921, Jung wrote an extended 

analysis of Carl Spiteler’s epic poem Prometheus aad Epinethew (1881) together with Goethe's Prometheus Fragment (1773): sce Pycholeal Types. CW 6, ch 5 16 The Coated Dr as “Bounda: (p95 isthe Bacon Thescre he eth sethinker approached me as Eish, the prophet, and pleasure as Salome” (p. 103) 
71 The Drgf continues: “The animal of deadly horror, which lay berween Adam and Eve" (P-105). 
192 The Gorreaed Draft continues: "The serpent isnot only a separating but also a unifying principle (p93) 
173 When commenting on this in the 1925 seminat, Jung noted that there were many accounts in mytholo of the relation between a hero and a serpent, so the presence atthe serpent indkated that will gain bea eso myth (p89). He showed s diagram ofa cos wth Rational Thinking (Est) at the top, Feling (aloe) atthe fear earl nega (apes) ee te ad esteem tr Serpe ae ae 39) He incrperegke Hanh serpent theives 

“The seepent leads the psychological movement apparently astay nto the kingdom of shadows, dead ‘wrong images, but also into earth, into concretization 
Inasmuch as the serpent leads into the shadows, it has the function of che anima i leads you into the depths, it connects the Above and Below ... the serpent is also 
the symbol of wisdom” (Anafe! Pyle, pp. 94-95). 

174 The Draft continues: "By following Flijh and Salome, 1 follow the rwo principles inside me and through me in the world, of which I am pare” (p. 106) 
195 The Corrected Draft continues. that is, of thinking. And withous thinking one eannot grasp an idea" (p92) 
176 The Draft continues:"What would Odysseus have been without his wandering?” (p. 107). The Corrected Draft adds: "These would have been na odyssey" (p. 92) 

fol. v(y)/vi) 
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bright garden is the space of pleasure, He who lives there needs 
no vision; he feels the unending” A thinker who descends into 
his forethinking finds his next step leading into the garden of 
Salome, Therefore the thinker fears his forethought, although 
he lives on the foundation of forethinking. The visible surface 
is safer than the underground. Thinking protects against the 
way of error, and therefore it leads to petrification. 
‘A thinker should fear Salome, since she wants his head, 

especially ifhe is a holy man, A thinker cannot be a holy person, 
otherwise he loses his head. It does not help to hide oneself in 
thought. There the solidification overtakes you. You must turn 
back to motherly forethought to obtain renewal. But forethought 
leads to Salome. 

Because I was a thinker and caught sight of the hostile 
principle of pleasure from forethinking, it appeared to me as 
Salome. If I had been oné who felt, and had groped my way 
toward forethinking, then it would have appeared to me as a 
serpent-encoiled daimon, if I had actually seen it. But I would 
have been blind. Therefore I would have felt only slippery, dead, 
dangerous, allegedly overcome, insipid, and mawkish things, 
and I would have pulled back with the same shudder I felt in 
turning from Salome. 

The thinker’s passions are bad, therefore he has no pleasure 
The thoughts of one who feels" are bad, therefore he has no 
thoughts, He who prefers to think than to feel," leaves his 
feeling” to rot in darkness. Ie does not grow ripe, but in moldi- 
ness produces sick tendrils that do not reach the light. He who 
prefers to feel than to think leaves his thinking in darkness, 
where it spins its nets in gloomy places, desolate webs in which 
mosquitos and gnats become enmeshed. The thinker feels the 
disgust of feeling, since the feeling in him is mainly disgusting, 
The one who feels thinks the disgust of thinking, since the 
thinking in him is mainly disgusting, So the serpent lies between 
the thinker and the one who feels. They are each other’s poison 
and healing 

In the garden it had to become apparent to me that I loved 
Salome. This recognition struck me, since I had not thought it. 
What a thinker does not think he believes does not exist, and 
what one who feels does not feel he believes does not exist. You 
begin to have a presentiment of the whole when you embrace 
‘your opposite principle, since the whole belongs to both principles, 
which grow from one root 

Elijah said: “You should recognize her through her love!” Not 
only do you venerate the object, but the object also sanctifies 
you. Salome loved the prophet, and this sanctified her. The 
prophet loved God, and this sanctified him. But Salome did not 
love God, and this profaned her. But the prophet did not love 
Salome, and this profaned him. And thus they were each other’s 

197 The Corrected Draft continues: “Than much rather the pleasuse to enjoy the garden” 
198 The Gorrecred Drafe continues: “It is strange that Salome’ garden lies so close to the 

pethaps even fear ofthe idea, because ofits proximity to paradise™ (p. 9 

poison and death. May the thinking person accept his pleasure, 
and the feeling person accept his own thought. Such leads one 
along the way" 

Instruction 
[HI vi@)] 
Cap. x, 

On the following night, I was led to a second image: I am 
standing in the rocky depth that seems to me like a crater: Before 
me I see the house with columns, I see Salome walking along the 
length of the wall toward the left, touching the wall like a blind 
person. The serpent follows her. The old man stands at the door 
and waves to me. Hesitantly I draw closer. He calls Salome back. 
She is like someone suffering. I cannot detect any sacrilege in her 
nature, Her hands are white and her face has a gentle expression. 
The serpent lies before them. I stand before them clumsily like a 
stupid boy, overwhelmed by uncertainty and ambiguity. The old 
man eyes me searchingly and says: “What do you want here?” 

1: “Forgive me, it is not obtrusiveness or arrogance that leads 
me here, I am here perchance, not knowing what I want. A longing 
that stayed behind in your house yesterday has brought me here. 
You see, prophet, I am tired, my head is as heavy as lead. I am 
lose in my ignorance. I have toyed with myself enough. I played 
hypocritical games with myself and they all would have disgusted 
me, were it not clever to perform what others expect from us in 
the world of men, It seems to me as if I were more real here. And 
yet I do not like being here.” 

Wordlessly Elijah and Salome step inside the house. I follow 
them reluctantly. A feeling of guilt torments me, Isitbad conscience? 
1 would like to turn back, but I cannot. I stand before the play 
of fire in the shining crystal. I see in splendor the mother of God 
with the child, Peter stands in front of her in admiration—then 
Peter alone with the key—the Pope with a triple crown—a 
Buddha sitting rigidly in a circle of fire—a many-armed bloody 
Goddess"*—it is Salome desperately wringing her hands”—it 
takes hold of me, she is my own soul, and now I see Elijah in the 
image of the stone. 

Elijah and Salome stand smiling before me 
1; "These visions ace full of torment, and the meaning of these 

images is dark to me, Elijah; please shed some light.” 
Elijah turns away silently, and leads the way toward the left 

Salome enters a colonnade to the right. Elijah leads me into an 
even darker room, A burning red lamp hangs from the ceiling. I 
sit down exhausted. Elijah stands before me leaning on a marble 
lion in the middle of the room. 

E: “Are you anxious? Your ignorance is to blame for your bad 
conscience, Not-knowing is guilt, but you believe that it is the 

Git and myer half ideas. Dosa hike theo epesine ave 
io Whe Bf continue wafer Wha cl sth ne be han henna community of ferehnkng nd ple, hence” (108), 
180 The Corrected Draft has instead: “One who has pleasure" (p. 94). 
181 The Correced Draft has instead: “Pleasure” 
18a The Corrected Draft has instead: “Pleasure” (p. 9 
183 The Draf continues: "as one of your poets has said ‘the shaft bears two irons” (p. 110) 
184 Ia 1913, Jung presented his paper, “On the question of psychological types in which he noted that the libido or psychic energy in an individual was characeristically 

directed toward the objec (extraversion) of toward the subject (introversion): CW 6. Commencing in the summer of 1915 he had extensive correspondence with 
“Hans Schmid on this question, in which he now characterized the introverts 3: being dominated bythe function of thinking. and the extrverts sx being dominated by 
the function of feeling. He also characterized che exteaverts as being dominated by the pleasure-pein mechanism, seking out the love ofthe abject. and unconsciously 
seeking tyrannical power Introverts unconsciously sought inferior pleasure, nd had to sce thatthe object was also a symbol oftheir pleasure. On August 7.1915, be 
‘wrote to Schmid: "The oppastes shouldbe evened otf the adviduel inselP (The Jang Schmid Correspondence, eds. John Beebe and Ernst Falzeder. tr. Ernst Falzeder with Tony 
‘Woolfson [Philemon Series, forthcoming). Ths linkage becween thinking and introversion and feeling and extraversion was maintained in his discussion of this 
subject in 1917 in The Psychology of the Unconscious Process. In Psyelaepcl Types (1921), this model had expanded ro encompass two main attitude types of introverts 
and extraverts further subdivided by the predominance of one ofthe four psychological functione of thinking, feeling, sensation, and intuition. 

185 December 22, 1913. On December 19, 1913, ng gave a talk “On the psychology ofthe unconscious” to the Zirich Prychoanalytical Society. 
186 The Draft continues: “Kal (p. 11) 
187 BlackBook 3 continues: “naw that white shape ofa girl with black haie—my own soul—and now that white shape of « man, which also appeared co me at the time 

i esembles Michelangelo's sitting Moses—it is Elijah” (p. 84). Michelangelo’ Moses isin the Church of San Pietro in Vincoli in Rome: It was the subject ofa study 



urge toward forbidden knowledge that causes your feeling of 
guilt. Why do you think you are here?” 

I: “T don’t know. I sank into this place when unknowingly 
I tried resisting the not-known, So here I am, astonished and 
confused, an ignorant fool. I experience strange things in your 
house, things that frighten me and whose meaning is dark to me.” 

E; “Ifit were not your law to be here, how would you be here?” 
I: “I'm afilicted by fatal weakness, my father.” 
E: "You are evasive. You cannot extricate yourself from your law 
I; “How can I extricate myself from what is unknown to me, 

which I cannot reach with either feeling or presentiment?” 
E: “You are lying. Do you not know that you yourself 

recognized what it means if Salome loves you?” 
I: “You are right. A doubeful and uncertain thought arose in 

me. But I have forgotten it again.” 
E: “You have not forgotten it. It burned deep inside you. Are 

you cowardly? Or can you not differentiate this thought from your 
own self, enough so that you wished to claim it for yourself?” 

I: “The thought went too far for me, and I shun far-fetched 
ideas. They are dangerous, since I am a man, and you know how 
much men are accustomed to seeing thoughts as their very own, 
so that they eventually confuse them with themselves.” 

E:“Will you therefore confuse yourself with a tree or animal, 
because you look at them and because you exist with them in one 
and the same world? Must you be your thoughts, because you are 
in the world of your thoughts? But your thoughts are just as much 
outside your self as trees and animals are outside your body”"* 

I: “L understand. My thought world was for me more word 
than world, I thought of my thought world: it is ” 

E: “Do you say to your human world and every being outside 
of you: you are 12" 

I: “I stepped into your house, my father, with the fear of a 
schoolboy. But you taught me salutary wisdom": I can also 
consider my thoughts as being outside my self. That helps me 
to return to that terrible conclusion that my tongue is reluctant 
to express. I thought that Salome loves me because I resemble 
John or you. This thought seemed unbelievable to me. That’s why 
I rejected it and thought that she loves me because I am really 
quite opposite to you, that she loves her badness in my badness 
This thought was devastating.” 

Elijah is silent, Heaviness lies on me. Then Salome steps in, comes 
over to me and lays her arm around my shoulder. She takes me for 
her father in whose chair I sat. I dare neither move nor speak. 

S: “I know that you are not my father. You are his son, and I 
am your sister,” 

I: “You, Salome, my sister? Was this the terrible attraction that 

emanated from you, that unnamable horror of you, of your touch? 
Who was our mother?” 
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S:*Mary” 
I: “Is it a hellish dream? Mary, our mother? What madness 

lurks in your words? The mother of our Savior, our mother? 
‘When I crossed your threshold today, I foresaw calamity. Alas! Tt 
hhas come. Are you out of your senses, Salome? Elijah, protector 
of the divine law, speak: is this a devilish spell cast by the rejected? 
How can she say such a thing? Or are both of you out of your 
senses? You are symbols and Mary is a symbol. I am simply t00 
confused to see through you now.” 

E: “You may call us symbols for the same reason that you can 
also call your fellow men symbols, if you wish to. But we are just as 
real as your fellow men. You invalidate nothing and solve noth- 
ing by calling us symbols.” 

T: “You plunge me into a terrible confusion. Do you wish to 
be real?” 

E: “We are certainly what you call real. Here we are, and you 
have to accept us. The choice is yours.” 

Tamsilent,Salomehasremoved herself: Uncertainly Iookaround. 
Behind me a high golden red flame burns on a round altar. The 
serpent has encircled the flame. Its eyes glitter with golden reflections. 
‘Swaying I turn to the exit, As I step out into the hall, I see a powerful 
lion going before me. Outside, itis a wide cold starry night. 

[2] "Ie is no small matter to acknowledge one’s yearning. 
For this many need to make a particular effort at honesty. All 
too many do not want to know where their yearning is, because 
it would seem to them impossible or too distressing, And yet 
yearning is the way of life, If you do not acknowledge your 
yearning, then you do not follow yourself, but go on foreign ways 
that others have indicated to you. So you do not live your life but 
an alien one. But who should live your life if you do not live it? Te 
is not only stupid to exchange your own life for an alien one, but 
also a hypocritical game, because you can never really live the life 
of others, you can only pretend to do it, deceiving the other and 
yourself, since you can only live your own life 

If you give up your self, you live it in others; thereby you 
become selfish to others, and thus you deceive others. Everyone 
thus believes that such a life is possible. Its, however, only apish 
imitation. Through giving in to your apish appetite, you infect 
others, because the ape stimulates the apish, So you turn your- 
self and others into apes. Through reciprocal imitation you live 
according to the average expectation. The image of the hero was 
set up for all in every age through the appetite for imitation. 
Therefore the hero was murdered, since we have all been aping 
him, Do you know why you cannot abandon apishness? For fear 
of loneliness and defeat. 

Ta live oneself means: to be one’s own task. Never say that it 
is a pleasure to live oneself. Ie will be no joy but a long suffering, 
since you must become your own creator. If you want to create 

by Freud that was published in 1014 (The Standard Edtion ofthe Complete Pcl Work of Sigmund Freud ed James Strachey in collaboration with Ania Fred assted 
by Al Strachey and Alan Tyson, te .Srachey 24 vols. [London The Hogarth Press andthe Insite ofPscho- analysis 1953-1974), vl 1). The third-person 
pronoun ie ie Sone with Ka who many and winger a 95 OO : 188 Jang mentioned this conversation in the 1035 seminar and commented “Only then I Isrned prychologcl object could I sy toa patient, “Be quiet, somethings happening: There ar guch things as mice howe, You cannot ay you are wrong when you havea thought Forte understanding of the unconscaus We 
‘ust sce our thoughts evens, sx phenomena” (ana Paley. p98) 

189 The Corrected Draft has instead: “Truth” (p. 100). 190 The Coneted Dra has “Guiding Reflection” (p 103). Inthe Dre and Cored Dra enghy pastage occurs What fellows hee isa paraphrase: wonder whether 
this is real an underwodd or the other reality and whether it was the other reality that had forced me here sce here chat Salome, my plate, mover the let the Side ofthe impure and bad. This movement follows the serpent, which represents the resistance and the enmity agunst this movement. Pleasure goes away from the dor. Forethinking [Coreced Dro -ce Idea" throughout this passage) stands atthe door Lnowing the entrance ta the mysteries. Therefore desi mel into the 
‘many if forethinkng dacs no rect and fore fe roward goal IFone meets man who only desis, then one wil nd fsistance sans his desire Behind it Desire 

‘without frethinking gins much but Keeps nothing, therefore his desire ithe source of constant disappointment. Thus Ej calle Selome back If pleasore is united ‘ith forethinking the serpent lies before them, Te succeed in something you fest need vo deal with the eeistance and difely, otherwise joy Icaves behind pain and dhspoiniment ifr dew mente, Tha far 9 neon he yan the rata oun wh | ued. When en overcomes te ical ibecoines seeing and follows forethnking Therefore Ise that Salome’ hands ae pue, with no teaceof crime My desir spur if | ist overcome the dificaly and resistance If weigh up pleasure and forethinking Tam like a ool blindly following his longing I follow mychinking I forsake my pleasure The ancients ai in images tae the fool nds the right way. Forethinkng asthe ist word, hécefore Eljah ake ae what I wanted. You stould always ack yourself what you dese since all too many do not now what they wane [did not know what I wanted. You should cone your longing and what you long for to yours Thue you sat your pleasure Sud nowrh you frethinking atthe sme time” (Comeced Dra pp. 103-2) 
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yourself, then you do not begin with the best and the highest, 
bur with the worst and the deepest. Therefore say that you are 
reluctant to live yourself: The flowing together of the stream of 
life is not joy but pain, since it is power against power, guilt, and 
shatters the sanctified, 

‘The image of the mother of God with the child that I foresee, 
indicates to me the mystery of the transformation.” If forethink- 
ing and pleasure unite in me, a third arises from them, the divine 
son, who is the supreme meaning, the symbol, the passing over into 
a new creation. I do not myself become the supreme meaning’ 
of the symbol, but the symbol becomes in me such that it has its 
substance, and I mine. Thus I stand like Peter in worship before 
the miracle of the transformation and the becoming real of the 
God in me. 

Although I am not the son of the God myself, I represent him 
nevertheless as one who was a mother to the God, and one there- 
fore to whom in the name of the God the freedom of the binding 
and loosing has been given, The binding and loosing take place 
in me. But insofar as it takes place in me, and I am a part of the 
world, it also takes place through me in the world, and no one cant 
hinder it. It doesn’t take place according to the way of my will but 
in the way of unavoidable effect, I am not master over you, but 
the being of the God in me. I lock the past with one key, with the 
other I open the future. This takes place through my transforma- 
tion. The miracle of transformation commands. I am its servant, 
just as the Pope is. 

You see how incredible it was to believe such of oneself™ It 
applies not to me, butto the symbol. The symbol becomes my lord 
and unfailing commander, Ie will fortify its reign and change itself 
into a starry and riddling image, whose meaning turns completely 
inward, and whose pleasure radiates outward like blazing fire,”* 
a Buddha in the flames. Because I sink into my symbol to such 
an extent, the symbol changes me from my one into my other, and 
that cruel Goddess of my interior, my womanly pleasure, my own 
other, the tormented tormentor, that which is to be tormented. I 
have interpreted these images, as best I can, with poor words 

“In the moment of your bewilderment, follow your forethink- 
ing and not your blind desire, since forethinking leads you to the 
difficulties that should always come first. They come nevertheless. 

s91 The Corrected Draft has: 
192 The Corrected Draft has instead: "the ron of God’ (p. 107). 

If you look for a light, you fall first into an even deeper darkness. 
In this darkness you find a light with a weak reddish flame that 
gives only a low brightness, but it is enough for you to see your 
neighbor. It is exhausting to reach this goal that seems to be no 
goal. And so it is good: I am paralyzed and therefore ready to 
accept. My forethinking rests on the lion, my power:"* 

T held to the sanctified form, and didn’t want to allow the 
chaos to break through its dams. I believed in the order of 
the world and hated everything disorganized and unformed. 
Therefore above all I had to realize that my own law had 
brought me to this place. As the God developed in me, I 
thought he was a part of my self. I thought that my “I” included 
hhim and therefore I took him for my thought. But I also considered 
that my thoughts were parts of my “I.” Thus I entered into my 
thoughts, and into the thinking about the God, in that I took 
him / for a part of my self 

On account of my thoughts, I had left myself; therefore my 
self became hungry and made God into a selfish thought. If I 
leave myself, my hunger will drive me to find my self in my object, 
that is, in my thought. Therefore you love reasonable and orderly 
thoughts, since you could not endure it if your self was in disordered, 
that is, unsuitable thoughts, Through your selfish wish, you pushed 
out of your thoughts everything that you do not consider ordered, 
that i, unfitting. You create order according to what you know, 
you do not know the thoughts of chaos, and yet they exist. My 
thoughts are not my self, and my I does not embrace the thought 
Your thought has this meaning and that, not just one, but many 
meanings, No one knows how many. 

My thoughts are not my self, but exactly like the things of 
the world, alive and dead." Just as I am not damaged through 
living in a partly chaotic world, so too I am not damaged if I 
live in my partly chaotic thought world. Thoughts are natural 
events that you do not possess, and whose meaning you only 
imperfectly recognize" Thoughts grow in me like a forest, 
populated by many different animals. But man is domineering 
in his thinking, and therefore he kills the pleasure of the forest 
and that of the wild animals. Man is violent in his desire, and 
he himself becomes a forest and a forest animal. Just as I have” 
freedom in the world, I also have freedom in my thoughts 
Freedom is conditional, 

“in is outer appearance, in the misery of earthly reality” (p. 107). 
193 Cf. Matthew 1818. Christ: “ Whatsoever ye shall bind on earch shall be bound in heaven: and whaesoever ye shal loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.” 
194 The Draft and Corrected Draft continue: “The Pope in Rome has become an image and-symbol for us of how God becomes human and how he [God] becomes the 
vied en Thu ce coming Go wil eso of he word happens in [ie] ine The sprene meaning come land ili commander, hough not only in me, but perhaps in many other whom T don’t kaow™ af har, "that L become ike the Buddha siting inthe Ames” (p. 109) 195 The Corrected Dra 

(Corrected Draft, pp. 108-9). 
196 The Corrected Draft continues: "Where the idea ie, pleasure always is too. IFthe ida i inside, pleasure is outside. Therefore an ar of evil pleasure envelops me, A lech~ 

rou and bloods 
myself a fist. But 

ty Godhead gives me tis fale air This happens because | must altogether suffer the becoming ofthe God and can therefore no separate fom ts long att isnot cparated from mn, | am 0 seized by the ides that am it and therefore 1am alo the woman associated with the Hes from the 
‘beginning, In that I receive the idea and represent it in the manner of Buddha, my pleasure i like the Indian Kali, since she is Buddha's other side. Kali, however, is 
Salome and Salome ie my soul” (p. 109). 197 In the Dafa lengthy passage occurs here paryphrase of which follows: The numbness ike a death, I needed total transformation, Through this ny meaning like that ofthe Buddha, went completely inside: Then the wansormcion happened. Ithen went ovr to pleasure, as I was a thinker Asa thinker, [ejected ny fling but Thad rejected part of life. Then my feng became a polronous plant, and when it awakened twas sensuality instead of plane, the lowest and commonest form of 
pleasure, This ie represented by Kali. Salome is the i 
‘ny pleasure, wae my soul. When I recognized this, my thinking chang 

of his pleasure, chat suffers pain, 
‘and ascended tothe idea, and then the image of El 

twas shut out for too lng Te then became apparent that Salome, lish sppeared. This prepared me forthe 
inpery playa showed me i advance the aya ansfomaton tat Thad to undergo the Msterfum. The ling wath of the rethinking wih laure 
produces the God. I reco ized that che God in me wanted to become a man, and I considered this and honored this, and I became the servant oft 1¢ God, but for 
fo one ther than mye [Cored Dra would be madness apd presumption tse that alo di hs for ther} l sank nthe comempaon of th 
‘wonder of transformation, and frst turned into the lower level of my pleasure, and then through this I recognized my sou "The smiles of Elijah and Salome indicate that 
they were happy at my appearance, bur I was in deep darkness. When the way is dak. sis the idea that gives ight. When the idea in che moment of confusion allows 
the words and nat the blind longing, chen the worde lead you to difficulty. reas it leads you tothe ri 
evi and Salome turns right ro the side of the correct and good, She doesn’t goto the garden, the place ol 

198 In the Dra a passage occurs, a paraphrase of which follow: If am strong, 80 also are my intentions and pres 
{nto the idea. The ides becomes strong itis supported by its own strength I recognive this in the fact that Eli 
pleasure is dead and turned to stone, because I did not love Salome. This gave my thought the coldness of stone, and 

“That why ah tins et othe side ofthe ool and ease. bt remains in the ose of the fther" (pp 125-27) supposition, My own hought weakens and goes over appre the es. Thelon of sore My ‘Hoots the idea tok its sly which ie 
‘needed to subjugate my thought. It needed to be subjugated as it strove agninst Salome, since she appeared bad to it (P-128). 

199 In 1921 Jung wrote: “The peculiar reality of unconscious contents, therefore, gives us the same right to describe them a5 objects as outer things” 
(Payeholgcl Types, CW 6, 80). 

200 The Draft and Corrected Draft have: "T-woukd have to-consider myselfmad;[: It would be more chan inconsistent] if thought that I had produced the thoughts of the 
Mysterium” (Corrected Draft, p. 15) 

fol. vi) /vi 



To certain things of the world I must say: you should not be 
thus, but you should be different. Yet frst I look carefully at their 
nature, otherwise I cannot change it. I proceed in the same way 
with certain thoughts. You change those things of the world that, 
not being useful in themselves, endanger your welfare. Proceed 
likewise with your thoughts. Nothing is complete, and much is in 
dispute. The way of life is transformation, not exclusion, Well-being 
is a better judge than the law. 

But as I became aware of the freedom in my thought world, 
Salome embraced me and I thus became a prophet, since I had 
found pleasure in the primordial beginning, in the forest, and in 
the wild animals, It stands too close to reason for me to set myself 
on a par with my visions, and for me to take pleasure in seeing. I 
am in danger of believing that I myself am significant since I see 
the significant. This will always drive us crazy, and we transform 
the vision into foolishness and monkey business, since we cannot 
desist from imitation 

Just as my thinking is the son of forethinking, so is my 
pleasure the daughter of love, of the innocent and conceiving 
mother of God. Aside from Christ Mary gave birth to Salome. 
Therefore Christ in the gospel of the Egyptians says to Salome: 
“Eat every herb, but do not eat the bitter.” And when Salome 
wanted to know, Christ spoke to her: “Ifyou crush the covering 
of shame, and when the two become one, and the male with 
the female, neither male nor female.”** 

Forethinking is the procreative, love is the receptive.” Both 
are beyond this world, Here are understanding and pleasure, 
wwe only suspect the other. It would be madness to claim that 
they are in this world. So much that is riddling and cunning 
coils around this light. I won the power back again from the 
depths, and it went before me like a lion. 

Resolution 
[HI iQ 
Cap. xi 

On the third night, deep longing to continue experiencing 
the mysteries seized me. The struggle between doubt and desire 
‘was great in me, But suddenly I saw that I stood before a steep 
ridge in a wasteland. It is a dazzling bright day. I catch sight of the 
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prophet high above me, His hand makes an averting movement, 
and I abandon my decision to climb up. I wait below, gazing 
upward, I look: to the right it is dark night; to the left it is bright 
day. The rock separates day and night. On the dark side lies a big 
black serpent, on the bright side a white serpent. They thrust 
their heads toward each other, eager for battle. Elijah stands on 
the heights above them. The serpents pounce on one another and 
a terrible wrestling ensues, The black serpent seems to be stronger, 
the white serpent draws back. Great billows of dust rise from the 
place of struggle, But then I see: the black serpent pulls itself back 
again. The front part of its body has become white. Both serpents 
curl about themselves, one in light, the other in darkness.” 

Elijah: “What did you see?" 
1:"T saw the fight of two formidable serpents. It seemed to me 

as if the black would overcome the white serpent; but behold, the 
black one withdrew and its head and the top part of its body had 
turned white” 

E:"Do you understand that?” 
1: “I have thought it over, but I cannot understand it. Should 

it mean that the power of the good light will become so great that 
even the darkness that resists it will be illumined by it?” 

Elijah climbs before me into the heights, toa very high summit, 
1 follow. On the peak we come to some masonry made of huge 
blocks. It is a round embankment on the summit™ Inside lies a 
Jasge courtyard, and there is a mighty boulder in the middle, like an 
altar. The prophet stands on this stone and says: “This is the temple 
of the sun, This place is a vessel, that collects the light of the sun.” 

Elijah climbs down from the stone, his form becomes smaller 
in descending, and finally becomes dwarflike, unlike himself 

Task: “Who are you?” 
“Lam Mime” and I will show you the wellsprings. The collected 

light becomes water and flows in many springs from the summit 
into the valleys of the earth.” He then dives down into a crevice. I 
follow him down into a dark cave. I hear the rippling of a spring, 
T heat the voice of the dwarf from below: “Here are my wells, 
whoever drinks from them becomes wise.” 

But I cannot reach down. I lose courage. I leave the cave 
and, doubting, pace back and forth in the square of the yard 
Everything appears to me strange and incomprehensible. It is 
solitary and deathly silent here. The air is clear and cool as on the 
remotest heights, a wonderful flood of sunlight all around, the 

201 The Dr continues: “I eecognized the father because I ws a thinker, and thus I didnot know the mother, but saw lve in the guise of pleasure and called it pleasure, 
snd therefore this was Salome tome. Now I learathac Mary isthe mother, the innacent and love ceceiving and not pleasure, who bears the seed of evil in hee heated 
tnd seductive nature. / If Salome, evil pleasuc, i my sister, then I nar be a thinking sia, and my intellect has mee with saad fate, I must sacrifice my intellect and 
confess to you that what I rold you about pleasure, namely that ies the principle opposed to forethought. is incomplete and prejudiced. I observed asa thinker from the vantage point of my thinking otherwise I could have cecogssed chat Salome, as Ells daughter, ean offspring of thought snd not the principle ite, which 
Mary, the innocent Virgia Mothen now appears as (p. 153). 

202 The gospel ofthe Egyptians is one ofthe paceypal gospele that features dialogue hetween Christ and Selome, Christ tates that he as come to undo the work of 
the female, namely, ist, birth, and decay. To Salomes querion of hv log call death preva, Chit answered, as long ae women bear children, Here, hing is eerring to the following pusage “she said, ‘Then Ihave done well in not giving birt imagining that itis not permitted to bear chldeen the Lord answered, at of every 
herb bur the bitter one eat not’ *‘The dialogue continue: "Whea Salome asked when i hal be made known the Lord ssid, "When yos tread underfoot the covering 

‘of shame snd when out of two is made one, and the male wich the female, neither male nor female’ "(The Apsenphl New Tetanet, ed]. K. Elliot (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999], p18). ung ces thielgion, available o him from Clement inthe Stroma, a an example ofthe union of opposites in Vso (1933, ol 
1,,p 534), and as an example ofthe coniunctio of male and female in "On the paychology ofthe child acherype" (1940, CW 9,1, §295) and Mysterum Contos 
Gss-36 Cw, $528) 203 The rf and Carel Draft have: “but when the mystery play showed me this, I dide't undecstnd, but I thought I had produced an incredible thought. -amrmad-o- 
alent tasthnd twee Iwate yf and ate explain my atbeay thoughts jan Sane and sala then Coed 
Drsfi.p.18) 

204 The Draft continues: “The image ofthe cool stacey night and of che vast sky opens up ny eye tothe infinity ofthe inner word, which I as a desirous man fel isi 
tool exo pall the sa doen to myelt buen watch them Thevre my inptoous deste ck that woud i ighland cold 39) 

205 This depicts a scene inthe fantasy that follows 206 December 25, 1913 
207 In the 1935 seminar, Jung sad “A few evenings later. fee tha things should continue, so again I tried eo follow the same procedure, butt would not descend. 1 

remained on the surface: Then I realized that | had 3 confit in myself abou going down, but [could not make out what was, I only fle hat two dark principles 
‘were fighting each other, evo serpents” Analyte Peyinlogyp. 08). He then eecounted the fantacy that ensued 

208 Inthe 1935 seminar Jing added “I thought, Ha, this is a Dre sacred place’ "(nay Pacolery,p 9). 
309 In Wagner's Ring ofthe Nebelung, the Nibelung dvarf Mime is the bother of Alberich and a master craman, Alberich stole the Rhinegold from the Rhinemaidens 

through renouncing love, he wis able to forge a ring aut oft tha conferced limitless power ln Sere, Mime, who lives in a cave, brings up Sigfed zo tht he wl 
Kil Fainer the giant, who as transformed into «dragon and now has the ring Stoglied slays Fafner with the invincible sword that Mime has fashioned, and kill 
Mims, who had intended to kill him after he had recovered the gold 
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‘great wall surrounds me. A serpent crawls over the stone. It is the 
serpent of the prophet. How did it come out of the underworld 
into the world above? I follow it and see how it crawls into the 
wall, I feel weird all over: a little house stands there with a 
portico, minuscule, snuggling against the rock. The serpents 
become infinitely small. I feel as if I too am shrinking. The walls 
enlarge into a huge mountain and I see that I am below on the 
foundation of the crater in the underworld, and I stand before the 
house of the prophet."* He steps out of the door of his house. 

I: “I notice, Elijah, that you have shown me and let me 
experience all sorts of strange things and allowed me to come 
before you today. But I confess that it is all dark to me. Your 
world appears to me today in a new light, Just now it was as if 
I were separated by a starry distance from your place, which I 
still wanted to reach today. But behold: it seems to be one and 
the same place.” 

E: "You wanted to come here far too much. I did not deceive 
you, you deceived yourself. He sees badly who wants to see; you 
hhave overreached yourself” 

I: “Ie is true, I eagerly longed to reach you, to hear more, 
Salome startled me and led me into bewilderment. I felt dizzy, 
because what she said seemed to me to be monstrous and like 
madness. Where is Salome?” 

E: "How impetuous you are! What is up with you? Step over to 
the crystal and prepare yourself in its light.” 

A wreath of fire shines around the stone, I am seized with 
fear at what I see: The coarse peasant’s boot? The foot of a 
giant that crushes an entire city? I see the cross, the removal 
of the cross, the mourning. How agonizing this sight is! No 
longer do I yearn—I see the divine child, with the white serpent 
in his right hand, and the black serpent in his left hand. I see 
the green mountain, the cross of Christ on it, and a stream of 
blood flowing from the summit of the mountain—I can look no 
longer, itis unbearable—I see the cross and Christ on it in his last 
hour and torment—at the foot of the cross the black serpent 
coils itself—it has wound itself around my feet—I am held 

fast and I spread my arms wide, Salome draws near. The serpent 
has wound itself around my whole body, and my countenance 
is that of a lion, 

Salome says, “Mary was the mother of Christ, do you understand? 
I:"T see that a terrible and incomprehensible power forces me 

to imitate the Lord in his final torment. But how can I presume 
to call Mary my mother?” 

‘S: “You are Christ.” 

I stand with outstretched arms like someone crucified, my 
body taut and horribly entwined by the serpent: “You, Salome, say 
that I am Christ?" 

It is as if T stood alone on a high mountain with stiff 
outstretched arms. The serpent squeezes my body in its terrible 
coils and the blood streams from my body, spilling down the 
mountainside. Salome bends down to my feet and wraps her 
black hair round them. She lies thus for a long time. Then she 
cries, “I see light!” Truly, she sees, her eyes are open. The serpent 
falls from my body and lies languidly on the ground, I stride 
over it and kneel at the feet of the prophet, whose form shines 
like a flame. 

E: “Your work is fulfilled here, Other things will come. Seek 
untiringly, and above all write exactly what you see.” 

Salome looks in rapture at the light that streams from the 
prophet. Elijah transforms into a huge flame of white light. The 
serpent wraps itself around her foot, as if paralyzed. Salome 
kneels before the light in wonderstruck devotion. Tears fall from 
my eyes, and I hurry out into the night, like one who has no part 
in the glory of the mystery. My feet do not touch the ground of 
this earth, and it is as if | were melting into air."* 

[2] °My longing led me up to the overbright day, whose light 
is the opposite to the dark space of forethinking* The opposite 
principle is, as I think I understand it, heavenly love, the mother. 
The darkness that surrounds forethinking” appears to be due to 
the fact that it is invisible in the interior and takes place in the 
depths.” But the brightness of love seems to come from the fact, 
that love is visible life and action. My pleasure was with fore- 
thinking and had its merry garden there, surrounded by darkness 

s4o In the 1935 seminar, Jung interpceted this episode as follows: “the fight ofthe ewo snakes: the white means a movement into the day the black into the kingdom of 
dlrknes, with moral aspects to. There was afeal conflict in me, a esitance to going down. My stronger tendency was to go up Becase I had been so impressed 
the day before with the crcl ofthe place 1 had seen, I realy hada tndeny to finda ay to the conscious by going, {did on the mountain El sal that 
jewas just che same below or above. Compare Dante Ife The Gross expres this sae idea inthe symbol of the reversed cones. This the mountain and the 
crater are simile. There was nothing of concious structae in these fasis, they wee just event that happened. So 1 assume that Dante got his deat from the same 
archerypes" (Anh Paco, pp. 96-97). McGuire suggests chat Jungs refering to Dante's conception ofthe conic form ofthe cavity of Fel, with circles 
‘microing in reverse the form of Heaven, with its spheres (Ibid) In Ado, ung also noted tat serpents were a typi pai of opposites, and that the conlict between 
Serpents was a motif found in medieval alchemy (951, CW 9,2, $18). 

211 In the 1935 seminar, Jang recounted that after Salome’s declaration tht he was Christ:“In spite of my objections she maintained ths. said tis is madness’ and 
became filled with skepaal cesitance" (Aula Pcl, p. 96). He interpreted this even a fllows"Salome's approach and her worshiping of me is obvowly that 
Side ofthe inferior function which i surrounded by an aia of ev. One i asaled by the Fear that pethaps this madness. This show madness begins this s mad 
hess. You cannot get conscious of these unconscious facts without giving yourself fo them. Ifyou can overcome your fea f the unconscious and can et yourtelt go 
dwn, chen these facts take on life oftheir own. You can be gripped by these ideas so rch tha you realy go mad, or nearly 0. These images have so much reality 
that they recommend themselves, an such exesordinacy meaning that one i caught. They orm part ofthe alent mysteries in fate such fantasies that made the 
inysercn. Compare the mstris of Isis old in Apuleius, with the ination and defcaion ofthe nia One gts 4 pecliar feeling from being put through 
Such an initiation. The imporcant pat that ed up othe deifeation was the snake’ encoling of me, Salome’ performance was deification, The animal face which 1 
felt mine transformed into was the nous [Deus] Leontocephalus ofthe Mihraic mysteries, the Sgute which is represented witha snake coiled around the ma the 
snake's head esting onthe man’s head, andthe face of the man that of aon In ts deifcation mystery you make yourself inc the vessel, and ares vessel of cre 
ation in which the opposites reconcile He ade “Al this s Micra symbolism from beginning vo end (id, pp. 98-99), In The Gln iy, Lacan undergoes an 
ition ih mr of ik. The ipcance af hese at 8 th olde deseiion of macht non aria sed OF hee ele 

ian states approached te ery gos of eh and et ftom Dreprins’ trol, tar ported 0 eur, rapt thang lhe erent At gh Io th os sige fi sare fered rm fr one ool eo spr os elo ek ried eRe es peed on ip in te pea 
front ofa crowd. He wore garments which included designs of serpent and winged lions, held a torch, and wore "a palm tee chaplet with its leaves sticking all ut like 
rays of light” (The Golden a, tt R- Graves [Harmondsworts Rengun 1084), p24). Jng’s copy of German teanslation of this work ha line in the margin by tis pasage 

ata In"On the prychology of the Kore igure” (1951), Jung deseribed there episodes s follows: “In an underground house actually inthe underworld, there lives an ld 
agen a prop with auger she home oy ely Nagi he i dance ery Bon pon bt ind an esa hain (CW m1 6360) 
‘This description of Eljah draws him together with the later description of Philemon, Jung noted that thieshows the unknown woman asa mythological igre in the 
beyond (he means in he noni): She irr fle mao erp o pope enemy paral Hove myc ign mich ae e met 
auth the pes of Spon Maga and Helen Zain nd hci, Comat an leopard pb with Heke (bi 8373) 213 The Corrected Draft has: "Guiding Releton” (127). In BlackBook >, Jung copied the following cations from Dante x Comedia in Gerna teansltion (p.104) 
“And I to him: ‘Tam one who, when love / Breathes on me, notices, and in the manner / That he dictates within, I utter words'~ (Purgatorio 24, 52-54); “And then, 
inthe same manner asa lame / Which follows the fire whatever shape it takes, / The sew form fellows the spict exactly” (Purgatorio 35, 97-99). Te C. H. Sisson 
(Manchester Carcanet 1980), pp 359, 265, 

aug The Draft has “the news of the deste revved by the mother” (43) 
315 The Corrted Draft has “ofthe primordial image” (p12). 
2316 The Corre Draft has: “The idea o the primordia image” (p. 127), 
27 The Corrected Dra has "lives" (p. 127) 
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and night. I climbed down to my pleasure, but ascended to my 
love. I see Elijah high above me: this indicates that forethinking 
stands nearer to love than I, a man, do. Before I ascend to love, 
a condition must be fulfilled, which represents itself as the fight 
between two serpents, Left is day, right is night. The realm of love 
is light, the realm of forethinking is dark. Both principles have 
separated themselves strictly, and are even hostile to one another 
and have taken on the form of serpents. This form indicates the 
daimonic nature of both principles. I recognize in this struggle a 
repetition of that vision where I saw the struggle between the sun 
and the black serpent."* 

‘Acthat time, the loving light was annihilated, and blood began, 
to pour out, This was the great war. But the spirit of the depths” 
wants this struggle to be understood as a conflict in every man’s 
own nature Since after the death of the hero our urge to live 
could no longer imitate anything, ittherefore went into the depths 
of every man and excited the terrible conflict between the powers 
of the depths" Forethinking is singleness, love is togetherness. 
Both need one another, and yet they kill one another. Since men 
do not know that the conflict occurs inside themselves, they go 
mad, / and one lays the blame on the other. Ifone-half of mankind 
is at fault, then every man is half at fault, But he does not see the 
conflict in his own soul, which is however the source of the outer 
disaster, Ifyou are aggravated against your brother, think that you 
are aggravated against the brother in you, that is, against what in 
you is similar to your brother. 

‘As a man you are part of mankind, and therefore you have 
a share in the whole of mankind, as if you were the whole of 
mankind. If you overpower and kill your fellow man who is 
contrary to you, then you also kill that person in yourself and 
have murdered a part of your life. The spirit of this dead man 
follows you and does not let your life become joyful. You need 
your wholeness to live onward. 

If I myself endorse the pure principle, I step to one side and 
become onesided. Therefore my forethinking in the principle™ 
of the heavenly mother becomes an ugly dwarf who lives in a 
dark cave like an unborn in the womb. You do not follow him, 
even if he says to you that you could drink wisdom from his 
source, But forethinking™ appears to you there as dwarfish 
cleverness, false and of the night, just as the heavenly mother 
appears to me down there as Salome. That which is lacking in the 
pure principle appears as the serpent. The hero strives after the 
utmost in the pure principle, and therefore he finally falls for the 

218 Le in ch. 5. "Descent ito Hel inthe Fue” 
2ip The Care Df has "the pit (127. 
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serpent, If you go to thinking. take your heart with you. If you 
{0 to love, take your head with you. Love is empty without thinking, 
thinking hollow without love. The serpent lurks behind the pure 
principle. Therefore I lost courage, until I found the serpent that 
at once led me across to the other principle, In climbing down 1 
become smaller: 

Great is he who is in love, since love is the present act of the 
‘great creator, the present moment of the becoming and lapsing of 
the world. Mighty is he who loves. But whoever distances himself 
from love, feels himself powerful 

In your forethinking you recognize the nullity of your current 
being as a smallest point between the infinity of what has passed 
and of what is to come. The thinker is small, he feels great if he 
distances himself from thinking Buc if we speak about appear- 
ances, itis the other way around, To whoever is in love, form is a 
trifling, But his field of vision ends with the form given to him. 
‘To whoever is in thinking, form is unsurpassable and the height 
of Heaven. But at night he sees the diversity of the innumer- 
able worlds and their never-ending cycles. Whoever is in love is 
a fall and overflowing vessel, and awaits the giving. Whoever is 
in forethinking is deep and hollow and awaits fulfillment 

Love and forethinking are in one and the same place. Love 
cannot be without forethinking, and forethinking cannot be 
without love, Man is always too much in one or the other, This 
comes with human nature, Animals and plants seem to have 
enough in every way, only man staggers between too much and 
too little, He wavers, he is uncertain how much he must give 
here and how much there, His knowledge and ability is 
insufficient, and yet he must still do it himself Man doesn’t only 
grow from within himself, for he is also creative” from within 
himself, The God becomes revealed in him.™* Human nature is 
little skilled in divinity, and therefore man fluctuates between 
too much and too little” 

“The spirit of this time has condemned us to haste. You have 
no more futurity and no more past if you serve the spirit of this 
time. We need the life of eternity. We bear the future and the past 
in the depths. The future is old and the past is young. You serve 
the spirit of this time, and believe that you are able to escape the 
spirit of the depths, But the depths do not hesitate any longer 
and will force you into the mysteries of Christ.™* It belongs to 
this mystery that man is not redeemed through the hero, but 
becomes a Christ himself. The antecedent example of the saints 
symbolically teaches us this. 

4330 The Draft continues: “Therefore they all say thae they are fighting for the good and for peace, but one cannot fight one another aver the good. But since men don't 
know that the conflict lies within themselves, che Germans thus believe thatthe English and the Russians are wrong; but the English and the Russians say that the 
Germans ar wong Btn one ca dp toe in em of ight and wrong Because one-half of mankind is wrong every mani al wrong Therefor confit 
resides in his own soul. But man is blind and always knows only js half The German has in him the English and the Russian whom he fights outside of himself 
Likewise, the English and the Russian has in him the German whom he fights. But man appears to see che outer quartl, not the one within, which alone is the welspring 
of the great war But before man ean ascend to light and love, the great battle is needed” (p. 145) 

2a In Decne 916. nis preface (0 The Prey of he Ucn Process, Jang wrote "The pycholgiel process, which company the present wa above lhe 
incredible brutalization of public opinion, muta slanderings, the unprecedenced fury of destruction, the monstrous flood of lies, and man's incapaciy to cll 3 halt 
tthe bloody demon-are ite ike nothing ee to powerfl push in Font ofthe ys of thinking men the problem ofthe ress slumbering chaotic unconscious 
under the ordered world of consciousness. T? is war has pitiless revealed to civilized man that he is sila barbarian ‘But he pqcolegy ofthe indviuel corresponds to the 
psychology ofthe nasion, Wha the nation des doe ao beac dvi, ad 0 longa the individual does tthe nationals dees it. Only the change inthe attitude of the individual 
is the beginning of the change in the psychology of the nation” (CW 7, p. 4) ans The coo Big hs the ogee pershenton oe ee”) 23 The Conte Dri ha “de (@. 130) 224 The Comet Dra has Hes tbtaed hroughoue this paragraph (p30), 225 The Corse Drfad conscious and deleres From within himself (p13) 

236 The Draft and Corrected Draft have instead: "The divine creative power becomes [in him] =person [a personal consciousnes] from the unconscious] collective” (pp. 13334) 
237 The Dr and Coreced Dr have “Bat why, you ak, does foe [the ea] aed youn che us of Jewish prophet an yous [te lesure inthe use of 

the heathen Salome? My fiend, do not forget, that I too am one who thinks and wants in the spiitof ths time, and is completely under the spell ofthe serpent. 
1am just now through my initiation into che mysteries ofthe spirit of ehe depehs about to not enticely discard ll the anciemtness lacked by those thinking in the 

spitic ofthis time, bu vo readopt it into my being human, to make my life whole. For I have become poor and far removed from God. I must take inthe divine and 
the mundane, since the spirit of tis time had nothing else ro give me: on the contrary he took the litle that I possessed of real life. But in p 
and greedy, since he is merely the present and he forced me to hunt down everything present to fil the moment” (pp. 134-35). 

238 The Draft and Corrected Draft have: "Just as the old prophets [ancients] stood before the Mysterium of Chris, I aso stand as yet before the [a 
[insofar as Treassume the past] although I live wo thousand years sfter-him [lates] and atone time believed I was a Christian. But I had ne 

cular he made me hasty 
Mysteium of Chie rere cheat. 
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Whoever wants to see will see badly. Te was my will that 
deceived me. It was my will that provoked the huge uproar among, 
the daimons. Should I therefore not want anything? I have, and I 
hhave fulfilled my will as well as I could, and thus I fed everything 
in me that strived. In the end I found that I wanted myself in 
everything, but without looking for myself. Therefore I no longer 
wanted 10 seek myself outside of myself, but within, Then I 
‘wanted to grasp myself, and then I wanted to go on again, without 
knowing what I wanted, and thus | fell into the mystery. 

Should I therefore not want anything anymore? You wanted 
this war. That is good. If you had not, then the evil of this war 
would be small But with your wanting you make the evil great 
If you do not succeed in producing the greatest evil out of this 
war, you will never learn the violent deed and learn to overcome 
fighting what lies outside you.” Therefore it is good if you want 
this greatest evil with your whole heart.” You are Christians and 
run after heroes, and wait for redeemers who should take the 
agony on themselves for you, and totally spare you Golgotha 
With that you pile up a mountain of Calvary over all Europe. 
Ifyou succeed in making a terrible evil out of this war and throw 
innumerable victims into this abyss, this is good, since it makes 
each of you ready to sacrifice himself. For as I, you draw close to 
the accomplishment of Christ's mystery. 

‘You already feel the fist of the iron one on your back. This is 
the beginning of the way: If blood, fire, and the cry of distress 
fill this world, chen you will recognize yourself in your acts 
Drink your fill of the bloody atrocities of the war, feast upon the 
killing and destruction, then your eyes will open, you will see 
that you yourselves are the bearers of such fruit” You are on the 
‘way if you will all this. Willing creates blindness, and blindness 
leads to the way: Should we will error? You should not, but you 
do will that error which you take for the best truth, as men have 
always done. 

The symbol of the crystal signifies the unalterable law of 
events that comes of itself. In this seed you grasp what is to 
come. I saw something terrible and incomprehensible. (Ie was 
on the night of Christmas day of the year 1913.) I saw the 
peasant’s boot, the sign of the horrors of the peasant war,” of 
murdering incendiaries and of bloody cruelty. I knew to interpret 
this sign for myself as nothing but the fact that something 
bloody and dreadful lay before us. I saw the foot of a giant that 
crushed a whole city. How could I interpret this sign otherwise? 
I saw that the way to self-sacrifice began here. They will ll become 

terribly enraptured by these tremendous experiences, and in their 

229 In Thus Spoke Zrathusis, Nietzsche wrote: “To redeem the past and to transform every‘ was’ into an ‘I wanted it thus” 
redemption,” p. 161) 

blindness will want to understand them as outer events. It is an 
inner happening: that is the way to the perfection of the mystery 
of Christ so that the peoples learn self-sacrifice 

May the frightfulness become so great that it can turn men’s 
eyes inward, so that their will no longer seeks the self in others 
bbur in themselves.» I saw it, I know that this is the way. I saw 
the death of Christ and I saw his lament; I felt the agony of his 
dying, of the great dying, I saw a new God, a child, who subdued 
daimons in his hand.*” The God holds the separate principles in 
his power, he unites them. The God develops through the union 
of the principles in me, He is their union, 

If you will one of these principles, so you are in one, but far 
from your being other. If you will both principles, one and the 
other, then you excite the conflict between the principles, since 
you cannot want both at the same time, From this arises the 
need, the God appears in it, he takes your conflicting will in his 
hand, in the hand of a child whose will is simple and beyond 
conflict, You cannot learn this, it can only develop in you. You 
cannot will this it takes the will from your hand and wills itself 
Will yourself, that leads to the way."* 

But fundamentally you are terrified of yourself, and therefore 
you prefer to run to all others rather than to yourself. I saw 
the mountain of the sacrifice, and the blood poured in streams 
from its sides. When I saw how pride and power satisfied men, 
how beauty beamed from the eyes of women when the great war 
broke out, I knew that mankind was on the way to self-sacrifice. 

The spirit of the depths has seized mankind and forces 
self-sacrifice upon it, Do not seck the guilt here or there. The 
spirit of the depths clutched the fate of man unto itself, as it 
clutched mine. He leads mankind through the river of blood 
to the mystery. In the mystery man himself becomes the two 
principles, the lion and the serpent. 

Because I also want my being other, I must become a Christ. I 
am made into Christ, I must suffer it. Thus the redeeming blood 
flows. Through the self-sacrifice my pleasure is changed and goes 
above into its higher principle. Love is sighted, but pleasure is 
blind. Both principles are one in the symbol of the flame. The 
principles strip themselves of human form.” 

The mystery showed me in images what I should afterward 
live. I did not possess any of those boons that the mystery showed 
me, for I still had to earn all of them." 

Sinis. part. prim. (End of part one) 

that alone do I call redemption" COF 
230 On February 1, 1916 Jang sad in a discussion ache Asaciato for Anaya Pachology: “We abuse the wll natural growth abjugted othe will 

‘War teaches us"The wills of no use—we will se witere this leads. We are completly su ject the absolute power ofthe becoming’ (MAP, vol. , P. 106). 
231 The Draft and Correced Draft have “Since yourare [we ae] inwardly still ancient Jews and heathens with unholy Gods" (P-137) 
332 The Corrected Draft hae: "we ourselves" (p. 138) 
233 The Corrected Draft has "and we called ourselves Christians, imitators of Chris. To be Christ onself isthe tue following of Christ” (p. 136) 
334 This may refer to the German peasants rebellion of 1335, 
235 la 1918, in his preface to the second edition of The Psychology of the Unconscious Process, Jung wrote: “The spectacle ofthis catastrophe threw man back on himself by tang hm fel hs complete impotence i sumed him inward, ‘outward. But sil oo few sek inward to their own sere ind stil fewer ask themselves whether the ends of 

ih rething coking he seks meting that guarentee hin «hold. Tao many stl sek 
Thaman society might not best be served if each man 

tries to abolish the old order in himself and to practice in his own person and in his own inward state chose precepts, those victories which he preaches at every street. 
‘comer, instead of always expecting these things af his fellow men (CW 7, p-§) 

236 The Draft has: If this doesn’ happen, Christ will not be overcome and the evil must become even greater. Therefore, my friend, I say this to you so that you can tell 
your friends, and that the word may spread among the people” (P.157) 

237 The Draft continues, "I saw that a new God 

and especially if you are thinker. The God 
‘become God through this, or become divine, bt God becomes human. He becomes apparent in you and through you. as a child 7 
‘of childish insofar ae yow area developed man. ‘The childish man-hae an li Gods the old God who-we knowand 

had come to be out of Christ the Lord, a young Hercules" 
2338 A long passage occurs hece in the Draft and Corrected Drea paraphrase of which follows: The God hol 

‘throughout] in his lef. Love i on our favorable side, forethinking on the unfavorable. This should recommend love to you, insofs 
‘Theit unity is God, Fhe God develops through the uniting of both principles in you [me]. You [1] do not 

i 

157). love in his ight forethinking [che idea,” substituted a8 you are a pare of chis world, 
vine wil come to-yourar chile 

rinose deat rap yor ce havensoan fF your ane prow 
can only become more chick. Yeurrave youth before you and athe mysteries of what is t-come-Fhe-cildisi-has deathrbofore hinrsinec he muse rse become 
grown up. Yourwill become grown-up incofar2s Jou overcome the Grodof the ancients-and of "You overcome him ao: through setting him aside, obeying, 
Se spofarine [Zag Theil ce rnp beeen eed oe eared [sne he sh nero of the pes gee conse) 

["One,” throughout] can only avercome the old God through becoming hie yourself and experiencing his suffering and dying yourself You overcome him and 
become yourself, s one who seeks himself and no longer imitates heroes. You free yourself, when you free yourself from the old God and his model, When you have 
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become the model, then you no longer need hi ns - izastehuman-wi [God uns the opposition betven love nd the ies, tnd hold tin his hands Love and forehinking exited rom ery, bu they were 
nocwiled Everyone avas wil the spin f ths ip, whch thinks and ese: He who wil he pf the dep wls oe ad ee Ifyou will both, 
you become God, If you do this, the God is born and sizes possession ofthe will of men and holds ks will in his childs hand, 

vy Love and (oethinking ain the Worl fhe beyond hy i So long as you do not will them and your wing Teepe them separate Ifyou will both, the struggle breaks out in you between 
wing love and wil feeiog [econ] “uve tht youcantlbotht theta ue fn th need he od will Bebe, 

Inthe Mysreriam and he wl ake the divided wl in his hands, in the hands of cil whote wl s simple and beyond being pi. What i this vehi wing? 
You cant learnt through description, ican only become in you. Nox can you will, You cannot learn or empathize i from what I i. Fefrunbelerale how meant 
fi ‘ _ ystery S 788 "8 sor" Yon hos noe arn my-way you (pp 245). 

a9 The Core Draft has "The great spin” (149) 
240 A Tong passage appeas ere inthe Corrected Dafa paraphrase of which follows: As yours how pride and power filled men and how beauty streamed out ofthe ees 
dof women when the war gripped the peopl, yorknew that mankind was onthe way You Knew that this wat was not only adventure, criminal ats and Kling but 
the mystery of elfsacrice The [pret changed throughout] sprit of he depes has seized humanity and forced him through the war to self-sacrifice. Bont seek 

[Guilt does lie outsie| Tes the spire ofthe depths who leads the people into the Mysterio, juste he led me: He leads the people to 
the river of blood, just as he led me. I experienced in the Mysterium what the peopl "which happened outside on a large scale"). 3did- 

ow tsb the right ae how my wl God I experienced [wanted] Christ's self-sacrifice. The Mystrium of 
rst completed ivf in front of my eyes. My forethinkang [ The ida standing above me] forced me vo this, but sessed, My highest desire-mylions-my hotest 

sson, I watted tore up agaist the mysterio wilt slfsacrice. So was ikea Hon encircled by the serpent, an image of fate eternally cee 
‘tell ] Salome came to me from the righ the favorable side Pleaareavakenetn-me I experienced tat my pleatire comes ome when | accomplish the elf sacrifice. 
Theae that Maia, sal she [ry] mother oF Chri, snc love has alto borne Christ Love brings the selsarifcer and self-sacrifice. Love also 
the mother of my self surf. In that theae and acepe this, T experience that I become Chris, ince I recogni that love makes me into Christ. But still dubs, 
Since tis neal impossible forthe thinker to differentiate himself rom his thought and accep that what happens in his thought is lo something outside of himself. 

P 7. 

dosbe-wher my pleasure tol me that Forarchris [Salome] My pleasure said ro me,[ that lam Christ] beeae love, which is higher than pleasure, which however 
isan me hidden in pleasure, had led met selfsaerifce and made me into Cvs Pleasure came neat to me, encircled me in ings an forced me to experience the 
torment of Christ and to pill my blood for the word. My willing, which erie served the spit oF shite [-Zeitgeist”subetitated throughout] went under the 
‘pio he dep and ta was revo eter byte pt ofthe ine snow determined by he spi ofthe dep, by aenking en abetted 
‘Rroughout) and pease. Ie determined me through the wiling of self-sacrifice and to the spiling of blood, my if’ estence, Mark sha iis my ba pleasure which 
leads me to slf-sterifice. ts innermost love, whch wil be fred fom pleasure through sacrifice. Here the wonder happened that ny previusy blind plessure 
became sighted, My pleasure was blind, and ie was love, Since my strongest willing willed self-sacrifice, my pleasure changed, t went into a higher principle, which in odio with ttn ove sighed, bt plese nd Paste ay want what closer 2d fe ough he mii bing om one athe, 
without a goa, just seeking and never fled, Love wants what i furthest the best and the fling And Lsaw something further, aamely tae the forethinking in 
‘ne had the form ofan old prophet, which showed that was pre-Cheistan, and transformed ite nt a principle that no longer appeared in airman form but in 
the absolite form ofa pure white ight So-the humane Forethinking and pessice 
united nme in new form and the willing in me, which appeared foreign and dangerous, the wiling ofthe sist ofthe depths, fy paralyzed the fee ofthe shining 
flame. beeame one with my wll This happened in me, I}ast sw itn * Tike in Tp Dal und cringe beat meng in tere Grad of eer [tip es all ono me Peonepoena et thongs Whit blr meet hae fla barra shar etwhre Bu tata of ie iped Sco wo a nape happened ws my wants ith before the white flame, was a tron feng tha came to these of my wil and led me through everything that came after, yell through whowe suffering had to extn {Ct had fist seen] (Pp 146-90), 24 Giles Quispel report that jung tld the Dutch poet Roland Horst that he had writen Psychol Type on the basis of thirty pages of he Red Book (ited in Stephan Hoc The Gua jang ote Sern Sermons othe Ded [Wheaton IL: Quest. 1985}. 6) Iti ikl hat be had in mind these preceding three chapters ofthe *Myseriam” What i presented bere develop the notions of the canict Between opposing functions, the identifeation with he leading function, and the development of the reconcng symbol a elution ofc confit of opposies hich are the coma nue in chapter 5 of Pye Typs (CW 6) the “Type Problem n Poetry” In his 192s seminar, Jang ak “I found thatthe unconstous i working out enormous collective fantasies, Just before, vas passionately interested in working out iyi, now I beeame jst as much interested inthe material of the unconscious, This i infact the only way of getting at myth formation. And so the Birt chapter of {he Pxychlgofthe Uneoncos became moet correct tre. I watched the creation of mys gong on and gor an insight ina the tructue of the unconscious, forming thus che concept chat plays such srle inthe Types. drew ll my empirical material from my patients, but the solution ofthe problem I drew from the inside, fmm sty Clservation of the unconscious proceses, hae red to fase texe two curent of outer and inner expetience inthe book ofthe Type, and have termed the process ofthe fusion ofthe two currents the transcendent function” (anal Pach p34) 
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The Images of the Erring’ 
[HI 1} noliteaudire verba prophetarum, qui prophetant vobis et decipiunt 
vos visionem cordis suf loguuntur, non de ore Domini, audivi quae dixerunt 
prophetae prophetantes én nomsine meo mendacium, aque dicents: somavi, 
somniav, usqueguo istud est in corde prophetarum varicinantium mendacium 
et prophetansium seductionem cordis sui? qui volunt facere ut obliviscatur 
populus meus nominis mei proprer somnia corum, quae narrant unusquisque 
«ad proximum suum: sue obliti sunt patres eorum nomsinis mei propter Baa, 
prophets, qui habet somnium, narretsommium et qui haber sermonem meur, 
Toquatur sermonem meum vere: uid paleis ad triticum? dict dominus 

["Hearken not unto the words of the prophets that prophesy 
unto you: they make you vain: they speak a vision of their own 
heart, and not out of the mouth of the Lord.” (Jeremiah 23: 16)] 

['I have heard what the prophets said, that prophesy lies in my 
name, saying, I have dreamed, I have dreamed. How long shall 
this be in the heart of the prophets that prophesy lies? Yea, 
they are prophets of the deceit of their own heart; Which think 
to cause my people to forget my name by their dreams which 
they tell every man to his neighbour, as their fathers have 
forgotten my name for Baal. The prophet that hath a dream, 
let him tell a dream; and he that hath my word, let him speak my 
word faithfully, What is the chaff to the wheat? saith the Lord” 
(Jeremiah 23: 25~28)]. / 

The Red One’ 
Cap. 

[HI 2} The door of the Mysterium has closed behind me. I 
feel that my will is paralyzed and that the spirit of the depths 
possesses me. I know nothing about a way. I can therefore neither 
want this nor that, since nothing indicates to me whether I 
wane this or that. I wait, without knowing what I'm waiting for 
But already in the following night I felt that I had reached a 
solid point 

"Lind that I am standing on the highest tower of a castle. The 
air tells me so: I am far back in time. My gaze wanders widely 
over solitary countryside, a combination of fields and forests. I 
am wearing a green garment. A horn hangs from my shoulder. I 
am the tower guard, I look out into the distance. I see a red point 
out there, It comes nearer on a winding road, disappearing for a 
while in forests and reappearing again: itis a horseman in a red 
coat, the red horseman. He is coming to my castle: he is already 
riding through the gate. I hear steps on the stairway, the steps 
creak, he knocks: a strange fear comes over me: there stands the 
Red One, his long shape wholly shrouded in red, even his hair is 
red. I think: in the end he will turn out to be the devil 

The Red One: “I greet you, man on the high tower, I saw you 
from afar, looking and waiting. Your waiting has called me.” 

1 The Hondwriten Draft has: "The Advencures ofthe Wandering” (p. 352). 
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I: "Who are you” 
T. R: ‘Who am I? You think I am the devil. Do not pass 

judgment. Perhaps you can also talk to me without knowing who 
Tam. What sort of a superstitious fellow are you, thai 
you think of the devil?” 

1: “If you have no supernatural ability, how could you feel that 
I stood waiting on my tower, looking out for the unknown and 
the new? My life in the castle is poor, since I always sit here and 
no one climbs up to me.” 

T. R: “So what are you waiting for?” 
1:*I await ll kinds of things, and especially I’m waiting for some 

of the world’s wealth, which we don't see here, to come to me.” 
T. R: "So, I have come to absolutely the right place. I have 

wandered a long time through the world, secking those like you 
who sit upon a high tower on the lookout for things unseen.” 

1: “You make me curious. You seem to be a rare breed. Your 
appearance is not ordinary, and then too—forgive me—it seems 
to me that you bring with you a strange air, something worldly, 

something impudent, or exuberant, or—in fact—something pagan.” 
T.R: “You don’t offend me, on the contrary, you hit your nail 

on the head. But I’m no old pagan as you seem to think.” 
I:"I don’t want to insist on that. You are also not pompous and 

Latin enough. You have nothing classical about you. You seem to 
be a son of our time, but as I must remark, a rather unusual one 
You're no real pagan, but the kind of pagan who runs alongside 
our Christian religion.” 

T. R: “You're truly a good diviner of riddles. You're doing 
better than many others who have totally mistaken me.” 

I: “You sound cool and sneering, Have you never broken your 
heart over the holiest mysteries of our Christian religion?” 

T. R: “You're an unbelievably ponderous and serious person 
‘Are you always so urgent?” 

I: “I would before God always like to be as serious and true to 
myself as I try to be. However, that certainly becomes difficult in 
your presence, You bring a certain gallows air with you, and you're 
bound to be from the black school of Salerno; where pernicious 
arts are taught by pagans and the descendants of pagans.” 

T. R: “You're superstitious and too German. You take literally 
‘what the scriptures say, otherwise you could not judge me so hard.” 

/1:*A haed judgment is the last thing I would want. Bue my 
nose does not play tricks on me. You're evasive, and don’t want to 
reveal yourself, What are you hiding?” 

mediately 

(The Red One seems to get redder, his garments shine like 
glowing iron.) 

TR: “I hide nothing from you, you true-hearted soul. I simply 
amuse myself with your weighty seriousness and your comic 
veracity. This is so rare in our time, especially in men who have 
understanding at their disposal.” 

I: “believe you cannot fully understand me. You apparently 
compare me with those whom you know. But I must say to you 
for the sake of truth that I neither really belong to this time nor 

2 Ini esayon Pea in 1932, Jang described the paintings of sehizophrenics—seanig her only has in which pci disusbance would probably produce 
schizoid symptoms, rather than people who suffered from this condition—as follows: “From a purely formal point of 
hich expresses itself in the so-called lines of fracture, that is, a type of psychic fissure which runs right through he picture” (CW 15, 

ew ma chaise oof gino, fa tap 
2 These gasps in Latin fro he ible were ted by Jang in ola Types i921 (rom Luther: Bl) and needaced with the fellowing comments. "The form 

in which Chest preseated the content of his unconscious to the worl fd became accepted and was delared valid forall Thereafter ll individual fantasies became otiose 
and worthless, and were persecuted as heretical, a the fate ofthe Gnostic movement and of all ater heresies testifies. The prophet Jeremiah i speaking justin this vein 
‘whea he warns" (CW 6, §81) 

4 The Corrected Draft has “V The Great Wandering I. The Red One" (p. 157) 
5 This depicts Jung inthe opening scene ofthis fantasy. 
{6 The previous paragraph was added in the Draft (p 167). 
17 December 26.1913, § Salerno i a rown in southwest Italy founded by the Romans. Jung may have been referring to the Academia Segreta, which was established in the 15408 

and promoted alchemy 
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to this place. A spell has banished me to this place and time for 
years. I am really not what you see before you.” 

T. R: “You say astounding things. Who are you then?” 
1:"Thatis irrelevant. I stand before you as that which I presently 

am, Why am I here and like this, I do not know: But I do know 
that I must be here to justify myself according to my best knowledge. 
T know just as little who you are, as you know who Tam.” 

T. R: “That sounds very strange. Are you something of a saint? 
Hardly a philosopher, since you have no aptitude for scholarly 
language. But a saint? Surely that. Your solemnity smells of 
fanaticism. You have an ethical air and a simplicity that smacks 
of stale bread and water.” 

I: “I can say neither yes nor no: you speak as one trapped in 
the spitit of this time. It seems to me that you lack the terms 
of comparison.” 

T. R: “Perhaps you attended the school of the pagans? You 
answer like a sophist? How can you then measure me with the 
yardstick of the Christian religion, if you are no saint?” 

I: “Tt seems to me, though, that one can apply this yardstick 
even if one is no saint. I believe I have learned that no one is allowed 

to avoid the mysteries of the Christian religion unpunished. I 
repeat: he whose heart has not been broken over the Lord Jesus 
Christ drags a pagan around in himself, who holds him back from 
the best.” 

‘T. R: “Again this old tune? What for, if you are not a Christian 
saint? Are you not a damned sophist after all?” 

I: “You are ensnared in your own world, But you certainly 
seem to think that one can assess the worth of Christianity 
correctly without being a downright saint.” 

T. Rs “Are you a doctor of theology, who examines Christianity 
from the outside and appreciates it historically, and therefore a 
sophist after all?” 

1:"You're stubborn, What I mean is that its hardly a coincidence 
that the whole world has become Christian. I also believe that it 
was the task of Western man to carry Christ in his heart and to 
grow with his suffering, death, and resurrection.” 

T. R: “Well, there are also Jews who are good people and yet 
had no need for your solemn gospels.” 

1: "You are, it seems to me, no good reader of people: have 
you never noticed that the Jew himself lacks something—one 
in his head, another in his heart, and he himself feels that he 
lacks something?” 

T.R: "Indeed I'm no Jew, but I must come to the Jews defense 
you seem to be a Jew hater” 

I: “Well, now you speak like all those Jews who accuse anyone 
of Jew hating who does not have a completely favorable judgment, 
while they themselves make the bloodiest jokes about their own 
kkind, Since the Jews only too clearly feel that particular lack and yet 
do not want to admit it, they are extremely sensitive to criticism. 
Do you believe that Christianity left no mark on the souls of men? 
‘And do you believe that one who has not experienced this most 
intimately can still partake of its fruit?" 

T. R: “You argue your case well. But your solemnity?! You 
could make matters much easier for yourself. If you're no saint, 
I really don't see why you have to be so solemn, You wholly 
spoil the fun, What the devil is troubling you? Only Christianity 
with its mournful escape from the world can make people / so 
ponderous and sullen.” 

1: "I think there are still other things that bespeak seriousness” 
T.R: Oh, know, you mean life, I know this phrase. I too live 

and don't let my hair turn white over it. Life doesn't require any 
seriousness, On the contrary, it’s better to dance through life.”" 

I: "know how to dance, Yes, would we could do it by dancing! 
Dancing goes with the mating season. I know that there are those 
who are always in heat, and those who also want to dance for their 
Gods, Some are ridiculous and others enact Antiquity, instead of 
honestly admitting their utter incapacity for such expression.” 

T. R: “Here, my dear fellow, I doff my mask. Now T grow 
somewhat more serious, since this concerns my own province. 
Ie’s conceivable that there is some third thing for which dancing 
‘would be the symbol.” 

The red of the rider transforms itself into a tender reddish 
fiesh color, And behold—Oh miracle—my green garments 
everywhere burst into leaf 

I: "Perhaps too there is a joy before God that one can call 
dancing. But I haven’t yet found this joy. I look out for things that 
are yet to come, Things came, but joy was not among them.” 

T.R: “Don't you recognize me, brother, I am joy!” 
I: “Could you be joy? T see you as through a cloud. Your image 

fades. Let me take your hand, beloved, who are you, who are you?” 
Joy? Was he joy? 

[2] Surely this red one was the devil, but my devil. That is, he 
‘was my joy, the joy of the serious person, who keeps watch alone 
on the high tower—his red-colored, red-scented, warm bright 
red joy: Not the secret joy in his thoughts and in his looking, but 
that strange joy of the world that comes unsuspected like a warm 
southerly wind with swelling fragrant blossoms and the ease of 
living, You know it from your poets, this seriousness, when they 
expectantly look toward what happens in the depths, sought out 
first ofall by the devil because of their springlike joy.” Ie picks up 
men like a wave and drives them forth. Whoever tastes this joy 
forgets himself And there is nothing sweeter than forgetting 
oneself. And not a few have forgotten what they are. But even 
‘more have taken root so firmly that not even the rosy wave is able 
to uproot them. They are petrified and too heavy, while the others 
are too light 

I earnestly confronted my devil and behaved with him as with 
a real person. This I learned in the Mysterium: to take seriously 
every unknown wanderer who personally inhabits the inner world, 
since they are real because they are effectual” It does not help that 
wwe say in the spirit of this time: there is no devil. There was one 

9 The Sophists were Grek philosophers in the fourth and fifth centuries BCE, centered in Athens, and included figures such at Protagoras, Gorgas and Hippias gar ears ap wel on Seen for es an pa purtetae stenton to acing shears tc atack in amber of logue are ae the meer neuer 
connotation ofthe term as one who plays with words, 16 The Dr contiques" Noone can flout the spiral development of many centuries and reap what they have no sowed” (173) 11 In Nieciches Tht pte Zarohan, Zarate admonishes the overcoming he pat of you hs learned wo dance aoa man onght wo dance—to dane beyond youels” CO the ni sa Ina seminar in 939, ng dacssd the historeal ansfonation of the pe ofthe dev He noted ‘aut, and causes wantonness, ate, or aly lov sce Childe’ Dreas: Ne rom te Soar he 
Falzeder and Tony Woolfson (Princeton: Princeton University Press/Philemon Series, 2008), p174. 

15 The Draft continues: "You have heard from Faust about how commanding this kind of oy is" 

vty and urges "You Higher Men, che worst thing about you is: none of 
meh” p. 306) 

ren he appears red, he is of a fiery that is, passionate 
eds, Lorenz Jung and Maria Meyer-Grass, t. Erast 

175). The reference isto Goethe's Foust. 
14 The Drafts: ‘As you have known from Faust, there are many who forget who they were because they lt themselves be swept avay” (P. 175) 15 Junge Bote fanny Bat rel ihe or ated this point in 1938 while presenting the method of active imagination As agsns th, the tiene credo of ou Hine has developed a supertious phobia fr «fates of hc uncarcious wrk thers can Be no lub hou (ie Reon brent ade Une CW 863) 
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with me. This took place in me. I did with him what I could. I 
could speak with him. A religious conversation is inevitable with 
the devil, since he demands it, if one does not want to surrender 

to him unconditionally. Because religion is precisely what the 
devil and I cannot agree about. I must have it out with him, as 
T cannot expect that he as an independent personality would 
accept my standpoint without further ado. 

I would be fleeing if I did not try to come to an understanding 
with him. Fever you have the rare opportunity to speak with the 
devil, then do not forget to confront him in all seriousness. He is 
your devil after all. The devil as the adversary is your own other 
standpoint; he tempts you and sets a stone in your path where you 
least want it 

Taking the devil seriously does not mean going over to his 
side, or else one becomes the devil. Rather it means coming to an 
understanding. Thereby you accept your other standpoint. With 
that the devil fundamentally loses ground, and so do you. And 
that may be well and good, 

‘Although the devil very much abhors religion for its particular 
solemnity and candor, it has become apparent, however, that it 
is precisely through religion that the devil can be brought to an 
understanding. What I said about dancing struck him because I 
spoke about something that belonged in his own domain. He fails 
to take seriously only what concerns others because that is the 
peculiarity of all devils. In such a manner, I arrive at his seriousness, 
and with this we reach common / ground where understanding is 
possible. The devil is convinced that dancing is neither lust nor 
madness, but an expression of joy, which is something proper to 
neither one nor the other. In this I agree with the devil. Therefore 
he humanizes himself before my eyes. But I turn green like a 
tee in spring. 

Yer that joy is the devil, or that the devil is joy, has got to 
worry you. I pondered this for over a week, and I fear that it has 
not been enough. You dispute the fact that your joy is your devil 
But it seems as if there is always something devilish about joy: If 
your joy is no devil for you, then possibly itis for your neighbors, 
since joy is the most supreme flowering and greening of life. This 
knocks you down, and you must grope for a new path, since the 
light in that joyful fire has completely gone out for you. Or your 
joy tears your neighbor away and throws him off course, since life 
is like a great fire that torches everything in its vicinity: But fire is 
the element of the devil 

‘When I saw that the devil is joy, surely I would have wanted to 
make a pact with him. But you can make no pact with joy, because 
it immediately disappears. Therefore you cannot capture the devil 
either. Yes, it belongs to his essence that he cannot be captured. He 
is stupid if he lees himself be caught, and you gain nothing from 
having yet one more stupid devil. The devil always seeks to saw 
off the branch on which you sit. That is useful and protects you 
from falling asleep and from the vices that go along with it. 

The devil is an evil element. But joy? If you run after it, you 
see that joy also has evil in it, since then you arrive at pleasure and 
from pleasure go straight to Hell, your own particular Hell, which 
turns out differently for everyone. 

Through my coming to terms with the devil, he accepted 
some of my seriousness, and I accepted some of his joy. This gave 

‘THE CASTLE IN THE FOREST | 261 

me courage. But if the devil has gotten more earnest, one must 
brace oneself” It is always a risky thing to accept joy, but it leads 
us to life and its disappointment, from which the wholeness of 
our life becomes.* 

The Castle in the Forest” 
Cap ii 

[HI 5] "In the second night thereafter, I am walking alone 
in a dark forest and I notice that I have lost my way" Lam on a 
dark care track and stumble through the darkness. I finally come to 
«quiet, dark swamp water, and a small old castle stands a its center 
I think it would be good to ask here for the night’s lodgings. 1 
knock on the door, I wait a long time, it begins to rain. I have 
to knock again, Now I hear someone coming: the door opens. A 
man in an old fashioned garment, a servant, asks what I want. I ask 
about lodgings for the night, and he lets me enter a dark vestibule. 
Then he leads me up an old, worn-out stairway. At the top I come 
to a wider and higher hall-like space with white walls, ined with 
black chests and wardrobes 

1am led into a kind of reception room. It is a simple space 
with old upholstered furniture. The dim light of an antiquated 
lamp lights the room only very meagerly: The servant knocks on a 
side door and then quietly opens it.I scan it swiftly: it’s a scholar’s 
study, with bookshelves on all four walls and a large writing desk, 
at which an old man sits wearing a long black robe. He beckons 
me to draw closer. The air in the room is heavy and the old man 
seems careworn, He is not without dignity—he seems to be one 
of those who have as much dignity as one can be granted. He has 
that modest-fearful look of scholarly men who have long since 
been squashed to nothing by the abundance of knowledge. I think 
that he is a real / scholar who has learned great modesty before 
the immensity of knowledge and has given himself tirelessly 
to the material of science and research, anxiously and equably 
appraising, as if he personally had to represent the working out 
of scientific truth. 

He greets me embarrassed, as ifabsent and defensive. I do not 
wonder about this since I look like an ordinary person. Only with 
difficulty can he turn his gaze away from his work. I repeat my 
request for lodgings for the night. After a longer pause the old man 
remarks, "So, you want to sleep, then please yourself” I notice that 
he is absentminded, and therefore ask him to instruct the servant 
to show me a chamber: To this he says, “You are demanding, wait, 
1 cannot just drop everything!” He sinks again into his book. I wait 
patiently. After'a while he looks up astonished: “What do you want 
here? Oh—forgive me—I totally forgot that you are waiting here. 
T'll call the servant straightaway.” The servant comes and leads me 
to a small chamber on the same floor with bare white walls and a 
large bed. He wishes me good night and withdraws. 

‘As I am tired, I undress immediately and go to bed, after I 
have snuffed out the candle, The sheet is uncommonly rough and 
the pillow hard, My errant way has led me to a strange place: a 
small old castle whose scholaly owner is apparently spending the 
evening of his life alone with his books. No one else seems to be 
living in the house apart from the servant who lives over there 

16 The Draft continues: “Every attentive person knows their Hell, but no ll know their devil. There ae not onlyjayfl devils, but also sad ones" (p. 178) 
17 The Dra continues 

with him, Believe me” (pp. 178-79) 
yn alate adventure I discovered how seriousness suits the devil While seriousness certainly makes him more dangerous for you, it doesn’t agree 

18 The Dra continues “With cis newly gained joy 1 took ff on adventures without knowing where the way would ead could have known, however, that che dvi nan Crops sss dongh women Whe fg ove iad clever thugs sthnke ews no som ie There Iwas even fauna peje Ad gute taayis beep na in ay 5) 19 The Hones Df ta See so” (9385) 39 December 90 
11 Dante's Informs begins with the poet getting lost ina dark wood. There is slip of paper in Jung's copy by this page. 
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in the tower. An ideal though solitary existence, I think, this life 
of the old man with his books. And here my thoughts linger for 
a long time, until I finally notice that another thought doesn’t 
let go of me, namely that the old man has hidden his beautiful 
daughter here—a vulgar idea for a novel—an insipid, worn-out 
theme—but the romantic can be felt in every limb—a real novelistic 
idea—a castle in a forest—solitary night—an old man petrified 
in his books, protecting a costly treasure and enviously hiding it 
from all the world—what ridiculous thoughts come to me! Is it 
Hell or purgatory that I must also contrive such childish dreams 
on my wanderings? But I feel impotent to elevate my thoughts 
to something a bit stronger or more beautiful. I suppose I must 
allow these thoughts to come, What good would it do to push 
them away—they will come again—better to swallow this stale 
dink than keep it in the mouth, So what does this boring heroine 
look like? Surely blonde, pale—blue eyes—hoping longingly that 
every lost wanderer is her savior from the paternal prison—Oh, I 
know this hackneyed nonsense—T'd rather sleep—why the devil 
must I plague myself with such empty fantasies? 

Sleep does not come. I toss and turn—sleep still does not 
‘come—miust I finally harbor this unsaved soul in myself? And is 
ie this that will not let: me sleep? Have I such a novelistic soul? 
That's all I needed—this would be agonizingly ridiculous. 
Does this bitterest of all drinks never end? It must already 
be midnight—and still sleep does not come, What in the wide 
world, then, won't let me sleep? Is it something to do with this 
chamber? Is the bed bewitched? It’s terrible, what sleeplessness 
can drive a man to—even the most absurd and superstitious 
theories. It seems to be cool, I'm freezing—perhaps that's what 
keeps me from sleeping—it’s really uncanny here—Heaven knows 
what goes on here—weren’t those steps just now? No, that must 
have been outside—I roll over, firmly closing my eyes, I simply 
must sleep. Wasn't that the door just now? My God, someone 
is standing there! Am I seeing straight?—a slim girl, pale as 
death, standing at the door? For Heaven's sake, what is this? She's 
coming nearer! 

“Have you come at last?" she asks quietly: Impossible—this is a 
cruel mistake—the novel wants to become real—does it want to 
grow into some silly ghost story? To what nonsense am I damned? 
Is it my soul that harbors such novelistic brilliance? Must this, 
too, happen to me? I am truly in Hell—the worst awakening after 
death, to be resurrected in a lending library! Have I held the men 
of my time and their taste in such contempt that I must live in 
Hell and write out the novels that I have already spat on long ago? 
Does the lower half of average human taste also claim holiness 
and invulnerability, so that we might not say any bad word /about 
it without having to atone for the sin in Hell? 

She says, “Oh, s0 you too think me common? Do you too let 
yourself be deluded by the wretched delusion that I belong in a 
novel? You as well, whom I hoped had thrown off appearances 
and striven after the essence of things?” 

1: “Forgive me, but are you real? It's the sorriest likeness to those 
foolishly threadbare scenes in novels for me to assume that you 
are not simply some unfortunate product of my sleepless brain. Is 
my doubt then truly confirmed by a situation that conforms so 
thoroughly with a sentimental romance?” 

She: "You wretch, how can you doubt that I am real?” 

She falls to her knees at the foot of my bed, sobbing and 
holding her face in her hands, My God, in the end is she really rea, 
and do I do her an injustice? My pity awakens. 

I: “But for Heaven's sake, tell me one thing: in all earnestness 
must I assume that you are real?” 

She weeps and does not answer. 
1: “Who are you, then?” 
She: “I am the old man’s daughter. He holds me here in 

unbearable captivity, not out of envy or hate, but out of love, since 
Tam his only child and the image of my mother. who died young” 

1 scratch my head: is this not some hellish banality? Word for 
word, pulp fiction from the lending library! Oh you Gods, where 
have you led me? Ir’s enough to make one laugh, it’s enough 
to make one weep—to be a beautiful sufferer, a tragic shattered 
person is difficult, but to become an ape, you beautiful and great 
ones? To you the banal and eternally ridiculous, the unutterably 
hackneyed and emptied out, is never set like a gift of Heaven in 
uplifted praying hands. 

But stll she lies there, erying—yet what if she were real? Then 
she would be worth feeling sorry for, every man would have 
compassion for her. If she is a decent giel, what must it have cost 
her to enter into the rom of a strange man! And to overcome her 
shame in this way? 

1: “My dear child, I believe you, despite everything, chat you 
are real, What can I do for you?” 

She; “Finally, finally a word from a human mouth!” 

She gets up, her face beaming, She is beautiful. A deep purity 
rests in her look. She has a beautiful and unworldly soul, one 
that wants to come into the life of reality, to all reality worthy 
of pity to the bath of filth and the well of health, Oh this beauty 
of the soul! To see it climb down into the underworld of reality— 
what a spectacle! 

She: “What can you do for me? You have already done much 
for me. You spoke the redeeming word when you no longer placed 
the banal between you and me. Know then: I was bewitched by 
the banal” 

I: “Woe is me, you now become very fairy-tale-like.” 
She: “Be reasonable, dear friend, and do not stumble now 

over the fabulous, since the fairy tale is the great mother of the 
novel, and has even more universal validity than the most-avidly 
read novel of your time. And you know that what has been 
on everyone's lips for millennia, though repeated endlessly, still 
comes nearest the ultimate human truth. So do not let the fabulous 
come between us.” 

I:"You are clever and do not seem to have inherited the wisdom 
of your father. But tell me, what do you think of the divinity, of 
the so-called ultimate truths? I found it very strange to seek them in 
banality. According to their nature, they must be quite uncommon. 
Think only of our great philosophers.” 

She: “The more uncommon these highest truths are, the more 
inhuman must they be and the less they speak to you as something 
valuable or meaningful concerning human essence and being 
Only what is human and what you call banal and hackneyed / 
contains the wisdom that you seek. The fabulous does not speak 
against me but for me, and proves how universally human I am 
and how much I too not only need redemption but also deserve 

22 In “Wish fulfllmenc and symbolism in fairytales” (1908), Jungs colleague Franz Riklin argued that fairy tales were the spontaneous inventions of the primitive human 
sou an general tendency owihulent (WA: White, Th Poshna Rv [in] p95) in Tanti end Symi of Lid, Jung viewed fi es 
and myths eas representing primordial images. In his lacer work, he viewed them as expressions of archetypes, asin “On the archetypes ofthe collective unconscious” 
{G1 $0, Jung pupa Mace Lote von Fans deeopd the ppcnopl inrpetaon of rye in ui of works Sx er Tenet of fey Tea 
(Boston: Shambala, 1996), 
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it, For I can live in the world of reality as well or better than many 
others of my sex.” 

I; “Strange maiden, you are bewildering—when I saw your 
father, I hoped he would invite me to a scholarly conversation. 
He did not, and I was aggrieved at him because of this, since his 
distracted slackness hurt my dignity. But with you I find it much 
better. You give me matters to ponder. You are uncommon.” 

She: “You are mistaken, I am very common.” 
1:"I can’t believe that. How beautiful and worthy of adoration 

is the expression of your soul in your eyes. Happy and enviable is 
the man who will free you.” 

She: “Do you love me?” 
I: “By God, I love you—but—unfortunately I am already 

married,” 

She:“So—you see: even banal reality isa redeemer. I thank you, 
dear friend, and I bring you greetings from Salome.” 

With these words her shape dissolves into darkness. Dim 
moonlight penetrates the room. Where she stood something 
shadowy lies—it is a profusion of red roses. 

[2] “IF no outer adventure happens to you, then no inner 
adventure happens to you either, The part that you take over 
from the devil—joy, that is—leads you into adventure. In this way 
you will find your lower as well as your upper limits, It is necessary 
for you to know your limits. If you do not know them, you run 
into the artificial barriers of your imagination and the expectations 
of your fellow men. But your life will not take kindly to being 
hemmed in by artificial barriers, Life wants to jump over such 
barriers and you will fll out with yourself. These barriers are not 
your real limits, but arbitrary limitations that do unnecessary 
violence to you. Therefore try to find your real limits. One never 
knows them in advance, but one sees and understands them only 
when one reaches them. And this happens to you only if you have 
balance. Without balance you transgress your limits without noticing 
‘what has happened to you. You achieve balance, however, only ifyou 
nurture your opposite. But that is hateful to you in your innermost 
core, because itis not heroic. 

My spirit reflected on everything rare and uncommon, it pried 
its way into unfound possibilities, toward paths that lead into the 
hidden, toward lights that shine in the night. And as my spisit did 
this, everything ordinary in me suffered harm without my noticing 
it, and it began to hanker after life, since I did not live it. Hence 
this adventure, I was smitten by the romantic. The romantic is a 
step backward. To reach the way, one must sometimes also take a 
few steps backward. 

In the adventure I experienced what I had witnessed in the 
Mysterium, What I saw there as Salome and Elijah became in life 
the old scholar and his pale, locked-up daughter. What I live is a 
distorted likeness of the Mysterium. Following the romantic way 
1 reached the awkwardness and ordinariness of life, where I run 
out of thoughts and almost forget myself. What I formerly loved 
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1 must now experience as feeble and wasted, and what I formerly 
derided I had to envy as towering and helplessly crave. I accepted 
the absurdity of this adventure. No sooner had this happened 
than I also saw how the maiden transformed herself and signified 
an autonomous meaning, One inquires into the desire of the 
ridiculous, and that is enough for it to change. 

What about masculinity? Do you know how much femininity 
‘man lacks for completeness? Do you know how much masculinity 
‘woman lacks for completeness? You seek the feminine in women 
and the masculine in men, And thus there are always only men 
and women. But where are people? You, man, should not seek 
the feminine in women, but seek and recognize it in yourself, as 
you / possess it from the beginning. It pleases you, however, to 
play at manliness, because it travels on a well-worn track. You, 
woman, should not seek the masculine in men, but assume the 
‘masculine in yourself, since you possess it from the beginning. But 
it amuses you and is easy to play at femininity, consequently man 
despises you because he despises his femininity. But humankind is 
masculine and feminine, not just man or woman, You can hardly 
say of your soul what sex itis. But if you pay close attention, you 
will see that the most masculine man has a feminine soul, and the 
‘most feminine woman has a masculine soul. The more manly you 
are, the more remote from you is what woman really i, since the 
feminine in yourself is alien and contemptuous. 

If you take a piece of joy from the devil and set off on 
adventures with it, you accept your pleasure, But pleasure 
immediately attracts everything you desire, and then you 
must decide whether your pleasure spoils or enhances you. If 
you are of the devil, you will grope in blind desire after the 
‘manifold, and it will lead you astray. But if you remain with 
yourself, as a man who is himself and not of the devil, then 
you will remember your humanity. You will not behave toward 
women per se as a man, but as a human being, that is to say, 
if you were of the same sex as her. You will recall your femininity. 
It may seem to you then as if you were unmanly, stupid, and 
feminine so to speak. But you must accept the ridiculous, 
otherwise you will suffer distress, and there will come a time, 
when you are least observant, when it will suddenly round on 
you and make you ridiculous. Itis bitter for the most masculine 
man to accept his femininity, since it appears ridiculous to him, 
powerless and tawdry. 

Yes, it seems as if you have lost all virtue, as if you have fallen 
into debasement, It seems the same way to the woman who 
accepts her masculinity” Yes, it seems to you like enslavement. 
‘You are a slave of what you need in your soul. The most masculine 
man needs women, and he is consequently their slave, Become a 
woman yourself* and you will be saved from slavery to woman, 
You are abandoned without mercy to woman so long as you 
cannot fend off mockery with all your masculinity It is good for 
you once to put on women’s clothes: people will laugh at you, but 
through becoming a woman you attain freedom from women and 

23 In“On the pychological aspects of the Kore igure” (19) Jang described this episode as allows: ‘A lonely house ina wood, were anol scholars ving, Suddenly his dlughter appears, Kind of ghost, complaining that people always onl consider her asa fatany” (CW , 1, $361. Jung commented (llowing his remarks concerning the Ethan leeds above st inp) ream pea dc se nett oa te pe: Theanine dren host 
cing” (bid, $373) 24 The Draf continues "My friend, you lam nothing abou my outer visible life, You nly hear about my inne lif, he counterpart of my outer if Ifyou therefore think that Ihave but any inner life and that is my ony le then you ae mistaken. For you must know tha yout inner life does not become Fiche atthe expense of your outer tone, but poorer, Ifyeu do not ie on the cusid, you wll not become richer within bu merely more burdened. This otto yout advantage and it the beginning of Likewise, your outer Ife wll not Become richee and more Beausfl athe expense of your inet one, but only poorer and poorer. Balance ns the way” 188) 5 The Dref continues “I returned to my middle ages where I wat il manic and these {experienced the adventure” (p. 190) 36 nga in Pyle Type, ng wrote "Avery feminine woman has 2 masculine soul anda very masculine man has aleminine sul The contrat ide tothe fact that for example acta ie notin all things wholly masculine, bu also normally has certain fini crate The more mascline his outer attitude i, the more his feminine traits are obliterated: instead they sppear in the unconscious” (CW 6, 6804). He desigaated the man's feminine oul asthe anima, and the woman's tmascline soul a the animus and described how individuals projected thee soul images onto members of the opposite sex (6805). 

27 For Jing, he integration ofthe anima forthe man and of the animus forthe woman was necesary forthe development of the personality, In 1928, he described this rocesr, which required withdrawing the projections fiom member of te opposite sex differentiating from them, and becoming conscious of them in The Relations nec the end he Unconsos, part ch 3, CW 7 $296 See alo Alon (195), CW 9,2 $208 28 Instead of this phrase, the Corrted Dif has: "Bat fhe acepts the feminine in himself he fees himelf from slavery to woman” (p 178). 
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their tyranny. The acceptance of femininity leads to completion. 
‘The same is valid for the woman who accepts her masculinity 

The feminine in men is bound up with evil. I find it on the 
way of desire, The masculine in the woman is bound up with 
evil. Therefore people hate to accept their own other. But if you 
accept it, that which is connected with the perfection of men comes 
to pass: namely, that when you become the one who is mocked, 
the white bird of the soul comes flying, It was far away, but your 
humiliation attracted it” The mystery draws near to you, and 
things happen around you like miracles. A gold luster shines, since 
the sun has risen from its grave. As aman you have no soul, since it 
is in the woman; as awoman you have no soul, since itis in the man. 
Buc if you become a human being, then your soul comes to you. 

If you remain within arbitrary and artificially created 
boundaries, you will wal as berween two high walls: you do 
not see the immensity of the world. But if you break down the 
walls that confine your views and if the immensity and its endless 
uncertainty inspire you with fear, then the ancient sleeper awak- 
ens in you, whose messenger is the white bird. Then you need the 
message of the old tamer of chaos. There in the whirl of chaos 
dwells eternal wonder. Your world begins to become wonderful 
Man belongs not only to an ordered world, he also belongs in 
the wonder-world of his soul. Consequently you must make your 
ordered world horrible, so that you are put off by being too much 
outside yourself, 

Your soul is in great need, because drought weighs on its 
world. If you look outside yourselves, you see the far-off forest 
and mountains, and above them your vision climbs to the realms 
of the stars. And if you look into yourselves, you will see on the 
other hand the nearby as far-off and infinite, since the world 
of the inner is as infinite as the world of the outer. Just as you 
become a part of the manifold essence of the world through your 
bodies, so you become a part of the manifold essence of the inner 
world through your soul, This inner world is truly infinite, in no 
way poorer than the outer one. Man lives in two worlds. A fool 
lives here or there, but never here and there. 

Perhaps you think that a man who consecrates his life to 
research leads a spiritual life and that his soul lives in / larger 
measure than anyone else's. But such a life is also external, just 
as external as the life of a man who lives for outer things. To be 
sure, such a scholar does not live for outer things but for outer 
thoughts—not for himself, but for his object. If you say of a man 
that he has totally lost himself to the outer and wasted his years 
in excess, you must also say the same of this old man, He has 
thrown himself away in all the books and thoughts of others. 
Consequently his soul isin great need, it must humiliate itself and 
run into every stranger's room to beg for the recognition that he 
fails to give her 

‘Therefore you see those old scholars running after recognition 
in a ridiculous and undignified manner. They are offended if their 
name is not mentioned, cast down if another one says the same 
thing in a better way, irreconcilable if someone alters theirs views 
in the least, Go to the meetings of scholars and you will see them, 
these lamentable old men with their great merits and their starved 

souls famished for recognition and their thirst which can never be 
slaked. The soul demands your folly, not your wisdom. 

Therefore, because I rise above gendered masculinity and yet 
do not exceed the human, the feminine that is contemptible to 
me transforms itself into a meaningful being. This is the most 
difficult thing—to be beyond the gendered and yet remain within 
the human. If you rise above the gendered with the help of a 
general rule, you become the same as that rule and overreach the 
human, Therefore you become dry, hard, and inhuman, 

‘You may go past the gendered for human reasons, and never 
for the sake of a general rule that remains the same in the most 
diverse situations, and therefore never has a perfect validity for 
cach single situation, IF you act from your humanity, you act from 
that particular situation without general principle, with only what 
corresponds to the situation, Thus you do justice to the situation, 
perhaps at the expense of a general rule. That should not be to0 
painful for you, because you are not the rule. There is something 
else that is human, something all too human, and whoever has 
ended up there will do well to remember the blessing of the 
general rule.® For the general rule also has meaning and has not 
been set up for fun. It comprises much venerable work of the 
hhuman spirit. Such persons are not capable of a general principle 
above the gendered, but only their imagination is capable of what 
they have lost. They have become their own imagination and 
arbitrariness, o their own detriment. They need to remember the 
gendered, so that they wake from their dreams to reality. 

It is as agonizing as a sleepless night to fulfill the beyond 
from the here and now, namely the other and the opposing in 
myselE. It sneaks up like a fever, ike a poisonous fog, And when 
your senses are excited and stretched to the utmost, the daimonic 
comes as something so insipid and worn out, so mild and stale, 
that it makes you sick. Here you would gladly stop feeling across 
to your beyond, Startled and disgusted, you long for the return of 
the supernal beauties of your visible world, You spit out and curse 
everything that lies beyond your lovely world, since you know 
that itis the disgust, scum, refuse of the human animal who stuffs 
himself in dark places, creeps along sidewalks, sniffs out every 
blesséd angle, and from the cradle to the grave enjoys only what 
has already been on everyone's lips. 

But here you may not stop—do not place your disgust between, 
your here-and-now and your beyond. The way to your beyond 
leads through Hell and in fact through your own wholly particular 
Hell, whose bottom consists of knee-deep rubble, whose air is the 
spent breath of millions, whose fires are dwarflike passions, and 
whose devils are chimerical sign-boards 

Everything odious and disgusting is your own particular Hell. 
How can it be otherwise? Every other Hell was at least worth 
seeing or full of fun. But that is never Hell. Your Hell is made 
up of all the things that you always ejected from your sanctuary 
with a curse and a kick of the foot. When you step into your 
own Hell, never think that you come like one suffering in 
beauty, or as a proud pariah, but you come like a stupid and 
curious fool and gaze in wonder at the scraps that have fallen 
from your table.* / 

29 Alec Dietrich nosed "Ofen cough popu bel deny th sou bil im the a (Abreu, Sdn eligi de ten Aker [ny 89 0.184) 
30 The Draf and Corrected Draft have: "Inasmuch I was this old man, busied in books and barren science, just and appraising Weesting grains of sand from the in 

desert, my [ef] so-called soul: name! Jf, suffered greatly" (p. 180) 
31 Huon, ll Too Hum was the tie of «work of Nietache', published in the inszallment from 1878, He described psychological observation as the reflection on the 

“Tnuman, ll oo human” (te RJ. Hollingdale (Cambridge: Cambridge University Pres 1096], p31). 
22 nOcaber 16 ins able he Pycologial Cab o nda nd Calc, fg noted ta hough ndidtion te india must sow onaate 
himself by cutting himvelf ff rom the divine and become wholly himself Thereby and rte sae time he also separates himself fom society Outwardly he planges 
{nto solitude, but inwardly into hell, distance from God" (CW 18, $1103 
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You really want to rage, but you see at the same time how well 
rage suits you. Your hellish absurdity stretches for miles. Good 
for you if you can swear! You will find that profanity is lifesaving, 
Thus if you go through Hell, you should not forget to give due 
attention to whatever crosses your path, Quietly look into everything 
that excites your contempt or rage; thereby you accomplish the 
miracle that I experienced with the pale maiden, You give soul to 
the soulless, and thereby it can come to something out of horrible 
nothingness. Thus you will redeem your other into life. Your values 
‘want to draw you away from what you presently are, to get you 
ahead of and beyond yourself. Your being, however, pulls you 
to the bottom like lead. You cannot at the same time live both, 
since both exclude each other. But on the way you can live both. 
Therefore the way redeems you, You cannot at the same time be 
on the mountain and in the valley, but your way leads you from 
mountain to valley and from valley to mountain. Much begins 
amusingly and leads into the dark. Hell has levels” 

One of the Lowly’ 
Cap. ii 

[HI 11] In the following night,® I found myself wandering 
once more, in a homely, snow-covered country. A gray evening sky 
covers the sun. The air is moist and frosty. Someone who does not 
ook trustworthy has joined me. Most notably, he has only one eye 
and a few scars on his face. He is poor and dirtily clothed, a tramp. 
He has a black stubble beard that has not seen a razor for a long 
time. I have a good walking stick for any eventuality. “Ie’s damned 
cold” he remarks after a while, I agree. After a longer pause he 
asks: “Where are you going?” 

1I:“T'm going to the next village, where I plan to stay overnight.” 
He: “Ti like to do that too, but will hardly manage to get a bed.” 
I: “Have you no money? Well, let us see. Are you out of work?” 
He: “Yes, times are bad. Until a few days ago, I was working for 

a locksmith. But then he had no more work. Now I’m traveling 
and looking for work.” 

I:"Wouldn’t you work for a farmer? There is always a shortage 
of farm labor.” 

“He: “Working for a farmer doesn't suit me. That means getting 
up early in the morning—the work is hard and wages are low.” 

1: “But it’s always much more beautiful in the country than in 
a town.” 

He: “It’s boring in the country, one meets nobody” 
I: "Well, but there are also villagers.” 
He; “But there is no mental stimulation, the farmers are clods.” 
Tlookathim astonished. What, he still wants mental stimulation? 

Better that he honestly earn his keep, and when he has done that 
he can think of stimulation. / 

I: “But tell me, what kind of mental stimulation is there in 
the city?” 

He: “You can go to the cinema in the evenings. That's great and 
cheap. You get to see everything that happens in the world” i 

33 In Dante's Commedia, Hell has nine levels 
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have to think of Hell, where there are also cinemas for those 
‘who despised this institution on earth and did not go there because 
everyone else found it to their taste. 

I: "What interested you most about the cinema?” 
He: “One sees all sorts of stunning feats. There was one man 

who ran up houses. Another carried his head under his arm. 
Another even stood in the middle of a fire and wasn't burnt. Yes, 
it’s really remarkable, the things that people can do.” 

‘And that’s what this fellow calls mental stimulation! But 
wait—that does seem remarkable: didn’t the saints also carry 

their heads under their arms?* Didn't Saint Francis and Saint 

Ignatius levitate—and what about the three men in the fiery 
furnace?” Isn't it a blasphemous idea to consider the Acta Sanctorum 
as historical cinema? Oh, today’s miracles are simply somewhat less 
mythical than technical. I regard my companion with feeling—he 
lives the history of the world—and I? 

1: “Certainly, it’s very well done. Did you see anything else 
like this?” 

He: “Yes, I saw how the King of Spain was murdered.” 
I: “But he wasn’t murdered at all.” 
He: “Well, that doesn’t matter; in that case it was one of those 

damned capitalist kings. At least they got one of them. If all of 
them were taken out, the people would be free.” 

Not a word more dare I say: Wilhelm Tell, a work by Friedrich 
Schiller—the man is standing right in the thick of it, in the stream 
of heroic story. One who announces the murder of the tyrant to a 
sleeping people.” 

We have arrived at the inn, a country tavern—a reasonably clean 
parlor—a few men sit with beer in the corner. I am recognized as a 
“gentleman” and led into the better corner where a chequered cloth 
covers the end of a table. The other sits down at the far end of the 
table, and I decide to have him served a proper evening meal, He 
is already looking at me full of expectation and hunger—with his 
one eye. 

I: “Where did you lose your eye?” 
He: “In a brawl. But I also got my knife into the other fellow 

pretty nicely: After that he got three months. They gave me 
six. But it was beautiful in prison, At the time the building was 
completely new: I worked in the locksmith’s, There wasn’t much to 
do and yet there was enough to eat. Prison really isnt al chat bad.” 

T look around to make sure that no one is listening to me 
talking with a former convict, But no one seems to have noticed. 
T seem to have ended up in well-to-do company. Are there also 
prisons in Hell for those who never saw the inside of one while 
they were alive? Incidentally —mustn' it be a peculiarly beautiful 
feeling to hit bottom in reality at least once, where there is no 
going down any further, but only upward beckons at best? Where 
for once one stands before the whole height of reality? 

He; “So after that there I was, out on the street, since they 
banished me. Then I went to France. It was lovely there.” 

‘What demands beauty makes! Something can be learned from 
this man, 

I: “Why did you have this brawl?” 

34 The Handursten Draft has: "Third Adventure” (p. 440). The Corrected Draft has “The Rogue," which is then covered over with paper (p. 186). 
35 December 29,1913, 
36 The emblem of the city of Zirich bears this motif, showing the lte-third-century martyrs Flix, Regula, and Exuperantus 
47 This appeas tobe arelerenceto Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego in Daniel 3, whom Nebuchadnezzar ordered tobe placed into a furnace fr refusing to wos the golden ol ht he had erected. They were uncthed bythe fie, whch ed Nebuchadnntar to dere tthe wuld cup anyone who henceforth spoke aginst thei Ge 
38 The act Sanctorum is collection of the Hives and legends ofthe saints arranged according to their feast days. Published by Jesuit in Belgium known a the Bolland 

Fathers, it began in 1643 and ran sity-thece folie volumes. 
39 In Wil Tl (805), eich Schl dramatied the evel f the Sis cantons agai the uleof the Aussan Habsburg empl at the beginning of the fourteenth century, which led othe funding of the Swiss confederation Tn set 4, scene 3, Wilkelm Tell lls Gesler the imperial represeneative Sesh, che ranger announces, 

“The fran ofthe land is dead, From now henceforth we suffer no oppression. We are free men” (@: W. Malnlana (Chicago: University of Chicago res 1973), p19) 
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He; “It was over a woman. She was carrying his bastard but I 
wanted to marry her. She was already due. After that she didn't 
want to anymore. I haven't heard from her.” 

I: “How old are you now?” 
He: “Til be thirty-five in spring. Once I find a proper job 

we can get married right off. I'll find myself one, I will. There's 
something wrong with my lungs, though. But that'll soon get 
better again.” 

/ Fle has a coughing fit I think that the prospects are not good 
and silently admire the poor devil's unswerving optimism, 

After dinner I go to bed in a humble room. I hear how the 
other settles into his lodging for the night next door. He coughs 
several times. Then he falls still. Suddenly 1 awaken again at an 
uncanny moan and gurgle mixed with a half-stifled cough. I listen 
tensely—no doubt, it’s him. It sounds like something dangerous. 
1 jump up and throw something on. I open the door of his room. 
Moonlight floods it. The man lies still dressed on a sack of straw. 
A dark stream of blood is flowing from his mouth and forming a 
puddle on the floor. He moans half choking and coughs out blood. 
He wants to get up but sinks back again—I hurry to support him 
but I see that the hand of death lies on him. He is sullied with 
blood twice over. My hands are covered with it, A rattling sigh 
escapes from him. Then every stiffness loosens, a gentle shudder 
passes over his limbs. And then everything is deathly still, 

‘Where am I? Are there also cases of death in Hell for those 
who have never thought about death? I look at my bloodstained 
hands—as if I were a murderer. .. Is it not the blood of my brother 
that sticks to my hands? The moon paints my shadow black on 
the white walls of the chamber. What am I doing here? Why this 
horrible drama? I look inquiringly at the moon as a witness, How 
does this concern the moon? Has it not already seen worse? Has 
it not shone a hundred thousand times into broken eyes? This 
is certainly of no avail to its eternal craters—one more of less. 
Death? Does it not uncover the terrible deceit of life? Therefore 
it is probably all the same to the moon, whether and how one 
passes away. Only we kick up a fuss about it—with what right? 

“What did this one do? He worked, lazed about, laughed, drank, 
ate, slept, gave his eye for the woman, and for her sake forfeited 
his good name; furthermore, he lived the human myth after a 
fashion, he admired the wonder-workers, praised the death of the 
tyrant, and vaguely dreamed of the freedom of the people. And 
then—then he miserably died—like everyone else. That is generally 
valid. I sat down on the floor. What shadows over the earth! All 
lights gutter out in final despondency and loneliness. Death has 
entered—and there is no one left to grieve. This is a final truth 
and no riddle. What delusion could make us believe in riddles? 

[2] We stand on the spiky stones of misery and death. 
‘A destitute joins me and wants admittance into my soul, and. 

am thus not destitute enough. Where was my destitution when 
1 did not live it? I was a player at life, one who thought earnestly 
about life and lived it easily. The destitute was far away and 
forgotten. Life had become difficult and murkier. Winter kept 
oon going, and the destitute stood in snow and froze. I join myself 
with him, since I need him. He makes living light and easy. He 
leads to the depths, to the ground where I can see the heights. 
Without the depths, I do not have the heights. I may be on the 
heights, but precisely because of that I do not become aware of 
the heights. I therefore need the bottommost for my renewal. If I 
am always on the heights, I wear them out and the best becomes 
atrocious to me. 

Butbecause I do not want to have it, my best becomes a horror to 
me. Because of that I myself become a horror, a horror to myself 
and to others, and a bad spirit of torment. Be respectful and know 
that your best has become a horror, with that you save yourself 
and others from useless torment. A man who can no longer climb 
down from his heights is sick, and he brings himself and others 
to torment. If you have reached your depths, then you see your 
height light up brightly over you, worthy of desire and far-off, 
as if unreachable, since secretly you would prefer not to reach it 
since it seems unattainable to you. For you also love to praise your 
heights when you are low and to tell yourself that you would have 
only left them with pain, and that you did not live so long as you 
missed them. Ie is a good thing that you have almost become the 
other nature that makes you speak this way: But at bottom you 
know that it is not quite true. 

‘At your low point you are no longer distinct from your fellow 
beings. You are not ashamed and do not regret it, since insofar as 
youlive the life of your fellow beings and descend to their lowliness 
/ you also climb into the holy stream of common life, where you 
are no longer an individual on a high mountain, but a fish among 
fish, a frog among frogs. 

Your heights are your own mountain, which belongs to you 
and you alone. There you are individual and live your very own 
life. If you live your own life, you do not live the common life, 
which is always continuing and never-ending, the life of history 
and the inalienable and ever-present burdens and products of the 
hhuman race. There you live the endlessness of being, but not the 
becoming, Becoming belongs to the heights and is full of torment. 
How can you become if you never are? Therefore you need your 
bottommost, since there you are. But therefore you also need 
your heights, since there you become 

If you live the common life at your lowest reaches, then you 
become aware of your self. If you are on your heights, then you 
are your best, and you become aware only of your best, but not 
that which you are in the general life as a being, What one is 
as one who becomes, no one knows. But on the heights, 
imagination is at its strongest. For we imagine that we know 
what we are as developing beings, and even more so, the less 
‘we want to know what we are as beings. Because of that we do 
not love the condition of our being brought low, although or 
rather precisely because only there do we attain clear knowledge 
of ourselves. 

Everything is riddlesome to one who is becoming, but not to 
one who is. He who suffers from riddles should take thought of 
his lowest condition; we solve those riddles from which we suffer, 
but not those which please us. 

To be that which you are is the bath of rebirth, In the depths, 
being is not an unconditional persistence but an endlessly slow 
growth. You think you are standing still like swamp water, but 
slowly you flow into the sea that covers the earth’s greatest deeps, 
and is so vast that firm land seems only an island imbedded in the 
‘womb of the immeasurable sea. 

‘Asa drop in the ocean you take part in the current, ebb and 
flow. You swell slowly on the land and slowly sink back again in 
interminably slow breaths. You wander vast distances in blurred 
currents and wash up on strange shores, not knowing how you 
got there. You mount the billows of huge storms and are swept 
back again into the depths. And you do not know how this 
happens to you. You had thought that your movement came from 
youand that it needed your decisions and efforts, so that you could 
get going and make progress. But with every conceivable effort you 
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‘would never have achieved that movement and reached those areas 
to which the sea and the great wind of the world brought you. 

From endless blue plains you sink into black depths; luminous 
fish draw you, marvelous branches twine around you from above 
You slip through columns and twisting, wavering, dark-leaved 
plants, and the sea takes you up again in bright green water 
to white, sandy coasts, and a wave foams you ashore and swallows 
you back again, and a wide smooth swell lifts you softly and 
leads you again to new regions, to twisting plants, to slowly 
creeping slimy polyps, and to green water and white sand and 
breaking surf, 

But from far off your heights shine to you above the sea in 
a golden light, like the moon emerging from the tide, and you 
become aware of yourself from afar, And longing seizes you and 
the will for your own movement. You want to cross over from 
being to becoming, since you have recognized the breath of the 
sea, and its flowing, that leads you here and there without your 

ever adhering; you have also recognized its surge that bears you to 
alien shores and carries you back, and gargles you up and down. 

You saw that it was the life of the whole and the death of each 
individual. You felt yourself entwined in the collective death, 
from death to the earth's deepest place, from death in your own 
strangely breathing depths. Oh—you long to be beyond; despair 
and mortal fear seize you in this death that breathes slowly and 
stseams back and forth eternally. All this light and dark, warm, 
tepid, and cold water, all these wavy, swaying, twisting plantlike 
animals and bestial plants, all these nightly wonders become a 
horror to you, and you long for the sun, for light dry air, for firm 
stones, for a fixed place and straight lines, for the motionless and 
firmly held, for rules and preconceived purpose, for singleness 
and your own intent. 

“The knowledge of death came to me that night, from the dying 
that engulfs the world, I saw how we live toward death, how the 
swaying golden wheat sinks together under the scythe of the 
reaper, / like a smooth wave on the sea-beach, He who abides in 
common life becomes aware of death with fear. Thus the fear of 
death drives him toward singleness. He does not live there, but 
he becomes aware of life and is happy, since in singleness he is 
cone who becomes, and has overcome death. He overcomes death 
through overcoming common life. He does not live his individual 
being, since he is not what he is, but what he becomes. 

One who becomes grows aware of life, whereas one who 
simply exists never will, since he is in the midst of life. He needs 
the heights and singleness to become aware of life, But in life he 
becomes aware of death, And it is good that you become aware 
of collective death, since then you know why your singleness 
and your heights are good. Your heights are like the moon that 
luminously wanders alone and through the night looks eternally 
clear. Sometimes it covers itself and then you are totally in the 
darkness of the earth, but time and again it fills itself out with 
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light. The death of the earth is foreign to it. Motionless and clear, 
it sees the life of the earth from afar, without enveloping haze 
and streaming oceans. Its unchanging form has been solid from 
eternity, It is the solitary clear light of the night, the individual 
being, and the near fragment of eternity. 

From there you look out, cold, motionless, and radiating. With 
otherworldly silvery light and green twilights, you pour out into 
the distant horror. You see it but your gaze is clear and cold. Your 
hands are red from living blood, but the moonlight of your gaze is 
motionless, Its the life blood of your brother, yes, itis your own 
blood, but your gaze remains luminous and embraces the entire 
horror and the earth’s round. Your gaze rests on silvery seas, on 
snowy peaks, on blue valleys, and you do not hear the groaning 
and howling of the human animal. 

“The moon is dead. Your soul went to the moon, to the preserver 
of souls* Thus the soul moved toward death." I went into the 
inner death and saw that outer dying is better than inner death. 
‘And I decided to die outside and to live within, For that reason I 
turned away® and sought the place of the inner life. 

The Anchorite 
Cap. iv. Dies 1 

[HI 15] On the following night, I found myself on new paths; 
hot dry air flowed around me, and I saw the desert, yellow sand 
all around, heaped up in waves, a terrible irascible sun, a sky as 
blue as tarnished steel, the air shimmering above the earth, on my 
right side a deeply cut valley with a dry river bed, some languid 
grass and dusty brambles. In the sand I see the tracks of naked 
feet that lead up from the rocky valley to the plateau. I follow 
them along a high dune. Where it falls off, the tracks move off 
to the other side. They appear to be fresh, and old half-worn-away 
footprints run alongside, I pursue them attentively: again they 
follow the slope of the dune, now they flow into another set of 
foorprints—but it is the same / set that I have already followed, 
the one ascending from the valley. 

Henceforth I follow the footprints downward in astonishment. 
1 soon reach the hot red rocks corroded by the wind, On the 
stone the footprints are lost but I see where the rock falls off 
in layers and I climb down, The air glows and the rock burns 
my soles, Now I have reached the bottom; there are the tracks 
again. They lead along the winding of the valley, a short distance. 
Suddenly I stand before a small hut covered in reeds and made 
of mud bricks. A rickety wooden plank forms the door where a 
cross has been painted in red. I open it quietly: A haggard man 
covered in a white linen mantle is sitting on a mat with his back 
leaning against the wall. Across his knees lies a book in yellow 
parchment, with beautiful black handwriting—a Greek gospel, 
without doubt. I am with an anchorite of the Libyan desert 

40 In Tronfrmaton ond Syebole ofthe Lido (1012), Jung cited beliefs in diferen cleus that che moon was the gathering place of departed souls (CW B, $496). 
[In Myron Cones (1035/56), Jung commented on this mos n alchemy (CW 14 8158). 

41 The Drgf continues “T accepted the roge and ved and died with him Since 1 lived hia, {Became his murderer, since we kill what we live (217). 
42 The Corrected Draft continues: “from de 
43 (First Day) The Handuriier Draft has 
‘44 December 30, 1913 In Blak By 

Pu sbi: Pt De” (46). The Cored ref hae “Dis. rein” (p20) hung ante ls of to eal sol apa et sit cera AE gh bd wtb my Lad 
to serve humanity through it, and now, my soul, youTesd me to these new things. Ys, it isthe in-between word, the pathless, the manifold-dazaling. I forgotehat I had 
reached a new word, which had been alien to me previously. I see nether way nor path. What I believed about the soul has to become true here, narly that she knows 
hher own way better, and that no intention can prescribe her a better one, I feel that a large chunk of science has been broken off. | suppose it must be lke this, for che sake 
‘of the soul and her life, 1 find the thought that this must occu only for me agonizing. and that perhaps no one wil gain insight from may work But my soul demands this, 

achievement. I should be able to do this just for myself without hope—for the sike of God. This is uly a ard way: Burwhat else did chose anchories of the fist ceneuries 
‘of Christisnity do? And were they the worst of least capable of those living 2¢ the end? Hardly, since they came to the most relentless conclusions with regard to the psy- 
chological necessity of ther time. They efe wife and child, wealth, glory and science~and turned toward the desert—for God's sake. So be it" (pp. 1-2), 

45 In the next chapter, the anchorite is identified a5 Ammonis. Ina letter of December 31, 1913, Jang noted that the anchorite came from the tied century ([FA). 
“There are theee historical figures named Ammonius in Alexandria from this period: Ammonius, a Christian philosopher in the third century, once thought to have been 
responsible for the medieval divisions of the gospels; Ammonius Cetus, who Was born a Christian but turned co Greek philosophy and whose work presents a transition 
from Platonism to Neoplatonism; a Neoplatonic Ammonius in the fifth century, who tried to reconcile Aristotle andthe Bible. Ar Alexandria. there was accommodation 
beween Neoplatonism and Christianity, and some of the pupils of the later Ammonius converted to Christianity. 
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1: “Am I disturbing you, father?” 
A:"You do not disturb me. But do not call me father. [am aman 

like you. What is your desire?” 
I: “I come without desire, I have come to this place in the 

desert by chance, and found tracks in the sand up there that led 
me in a circle to you.” 

A: "You found the tracks of my daily walks at daybreak 
and sunset.” 

I: “Excuse me if | interrupt your devotion, it is a rare opportunity 
for me to be with you, I have never before seen an anchorite.” 

‘Ac “There are several others whom you can see further down, 
in this alley. Some have huts like me, others live in the graves that 
the ancients have hollowed out in these rocks. I live uppermost in 
the valley, because it is most solitary and quiet here, and because 
here I am closest to the peace of the desert.” 

I; “Have you already been here long?” 
‘A:“Thave lived here for perhaps ten years, but really, I can no 

longer remember exactly how long itis. It could also be a few more 
years. Time passes so quickly.” 

I: “Time passes quickly? How is that possible? Your life must 
be frightfully monotonous.” 

‘A: “Time certainly passes quickly for me. Much too quickly 
even, It seems you are a pagan?” 

I: “Me? No—not exactly. I was raised in the Christian faith.” 
‘A:*Well, then, how can you ask whether time drags on for me? 

‘You must know what preoccupies a man who is grieving. Only 
idlers grow bored.” 

I: “Again, forgive me, my curiosity is great, what then do you 
occupy yourself with?” 

‘A: “Are you a child? To begin with you see that I am reading, 
and than I keep regular hours.” 

1: “But I can see nothing at all with which you could occupy 
yourself here. You must have read this book from cover to cover 
often enough. And ifitis the gospels, as I suppose, then I am sure 
you already know them by heart.” 

A: “How childishly you speak! Surely you know that one can 
read a book many times—perhaps you almost know it by heart, and 
nevertheless it can be that, when you look again at the lines before 
you, certain things appear new or even new thoughts occur to you 
that you did not have before. Every word can work productively in 
your spirit. And finally if you have once left the book for a week 
and you take it up again after your spirit has experienced various 
different changes, then a number of things will dawn on you.” 

I: “I have difficulty grasping this. The book remains one and 
the same, certainly a wonderfully profound, yes, even divine matter, 
but surely not rich enough to fll countless years.” 

As "You are astonishing. How, then, do you read this holy book? 
Do you really always see only one and the same meaning in it? 
Where do you come from? You are truly a pagan.” 

I: “I beg you, please don’t hold it against me if I read like a 
pagan, Let me talk with you. I am here to learn from you. Consider 
me as an ignorant student, which I am in these matters.” 

A: “IF [call you a pagan, don’t take it as an insult, I used to be a 
pagan, too, exactly like you as I / well remember. Therefore how 
can I blame you for your ignorance?” 

1: “Thank you for your patience. But it matters very much to 
me to know how you read and what you take from this book.” 

‘A: “Your question is not easy to answer. It’s easier to explain 
colors to a blind person. You must know one thing above all: a 
succession of words does not have only one meaning. But men 
strive to assign only a single meaning to the sequence of words, 
in order to have an unambiguous language. This striving is 
worldly and constricted, and belongs to the deepest layers of 
the divine creative plan. On the higher levels of insight into 
divine thoughts, you recognize that the sequence of words has 
more than one valid meaning. Only to the all-knowing is it given 
to know all the meanings of the sequence of words. Increasingly 
‘we try to grasp a few more meanings.” 

L-"IfT understand you correctly, you think that the holy writings 
of the New Testament also have a doubleness, an exoteric and an 
esoteric meaning, as a few Jewish scholars contend concerning 
their holy books.” 

‘As"This bad superstition is far from me. I observe that you are 
wholly inexperienced in divine matters.” 

I:“I must confess my deep ignorance about these things. But 
1 am eager to experience and understand what you think about 
the multifaceted meaning of the sequence of words.” 

A: “Unfortunately I am in no position to tell you everything I 
know about it. But at least I will try to make the elements clear to 
you. Because of your ignorance I will therefore begin elsewhere this 
time: What you need to know is that before I became acquainted 
with Christianity, I was a rhetorician and philosopher in the city 
of Alexandria, I had a great throng of students, including many 
Romans, a few barbarians, and also some Gauls and Britons. I 
taught them not only the history of Greek philosophy but also 
the new systems, among them the system of Philo, whom we call 
the Jew He was a clever head, but fantastically abstract, as the 
Jews are wont to be when they devise systems; moreover he was 
a slave of his own words. I added my own, and wove an atrocious 
web of words in which I ensnared not only my listeners, but also 
myself, We rioted terribly among words and names, our own 
miserable creatures, and accorded divine potency to them. Yes, we 
even believed in their reality, and believed that we possessed the 
divine and had committed it to words.” 

I: “But Philo Judeaus, if this is who you mean, was a serious 
philosopher and a great thinker. Even John the Evangelist included 
some of Philo’s thoughts in the gospel.” 

A: “You are right. It is to Philo’s credit that he furnished 
language like so many other philosophers. He belongs to the 
language artists. But words should not become Gods.”” 

1: "T fail to understand you here. Does it not say in the gospel 
according to John: God was the Word. It appears to make quite 
explicit the point which you have just now rejected.” 

‘A: “Guard against being a slave to words. Here is the gospel 
read from that passage where it says: In him was the life, What 
does John say there?”* 

1: “And life was the light of men and the light shines in the 
darkness and the darkness has not understood it. But it became 
a person sent from God, by the name of John, who came as a 
witness and to be a witness of the light. The genuine light, which 

sf is csi a ti yo) png wl et vn mend ne Gel api a set aS a RBG oe ga ee al a See ee ee een ee ee coer aaa See ee a ee eee ete, fee re oe ke er i aa pape ee at aa a of dncurnm a cnn dep ih I ne el nena a a ae eee bo cae ew 
become our God and has remained so° (Preset and Fuure, CW 10, $554), 

48 Joha 11-10: “In the beginning was the Word, and che Word was with God, and the Word was God. The same was in the beginning with God. All things were made 
bby him; and without him was not any ching made that was made. In him was life and che life was the light of men. And the light shineth in darkness: and the darkness 
comprehended it not. There was « man sent from God, whose name was John. The same came for a witness, to bear witness of the Ligh, that all men through him 
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illuminates each person, came into the world: He was in the 
world, and the world became through him, and the world did not 
recognize him.—That is what I read here. But what do you make 
of this?” 

A: “I ask you, was this AOTOE [Logos] a concept, a word? It 
was a light, indeed a man, and lived among men. You see, Philo 
only lent John the word so that John would have at his disposal 
the word ‘AOTO®’ alongside the word ‘light’ to describe the son 
of man. John gave to living men the meaning of the AOTOE, but 
Philo gave AOTOE as the dead concept that usurped life, even the 
divine life, Through this the dead does not gain life, and the 
living is killed. And this was also my atrocious error” 

1: "I see what you mean, This thought is new to me and seems 
worth consideration. Until now it always seemed to me / as if it 
were exactly that which was meaningful in John, namely that the 
son of man is the AOTOS, in that he thus elevates the lower to the 
higher spirit, to the world of the AOTOE. But you lead me to see 
the matter conversely, namely that John brings the meaning of 
the AOPOE down to man.” 

‘A: “I learned to see that John has in fact even done the great 
service of having brought the meaning of the AOTOE up to man.” 

I: “You have peculiar insights that stretch my curiosity to the 
utmost. How is that? Do you think that the human stands higher 
than the AOTOE?” 

A: “I want to answer this question within the scope of your 
understanding: if the human God had not become important 
above everything, he would not have appeared as the son in the 
flesh, but in the AOPOE."® 

I: “That makes sense to me, but I confess that this view is 

surprising to me. It is especially astonishing to me that you, a 
Christian anchorite, have come to such views, I would not have 
expected this of you.” 

‘A:‘As I have already noticed, you have a completely false idea 
of me and my essence. Let me give you a small example of my 
preoccupation, I've spent many years alone with the process of 
unlearning, Have you ever unlearned anything?—Well, then you 
should know how long it takes, And I was a successful teacher. 
As you know, for such people to unlearn is difficult or even 
impossible, But I see that the sun has gone down. Soon it will be 
completely dark, Night is the time of silence, I want to show you 
your place for the night. I need the morning for my work, but 
after midday you can come to me again if you like. Then we will 
continue our conversation.” 

He leads me out of the hut, the valley is covered in blue shadows. 
‘The first stars are already glittering in the sky. He leads me around 
the corner of a rock: we are standing at the entrance of a grave 
cutinto the stone, We step in, Not far from the entrance lies a heap 
of reeds covered with mats, Next to it there isa pitcher of water, 
and on a white cloth there are dried dates and black bread. 

‘A: “Here is your place and your supper. Sleep well, and do not 
forget your morning prayer, when the sun rises,” 

[2] The solitary lives in endless desert full of awesome 
beauty. He looks at the whole and at inner meaning, He loathes 
manifold diversity if itis near him, He looks at it from afar in its 
totality. Consequently silvery splendor and joy and beauty cloak 
diversity for him. What is near him must be simple and innocent, 
since close at hand the manifold and complicated tear and break 
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through the silvery splendos. No cloudiness of the sky, no haze 
or mist is allowed to be around him, otherwise he cannot look 
at the distant manifold in the whole. Consequently the solitary 
loves the desert above all, where everything nearby is simple and 
nothing turbid or blurred lies between him and the far-away. 

The life of the solitary would be cold were it not forthe immense su, 
which makes the air and rocks glow. The sun and its eternal splendor replace 
forthe solitary his own life warmth 

His heart longs forthe sun. 
‘He wanders tothe land ofthe sun. 
He dreams of the flickering splendor ofthe sun ofthe hot red stones spread 

out at midday, ofthe golden hot rays of dry sand. / 
“The solitary seeks the sun and noone else is 0 ready to open his heat as hei 

“Therefore he loves the desert above al, since he loves ts deep stillness, 
He needs litle food since the sun and its glow nourish him. Consequently 

the solitary loves the desert above all since it i a mother to him, giving him 
food and invigorating warmth at regular hours 

In the desert the solitary i relieved of care and therefore turns his whole 
life tthe sprouting garden of his soul, which can flourish only under a hot 
sun, In his garden the delicious re fruit grows that bears swelling sweetness 
under a tight shin 

“You think that the solitary és poor. You do not see that he strolls under 
laden fruit trees and that his hand touches grain a hundredfold. Under dark 
leaves the overfill reddish blossoms swell toward him from abundant buds, 
and the fruit almost bursts with thronging juices. Fragrant resins drip from 
his srees and under his feet thrusting seed breaks open. 
[If the sun sinks onto the plane of these like an exhausted bird, the solitary 

envelops himself and holds his breath. He does not move and is pure expectancy 
suntil the mivacle ofthe renewal of Hight rises in the East. 
Brim delicious expectation isin the solitary." 
The horror ofthe desert and of withered evaporation surround him, and 

you do not understand how the solitary can live. / 
But his ey rests on the garden, and his ear listen tothe source, and his 

hhand touches velvet leaves and fruit, and his breath draws in sweet perfumes 
_from blossom-rich tees. 

He cannot tell you, since the splendor of his garden isso abundant. Fre 
stammers when he speaks of it, and he appears to you to be poor in sprit 
and in life, But his hand does not know where it should reach, in allthis 
indescribable fullness 

He gives you a small insignificant fruit, which has just fallen at his fet. 
It appears worthless to you, but if you consider it, you wall sce that this fruit 
tastes lke a sun which you could not have dreamt of. Tt gives off a perfume 
which confuses your senses and makes you dream of rose gardens and sweet 
‘wine and whispering palm trees. And you hold this one fruit in your hands 
dreaming, and you would Iie the tre in which it grows, the garden in which 
this tree stands, andthe sun which brought forth this garden. 

‘And you yourself want tobe that solitary who strolls with the sun in his 
garden, his gaze resting on pendant flowers and his hand brushing a hundred- 
“fold of grain and his breath drinking the perfume from a thousand roses, 

Dull from the sun and drunk from fermenting wines, you lie down in 
ancient graves, whose walls resound with many voices and many colors of a 
thousand solar yers. 
‘When you grow, then you see everything living again as tt was, And / 

when you sleep, you rest, like everything that was, and your dreams echo 
safily again from distant temple chants. 

You sleep down through the thousand solar years, and you wake up 
through the thousand solar years, and your dreams full of ancient lore adorn 

might believe. He was not that Light, bt was sent to bear witness of that Light. That was the true Light, which lighteth every man that cometh into the world. He was 
in the world, and the world was made by him, and the world knew him not" 

49 Joha 114: "And the Word was made fl 
51 The Dra continues: "Walk 

and dweltamong us (and we beheld his glory. 50 The Dre has. “Egyptian” (p 297) In an Egypsian contexte she water dates, and bead fngaround ina ele I happen to return to myslf and to him he solitary one who lives down in the depths hidden fom the ight hel securely bythe arm bosom the rock, ove him the glowing esr nd sharp rexplendene ie (p 

1 plony a of the only begotten ofthe Father), ll of grace and ruth” nid beofesing edad Pes ae 
233), 
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the wall of your bedchamber. 
You aso see yourself in the totality. 

You sit and lean against the wall, and look at the beautiful, 
riddlesome totality. The Summa® lies before you like a book, and 
an unspeakable greed seizes you to devour it. Consequently you 
lean back and stiffen and sit for a long time, You are completely 
incapable of grasping it. Here and there a light flickers, here and 
there a fruit falls from high trees which you can grasp, here and 
there your foot strikes gold. But what is it, if you compare it with 
the totality, which lies spread out tangibly close to you? You stretch 
out your hand, but it remains hanging in invisible webs. You want 
to see it exactly as it is but something cloudy and opaque pushes 
itself exactly in between, You would like to tear a piece out of it; it 
is smooth and impenetrable like polished steel. So you sink back 
against the wall, and when you have crawled through all the glow- 
ing hot crucibles of the Hell of doubt, you sit once more and lean 
back, and look at the wonder of the Summa that lies spread 
out before you. Here and there a light flickers, here and there a 
fruit falls, For you itis all too little, But you begin to be satisfied 
with yourself, and you pay no attention to the years passing 
away, What are years? What is hurrying time to him that sits 
under a tree? Your time passes like a breath of air and you wait 
foor the next light, the next fruit. 

The writing lies before you and always says the same, if you 
believe in words. But if you believe in things in whose places 
only words stand, you never come to the end. And yet you must 
go an endless road, since life flows not only down a finite path 
but also an infinite one, But the unbounded makes you” anxious 
since the unbounded is fearful and your humanity rebels against 
it, Consequently you seek limits and restraints so that you do not 
lose yourself, tumbling into infinity. Restraint becomes imperative 
for you. You cry out for the word which has one meaning and 
no other, so that you escape boundless ambiguity. The word 
becomes your God, since it protects you from the countless 
possibilities of interpretation. The word is protective magic 
against the daimons of the unending, which tear at your soul and 
‘want to scatter you to the winds, You are saved if you can say at 
last: chat is that and only that. You speak the magic word, and 
the limitless is finally banished, Because of that men seek and 
make words. 

He who breaks the wall of words overthrows Gods and defiles 
temples, The solitary is a murderer. He murders the people, because 
he thus thinks and thereby breaks down ancient sacred walls. He 
calls up the daimons of the boundless. And he sits, leans back, 
and does not hear the groans of mankind, whom the fearful fiery 
smoke has seized. And yet you cannot find the new words if you 
do not shatter the old words. But no one should shatter the old 
words, unless he finds the new word that is a firm rampart against 
the limitless and grasps more life in it than in the old word. A new 
word is a new God for old men. Man remains the same, even if 
you create a new model of God for him. He remains an imitator, 
‘What was word, shall become man, The word created the world 
and came before the world. It lit up like a light in the darkness, 
and the darkness did not comprehend it. And thus the word 

52 Latin for “whole 

should become what the darkness can comprehend, since what 
use is the light if the darkness does not comprehend it? But your 
darkness should grasp the light. 

‘The God of words is cold and dead and shines from afar like 
the moon, mysteriously and inaccessibly. Let the word return to 
its / creator, to man, and thus the word will be heightened in 
man, Man should be light, limits, measure. May he be your fruit, 
for which you longingly reach. The darkness does not compre- 
hend the word, but rather man; indeed, it seizes him, since he 
himself is a piece of the darkness. Not from the word down to 
man, but from the word up to man: that is what the darkness 
comprehends. The darkness is your mother; she behooves rev- 
erence, since the mother is dangerous, She has power over you, 
since she gave birth to you. Honor the darkness as the light, and 
you will illumine your darkness. 

If you comprehend the darkness, it seizes you. It comes over you 
like the night with black shadows and countless shimmering stars. 
Silence and peace come over you if you begin to comprehend the 
darkness. Only he who does not comprehend the darkness fears 
the night. Through comprehending the dark, the nocturnal, the 
abyssal in you, you become utterly simple. And you prepare to 
sleep through the millennia like everyone else, and you sleep down 
into the womb of the millennia, and your walls resound with 
ancient temple chants. Since the simple is what always was. Peace 
and blue night spread over you while you dream in the grave of 
the millennia 

Dies II. 
Cap. 

[HI 22]°*1 awaken, the day reddens the East. A night, a wonderful 
night in the distant depths of time lies behind me. In what far-away 
space was I? What did I dream? Of a white horse? It seems to me 
as if I had seen this white horse on the Eastern sky over the rising 
sun, The horse spoke to me: What did it say? Ie said: “Hail him 
who is in darkness since the day is over him.” There were four 
white horses, each with golden wings. They led the carriage of the 
sun, on which Helios stood with flaring mane.” I stood down in 
the gorge, astonished and frightened. A thousand black serpents 
crawled swiftly into their holes. Helios ascended, rolling upward 
toward the wide paths of the sky. I knelt down, raised my hands 
suppliantly, and called: “Give us your light, you are flame-curled, 
entwined, crucified and revived: give us your light, your light!” This 
cry woke me. Didn't Ammonius say yesterday evening: “Do not 
forget to say your morning prayer when the sun rises.” I thought 
that pechaps he secretly worships the sun. / 

Outside a fresh morning wind rises. Yellow sand trickles in 
fine veins down the rocks. The redness expands across the sky 
and I see the first rays shoot up to the firmament. Solemn calm 
and solitude on all sides. A large lizard lies on a stone and awaits the 
sun, I stand as if spellbound and laboriously remember everything 
from yesterday, especially what Ammonius said. But what did he 
say? That the sequences of words have many meanings, and that 

53 The Dra hs “to you” an the Cored Draft has “0 me" (p_ 232). Throughout thi section, the Corrected Dre subsites tome" for“ you” and” frou" (p24), 54 In 1940, ng cornmented on protective word mag Transformation symbolism in the mass” GW i $443) 
55 See note 48, above, 
56 The Correaed Draft has “(The Anchorite), Second Day. Morning” (p. 219) 
57 In “The Philosophical Tree” (1945), Juing noted: Aman who is rooted below as wel as above is sort of like an upright and inverted tree. The goal ie not the heights but the conte" (CW 13, $339) He als commented on “The inverted tee" (S410) 58 Janae 119 ny 59 In Greek mythology, Helios was the sun God, and he drove a chariot led by four horses across the sy. 
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John brought the AOTOE to man. But that does not sound properly 
Christian, Is he perhaps a Gnostic No, that seems impossible 
to me, since they were really the worst of all the idolators of 
words, as he would probably put it. 

‘The sun—what fills me with such inner exaltation? I should 
not forget my morning prayer—but where has my morning prayer 
gone? Dear sun, I have no prayer, since I do not know how one must 
address you. Have | already prayed to the sun? But Ammonius 
really meant that I should pray t0 God at the break of day. He 
probably does not know—we have no more prayers. How should 
he know about our nakedness and poverty? What has happened 
to our prayers? I miss them here. This must really be because of 
the desert, It seems as if there ought to be prayers here. Is this desert 
so very bad? I think it is no worse than our cities, But why then 
do we not pray there? I must look toward the sun, as if it had 
something to do with this, Alas—one can never escape the age-old 
dreams of mankind. 

What shall Ido this whole long morning? I do not understand 
how Ammonius could have endured this life for even a year. I go 
back and forth on the dried-up river bed and finally sit down on 
aboulder. Before me there are a few yellow grasses. Over there a 
small dark beetle is crawling along, pushing a bal in front of ia 
scarab You dear little animal, are you still roiling away in order 
to live your beautiful myth? How seriously and undiscouraged it 
works! If only you had a notion that you are performing an old 
myth, you would probably renounce your fantasies as we men 
have also given up playing at mythology. 

The unreality nauseates one. What I say sounds very odd in 
this place, and the good Ammonious would certainly not agree 
with it. What am I actually doing here? No, I don’t want to 
condemn him in advance, since I still haven't really understood 
what he actually means. He has a right to be heard. By the way, 
I thought differently yesterday. I was even very thankful to him 
that he wanted to teach me, But I’m being critical once again, 
and superior, and may well learn nothing. His thoughts are not 
that bad at all; they are even good. I don't know why I always 
want to put the man down. 

Dear beetle, where have you gone? I can no longer see you~ 
‘Oh, you're already over there with your mythical ball, These little 
animals stick to things, quite unlike us—no doubt, no change of 
mind, no hesitation. Is this so because they live their myth? 

Dear scarab, my father, T honor you, blesséd be your work—in 
erernity Amen. 

What nonsense am I talking? I'm worshiping an animal— 
that must be because of the desert, It seems absolutely to 
demand prayers 

How beautiful it is here! The reddish color of the stones is 
wonderful; they reflect the glow of hundred thousand past suns— 
these small grains of sand have rolled in fabulous primordial 
‘oceans, over them swam primordial monsters with forms never 
beheld before. Where were you, man, in those days? On this warm 
sand lay your childish primordial animal ancestors, like children 
snuggling up to their mother. 

© mother stone, I love you, I lie snuggled up against your warm body, 
your late child. Blessed be you, ancient mother 
7 Yours és my heart and all glory and power—Amen. 

DIES MI | 271 

‘What am I saying? That was the desert. How everything 
appears so animated to me! This place is truly terrible. These 
stones—are they stones? They seem to have gathered here 
deliberately. They're lined up like a troop transport. They've 
arranged themselves by size, the large ones stand apart, the small 
ones close ranks and gather in groups that precede the large 
ones. Here the stones form states 

‘Am I dreaming oram I awake? I's hot—the sun already stands 
high—how the hours pass! Truly, the morning is nearly over—and 
how astonishing ithas been! Is it the sun or ist these living stones, 
or is it the desert that makes my head buzz? 

1 go up the valley and before long I reach the hut of the anchorite. 
He is sitting on his mat lost in deep reflection. 

I: “My father, I am here.” 
A: “How have you spent your morning?” 
1: “I was surprised when you said yesterday that time passes 

quickly for you. I don’t question you anymore and this will no 
longer surprise me. I've learned a lot. But only enough to make 
you an even greater riddle than you were before. Why, all the 
things that you must experience in the desert, you wonderful 
man! Even the stones are bound to speak to you.” 

A: “P’m happy that you have learned to understand something 
of the life of an anchorite, That will make our difficult task easier. 
I don’t want to intrude on your mysteries, but I feel that you come 
from a strange world that has nothing to do with mine” 

1: *You speak truthfully: I'm a stranger here, more foreign 
than any you've ever seen. Even a man from Britain's remotest 
coast is closer to you than I am. Therefore have patience, master— 
and let me drink from the source of your wisdom. Although the 
thirsty desert surrounds us, an invisible stream of living water 
flows here.” 

A: “Have you said your prayer?” 
I: “Master, forgive me: I've tried, but I found no prayer. Yet I 

dreamed that I prayed to the rising sun.” 
A:“Don’t worry yourself because of that. Ifyou do find a word, 

your soul has nevertheless found inexpressible words to greet the 
break of day.” 

1: “But it was a heathen prayer to Helios.” 
A: “Let that suffice for you.” 
I: "But Oh master, I've prayed not only to the sun in a dream, 

but in my absentmindedness also to the scarab and the earth,” 
A: “Be astonished at nothing, and in no case condemn or regret 

it. Let us go to work. Do you want to ask something about the 
conversation we had yesterday?” 

I: “T interrupted you yesterday when you spoke of Philo. You 
wanted to explain your notion of the various meanings of particular 
sequences of words.” 

‘A: “Well, I'll continue my account of how I was freed from the 
awful predicament of spinning words. A man my father had set 
free once came to me; this man, whom I'd been attached to since 
my childhood, spoke to me and said: 

“Oh Ammonius, are you well?” “Certainly” I said, “as you 
can see, I am learned and have great success.” 

He; “I mean, are you happy and are you fully alive?" 
I laughed: “As you can see, all is well.” 
The old man replied: “I saw how you lectured. You 

seemed to be anxious at the judgment of your listeners, 

60 Daring this eco, Jang was engaged with che soy of Gnomtc tx in which he found historical pals ois own experince, Se Aled Ri, Die Suck ah deeienen Wars Di Beng on Grove Herma we lhe CG. ng wad Mare Lote on Fron aden Es af dar mere Vers dD (Bert Peer Lang 1999) 61 In Sperone Prince of Acs Cont (105), Jong wrote: “The sara ea casa rebirth symbol. According ro the description inthe ancient Egyptian Scola Tan the dead Sur God wan ioc ach nth sation onto Khe, te sarah anda sch mount te bngeat fe wel ation whi aes 
the rejuvenated sun into the morning sky" (CW 8, $843). 
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You wove witty jokes into the lecture to please your listeners, 
You heaped up learnéd expressions to impress them. You 
were restless and hasty as if still compelled to snatch up all 
knowledge. You are not in yoursel£” 

Although these words at first seemed laughable to me, 
they still made an impression on me, and reluctantly I had 
to / credit the old man, since he was right. 

Then he said: “Dear Ammonius, I have delightful 
tidings for you: God has become flesh in his son and has 
brought us all salvation.” “What are you saying.” I called, “you 
probably mean Osiris who shall appear in the mortal body?” 

“No,” he replied, “this man lived in Judea and was 
born from a virgin.” 

I laughed and answered: “I already know about this; 
a Jewish trader has brought tidings of our virgin queen 
to Judea, whose image appears on the walls of one of our 
temples, and reported it as a fairy tale.” 

“No” the old man insisted, “he was the Son of God.” 
“Then you mean Horus, the son of Osiris, don’t you?” 

T answered. 

“No, he was not Horus, but a real man, and he was hung 
from a cross.” 

“Oh, bur this must be Seth, surely, whose punishments 
our old ones have often described.” 

But the old man stood by his conviction and said: “He 
died and rose up on the third day” 

“Well, then he must be Osiris,” I replied impatiently. 
“No,” he cried, “he is called Jesus the anointed one.” 
“Ah, you really mean this Jewish God, whom the poor 

honor at the harbor, and whose unclean mysteries they 
celebrate in cellars.” 

“He was a man and yet the Son of God,” said the old 
man staring at me intently. 

“That's nonsense, dear old man,” I said, and showed 
him to the door. But like an echo from distant rock faces 
the words returned to me: a man and yet the Son of God, It 
seemed significant to me, and this phrase was what brought 
me to Christianity. 
1: "But don’t you think that Christianity could ultimately be a 

transformation of your Egyptian teachings?” 
‘A: “If you say that our old teachings were less adequate 

expressions of Christianity, then I'm more likely to agree with you.” 
1: “Yes, but do you then assume that the history of religions is 

aimed ata final goal?” 
A: “My father once bought a black slave at the market from the 

region of the source of the Nile, He came from a country that had 
heard of neither Osiris nor the other Gods; he told me many things 
in a more simple language that said the same as we believed about 
Osiris and the other Gods. I learned to understand that those 
uneducated Negroes unknowingly already possessed most of 
what the religions of the cultured peoples had developed into 
complete doctrines. Those able to read that language correctly 
could thus recognize in it not only the pagan doctrines but also the 
doctrine of Jesus. And it’s with this that I now occupy myself. 
I read the gospels and seek their meaning whieh is yet to come 

‘We know their meaning as it lies before us, but not their hidden 
meaning which points to the future. It’s erroneous to believe that 
religions differ in their innermost essence. Strictly speaking, its 
always one and the same religion. Every subsequent form of religion 
is the meaning of the antecedent.” 

I: “Have you found out the meaning which is yet to come?” 
‘A: “No, not yet; it’s very difficult, but I hope I'll succeed 

Sometimes it seems to me that I need the stimulation of others, 
but I realize thar those are temptations of Satan.” 

I:"Don'tyou believe that youd succeed if you were nearer men?” 
‘A: “Perhaps you'e right,” 
He looks at me suddenly as if doubeful and suspicious. “But,” 

he continues, “I love the desert, do you understand? This yellow, 
sun-glowing desert. Here you can see the countenance of the sun 
every day, you are alone, you can see glorious Helios—no, that is 
pagan—whar’s wrong with me? I’m confused—you are Satan— 
I recognize you—give way, adversary!” 

/ Hee jumps up incensed and wants to lunge at me. But I am 
far away in the twentieth century 

[2][H1 26] He who seep in the grave ofthe millennia dreams a wonderful 
dream, Hie dreams a primordally ancient dream. He dreams ofthe rising sun 
{If you sleep ths sleep and dream this dream inthis time ofthe world, you 

will know that the sun will also rise at this time, For the moment we are sill 
in the dark, bue the day is upow us. 

“He who comprehends the darkness in himself, to hi the light és near. He 
who climbs down into his darkness reaches the staircase of the working light, 
fire maned Helios. 

His chariot ascends with four white horse, his back bears no eres, and his 
side no wound, but he is safe and his head Bases inthe fire 

Nor ishe a man of mockery, bt of splendor and unquestionable force. 
1 do not know what T speak, I speak in «dream. Support me for I stagger, 

drunk with fire. I drank fre in this night, since I climbed down through the 
centuries and plunged into the sun far atthe bottom. And I rose up drunk 
_from the sun, with a burning countenance and my head is ablaze. 

Give me your hand, a human hand, so that you / can hold me tothe earth 
witht, for whirling veins of fire swoop me up, and exultant longing tears me 
toward the senith 

Butday is about to break, actual day, the day of this world, And I 
remain concealed in the gorge of the earth, deep down and solitary, 
and in the darkening shadows of the valley. That is the shadow and 
heaviness of the earth 

How can I pray to the sun, that rises far in the East over the 
desert? Why should I pray to it? I drink the sun within me, so 
why should I pray to it? But the desert, the desert in me demands 
prayers, since the desert wants to satisfy itself with what is alive 
I want to beg God for it, the sun, or one of the other immortals, 

1 beg because I am empty and am a beggar. In the day of this 
world, I forget that I drank che sun and am drunk from its active 
light and singeing power. But I stepped into the shadows of the 
earth, and saw that I am naked and have nothing to cover my 
poverty. No sooner do you touch the earth than your inner li 
over; it flees from you into things. 

‘And a wondrous life arises in things. What you thought was 

(62 Osiris was the Egyptian God of life, death, and fertility. Seth was the God of the desert. Seth was murdered and dismembered by his brother Osiris. Osiris’ body was 
secovered and put back together by his wife, Iss, and he was resurrected. Jung discussed Osits and Seth in Tronformations and Syabls of the Libido (2012) (CW B, 83588) 

663 Horus, Osirs's son, was the Egyptian God of the sky. He fought against Seth 
{64 The Cored Draft continues and | am unreal to myself sin a dream” (p. 228) Christian anchortes were perperalyon gud 

famous example of temptations by the devil occurs in Athanasius’ ife of St. Anthony In 19a Jung noted that Se Anthony Warn 
ring holy mento their downfall. The Dev is aturaly the voice ofthe anchortes own unconscious, 
chlpcal Types, CW 6, 82). St Anthony's experiences were elaborated by Flaubert in his Temptation of Anthony, 2 work with which Jung 

disguised hingal inorder suppression of is nat waiEinlar (nly nd bey CW Ve $55), 

ins the appearance of Satan. A 
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dead and inanimate betrays a secret life and silent, inexorable 
intent. You have got caught up in a hustle and bustle where 
everything goes its own way with strange gestures, beside you, 
above you, beneath you, and through you: even the stones speak 
to you, and magical threads spin from you to things and from 
things to you, Far and near work within you and you work 
ina dark manner upon the near and the far. And you are always 
helpless and a prey. 

But if you watch closely, you will see what you have never seen 
before, namely that things live their life, and that they live off you: 
the rivers bear your life to the valley, one stone falls upon another 
with your force, plants and animals also grow through you and 
they are the cause of your death, A leaf dancing in the wind dances 
with you; the irrational animal guesses your thought and represents 
you. The whole earth sucks its life from you and everything 
reflects you again. 

Nothing happens in which you are not entangled in a secret 
manner; for everything has ordered itself around you and plays 
your innermost. Nothing in you is hidden to things, no matter 
how remote, how precious, how secret it is. It inheres in things. 
‘Your dog robs you of your father, who passed away long ago, and 
Jooks at you as he did. The cow in the meadow has intuited your 
mother, and charms you with total calm and security. The stars 
whisper your deepest mysteries to you, and the soft valleys of the 
arth rescue you in a motherly womb, 

Like a stray child you stand pitifully among the mighty, who 
hold the threads of your life, You cry for help and attach yourself 
to the first person that comes your way: Perhaps he can advise you, 
perhaps he knows the thought that you do not have, and which all 
things have sucked out of you. 

1 know that you would like to hear the sidings of he whom things have 
not lived, but who lived and fulfilled himself. For you area son of the earth, 
sucked dry by the suckling earth, that can suck nothing out of sel, but sukles 
only from the sun. Therefore you would like to have tidings of the son of the 
sun, which shines and doesnot suckle. 

7 You would like to hear of the son of God, who shone and gave, who 
begot, and to whom life was born again, asthe earth bears the sun green and 
colorfid children 

You would ike t0 hear of him, she radiating savior, who as a son of the 
sun cut through the webs of the earth, who sundered the magic threads and 
released those in bondage, who owned himself and was no one's servant, who 
sucked no one dry, and whose treasure no one exhausted, 

You would like t0 hear of him who was not darkened by the shadow of 
carth, but illuminated t, who sew the thoughts ofall, and whose shoughts 
no one guessed, who possessed in himself the meaning of all things, and whose 
meaning no thing could express 

The solitary fled the world; he closed his eyes, plugged his ears 
and buried himself in a cave within himself, but it was no use. 
The desert sucked him dry, the stones spoke his thoughts, the 
cave echoed his feelings, and so he himself became desert, stone, 
and cave, And it was all emptiness and desert, and helplessness 
and barrenness, since he did not shine and remained a son of the 
earth who sucked a book dry and was sucked empty by the desert. 
He was desire and not splendor, completely earth and not sun 

65 An inversion of Aristotle's definition of man asthe “rational animal” 
(66 See jung’s description ofthe Pleroma, p34, below. 
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Consequently he was in the desert as a clever saint who very 
well knew that otherwise he was no different from the other sons 
of the earth. If he would have drunk of himself, he would have 
drunk fire, 

“The solitary went into the desert to find himself. But he did 
rot want to find himself, but rather the manifold meaning of holy 
scripture, You can suck the immensity of the small and the great 
into yourself, and you will become emptier and emptier, since 
immense fullness and immense emptiness are one and the same 

He wanted to find what he needed in the outer. But you 
find manifold meaning only in yourself, not in things, since the 
manifoldness of meaning is not something that is given at the 
same time, but is a succession of meanings. The meanings that 
follow one another do not lie in things, but lie in you, who are 
subject to many changes, insofar as you take part in life. Things 
also change, but you do not notice this if you do not change, But 
ifyou change, the countenance of the world alters. The manifold 
sense of things is your manifold sense. It is useless to fathom it 
in things, And this probably explains why the solitary went into 
the desert, and fathomed the thing but not himself. 

‘And therefore what happened to every desirous solitary also 
happened to him: the devil came to him with smooth tongue and 
clear reasoning and knew the right word at the right moment. He 
lused him to his desire. I had to appear to him as the devil, since 
Thad accepted my darkness, I ate the earth and I drank the sun, 
and I became a greening tree that stands alone and grows.°/ 

Death* 
Cap. vi. 

[HI 29] On the following night, I wandered to the northern 
land and found myself under a gray sky in misty-hazy cool-moist 
air, I strive to those lowlands where the weak currents, flashing in 
broad mirrors, stream toward the sea, where all haste of flowing 
becomes more and more dampened, and where all power and all 
striving unites with the immeasurable extent of the sea. The trees 
become sparse, wide swamp meadows accompany the still, murky 
water, the horizon is unending and lonely, draped by gray clouds. 
Slowly, with restrained breath, and with the great and anxious 
expectation of one gliding downward wildly on the foam and 
pouring himself into endlessness, I follow my brother, the sea. 
Ie flows softly and almost imperceptibly, and yet we continually 
approach the supreme embrace, entering the womb of the source, 
the boundless expansion and immeasurable depths. Lower yellow 
hills rise there, A broad dead lake widens at their feet. We wander 
along the hills quietly and they open up to a dusky, unspeakably 
remote horizon, where the sky and the sea are fused into infinity 

Someone is standing there, on the last dune. He is wearing 
a black wrinkled coat; he stands motionless and looks into the 
distance. I go up to him—he is gaunt and with a deeply serious 
look in his eyes. I say to him: 

“Let me stand beside you for a while, dark one. I recognized 
you from afar. There is only one who stands this way, so solitary and. 
at the last corner of the world.” 

67 The Draft and Corrected Draft continue: But I saw solitude and its beauty and I seized the life of the inanimate and the meaning of the meaningless. I also understood 
td of my manliness And dus my re re inthe solitude and ques eng th uth with oes each ar dovn and king the sum th ranches reaching 
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He answered: “Stranger, you may well stand by me, ifit is not 
too cold for you. As you can see, I am cold and my heart has 
never beaten.” 

“I know, you are ice and the end; you are the cold silence of the 
stones; and you are the highest snow on the mountains and the 
most extreme frost of outer space. I must feel this and that’s why 
I stand near you.” 

“What leads you here to me, you living matter? The living are 
never guests here. Well, they all flow past here sadly in dense 
crowds, all those above in the land of the clear day who have taken 
their departure, / never to return again. But the living never come 
here, What do you seek here?” 

“My strange and unexpected path led me here as I happily 
followed the way of the living stream. And thus I found you. I 
gather this is your place, your rightful place?” 

“Yes, here it leads into the undifferentiable, where none is 
equal or unequal, but all are one with one another. Do you see 
what approaches there?” 

“T see something like a dark wall of clouds, swimming toward 
us on the tide.” 

“Look more closely, what do you recognize?” 
“I see densely pressed multitudes of men, old men, women, 

and children. Between them I see horses, oxen and smaller 
animals, a cloud of insects swarms around the multitude, a 
forest swims near, innumerable faded flowers, an utterly dead 
summer. They are already near; how stiff and cool they all 
look, their feet do not move, no noise sounds from their closed 
ranks, They are clasping themselves rigidly with their hands 
and arms; they are gazing beyond and pay us no heed—they are 
all flowing past in an enormous stream, Dark one, this vision 
is awful” 

“You wanted to stay by me, so get hold of yourself. Look!” 
I see: “The first rows have reached the point where the surf 

and the stream flow together violently. And it looks as if a wave 
of air were confronting the stream of the dead together with the 
surging sea, whirling them up high, scattering them in black scraps, 
and dissolving them in murky clouds of mist. Wave after wave 
approaches, and ever new droves dissolve into black air. Dark one, 
tell me, is this the end?” 

“Look!” 
“The dark sea breaks heavily—a reddish glow spreads out in 

it—itis like blood—a sea of blood foams at my feet—the depths 
of the sea glow—how strange I feel—am I suspended by my feet? 

Is it the sea or i it the sky? Blood and fire mix themselves together 
in a ball—red light erupts from its smoky shroud—a new sun 
escapes from the bloody sea, and rolls gleamingly toward the 
uttermost depths—it disappears under my feet” 

T look around me, I am all alone. Night has fallen, What did 
Ammonius say? Night is the time of silence. 

[2] [HI 30] I looked around me and I saw that the solitude 
expanded into the immeasurable, and pierced me with horrible 
coldness. The sun still glowed in me, but I could feel myself 
stepping into the great shadow. I follow the stream that makes its 

70 CF the vision in Ler Primus, ch. 5, “Descent into Hell in the Future,” p. 241 

way into the depths, slowly and unperturbed, into the depths of 
what is to come. 

‘And thus I went out in that night (jt was the second night of 
the year 1914), and anxious expectation filled me, I went out to 
embrace the future. The path was wide and what was to come was 
awful, It was the enormous dying, a sea of blood. From it the new 
sun arose, awful and a reversal of that which we call day. We have 
seized the darkness and its sun will shine above us, bloody and 
burning like a great downfall 

‘When I comprehended my darkness, a truly magnificent night 
came over me and my dream plunged me into the depths of the 
millennia, and from it my phoenix ascended, 

Bur what happened to my day? Torches were kindled, bloody 
anger and disputes crupted. As darkness seized the world, the 
terrible war arose and the darkness destroyed the light of the 
world, since it was incomprehensible to the darkness and good 
for nothing anymore. And so we had to taste Hell. 

I saw which vices the virtues of this time changed into, how 
your mildness became hard, your goodness became brutality, your 
love became hate, and your understanding became madness. 
Why did you want to comprehend the darkness! But you had to 
or else it would have seized you. Happy the man who anticipates 
this geasp. 

Did you ever think of the evil in you? Oh, you spoke of it, you 
mentioned it, and you confessed it smilingly, as a generally human 
vice, or a recurring misunderstanding But did you know / what 
evil is, and that it stands precisely right behind your virtues, that 
itis also your virtues themselves, as their inevitable substance?” 
You locked Satan in the abyss for a millennium, and when the 
millennium had passed, you laughed at him, since he had become 
a children’s fairy tale.” But if the dreadful great one raises his 
head, the world winces. The most extreme coldness draws near, 

‘With horror you see that you are defenseless, and that the 
army of your vices falls powerless to its knees. With the power 
of daimons, you seize the evil, and your virtues cross over to him. 
‘You are completely alone in this struggle, since your Gods have 
become deaf. You do not know which devils are greater, your 
vices, or your virtues. But of one thing you are certain, that virtues 
and vices are brothers. 

™We need the coldness of death to see clearly. Life wants to 
live and to die, to begin and to end. You are not forced to live 
eternally, but you can also die, since there is a will in you for both. 
Life and death must strike a balance in your existence.” Today's 
men need a large slice of death, since too much incorrectness 
lives in them, and too much correctness died in them. What 
stays in balance is correct, what disturbs balance is incorrect. But if 
balance has been attained, then that which preserves itis incorrect 
and that which disturbs it is correct. Balance is at once life and 
death, For the completion of life a balance with death is fitting. 
If I accept death, then my tree greens, since dying increases life 
If I plunge into the death encompassing the world, then my buds 
break open. How much our life needs death! 

71.1940 Jung wrote: “Evils relative, partly avoidable, partly fate; the same goes for virtue and one often does not know which is worst” "Attempt ata psychological 
incerpretaion of the dagma of the trinity” CW 11, §291) 

72 In the Corrected Dra his sentence is replaced with “Evil is one-half of the world, one ofthe two pans ofthe scale” (p. 242) 4 The Draf continues: “Inti blondy bale death sep upto ys. ike today where mass kil ‘When {flor to death in my solitude, I sg clesy and sw what was to come as clara T could se the sas andthe distant moun iif he ide (1912), had argued shat the ibid 174 In Transformations and Sym 
death within itself (CW B, $696). 

‘and dying fill the world. The coldness of death penetrates you, 
ns ona frosty night” (p. 260) 
the contrary striving toward ot only Schopenhauerian life urge, but contain 

75 The Def continues Tove wha ight nd et wht fle ie tha ih ag of if" (p36) 1 1934 Jung roe “Life ian ener proce ik any ther, 
But every energetic proces is in principle ireverible and therefore unequivocally directed toward a goal, an the goal isthe state of rest 
sho is willing to die with life remain living. Since what takes place in the secret hour of lifes midd 

"From the middle of ie, only he 
‘8 the revel ofthe parabola, che birth of death... Not wanting to live 

Is identical with not wanting to die, Becoming and pasing aay isthe same curve” (Soul and death, CW 8, 9860). See my" "The boundless expanie’ Jung efleeions on 
Ife and death Quadan Journal ofthe C. Gung Fundaton or Anh Pscholg 38 (2008). pp. 9-32 
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Joy at the smallest things comes to you only when you have 
accepted death, But if you look out greedily for all that you could 
still live, then nothing is great enough for your pleasure, and the 
smallest things that continue to surround you are no longer a joy. 
Therefore I behold death, since it teaches me how to live 

If you accept death, itis altogether like a frosty night and an 
anxious misgiving, but a frosty night in a vineyard full of sweet 
grapes.” You will soon take pleasure in your wealth. Death ripens. 
One needs death to be able to harvest the fruit. Without death, 
life would be meaningless, since the long-lasting rises again and 
denies its own meaning. To be, and to enjoy your being, you need 
death, and limitation enables you to fulfill your being 

[HI 31] When I see the lamentation and nonsense of the 
earth and consequently enter death with a covered head, then 
everything I see will indeed turn to ice, But in the shadow world 
the other rises, the red sun.” It rises secretly and unexpectedly, 
and my world revolves like a satanic apparition. I suspect blood 
and murder. Blood and murder alone are still exalted, and have 
their own peculiar beauty; one can assume the beauty of bloody 
acts of violence 

But it is the unacceptable, the awfully repulsive, that which 
T have forever rejected that rises in me. For if the wretched- 
ness and poverty of this life ends, another life begins in what is 
opposed to me. This is opposed to such an extent that I cannot 
conceive it. For it is opposed not according to the laws of reason, 
bur thoroughly and according to its own nature. Yes, itis not only 
opposed, but repulsive, invisibly and cruelly repulsive, something 
that takes my breath away, that drains the power from my muscles, 
that confuses my senses, stings me poisonously from behind in 
the heel, and always strikes just where I did not suspect I possessed 
a vulnerable spot.” 

It does not confront me like a strong enemy, manly and 
dangerously, but I perish on a dung heap, while peaceful chickens 
cackle around me, amazedly and mindlessly laying their eggs. A 
dog passes, lifts his leg over me, then trots off calmly. I curse the 
hour of my birth seven times, and if I do not choose to kill myself 
on the spot, I prepare to experience the hour of my second birth, 
“The ancients said: Inter faeces et urinas nascimur.” For three nights I 
‘was assaulted by the horrors of birth, On the third night, junglelike 
laughter pealed forth, for which nothing is too simple. Then life 
began to stir again. / 

The Remains 
of Earlier Temples” 
Cap. vi 

[HI 32)" "Yer another new adventure occurred: wide meadows 
spread out before me—a carpet of flowers—softhills—a fresh green 
‘wood in the distance. I come across two strange journeymen— 
probably two completely accidental companions: an old monk 

76 See above, note 20, p. 23 
77 Areference to the vision above 
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and a tall gangly thin man with a childish gait and discolored red 
clothes. As they draw near, I recognize the tall one as the red rider. 
“How he has changed! He has grown old, his red hair has become 
gray; his fiery red clothes are worn out, shabby, poor. And the other? 
He has a paunch and appears not to have fallen on bad times. But 
his face seems familiar: by all the Gods, it's Ammonius! 

‘What changes! And where are these utterly different people 
coming from? I approach them and bid them good day. Both 
look at me frightened and make the sign of the cross. Their 
horror prompts me to look down at myself. I am fully covered 
in green leaves, which spring from my body. I greet them a second 
time, laughing. 

Ammonius exclaims horrified: “Apage, Satanas!"” 
The Red One: “Damned pagan riffrafil” 
I: “But my dear friends, what's wrong with you? I'm the 

Hyperborean stranger, who visited you, Oh Ammonius, in the 
desert And I'm the watchman whom you, Red One, once visited.” 

Ammonius: “I recognize you, you supreme devil. My downfall 
began with you.” 

The Red One looks at him reproachfully and gives him a 
poke in the ribs. The monk sheepishly stops. The Red One turns 
haughtily toward me. 

R “Already at that time I couldn't help thinking that you 
lacked a noble disposition, novwithstanding your hypocritical 
seriousness. Your damned Christian play-act—” 

‘At this moment Ammonius pokes him in the ribs and the 
Red One falls into an embarrassed silence, And thus both stand 
before me, sheepish and ridiculous, and yer pitiabl. 

I: “Wherefrom, man of God? What outrageous fate has led 
you here, let alone in the company of the Red One?” 

A:"Lwould prefer not to tell you, But it does not appear to be 
a dispensation of God that one can escape, So know then that you, 
evil spirit, have done me a terrible deed. You seduced me with / 
your accursed curiosity, desirously stretching my hand after the 
divine mysteries, since you made me conscious at that time that 
I really knew nothing about them. Your remark that I probably 
needed the closeness of men to arrive at the higher mysteries 
stunned me like infernal poison, Soon thereafter I called the 
brothers of the valley together and announced to them that a 
messenger of God had appeared to me—so terribly had you blinded 
me—and commanded me to form a monastery with the brothers 

"When Brother Philetus raised an objection, I refuted him with 
reference to the passage in the holy scriptures where itis said that 
itis not good for man to be alone.* So we founded the monastery, 
near the Nile, from where we could see the passing ships, 

“We cultivated fat fields, and there was so much to do that the 
holy scriptures fell into oblivion, We became voluptuous, and one 
lay I was filled with such terrible longing to see Alexandria again. 
I talked myself into believing that I wanted to visit the bishop 
there. But first I was intoxicated so much by life on the ship, and 
then by the milling crowds on the streets of Alexandria, that I 
became completely lost. 

78 In Tronformations and Syl ofthe Libido (1912), Jung commented on the motif of the wounded heel (CW B, $461) 
79 "Weare born between faeces and rin yng widely ttibuted to Se Augustine among oes 
{0 The Handuriten Draft has instead: "Sith Adventur” (p. $86). The Corrected Draft has instead: "G. Degenerate Idea (p. 247) 81"The mosaic form resembles the mosaics at Ravenna which Jang visited in 913 and 1914, nd which made lating impression on him. 83 Janvary 5.1914 85 “Be gone Stan” —a common expresion in the Middle Ages 84°The Hpperborean were aac in Greek mology who fed ina land of sunshine beyond the north wind, worshiping Apollo. Nitzche refered on several ocasons tothe fie spits as Hyperboreans, The Ant Clg ofthe [dhe Ant, Re Hollingdale [Londons Renin 1990}. 137) 85 reference to Genesis 218:"And the Lord God sid, fis not god thatthe man shot be alone wl make him an help meet fr him “There one eference toa Phileas in he Bible, 3 Timothy 216-18 "But shun profane and van eabblings: or they wil increase unto move ungodincs. And their word yl eat ws dota canker of whom is Hymenacus and Picts; Who concerning the tuth have ete, sying that hc resarrection i pas area and overthrow the faith of some” 
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“As in a dream I climbed onto a large ship bound for Italy. 1 
felt an insatiable greed to see the world. I drank wine and saw that 
‘women were beautiful, I wallowed in pleasure and wholly turned 
into an animal. When I climbed ashore in Naples, the Red One 
stood there, and I knew that I had fallen into the hands of evil” 

R: “Be silent, old fool, if I had not been present, you would 
have become an outright pig. When you saw me, you finally 
pulled yourself together, cursed the drinking and the women, and 
returned to the monastery: 

“Now hear my story, damned hobgoblin: I too fell into your 
snare, and your pagan arts also enticed me. After the conversation 
at that time, where you caught me in the fox trap with your 
remark about dancing, I became serious, so serious that I went 
into the monastery, prayed, fasted, and converted myself, 

“In my blindness I wanted to reform the Church liturgy, and 
with the bishop's approval I introduced dancing 

“Lbecame Abbot and, as such, alone had the sole right to dance 
before the altar, like David before the ark of the covenant. But 
little by litle, the brothers also began to dance; indeed, even the 
congregation of the faithful and finally the whole city danced 

“It was terrible. I fled into solitude and danced all day until I 

dropped, but in the morning the hellish dance began again. 
“I sought to escape from myself, and strayed and wandered 

around at night. In the daytime I kept myself secluded, and 
danced alone in the forests and deserted mountains. And thus 
‘gradually I came to Italy. Down there in the south, I no longer felt 
as I had felt in the north; I could mingle with the crowds. Only 
in Naples did I somewhat find my way again, and there I also 
found this ragged man of God. His appearance gave me strength. 
‘Through him I could regain my health, You've heard how he took 
heart from me, too, and found his way again.” 

A:"I must confess I did not fare so badly with the Red One; he's 
a toned-down type of devil.” 

R: “I must add that the monk is hardly the fanatical type, 
although I've developed a deep aversion against the whole 
Christian religion since my experience in the monastery.” 

1: "Dear friends, it does my heart good to sce you enjoying 
yourselves together.” 

Both: "We are not pleased, mocker and adversary, clear off, 
you robber, pagan!” 

I: “But why are you traveling together, if you're not enjoying 
each other's company and friendship?” 

‘A: “What can be done? Even the devil is necessary, since 
otherwise one has nothing that commands a sense of respect 
with people.” 

R: “Well, I need to come to an arrangementt with the clergy, or 
else I will lose my clientele.” 

I: “Therefore the necessities of life have brought you together! 
So let’s make peace and be friends.” 

Both: “But we can never be friends.” 

1:*Oh, I see, the system is at fault. You probably want to die 
out first? Now let me pass, you old ghosts!” 

[2] [HI 33] When I had seen death and all the terrible 
solemnity that is gathered around it, and had become ice and 
night myself, an angry life and impulse rose up in me. My thirst 
for the rushing water of the deepest knowledge” began to 
clink with wine glasses; from afar I heard drunken laughter, 
laughing women and street noise. Dance music, / stamping and 

86 In Chronicles 11, David dances before the ark of the covenant, 
87 The Corrected Dr has “the wisdom” instead of the deepest know 
186 The Draft and Corrected Draft have: "U had become a victim of 
Bo In Persia the crushed petals of rose were steam-dstilled to 

cheering poured forth from all over; and instead of the rose- 
scented south wind, the reek of the human animal streamed over 
me. Luscious-lewd whores giggled and rustled along the walls, 
wine fumes and kitchen steam and the foolish cackling of the 
human crowd drew near in a cloud. Hot sticky tender hands 
reached out for me, and I was swaddled in the covers of a sick- 
bed. I was born into life from below, and I grew up as heroes do, 
in hours rather than years. And after I had grown up, I found 
myself in the middle land, and saw that it was spring. 

[HI 34] But I was no longer the man I had been, for a 
strange being grew through me. This was a laughing being of 
the forest, a leaf green daimon, a forest goblin and prankster, 
who lived alone in the forest and was itself a greening tree 
being, who loved nothing but greening and growing, who was 
neither disposed nor indisposed toward men, full of mood 
and chance, obeying an invisible law and greening and wilting 
with the trees, neither beautiful nor ugly, neither good nor 
bad, merely living, primordially old and yet completely young, 
naked and yet naturally clothed, not man but nature, frightened, 
laughable, powerful, childish, weak, deceiving and deceived, utterly 
inconstant and superficial, and yet reaching deep down, down 
to the kernel of the world. 

T had absorbed the life of both of my friends; a green tree 
grew from the ruins of the temple. They had not withstood 
life, but, seduced by life, had become their own monkey business. 
They had got caught in the muck, and so they called the living a 
devil and traitor. Because both of them believed in themselves 
and in their own goodness, each in his own way, they ultimately 
became mired in the natural and conclusive burial ground of 
all outlived ideals. The most beautiful and the best, like the 
ugliest and the worst, end up someday in the most laughable 
place in the world, surrounded by fancy dress and led by fools, 
and go horror-struck to the pit of filth. 

Afier the cursing comes laughter, so thatthe soul i saved from the dead. 
deals are, according to their essence, desired and pondered; 

they exist to this extent, but only to this extent. Yer their effective 
being cannot be denied, He who believes he is really living his 
ideals, or believes he can live them, suffers from delusions of 
grandeur and behaves like a lunatic in that he stages himself as an 
ideal; but the hero has fallen, Ideals are mortal, so one should 
prepare oneself for their end: at the same time it probably costs you 
your neck. For do you not see that it was you who gave meaning, 
value, and effective force to your ideal? If you have become a 
sacrifice to the ideal, then the ideal cracks open, plays carnival 
with you, and goes to Hell on Ash Wednesday. The ideal is also 
a tool that one can put aside anytime, a torch on dark paths, But 
whoever runs around with a torch by day is a fool. How much 
my ideals have come down, and how freshly my tree greens! 

"When I turned green, they stood there, the sad remains 
of earlier temples and rose gardens, and I recognized with a 
shudder their inner affinity. It seemed to me that they had 
established an indecent alliance. But I understood that this 
alliance had already existed for a long time. At a time when 
1 still claimed that my sanctuaries were of crystal purity, and 
when I compared my friends to the perfume of the roses of 
Persia." both of them formed an alliance of mutual silence 
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They seemed to scatter, but secretly they worked together. The 
solitary silence of the temple lured me far away from men to 
the supernatural mysteries in which I lost myself to the point 
of surfeit. And while I struggled with God, the devil prepared 
himself for my reception, and tore me just as far to his side. 
There, too, I found no boundaries other than surfeit and disgust. 
1 did not live, but was driven; I was a slave to my ideals ° 

And thus they stood there, the ruins, quarreling with one 
another and unable to reconcile themselves to their common 
misery, Within myself I had become one as a natural being, but 
1 was a hobgoblin” who frightened the solitary wanderer, and 
who avoided the places of men. But I greened and bloomed from 
within myself. I had still not become a man again who carried 
within himself the conflict between a longing for the world and 
a longing for the spirit. I did not live either of these longings, 
bur I lived myself, and was a merrily greening tree in a remote 
spring forest, And thus I learned to live without the world and 
spirit; and I was amazed how well I could live like this. 

But what about men, what about mankind? There they stood, 
the two deserted bridges that should lead across to mankind: 
one leads from above to below, and men glide down on it, which 
pleases them. / The other leads from below to above and mankind 
groans upward on it. This causes them trouble. We drive our 
fellow men to trouble and joy, If I myself do not live, but merely 
climb, it gives others undeserved pleasure. If I simply enjoy 
myself, it causes others undeserved trouble. If I merely live, I 
am far removed from men, They no longer see me, and when 
they see me, they are astonished and shocked. I myself, however, 
quite simply living, greening, blooming, fading, stand like a tree 
always in the same spot and let the suffering and the joy of men 
pass over me with equanimity. And yet I am a man who cannot 
excuse himself from the discord of the human heart 

But my ideals can also be my dogs, whose yapping and 
squabbling do not disturb me, But at least then I am a good and 
a bad dog to men. But I have not yet achieved what should be, 
namely that I live and yetam a man, It seems to be neatly impossible 
to live as a man. As long as you are not conscious of your self you 
can live; but if you become conscious of your self, you fall from 
one grave into another. All your” rebirths could ultimately make 
you” sick. The Buddha therefore finally gave up on rebirth, for 
he had had enough of crawling through all human and animal 
forms After all the rebirths you still remain the lion crawling 
on the earth, the XAMAI AEN [Chameleon], a caricature, one 
prone to changing colors, a crawling shimmering lizard, but 
precisely not a lion, whose nature is related to the sun, who draws 
his power from within himself, who does not crawl around in 
the protective colors of the environment, and who does not 
defend himself by going into hiding. I recognized the chameleon 
and no longer want to crawl on the earth and change colors and 
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be reborn; instead 1 want to exist from my own force, like the 
sun which gives light and does not suck light, That belongs to the 
earth. I recall my solar nature and would like to rush to my rising. 
But ruins” stand in my way. They say: “With regard to men you 
should be this or that.” My chameleonesque skin shudders. They 
obtrude upon me and want to color me. But that should no longer 
be. Neither good nor evil shall be my masters. I push them aside, 
the laughable survivors, and go on my way again, which leads 
me to the East, The quarreling powers that for so long stood 
between me and myself lie behind me 

Henceforth I am completely alone. I can no longer say to you: 
“Listen!” or “you should,” or “you could,” but now I talk only with 
myself, Now no one else can do anything more for me, nothing 
whatsoever. I no longer have a duty toward you, and you no lon- 
ger have duties toward me, since I vanish and you vanish from 
me. I no longer hear requests and no longer make requests of you. 
I no longer fight and reconcile myself with you, but place silence 
between you and me 

Your call dies away in the distance, and you cannot find my 
footprints. Together with the west wind, which comes from the 
plains of the ocean, I journey across the green countryside, I 
roam through the forests, and bend the young grass. I talk with 
trees and the forest wildlife, and the stones show me the way. 
When I thirst and the source does not come to me, I go to the 
source. When I starve and the bread does not come to me, I 
seek my bread and take it where I find it. I provide no help and 
need no help. If at any time necessity confronts me, I do not 
look around to see whether there is a helper nearby, but I accept 
the necessity and bend and writhe and struggle. I laugh, I weep, 
1 swear, but I do not look around me. 

On this way, no one walks behind me, and I cross no one’s 
path, Iam alone, but I fill my solitasiness with my life. I am man 
‘enough, I am noise, conversation, comfort, and help enough unto 
myself, And so I wander to the far East. Not that I know any- 
thing about what my distant goal might be. I see blue horizons 
before me: they suffice as a goal, I hurry toward the East and my 
rising—I will my rising. / [Image 36]*/ 

First Day 
Cap. viii” 

[HI 37] But on the third night," a desolate mountain range 
blocks my way, though a narrow valley gorge allows me to enter. 
The way leads inevitably between two high rock faces. My feet 
are bare and injure themselves on the jagged rocks. Here the 
path becomes slippery. One-half of the way is white, the other 
black. I step onto the black side and recoil horrified: it is hot 
iron. I step onto the white half: it is ice. But so it must be. I dart 

99 In 1926, Jung wrote: "The ranstion frm morning wo afternogn i ratation of rit alcsFrom this comes che necesito appreciate the vie ofthe opposite of 
‘our former 
i Normalan Sick Pech Life, CW 7, $115) 

91 The Corrected Draft has: “green creature” (p. 253). 
92.The Corrected Draft has "my" (P. 257) 
93 The Corrected Draft has. "me" (p. 257) 

als, to recognize the error in former truth and to feel how much antagonism and even hatred lay in what had formenly passed for love for us” (The Unconsclus 

94 The Corected Draf continues ike chameleon (p. 258) A passage occurs herein the Dre paraphrase of which follows: Is our chameleon nature hat forces us through these transformations. So long awe ae chamelcons we need an annal journey ince bath of rebirth, Therefore I looked a the outdating of my dels with horror snc loved my natural greenness and mstased my chameleon skin which changed colors according to the environment. The chameleon does this cleverly ne il this change «progress through rebirth So you experience 777 rebirth. The Buddha did not ned quit so longo see that even rebirth re vin (Bp 375-76). “There was a bli hat the sul ha ogo through 777 reinearnations(Emese Woods, The New Tsp [Wheaton IL: The Theosophical Pes 1935} pa 
195 The Dreft has instead: "my ideal survival” (p. 277) 
196 Image legend: "This image was printed on Christmas 191s.” The depiction of lzdubar strongly resembles an illustration of him ia Wilhelm Roscher's aufhrliches 

Lexiton der Grichischen ‘Romichen Mythologie, of which Jang possessed a copy (Leipzig Teubner, 1884-1937] vol. 2.775) ledubar was an erly name given the figure 
now known as Gilgamesh. This was based on a mistranscription In 906 Peter Jensen noted: Ithas now been established that Gilgamesch isthe chief protagonist of 
the epic, and not Gistchubar or Izdubar as assumed previously” (Das Gigemesch Epos in der Weliteratar [Steassburg: Karl Teubner, 1906], p.2). Jung had discussed the 
Gilgamesh epic in 1912 in Trenformatons and Symls ofthe Libido, using the corrected form, and cited Jensen's work several times, 

97 The Handbriten Dro has instead. “Seven Adhentre Fist Day” (p. 626). The Coreed Draft as instead: "7, The Great Encounter First Day. The Hero from the East” (p 263). 
98 January 8, 1914. 
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across and onward, and finally the valley widens into a mighty 
rocky basin. A narrow path winds up along vertical rocks to the 
mountain ridge at the top. 

As I approach the top, a mighty booming resounds from the 
other side of the mountain like ore being pounded, The sound 
gradually swells, and echoes thunderously in the mountain, 
‘As I reach the pass, I see an enormous man approach from the 
other side 

“Two bull horns rise from his great head, and a rattling suit 
of armor covers his chest. His black beard is ruffled and decked 
with exquisite stones. The giant is carrying a sparkling double axe 
in his hand, like those used to strike bulls. Before I can recover 
from my amazed fright, the giant is standing before me. I look 
at his face: it is faint and pale and deeply wrinkled. His almond- 
shaped eyes look at me astonished. Horror takes hold of me: this 
is Iedubar, the mighty, the bull-man. He stands and looks at me: 
his face speaks of consuming inner feat, and his hands and knees 
tremble, Izdubar, the powerful bull trembling? Is he frightened? 
1 call out to him: 

“Oh, Iedubar, most powerful, spare my life and forgive me for 
lying like a worm in your path.” 

lz: “I do not want your life. Where do you come from?” 
1: “I come from the West.” 

Iz: “You come from the West? Do you know of the Western 
lands? Is this the right way to the Western lands?” 

I: “I come from a Western land, whose coast washes against 
the great Western sea.” 

Tz: “Does the sun sink in that sea? Or does it touch the solid 
land in its decline?” 

I: “The sun sinks far beyond the sea.” 
Iz: “Beyond the sea? What lies there?” 
I: “There is nothing but empty space there, As you know, the 

earth is round and moreover it turns around the sun.” 
Iz: “Damned one, where do you get such knowledge? So there 

is no immortal land where the sun goes down to be reborn? Are 
you speaking the truth?” 

His eyes flicker with fury and-fear. He steps a thundering 
pace closer. I tremble 

I: “Oh, Izdubar, most powerful one, forgive my presump- 
‘tuousness, but I'm really speaking the truth. I come from a land 
where this is proven science and where people live who travel 
round the world with their ships, Our scholars know through 
‘measurement how far the sun is from each point of the surface 
of the earth, It is a celestial body that lies unspeakably far out in 
unending space.” 

Iz:“Unending—did you say? Is the space of the world unending, 
and we can never reach the sun?” 

I: “Most powerful one, insofar as you are mortal, you can never 
reach the sun.” 

T see him overcome with suffocating fear. 
Tz: “I am mortal—and I shall never reach the sun, and never 

reach immortality?” 
He smashes his axe with a powerful, clanging blow on the rock 
Iz; “Be gone, miserable weapon. You are not much use. How 

should you be of use against infinity, against the eternal void, / 
and against the unreplenishible? There is no one left for you to 
conquer. Smash yourself, what's it worth!” 

(In the West the sun sinks into the lap of glowing clouds in 
bright crimson) 

“So go away, sun, thrice-damned God, and wrap yourself in 
your immortality!” 

(He snatches the smashed piece of his axe from the ground 
and hurls it coward the sun) 

“Here you have your sacrifice, your last sacrifice!” 
He collapses and sobs like a child. I stand shaking and hardly 

dare stir, 
lz: “Miserable worm, where did you suckle on this poison?” 
1: "Oh I2dubar, most powerful one, what you call poison is 

science. In our country we are nurtured on it from youth, and 
that may be one reason why we haven't properly flourished and 
remain so dwarfish. When I see you, however, it seems to me as 
if we are all somewhat poisoned." 

In: “No stronger being has ever cut me down, no monster has 
ever resisted my strength. But your poison, worm, which you have 
placed in my way has lamed me to the marrow. Your magical 
poison is stronger than the army of Tiamat.”*" (He lies as if 
paralyzed, stretched out on the ground.) “You Gods, help, here 
lies your son, cut down by the invisible serpent's bite in his heel. 
Oh, if only I had crushed you when I saw you, and never heard 
your words.” 

1: “Oh Izdubar, great and pitiable one, had I known that my 
knowledge could cut you down, I would have held my tongue 
But I wanted to speak the truth.” 

Tz: “You call poison truth? Is poison truth? Or is truth poison? 
Do not our astrologers and priests also speak the truth? And yet 
theirs does not act like poison.” 

I: “Oh Iedubar, night is falling, and it will get cold up here. 
Shall I not fetch you help from men?” 

Iz: “Let it be, and answer me instead.” 
I: "But we cannot philosophize here, ofall places. Your wretched 

condition demands help.” 
2: "I say to you, let it be. IF should perish this night, so be it. 

Just give me an answer.” 
1: “I'm afraid, my words are weak, if they are to heal.” 
Tz: “They cannot bring about something more grave. 

‘The disaster has already happened. So tell me what you 
know. Perhaps you even have a magic word that counteracts 
the poison.” 

I: “My words, Oh most powerful one, are poor and have no 
magical power.” 

Iz: “No matter, speak!” 
1:"I don’t doubr that your priests speak the truth. Its certainly 

a truth, only it runs contrary to our truth.” 
Iz: "Are there then two sorts of truth?” 
I: “Ie seems to me to be so, Our truth is that which comes to 

us from the knowledge of outer things. The truth of your priests 
is that which comes to you from inner things.” 

1z (half sitting up): “That was a salutary word.” 
1: “T'm fortunate that my weak words have relieved you. Oh, 

if only I knew many more words that could help you. It has now 
grown cold and dark. I'll make a fire to warm us.” 

Tz: “Do that, a it might help.” (I gathered wood and lit a big 
fire) “The holy fire warms me. Now tell me, how did you make a 
fire so swiftly and mysteriously?” 

I:“All I need are matches. Look, they are small pieces of wood 

99 In Fyn mytology che Westen lands the Western ban of he Ni) wee the land ofthe dead 
100 In The Gay Science, Nietzsche argued that 

doubt, ro negate, t0 wait to colle 
inking originated through the clcvation and uniting of eevera impulses which had the effec of poison: the impulse 10 anda danlec CO the doce of psa ec Wer Ketinann [New ork Usage bp oak 3 secon} 

101 In Babylonian mythology, Tiamat, the mother af the Gods, waged war with an army of demons 
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with a special substance at the tip. Rubbing them against the box 
produces fire.” 

Iz: “Phat is astonishing, where did you learn this art?” 
I: “Everyone has matches where I come from. But this is the 

least of it. We can also fly with the help of useful machines.” / 
Iz: “You can fy like birds? If your words did not contain such 

powerful magic, I would say to you, you were lying.” 
I: “I'm certainly not lying. Look, I also have a timepiece, for 

example, which shows the exact time of day” 
12: This is wonderful. It is clear that you come from a strange 

and marvelous land, You certainly come from the blessed Western 
lands. Are you immortal?” 

I: “I—immortal? There is nothing more mortal than we are.” 

Iz: "What? You are not even immortal and yet you understand 
such arts?” 

I: “Unfortunately our science has still not yet sueceeded in 
finding a method against death.” 

lz: “Who then taught you such arts?” 
I: “In the course of the centuries men have made many discoveries, 

through precise observation and the science of outer things.” 
lz: “But this science is the awful magic that has lamed me. How 

can it be that you are still alive even though you drink from this 
poison every day?” 

I: “We've grown accustomed to this over time, because men 
get used to everything. But we're still somewhat lamed. On the 
other hand, this science also has great advantages, as you've seen. 
“What we've lost in terms of force, we've rediscovered many times 
through mastering the force of nature.” 

Iz: “Isn't it pathetic to be so wounded? For my part, I draw my 
own force from the force of nature. I leave the secret force to the 
cowardly conjurers and womanly magicians. If I crush another's 
skull to pulp, that will stop his awful magic.” 

1: "But don't you realize how the touch of our magic has 
worked upon you? Terribly, I chink.” 

Iz: “Unfortunately, you are right.” 
I; “Now you perhaps see that we had no choice. We had to 

swallow the poison of science. Otherwise we would have met the 
same fate as you have: weid be completely lamed, if we encountered 
it unsuspecting and unprepared. This poison is so insurmountably 
strong that everyone, even the strongest, and even the eternal 
Gods, perish because of it, If our life is dear to us, we prefer to 
sacrifice a piece of our life force rather than abandon ourselves to 
certain death.” 

Iz: "I no longer think that you come from the blessed Western 
lands, Your country must be desolate, full of paralysis and 
renunciation. I yearn for the East, where the pure source of our 
life-giving wisdom flows” 

We sit silently at the flickering fire. The night is cold, Izdubar 
‘groans and looks up at the starry sky above. 

Iz: “Most terrible day of my life—unending—so long—so 
long—wretched magical art—our priests know nothing, or else 
they could have protected me from it—even the Gods die, he says. 
Have you no Gods anymore?” 

1: “No, words are all we have.” 

Iz: “But are these words powerful?” 
1: "So they claim, but one notices nothing of this.” 
Tz:"We do not see the Gods either and yet we believe that they 

exist. We recognize their workings in natural events.” 
I: “Science has taken from us the capacity of belief”"* 
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Iz: “What, you have lost that, too? How then do you live?” 
I: “We live thus, with one foot in the cold and one foot in the 

hot, and for the rest, come what may!” 
1: “You express yourself darkly” 
I: “So it also is with us, it is dark.” 

Jz: “Can you bear it?” 
1: “Not particularly well. I personally don't find myself at ease 

with it. For that reason, I've set out to the East, to the land of the 
rising sun, to seek the light that we lack. Where then does the 
sun rise?” 

lz: “The earth is, as you say, completely round. Thus the sun 
rises nowhere.” 

I:"T mean, do you have the light that we lack?"/ 
Tz: “Look at me: I flourish in the light of the Western world. 

From this you can measure how fruitful this light is, But if you 
come from such a dark land, then beware of such an overpowering 
light. You could go blind just as we all are somewhat blind.” 

“IF your light is as fantastic as you are, then I will be careful.” 
Iz: “You do well by this” 
1:"I long for your truth.” 
Iz: “As I long for the Western lands. I warn you.” 
Silence descends. Ieis late at night. We fall asleep next to the fre. 

[2] [HI 40] I wandered toward the South and found the 
unbearable heat of solitude with myself I wandered toward the 
North and found the cold death from which all the world dies. 1 
withdrew to my Western land, where the men are sich in knowing 
and doing, and I began to suffer from the sun’s empty darkness. 
‘And I threw everything from me and wandered toward the East, 
where the light rises daily. I went to the East like a child. I did not 
ask, I simply waited, 

Cheerful flowery meadows and lovely spring forests hemmed 
my path, But in the third night, the heaviness came. It stood 
before me like a range of cliffs full of sorrowful desolation, and 
everything tried to deter me from following my life’s path. But 
1 found the entrance and the narrow way. The torment was great, 
since it was not for nothing that I had pushed the two dissipated 
and dissolute ones away from me. I unsuspectingly absorb what I 
reject. What I accept enters that part of my soul which I do not 
know; I accept what I do to myself, but I reject what is done to me. 

So the path of my life led me beyond the rejected opposites, 
united in smooth and—alas!—extremely painful sides of the way 
which lay before me. I stepped on them but they burned and 
froze my soles. And thus I reached the other side. But the 
poison of the serpent, whose head you crush, enters you through 
the wound in your heel; and thus the serpent becomes more 
dangerous than it was before. Since whatever I reject is never- 
theless in my nature, I thought it was without, and so I believed 
that I could destroy it. But it resides in me and has only assumed 
a passing outer form and stepped toward me. I destroyed its 
form and believed that I was a conqueror. But I have not yet 
overcome myself 

‘The outer opposition is an image of my inner opposition. 
Once I realize this, I remain silent and think of the chasm 
of antagonism in my soul. Outer oppositions are easy to over- 
come, They indeed exist, but nevertheless you can be united 
with yourself. They will indeed burn and freeze your soles, 
bur only your soles. It hurts, but you continue and look toward 
distant goals 

102 The issue of the relation of science to belief was critical in Jungs psychology of religion. See “Psychology and religion’ (1938). CW 1 
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As I rose to the highest point and my hope wanted to look 
‘out toward the East, a miracle happened: as I moved toward the 
East, one from the East hurried toward me and strove toward the 
sinking light. I wanted light, he wanted night, I wanted to rise, he 
‘wanted to sink. I was dwarfish like a child, while he was enormous 
like an elementally powerful hero. Knowledge lamed me, while he 
was blinded by the fullness of the light. And so we hurried toward 
each other; he, from the light; I, from the darkness; he, strong; I, 
‘weak; he, Gods I, serpent; he, ancient; I, utterly new; he, unknowing: 
1, knowing, he, fantastic; I, sober; he, brave, powerful; I, cowardly, 
cunning But we were both astonished to see one another on the 
border between morning and evening 

I was a child and grew like a greening tree and let the wind 
and distant cries and commotion of opposites / blow calmly 
through my branches, I was a boy and mocked fallen heroes, I 
‘was a youth pushing aside their clutching grips left and right, 
and so I did not anticipate the Powerful, Blind, and Immortal 
One, who wandered longingly after the sinking sun, who wanted 
to cleave the ocean down to its bottom so he could descend into 
the source of life. That which husries toward the rising is small, 
that which approaches the descent is great. Hence I was small, 
since I simply came from the depths of my descent. I had been 
where he yearned to be. He who descends is great, and it would 
be easy for him to smash me. A God who looks like the sun does not 

hhunt worms. But the worm aims at the heel of the Powerful One 
and will prepare him for the descent that he needs. His power is 
great and blind. He is marvelous to look at and frightening, But 
the serpent finds its spot. A little poison and the great one falls. 
The words of the one who rises have no sound and taste bitter, 
It is not a sweet poison, but one that is fatal for all Gods. 

Alas, he is my dearest, most beautiful friend, he who rushes across 
pursuing the sun and wanting to marry himself with the émmeasurable 
‘mother asthe sun does. How closely akin, indeed how completely one are the 
serpent and the God! The word which was our deliveer has become a deadly 
weapons, a serpent that secretly stabs. 

No longer do outer opposites stand in my way, but my own 
opposite comes toward me, and rises up hugely before me, and 
we block each other's way. The word of the serpent certainly 
defeats the danger, but my way remains barred, since I then had 
to fall from paralysis into blindness, just as the Powerful One fell 
into paralysis to escape his blindness. I cannot reach the blinding 
power of the sun, just as he, the Powerful One, cannot reach the 
ever-fruitful womb of darkness. I seem to be denied power, while 
he is denied rebirth, but I escape the blindness that comes with 
power and he escapes the nothingness that comes with death My 
hope for the fullness of the light shatters, just as his longing for 
boundless conquered life shatters. I had felled the strongest, and 
the God climbs down to mortality. 

[OB 41] The Mighty One fll he lies on the ground 
Power must subside forthe sake of life. 
The circumference of outer life should be made smaller. 
Mach more secrecy solitary fires, fre, cavern, dark wide forests, sparsely 

‘peopled settlements, quiely flowing streams, silent winter and summer nights, 
small ships and carriages, and secure in dwellings the rare and precious. 

103 The Dr cone “This what Lwin the dean” (295 104 ei enh ap 280 eo 

From afar wanderers walk along solitary roads, looking here and there 
-Hurrying becomes impossible, patience grows. / 

[OB 42] The noise ofthe days of the world falls silent, and the warming 
fire blazes inside. 

Sitving atthe fire, the shades of those gone before wail sofily and give news 
ofthe past. 

‘Come tothe soltary fire, you bind and lame ones and hear ofboth kinds 
of truth: the blind wil be lamed and the lamed wil be Blinded, yer the shared 
fire warms both inthe lengshening night 

‘Aan old secret fire burn between us, giving sparse light and ample warmth, 
The primordial fire that conquers every necessity shall burn again, since 

the night of the world is wide and cold, and the need is great. 
The well-proteced fire brings together those from: far away and those who 

«are cold, those who do not see one another and cannot reach one another, and 
it conquers suffering and shatters need. 

The words uttered at the fire are ambiguous and deep and show life the 
right way. 

The blind shall be lamed, so that he will not run into the abyss, and the 
lamed shall be Blind, so that he will not look at things beyond his reach with 
longing and contempt. 

Both may be aware of their dep helplessness so that they will respect the 
holy fire again, as well asthe shades sitting atthe hearth, and the words that 
encircle the flames. 

The ancients called the saving word the Logos, an expression 
of divine reason. So much unreason / was in man that he 
needed reason to be saved. If one waits long enough, one sees 
how the Gods all change into serpents and underworld dragons 
in the end. This is also the fate of the Logos: in the end it poisons 
us all, In time, we were all poisoned, but unknowingly we kept 
the One, the Powerful One, the eternal wanderer in us away 
from the poison. We spread poison and paralysis around us in 
that we want to educate all the world around us into reason 

Some have their reason in thinking, others in feeling. Both are 
servants of Logos, and in secret become worshipers of the serpent." 

You can subjugate yourself, shackle yourself in irons, whip 
yourself bloody every day: you have crushed yourself, but not 
overcome yourself. Precisely through this you have helped the 
Powerful One, strengthened your paralysis, and promoted his 
blindness. He would like to see it in others, and inflict it on them, 
and would like to force the Logos on you and others, longingly and 
tyrannically with blind obstinacy and vacant stubborness. Give 
hhim a taste of Logos. He is afraid, and he already trembles from 
afar since he suspects that he has become outdated, and that a tiny 
droplet of the poison of Logos will paralyze him. But because he is 
your beautiful, much loved brother, you will act slavishly toward 
him and you would like to spare him as you have spared none of 
your fellow men. You spared no merry and no powerful means to 
strike your fellow men with the poisoned arrow: Paralyzed game is 
an unworthy prey. The powerful huntsman, who wrestles the bull 
to the ground and tears the lion to pieces and strikes the army of 
Tiamat, is your bow’s worthy target." 

If you live as he whom you are, He will come running against 
you impetuously, and you can hardly miss him. He will lay violent 
hands on you and force you into slavery if you do not remember 
your terrible weapon, which you have always used in his service 

10d npg pe (8) fang condeed kinking and fing be the rina fans (CW 6 673) 1 Tc ark Ban oma iy him Ch cian ren 2). Tamia fe ih (6 88 
Jang discussed the Babylonian creation my 
‘he world, Thus “the mighty huntsman” corresponds to Mardul. 

in which Marduk, the God of spring hatles with Tiamat and her army: Marduk slayed Tiamat, and from this he created 
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against yourself, You will be cunning, terrible, and cold if you 
make the beautiful and much loved fall, But you should not kill 
him, even if he suffers and writhes in unbearable agony. Bind the 
holy Sebastian to a tree and slowly and rationally shoot arrow 
after arrow into his twitching flesh.” When you do so, remind 
yourself that each arrow that strikes him spares one of your 
dwarfish and lame brothers, So you may shoot many arrows. But 
there is a misunderstanding that occurs all too frequently and is 
almost ineradicable: Men always want to destroy the beautiful and 
much loved outside of themselves, but never within themselves. 

He, the beautiful and most loved one, came to me from the East, 
from just that place which I was seeking to reach. Admiringly I 
saw his power and magnificence, and I recognized that he was 
striving for precisely what I had abandoned, namely my dark 
‘human milling crowd of abjection. I recognized the blindness and. 
tunknowingness of his striving which worked against my desire, 
and I opened his eyes and lamed his powerful limbs with a poisoned. 
stab, And he lay crying like a child, as that which he was, a child, a 
primordial grown child that required human Logos. So he lay before 
me, helpless, my blind God, who had become half-seeing and 
paralyzed. And compassion seized me, since it was plain to me 
that I should not let him die, he who approached me from the 
rising, from that place where he could be well, but which I could 
never reach, He whom I sought I now possessed. The East could 
give me nothing other than him, the sick and fallen one. 

You need to undertake only half of the way, he will undertake 
the other half. If you go beyond him, blindness will befall you. 
If he goes beyond you, paralysis will befall him. Therefore, and 
insofar as it is the manner of the Gods to go beyond mortals, they 
become paralyzed, and become as helpless as children. Divinity 
and humanity should remain preserved, if man should remain 
before the God, and the God remain before man, The high-blazing 
flame is the middle way, whose luminous course runs between the 
human and the divine 

The divine primordial power is blind, since its face has 
become human, The human is the face of the Godhead. If the 
God comes near you, then plead for your life to be spared, since 
the God is loving horror. The ancients said: itis terrible to fall 
into the hands of the living God." They spoke thus because they 
knew, since they were still close to the ancient forest, and they 
turned green like the trees in a childlike manner and ascended far 
away toward the East. / 

Consequently they fell into the hands of the living God. They 
learned to kneel and to lie with their faces down, to beg for pity, 
and they learned to live in servile fear and to be grateful. But he 
who saw him, the terrible beautiful one with his black velvet eyes 
and the long eyelashes, the eyes that do not see but merely gaze 
lovingly and fearfully, he has learned to cry out and whimper, 

SECOND DAY | 281 

so that he can at least reach the ear of the Godhead. Only your 
fearful cry can stop the God. And then you see that the God also 
trembles, since he stands confronting his face, his observing gaze 
in you, and he feels unknown power. The God is afraid of man. 

If my God is lamed, I must stand by him, since I cannot abandon 
the much-loved. I sense that he is my lot, my brother, who abided 
and grew in the light while I was in the darkness and fed myself 
with poison. It is good to know such things: ifwe are surrounded 
by night, our brother stands in the fullness of the light, doing his 
great deeds, tearing up the lion and killing the dragon. And he 
draws his bow against ever more distant goals, until he becomes 
aware of the sun wandering high up in the sky and wants to 
catch it. But when he has discovered his valuable prey, then your 
longing for the light also awakens, You discard the fetters and 
take yourself to the place of the rising light. And thus you rush 
toward each other. He believed he could simply capture the sun 
and encountered the worm of the shadows. You thought that in 
the East you could drink from the source of the light, and catch 
the horned giant, before whom you fall to your knees. His essence 
is blind excessive longing and tempestuous force. My essence is 
seeing limitation and the incapacity of cleverness. He possesses in 
abundance what I lack. Consequently I will also not let him go, 
the Bull God, who once wounded Jacob's hip and whom I have 
now lamed.”” I want to make his force my own, 

It is therefore prudent to keep alive the severely afflicted so 
that his force continues to support me, We miss nothing more 
than divine force. We say, “Yes, indeed, this is how it should or 
could be. This or that should be achieved.” We speak thus and 
stand thus, and look about us embarrassed, to see whether some- 
how something will occur. And should something happen, we 
look on and say: “Yes, indeed, we understand, it is this or that, 
or it is similar to this or that.” And thus we speak and stand 
and look around to see whether somewhere something might 
happen. Something always happens, but we do not happen, 
since our God is sick. We have seen him dead with the venomous 
gaze of the Basilisk on his face, and we have understood that he 
is dead. We must think of his healing And yet again I feel it 
quite clearly that my life would have broken in half had I failed to 
heal my God. Hence I abided with him in the long cold night 
[Image 44] / [Image 45}"°/ 

Second Day 
Cap. ix 

[HI 46] No dream gave me the saving word." Izdubar lay silent 
and stiff all night, until daybreak" I paced the mountain ridge, 
pondering, and looked back to my Western lands, where there 
is so much knowledge and so much possibility of help. I love 

107 St Sebastian was a Christian martyr persecuted by the Romane who lived in the third century: He-was often depicted tied to a tree and shot with arrows, The earliest such representation iin the Baile SancApolinie Noows in Ravenna 108 This ee 510 Hebrews 10:31: “I is a fearful ching to fll into the hands of the living God” 
109 This refers to Jacob's wrestling wich the angel in Genesis 3:24~29: "And Jacob was left alone; and there wrestled a man with him until the breaking ofthe day. And 

when he saw that he prevailed not against him, he touched the hollow of his thi 
said, Let me go, forthe day breaketh And he said, I will not let thee go, except 
said, Thy name shall be called no more Jacob, but Israel: for asa prince hast 
‘Tell me, | pray thee, thy name- And he said, Wherefore i it that thou dost ask after m 

0 Image legend: “Arthava-veda 4,14." Arthava mda 4.1.4 is 2 charm to promote vr 

‘and the hollow of Jacobs thigh was out of oint, as he wrestled with him. And e 
subless me. And he said unto him, What is thy name? And he sai, Jacob. And he 

1a power with God and with men, and hast prevailed. And Jacob asked him, snd said, 
fame? And he blessed him there.” 

“Thee, the plant, which the Gandharva dug up for Varuna, when his virility had 
decayed, thee, that causest strength, we dig up. / Ushas (Aurora), Sirys (the sun), and this charm of mine; the bull Pragipati (the lord of creatures) shall with his lusty 
fice arouse him! / This herb shall make chee so very fll of lusty strength, chat thou shale, when thow art excited, exhale heat 

‘Do thou, O Indra, controler of bodies, place the lusty force of men into this p and the essence of che bulls shall arouse i 
‘thing on fre! / The fie of the plants, 
san! / Thou (O herb) art the first-born 

Sap ofthe waters and also of the plants. Moreover thou art the brother of Soma, and the lusty force of the antelope buck! / Now; O Agni, now, O Savita, nov, O goddess 
Serva now O Brahmans do tho fen the gaa bo / fen thy pass at abowstringpon the bow Embrace shou (women) athe antelope buck 
‘the puzlie wih ever unfailing (seength)! | The streng 

111 The Handviten 
1a January 9, 1914. 

ofc boheme on te fa ever te eng of es ofa Gade! Gavel BEL yf Reta ang ro) The eoanecton soc heding of later the mewn al Gok as tate det se tee insite mine con yee oes een HAG G2O 
bestow upon him, O controller 
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Izdubar, and I do not want him to wither away miserably. But 
where should help come from? No one will travel the hot-cold 
path, And I? I am afraid to return to that path, And in the East? 
Was there possibly help there? But what about the unknown 
dangers that loomed there? I do not want to go blind. What use 
would that be to Izdubar? I cannot carry this lamed one as a 
blind man either. Yes, if I were powerful like Izdubar, What use 
is science here? 

“Toward evening I went up to lzdubar and spoke to him: “Izdubar, 
my prince, listen! I will not let you decline. The second evening is 
falling, We have no food and we are bound to die if I cannot find 
help. We cannot expect any help from the West, but help is possible 
from the East. Did you meet anyone on your way whom we could 
call on for help?” 

lz: “Let it be, may death come when it will” 
I: “My heart bleeds at the thought of leaving you here without 

having done the upmost to help you.” 
Iz:"What help is your magical power to you? Ifyou were strong, 

as Iam, you could carry me. But your poison can only destroy and 
not help.” 

I: “If we were in my land, swift wagons could bring us help” 
Iz: “If we were in my land, your poisoned barb would not have 

reached me.” 
1: “Tell me, do you know of no help from the side of the East?” 
lz: “The way there is long and lonely, and when you reach the 

plains after crossing the mountains, you will meet the powerful 
sun which will blind you” 

1; “But what if I wandered by night and if I sheltered from the 
sun during the day?” 

12: "In the night all the serpents and dragons crawl out of their 
holes and you, unarmed, will inevitably fall victim to them. Let it 
be! How would this help? My legs have withered and are numb. 
I prefer not to bring home the booty of this journey” 

I: “Should I not risk everything?” 
Iz: “Useless! Nothing is gained if you die.” 
I: “Let me think it over a bit, perhaps a saving thought will yet 

come to me.” 

L withdraw and sit down on a rock high above on the ridge of 
the mountain. And this speech began in me: Great Izdubas, you 
are in a hopeless position—and I no less." What can be done? It 
is not always necessary to act; sometimes thinking is better. I am 
basically convinced that Izdubar is hardly real in the ordinary sense, 
but is a fantasy. It would help if the situation were considered 
from another angle. considered... considered... itis remarkable 
that even here thoughts echo; one must be quite alone. But this 
will hardly last. He will of course not accept that he is a fantasy, 
but instead claim that he is completely real and that he can only 
be helped in a real way: nevertheless, it would be worth trying this 
means once. I will appeal to him: 

I: “My prince, Powerful One, listen: a thought came to me 
that might save us. I think that you are not at all real, but only 
a fantasy.” 

Tz: “I am terrified by this thought. It is murderous, Do you 
even mean to declare me unreal /—now that you have lamed 
me so pitifully? 

113 The Draft continues: “thus spoke another voice in me, like an echo” (p. 309) 

I: “Perhaps I have not made myself clear enough, and have 
spoken too much in the language of the Western lands. I do not 
‘mean to say that you are not real at all, of course, but only as real 
as a fantasy. If you could accept this, much would be gained.” 

lz: “What would be gained by this? You are a tormenting devil” 
1: “Pitiful one, I will not torment you. The hand of the doctor 

does not seek to torment even if it causes grief Can you really not 
accept that you are a fantasy?” 

lu: “Woe betide me! In what magic do you want to entangle 
me? Should it help me if I take myself for a fantasy?” 

1: "You know that the name one bears means a lot. You also 
know that one often gives the sick new names to heal them, for 
with the new name, they come by a new essence. Your name is 
your essence 

a: “You are right, our priests also say this.” 
I: "So are you prepared to admit that you are a fantasy?” 
le: “Ifit helps—yes.” 
The inner voice now spoke to me as follows: while admittedly 

he is a fantasy now, the situation remains extremely complex. 
A fantasy cannot be simply negated and treated with resignation 
either. It calls for action, Anyway, he is a fantasy—and thus 
considerably more volatile—I think I can see a way forward: I can 
take him on my back for now. I went to Tzdubar and said to him: 

“A way has been found. You have become light, lighter than 
a feather. Now I can carry you.” I put my arms round him and 
lift him up from the ground; he is lighter than ais, and I struggle to 
keep my feet on the ground since my load lifts me up into the air. 

Iz: “That was a masterstroke. Where are you carrying me?” 
I: “I am going to carry you down into the Western land. My 

comrades will happily accommodate such a large fantasy, Once 
we have crossed the mountains and have reached the houses of 
hospitable men, I can calmly go about finding a means to restore 
you completely again.” 

Carrying him on my back, I climb down the small rock path 
swith great care, more in danger of being whirled aloft by the wind 
than of losing balance because of my load and plunging down the 
mountainside, I hang on to my all too lightweight load. finally we 
reach the bottom of the valley and the way of the hot and cold 
pain, But this time I am blown by a whistling East wind down 
through the narrow rocks and across the fields toward inhabited 
places, making no contact with the painful way. Spurred on, I 
hasten through beautiful lands. I see wo people ahead of me: 
Ammonius and the Red One, When we are right behind them, 
they turn round and run off into the fields with horrified cries. I 
must have proved a strange sight indeed, 

Iz; “Who are these misshapen ones? Are these your comrades?” 
“These are not men, they are so-called relics of the past 

which one still often encounters in the Western lands, They used 
to be very important. They're now used mostly as shepherds.” 

Tz: “What a wondrous country! But look, isn’t that a town? 
‘Don't you want to go there?” 

I: “No, God forbid, I don’t want a crowd to gather, since the 
enlightened live there. Can't you smell them? They're actually 
dangerous, since they cook the strongest poisons from which even 
I must protect myself. The people there are totally paralyzed, 
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wrapped in a brown poisonous vapor and can only move with 
artificial means, / But you need not worry. Night has almost 
fallen and no one will see us. Moreover, no one would admit to 
hhaving seen me. I know an out of the way house here. I have close 
friends there who will take us in for the night.” 

Izdubar and I come to a quiet dark garden and a secluded 
house. I hide Izdubar under the drooping branches of a tree, go 
up to the door of the house, and knock I ponder the door: itis 
much too small. I will never be able to get Izdubar through it. 
‘Yet—a fantasy takes up no space! Why did this excellent thought 
not occur to me earlier? I return to the garden and with no 
difficulty squeeze Izdubar into the size of an egg and put him in 
my pocket. Then I walk into the welcoming house where Izdubar 
should find healing 

[J[HI 48] Thus my God found salvation. He was saved 
precisely by what one would actually consider fatal, namely by 
declaring him a figment of the imagination, How often has it 
been assumed that the Gods have been brought to their end in 
this way" This was obviously a serious mistake, since this was 
precisely what saved the God. He did not pass away, but became 
a living fantasy, whose workings I could feel on my own body: my 
inherent heaviness faded and the hot and cold way of pain no 
longer burned and froze my soles. The weight no longer kept me 
pressed to the ground, but instead the wind carried me lightly 
like a feather, while I carried the giant."* 

One used to believe that one could murder a God. But the 
God was saved, he forged a new axe in the fire, and plunged again 
into the flood of light of the East to resume his ancient cycle."” 
But we clever men crept around lamed and poisoned, and did not 
even know that we lacked something. But I loved my God, and 
took him to the house of men, since I was convinced that he also 
really lived as a fantasy, and should therefore not be left behind, 
wounded and sick. And hence I experienced the miracle of my 
body losing its heaviness when I burdened myself with the God. 

St. Christopher, the giant, bore his burden with difficulty, 
despite the fact that he bore only the Christ child,"* But I was 
as small as a child and bore a giant, and yet my burden lifted 
me up. The Christ child became an easy burden for the giant 
Christopher, since Christ himself said, “My yoke is sweet, and my 
burden is light» We should not bear Christ as he is unbearable, 
bur we should be Christs, for then our yoke is sweet and our 
burden easy. This tangible and apparent world is one reality, but 
fantasy is the other reality. So long as we leave the God outside us 
apparent and tangible, he is unbearable and hopeless. But if we 
turn the God into fantasy, he isin us and is easy to bear. The God 
outside us increases the weight of everything heavy, while the 
God within us lightens everything heavy. Hence all Christophers 
have stooped backs and short breath, since the world is heavy. 

SECOND DAY | 283, 

[HI 48/2] Many have wanted to get help for their sick God 
and were then devoured by the serpents and dragons lurking on 
the way to the land of the sun. They perished in the overbright 
day and have become dark men, since their eyes have been 
blinded. Now they go around like shadows and speak of the light 
but see little, Bur their God is in everything that they do not see 
He is in the dark Western lands and he sharpens seeing eyes and 
he assists those cooking the poison and he guides serpents to 
the heels of the blind perpetrators. Therefore, if you are clever, 
take the God with you, then you know where he is. If you do 
not have him with you in the Western lands, he will come 
running to you at night with clanking armor and a crushing 
battle axe.” If you do not have him with you in the land of the 
dawn, then you will step unawares on the divine worm who 
awaits your unsuspecting heel. / 

[HI 49] You gain everything from the God whom you bear, 
but not his weapon, since he crushed it. He who conquers needs 
weapons. But what else do you want to conquer? You cannot 
conquer more than the earth. And what is the earth? It is round 
all over and hangs like a drop in the cosmos. You will not reach 
the sun, and your power will not even extend to the barren moon; 
you will conquer neither the sea, nor the snow on the poles, nor 
the sands of the desert, but only a few spots on the green earth. 
You will not conquer anything for any length of time. Your power 
will turn into dust tomorrow, for above all—at the very least— 
you must conquer death. So do not be a fool, throw down your 
weapon. God himself smashed his weapon. Armor is enough 
to protect you from fools who still suffer from the need to 
conquer. God’s armor will make you invulnerable and invisible 
to the worst fools. 

Take your God with you. Bear him down to your dark land 
where people live who rub their eyes each morning and yet always 
see only the same thing and never anything else. Bring your God 
down to the haze pregnant with poison, but not like those blinded 
cones who try to illuminate the darkness with lanterns which it does 
not comprehend. Instead, secretly carry your God to a hospitable 
roof. The huts of men are small and they cannot welcome the 
God despite their hospitality and willingness. Hence do not wait 
until cawly bungling hands of men hack your God to pieces, but 
embrace him again, lovingly, until he has taken on the form of his 
first beginning. Let no human eye see. the much loved, terribly 
splendid one in the state of his illness and lack of power. Consider 
that your fellow men are animals without knowing it, So long as 
they go to pasture, or lie in the sun, or suckle their young, or mate 
with each other, they are beautiful and harmless creatures of dark 
Mother Earth. But if the God appears, they begin to rave, since 
the nearness of God makes people rave. They tremble with fear 

114 This refers to scene in the text describing how Jung reduced Izdubar to the size of an egg soe could secretly carry Iadubas into the house and enable his hesking 
Jung said to Aniela Jaffe concerning these sections that some of the fantasies were driven by feat, such as the chapter on the devil and the chapter on Gilgamesh-Iadubss, 
Trom one perspective it was stupid that he had to find a way to help the giant, bur he felt that ihe did't do so he would have failed. He paid forthe ridiculous solution 
through realizing that he had capruced a God. Many ofthese fantasies were a hellish combination ofthe sublime and the ridiculous. (MP, p. 147~48). 

1u5 In che Drafy, cis sentence reads "Like many other Gods and on numerous previows occasions, the God was declared to be fantasy and it was thus assumed that he 
hnad been deale with” 

16 The Draft continues." 
destroyed” (p 

17 This seems to refer t the following chapter 

314). 

1h Chaps Genk for Chess) rt a aye inthe cent Asoding oe here sugested he help cary peopl across a dangerous crowing ina rer, which he di ten ate ifto be Christ bearing the sins of the world the child was heavier than anyone ele, and the child revealed himsel 
119 Matthew 1130. 
120 Le, as Iadubar came to Jung 

‘men apparently belioved that there is no such thing a a fant 
314). In 1932, Jung commented on the contemporary dispargement of 

and if we declared something to be fantastic, chen it would be well and truly 
sy ("The development of the personality” CW 17, $302). 
1h ha sought hermit ro inquire ast how he could serve Jeus On one ocsasion smal child asked tbe taken across He fond that 
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and fury and suddenly attack one another in fratricidal struggles, Simple in the manifold, 
since one senses the approaching God in the other, So conceal the Meaning in absurdity 
God that you have taken with you. Let them rave and maul each Freedom in bondage. 
other. Your voice is too weak for those raging to be able to hear. __Subjugated when victorious 
Thus do not speak and do not show the God, bur sit ina solitary Old in youth 
place and sing incantations in the ancient manner: ‘Yes in no, 

Set the egg before you, the God in his beginning, / [Image 53] 52/s3 
And behold it. Ob 
And incubate it with the magical warmth of your gaze. light of the middle way, 

enclosed inthe egg, 
HERE THE INCANTATIONS BEGIN. / embryonic, 

fall or ardor, oppresed. 
Fully expectant, The Incantations” hate tg la 

Cap. x. ‘As heavy as stone, hardened. 
Molten, transparent 

[Image so] Streaming bright, coiled on itself. 
Christmas has come. The God is in the egg. 
I have prepared a rug for my God, an expensive red rug from the land / [Image s4]*"” 53/54 
of morning ‘Amen, you are the lord ofthe beginning. 

He shall be surrounded by the shimmer of magnificence of his Amen, you are the star of the East 
Eastern land. ‘Amen, you are the flower that blooms over everything. 

Tam the mother, the simple maiden, who gave birth and did not 
know how. ‘Amen, you are the deer that breaks out of the forest. 

1am the careful father, who protected the maiden. 
‘Lam the shepherd, who received the message as he guarded his herd at 

‘Amen, you are the song tht sounds far over the water. 
‘Amen, you are the beginning and the end 

sight om the dark ids" 
7 [Image ss} 54/55 

/ [Image st} ‘One word that was never spoken 
Lam the holy animal that stood astonished and cannot grasp the One light that was never up 

becoming ofthe God. An unparalleled confusion 
am the wise man who came from the East, suspecting the miracle And a road without end. 

from afar." 
‘And I am the egg that surrounds and nurtures the seed of the God / [Image 56] 35/56 
in me, I forgive myself these words, as you alo forgive me for wanting your 

lasing light 
/ [Image 52] 
The solemn hours lengthen 7 [Image s7] 56/s7 
‘And my humanity is wretched and suffers torment ‘Rise up, you gracious fire of old night. 
Since 1am a giver of birth 1 kis the threshold of your beginning. 
Whence do you delight me, Ok God? 
“Hes the eternal empriness and the eternal filles 
[Nothing resembles him and he resembles everything. 
Evernal darkness and eternal brightness 
Eternal below and eternal above 
Double nature in one 

121 The chapter ttle is missing inthe calligraphic volume, and is given here following the Draft 
1a Images 50~64 symbolically depict the regeneration of l2dubar. 
133 Lake 28 

‘My hand prepares the rug and spreads abundant red flowers before you. 
‘Rise up my friend, you who lay sick, break through the sell 

We have prepared a meal for you. 
Gifis have been prepared for you 

Dancers await you. 
We have built «house for you 

‘And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over theie flock by night. And, lo, the angel of che Lord came upon 
them, and the glory ofthe Lord shone round about them: and they were sore afraid. And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of 
reat. ‘which shal be to all people. For unto you is bon this day inthe city of Davida Savio, which ie Chest the Lord" 

124 Matthew 1-2: Now when Jesu was born in Bethlehem of Judaea ia the days of Herod the king behold, chere came wise men from the east to Jerusalem, Saying ‘Where she than boen King he Jew For we hee sen hs arin te eat an are come to on 
ns 
26 this image, 

attributes of the God in this section are elaborated asthe attributes of Abraxas in the second and third sermons in Scrutnies. See below, p. 349. 
“Dreams,” jung noted on January 3,1917:"In Lib. nov snake image III incent” [stimulus to snake image III in Lifer Novus] (p. 1). This notation appears to refer to 

‘ar Image legen: “mapas: Julius Eggling noes hat “Behaspat or Brakmanaspat che lord of prayer or worship takes the place of Agia the present, 
of the priestly dignity. In Rig-Veda X, 68.9... Brihaspati is said to have found (avindzt) the dawn, che ‘and the fie (agni), and to have chased away the darkness 
svth light nk, sun), he seems rather to represen the element oflight and fre genealh” (ured Book of he Ea 12 p20), See alo the note co image 4. 128 The solar barge ra common motif in ancient Egypt The barge ws seen 36 the eypiesl means of movement ofthe sn, In Egyptian mythology the Sam God stewgled 
agunst the monster Aphophis, who attempted fo sallow te soar barge asf traveled acroe the heavens each day In Tronermains nd Spas efte Libido (1912) jing dacssed the Egyptian living in-dse" (CWB, 153) andthe moni of the sea monster (6 s4of), Ini 19s revision of heres. noted thatthe atl wich thea mens ered he eng ie p-cononas  e ppothcomcis (mo Trejorson, CW 5.339) The abr recs 
‘some ofthe illustrations inthe Eqyprion Book of ie Dead (ed, E. A. Wallis Budge [London: Arkana, 1899 / 1983), i, the vignettes on pp. 390, 400, and 404). The 
‘oarsman is usually falcon-headed Horus. The night journey of the sun God through the underworld is depicted in the Amdust, which has been seen as symbolic 
process of transformation, See Theodor Abt and Erik Hornung, Kaoulede forthe Aferfe. The Eepuien Amduat—A Ques jor Immortality (Zarich: Living Human Heritage 
Publieations, 2003). 



Your servants stand ready. 
We drove herds together for you on green fis 

We,filled your cup with red wine. 
‘We set out fragrant fruit on golden dishes 

We knock at your prison and lay our ears agains it 
The hours lengthen, tarry no longer. 

‘We are wretched without you and our song is worn out. 

7 [Image 58} 
‘We are miserable without you and wear out our songs, 

We spoke all the words that our heart gave us 
What else do you want? 

What ele shall we fulfl for you? 
‘We open every door for you. 

We bend our knees where you want us to 
We go to all points of the compass according to your wish 

We carry up what és below, and we turn what is above énto what és below, 
4s you command, 

‘We give and take according t0 your wish 
We wanted to turn right, but go lef, obedient t0 your sign, We rise and we 
fall, we sway and we remain stl, we se and we are Blind, we hear and we 

are def, we say yes and no, always hearing your word, 
We do not comprehend and we live the incomprehensible 

We do not love and we live the unloved. 
And we evolve around ourselves again and comprehend 

and live the understandable. 
We love and live the loved, true to your law. / 

57/58 
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Come tous, we who are willing from our own wil 
Come tous, we who understand you from our own spirit. 

Come tous, we wih will warm you at our own fi. 
Come tous, we who wil heal you with our own art. 

Come tous, we who will produce you out of our own body. 
Come, child, to father and mother. 

[Image s9]”° / 
We asked earth 
We asked Heaven, 
We asked the sea, 
We asked the wind, 
We asked the fre. 

‘We looked for you with all the peoples. 
‘We looked for you with all the kings. 
We looked for you with al the wis. 
‘We looked for you in our own heads and hearts, 
‘And we found you in the eg. [Image 60]/ 
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T have slain a precious human sacrifice for you, 
4 youth and old mar. 

T have cut my skin with a knife 

‘THE INCANTATIONS | 285 

1 have sprinkled your altar with my own blood. 
T have banished my father and mother so that you con live with me 

Thave turned my night into day and went about at midday 
like a sleepwalker. 

T have overthrown all the Gods, broken the laws, eaten the impure. 
have thrown down my sword and dressed in women’s clothing. 
1 shattered my firm castle and played like a child inthe sand. 

saw warriors form into line of battle and I destroyed my suit of armor 
‘with « hammer. 

1 planted my feld and let the fruit decay. 
I made small everything that was great and made everything great 

that was small. 
exchanged my furthest gol for the nearest, and so Iam ready. 

[Image 61] 
/ [HI 62] However, I am not ready, since I have still not accepted 
that which chokes my heart. That fearful thing is the enclosing of 
the God in the egg. I am happy that the great endeavor has been 
successful, but my fear made me forget the hazards involved. I 
love and admire the powerful. No one is greater than he with the 
bulls horns, and yet I lamed, carried, and made him smaller with 
case, I almost slumped to the ground with fear when I saw him, 
and now I rescue him with a cupped hand, These are the powers 
that make you afraid and conquer you; these have been your Gods 
and your rulers since time immemorial: yet you can put them in 
your pocket. What is blasphemy compared to this? I would like to be 
able to blaspheme against the God: That way I would atleast have 
God whom I could insult, but it is not worth blaspheming against 

an egg that one carries in one’s pocket. That is a God against 
‘whom one cannot even blaspheme 

I hated this pitifulness of the God. My own unworthiness 
is already enough, Ie cannot bear my encumbering it with the 
pitifulness of the God. Nothing stands firm: you touch yourself 
and you turn to dust, You touch the Ged and he hides terrified in 
the egg, You force the gates of Hell: the sound of cackling masks 
and the music of fools approaches you. You storm Heaven: stage 
scenery totters and the prompter in the box falls into a swoon. You 
notice: you are not true, itis not true above, it is not true below, 
lefe and right are deceptions. Wherever you grasp is air, air, air. 

But I have caught him, he who has been feared since time 
immemorial; I have made him small and my hand surrounds him. 
‘That is the demise of the Gods: man puts them in his pocket. 
That is the end of the story of the Gods. Nothing remains of 
the Gods other than an egg. And I possess this egg. Perhaps I 
can eradicate this last one and with this finally exterminate the 
race of Gods, Now that I know that the Gods have yielded to my 
power—what are the Gods to me now? Old and overripe, they 
have fallen and been buried in an egg. 

But how did this happen? I felled the Great One, I mourned 
him, I did not want to leave him, since I loved him because no 

129 In “Dreams” Jang wrote: “17 11917. Tonight awful and formidable avalanches come crashing down the mountainside, like utterly nightmasish clouds; they wil fill the 
val on whose in Tam standing onthe opposite side T know tht T must eae igh up the mountain ovo the dread asope, Tis dean i explained ipl okey Leo ce ne dn On 9071p aig ihe os on pe 

cov on aig pes iv Gal hcp te Steal gues ees ‘vith fear and horror, what is falling down from 
Lib, Now On 18 11917 [read 

asks what cis that fil him the entry in Black ook 6 for January 17.1917: Ju 
es ou him that che worm eras up 

to Heaven, stbegins to cover the stars and with a tongue of fir he eas the dome of the seven blue heavens. She tells him that he wll also be eaten, and that he should 
‘raw into the fone and waitin the narrow casing until the torzent of fire is over. Snow falls from the mouncains because the fiery breath falls down from above the 
clouds. The God is coming, Jung should get ready o receive him, Jung should hide himself in stone, asthe God isa terrible fire. He should remain quiet and look 
‘within, so that the God does not consume him in Hames (p. 153. 

130 Image legend: “hirapyagarbha.” In the Ri Ved, hirapyagarbha was the primal sed from which Brahma was born. In Jung’s copy of vol. 32 ofthe Sacred Books of the 
-Eust (Vedic Hymns) the only section that is cut i the opening one, a hymn "To the Unknown God.” This begins "In the beginning there arose the Golden Child 

ianyagarbha); as soon as born, he alone was the lord of all that is. He established the earth and this heaven: —Who is the God to whom we shall offer sacrifice” 
1). In Jung’s copy of the Upanishads in the Sacred Books ofthe Ext, there isa piece of paper inserted near page 3 ofthe Maitriyana-Brihmana-Upanishad, a passage 

scribing the Sell which begins, “And the same Self is also called... Hiranyagarbha” (vol. 15. pt 2). 
131 The face of the monster is similar to HT 29. 
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mortal being rivals him, Out of love I devised the trick that relieved 
him of heaviness and freed him from the confines of space, I took 
from him—out of love—form and corporeality. I enclosed him 
lovingly in the maternal egg. Should I slay him, the defenseless 
one whom I loved? Should I shatter the delicate shell of his 
grave, and expose him to the weightlessness and unboundedness 
of the winds of the world? But did I not sing the incantations 
for his incubation? Did I not do this out of love for him? Why do 
Tove him? I do not want to tear the love for the Great One from 
my heart. I want to love my God, the defenseless and hopeless 
fone. I want to care for him, like a child. 

‘Are we not sons of the Gods? Why should Gods not be our 
children? If my father the God should die, a God child should arise 
from my maternal heart. Since I love the God and do not want to 
leave him. Only he who loves the God can make him fall, and the 
God submits to his vanquisher and nestles in his hand and dies in 
the heart of him who loves him and promises him birth 

My God, I love you as a mother loves the unborn whom she carries in 
her heart. Grow in the egg of the East, nourish yourself from my love, drink 
the juice of my life so that you will become a radiant God. We need your igh, 
Ob chil. Since we goin darknes, light up our paths, May your light shine 
before us, may your fire warm the coldness of our life. We do not need your 
power but lif 

7 What does power avail us? We do not want to rule, We want to 
live, we want light and warmth, and hence we need yours. Just as 
the greening earth and every living body needs the sun, so we as 
spirits need your light and your warmth. A sunless spirit becomes 
the parasite of the body: But the God feeds the spirit. [Image 63] 
/ [Image 64] / 

The Opening of the Egg. 
Cap. xi 
[HI 65] On the evening of the third day, 1 el down on the rug and 
carefully open the egg. Something resembling smoke rises up from it 
and suddenly T2dubar is standing before me, enormous, transformed, and 
complete. His linbs are whole and I find no trace of damage on them. It as 
{fhe had awoken from a deep seep. He says: 

“Where am I> How narrow itis ere, how dark, how cool—am T 
fn the grave? Where was I? It semed to meas if had been ouside tn the 
tuniverse—over and under me was an endlessly dark star littering sky — 

and I nas in a passion of unspeakable yearning 
Streams of ire broke from my radiating body — 

I surged through blazing flames— 
1 swam ina sea that wrapped mein living fires — 
Fall oflghs, fl of longing, fll of eternity — 

1 was ancient and perpetually renewing myself— 
Falling from the heights othe depts, 

and whirled glowing from the depth to the heights — 
hovering around myself amidst glowing clouds — 

45 raining embers beating down like the foam ofthe surf, engulfing 
1 myself in sifing heat — 

Embracing and rejecting myself in a boundless game— 
‘Where was 1? Tas compleely sun.” 
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1: “Oh Izdubar! Divine one! How wonderful! You are healed!” 

“Heald? Was I ever sick? Who speaks of sickness? was sun, compleely 
sun. I am the sun.” 

‘An inexpressible light breaks from his body, a light that my 
eyes cannot grasp. I must cover my face and cast my gaze to 
the ground. 

I: "You are the sun, the eternal light—most powerful one, 
forgive me for carrying you.” 

Everything is quiet and dark. I look around me: the empty 
egg shell is lying on the rug. I feel myself, the floor, the walls: 
everything is as usual, utterly plain and utterly real. I would like 
to say that everything around me has turned to gold. But it is not 
true—everything is as it always has been. Here reigned eternal 
light, immeasurable and overpowering.” 

[2] [HI 66] Ir happened that I opened the egg and that the God 
left the egg. He was healed and his figure shone transformed, 
and I knelt like a child and could not grasp the miracle. He who 
had been pressed into the core of the beginning rose up, and no 
trace of illness could be found on him. And when I thought that 
Thad caught the mighty one and held him in my cupped hands, 
he was the sun itself, 

152 In “Dreams,” Jung noted on February 4, 1917: "Started work on the Opening ofthe Fag (Image)"(p.). This indicates that the image depicts the regeneration of 
Tzdubar from the egg, Concerning the solar barge in this image. cf image 5. 153 Imag legend “eatepahs brfimanam 2.2.47 Satspatha-beshmana 3.1 (see owe ofthe Ea, vo. 12) provides the cos ribing hoe Peja desiring to be produced, pradced gn: from hi mouth rajepat: offered hint to Age, and saved himself rm Death a5 eaing) iss Vedic rial pecformed a sunrise and sunset Te performers pay themselves ight a sacred fe, ‘commences by 
Ihe was about to be devoured. The Agnihotra (lit fire 
and chane verses and a prayer to 

134 The Draft has instead: "Thied Day” (p. 329) 

jcal justification behind the Agaihotra. I 

this memorable event But itis incalculable where this will al lead 195 Janay 10,1914 Tn lc Boot 5, jun wrote: “Te posse aif something has boon schicved throw hardly dre oy tha ledubae® fate grote antag for that what our most pesos if in Fe Th. Vischers (Auch. Eines) ithe fst tempera leave this rth oa ystem, He rightly deserves lace among the immortal. What isn he mile she rth Te has many faces one certainly comical noth ad third evil fourth tragi ah funny asta ia gree, ands forth, Should one ofthese fces become particularly Sbruive, we thus recognize chat me have de "ed from ceraintuth and approach an eerme that conte a definite impasse should we decider pre this toute. fis a murderous esto wste the wisdom of elif, patil i one has committed many yeast serous scientific research. What proves be mort diffs o grap the paylines of ie (the hich, {ot speal). ll the manifold sides ofl, che geese the Beat the serio, the black the dvi, the god, the aielour. the grotngue ae eld of sppicaton which ech tend vo wholly absorb the beholder or describee/ Our time requires something capable of eating the mind Tustas te conerete world has Cxpanded From the linitedness of the ancient outlook tothe immeasurable diversity of our modem suleok, the word of tellertal pssbltcs ha developed to unkthomable diversity Infinitely long paths paved with thowsand of thick volumes, lend from onc specialization to another: Seon noone wil be able to walk down these patho Snymore. And then ony opeciist will remain More than ever we require the Ivng cath of theif ofthe mind of something capable of providing frm gurdance” (pe zic72, Macher work wa ah ier Ee Ree Sy, 04) n 0a, nwo "Vhs povcl aki: ges xp nih no ie of the intovered sate ofthe sou, snd abo int che underyng symbolism ofthe coletve mconscos (Pela! Type, CW 6 8627) In 1932 ang commented om wt ‘i i's Philosophy of Life Gemma if ond Liters Vischer in The Pyclogy of Kuala! Yoge, p54. On A Th, Vi 
pe es einai Dope! nhs ti kg pa 

pregnant though proces of immacilate conception sd ving birch othe sn God, who develops ina emaskably shor period of time. In some for, he Incas 
$n Tranbmaton on Spl ofthe Bi (913). 
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I wandered toward the East where the sun rises, I probably 
wanted to rise, too, as if I were the sun, I wanted to embrace 
the sun and rise with it into daybreak. But it came toward me 
and stood in my way: It told me that I had no chance of reaching 
the beginning. But I lamed the one who wanted to rush down 
in order to set with the sun in the womb of the night; he was 
deprived of all hope of reaching the blessed Western lands 

But behold! I caught the sun without realizing it and carried 
ic in my hand, He who wanted to go down with the sun found 
me through his downgoing, I became his nocturnal mother who 
incubated the egg of the beginning, And he rose up, renewed, 
reborn to greater splendor. 

‘While he rises, however, I go down. When I conquered the 
God, his force streamed into me, But when the God rested in 
the egg and awaited his beginning, my force went into him. And 
when he rose up radiantly, I lay on my face. He took my life with 
him, All my force was now in him, My soul swam like a fish in his 
sea of fire. But I lay in the frightful cool of the shadows of the 
earth and sank down deeper and deeper to the lowest darkness. 
All light had left me. The God rose in the Eastern lands and I fell 
into the horror of the underworld. I lay there like a child-bearer 
cruelly mauled and bleeding her life into the child, uniting life 
and death in a dying glance, the day’s mother, the night's prey. My 
God had torn me apart terribly, he had drunk the juice of my life, 
he had drunk my highest power into him and became marvelous and 
strong like the sun, an unblemished God who bore no stigma or 
flaw. He had taken my wings from me, he had robbed me of the 
swelling force of my muscles, and the power of my will disappeared 
with him. He left me powerless and groaning 

/ 1 did not know what was happening to me, since simply 
everything powerful, beautiful, blissful, and superhuman had 
leaked from my maternal womb; none of the radiant gold remained. 
Cruelly and unthinkably the sunbird spread its wings and flew up 
into infinite space. I was left with the broken shells and the 
miserable casing of his beginning; the emptiness of the depths 
opened beneath me. 

‘Woe betide the mother who gives birth to a God! If she gives 
birth to a wounded and pain-stricken God, a sword will pierce 
her soul, But if she gives birth to an unblemished God, then Hell will 
open to her, from which monstrous serpents will rise convulsively 
to suffocate the mother with miasma. Birth is difficult, but a 
thousand times more difficult is the hellish afterbirth.”* All the 
dragons and monstrous sexpents of eternal emptiness follow 
behind the divine son. 

‘What remains of human nature when the God has become 
mature and has seized all power? Everything incompetent, every- 
thing powerless, everything eternally vulgar, everything adverse 
and unfavorable, everything reluctant, diminishing, exterminating, 
everything absurd, everything that the unfathomable night of 
matter encloses in itself, that is the afterbirth of the God and his 
hellish and dreadfully deformed brother. 

The God suffers when man does not accept his darkness 
Consequently men must have a suffering God, so long as they 
suffer from evil. To suffer from evil means: you still love evil and 
yet love it no longer. You still hope to gain something, but you 
do not want to look closely for fear that you might discover that 
you still love evil. The God suffers because you continue to suffer 
from loving evil. You do not suffer from evil because you recognize 
it, but because it affords you secret pleasure, and because you 
believe it promises the pleasure of an unknown opportunity 

138 In the next chapter, Jung finds himself in Hell 
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So long as your God suffers, you have sympathy with him and 
‘with yourself, You thus spare your Hell and prolong his suffering 
Ifyou want to make him well without engaging in secret sympathy 
‘with yourself, evil puts a spoke in your wheel—the evil whose form 
you generally recognize, but whose hellish strength in yourself 
you do not know. Your unknowing stems from the previous 
harmlessness of your life, from the peaceful passage of time, and 
from the absence of the God. But if the God draws near, your 
essence starts to seethe and the black mud of the depths whitls up. 

Man stands between emptiness and fullness. If his strength 
combines with fullness, it becomes fully formative. There is always 
something good about such formation, If his strength combines 
with emptiness, it has a dissolving and destructive effect, since 
emptiness can never be formed, but only strives to satisfy itself at 
the cost of fullness. Combined thus human force turns empti- 
ness into evil. If your force shapes fullness, it does so because of 
its association with fullness. But to ensure that your formation 
continues to exist, it must remain tied to your strength, Through 
constant shaping, you gradually lose your force, since ultimately 
all force is associated with the shapeliness that has been given 
form, Ultimately, where you mistakenly imagine that you are 
rich, you have actually become poor, and you stand amidst your 
forms like a beggar. That is when the blinded man is seized by 
an increasing desire to give shape to things, since he believes 
that manifold increased formation will satisfy his desire. 
Because he has spent his force, he becomes desirous; he begins 
to compel others into his service and takes their force to pursue 
his own designs. 

In this moment, you need evil. When you notice that your 
strength is coming to an end and desire sets in, you must withdraw 
it from what has been formed into your emptiness; through this 
association with the emptiness you will succeed in dissolving the 
formation in you. You will thus regain your freedom, in that you 
have saved your strength from oppressive association with the 
object. So long as you persist with the standpoint of the good, 
you cannot dissolve your formation, precisely because it is what 
is good. You cannot dissolve good with good. You can dissolve 
good only with evil. For your good also leads ultimately to death 
through its progressive binding of your force by progressively 
binding your force, You are entirely unable to live without evil 

Your shaping first produces an image of your formation within 
you, This image remains in you and / it is the first and 
unmediated expression of your shaping, It then produces precisely 
through this image an outer one, which can exist without you 
and outlive you. Your strength is not directly linked to your 
outer formation, but only through the image that remains in You. 
‘When you set about dissolving your formation with evil, you do 
not destroy the outer shape, or else you would be destroying your 
own work. But what you do destroy is the image that you have 
formed in yourself. For it is this image that clings to your force. 
You will need evil to dissolve your formation, and to free yourself 
from the power of what has been, to the same extent which this 
image fetters your strength. 

Hence their formation causes many good persons to bleed to 
death, because they cannot attend to evil in the same measure. 
The better one is and the more attached one is to one's formation, 
the more one will lose one’s force. But what happens when the 
good person has lost their force completely to their formation? 
Not only will they seek to force others into the service of their 
formation with unconscious cunning and power, but they will 
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also become bad in their goodness without knowing it, since their 
longing for satisfaction and strengthening will make them more 
and more selfish, But because of this the good ones will ultimately 
destroy their own work, and all those whom they forced into the 
service of their own work will become their enemies, because they 
will have alienated them. But you will also secretly begin to hate 
whoever alienates you from yourself against your own wishes, 
even if this were in the best interest of things. Unfortunately, the 
good person who has bound his strength will all too easily find 
slaves for his service, since there are more than plenty who yearn 
for nothing more strongly than to be alienated from themselves 
under a good pretext. 

‘You suffer from evil because you love it secretly and are unaware 
of your love. You wish to escape your predicament, and you begin 

to hate evil. And once more you are bound to evil through your 
hate, since whether you love or hate it, it makes no difference: you 
are bound to evil. Evil is to be accepted, What we want remains 
in our hands. What we do not want, and yet is stronger than us, 
sweeps us away and we cannot stop it without damaging ourselves, 
for our force remains in evil. Thus we probably have to accept 
our evil without love and hate, recognizing that it exists and must 
have its share in life, In doing so, we can deprive it of the power 
it has to overwhelm us. 

When we have succeeded in making a God, and if through 
this creation our whole force has entered into this design, we are 
filled with an overwhelming desire to rise with the divine sun and 
to become a part of its magnificence. But we forget that we are 
then no more than hollow forms, since giving form to God has 
sapped us completely. We are not only poor but have become 
sluggish matter throughout, which would never be entitled to 
share in divinity. 

Like a terrible suffering or an inescapable devilish persecution, 
the misery and neediness of our matter creeps up on us. The 
powerless matter begins to suckle and would like to swallow its 
shape back into itself again. But since we are always enamored of 
our own design, we believe that the God calls us to him, and we 
make desperate attempts to follow the God into the higher realm, 
or we turn preachingly and demandingly to our fellow men to at 
any rate force others into following the God. Unfortunately there 
are men who allow themselves to be persuaded into doing this, to 
their and our detriment. 

‘Much undoing resides in this urge: since who could suspect that 
he who has made the God is himself condemned to Hell? But this 
is the way it is, because the matter that is stripped of the divine 
radiance of force is empty and dark. Ifthe God alights from matter, 
wwe feel the emptiness of matter as one part of endless empty space. 

Through haste and increased willing and action we want to 
escape from emptiness and also from evil. But the right way is 
that we accept emptiness, destroy the image of the form within 
us, negate the God, and descend into the abyss and awfulness of 
matter. The God as our work stands outside us and no longer 
needs our help. He is created and remains left to his own devices. 
‘A created work that perishes again immediately once we turn 
away from it is not worth anything, even if it / were a God. 

139 In “Dream” Jung wrote on February 1,917; Finished copying the openi 
(5). This refers to completing, 

140 The blue and yellow ciecies are silt to image 60. 

But where is the God after his creation and after his separation 
from me? If you build a house, you see it standing in the outer 
world. When you have created a God whom you cannot see with 
your own eyes, then he is in the spiritual world that is no less 
valuable than the outer physical world. He is there and does 
everything for you and others that you would expect from a God. 

‘Thus your soul is your own self in the spiritual world. As the 
abode of the spirits, however, the spiritual world is also an outer 
world, Just as you are also not alone in the visible world, but are 
surrounded by objects that belong to you and obey only you, you 
also have thoughts that belong to you and obey only you. But just 
as you are surrounded in the visible world by things and beings 
that neither belong to you nor obey you, you are also surrounded 
in the spiritual world by thoughts and beings of thought that 
neither obey you nor belong to you. Just as you engender or bear 
your physical children, and just as they grow up and separate 
themselves from you to live their own fate, you also produce or 
give birth to beings of thought which separate themselves from 
youand live their own lives. Just as we leave our children when we 
grow old and give our body back to the earth, I separate myself 
from my God, the sun, and sink into the emptiness of matter and 
obliterate the image of my child in me. This happens in that I 
accept the nature of matter and allow the force of my form to flow 
into emptiness, Just as I gave birth anew to the sick God through 
my engendering force, I henceforth animate the emptiness of 
matter from which the formation of evil grows. 

Nature is playful and terrible. Some sce the playful side and dally with it 
and let it sparkle, Others see the horror and cover their heads and are more 
dead than alive. The way doesnot lead between both, but embraces both, 1¢ 
{s both cheerful play and cold horror. [Image 69} / [Image 70] / 
[Image 71] / [Image 72]. / 

Hell 
Cap. xii 

[HI 73] On the second night** after the creation of my God, a 
vision made known to me that I had reached the underworld, 

I find myself in a gloomy vault, whose floor consists of damp 
stone slabs, In the middle there is a column from which ropes and 
axes hang At the foot of the column there lies an awful serpentlike 
tangle of human bodies. At first I catch sight of the figure of a 
young maiden with wonderful red-gold hair—a man of devilish 
appearance is lying half under her—his head is bent backward—a 
thin streak of blood runs down his forchead—two similar daimons 
have thrown themselves over the maiden's feet and body. Their 
faces bear an inhuman expression—the living evil—their muscles 
are taut and hard, and their bodies sleek like serpents. They lie 
motionless, The maiden holds her hand over one eye of the man 
lying beneath her, who is the most powerful of the three—her hand 
firmly clasps a small silver fishing rod that she has driven into the 
eye of the devil. 

I break out in a profuse cold sweat. They wanted to torture 
the maiden to death, but she defended herself with the force of 

scene. / The most wonderful feling of renewal. Back to scientific work today / Types!” 
is Section of the transcription into the calligraphic volume, and to continuing his work on psyehologiesl types 

141 This might be the image Tina Kells is referring 10 in the following statement in an interview, where she recalled Jung's discussion of his relations with Emma Jung 
and Toni Wolff "Jung once showed me a picture in the book he was painting, nd he said, “See these three snakes that ate intertwined, This is how we three struggle 
‘with this problem’ I can only say that it seemed to me very importa th , even 2s a passing phenomenon, here three people were accepting a destiny which was not 
gone into just for thee personal satisfaction” (interview with Gene Nameche, 1969, R. D. Laing papers, University of Glasgow, p. 27) 

42 January 12, 1914 
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the most extreme despair, and succeeded in piercing the eye of 
the evil one with the little hook. IFhe moves, she will tear out his 
eye with a final jerk. The horror paralyzes me: what will happen? 
A voice speaks: 

“The evil one cannot make a sacrifice, he cannot sacrifice his ey, victory 
{s with the one who can sarific.”** 

[2] The vision vanished. I saw that my soul had fallen into the 
power of abysmal evil. The power of evil is unquestionable, and 
wwe rightfully fear it. Here no prayers, no pious words, no magical 
sayings help. Once raw power comes after you, there is no help. 
Once evil seizes you without pity, no father, no mother, no right, 
no wall and tower, no armor and protective power come to your 
aid. You fall powerless and forlorn into the hand of the superior 
power of evil In this battle you are all alone. Because I wanted to 
give birth to my God, I also wanted evil, He who wants to create 
an eternal fullness will also create eternal emptiness. You cannot 
undertake one without the other. But if you want to escape evil, 
you will create no God, everything that you do is tepid and gray. 
I wanted my God for the sake of grace and disgrace. Hence I also 
want my evil, If my God were not overpowering, neither would 
be my evil. But I want my God to be powerful and beyond all 
measure happy and lustrous. Only in this way do I love my God. 
‘And the luster of his beauty will also have me taste the very 
bottom of Hell. 

My God rose in the Eastern sky, brighter than the heavenly 
host, and brought about a new day for all the peoples. This is why 
L want to go to Hell. Would a mother not want to give up her life 
for her child? How much easier would it be to give up my life if 
only my God could overcome the torment of the last hour of the 
night and victoriously break through the red mist of the morning? 
1 do not doubt: I also want evil for the sake of my God. I enter 
the unequal battle, since it is always unequal and without doubt 
a lost cause. How terrible and despairing would this battle be 
otherwise? But precisely this is how it should and will be. 

/ Nothing is more valuable to the evil one than his eye, since 
only through his eye can emptiness seize gleaming fullness 
Because the emptiness lacks fullness, it craves fullness and its 
shining power. And it drinks it in by means of its eye, which is 
able to grasp the beauty and unsullied radiance of fullness. The 
emptiness is poor, and if it lacked its eye it would be hopeless. 
It sees the most beautiful and wants to devour it in order to 
spoil it. The devil knows what is beautiful, and hence he is 
the shadow of beauty and follows it everywhere, awaiting the 
moment when the beautiful, writhing great with child, seeks to 
give life to the God 

If your beauty grows, the dreadful worm will also creep up 
you, waiting for its prey. Nothing is sacred to him except his eye, 
‘with which he sees the most beautiful. He will never give up his 
eye. He is invulnerable, but nothing protects his eye; itis delicate 
and clear, adept at drinking in the eternal light. It wants you, the 
bright red light of your life. 

HELL | 289 

1 recognize the fearful devilishness of human nature. I cover 
my eyes before it. I put out my hand to fend it off, anyone wants 
to approach me for fear that my shadow could fall on him, or his 
shadow could fall on me, since I also see the devilish in him, who 
is the harmless companion of his shadow. 

No one touches me, death and crime lie in wait for you and 
‘me. You smile innocently, my friend? Don’t you see that a gentle 
flickering of your eye betrays the frightfulness whose unsuspect- 
ing messenger you are? Your bloodthirsty tiger growls softly, your 
poisonous serpent hisses secretly, while you, conscious only of 
your goodness, offer your human hand to me in greeting, I know 
your shadow and mine, that follows and comes with us, and only 
waits for the hour of twilight when he will strangle you and me 
with all the daimons of the night. 

What abyss of blood-dripping history separates you from me! 
1 grasped your hand and looked at you. I lay my head in your lap 
and felt the living warmth of your body on mine as if it were my 
own body—and suddenly I felt a smooth cord around my neck, 
which choked me mercilessly, and a cruel hammer blow struck a 
nail into my temple. I was dragged by my feet along the pavement, 
and wild hounds gnawed my body in the lonely night. 

No one should be astonished that men are so far removed 
from one another that they cannot understand one another, 
that they wage war and kill one another, One should be much more 
surprised that men believe they are close, understand one another 
and love one another. ‘Two things are yet to be discovered. The 
first is the infinite gulf that separates us from one another. The 
second is the bridge that could connect us. Have you considered 
how much unsuspected animality human company makes possible? 

“When my soul fell into the hands of evil, it was defenseless 
except for the weak fishing rod which it could use, again with its 
power, to pull the fish from the sea of emptiness. The eye of the 
evil one sucked in all the force of my soul; only its will remained, 
which is just that small fish hook. I wanted evil, since I realized 
that I was not able to elude it. And because I wanted evil, my soul 
held the precious hook in its hand, that was supposed to strike the 
vulnerable place of the evil one. He who does not want evil will 
have no chance to save his soul from Hell, So long as he remains 
in the light of the upper world, he will become a shadow of himself. 
But his soul will languish in the dungeons of the daimons. This 
will act as a counterbalance that will forever constrain him. The 
higher circles of the inner world will remain unattainable for 
him. He remains where he was; indeed, he falls back. You know 
these people, and you know how extravagantly nature strews / 
human life and force on barren deserts. You should not lament 
this, otherwise you will become a prophet, and will seek to 
redeem what cannot be redeemed. Do you not know that nature 
also dungs its fields with men? Take in the seeker, but do not go 
out seeking those who err. What do you know about their error? 
Perhaps it is sacred. You should not disturb the sacred. Do not 

143 Jung’s marginal note tothe calligraphic volume. “taphata-brloaram 2.2.4” The same inscription is given to image 64. See notes 132 and 133, above, 
144 In Thus Spoke Zerathutre, Nietzsche wrote "one must have chaos in one, co give birth to a dancing sta” (‘Zarathustr's prologue” §5,p. 46. a underlined in Jang’ copy. 
145 Jung’s marginal note tothe calligraphic volume: "Khindogya-upanishad 12,1~7" The Chandogya Upaniad reads: “Once, when the gods and demons, both children of 

Prajapat, arrayed themselves against each other, the gods got hold of the High Chane. ‘Wich this we will overpower them they though. So they venerated the High 
‘Chant asthe breath within the nostrils. The demons riled ic with evil As a result, one smells with it bath good and evil odoss, for its riddled with evil. / Then they 
venerated the High Chant as speech. The demons riddled ir with evil. Asa result, one speaks with it both wiat is true and what is false, for iis iddled with ev. / 
‘Then they venerated the High Chane as sight. The demons riddled ic with evi, As a result one sees with it both what i good to see and what isnot, for itis sided 
with evil. / Then they venerated the High Chant as hearing. The demons riddled ie with evil Asa cesul, one heats with i both what is good to hear and what is not, 
fori is riddled with evi. / Then they venerated che High Chant as the mind. The demons riddled ir with evil. As a resule, one envisages with it both what i good to 
envisage and what isnot, fori is riddled with evi. Finally, chey venerated the High Chant as ust this breath here within the mouth. And when the demons hurled cateat Woah the High Chane OM ‘were smashed to bits like aclod of earth hurled agains a target chat isa rock” (Upanithads, tz P.Olivelle [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
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look back and regret nothing, You see many near you fall? You 
feel compassion? But you should live your life since then at least 
one in a thousand will remain. You cannot halt dying, 

But why did my soul nor tear out the eye of the evil one? The 
evil one has many eyes, and losing one amounts to losing none. 
But ifshe had done it, she would have come completely under the 
spell of the evil one. The evil one can only fail to make sacrifice 
‘You should not harm him, above all not his eye, since the most 
beautiful would not exist if the evil one did nor see it and long for 
it. The evil one is holy 

“There is nothing the emptiness can sacrifice, since it always 
suffers lack. Only fullness can sacrifice, since it has fullness. 
Emptiness cannot sacrifice its hunger for fullness, since it cannot 
deny its own essence, Therefore we also need evil, But I can 
sacrifice my will to evil, because I previously received fullness, All 
strength flows back to me again, since the evil one has destroyed 
the image I had of the formation of the God. But the image of 
the God's formation in me was not yet destroyed. I dread this 
destruction, since it is terrible, an unprecedented desecration of 
temples. Everything in me strives against this abysmal abomination. 
For I still did not know what it means to give birth to a God. 
[Image 75] / 

The Sacrificial Murder.” 
Cap. xi. 

[HI 76] But this was the vision that I did not want to see, the 
horror that I did not want to live: A sickening feeling of nausea 
sneaks up on me, and abominable, perfidious serpents wind their 
way slowly and cracklingly through parched undergrowth; they 
hang down lazily and disgustingly lethargic from the branches, 
looped in dreadful knots. I am reluctant to enter this dreary and 
unsightly valley, where the bushes stand in arid stony defiles, The 
valley looks so normal, its air smells of crime, of foul, cowardly 
deeds. I am seized by disgust and horror. I walk hesitantly over 
the boulders, avoiding every dark place for fear of treading on a 
serpent. The sun shines weakly out of a gray and distant sky, and 
all the leaves are shriveled. A marionette with a broken head lies 
before me amidst the stones—a few steps further, a small apron— 
and then behind the bush, the body of a small girl—covered with 
terrible wounds—smeared with blood, One foot is clad with a 
stocking and shoe, the other is naked and gorily crushed—the 
head—where is the head? The head is a mash of blood with hair 
and whitish pieces of bone, surrounded by stones smeared with 
brain and blood. My gaze is captivated by this awful sight—a 
shrouded figure, like that of a woman, is standing calmly next to 
the child; her face is covered by an impenetrable veil. She asks me: 

S: "What then do you say?” 
I: “What should I say? This is beyond words.” 
S:"Do you understand this?” 
I: “I refuse to understand such things. I can’t speak about 

them without becoming enraged.” 

146 The Heandrten Draft has instead “Eighth Adventure” (9.793) 

S: “Why become enraged? You might as well rage every day of 
yout life, for these and similar things occur every day.” 

1: “But most of the time we don't see them.” 
S:“So knowing that they happen is not enough to enrage you?” 
I: “If I merely have knowledge of something, its easier and 

simpler. The horror is less real if all I have is knowledge.” 
S: “Step nearer and you will see that the body of the child has 

been cut open; take out the liver.” 
L:“Lwill not touch this corpse, If someone witnessed this, they 

would think that I'm the murderer.” 
S: “You are cowardly; take out the liver.” 
1: "Why should I do this? This is absurd.” 
S:*L want you to remove the liver. You must do it.” 
1: “Who are you to give me such an order?” 
S: "I am the soul of this child, You must do this for my sake.” 
I“ don’t understand, but I'll believe you and do this horrific 

and absurd deed.” / 
T reach into the child's visceral cavity—it is still warm—the 

liver is still firmly attached—I take my knife and cut it free of 
the ligaments. Then I take it out and hold it with bloody hands 
toward the figure. 

S:"T thank you.” 
I: "What should I do?” 
S: “You know what the liver means, and you ought to perform 

the healing act with it.” 
1: “What is to be done?” 

S: “Take a piece of the liver, in place of the whole, and eat i 
1: “What are you demanding? This is absolute madness. This is 

desecration, necrophilia. You make me a guilty party to this most 
hideous of all crimes.” 

S: *You have devised the most horrible torment for the 
murderer, which could atone for his act. There is only one 
atonement: abase yourself and eat.” 

I: “I cannot—I refuse—I cannot participate in this 
horrible guilt.” 

S:*You share in this guilt.” 
1: “T? Share in this guile?” 
S: "You are a man, and a man has committed this deed.” 
1: "Yes, Lama man—I curse whoever did this for being a man, 

and I curse myself for being a man,” 
S: "So, take part in his act, abase yourself and eat. I need 

atonement.” 

1: "So shall it be for your sake, as you are the soul of this child.” 

I kneel down on the stone, cut off a piece of the liver and 
put it in my mouth. My gorge rises—tears burst from my eyes— 
cold sweat covers my brow—a dull sweet taste of blood—I 
swallow with desperate efforts—it is impossible—once again 
and once again—I almost faint—it is done, The horror has 
been accomplished."* 

S:"I thank you” 
She throws her veil back—a beautiful maiden with ginger hai, 

S: "Do you recognize me?” 
I: “How strangely familiar you are! Who are you?” 
S:“Tam your soul." 

147 In Memories, while commenting on the Liverpool dream (see below, p 318, n, 296), Jung noted “According to an older view, the liver isthe seat of life" (p. 224) 
In 1940, Jung discussed ritual anthropophagy, sacrifice, and self-sacrifice in “Transformation symbolism in the mass,” CW 1 

"49 In lac 3. Jang note The caren drops What deal game hasbeen layed here ee Ni han «me lar se at [nshing humans env me 1) The phase from the Roman playwright Terence, fom Heaton Timoranenn On September 33960, Jung wrote to He ee Seth cad te eboney es eh ya aor oe. PO do not merely assume, but Tam thorou 
ert Read, “As 2 medical psychologist 
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[2] The sacrifice has been accomplished: the divine child, the 
image of the God's formation, is slain, and T have eaten fom 
the sacrificial flesh."® The child, that is, the image of the God's 
formation, not only bore my human craving, but also enclosed 
all the primordial and elemental powers that the sons of the 
sun possess as an inalienable inheritance, The God needs all 
this for his gen 
away into unending space, we need the gold of the sun. We must 
regenerate ourselves, But as the creation of a God is a creative 
act of highest love, the restoration of our human life signifies an 
act of the Below. This is a great and dark mystery. Man cannot 
accomplish this act solely by himself, but is assisted by evil, which 
does it instead of man, But man must recognize his complicity in 
the act of evil. He must bear witness to this recognition by eating 
from the bloody sacrificial flesh. Through this act he testifies that 
he is a man, that he recognizes good as well as evil, and that he 
destroys the image of the God's formation through withdraw- 
ing his life force, with which he also dissociates himself from the 
God. This occurs for the salvation of the soul, which is the true 
mother of the divine child. / 

When it bore and gave birth to the God, my soul was of human 
nature throughout; it possessed the primordial powers since time 
immemorial, but only in a dormant condition, They flowed into 
forming the God without my help. But through the sacrificial 
murder, I redeemed the primordial powers and added them to 
my soul. Since they became part of a living pattern, they are no 
longer dormant, but awake and active and irradiate my soul 
with their divine working. Through this it receives a divine attri- 
bute. Hence the eating of the sacrificial flesh aided its healing. 
The ancients have also indicated this to us, in that they taught us 
to drink the blood and eat the flesh of the savior. The ancients 
believed that this brought healing to the soul" 

is. But when he has been created and hastens 

“There are not many truths, there are only a few. Their meaning 
is too deep to grasp other than in symbols * 

A God who is no stronger than man—what is he? You still 
should taste holy dread. How would you be worthy of enjoying 
the wine and the bread if you have not touched the black bottom 
of human nature? Hence you are lukewarm and pale shadows, 
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proud of your shallow coastlines and broad country roads. But 
the floodgates will be opened, there are inexorable things, from 
which only God can save you. 

The primordial force is the radiance of the sun, which the 
sons of the sun have carried in themselves for aeons and pass on 
to their children. But if the soul dips into radiance, she becomes 
as remorseless as the God himself, since the life of the divine 
child, which you have eaten, will feel like glowing coals in you. 
Ie will burn inside you like a terrible, inextinguishable fire, But 
despite all the torment, you cannot let it be, since it will not let 
you be. From this you will understand that your God is alive and 
that your soul has begun wandering on remorseless paths. You 
feel that the fire of the sun has erupted in you. Something new 
has been added to you, a holy affliction. 

Sometimes you no longer recognize yourself, You want to 
overcome it, but it overcomes you. You want to set limits, 
bur it compels you to keep going. You want to elude it, but it 
comes with you, You want to employ it, but you are its tool; you 
want to think about it, but your thoughts obey it. finally the 
fear of the inescapable seizes you, for it comes after you slowly 
and invincibly 

There is no escape. So it is that you come to know what a real 
God is. Now you'll think up clever truisms, preventive measures 
secret escape routes, excuses, potions capable of inducing 
forgetfulness, but it’s all useless. The fire burns right through 
you. That which guides forces you onto the way. 

But the way is my own self, my own life founded upon myself 
‘The God wants my life. He wants to go with me, sit at the table 
with me, work with me. Above all he wants to be ever-present." 
But I'm ashamed of my God. I don't want to be divine but 
reasonable, The divine appears to me as irrational craziness. I hate 
it as an absurd disturbance of my meaningful human activity. It 
seems an unbecoming sickness which has stolen into the regular 
course of my life. Yes, I even find the divine superfluous. / [Image 
79] [Image 80] [Image 81] [Image 82] [Image 83] [Image 84]™ 
[Image 85] [Image 86] [Image 87] [Image 88] [Image 89] 
[Image 90] [Image 91] [Image 92] [Image 93]"* [Image 94]'" 
[Image 95] [Image 96] [Image 97] / 

150 Instead of his sentence, the Drgf has “This experience accomplished what I needed. Ir ocurred in the most sbominsble mance The evi that I wanted performed the infamous ded seemingly withowt me and yer with me, singe I lesen tac Iam pac ll the horror of aman nature. destroyed the divin cil. the mage ‘fy Gods formation through the mose deal eime which human naval capable of Te aks this strociy to destoythe image ofthe God th crinkly ie force so that I could reclaim my life" 38) 151 Les the rita ofthe mass 3 jug develope his ideas concering the significance of symbol in Pacer! Type (1a), See CW 6, S48 155 In Soo, Jung ha his house bul tn Kasra, and had she fllowing moro from che Delphic orale carved above the door “Vocatisagu non voc deus adr” (Called or not the God wil be present). ‘The source of he quotation was Erm’ Colles adgoram, Jung explained the moto as follows: Tsay, es, the god vl beon the spor, but in wha form and to what parpase” Ihave pr the inscription thereto remind my prints and msl ior dina open [sas 1110) ere anoher nor less important road bepns, not the approach to ‘Chrisanty bat © God himself and this ce to be the ulmate question” (Jango Eugene Rolle, November 9.1969, ete 2.6). 154 Thee ra note at bottom ofthe page “21 VIII 1917 fect 14.X.17" possibly an abbreviation forfeit” i. made” 155 In lac ook in Jang fanasy of Ocober 7,191 gure spear, Ha, who sys hee the father of Philemon ng soul describes him a black magician, His secret, ise tunes, which Jung’ sou want to lear, He reases ro tech them, bt shows some examples which Jang soul aks hime o explain. Some ofthe runes ater Sppea in these paintings About the nes in his panting a explained "Se the ov with diferent fc one carth fot and one nun foot—which reach toward the Upper cone snd have the sn inside, but I ave mae one erooked line toward he other sun. Therefore ne most resch downward. Meanwhile the uppe sn comes out of the cone and te cone gare afer i dejected about wheres going. One has to retrieve f with shook and would like pice iin the small prison. Then 
the tree have to stand together ante, and twirl up athe top (ued). With tis hey manage toe the un from prison spin. Now you make thik boom tnd rook where the sun sit sfe atthe rp. But inside the house the other sun ha ten also. Therefore you t00 ar cole up atthe eop and have made aro over the prison again at the boron, so thatthe upper sun cannot ent The two suns aways want 0 be togrther=1 tai 0, didn Ith two cones cach has a sun. YOu sya ole tei come tet because then ou think that ths ou could be one, You have now drawn up both sune and rough them fo one another, and now slope to the other side~that is important (-) but then there are simply two sune a the bore, s therefore you have ogo tote lower cone. Then you pa the sins Cogeter there, bu inthe mide neither av he bottoms nora the top, therefore sete are not fr ut wo, but the upper cone ia he bottom and thei thick toot above and i you want vo contin you long to cetun with both srs. Bt athe bottom yu have piso forty for oth of you. Therefore you make» prison foedhe lower sun and fill omar the other sie to get the lower sun out ofthe pison This shat you log or, and the upper cone comes and makes abriggerward thelowen taking back ts sun, which has an sway before and now the moening clouds come into the lower cone, ut is us eyond the ine, ivisble (horton) ‘Now you areone and happy that you ave the sn athe top and lng ro be up tere t00. But you are imprisoned in the prison of the lower sun thi ring ‘Tere 
‘Saxo. Now you make something quadrilateral above, which you ell though prison withoot doors wth hick walls so that che upper un docs nt lve bt the one has already gone. You lean toward the other sid, ong fr the below and cl up atte bortom. Then you ae one and make the serpents way Betwcen the mins ‘hats amusing Sand important (2). But because it was amusing below, here isa too above and you must ane upd the hook with woth arm.co that i goer ‘hrough the roof Then the sun blow is fre and there pion above. You Tok downward but the upper un oss toward you But you stand upright a pai and 
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Divine Folly” 
Cap. xix. 

[HI 98] 1 am standing in a high hall. Before me I see a green 
curtain between two columns. The curtain parts easily. I see into 
a small deep room with bare walls, There is a small window with 
bluish glass above. I set foot on the stair leading up to this room 
between the pillars and enter. In the rear wall, I see a door right 
and left. It’ as if I must choose between right and left 

1 choose the right. The door is open, I enter: I'm in the reading 
room of a large library. In the background sits a small chin man 
of pale complexion, apparently the librarian, The atmosphere 
is troubling—scholarly ambitions—scholarly conceit—wounded 
scholarly vanity. Apart from the librarian I see no one. I step 
toward him, He looks up from his book and says, “What do 
you wane” 

T’m somewhat embarrassed, since I don’t know what I really 
want: Thomas & Kempis crosses my mind. 

I: “Td like to have Thomas 4 Kempis’s The Imitation of Christ." 

He looks at me somewhat astonished as if he didn’t credit me 
with such an interest; he gives me an order-form to fill out. I 100 
think that it’s astonishing to ask for Thomas & Kempis. 

“Ase you surprised that I’m requesting Thomas's work?” 
“Wall, yes, the book is seldom asked for, and I wouldn't have 

expected this interest from you.” 
“[ must confess that I'm also somewhat surprised by this 

inspiration, but recently I came across a passage from Thomas 
that made a particular impression on me. Why, I can't really say. If 

1 remember correctly, it dealt with the problem of the Imitation 
of Christ.” 

“Do you have particular theological or philosophical 
interests, or—" 

“Do you mean—whether I want to read it for the purpose 
of prayer?” 

“Well, hardly.” 
“If I read Thomas & Kempis, I do so for the sake of prayer, or 

something similar, rather than out of scholarly interest.” 
“Are you that religious? I had no idea.” 
“You know that I value science extraordinarily highly. But 

there are actually moments in life where science also leaves us 
empty and sick. In such moments a book like Thomas's means 
very much to me since it is written from the soul.” 

“But somewhat old-fashioned. We can no longer get involved 
in Christian dogmatics these days, surely.” 

“We haven't come to an end with Christianity by simply putting 
it aside. It seems to me that there's more to it than we see.” 

“What is there about it? It’s just a religion.” / 
“For what reasons and morcover at what age do men set it 

aside? Presumably, most do so during their student days or perhaps 
even earlier. Would you call that a particularly discriminating 
age? And have you ever examined more closely the grounds 
on which people put aside positive religion? The grounds are 
mostly dubious, such as that the contents of belief clash with 
natural science or philosophy.” 

“In my view, such an objection should not necessarily be 
rejected out of hand, despite the fact that there are better reasons. 
For example, I consider the lack of a true and proper sense of 

bag detached he serpent fom you you fave probably been pt off Therefor you make agin fo th oom, Now dhe serpent cross the sky above he cath You are diven completely spat the serpent wr the sky around all Be you content” (pp 9-10). To Anil aval and that he had transcribed dhe ables the 
ars far above the earch. / At the bottom it ays: the mother gives me ths wisdom. / Teel athe lex vote rely wtb tbe wih ste rnl eed it pe ry Hei hat contd sn nora eae ute ivan QU 973) Ile Soa 

Spiclrein dated September 13 and October 10,1917, Jung commented on the significance of some hieroglyphs she'd seen in a dream. On October 10, he wrote to her that "with your hieroglyphs we are dealing with phy doy ke le che enabe Serge eis ‘netic engrams of a historical symbolic nature.” Commenting on che contempt meted out to Trenformations 
ng to his runes" which he would not hand over to those who would not understand them ("The 

lemersof Junge Sobre Speen. owl Anal ety 4 [200%], p. 187-8) 
156 The runes inthis painting appear in BlackBook 7 in the entry 

‘managed to move the arc forward, you make abridge below and move 
‘raw like the serpent over the upper and receive the lower, You take wi 

October 71917 Jang sppcaded the dae "to September 1917" ro them. Hi cxpained Ifyou have ard and dovivard from the center, or you separa abore and belay pith sun again and eo what you have experienesd an go ward to eomething new” (p. 11) 157 The runes in this painting sppeat in Black Bok 7 inthe entry for October 71917 Jung sppended the dae “1 September 1917 ¢o them Ha explsined: "Now, howeves, you mabe abridge between you and the ane longs forthe below, Bur the serpent caw tthe top and draws the sun up. Then both of you move upward and want to pt the upper (—), bu he sun is below and tries to drew you down, But you draw line sbove he below and long forthe sbove and ae completly atone: There the ferpent comes and want to drink from the veel ofthe below Bur there comes the upper cone and stop, Like the serpent, the loking cols back and moves forward gun and afterward you very much (~) long ro return, Butte lowe sun pulls and thus you become balanced agin, But soon you fll bclvard since the oe hae feached out toward dh upper sin The othet docs act want this and so yo fall asunder, tnd therefore you mut ind yourseivcs together three times Then you stand tprightagnn and you holt both suns before you, a if they were your eyes the ligt ofthe above and the below before You and you stetch your aim ut toward i, tnrdyou come tgzther to become one and must separate the two rune and you long to return site othe lower and reach out toward the upper. Bur the lower cone ite swallowed the upper cone into itelf becaute the suns were so close. Therefore you place the upper cone back up again, and because the lower ie then no longer there you want to desw i up again and have «profound longing forthe lower cone, whet ie empoy Above, sine the sun Above the lines invisible, Because you have longed to cenurn downvard for to long, the upper cone comes down and tries co capare the isl lower un within tell. There the serpents way goes a the veny top, you ae aplit and everything below is beneath the ground. You long tobe frte above, bit the lower longing lead comes crawling ike aserpent and you build 2 prison over her But ther the ewer comes up you long tobe atthe very bottom andthe evo suns suddenly reapper, close together. Yeu long fr this and Zome to be Iinprisoned. Then the one is delat and the oer long: forthe below The prison opens, the ane longs even more tobe below bt the deat one ange forthe shove fis no longer defiant, but longs for wha ito come: And thus comes fo pase the sun rics tthe boron but its imprisoned and above three nest bones ae made for you ewo andthe upper sun, which you expect because you have imprisoned the lower one But now the upper cone comes down powerfully and divides you and swallows the ower cone. This impossible. Therefore you pace the cones ip to ip and cual up toward the Ron in the center, Because that’ no way oleate matters! Soithas to happen otherwise, The one attempts to reach upward, the other Gownvard: you must stv to do tis, since ifthe tps ofthe cones meet. they can hardly tbe separntedanymore—therefoe I have placed the hard sed in-beewcen. Tip to tip-~that would be too beautifully regular. Thi pleases father and mother, but where does that leave me? And any seede Therefore a quick change of plan! One mae abridge between you both, imprisons the lover sun again, the one longs forthe sbove ane elon, bu che aie longs psi sting fr he ward above td ek Thus he te an creas how wall a enya yeni, iam clever~cleverer than youtinc® you have taken matters in hand so well you aso get everything beneath the roof and into the house, the sapent. andthe two suns, Thats always most musing, But you ae separated and because you ave drawn the line dove, te serpent ad the suns ar foo fat below. This happens becase teforehand you cited sround yourself rom below But you come together and int agreement and stand serge ‘tis god and amusing and fine and you sy: hus shall remain, But down comes the upper cone, because it felt dissatisfied that you had seta limit above beforehand. The upper cone reaches ov immediately forts Sun—but there nowhere an tobe found anymore andthe serpent alo jumps up, to catch the suns. You fall over, and one of you is eaten bythe lower cone, With the help ofthe upper cone you get him out and in eetun you give the lower cone it sun and the uppet cone its aswell You spread yourself out like the one-eyed, who ‘wanders in heaven and hold the cones beneath you-but nthe end mater ail go awry. You leave the cones and the suns to go and stand se by ide and sil donot ‘rant the sae. Inthe end you agree to bind yourself threefold to che upper cone descending from above. / Tam called Ha-Fa-Ha—a jolly namve™I am clever—look here, lasts, that the magi ofthe white man who lve in the gree mac hose, the magic which you cal Christianity Yor medicine man sid so hime Vand the father are one, no one comes to the father other than through me 1 tld you so the upper cone isthe father. He has bound hinelfthrecfld to you and stands 
between the other and the father Therefore the other must go through hin, ihe wants to reach the cone” (PP. 13-14). 158 The Hondriten Di has instead "Ninth Advntre st Night (8a) 

159 January 41914 160 The Initaton of Cris is a work of devotional instruction that appeared atthe beginning ofthe tenth century and became extremely popula. Its authorship is sill in dispute, chough i generally aeibuted to Thoma 3 Kempis (ca. 1380147), who was & member ofthe Brethren ofthe Common Life eligious community in the Netherlands that vasa prime representative ofthe dete modes, movernent sessing mediation and the inner life In lar and simple language, The Initio of ‘Ciritexhorts people to be concerned with the inner spirit life as opposed to outer things, giver advice as to how this so belived, and shows the comfort and ult ‘nate rewards of life ved in Chis. The ite derive rom the fs ine ofthe frst chaptt, where tis alo stated that “Anyone who wishes to understand and to sor the words of Chis tothe all mt try to make his whole life conform tothe pattem of Christ if” (The mao of Cre, .B. Knot [London Fount 1996], book 
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actuality in religion a disadvantage. Incidentally. a host of substitutes 
now exists for the loss of opportunity for prayer caused by the 
collapse of religion. Nietzsche, for example, has written a more 
than veritable book of prayer," not to mention Faust.” 

“I suppose that’s correct in a certain sense, But especially 
Nietzsche's truth strikes me as too agitated and provocative it’s 
good for those who are yet to be set free. For that reason his truth 
is good only for them. I believe that I've recently discovered that 
wwe also need a truth for those who are forced into a corner. It's 
possible that instead they need a depressive truth, which makes man 
smaller and more inward.” 

“Forgive me, but Nietzsche interiorizes man exceptionally well.” 
“Perhaps from your standpoint you're right, but I can’t help 

feeling that Nietzsche speaks to those who need more freedom, 
not to those who clash strongly with life, who bleed from wounds, 
and who hold fast to actualities.” 

“But Nietzsche confers a precious feeling of superiority upon 
such people.” 

“I can’t dispute that, but I know men who need inferiority, not 
superiority.” 

“You express yourself very paradoxically. I don't understand 
you. Inferiority can hardly be a desideratum.” 

“Perhaps you'll understand me better if instead of inferiority 
1 say resignation, a word that one used to hear a lot of, but 
seldom anymore.” 

“It also sounds very Christian.” 
“As I said, there seem to be all sorts of things in Christianity 

that maybe one would do well to keep. Nietzsche is too 
oppositional. Like everything healthy and long-lasting, truth 
unfortunately adheres more to the middle way, which we 
unjustly abhor.” 

“TL really had no idea that you take such a mediating position.” 
“Neither did I—my position is not entirely clear to me. If I 

mediate, I certainly mediate in a very peculiar mannes.” 
‘At this moment the servant brought the book, and I took my 
leave from the librarian. 

[2] The divine wants to live with me. My resistance is in vain. 
1 asked my thinking, and it said: “Take as your model one that 
shows you how to live the divine.” Our natural model is Christ. 
‘We have stood under his law since antiquity, first outwardly, and 
then inwardly. At first we knew this, and then knew it no longer, 
We fought against Christ, we deposed him, and we seemed to be 
conquerors. But he remained in us and mastered us. 

It is better to be thrown into visible chains than into invisible 
ones. You can certainly leave Christianity but it does not leave 
you. Your liberation from it is delusion, Christ is the way. You 
can certainly run away, but then you are no longer on the way. 
The way of Christ ends on the cross, Hence we are crucified 

‘ht, p.38). The theme of the Imitation of Christ dates back mach earlier. There was much discussion in the Middle 
(on the history ofthis notion, see Giles Constable, “The Ideal of the Imitation of Christ” in Three Studies fx Medival 
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with him in ourselves, With him, we wait until we die for our 
resurrection. With Christ the living experience no resurrection, 
unless it occurs after death." 
If imitate Christ, he is always ahead of me and I can never 

reach the goal, unless I reach it in him. / But thus I move beyond 
myself and beyond time, in and through which I am as I am. I 
thus blunder into Christ and his time, which created him thus 
and not otherwise. And so I am outside my time, despite the 
fact that my life is in this time and I am split between the life of 
Christ and my life that still belongs to this present time, But if I 
am truly to understand Christ, I must realize how Christ actually 
lived only his own life, and imitated no one. He did not emulate 
any model." 

IFT thus truly imitate Christ, I do not imitate anyone, I emulate 
no one, but go my own way, and I will also no longer call myself 
a Christian, Initially, I wanted to emulate and imitate Christ by 
living my life, while observing his precepts. A voice in me protested 
against this and wanted to remind me that my time also had its 
prophets who struggle against the yoke with which the past 
burdens us. I did not succeed in uniting Christ with the prophets of 
this time. The one demands bearing, the other discarding; the one 
commands submission, the other the will How should I think 
of this contradiction without doing injustice to either? What I 
could not conjoin in my mind probably lends itself to living one 
after the other. 
And so I decided to cross over into lower and everyday life, my 

life, and to begin down there, where I stood. 
‘When thinking leads to the unthinkable, it is time to return 

to simple life. What thinking cannot solve, life solves, and what 
action never decides is reserved for thinking, If I ascend to the 
highest and most difficult on the one hand, and seek to eke out 
redemption that reaches even higher, then the true way does not 
lead upward, but toward the depths, since only my other leads me 
beyond myself But acceptance of the other means a descent into 
the opposite, from seriousness into the laughable, from suffering 
into the cheerful, from the beautiful into the ugly, from the pure 
into the impure. 

Nox secunda” 
Cap. xv 

[HI 100] On leaving the library, I stood in the anteroom 
again." This time I look across to the door on the left. I put the 
small book into my pocket and go to the door; tis also open, and 
leads to a large kitchen, with a large chimney over the stove. Two 
long tables stand in the middle of the room, flanked by benches. 
Brass pots, copper pans, and other vessels stand on shelves along 
the walls, A large fat woman is standing at the stove—apparently 

s cancerning how this was to be understood 
igus and Socal Thought [Cambridge: Cambridge Univesity Pres 1995). pp 43-248). Ae Constable shows, two broad approaches may be distinguished, depending upon how imitation ws understood the Rt, the man ofthe db Cea tense the decene of deen which Chase howed he way obec Ge trough Kn 8) The second, the imitation ofthe humanity and body of Chris, tesed the tation of his ifeon earth, The mort extreme form of this wat in the tradition of stigmatcs, 

individuals who bore the wounds of Christ on their body. 
161 Le, Thus Spoke Zarathustra 
162 In The Imitation of Chris, Thomas & Kempis wrote: "There is no salvation for the soul nor hope for eternal life except inthe cros. Take up your eras then, and follow 

Jesus, and 
death on 

nt wil enter eternal if He went before you caryng his cross, and on the cross he died for you, so that you to should carry your cos, and lng for a, ross. For if youahare hs death, you will also share his” Pook 2.ch12.p.90). oe . 
163 The Draft continues: "But we know that che ancients spoke tous in images, Fence my thinking advised me to emulate Cheist, not to imitate him but because he isthe 

sway. IFT follow a-way, I do not imitate him. Bu if imitate Chris, he is my al and not my way. But ifhe is my way, I thus go toward his goal, asthe mysteries had 
shown me previously, Thus ny thinking poke ome acon an ambiguous manne. but abd met imitate Chet (366) 164 The Daf continues His own le hm othe cross for sat ing wc the ogee aie and fi, Buta 
ita if he were not my nay” (P367) sg sort i Stopol ai age 166 The Dra continues: “Consider th, Once you have considered 169 Second nigh 

168 Jameary 17.1914 

fs own way leads to the cross. My way also leads to the cross, but not to that of Chris, but 10 
blinded, Twas inclined to yield to the enormous temptation of imitation and to look across to 

‘you will understand the adventure that beset me the following night” (p. 368). 
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the cook—wearing a checkered apron. I greet her, somewhat 
astonished, She too seems embarrassed. I ask her: “May I sit down 
for awhile? It’s cold outside and I must wait for something.” 

“Please have a seat.” 
She wipes the table in front of me. Having nothing else to do, 

take out my Thomas and begin to read. The cook is curious and 
looks at me furtively, Every once in a while she goes past me. 

“Excuse me, are you perhaps a clergyman?” 
“No, why do you think so?” 
“Oh, I just thought you might be because you are reading a 

small black book. My mother, may God rest her soul, left me such 
a book.” 

“I see, and what book might that be?” 
“Iv is called The Imitation of Christ. It’s a very beautiful book 

1 often pray with it in the evenings.” 
“You have guessed well, I too am reading The Imitation of Christ.” 
“1 don’t believe that a man like you would read such a book 

unless he were a pastor.” 
“Why shouldn't I read it? It also does me good to read a 

proper book.” 
“My mother, God bless her, had it with her on her deathbed, 

and she gave it to me before she died.” 
I browse through the book absentmindedly while she is 

speaking. My eyes fll on the following / passage in the nineteenth 
chapter: "The righteous base their intentions more on the mercy 
of God, which in whatever they undertake they trust more than 
their own wisdom.” 

‘This is the intuitive method that Thomas recommends, it 
occurs to me.” I turn to the cook: “Your mother was a clever 
woman, and she did well to give you this book.” 

“Yes, indeed, it has often comforted me in difficult hours and 
it always provides good counsel.” 

I become immersed in my thoughts again: I believe one can 
also follow one’s own nose. That would also be” the intuitive 
method. But the beautiful way in which Christ does this must 
nevertheless be of special value. I would like to imitate Christan 
inner disquiet seizes me—what is supposed to happen? I hear 
an odd swishing and whirring—and suddenly a roaring sound 
fills the room like a horde of large birds—with a frenzied 
flapping of wings—T see many shadowlike human forms rush 
past and I hear a manifold babble of voices utter the words: 
“Let us pray in the temple!” 

“Where are you rushing off to?” I call out, A bearded 
man with tousled hair and dark shining eyes stops and turns 

toward me: “We are wandering to Jerusalem to pray at the most 
holy sepulches.” 

“Take me with you.” 
"You cannot join us, you have a body. But we are dead.” 
“Who are you?” 
“| am Ezechiel, and I am an Anabaptist." 

“Who are those wandering with you?” 
“These are my fellow believers.” 
“Why are you wandering?” 
“We cannot stop, but must make a pilgrimage to all the 

holy places.” 
“What drives you to this?” 
“| don't know. But it seems that we still have no peace, although 

wwe died in true belief” 
“Why do you have no peace if you died in true belief?” 
“Ie always seems to me as if we had not come to a proper end, 

with life.” 
“Remarkable—how so?” 
“It seems to me that we forgot something important that 

should also have been lived.” 
“And what was that?” 
“Would you happen to know?” 
With these words he reaches out greedily and uncannily 

toward me, his eyes shining as if from inner heat. 
“Let go, daimon, you did not live your animal.””* 
The cook is standing in front of me with a horrified face; she 

haas taken me by the arm and grips me firmly. “For God's sake,” she 
calls out, “Help, what's wrong with you? Are you in a bad way?” 

look at her astonished and wonder where I really am. But 
soon strange people burst in—among them the librarian— 
infinitely astonished and dismayed at first, then laughing 
maliciously: “Oh, I might have known! Quick, the police!” 

Before I can collect myself, I am pushed through a crowd 
of people into a van. I am still clutching my copy of Thomas and 
ask myself: “What would he say to this new situation?” I open 
the booklet and my eyes fall on the thirteenth chapter, where it 
says: “So long as we live here on earth, we cannot escape temp- 
tation. There is no man who is so perfect, and no saint so sacred, 
that he cannot be tempted on occasion. Yes, we can hardly be 
without temptation.” 

Wise Thomas, you always come up with the right answer. That 
crazy Anabaptist certainly had no such knowledge, or he might 
hhave made a peaceful end, He also could have read it in Cicero: 
rerum onium satictas vitae faci satictatem—satietas vitae tempus maturum 

169 “The resolve of the upright depends upon the grace of God, not on theie own wisconsin him they trust, whatever they undertake; for man proposes, God disposes, 
and ios for man coe hs lv” (The Imitation of Christ, book, ch 19, . 54) 

170 Instead of this sentence, Blick B 
20, 1914, Adolf Keller gave a talk on “Be dln here long ago Bays everthing dat we have nots (M2ZS, wl 1p 57). On ly ‘method comesponded to Bexon’sinulve method" (On pychlopcl uerranding Balle, Tindal rs eos a 

171 Cary Baynes's transcription has: Bemgson's” 
172 In the Draf, the speaker is identified as “The Uncanny One” 
173 The biblical Evechiel was a prophet in the sixth century BCE. Jung saw a great deal of historical significance in hs visions, which incor 
as representing the humanization and differentiation of Yahweh. Although Ezechiel’s visions ate often viewed as pathol 

4 bas “Well Henei Bergson, I think there you have it—ths is precisely the genuine and right intuitive method” (p.9). On March 
con and the theory af ibido” wo the Zieh Psychos ial Society. In the discussion, Jung said “Bergson should have been 

4, Jung gave a talkin London where he noted that his “constructive 
‘Golleted Papers on Analytical Payholgy, ed, Constance Lovig [Londons 

‘and Cox, 917] p.399). The work Jung read was Levan crear (Pats lean, 1907). He possessed the 1912 German tanslation 

ated a mandala with quaternitis, 
ea, Jung defended thei normality, aguing that 

‘sions are natural phenomena that canbe designated as pathological oly when their morbid aspects have been demonstrated (Answer to Joh” 1952, CW 1, $9665, 
1667, 686), Anabuptism was a radical movement ofthe sixteenth- century Protestant reformation, which tried to sestore the sprit ofthe early church. The movement 
‘originated in Zurich in the 15203, where they obelled against Zwingli and Luther's reluctance to completely reform the chusch. They rejected the practic of infant 
baptism, and promoted adult baptisms (the fist ofthese took place in Zollikon, whichis near Kisnache, where Jung lived). Anabapeists stressed the immediacy of the 
human relation with God and were ertial of religious institutions, ‘The movement was violenly suppressed and thousands were llled. See Daniel Liechy, ed, Early 
‘Anabaptist Sprituliny.Sleaed Wins (New York: Balise Pres, 1994) 

174 In 1918, ung argued thae Christianity had suppressed the animal element (‘On the unconscious,” CW 10, §31). He elaborated this theme in his 1923 seminars in 
Polzeath, Cornwall In 1939, he argued thatthe “psychologial sn" which Christ committed was that “he did not lve the animal side of himself" (Moderu Psychology 4 p. 230) 

175 Chapter 13 of book 1 of the Instat of Chris begins: “As long,as we ate in this world we shall have to face tals and temptations. As it says inthe Book of Job What 
‘is man’ life on earth but atime of temptation? That is why we should treat our temptations a a serious matter and endeavor by vigilance and prayer to keep the devil 
from finding any loophole. Remember that the devil never sleeps, but goes about looking for his prey. There is no one so perfect and holy that he never meets temptation; 
we cannot escape it acagether” (p. 46). He goes on to emphasize the benefits of temptation, as bemig the means theough which a man is “humbled, purified and disciplined " 
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mortis affrt [satiety of all things causes satiety of life—one is 
satiated with life and the time is ripe for death]. This knowledge 
had evidently brought me into conflict with society. I was flanked 
by policemen left and right. “Well,” I said to them, “you can let 
me go now.” “Yes, we know all about this,” / one said laughing 
“Now just you hold your peace,” said the other sternly. So, we are 
obviously heading for the madhouse, That is a high price to pay 
But one can go this way too, it seems. It’s not so strange, since 
thousands of our fellows take that path, 

We have arrived—a large gate, a hall—a friendly bustling 
superintendent—and now also two doctors. One of them is a 
small fat professor. 

Pr: “What's that book you've got there?” 
“Irs Thomas a Kempis, The Imitation of Christ.” 
Pr: “So, a form of religious madness, perfectly clear, religious 

paranoia.”—You see, my dear, nowadays, the imitation of Christ 
leads to the madhouse.” 

“That is hardly to be doubted, professor.” 
Pr: “The man has wit—he is obviously somewhat maniacally 

aroused. Do you hear voices?” 
"You bet! Today it was a huge throng of Anabaptists that 

swarmed through the kitchen.” 
Pr: "Now, there we have it. Are the voices following you?” 
“Oh no, Heaven forbid, I summoned them.” 

Pr: “Ak, this is yet another case that clearly indicates that 
hallucinations directly call up voices. This belongs in the case 
history. Would you immediately make a note of that, doctor?” 

“With all due respect, Professor, may I say that it is absolutely 
not abnormal, but much rather the intuitive method.” 

Pr: “Excellent. The fellow also uses neologisms. Well—I 
suppose we have an adequately clear diagnosis. Anyway, I wish 
you a good recovery, and make sure you stay quiet.” 

“But professor, I’m not at all sick, I feel perfectly well” 
Pr: “Look, my dear, You don’t have any insight into your 

illness yet. The prognosis is naturally pretty bad, with at best 
limited recovery” 

Superintendent: “Professor, can the man keep the book?” 
Pr; “Well, I suppose so, as it seems to be a harmless 

prayer book.” 
Now my clothes are inventoried—then the bath—and now 

I'm taken off to the ward. I enter a large sickroom, where I'm 
told to get into bed, The person to my left is lying motionless 
with a transfixed gaze, while the one to the right appears to 
possess a brain whose girth and weight are shrinking. I enjoy 
perfect silence. The problem of madness is profound. Divine 
madness—a higher form of the irrationality of the life streaming 
through us—at any rate a madness that cannot be integeated into 
present-day society—but how? What if the form of society were 
integrated into madness? At this point things grow dark, and 
there is no end in sight.”* 
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[2] [HI 102] The growing plant sprouts a sapling on its 
right-hand side, and when this is completely formed, the natural 
urge to grow will not develop beyond the final bud but flows back 
{nto the stem, into the mother of the sprig, paving an uncertain 
way in the dark and through the stem, and finally finding the 
right position on the left where it sprouts a new sapling. But this 
new direction of growth is completely opposed to the previous 
one. And yet the plant nevertheless grows regularly in this way, 
without overstraining or disturbing its balance. 

‘On the right is my thinking, on the left is my feeling. 1 enter 
the space of my feeling which was previously unknown to me, 
and see with astonishment the difference between my two rooms. 
I cannot help laughing—many laugh instead of crying, I have 
stepped from the right foot onto the left, and wince, struck by 
inner pain. The difference between hot and cold is too great. I 
leave the spirit of this world which has thought Christ through 
to the end, and step over into that other funny-frightful realm in 
which I can find Christ again. 

The “imitation of Christ” led me to the master himself and to 
his astonishing kingdom, I do not know what I want there; I can 
only follow the master who governs this other realm in me, In 
this realm other laws are valid than the guidelines of my wisdom. 
Here, the “mercy of God,” which I had never relied on, for good 
practical reasons, is the highest law of action. The “mercy of 
God” signifies a particular / state of the soul in which I entrust 
myself to all neighbors with trembling and hesitation and with 
the mightiest outlay of hope that everything will work out well 

1 can no longer say that this or that goal should be reached, or 
that this or that reason should apply because itis good: instead I 
grope through mist and night. No line emerges, no law appears; 
instead everything is thoroughly and convincingly accidental, as 
a matter of fact even terribly accidental, But one thing becomes 
dreadfully clear, namely that contrary to my earlier way and all its 
insights and intentions, henceforth all is error. It becomes ever 
more apparent that nothing leads, as my hope sought to persuade 
me, but that everything misleads. 

And suiddenly to your shivering horror it becomes clear to you 
that you have fallen into the boundless, the abyss, the inanity of 
eternal chaos, It rushes toward you as if carried by the roaring 
‘wings of a storm, the hurtling waves of the sea 

Every man has a quiet place in his soul, where everything 
is self-evident and easily explainable, a place to which he likes 
to retire from the confusing possibilities of life, because there 
everything is simple and clear, with a manifest and limited 
purpose. About nothing else in the world can a man say with 
the same conviction as he does of this place: “You are nothing 
but...” and indeed he has said it 

‘And even this place is a smooth surface, an everyday wall, 
nothing more than a snugly sheltered and frequently polished 
crust over the mystery of chaos. If you break through this most 
everyday of walls, the overwhelming stream of chaos will flood 

176 The citation i fom ices Cat Mar de Sence(Cat the Elder on OL Age). The exis eulogy to old age. The lines Jang cites re lca nthe following Pasa Stic i ua esr ta son tse eee Sar pedi er ts roe delet mira oar neat Sulescentiae num ea consans iam requ ats quae media dia Sune cam is aati ne ea quidem guacruntur in senetae Sunt extrema qusedam stdia fences eng, tspertorumattatm stud celdant sc ocidunt tam sees; quod cum even sac opus meta mart afr (Tui Cierons Cato Mir dents someros (ein, Wena octane 173), Tanda “Undoty arom neat ea ey ofa trae 
saver of if. Boyhood has certain pursuits 
Mata 1, has such a not even sought in old age, and finaly, there are chose suitable to old age. Therefore as the pleasures and pu 

los adolescence yearn for them? Adolescence hs its pursuits: does the matured or so-called middle sage ofife need them? 
‘of the entlier periods of 

life fall away, s0 also do those of old age: and when that happens ones satiated of fe andthe times ie for death” (Cicero, De Senetute, De Amita, De Divination [London: 
171 Bl Bak ha paranon fora of Dement peo (p19 178 Inthe Dra pastge occurs ere, a pataphraeof which Fallows: Sine 1 was chinker, ny eling wat the lowest. olds, nd last developed. When I was brought 

f ables king wha or cecal ohm htt geee tent Gaon fog toand et tced wy fr ove against the unt loaded ‘tone side, andthe other sie sank deeper Ovelonding isnot growth, whichis what we need (@ 376). 
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in, Chaos is not single, but an unending multiplicity. It is not 
formless, otherwise it would be single, but it is filled with 
figures that have a confusing and overwhelming effect due to 
their fullness.” 

“These figures are the dead, not just your dead, that is, all the 
images of the shapes you took in the past, which your ongoing life 
has left behind, but also the thronging dead of human history, 
the ghostly procession of the past, which is an ocean compared 
to the drops of your own life span. I see behind you, behind the 
mirror of your eyes, the crush of dangerous shadows, the dead, 
who look greedily through the empry sockets of your eyes, who 
moan and hope to gather up through you all the loose ends of 
the ages, which sigh in them, Your cluelessness does not prove 
anything. Put your ear to that wall and you will hear the rustling 
of their procession, 

Now you know why you lodged the simplest and most easily 
explained matters in just that spot, why you praised that peaceful 
seat as the most secure: so that no one, least of all yourself, 
would unearth the mystery there, For this is the place where 
day and night agonizingly merge. What you excluded from your 
life, what you renounced and damned, everything that was and 
could have gone wrong, awaits you behind that wall before which 
you sit quietly. 

Ifyou read the books of history, you will find men who sought 
the strange and incredible, who ensnared themselves and who 
‘were held captive by others in wolves’ lairs; men who sought the 
highest and the lowest, and who were wiped by fate, incomplete, 
from the tablets of the living. Few of the living know of them, and 
these few appreciate nothing about them, but shake their heads at 
such delusion. 

While you mock them, one of them stands behind you, panting 
from rage and despair at the fact that your stupor does not attend 
to him, He besieges you in sleepless nights, sometimes he takes 
hold of you in an illness, sometimes he crosses your intentions. 
He makes you overbearing and greedy, he pricks your longing for 
everything, which avails you nothing, he devours your success in 
discord. He accompanies you as your evil spirit, to whom you can 
grant no release 

Have you heard of those dark ones who roamed incognito 
alongside those who ruled che day, conspiratorially causing 
unrest? Who devised cunning things and did not shrink from any 
crime to honor their God? 

Beside them place Christ, who was the greatest among them. 
It-was too little for him to break the world, so he broke himself. 
‘And therefore he was the greatest of them all, and the powers 
of this world did not reach him. But I speak of the dead who 
fell prey to power, broken by force and not by themselves. Their 
hordes people the land of the soul. If you accept / them, they fill 
you with delusion and rebellion against what rules the world, From 
the deepest and from the highest they devised the most danger- 
ous things. They were not of a common nature, but fine blades of 
the hardest steel. They would have nothing to do with the small 
lives of men, They lived on the heights and accomplished the 
lowest. They forgot only one thing: they did not live their animal. 

‘The animal does not rebel against its own kind. Consider 
animals: how just they are, how well-behaved, how they keep 
to the time-honored, how loyal they are to the land that bears 
them, how they hold to their accustomed routes, how they care 

for their young, how they go together to pasture, and how they 
draw one another to the spring. There is not one that conceals 
its overabundance of prey and lets its brother starve as a result. 
There is not one that tries to enforce its will on those of its own 
kind, Not a one mistakenly imagines that it is an elephant when 
it is a mosquito. The animal lives fittingly and true to the life of its 
species, neither exceeding nor falling short of it 

He who never lives his animal must treat his brother like an 
animal. Abase yourself and live your animal so that you will be 
able to treat your brother correctly. You will thus redeem all those 
roaming dead who strive to feed on the living, And do not turn 
anything you do into a law, since that is the hubris of power!" 

‘When the time has come and you open the door to the dead, 
your horrors will also afflict your brother, for your countenance 
proclaims the disaster. Hence withdraw and enter solitude, since 
no one can give you counsel if you wrestle with the dead. Do not 
cay for help if the dead surround you, otherwise the living will 
take flight, and they are your only bridge to the day: Live the life 
of the day and do not speak of mysteries, but dedicate the night 
to bringing about the salvation of the dead. 

For whoever well-meaningly tears you away from the dead has 
rendered you the worst service, since he has torn your life branch 
from the tree of divinity. He also sins against restoring what 
wwas created and later subjugated and lost." “For the earnest 
expectation of the creature waiteth for the manifestation of the 
sons of God, For the creature was made subject to vanity, not 
willingly, but by reason of him who hath subjected the same in 
hope, because the creature itself also shall be delivered from 
the bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children 
of God. For we know that the whole creation groaneth and 
travaileth in pain together until now.” 

Every step upward will restore a step downward so that the 
dead will be delivered into freedom. The creating of the new 
shrinks from the day since its essence is secret. It prepares the 
destruction of precisely this day in the hope of leading it over 
into a new creation. Something evil is attached to the creation 
of the new, which you cannot proclaim loudly. The animal that 
looks for new hunting grounds cowers slinking and sniffing on 
dark paths and does not want to be surprised. 

Please consider that it is the suffering of the creative that they 
carry something evil in them, a leprosy of the soul that separates 
them from its danger. They could praise their leprosy as a virtue 
and could indeed do so out of virtuousness. But this would be 
doing what Christ does, and would therefore be his imitation. 
For only one was Christ and only one could violate the laws as he 
did, Ie is impossible to commit higher infringements on his path. 
Fulfill that which comes to you. Break the Christ in yourself so 
that you may arrive at yourself and ultimately at your animal 
which is well-behaved in its herd and unwilling to infringe its 
laws, May it suffice in terms of transgression that you do not 
imitate Christ, since thereby you take a step back from Christianity 
and a step beyond it. Christ brought salvation through adeptness, 
and ineptitude will save you. 

Have you counted the dead whom the master of sacrifice 
honored? Have you asked them for whose sake they believe 
they have suffered death? Have you entered the beauty of their 
thoughts and the purity of their intention? “And they shall go forth, 
and look upon the carcasses of the men that have transgressed 

179 Jung's marginal nore to the calligraphic volume: "26, 1.1919." ‘The date appears to refer to when this section was teanseribed into the calligraphic volume, 
180 In 1930, Jung said ina seminar: “We ate prejudiced in regard to the animal. People don't understand when I tell them they should become acquainted with thei animals 

‘or assimilate their animals. They think the animal is always jumping over walls and rising hell ll over town. Yet in nature the animal isa well-behaved citizen It is 
pious, it follows the path with great regularity, it does nothing extravagant. Only man is extra rt. So if you assimilate the charaeter of the animal you become = 

Peculily law-abiding citizen, you go very slowly, and you become very reasonable in your ways, in as much a you can aford it” (Vision 1, p. 168). 181 The Harts Dot hs nthe margin: "Rom 8 (@ 863), What follows in the text sa eiat rom Romans 8:19-22 
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against me: for their worm shall not die, neither shall their fire 
bbe quenched.” 

Thus do penance, consider what fell victim to death for the 
sake of Christianity, lay it before you and force yourself to accept 
it. For the dead need salvation, The number of the unredeemed 
dead has become greater than the number of living Christians, 
therefore it is time that we accept the dead."” 

Do not throw yourself against what has become, enraged or 
bent on destruction. What will you put in its place? Do you not 
know that if you are successful in destroying what has become, 
you will then turn the will of destruction against yourself? But 
anyone who makes destruction their goal will perish through 
self-destruction, Much rather respect what has become, since 
reverence is a blessing. 

‘Then turn to the dead," listen to their lament and accept 
them with love, Be not their blind spokesman,"* / [Image 105}"* 
/ there are prophets who in the end have stoned themselves, But 
wwe seek salvation and hence we need to revere what has become 
and to accept the dead, who have fluttered through the air and 
lived like bats under our roofs since time immemorial. The new 
will be buile on the old and the meaning of what has become will 
become manifold. Your poverty in what has become you will thus 
deliver into the wealth of the future. 

What seeks to distance you from Christianity and its holy rule 
of love are the dead, who could find no peace in the Lord since 
their uncompleted work has followed them. A new salvation is always 
a restoring of the previously lost. Did not Christ himself restore 
bloody human sacrifice, which better customs had expelled from 
sacred practice since days of old? Did he not himself reinstate 
the sacred practice of the eating of human sacrifice? In your 
sacred practice that which earlier laws condemned will once again 
be included. 

However, just as Christ brought back human sacrifice and the 
eating of the sacrificed, all this happened to him and not to his 
brother, since Christ placed above it the highest law of love, so 
that no brother would come to harm as a result, but so that all 
could rejoice in the restoration. The same thing happened as in 
ancient times, but now under the law of love." So if you have no 
reverence for what has become, you will destroy the law of love."* 
‘And what will become of you then? You will be forced to restore 
what was before, namely violent deeds, murder, wrongdoing, and 
contempt of your brother, And one will be alien to the other, and 
confusion will rule 

182 This isa citation from Isaish 2466 
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‘Therefore you should have reverence for what has become, so 
that the law of love may become redemption through the restoration 
of the lower and of the past, not perdition through the boundless 
mastery of the dead, But the spirits of those who die before 
their time will live, for the sake of our present incompleteness, 
in dark hordes in the rafters of our houses and besiege our ears 
with urgent laments, until we grant them redemption through 
restoring what has existed since ancient times under the rule 
of love 

‘What we call temptation is the demand of the dead who 
passed away prematurely and incomplete through the guilt of the 
good and of the law. For no good is so complete that it could not 
do injustice and break what should not be broken. 

We are a blinded race. We live only on the surface, only in 
the present, and think only of tomorrow. We deal roughly with 
the past in that we do not accept the dead. We want to work 
only with visible success. Above all we want to be paid, We would 
consider it insane to do hidden work that does not visibly serve 
men, There is no doubt that the necessity of life forced us to 
prefer only those fruits one can taste. But who suffers more from 
the tempting and misleading influence of the dead than those 
who have gone wholly missing on the surface of the world? 

There is one necessary but hidden and strange work—a 
major work—which you must do in secret, for the sake of the 
dead, He who cannot attain his own visible field and vineyard 
is held fast by the dead, who demand the work of atonement 
from him. And until he has fulfilled this, he cannot get to 
his outer work, since the dead do not let him, He shall have 
10 search his soul and act in stillness at their behest and complete 
the mystery, so that the dead will not let him. Do not look 
forward so much, but back and into yourself, so that you will not 
fail to hear the dead. 

It belongs t0 the way of Christ that he ascends with few 
of the living, but many of the dead, His work was the salvation 
of the despised and lost, for whose sake he was crucified berween 
two criminals 

1 suffer my agony between two madmen. I enter the truth if I 
descend. Become accustomed to being alone with the dead. Ik is 
difficult, but this is precisely how you will discover the worth of 
your living companions. 

‘What the ancients did for their dead! You seem to believe 
that you can absolve yourself from the care of the dead, and 
from the work that they so greatly demand, since what is dead 

183 The Dra cntinses "We wer ed by a prophet, whose proximity to God had driven him insane He raged blindly against Chrisianiy in his sermon, but he was the champion ofthe dead who had appointed him their pokesman and resounding erampet Te shouted ns deafening voices hat many woud hea him, snd dhe power fis langage alo burned chose who resisted desc. He preached the srigle agains Chrsanty This was good. too" (387). The feference i t0 Nitache 184 The Dr contnses. "whose champion you ar” (p. 388) 185 The Dra continses “ike that raving prophet di no know whose case he was promoting, but instead believed himself o be speaking on his own behalf and thought he was the wil of desrucione(p. 368). The reference fro Nictaache 186 1n 1930, ng anonymoly reproduced this image n Commentary on “The Sere ofthe Golden Flower’ “asa mandala pained by a male patient daring treatment He deserted ras lows “in te centre, the white lig shining in he frames inthe fie il, protoplasmic ife-sced inthe second rotating comme principles which contain the for primary colors, inthe thd and fourth, eesti forces working inward and outward At the cardinal pont, the mascline si feminine sol both apuin divided ino ighc and dark: (CW 1g, AG) He rcprecuced i again in 1952 Concerning mandala synbolis’ and wrote Pitre bya middle-aged man In he center isa sar The blue iy contsine golden lous Sethe fous cardinal points we soe human figures athe top, sn old man in the atid of contemplation $html or Hones wih Bain at, oling nhs handea ele ote ap an alg adda ol gre, ey dae Fouraipects ofthe personality or four archetypal Spree belonging, fewer, to the periphery ofthe ace. The wo female gues canbe recognized with ciicaly ts the to aspects othe annna The ed mar correeponds tote rcherpe of meaning or ofthe spi and the dark chthon:Agure to the opponte ofthe Wise Old ‘Man, samy the apical (and sometimes destactie)Lsierian element In alchemy is Hermes Tasmegiets vert Meret. the cvsivetckter’ The circle tntlosng the sky contains srutares or organisms that lok ie provozon The sateen giobes punted in four clos jst outside the ccc derived orginally fom an tye mot and therefore stand for he obucving and discriminating conscousnes, Similarly the ornaments in te net circle ll opening inward are ater like vse ‘th pouring ou thee conten toward the conte [Fr There ta sar conception in lchemy nthe Ripley Srbwle and its vacant (Ply nd Akon. 65257). {Thee it ite planetary Gods who ae pouring ther qualies ino the barhof rebirth] On the other hard rhe ornaments along the rim open curward av terezie Something fom ouside. Thats inthe indvidantion process what were original projections stream back insice’ andar incited ino he personality pan ere Incontrato Figure 35,Abore’ and Below male and female, ae nteprated n the chemical hermaphrodits” (CW 9,1, $08) On March. 1950, he wrote t0 Raymond Piper concerning the sme image “The other pctre by an ested man about 40 years cd. He prodaced this pcre lo at an at Bre inconecons stem oeetore order in he emovional tate he was in which had been cased by an invasion of unconscious content (Le p55). 187 The Br continaes "Nor ne tle of Christin law is abrogated, br instead we are adding anew one sccptng the lament ofthe deat” 390) 186 -The Dr continues: “Tris nothing other than common ev desire, nothing bur every tempetion slong as You do not Know that ts what the dead demand. But 2slong ayo know about the dead. you wil undertand your tempeation Ar Tonga to toe han vids, what can yous do abou Dann epee 
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is past. You excuse yourself with your disbelief in the immortality 
of the soul. Do you think that the dead do not exist because 
you have devised the impossibility of immortality? You believe 
in your idols of words. The dead produce effects, that is 
sufficient, In the inner world there is no explaining away, as 
little as you can explain away the sea in the outer world, You 
must finally understand your purpose in explaining away, namely 
to seek protection." 

I accepted the chaos, and in the following night, my soul 
approached me. / [Image 107] / 

Nox tertia” 
Cap. xvi 

[HI 108] »*My soul spoke to me in a whisper, urgently and 
alarmingly: “Words, words, do not make too many words. Be 
silent and listen: have you recognized your madness and do you 
admit it? Have you noticed that all your foundations are completely. 
mired in madness? Do you not want to recognize your madness 
and welcome it in a friendly manner? You wanted to accept every- 
thing So accept madness too, Let the light of your madness shine, 
and it will suddenly dawn on you. Madness is not to be despised 
and not to be feared, but instead you should give it life.” 

I: "Your words sound hard and the task you set me is difficult” 
S:“If you want to find paths, you should also not spurn madness, 

since it makes up such a great part of your nature.” 
I: "I didn’t know that this is so.” 
S: "Be glad that you can recognize it, for you will thus avoid 

becoming its victim. Madness is a special form of the spirit and 
clings to all teachings and philosophies, but even more to daily 
life, since life itself is full of craziness and at bottom utterly 
illogical. Man strives toward reason only so that he can make 
rules for himself. Life itself has no rules. That is its mystery 
and its unknown law, What you call knowledge is an attempt to 
impose something comprehensible on life.” 

I: “That all sounds very desolate, but nevertheless it prompts 
ime to disagree.” 

S:*You have nothing to disagree with—you are in the madhouse” 
‘There stands the fat little professor—had he spoken this way? 
And had I taken him for my soul? 

Prof: “Yes, my dear, you are confused. Your speech is 
completely incoherent.” 

I:“T too believe that I've completely lost myself. Am I really 
crazy? It's all terribly confusing,” 

Prof: “Have patience, everything will work out, Anyway, 
sleep well.” 

I:"Thank you, but I'm afraid.” 

Everything inside me is in utter disarray. Matters are becoming 
serious, and chaos is approaching. Is this the ultimate bottom? 
Is chaos also a foundation? If only there weren't these terrible 
waves, Everything breaks asunder like black billows. Yes, I see 

and understand: it is the ocean, the almighty nocturnal tide—a 
ship moves there—a large steamer—I'm just about to enter the 
smoking parlor—many people—beautiful clothes—they all look 
at me astonished —someone comes up to me and says:"What’s the 
matter? You look just like a ghost! What happened?” 

1: “Nothing—that is—I believe that I have gone crazy—the 
floor sways—everything moves 

Someone: “The sea is somewhat rough this evening, that’s 
all—have a hot toddy—you're seasick.” 

1: “You're right, I am seasick, but in a special way—I'm really 
in a madhouse.” 

Someone: “Well now, you're joking again, life is returning.” 
I: “Do you call that wit? Just now the professor pronounced 

me truly and utterly mad.” 
The fat little professor is actually sitting at a green-covered 

table playing cards. He turns toward me when he hears me speak 
and laughs: “Well, where did you get to? Come here. Would you 
like a drink too? You're quite a character, I must say. You've put 
all the ladies in quite a furry this evening.” 

I: “Professor, for me this is no longer a joke. Just now I was 
your patient—” 

The parlor erupts in unbridled laughter. 
Prof: “I hope that I haven't upset you too much.” 
I; “Well, to be committed is no small matter.” 
The person to whom I had been speaking before suddenly 

comes up to me and looks me in the face. He isa man with a black 
beard, a tousled head of hair, and dark shining eyes. He speaks to 
me vehemently: “Something worse happened to me, it’ five years 
now that I've been here.” 

1 realize that it is my neighbor, who has apparently awakened 
from his apathy and is now sitting on my bed. He goes on speaking 
fiercely and urgently: “But I am Nietzsche, only rebaptized, I am 
also Christ, the Savior, and appointed to save the world, but they 
won't let me.” 

I: “Who won't let you?” 
The foo: “The devil. We are in Hell. But of course, you haven't 

noticed it yet. I didn’t realize until the second year of my time 
here that the director is the devil” 

I: “You mean the professor? That sounds incredible.” 
The fool: “You're an ignoramus. I was supposed to marry the 

mother of God long ago. But the professor, that devil, has her 
in his power. Every evening when the sun goes down he gets her 
with child. In the morning before sunrise she gives birth to it. 
Then all the devils come together and kill the child in a gruesome 
/ [mage 109} / manner, I distinctly hear his cries.” 

I: “But what you have told me is pure mythology” 
The fool: “You're crazy and understand nothing of it. You 

belong in the madhouse. My God, why does my family always 
shut me in with crazy people? I'm supposed to save the world, 
I'm the Savior!” 

He lies down again and sinks back into his lassitude, I clutch 
the sides of my bed to protect myself against the terrible waves. 
I stare at the wall, so that I can at least latch onto something with 

anew, only to stumble again and mock and loathe yourself, bur definitely despise and pity yourself. But if you know what the dead demand, temptation will become the 
wwellsping of your best work, indeed of the work of salvation: When Chast ascended after completing his work, he led those up with him whe had died prematurely 
land incomplete under the law of hardship and alienation and raw violence. The lamentations ofthe dead filed the ai at the time, and their misery beeame so loud that even the ving were saddened, and became ted and theis completion with your work of savation” (op 390-91). kof life and yearned to die to this world already in their ling bodies, And thus you too lead the dead to 

189 The Draft contiues, "You employ ol word magi © protect yourself through superstion fr you are sila poweres child ofthe old wood, But we can see behind 
your word magic and it is rendered feeble, nd nothing protects you against the chaos other than aceptance” (p. 395) 

190 Thied night, 
191 January 18, 1914 
192 In The Relations beweon th and he Unconscious (1928), Jung refers to 2 case of a man with paranoid dementia he encountered during his time at the Burghilili who was 

inelephonicgmmunicaion with he Mother f God (CW 7 629) 
199 Imggelegends This man of mater res up oof in the word ofthe spires, but shee chest ofthe heart bores though hi with olen xy He fl wth joy 

and disintegrates. The eepent, who is evil, could not remain in the worl id of epirits 
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my eyes. A horizontal line runs along the wall, which is painted a 
darker color beneath. A radiator stands in front of it—it is a railing 
and I can see the sea beyond it. The line is the horizon, And there 
the sun now rises in red glory, solitary and magnificent—in itis a 
cross from which a serpent hangs—or is it a bull, slit open, as at 
the slaughterhouse, or is it an ass? I suppose it is really a ram with 
a crown of thorns—or is it the crucified one, myself? The sun of 
martyrdom has arisen and is pouring bloody rays over the sea. 
This spectacle lasts a long time, the sun rises higher, its rays grow 
brighter™ and hotter and the sun burns down white on a blue sea 
The swell has subsided. A charitable and quiet summer dawn lies 
on the shimmering sea. The salty smell of water rises up. A faint 
wide surf breaks on the sand with a dull thunder, and returns 
incessantly, twelve times, the strokes of the world clock”™—the 
twelfth hour is complete. And now silence enters. No noise, no 
breeze, Everything is rigid and deathly still. 1 wait, secretly anx- 
ious. I see a tree arise from the sea, Its crown reaches to Heaven 
and its roots reach down into Hell, I am completely alone and dis- 
heartened and gaze from afar. It is as if all life had flown from 
me and completely passed into the incomprehensible and fearful. 
Lam utterly weak and incapable, “Salvation,” I whisper. A strange 
voice speaks: “There is no salvation here,” you must remain calm, 
or you will disturb the others. It is night and the other people want 
to sleep” I see, it’s the attendant. The room is dimly lit by a weak 
lamp and sadness weighs on the room, 

1: "I couldn't find the way.” 
He says: "You don’t need to find a way now” 
He speaks the truth. The way, or whatever it might be, on 

which people go, is our way, the right way, There are no paved 
ways into the future. We say that it is this way, and it is, We 
build roads by going on. Our life is the truth that we seek. Only 
my life is the truth, the truth above all. We create the truth by 
living ie. 
Bl} This is the night in which all the dams broke, where what 

‘was previously solid moved, where the stones turned into serpents, 
and everything living froze. Is this a web of words? If itis, itis a 
hellish web for those caught in it. 

There are hellish webs of words, only words, but what are 
‘words? Be tentative with words, value them well, rake safe words, 
‘words without catches, do not spin them with one another so that 
no webs arise, for you are the first who is ensnared in them.” For 
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words have meanings. With words you pull up the underworld. 
Word, the paltriest and the mightiest. In words the emptiness 
and the fullness flow together. Hence the word is an image 
of God. The word is the greatest and the smallest that man 
created, just as what is created through man is the greatest and 
the smallest. 

So if I fall prey to the web of words, I fall prey to the greatest 
and the smallest. I am at the mercy of the sea, of the inchoate 
waves that are forever changing place. Their essence is movement 
and movement is their order. He who strives against waves is 
exposed to the arbitrary. The work of men is steady but it swims 
upon chaos, The striving of men seems like lunacy to him who 
comes from the sea, But men consider him mad.” He who comes 
from the sea is sick, He can hardly bear the gaze of men. For to 
him they all seem to be drunk and foolish from sleep-inducing 
poisons. They want to come to your rescue, and as for accepting 
help, for sure you would like less of that, rather than swindling 
your way into their company and being completely like one who 
has never seen the chaos but only talks about it 

But for him who has seen the chaos, there is no more hiding, 
because he knows that the bottom sways and knows what this 
swaying means. He has seen the order and the disorder of the 
endless, he knows the unlawful laws. He knows the sea and can 
never forget it. The chaos is terrible: days full of lead, nights 
fall of horror. 

Bur just as Christ knew that he was the way, the truth, and the 
life, in thar the new torment and the renewed salvation came into 
the world through him,” I know that chaos must come over men, 
and that the hands of those who unknowingly and unsuspectingly 
break through the thin walls that separate us from the sea are 
busy: For this is our way, our truth, and our life. 

Just as the disciples of Christ recognized that God had 
become flesh and lived among them as a man, we now recognize 
that the anointed of this time is a God who does not appear in 
the flesh; he is no man and yet is a son of man, but in spirit and 
not in flesh; hence he can be born only through the spirit of men 
as the conceiving womb of the God." What is done to this God 
you do to the lowest in yourself, under the law of love according 
to which nothing is cast out. For how else should your lowest be 
saved from depravity? / [Image 111} / Who should accept the 
lowest in you, if you do not? But he who does it not from love 

194 Jungs marginal note to the caligraphic volume: “2233.1919." This seems to refer to when this passage was transcribed into the calligraphic volume 195 In play nd Reig (0938). fng co 136 In Dan Gon ch ong in Alle vl ted and ee Rober Busing 
‘ed on the symbolism ofthe world clock (CW 11, 1108) 
insribed over the gates of Hell“Abandon every hope, you who enter” (canto 3, line 9). See The Divine Coma of Dane 
few York: Oxford Universiy Pres), p55 

197 The Draft continues. "For words are not merely words, but have meanings for which they are set. They 
198 The Drift continues: "Once you have seen the chaos, look. at your face: you saw more th 

at thse messing ike dine don” (43) ire ou sorbed an yore bat hao oe sath and th 
sho has seen chaos and yet was a man, Many cross over, but they do not see the chaos; however the chaos sees them, sages at them, and imprints its Features on them, 
‘And they are marked forever. Call such a one mad, for that is what he is; he has become a wave and has lost his human side, his constancy” 404). 

199 The preceding sentence is crossed ut in the Corrected Draf, and Jung has written in che margin: “IAHMON identification” (p. 405) 200 Jung clborated on tissue many yeas later in AnreroJob (953) where he staied the hstorealtanformation of Judeo-Christian God images. A major theme inthis the continued incarnation of Go after Christ. Commenting onthe Book of Revelation, ung argued that “Ever snce John the apocalyptst experienced {Scthe fit ie (perhaps unconscious) the conflict nto which Christianity inevitably ead, maakt is burdened with this-God wanted and wants to become tran” (CW 11,8739) In ung ie, there was ade link between John views and Extharts views “This diturbing invasion engendered in i the image ofthe Alivine consort. whore image lives in every man of the child, whom Melster Eckhart als saw inthe vision Iwas he who knew tat God slone in his Godhead not int of Bt tbe on intima sou The nearaton Cs he pote which nal ig ae oe eae yh) {Ghor” (bid, $741). In contemporay times, Jang gave great importance to the papal bl of the Aso Mare He held tations to the re gaa in Fiza an shin nig, ante ead ce re bt of de Sa win inact wih he dn end hd nero, it hone i birthplace che empirical man’ This metaphysical process known asthe ination proces in the pychology of the unconscious” (bid, $755). Though being ident Sr fe ose econ oS ec nea he roa olin ne lal gutta Ox Meee ung areee Monon else Te rel history ofthe word sear be the progressive inezraton ofthe deity” (Leen 3.436) 201 Tinage legend: “The serpent fll dead unte the earth, And that wes the umblial cord of ew birth” The serpents similar to the seqpentin Image 109, In Black ook om Jansary 27.1923, Jungs soul refers to mages 109 and 11 His so saythe giant cloud of eternal igh afl. sce a elo” shining stoke on ths clo from Zactap el hae cpu the cpr shape of ao ighning td bend ian mdetcrat eighth doe, Toe na nove Tere ack Serpent Ing beneath the cloud and the lightning Tt does not move Beneath the cloud I see a dead black serpent andthe thunderbolt stuck in es head like a spear. A anda age as that of « God, has drown the spear and evrything has frozen toa gloomy image. What i oss De i recall that image that you painted 
years ago, the one in which the black and red man withthe black and white serpent is struck by the ray of God (ie, image 109)? This image seems to follow that one, 
because afterward you also painted the dead serpent [Le image 11] and did you not behold a gloomy image this morning. ofthat man in the white robe and a black. 
face, ike a mimmy?” I:"How now, what is this supposed to mean?” Soul: "Ie isan image of your tell” (p. 57). 
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but from pride, selfishness, and greed, is damned. None of the 
damnation is cast out either" 

Ifyou accept the lowest in you, suffering is unavoidable, since 
you do the base thing and build up what lay in ruin. There are 
‘many graves and corpses in us, an evil stench of decomposition" 
Just as Christ through the torment of sanctification subjugated 
the flesh, so the God of this time through the torment of 
sanctification will subjugate the spirit. Just as Christ tormented 
the flesh through the spirit, the God of this time will torment 
the spirit through the flesh. For our spirit has become an 
impertinent whore, a slave to words created by men and no 
longer the divine word itself™* 

The lowest in you is the source of mercy. We take this sickness 
upon ourselves, the inability to find peace, the baseness, and 
the contemptibility so that the God can be healed and radiantly 
ascend, purged of the decomposition of death and the mud of che 
underworld, The despicable prisoner will ascend to his salvation 
shining and wholly healed." 

Is there a suffering that would be too great to want to undergo 
for our God? You only see the one, and do not notice the other, 
But when there is one, so there is also another and that is the 
lowest in you. But the lowest in you is also the eye of the evil that 
stares at you and looks at you coldly and sucks your light down 
into the dark abyss. Bless the hand that keeps you up there, the 
smallest humanity, the lowest living thing, Quite a few would 
prefer death, Since Christ imposed bloody sacrifice on humanity, 
the renewed God will also not spare bloodshed, 

Wherefore art thou red in thine apparel, and thy garments 
like him that treadeth in the winefar? I have trodden the winepress 
alone and no one is with me. I have trodden myself down in my 
anger, and trampled upon myself in my fury. Hence my blood 
has spattered my clothes, and I have stained my robe. For I have 
afforded myself a day of vengeance, and the year to redeem 
myself has come. And I looked around, and there was none to 
help; and I wondered that there was no one who stood by me: 

therefore my own arm must save me, and my fury upheld me. 
And I trod myself down in my rage, and made myself drunk 
in my fury, and spilt my blood on the earth For I took my 
misdeed upon myself so that the God would be healed. 

Just as Christ said that he did not come to make peace but 
brought the sword," so he in whom Christ becomes complete 
will not give himself peace, but a sword. He will rebel against 

himself and one will be turned against the other in him. He will 
also hate that which he loves in himself. He will be castigated in 
himself, mocked, and given over to the torment of crucifixion, 
and no one will aid him or soothe his torment. 

Just as Christ was crucified between the two thieves, our 
lowest lies on either side of our way. And just as one thief went 
to Hell and the other rose up to Heaven, the lowest in us will be 
sundered in two halves on the day of our judgment. The one is 
destined for damnation and death, and the other will rise up. 
But it will take a long time until you see what is destined for 
death and what is destined for life, since the lowest in you is still 
unseparated and one, and in a deep sleep. 
If [accept the lowest in me, I lower a seed into the ground of 

Hell, The seed is invisibly small, but the tree of my life grows from 
it and conjoins the Below with the Above, At both ends there is 
fire and blazing embers. The Above is fiery and the Below is fiery. 
Between the unbearable fires grows your life. You hang between 
these two poles. In an immeasurably frightening movement the 
stretched hanging welters up and down." 

‘We thus fear our lowest, since that which one does not possess 
is forever united with the chaos and takes part in its mysterious 
ebb and flow. Insofar as I accept the lowest in me—precisely that 
red glowing sun of the depths—and thus fall victim to the 
confusion of chaos, the upper shining sun also rises, Therefore 
he who strives for the highest finds the deepest. 

To deliver the men of his time from the stretched hanging, 
Christ effectively took this torment upon himself and taught 
them: “Be crafty like serpents and guileless like doves,”*” For 
craftiness counsels against chaos, and guilelessness veils its 

202 The Dr continues "But who does this unde he aw of love wll move beyond sulferng sta the table with the anointed ad behold God glory” (e406) 5303 The Dr continues “But God wl come to those who take tir sling spon temacles under thelr of lve and he wil exablich anew Bond wath them. Fri 
is predicted thatthe anointed is supposed fo return, but no longer inthe flesh, bu inthe spirt-And just as Christ guided the Gesh upward through the eotment of 
‘alrtion, the anointed of this time wl guide the spiit upward trough the torment of salvation” (p.407) 204 The Digi continues “The lvestin yous the sone th te bude: dscarded. ew become th corn tone. The lowest in you wl grow like grain of rice from dry sol shooting up Eom the sand ofthe most barren desert, ands an stand ery tall Salvation come o you fom he duced. ours wil ie fom miy Svamps Like al edker, you ae annoyed ashe lowest in you bea ie guise ule shan the age of youre that you Toe. The lowest in you the most despised fn at valet fll of pan and seks. He s espited o much tha of hides e's ace from hin thar he it el in no eect whatancre ond tis even sald oat ie doer no ext becsie ones samed for sake snd desplas ones In nt aries ur sicknese ads uen with our pain, We conider him the ane who i plagued and punted by God on acount of his despesle lines But he wounded, and expoxel made, fo the sake of our own justice he exlbed sn Suppeseed force ake of ur own beast We leave hn to pusithment and martgrdom that we might have peace: Bat we wl ahs scies upon cuscves sad 
Salvation will come to us through our own wounds" (pp. 407-8), The fest lines scferto Palm 118.22. The ptscge echoes lnnih 53, which Jung ched above, p. 229. 205 The Daf continues “Why shoul ou spc not take upon eel torment and restesnes forthe sake of snctifcason® But al this wil ome over you, for alcealy tear the pe of hase who bear the kp tn open the gic ofthe depth. Te alleys and mounains tht sound withthe noe of tates, te lentston arising fm inl nbd ech omen voce: My von ath or ne hel wha come Bat your ot speed ove me case othcrvac you wl say Eom your pth che ight one, thar Las you sly Co your suring thar Ihave seen aad, May noah nttend you, scepter 
test unbclet ules you be our way Seeepe Yous betajal and inti yout arog sod fur beer ledge and you leach theses cea ote that ads your yourlowext and wht you doe your lowest you wil do tote anoines Do no ange his Nothing of thea of lve roped. bt ch bas been added vo it Cored unto ainulf ithe who ks the oe capable of vein hime forthe horde of he dead who Ged force sake of love mmessrable, and the mightiest among hee dead s Csr the Lod Holling these dead in reverence wisdom, Purgatory sais those whe murder the one in hemes who tapab of ove, You il lament and rave aaingt thc impossibly of uniting the loves nou with tne low of tose who love, Tsay to You Jst 5 Chir subjgaed Bn fh eal ec dete wo wo of te tthe a of hess be bjt the patel unr law of Ch Completed work af salvation ehrough love. You ae said ofthe danger but know tat where Goi nearer the danger ie rates. Ho can ou econ the Shonted onc without any danger? Wl gn eet squire «precious tone witha copper coi’ The lowest in you's wat endangers you Tear nd douke gard the ates your wa The lowest you she unforeseeable for you canno sc e"Thus ape and behold e You wl hs open the Hodges of chow The sum as form the darkest dampese and dest The unknowing people of ths ne onl ace throne they neve sce the other opProaching ten. But ifthe one ests dos the ‘other (bp. 409-10). Jung here implicly cites the opening lines of Pedsch Helderlins"Pamon” which wa ont of hs favorite poems: "Neat he God and hard to gap But wher danger, vation do grows Jung discus this in Trenfrmatn ad Spl ofthe Libs (913, CW B, S65) 

206 These ines actualy cite leaiah 633-6 307 Matthew 10.4 “Think not that am come to send peace on cath I came not to send peace, but a sword” 308 In mero fob (a) Jang wrot of Crit onthe ero This pcre completed by ce evo hives, one whom gos down oll the ther int paradise. One Could hardly imagines eter repetenation ofthe opponitenes of the central Cherian symbol” (GW $639). 209 Beh nesta n as hr the mo has nis ang nak p17) I git flee th back fit opy of Ne sored" hag 
210 Matthew 1016 "Behold, 1 send you forth at sheep in the midst of wolves be ye therefore wise a serpents, and harmless as doves” 
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terrible aspect. Thus men could take the safe middle path, 
hedged both upward and downward, 

But the dead of the Above and the Below mounted, and their 
demands grew ever louder. And both the noble and the wicked 
rose up again and, unaware, broke the law of the mediator. They 
flung open doors both above and below. They drew many after 
them to higher and lower madness, thereby sowing confusion 
and preparing the way of what is to come 

But he who goes into the one and not also at the same time 
into the other by accepting what comes toward him, will simply 
teach and live the one and turn it into a reality: For he will be 
its victim. When you go into the one and hence consider the 
other approaching you as your enemy, you will fight against 
the other. You will do so because you fail to recognize that 
the other is also in you. On the contrary, you think that the 
other comes somehow from without and you think that you 
also catch sight of it in the views and actions of your fellow 
men which clash with yours. You thus fight the other and are 
completely blinded. 

But he who accepts what approaches him because it is also in 
hhim, quarrels and wrangles no more, but looks into himself and 
keeps silent. / [Image 113)" / 

He sees the tree of life, whose roots reach into Hell and whose 
top touches Heaven. He also no longer knows differences.” 
who is right? What is holy? What is genuine? What is 
good? What is correct? He knows only one difference: the 
difference between below and above. For he sees that the tree 
of life grows from below to above, and that it has its crown 
at the top, clearly differentiated from the roots. To him this is 
unquestionable, Hence he knows the way to salvation. 

To unlearn all distinctions save that concerning direction is 
part of your salvation, Hence you free yourself from the old curse 
of the knowledge of good and evil. Because you separated good 
from evil according to your best appraisal and aspired only to the 
good and denied the evil that you committed nevertheless and 

20 Jag egn“Thi  sheimage fhe dine ld Kemeny he option of long pth Jo oh i ! ready begun. the one who brah the © came, a SIAHMN [Phlemon ced to me called him @ANHE [Phan] mf ee wee Or py Alera has rb on Coon ho es n into two and Phanes, the fret of the Gods, appears Guthrie write that ‘hei imagined as marvelous beaut. a gure of shining light, dee, Buceyen and thehends of eran anise Tle ofbotesene since he born the ree of he gots analel(Opheved Grd Rl 
God” @ may be che astrological sign forthe sun. In the Orphic cheogony. Ait 
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failed to accept, your roots no longer suckled the dark nourishment 
of the depths and your tree became sick and withered. 

Therefore the ancients said that after Adam had eaten the 
apple, the tree of paradise withered.” Your life needs the dark. 
But if you know that itis evil, you can no longer accept it and you 
suffer anguish and you do not know why. Nor can you accept it as 
evil, else your good will reject you. Nor can you deny it since you 
know good and evil. Because of this the knowledge of good and 
evil was an insurmountable curse. 

But if you return to primal chaos and if you feel and recognize 
that which hangs stretched between the two unbearable poles of 
fire, you will notice that you can no longer separate good and evil 
conclusively, neither through feeling nor through knowledge, but 
that you can discern the direction of growth only from below to 
above. You thus forget the distinction between good and evil, and 
you no longer know it as long as your tree grows from below to 
above. But as soon as growth stops, what was united in growth 
falls apart and once more you recognize good and evil 

You can never deny your knowledge of good and evil to 
yourself, so that you could betray your good in order to live evil 
For as soon as you separate good and evil, you recognize them 
‘They are united only in growth. But you grow if you stand still in 
the greatest doubt, and therefore steadfastness in great doubt 
is a veritable flower of life 

He who cannot bear doubt does not bear himself. Such a one 
is doubtful; he does not grow and hence he does not live. Doubt 
is the sign of the strongest and the weakest. The strong have 
doubt, but doubt has the weak. Therefore the weakest is close 
to the strongest, and if he can say to his doubt: “I have you,” 
then he is the strongest. But no one can say yes to his doubt, 
unless he endures wide-open chaos, Because there are so many 
among us who can talle about anything, pay heed ro what they 
live. What someone says can be very much or very litele. Thus 
examine his life. 

My speech is neither light nor dark, since it is the speech of 
someone who is growing 

ied in en 99-an oon eno image 
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Nox quarta” 
Cap. xvi 

[HI 114] “1 hear the roaring of the morning wind, which 
comes over the mountains. The night is overcome, when all my 
life was subject to eternal confusion and stretched out between 
the poles of fire 

My soul speaks to me in a bright voice: “The door should be 
lifted off its hinges to provide a free passage between here and 
there, between yes and no, between above and below, between 
lefe and right. Airy passages should be built between all opposed 
things, light smooth streets should lead from one pole to the other. 
Scales should be set up, whose pointer sways gently. A flame should 
burn that cannot be blown out by the wind. A stream should flow 
to its deepest goal. The herds of wild animals should move to their 
feeding grounds along their old game paths. Life should proceed, 
from birth to death, from death to birth, unbroken like the path 
of the sun, Everything should proceed on this path.” 

Thus speaks my soul. But I toy casually and terribly with 
myself. Is it day or night? Am I asleep or awake? Am I alive or 
have I already died? 

Blind darkness besieges me—a great wall—a gray worm of 
twilight crawls along it. It has a round face and laughs, The 
laughter is convulsive and actually relieving. I open my eyes: the 
fat cook is standing before me: “You're a sound sleeper, I must 
say. You've slept for more than an hour.” 

1: “Really? Have I slept? I.must have dreamed, what a dreadful 
play! Did I fall asleep in this kitchen? Is this really the realm 
of mothers?” 

“Have a glass of water, you're still thoroughly drowsy.” 
1: "Yes, this sleep can make one drunk. Where is my Thomas? 

‘There it lies, open at the twenty-first chapter: “My soul, in 
everything and yet beyond everything, you must find your rest in 
the Lord, for he is the eternal rest of the saints.”** 

1 read this sentence aloud. Is not every word followed by a 
question mark? 

“IF you fell asleep with this sentence, you must really have had. 
a beautiful dream.” 

I: “I certainly dreamed, and I will think about the dream. 
Incidentally, can you tell me whose cook you are?” 

“The librarian’s, He loves good cooking and I have been with 
him for many years.” / [Image 115} / 

I:“Oh, I had no idea that the librarian had such a cook.” 
“Yes, you must know that he’s a gourmet.” 
1: “Farewell, madam cook, and thank you for the accommodation.” 
“You are most welcome and the pleasure was entirely mine.” 
Now I am outside. So that was the librarian’s cook. Does he 

really know what food is prepared inside? He has certainly never 
gone in there for a temple sleep. I think that I'll return the 
‘Thomas a Kempis to him. I enter the library 

L: “Good evening, here you are again.” 
1: “Good evening, Sis, I've come to return the Thomas. I sat 

down for abit in your kitchen next door to read, without suspecting 
that it’s your kitchen.” 

L: “Please, there's no problem whatsoever. Hopefully my cook 
received you well.” 

1-“T can’t complain about the reception. I even had an afternoon 
sleep over Thomas” 

L: “That doesn't surprise me, These prayer books are 
terribly boring.” 

1: “Yes, for people like us. But your cook finds the little book 
very edifying,” 4 

L: “Well yes, for the cook.” 
I: “Allow me the indiscrete question: have you ever had an 

incubation sleep in your kitchen?” 
L: “No, I've never entertained such a strange idea.” 

I: “Let me say that you'd learn a lor that way about the nature 
of your kitchen. Good night, Sir!” 

After this conversation I left the library and went outside into 
the anteroom where I approached the green curtains. I pushed 
them aside, and what did I see? I saw a high-ceilinged hall before 
me—with a supposedly magnificent garden in the background— 
Klingsor’s magical garden, it occurred to me at once. I had 
entered a theater; those two over there are part of the play: 
Amfortas and Kundey, or rather, just what am I looking at? Ie is, 
the librarian and his cook, He is ailing and pale, and has a bad 
stomach, she is disappointed and furious. Klingsor is standing to 
the left, holding the feather the librarian used to tuck behind his 
ear, How closely Klingsor resembles me! What a repulsive play! 
But look, Parsifal enters from the left. How strange, he also looks 
like me. Klingsor venomously throws the feather at Parsifal. But 
the latter catches it calmly. 

‘The scene changes: It appears that the audience, in this case 
me, joins in during the last act. One must kneel down as the 
Good Friday service begins: Parsifal enters—slowly, his head 

the spi ofthe West the other. / Forever denied it exists forever. Recuering in all forms, forever the sve, this one precios vessel, surrounded by te circle of animals, 
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YVetlg 1989). 



covered with a black helmet. The lionskin of Hercules adorns his 
shoulders and he holds the club in his hand; he is also wearing 
modern black trousers in honor of the church holiday. I bristle 

and stretch out my hand avertingly, but the play goes on. Parsifal 
takes off his helmet. Yet there is no Gurnemanz to atone for and 
consecrate him. Kundey stands in the distance, covering her head 
and laughing. The audience is enraptured and recognizes itself 
in Parsifal. He is I. [take off my armor layered with history and 
my chimerical decoration and go to the spring wearing a white 
penitent’s shirt, where I wash my feet and hands without the 
help of a stranger. Then I also take off my penitent’s shirt and 
put on my civilian clothes. I walk out of the scene and approach 
myself—I who am still kneeling down in prayer as the audience. 
I rise and become one with myself" 

[2] What would mockery be, if it were not true mockery? 
What would doubt be, if it were not true doubt? What would 
opposition be, it if were not true opposition? He who wants to 
accept himself must also really accept his other, But in the yes not 
every no is true, and in the no every yes isa lie, But since I can be 
in the yes today and in the no tomorrow, yes and no are both true 
and untrue. Whereas yes and no cannot yield because they exist, 
our concepts of truth and error can 

1 presume you would like to have certainty with regard to truth 
and error? Certainty within one or the other is not only possible, 
but also necessary, although certainty in one is protection and 
resistance against the other. If you are in one, your certainty 
about the one excludes the other. But how can you then reach 
the other? And why can the one not be enough for us? One 
cannot be enough for us since the other is in us. And if we 
were content with one, the other would suffer great need and 
afflice us with its hunger, But we misunderstand this hunger and 
still believe that we are hungry for the one and strive for it even 
more adamantly. 

Through this we cause the other in us to assert its demands 
conus even more strongly: If we are then ready to recognize the 
claim of the other in us, we can cross over into the other to satisfy 
it, But we can thus reach across, since the other has become 
conscious tous, Yet if our blinding through the one is strong, we 
become even more distant from the other, and a disastrous chasm 
between the one and the other opens up in us, The one becomes 
surfeited and the other becomes too hungry. The satiated grows 
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lazy and the hungry grows weak. And so we suffocate in fat, 
consumed by lack 

This is sickness, but you see a lot of this type. It must be so, 
but it need not be so. There are grounds and causes enough that 
it is so, but we also want it not / to be so. For man is afforded 
the freedom to overcome the cause, for he is creative in and of 
himself. If you have reached that freedom through the suffering 
of your spirit to accept the other despite your highest belief in 
the one, since you are it too, then your growth begins. 

If others mock me, it is nevertheless them doing this, and 
1 can attribute guilt to them for this, and forget to mock myself 
But he who cannot mock himself will be mocked by others. 
So accept your self-mockery so that everything divine and heroic 
falls from you and you become completely human, What is 
divine and heroic in you is a mockery to the other in you, For 
the sake of the other in you, set off your admired role which 
you previously performed for your own self and become who 
you are 

He who has the luck and misfortune of a particular talent 
falls prey to believing that he is this gift. Hence he is also often 
its fool. A special gift is something outside of me. I am not 
the same as it. The nature of the gift has nothing to do with 
the nature of the man who carries it. It often even lives at the 
expense of the bearer’s character. His character is marked by 
the disadvantage of his gift, indeed even through its opposite. 
Consequently he is never at the height of his gift but always 
beneath it. If he accepts his other he becomes capable of bearing 
his gift without disadvantage. But if he only wants to live in 
his gift and consequently rejects his other, he oversteps the 
mark, since the essence of his gift is extrahuman and a natural 
phenomenon, which he in reality is not. All the world sees his 
error, and he becomes the victim of its mockery: Then he says 
that others mock him, while it is only the disregard of his other 
that makes him ridiculous 

‘When the God enters my life, I return to my poverty for the 
sake of the God. I accept the burden of poverty and bear all my 
ugliness and ridiculousness, and also everything reprehensible 
in me. I thus relieve the God of all the confusion and absurdity 
that would befall him if I did not accept it. With this I prepare 
the way for the God’s doing, What should happen? Has the 
darkest abyss been emptied and exhausted? Or what stands and 
waits down there, impending and red-hot? [Image 117] 

231 In Pel, Wagner presente his working of the Grail legend. The plot runs a fllows: Tiarl and his Christin knights have the Holy Gri in their keeping in 
their eave, with a sacred spear to guaed i Klingior isa sorcerer who seek the Grail He has enticed the kepers of dhe Gral nto his magic guen, where there are 
flower maidens and che enchants, Kundey Amfortan,Tieurels son goes into the case to destroy Kligsor but is enchanted by Kundry and lets the sacred spear fll 
and Klingtor wounds him with t-Amforts needs the touch ofthe speu to eal hs wound Gurnemana, te oldest ofthe knights, loks after Kundry. not knowing 
ier olen Amfortass wounding A voce from the Grail sanctasy prophesies that only youth who is gles and innocent can regain the spear. Parsi enters, hating 
bled van Nor owing hi tne oe mane of hia he igs hope ht ei oth Carmeane ay imo Kngors cae Ring eres Kundey 
to sede Pasfal Parl defeats Klingsors knights Kundry i transformed into a beautiful woman, and she kisses him From this, he tealizes chat Kuney seduced 
‘Afra, and he resists her. Klingsoe hurls the spear at him, and Pasfl sees Klingsor’s asl and garden disappear After wandering, Paria finds Gurmemans 
now living sa hermit. Paral is covered in back armor, and Garnemane i offended tha he is armed on Good Friday Parsi lye his spar before him. and removes 
Iishelmet and ats, Gurnemanerecogniaes hi, and anoints him king ofthe knights ofthe Grail Paral bapizes Kundry They go inc the castle and ask Amforeas 
to uncover the Geil Amfortas aks them to slay him, Parsifal enters and touches his wound with the spear Amora is ransfgured, and Parsfl radian holds 
1p he Gri On May 6 1915, Oug Metendck ge presen ote Zneh Pca Soe ob Te ral Paral San he nin Jang st 
‘Awagner’ exhaustive weatment ofthe legend ofthe Holy Gral and Parifal would need to be supplement with the synths view thatthe various figuescorespond to various artiste apitations ~The incest bucier wil ot serve to explain that Kandy’ ensnarement fall instead this has todo with dhe acevity ofthe psyche to 
slate haman spins ever higher (M25, p 20) In Pcp Tp (1921), Jung put orwar a pacholgilinterpreain of Parl CW 6 $671-73) 

222 Testn mage (Atma), (nia) [youl apport) (HAEEgOROE)[TELESPHORUG| pian mals n hanna qubadan) [pct 
insone en) rage legen The dragon was che nad the out coches, Dut bet errs” Ati (alld th) i appeats in BlackBook 6 tn 117 Here ia paraphrase ofthe fanasy of Ap 25,1917. The serpent says that Aumavkta was her companion for thousands of years. He 
‘va itsean old man, and then he died and became abear Then he died and became an otter Theme died and became anewe. Then he died again and came nt the 
‘erpent The serpents Atmavika He made a iste before then and became a man, while he was sil an earth serpent. Jang’ soul says that Atmavik is a kabold 
2 serpent conjuror, a expent. The serpent sys that sheis the kernel ofthe self From the serpent, Aumaviktu transformed into Philemon (p.1798). There is 
Sealpeure of hin in Junge garden in Kisnache In “From the earesexperiances of my lfc" Jung wrote. "When I was in England in 1920, Iearved to solar ures 
‘ut of thin branch without having the lignet recollection ofthat childhood experience, One of them I had reproduced ona larger scale in stone and this igre now 
"nds in my paren in Kaenacht. rw ola hat time thatthe inconscous supplied me with a name. Iecalled the figure Atmaicnt—the breath of ite ei arte devel- 
‘pment ofthat quas-sexual object of my childhood, which cared out tobe the breath of ie the creative impale, Basically, the mann ss kabc" (JA, pp 2930. 
2 None, pp 38-39). The hte of lelesphors is ike Phanes in Image 13. Telesphoras x one ofthe Cabs, and the dasmon of Acclepis ee 77 Peligy 
tnd Alken, CW 12) He was als regarded as God of healing and hads temple at Pergamon in Asia Minor In 1950, Jung carved an image of him in is tone wt 
Bollingen together with a dedication to him in Greck, combining kins from Heradlias, the Mirae Liturgy, and Homer (Menor, p. 254). 
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304 | LIBER SECUNDUS 118/124 

/ Which fire has not been put out and which embers are still 
ablaze? We sacrificed innumerable victims to the dark depths, 
and yet it still demands more. What is this crazy desire craving 
satisfaction? Whose mad cries are these? Who among the dead 
suffers thus? Come here and drink blood, so that you can speak 
Why do you reject the blood? Would you like milk? Or the red 
juice of the vine? Perhaps you would rather have love? Love for 
the dead? Being in love with the dead? Are you perhaps demanding 
the seeds of life for the faded thousand-year-old body of the 
underworld? An unchaste incestuous lust for the dead? Something 
that makes the blood run cold. Are you demanding a lusty 
commingling with corpses? I spoke of “acceptance’—but you 
demand “to seize, embrace, copulate?” Are you demanding the 
desecration of the dead? That prophet, you say lay on the child 
and placed his mouth on the child’s mouth, and his eyes on its 
eyes, and his hands on its hands and he thus splays himself over 
the boy, so that the child's body became warm, But he rose again 
and went here and there in the house before he mounted anew 
and spread himself over him again, The boy snorted seven times. 
Then the boy opened his eyes. So shall your acceptance be, 
so shall you accept, not cool, not superior, not thought out, 
not obsequious, not as a self-chastisement, but with pleasure, 
precisely with this ambiguous impure pleasure, whose ambiguity 
enables it to unite with the higher, with that holy-evil pleasure 
of which you do not know whether it be virtue or vice, with that 
pleasure which is lusty repulsiveness, lecherous fear, sexual 
immaturity. One wakens the dead with this pleasure. 

Your lowest is in a sleep resembling death and needs the 
warmth of life which contains good and evil inseparably and 
indistinguishably. That is the way of life; you can call it neither 
evil nor good, neither pure nor impure, Yer this is not the goal 
but the way and the crossing, It is also sickness and the beginning 
of recovery, It is the mother of all abominable deeds and all 
salutary symbols. It is the most primordial form of creation, the 
very first dark urge that flows through all secret hiding places 
and dark passages, with the unintentional lawfulness of water and 
from unexpected places in the loose soil, swelling from the finest 
cracks to fructify the dry soil. It is the very first, secret teacher 
of nature, teaching plants and animals the most astonishing and 
supremely clever skills and tricks, which we hardly know how 
to fathom. It is the great sage who has superhuman knowledge, 
who has the greatest of all the sciences, who makes order out 
of confusion, and who prophesies the future clairvoyantly out of 
‘ungraspable fullness. It is the serpentlike, perishable and beneficial, 
the dreadfully and ridiculously daimonic. It is the arrow that 
always hits the weakest spot, the spring root which opens the 
sealed treasure chambers. 

‘You can call it neither clever nor stupid, neither good nor evil, 
since its nature is inhuman throughout. Ie is the son of the earth, 
the dark one whom you should awaken. It is man and woman 
at the same time and immature sex, rich in interpretation and 
misinterpretation, so poor in meaning and yet so rich, This is the 

dead that cried loudest, that stood right at the bottom and waited, 
that suffered worst, It desired neither blood nor milk nor wine 
for the sacrifice of the dead, but the willingness of our flesh, Its 
longing paid no heed to the torment of our spirit which struggled 
and tortured itself to devise what cannot be devised, that hence 
tore itself apart and sacrificed itself, Not until our spirit lay 
dismembered on the altar did I hear the voice of the son of the 
arth, and only then did I see that he was the great suffering one, 
‘who needed salvation. He is the chosen one since he was the most 
rejected. Ie is bad to have to say this, but perhaps I hear badly, or 
perhaps I misunderstand what the depths say. It is miserable to 
say as much, and yet I must say it 

‘The depths are silent. He has arisen and now beholds the light 
of the sun and is among the living, Restlessness and discord rose 
up with him, doubt and the fullness of life 

‘Amen, itis finished, What was unreal is real, what was real is 
unreal. However, I may not, I do not want to, I cannot. Oh human 
wretchedness! Oh unwillingness in us! Oh doube and despair. 
This is really Good Friday, upon which the Lord died and descended 
into Hell and completed the mysteries This is the Good Friday 
when we complete the Christ in us and we descend to Hell 
ourselves. This the Good Friday on which we moan and cry to will 
the completion of Christ, for after his completion we go to Hell. 
Christ was so powerful that his realm covered all the world and 
only Hell lay outside it 

Who succeeded in crossing the borders of this realm with 
‘good grounds, pure conscience, and obeying the law of love? 
Who among the living is Christ and journeys to Hell in living 
flesh? Who is it that expands the realm of Christ with Hell? 
Who is it that is full of drunkenness while sober? Who is it that 
descended from being one into being two? Who is it that tore 
apart his own heart to unite what has been separated? 

Lam he, the nameless one, who does not know himself and 
whose name is concealed even from himself, I have no name, 
since T have not yet existed, but have only just become. To myself 
Lam an Anabaptist and a stranger. I, who I am, am not it, But 
1, who will be I before me and after me, am it, In that I abased 
myself, I elevated myself as another. In that I accepted myself, I 
divided myself into two, and in that I united myself with myself, 
I became the smaller part of myself am this in my consciousness. 
However, I am thus in my consciousness as if were also separated 
from it. Lam / [Image 119}* / not in my second and greater state, 
as if I were this second and greater one myself, but I am always 
in ordinary consciousness, yet so separate and distinct from 
it, as if I were in my second and greater state, but without the 
consciousness of really being it, I have even become smaller and 
poorer, but precisely because of my smallness I can be conscious 
of the nearness of the great. 

1 have been baptized with impure water for rebirth. A. flame from the 
fire of Hell awaited me above the baptismal basin, I have bathed myself with 
impurity and I have cleansed myself with dirt I received him, 1 accepted 

1233 In Book 1 ofthe Oéysey, Odysseus makes a libation to the dead to enable them to speak. Walter Burkert notes "The dead drink the pourings and indeed the blood— 
they are nied so come fo the banquet othe station with blood: as the baions Sep int the ert, othe dead wl snd good things up above" (Gre gr, 1 Ra (Ox Ba aioe Saye: ave sought allow this word (CWB, S37 

1987], pp. 194-95). Jung had used this motif in 2 metaphorical sense in 1912 in Transformations and Symbol ofthe Libido: “lke 
fe [Miss Frank Miler] to drink only as mach so as to make it speak so i can give avay some of the secrets ofthe under- 

Around 1910, Jung went on a saling trp with bis friends Albert Oeri andl Andreas Vischer, dusing which Oeri read aloud the chapters from the 
‘Odyssey dealing with Citce and the nekyia. Jung noted that shortly after this, he “like Odysseus, was presented by fae with a nekyia, che descent into the dark Hades 

(lung, alf, Erinserangen, Traume, Gedanker,p. 104). The passage which follows depicting the prophets revival ofthe child parapheases lisha’s revival ofthe son of the 
Shunammite widow in 2 Kings 432-36 

224 See below. p 327. 
225 See above, note 135. p. 243, 
1236 Image legend: "The accursed dragon has eaten the sun its belly bei 

turing back of Atmavitu, ofthe old one. He who destroyed the p 
rims, ch. 7,"Murder ofthe Hero” 

cut open and he mast not hand over the gold of che sun, together with his blood. This is the 
erating green covering is the youth who helped me to kill Siegfried.” The reference isto Lifer 
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‘him, the divine brother, the son ofthe earth, the ewo-sexed and impure, and 
avernight he has become a man. His two incisors have broken through and 
light down covers his chin. I captured him, I overcame him, I embraced him 
He demanded much from me and yet brought everything with him. For he és 
rich; the earth belongs to him, But his black horse has parted from him. 

“Truly, I have shot down a proud enemy, I have forced a greater 
and stronger one to be my friend. Nothing should separate me 
from him, the dark one. If | want to leave him, he follows me like 
my shadow. If do not think of him, he is still uncannily near. 
He will turn into fear if I deny him, I must amply commemorate 
him, I must prepare a sacrificial meal for him. I fill a plate for 
hhim at my table. Much that I would have done easlier for men, I 
now must do for him. Hence they consider me selfish, for they 
do not know that I go with my friend, and that many days 
are consecrated to him.” But unrest has moved in, a quiet under- 
ground earthquake, a distant great roaring. Ways have been 
opened to the primordial and to the future. Miracles and terrible 
mysteries are close at hand, I feel the things that were and that 
will be. Behind the ordinary the eternal abyss yawns. The earth 
gives me back what it hid, / [Image r21}"***» / [Image 122]"* 
7 [Image 123] / 

The Three Prophecies 
Cap. xviii 

[HI 124] * Wondrous things came nearer. I called my soul and 
asked her to dive down into the floods, whose distant roaring I could 
hear. This happened on 22 January of the year 1914, as recorded 
in my black book. And thus she plunged into the darkness like 
a shot, and from the depths she called out: “Will you accept what 
I bring?” 

227 The Draft continues: 

‘THE THREE PROPHECIES | 305 

1:““L will accept what you give. I do not have the right to judge 
or to reject.” 

$:"So listen. There is old armor and the rusty gear of our fathers 
down here, murderous leather trappings hanging from them, 
‘worm-eaten lance shafts, ewisted spear heads, broken arrows, rotten 
shields, skulls, the bones of man and horse, old cannons, catapults, 
crumbling firebrands, smashed assault gear, stone speatheads, 
stone clubs, sharp bones, chipped arrowhead teeth—everything 
the battles of yore have littered the earth with. Will you accept 
all this?” 

I:"Laccept it. You know better, my soul.” 
S: “I find painted stones, carved bones with magical signs, 

talismanic sayings on hanks of leather and small plates of lead, 
dirty pouches filled with teeth, human hair and fingernails, 
timbers lashed together, black orbs, moldy animal skins—all the 
superstitions hatched by dark prehistory, Will you accept all this?” 

I: "I accept it all, how should I dismiss anything?” 
$:"But I find worse: fratricide, cowardly mortal blows, torture, 

child sacrifice, the annihilation of whole peoples, arson, betrayal, 
war, rebellion—will you also accept this?” 

I: “Also this, if it must be. How can I judge?” 
S:"I find epidemics, natural catastrophes, sunken ships, razed 

cities, frightful feral savagery, famines, human meanness, and fear, 
whole mountains of fear” 

I: “So shall it be, since you give it.” 
S:"I find the treasures of all past cultures, magnificent images 

of Gods, spacious temples, paintings, papyrus rolls, sheets of 
parchment with the characters of bygone languages, books full 
of lost wisdom, hymns and chants of ancient priests, stories told 
down the ages through thousands of generations.” 

I: “That is an entire world—whose extent I cannot grasp. How 
can I accept it?” 

S: "But you wanted to accept everything? You do not know 
your limits. Can you not limit yourself?” 

pur many people, books, and thoughts aside for his sake; but even mote I withdrew from the current world and did the plan and simple, and ‘what sugested it moot immedatly ro ere his ccret purpose. By serving im the dark one I encounter another onthe path of met H intentions and withes forment tne think, fel and do whet les losert,‘Thus what most remote reaches me" (434) 228 In ioad in Pocilogy ond Ache, ung refered vo an alchemical representation of ctl quadeated by fur “iver” in the content of a discussion of mandala symbolism (GW S17): ig commento the ou srs of parison uber of oceanne efx tes, Am GWV $83 2335, 38 2 229 Insertion “KL, MEMBCIX. [1919 This date seem to refer to when tie image wat printed] This stone, set so beautify icortsnl the Laps Philosophorum. Ieisharder than diamond Buti expands into space through four distinct qualities, namely breadth, height depth, and time eis ence invisible and you can past through it without acing it. The four streams of Aquarius fw from the stone. Ths ithe incorruptible eed tht lis between the father andthe mother and prevents the heads af both cones frm touching it isthe monad which cauntervals the Peroma” On the pleroma, see below p. 347 Concemming the reference to the incorrupible seed, se he dialogue with Ha inthe note to image 94, 297.157 above 230 On june 3 1918 Jang soul described Philemon the oy ofthe eurth: "Te daimone become reconciled in the one who ha found himelE who isthe source ofall fous teams ofthe soure-bearing earth, From hie summit waters flow in ll four directions, He isthe sea tha beats the sury hei the mountain that carries the en hes the ther ofl four gear teams, he isthe cros tha binds the four great duimons. He isthe incorrupbl sed of nothingness, which falls accidentally through Space. This sedis the begining younger thn all ther beginnings, olde tan all endings” lack Bok 7, p 1) Some ofthe motifs inthis statement may have some nections with this image Theve i 2 gap between July 1919 and February 1920 in Black Rook, during which time Jung was presumably waiting Ppa Type ‘Gn February 3 he made the following entry," What lies Between appears inthe book of dreams, but even more inthe images ofthe red book” (p88) InDreams” Jung noted around eight dreams during hs period, anda vision st naght in August 1919 of two angela darktrangparent mas, anda young woman. This suggests thatthe symbolic process continues inthe paintings inthe calligraphic volume, which do not appear to have direc cross-references to either the ext in Liber Noms torte Blac Books 1935, Jung put forward 2 peychologial intetprearion of the smboliem of medieval alchemy viewing the philosophers stonethe goa ofthe Slchemical pus--as.a symbol ofthe self (coli and Aken. CW 12). 
21 Inseption: "4 December MCMXIX. [December 1919: This date crm to refer to when the image vas painted] This is the backside ofthe gem. He whois in the stone hs this shadove. This is Atmavict, the od one afer he has withdrawn from the creation le has returned to endles history, where he took hie begining, 

‘Once mote he became stony reside, having completed hi creation Inthe form of Indubar he har ougrown and delivered OIAHMN and Ka fom him, @1AHMN fave the stone, Kathe The final charster appear tobe te astrological symbol forthe sm 232.On Atma, see note co image 117, On May 201917, Philemon said *As Atmavicra [committed the errr and became human, My name was Izdubar? I approached Tim asst that. le paralyzed me, Ye, man paralyzed ine and earned me inv a dragon's serpent. Fortunately. ecognzed my ero, and the fre consumed the trpent. ‘And this Philemon came into being, My form is appearance. Previously ny appearance was frm (Black Book 7p 198). In Memri, Jang said “Later, Philemon ipecame reativized by yet another Agare, whom I cilled Ka, [a ancient Egypt the Kings Ka was his earthly fort: the embodied sou. Innyfanaty the Kasoul came from below out ofthe earth as out of Jeep shat T dd a painting of hi, showing him in hs earh-bou form, as herm with bse of stone and upper par of bronze, High up inthe painting appears a Kingfishers wing, and between icand the head of Ka Aoats around, glowing nebula of stars, Kas expression has something desonc four nigh aio my Mephitopelin, Ione hd he hols omen coed pp olga, nin he ter ph with wih {s working on the celiquary Hei saying am he who buries the Gods in go and gems" Philemon hava ame foo, but was a winged spirit-wheress Ka represented 2 kind of earth demon or metal demon Philemon was the epritual spect the meaning” Ka. on the other hand was aspire of nature ike the Anthropation of Greck Slchemy—vith which a eh time Tas still unfunia Ka was he who made everything cea but who also obscured te Kinglher sprit, che meaning. or replaced it iby beauty, the eternal reflection: In time Iwas able to integrate both figures through the study of alchemy” (pp. 209-10). Wallace Budge notes that “The ka was an tetra Individuality or personality which postesed the form and aributes ofthe man to whom it belonged and, though ts normal welling place wat in the tomb dvth the body, rcould wander at wil twas independent of the man and could go and dwell in any statue of hin Cqypien Bak ef th Ded pss). In 1928, J Commented “Ata ather higher stage of development, where the fe ofthe sou lead exists not all the images continue o be projected." but one or the ater complex has come near enough to consciousness o be fle sno longer strange, but sr somehow Belonging, Nevertheless, the feeling that it belong snot at fst, fufiendlystong forthe complex tobe sensed ae a subjective content of conseousnes I remains in sorvokno-mane land between consciousness andthe unconscious, inthe halfshadow, in prt belonging or ain vo de conscious nubec, in par an autonomous beng. and mectingconsiousnes ar such Acal evens it isnot necesay 
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1: “I must limit myself, Who could ever grasp such wealth?” 
S: “Be content and cultivate your garden with modesty.” 
I:“Lwill. I see that it is not worth conquering a larger piece 

of the immeasurable, but a smaller one instead. A well-tended 
small garden is better than an ill-tended large garden. Both 
gardens are equally small when faced with the immeasurable, 
but unequally cared for.” 

S: “Take shears and prune your trees” 

[2] From the flooding darkness the son of the earth had 
brought, my soul gave me ancient things that pointed to the 
future. She gave me three things: The misery of war, the darkness 
of magic, and the gift of religion. 

If you are clever, you will understand that these three things 
belong together. These three mean the unleashing of chaos and 
its power, just as they also mean the binding of chaos. War is 
obvious and everybody sees it. Magic is dark and no one sees 
it, Religion is still to come, but it will become evident. Did you 
think that the horrors of such atrocious warfare would come 
over us? Did you think that magic existed? Did you think about 
a new religion? I sat up for long nights and looked ahead at what 
‘was to come and I shuddered. Do you believe me? I am not too 
concerned, What should I believe? What should I disbelieve? I 
saw and I shuddered. 

But my spirit could not grasp the monstrous, and could not 
conceive the extent of what was to come. The force of my longing 
languished, and powerless sank the harvesting hands, I felt the 
burden of the most terrible work of the times ahead. I saw where 
and how, but no word can grasp it, no will can conquer it. I could 
not do otherwise, I let it sink again into the depths. 

1 cannot give it to you, and I can speak only of the way of what 
is to come. Little good will come to you from outside. What will 
come to you lies within yourself But what lies there! I would like 
to avert my eyes, close my ears and deny all my senses; I would like 
to be someone among you, who knows nothing and who never saw 
anything, It is too much and too unexpected. But I saw it and my 
memory will not leave me alone. Yet I curtail my longing, which 
‘would like to stretch out into the future, and I return to my small 
garden that presently blooms, and whose extent I can measure, It 
shall be well-tended. 

The futuce should be left to those of the future. I return t0 
the small and the real, for this is the great way, the way of what 
is to come. I return to my simple reality, to my undeniable and 
most minuscule being. And I take a knife and hold court over 
everything that has grown without measure and goal. Forests have 
grown around me, winding plants have climbed up me, and I am 
completely covered by endless proliferation, The depths are inex- 
haustible, they give everything, Everything is as good as nothing 
Keep a little and you have something. To recognize and know your 
ambition and your greed, to gather / [Image 125] / your craving, 
to cultivate it, grasp it, make it serviceable, influence it, master it, 
order it, to give it interpretations and meanings, is extravagant. 

It is lunacy, like everything that transcends its boundaries 
How can you hold that which you are not? Would you realy like 
to force everything which you are not under the yoke of your 
wretched knowledge and understanding? Remember that you can 
know yourself, and with that you know enough. But you cannot 
know others and everything else. Beware of knowing what lies 
beyond yourself, or else your presumed knowledge will suffocate 
the life of those who know themselves. A knower may know 
himself, That is his limit. 

With a painful slice I cut off what I pretended to know about 
what lies beyond me. I excise myself from the cunning interpretive 
loops that I gave to what lies beyond me. And my knife cuts even 
deeper and separates me from the meanings that I conferred upon 
myself I cut down to the marrow, until everything meaningful 
falls from me, until [am no longer as I might seem to myself, until 
I know only that I am without knowing what I am, 

T want to be poor and bare, and I want to stand naked before 
the inexorable. I want to be my body and its poverty. I want to be 
from the earth and live its law. I want to be my human animal and 
accept all its frights and desires. I want to go through the wail- 
ing and the blessedness of the one who stood alone with a poor 
unarmed body on the sunlit earth, a prey of his drives and of the 
Jucking wild animals, who was terrified by ghosts and dreaming 
of distant Gods, who belonged to what was near and was enemy 
to the far-off, who struck fire from stones, and whose herds were 
stolen by unknowable powers that also destroyed the crops of his 
fields, and who neither knew nor recognized, but who lived by 
what lay at hand, and received by grace what lay far-off, 

‘obedient tothe subject’ intentions, it may even be of higher order, more often than nota source of inspication or warning, or of supernatueal information 
Popchalogealy uch content col cpap party autonomous complex hat ot fly integrated The prime sul the Eypian Band Ka ase 
complexes ofthis kind” (The Relais betwee th andthe Unconiclous, CW 7, §298), In 1955/86, Jang described the Anthroparion in alchemy asa type of gobi, that tas miei. ropeBpov [devoted spi) spirits familiar, stands by the adept in hs work and helps the physician to heal” (bsterion Confusions, CW 14, §304). The 
‘Antroparon was en 0 repent the alec meas (On the phology of the Child archery, CW 9, $368 an appeted inthe visions of Zsimay (CW 
15, pp. 60-62). The painting of Ka that Jung refers to has not come fo light. Ka appeared to Jung ina fantasy on October 2, 1917, where he introduced himself as che 
other side of Ha, his soul. Itwas Ka who had given Ha the runes and the lower wisdom (see note 135, p. 292). His eyes are of pare gold and his body is of black ion, 
He ells Jung and his soul chat they need his secret, which i the essence of all magic. This is love. Philemon says that Ka is Philemon’ shadow (BlackBook 7p 258) 
(On November 20, Ka calls Philemon his shadow, and his herald. Ka say that he eternal and remains, while Philemon is leting and passes on (p34). Oa February 
10198; Katy chat he a bags a prion and grave forthe God (p 3), Ke eas in Bled ok 7 ul 923, Daring this vod Jngattenpt 
understand the connection among Ka, Philemon, andthe other gues, and to establish the right relation to them. On October 15 1920, Jung discussed an unidentified 
Picture with Constance Long, who was in analysis with him. Some ofthe comments she noted shed light on his understanding ofthe relation of Philemon and Ka: 
The 2 figures on either side are personifications of dominant ‘fathers’ The one isthe creative father, Ka, the other, Philemon that one whom gives form and law (the 
formative instinct) Ka would equal Dionysus & P = Apollo. Philemon gives formulation to the things within elements of che collecrve unc... Philemon gives 
the idea (maybe ofa god) but it remains floating, distant & indistinct because al the things he invents are winged, But Ka gives substance & is called the one who 
buries the gods in golds marble. He has a tendency to misprson thems in matter, dso they are in danger of losing cheie spiritual meaning. & becoming buried in 
stone. So the temple maybe the grave of God, as the church has become the grave of Xt The more che church develops, the more Xt dies Ka must not be allowed 
prodice to much —you must not depend on substantiation; bu if too litle substance is produced the creature floats. The transcendent function isthe whole. Not 
this pictire, nor my rationalization of it, but the new and vvfying creative sprit that isthe result of the intercourse berween the conse intelligence and the creative 
Side. Ka i sensation, P i intuition, he i 00 supre-hman (he is Zarathustra, extravagantly superior in what he says & cold. (CG has not printed the questions 
he addressed to P not his answers)... Kae Philemon are bigger than the man, they ae supra-human (Disintegrated into them one is in the Col, Unc)" (Diary, 
Counway Library of Medicine, p. 32-33). 

233 Insripton: “TV Jan, MCMXX [January 4, 1920: This date seems o refer to when the image was painted] This isthe caster of holy water. The Cabiri grow out ofthe 
flowers which spring from the body of the dragon. Above is the temple” 

2334 In Black Book, Jung noted: Thereafer I walk on like a man who is tense, and who expeces something new that he has never suspected before, I listen tothe depths— 
warned, instructed, and undaunted—ourwardly striving to lead afl human life (p42) 

2335 These lines refer to the end of Voltaie's Candide “Al that is well said—bur we must cultivate our garden" (Candide ond Other Store. R. Pearson [Onford: Oxford 
University Press, 1759/1998], pp. 392-93). Jang kept bust of Voltaic in his study. se The Ddl coins Hg thom har ape gh nex pnd yas pone he se On bps i Tam igo of 
what is to come” (p. 440) 

237 The scene inthe landscape resembles one of Jung’s waking 
ship with sails anda steamer, a medieval town, a caste with 

xasies during his childhood in which Alsace is submerged by water, Basle is turned into a port, there is 
mons and soldiers and inhabitant ofthe town, and canal (Menoris, p. 100) 
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He was a child and unsure, yet full of certainty, weak and yet 
blessed with enormous strength. When his God did not help, he 
took another. And when this one did not help either, he castigated 
him. And behold: the Gods helped one more time. Thus I discard 
everything that was laden with meaning, everything divine and 
devilish with which chaos burdened me. Teuly, itis not up to me 
to prove the Gods and the devils and the chaotic monsters, to feed 
them carefully, to warily drag them with me, to count and name 
them, and to protect them with belief against disbelief and doubt. 
‘A free man knows only free Gods and devils that are self- 

contained and take effect on account of their own force. If they 
fail to have an effect, that is their own business, and I can 
remove this burden from myself. But if they are effective, they 
need neither my protection nor my care, nor my belief. Thus you 
may wait quietly to see whether they work. But if they do, be 
clever, for the tiger is stronger than you. You should be able to 
cast everything from you, otherwise you are a slave, even if you 
are the slave of a God. Life is free and chooses its way. It is limited 
enough, so do not pile up more limitation, Hence I cut away 
everything confining. I stood here, and there lay the riddlesome 
multifariousness of the world. 

And a horror crept over me. Am I not the tightly bound? Is, 
the world there not the unlimited? And I became aware of my 
weakness. What would poverty, nakedness and unpreparedness 
be without consciousness of weakness and without horror at 
powerlessness? Thus I stood and was terrified. And then my soul 
whispered to me: 

The Gift of Magic 
Cap. xix. 

[HI 126] “Do you not hear something?” 
1: “Pm not aware of anything, what should I hear?” 
S:"A ringing” 
1: "A ringing? What? I hear nothing” 
S: “Listen harder” 
1: “Perhaps something in the left ear. What could it mean?” 
Si “Misfortune.” 
I: "I accept what you say. I want to have fortune and misfortune” 
S:*Wel, then, raise your hands and receive what comes to you.” 
I: “What is it? A rod? A black serpent? A black rod, formed 

like a serpent—with two pearls as eyes—a gold bangle around its 
neck, Is it not like a magical rod?” 

S: “It is a magical rod.” 
I: “What should I do with magic? Is the magical rod a 

misfortune? Is magic a misfortune?” 
Si "Yes, for those who possess it.” 
I: “That sounds like the sayings of old—how strange you are, 

my soul! What should I do with magic?” 
Si “Magic will do a lot for you” 
1: “Tm afraid that you'ee stitring up my desire and misunder- 

standing You know that man never stops craving the black art 
and things that cost no effort” 

238 January 23, 1914. 
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S: “Magic is not easy, and it demands sacrifice.” 
I: “Does it demand the sacrifice of love? Of humanity? If it 

does, take the rod back” 
Si “Don’t be rash. Magic doesn’t demand that sacrifice. It 

demands another sacrifice.” 
I: “What sacrifice is that?” 
Si “The sacrifice that magic demands is solace.” 
I: “Solace? Do I understand correctly? Understanding you is 

unspeakably difficult. Tell me, what does this mean?” 
S: "Solace is to be sacrificed.” 
I: “What do you mean? Should the solace that I give or the 

solace that I receive be sacrificed?” 
S: “Both.” 

1: "I’m confused. This is too dark.” 

S: “You must sacrifice solace for the sake of the black rod, the 
solace you give and the solace you receive.” 

I: “Are you saying that I shouldn't be allowed to receive the 
solace of those I love? And should give no solace to those I love? 
This means the loss of a piece of humanity, and what one calls 
severity toward oneself and others takes its place.”*” 

S: “That is how it is.” 

I: “Does the rod demand this sacrifice?” 
S. "It demands this sacrifice.” 
I: “Can I, am I allowed to make this sacrifice for the sake of 

the rod? Must I accept the rod?” 
S: “Do you want to or not?” 
I: "I can't say, What do I know about the black rod? Who gives 

it to me?” 

S: “The darkness that lies before you. It is the next thing that 
‘comes to you. Will you accept it and offer it your sacrifice?” 

I: Iris hard to sacrifice to the dark, to the blind darkness—and 
what a sacrifice!” 

S: "Nature—does nature offer solace? Does it accept solace?” 
1: “You venture a heavy word. What solitude are you asking 

of me?” 
S: "This is your misfortune, and—the power of the black rod.” 
I: “How gloomily and full of foreboding you speak! Are you 

sheathing me in the armor / [Image 127}*° / of icy severity? Are 
you clasping my heart with a bronze carapace? I'm happy with 
the warmth of life, Should I miss it? For the sake of magic? 
‘What is magic?” 

S: "You don’t know magic. So don't judge. What are you 
bristling at?” 

I: "Magic! What should I do with magic? I don’t believe in it, I 
can't believe in it. My heart sinks—and I'm supposed to sacrifice 
a greater part of my humanity to magic? 

S: "I advise you, don’t struggle against this, and above all don't 
act so enlightened, as if deep down you did not believe in magic.” 

I: “You're inexorable. But I can’t believe in magic, or maybe I 

have a completely false idea of i.” 
S: “Yes, I gather that from what you're saying. Cast aside 

your blind judgment and critical gesture, otherwise you'll never 
understand, Do you still mean to waste years waiting?” 

I: “Be patient, my science has not yet been overcome.” 
S: “High time that you overcame it!” 

239 In Ecce Home, Niewsche wrote: “Every acquisition, every stop forward in knowledge isthe result of courage, of severity toward oneself, of cleanliness with respect 10 
nese”  R.} Holingale [Harmondsworth Penguin, 1979] foreword 3p. 34). 

240 Inscription on top: ‘Amor tiumphat.” Inscription at bottom: “This image was completed on 9 January 1921, after it had waited incomplete for 9 months. It expresses 
know not what kind of grief, a fourfold sacrifice I could almost choose not to finish it. Iris the inexorable wheel ofthe four functions, the essence of al living beings 

imbued with sacrifice.” The functions are those of thinking, feeling, sensation, and intuition, which Jung wrote about in Psyctlogal Types (1921), On February 23, 
1920, Jung noted in BlackBook 7:"What occurs berween the over and the beloved i the entie fullness of the Godhead. Both are unfathomable riddles to each other 
For who understands the Godhead? / But the God is born in solitude, from the secret / mystery ofthe individual. /‘The separation berween life and love isthe con 
tadiction berween solitude and togetherness” (p. 88). The next entry in BlackBook 7 ion September 5, 1921, On March 4, 1920, Jung went to North Aftica with his 
friend Hermann Sigg, returning on April 17 
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1: "You ask a great deal, almost too much. After all—is science 
essential to life? Is science life? There are people who live without 
science. But to overcome science for the sake of magic? Thav’s 
uncanny and menacing,” 

S:Are you afraid? Don’t you want to risk life? Isn't it life that 
presents you with this problem?” 

1: "All this leaves me so dazed and confused. Won't you give me 
an enlightening word?” 

S: “Oh, s0 it’s solace you long for? Do you want the rod or 
don’t you?” 

I: “You tear my heart to pieces. I want to submit to life. But 
how difficult this is! I want the black rod because it is the first 
thing the darkness grants me. I don’t know what this rod means, 
nor what it gives—T only feel what it takes. I want to kneel down, 
and receive this messenger of darkness. I have received the black. 
rod, and now I hold it, the enigmatic one, in my hand; itis cold 
and heavy, like iron. The pearl eyes of the serpent look at me 
blindly and dazalingly. What do you want, mysterious gift? All che 
darkness of all former worlds crowds together in you, you hard, 
black piece of steel! Are you time and fate? The essence of nature, 
hard and eternally inconsolable, yet the sum of all mysterious 
creative force? Primordial magic words seem to emanate from 
you, mysterious effects weave around you, and what powerful arts 
slumber in you? You pierce me with unbearable tension—what 
grimaces will you make? What terrible mystery will you create? 
Will you bring bad weather, storms, cold, thunder and lightning, 
orwill you make the fields fruitful and bless the bodies of pregnant 
women? What is the mark of your being? Or don’t you need that, 
you son of the dark womb? Do you content yourself with the 
hhazy darkness, whose concretion and crystal you are? Where in 
my soul do I shelter you? In my heart? Should my heart be your 
shrine, your holy of holies? So choose your place. I have accepted 
you. What crushing tension you bring with you! Isn't the bow of 
‘my nerves breaking? I've taken in the messenger of the night.” 

S:"The most powerful magic lives in it.” 
I:"I feel it and yet can’t put into words the nightmarish power 

‘granted to it. I wanted to laugh, because so much alters in laugh- 
ter, and resolves itself only there. But laughter dies in me. The 
magic of this rod is as solid as iron and as cold as death. Forgive 
me, my soul, I don’t want to be impatient, but it seems to me that 
something has got to happen to break through this unbearable 
tension that came with the rod.” 

S: “Wait, keep your eyes and ears open.” 
I:*T'm shuddering, and I don't know why” 
S: "Sometimes one must shudder before—the greatest.” 
1:“I bow, my soul, before unknown forces—Tid like to consecrate 

an altar to each unknown God. I must submit. The black iron 
in my heart gives me secret power. It’s like defiance and like— 
contempt for men.”*" 

[2] Oh dark act, violation, murder! Abyss, give birth to the 
unredeemed. Who is our redeemer? Who our leader? Where are 
the ways through black wastes? God, do not abandon us! What 
are you summoning, God? Raise your hand up to the darkness 

above you, pray, despair, wring your hands, kneel, press your 
forehead into the dust, cry out, but do not name Him, do not 
Jook at Him, Leave Him without name and form, What should 
form the formless? Name the nameless? Step onto the great way 
and grasp what is nearest. Do not look out, do not want, but lift 
up your hands. The gifts of darkness are full of riddles. The way 
is open to whomever can continue in spite of riddles. Submit 
to the riddles and the thoroughly incomprehensible, There are 
dizzying / [Image 129] / bridges over the eternally deep abyss. 
But follow the riddles 

Endure them, the terrible ones, Itis still dark, and the terrible 
goes on growing, Lost and swallowed by the streams of procreating 
life, we approach the overpowering, inhuman forces that are busily 
creating what is to come. How much future the depths carry! Are 
not the threads spun down there over millennia? Protect the 
riddles, bear them in your heart, warm them, be pregnant with 
them. Thus you carry the future. 

The tension of the future is unbearable in us. It must break 
through narrow cracks, it must force new ways. You want t0 cast 
off the burden, you want to escape the inescapable. Running away 
is deception and detour. Shut your eyes so that you do not see the 
manifold, the outwardly plural, the tearing away and the tempting, 
There is only one way and that is your way; there is only one salva- 
tion and that is your salvation, Why are you looking around for 
help? Do you believe that help will come from outside? What is to 
come is created in you and from you. Hence look into yourself. Do 
not compare, do not measure. No other way is like yours, All other 
‘ways deceive and tempt you, You must fulfill the way thar i in you. 

Oh, that all men and all their ways become strange to you! 
‘Thus might you find them again within yourself and recognize 
their ways. But what weakness! What doubt! What fear! You will 
not bear going your way: You always want to have at least one foot 
con paths not your own to avoid the great solitude! So that maternal 
comfort is always with you! So that someone acknowledges you, 
recognizes you, bestows trust in you, comforts you, encourages 
you. So that someone pulls you over onto their path, where you 
stray from yourself, and where it is easier for you to set yourself 
aside. As if you were not yourself! Who should accomplish your 
deeds? Who should carry your virtues and your vices? You do not 
come to an end with your life, and the dead will besiege you 
terribly to live your unlived life. Everything must be fulfilled. 
Time is of the essence, so why do you want to pile up the lived 
and let the unlived rot? 

Great is the power of the way In it Heaven and Hell grow 
together, and in it the power of the Below and the power of the 
Above unite. The nature of the way is magical, as are supplication 
and invocation; malediction and deed are magical if they occur 
con the great way. Magic is the working of men on men, but your 
‘magic action does not affect your neighbor, it affects you first, and 
only if you withstand it does an invisible effect pass from you to 
your neighbor. There is more of it in the air than I ever thought 
However, it cannot be grasped, Listen: 

241 In Black Book 4, Jung noted: [Soul] “Tame your impatience. Only waiting will help you here.” [I] "Waiting —I know this word. Hercules also found waiting trouble 
some when he caried the weight ofthe world on his shoulders” [Soul] “He had to await Adlass return and carried the wei sof the world for che sake ofthe apples” 

60). The reference isto the eleventh labor of Hercules, in which he has to get the golden apples, which confer immortality Atlas offered to ge them for him, if he 
held up the world in the interim. 

242 In Greek mythol 
threads of fate a the foot of Yegsdrail, che world tree. 

the Moire, or thre fates, Clotho, Lachess, and Atropus, spun and controlled che threads of human lif. In Norse mythology, che norns spun the 
243 The Draft continues: “The power ofthe way is so great that it carsies away others and ignites them. You do not know how this happens: hence it is best you call this 

ceffece magical” (p. 453) 
144 The Draft continue: "whichis represented as a serpent precisely on account ofits particular natuse” (9.453). 2 This appear to refer to the mapa cre, in which ritual act are performed 246 In Matthew 2440, Christ rebukes a 247 Jung’ marginal note to the ealligrphic volume: his disciples for having been unable to remain awake for an hour while he prayed in the arden of Gethsemane 

"29/11/1922." This appears to refer to when this passage was transcribed 
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‘The winds in-besween bind the 
cross. The poles are united by the 
intermediate poles in-berween. 
Steps lead from above ro below. 

The Above is powerfi, 
‘The Below és powerful, 
“Twofeld power is inthe One 
North, come hither, 
West, snuggle up, Boiling water bubbles in 
Fast, flow upward, cauldrons. Red-hor ash envelops 
South, spill over. the round floor.» 

Night sinks blue and dep from 
above, earth rises black from 
below. / [Image 131] / 

A solitary is cooking up healing potions. 
Hee makes offering to the four winds. 
He greets the stars and touches the earth 
He holds something luminous fn his hand. 

Flowers sprout around him and the Bis of a new spring kisses al his Fibs 
Birds fy around and the shy animals ofthe forest gaze at him. 
rei fa from men and yt the threads oftheir fate passthrough his hands. 
May your intercession be meant.for him, so that his medicine grows ripe 

and strong and brings healing othe deepest wounds 
For your sake he is solitary and waits lone between Heaven and earth, for 

the earth to rise upto him and for Heaven to come down to him. 
All peoples are stil far off and stand behind the wall of darknes. 
But I hear his words, which reach me from afar. 
Hee has chosen a poor scribe, someone hard of hearing, who also stutters 

when he writes. 
1 do not recognize him, the solitary. What ihe saying? He says: “I suffer 

fear and distress forthe sake of max.” 
T dug up old runes and magical sayings for words never reach men. Words 

hhave become shadows 
Therefore I tok od magical apparaeuses and prepared hot potions and mixed 

‘in secrets and ancient powers things that even the cleverest would not gues at 
I stewed the roots of al human thoughts and deeds. 
T watched over the cauldron through many starry nights. The brew fer: 

‘ments forever. I need your intercession, your kneeling your desperation and your 
‘patience. I need your ultimate and highest longing, your purest willing your 
‘most humble subjugation 

Solitary, who are you waiting for? Whose help do you require? There is none 
who can rush to your aid, since all look to you and watt for your healing art 

We are all utterly incapable and need help more than you. Grant us help 
0 that we cas help you in return, 

The solitary speaks: “Will no ome stand by mein this need? Should 1 leave 
‘my work to help you so that you can help me again? But how should I help 
01, if my brew has not grown ripe and strong? It was supposed to help you 
‘What do you hope from me?” 

Come tous! Why are you standing there cooking up marvels? What can 
your healing and magical potion do for us? Do you believe in healing potions? 
Look at Ife, behold how much it needs you! / [Image 133] / 

The solitary speaks: “Fools, can you not keep watch with me for an 
hour. until the dificult and long-lasting achieves completion and the juice 
has ripened? 

Just a litle longer and fermentation will be complete. Why can't you 
wait? Why should your impatience destroy the highest opus>” 

What highest opus? We are not alive; cold and numbness have seized 
1s, Your opus, solitary one, will not be finished for aeons, even if tt advances 
day after day. 

The work of salvation i endless. Why do you want to watt. for the end of 
this work? Even if your waiting turned you into stone for endless ages, you 
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could not endure till the end, And if your salvation came to its end, you would 
have to be saved from your salvation again. 

The solitary speaks: “What smooth-tongued lamentation reaches my ears 
‘What whining! What foolish doubters you are! Unruly children! Persevere, 
it willbe accomplished ofter this night” 

We will not wait a single night longer; we have persevered long enough 
Are you a God, that a thousand nights are a one night to you? For us, this 
one night would be lke a thousand nights, Abandon the work of salvation, and 
‘we willbe saved. What stretch of ages are you saving us for? 

The solitary speaks: “You embarrassing human swarm, you foolish 
bastard of God and catle, I'm stil lacking a piece of your precious flesh for 
‘my mixture. Am I truly your most valuable piece of meat? Is is worth my 
while to come to the boil for you? One let himself be nailed to the cross for 
you. One i truly enough. He blocks my way. Therefore neither wil I walk 
on his ways, nor make for you any healing brew or immortal blood potion, 
‘but rather I will abandon the potion and cauldron and occult work for your 
sake, since you can nether wait for nor endure the fulfillment. I throw down 
‘your intercession, your genuflection, your invocations. You can save your: 
selves from both your lack of salvation and your salvation! Your worth rose 
quite high enough because one died for you. Now prove your worth by each 
living for himself. My God, how difficult tis 0 leave a work unfinished 
_for the sake of men! But forthe sake of men, I abstain from being a savor. 
‘Lo! Now my potion has completed its fermentation. 1 di nor mix apiece of 
myself into the drink, but 1 did slice in a piece of humanity, and behold, it 
clarified the murky foaming potion. 

How sweet, how bitter The form ofthe One East, spread yourself, 
it tastes! becomes double South, die down, 
The Below is weak, North, rise and be gone, ‘The winds in-between 
The Above is weak, Wes, retire 10 your place, loosen the crucified. / 

[Image 135)" / 

The far poles are separated ‘The ash turns gray 
by the poles in-between, —_—_beneath its ground. 
The levels are broad ways, Night covers the sky and far 
patient srets. below les the black earth 
‘The bubbling por grows cold 

Day approaches, and above she clouds a distant sun 
‘No solitary cooks healing potions. 
‘The four winds blow and laugh at their bounty. 
And he mocks the four winds 
“He has seen the stars and touched the earth. 
Therefore his hand clasps something luminous 
and his shadow has grown t0 Heaven, [Image 136] 

The inexplicable occurs. You would very much like to forsake 
yourself and defect to each and every manifold possibility. You 
would very much like to risk every crime in order to steal for 

yourself the mystery of the changeful. But the road is without end. 

The Way of the Cross 
Cap. 200 

[HI 136] I saw the black serpent as it wound itself upward 
around the wood of the cross. It crept into the body of the 
crucified and emerged again transformed from his mouth. It had 

248 Inscription: “Completed on 25 November 1922. The fire comes out of Muspilli and grasps the tree of life. A cyle is completed, but it isthe cyele within the world gg, 
[A strange God, the unnameable God of the solitary. is incubating it New creatures form feom the smoke and ashes,” In Norse mythology Muspill (or Muspelheim) is 
the abode ofthe Fire Gods. 

249 Jung's marginal note to the calligraphic volume: “25 February 1923, The transformation of blac into white magic” 
25oJanuary 27, 1914 
251 The Drgf continues: “the serpent of my way" (p. 460). 
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become white. It wound itself around the head of the dead one 
like a diadem, and a light gleamed above his head, and the sun 
rose shining in the east. I stood and watched and was confused 
and a great weight burdened my soul. But the white bird that 
sat on my shoulder spoke to me: “Let it rain, let the wind blow, 
let the waters flow and the fire burn, Let each thing have its 
development, let becoming have its day” 

[2] 2. Truly, the way leads through the crucified, that means 
through him to whom it was no small thing to live his own life, 
and who was therefore raised to magnificence. He did not simply 
teach what was knowable and worth knowing, he lived it, Ie is 
unclear how great one’s humility must be to take it upon oneself 
to live one’s own life. The disgust of whoever wants to enter 
into his own life can hardly be measured. Aversion will sicken 
hhim. He makes himself vomit. His bowels pain him and his brain 
sinks into lassitude, He would rather devise any trick to help him 
escape, since nothing matches the torment of one’s own way: It 
scems impossibly difficult, so difficult that nearly anything seems 
preferable to this torment, Not a few choose even to love people 
for fear of themselves, I believe, too, that some commit a crime 
to pick a quarrel with themselves. Therefore I cling to everything 
that obstructs my way to myself 

3. He who goes to himself, climbs down, Pathetic and ridicu- 
lous forms appeared to the greatest prophet who came before 
this time, and these were the forms of his own essence. He did 
not accept them, but exorcized them before others. Ultimately, 
however, he was forced to celebrate a Last Supper with his own 
poverty and to accept these forms of his own essence out of 
compassion, which is precisely that acceptance of the lowest in 
us. Bur this enraged the mighty lion, who chased down the lost 
and restored it to the darkness of the depths And like all those 
with power, the one with the great name wanted to erupt from the 
‘womb of the mountain like the sun, But what happened to him? 
His way led him before the crucified and he began to rage. He raged 
against the man of mockery and pain because the power of his own 
essence forced him to follow precisely this way as Christ had 
done before us. Yet he loudly proclaimed his power and great- 
ness, No one speaks louder of his power and greatness than he 
from whom the earth disappears under his feet. Ultimately the 
lowest in him got to him, his incapacity, and this crucified his 
spirit, so that, as he himself had predicted, his soul died before 
his body: 

4. No one sises above himself who has not turned his most 
dangerous weapon against himself, One who wants to rise above 
himself shall climb down and hoist himself onto himself and lug 
himself to the place of sacrifice. But what must happen to a man 
until he realizes that outer visible success, that he can grasp with 
his hands, / leads him astray. What suffering must be brought 
upon humanity, until man gives up satisfying his longing for 
power over his fellow man and forever wanting others to be the 
same, How much blood must go on flowing until man opens his 
eyes and sees the way to his own path and himself as the enemy, 
and becomes aware of his real success, You ought to be able to 
live with yourself, but not at your neighbor's expense. The herd 
animal is not his brother's parasite and pest. Man, you have even. 
forgotten that you too are an animal. You actually still seem to 
believe that life is better elsewhere, Woe unto you if your neighbor 
also thinks so, But you may be sure that he does, Someone must 
begin to stop being childish. 

5. Your craving satisfies itself in you. You can offer no more 
precious a sacrificial meal to your God than yourself. May your 
greed consume you, for this wearies and calms it, and you will 
sleep well and consider the sun of each day as a gift. Ifyou devour 
other things and other people, your greed remains eternally 
dissatisfied, for it craves more, the most costly—it craves you. 
And thus you compel your desire to take your own way. You 
may ask others provided that you need help and advice. But you 
should make demands on no one, neither desiring nor expect- 
ing anything from anyone except from yourself. For your craving 
satisfies itself only within you. You are afraid of burning in your 
own fire. May nothing prevent you from doing so, neither any one 
else's sympathy nor your more dangerous sympathy with yourself 
Since you should live and die with yourself 

6. When the flame of your greed consumes you, and nothing 
remains of you but ash, so nothing of you was steadfast. Yet the 
flame in which you consumed yourself has illuminated many. But 
ifyou lee from your fire full of fear, you scorch your fellow men, 
and the burning torment of your greed cannot die out, so long as 
you do not desire yourself 

7. The mouth utters the word, the sign, and the symbol. If the 
word is a sign, it means nothing, But if the word is a symbol, it 
means everything When the way enters death and we are 
surrounded by rot and horror, the way rises in the darkness and 
leaves the mouth as the saving symbol, the word. It leads the sun 
on high, for in the symbol there is the release of the bound human 

252 In BlackBook 4, chis is spoken by his soul. In this chapter and in Sersini, we find a shift in the atribution of some statements i the Black Boas from the soul tothe 
other characters, This textual revision marks an important psychological process of differentiating the characters, separating them out from one another, and disiden- 
‘fying from them. Jung discussed this proces in general in 1928, in The Relsons between the I and the Unconscious, ch 7, “The technique for differentiation between the 1 
and the figures of the unconscious" (CW 7). In Black Bock 6, che soul explains to Jung in 1916:“If Tam nor conjoined hough the uniting of the Below and the Above, 
{rea down into theee parts: the serpent, 2nd in that or some other animal frm I roam. living natare daimonically arousing fear and longing, The lamar soa, ving 
forever within you. The celestial sul, as uch dwelling with the Gods, fr from you and unknown to you, appearing inthe form ofa bird” (Appendix C, p 370). The 
‘extual changes that Jung makes among the soul, the spent, and the bied from the Black Books inthis chapter and in Scrutiny can be scen t be the recognition and. 
dliffeentiation of the threefold nature ofthe soul. Jungs notion of the unity and multiplicity of the soul resembles Eckhart’ In Sermon 52, Eckhart wrote: the soul 
wich her higher powers touches eternity, which is God. while her lower powers being in touch with time make her subject to change and biased toward bodily things, 
Svhich degrade her" (Semon Treaties vol. te M, C°C, Wale (London: Watkins, 1981), p59) In Sermon 85 he wrote “Three tings prevent the soul from uniting 
‘vith God The fse is char ake is too seattered, and that she is not unitary: for when the soul is inclined toward eeatutes, she is aot unitary The second is when she is 
involved with temporal things. The thied is when she is turned toward the body for then she cannot unite with Ged” (bid, p. 264) 

253 The Draft continues." “Why. you ask, does man not want to eeach himsel The raging prophet who preceded this time wrote a book about this and embellished ie 
‘witha proud name. The book is sbou how and why man does not want to reach hse” (p 461). The reference ito Nietsche's Tha Spoke Zachara. 

254 See “The Last Suppes” Thus Spoke Zeathsrs p 2948, 
255 In the Last chapter of Thus Spoke Zarathustra, "The sige,” when dhe higher men come to meet Zarathustra in his cave. “the lion started violently suddenly curned away 

from Zarathustra, and leaped up t0 the eave, roaring freely" (p. 407). In 1936 Jung noted: “The roaring ofthe Zarathustrian lion drove al the ‘higher’ men who were 
cE exes ack pn in thse ofthe tec, eee cesta fetching (rh eit Nerd SL Pc 

Life C7. $37) ase Nlsahc ce Th Spek Zea with he lines “Thus spoke Zarathustra and leh cave, lowing and song, ke a morning sun emerging fom behind dark clouds" (336). prologue,» ightope walle falls from a rope. Zarathustra ast the injured ightrope walker Your soul be dead even before your bod therefone rc (Zarate, §6. 48 38 undedined n ong copy p 25). 191030 Jang arp thar this was prophetic of Nietsches own fate (The Uns e Normal nd Sik xe Lf CW 7 836~ a4). 2 For Jung’ difereniacon ofthe sigicance of igns and symbols, see Pyle Types (021, CW 6, 8147) 
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force struggling with darkness. Our freedom does not lie outside 
us, but within us. One can be bound outside, and yet one will still 
feel free since one has burst inner bonds. One can certainly gain 
outer freedom through powerful actions, but one creates inner 
freedom only through the symbol. 

8. The symbol is the word that goes out of the mouth, that one 
does not simply speak, but that rises out of the depths of the self 
as a word of power and great need and places itself unexpect- 
edly on the tongue. It is an astonishing and perhaps seemingly 
irrational word, but one recognizes it as a symbol since it is alien 
to the conscious mind. If one accepts the symbol, it is as if a door 
opens leading into a new room whose existence one previously 
did not know. Butif one does not accept the symbol, it is as if one 
carelessly went past this door; and since this was the only door 
leading to the inner chambers, one must pass outside into the 
streets again, exposed to everything external, But the soul suffers 
great need, since outer freedom is of no use to it. Salvation is a 
Jong road that leads through many gates. These gates are symbols. 
Each new gate is at first invisible; indeed, it seems at first that / 
it must be created, for it exists only if one has dug up the spring’s 
root, the symbol. 

To find the mandrake, one needs the black dog. since good 
and bad must always be united firs if the symbol is to be created. 
The symbol can be neither thought up nor found: it becomes. 
Its becoming is like the becoming of human life in the womb. 
Pregnancy comes about through voluntary copulation. It goes on 
through willing attention, But if the depths have conceived, then 
the symbol grows out of itself and is born from the mind, as befits 
4 God, But in the same way a mother would like to throw herself 
on the child like a monster and devour it again. 

In the morning, when the new sun rises, the word steps out of, 
my mouth, but is murdered lovelessly, since I did not know that 
it was the savior. The newborn child grows quickly, if I accept 
it. And immediately it becomes my charioteer. The word is the 
guide, the middle way which easily oscillates like the needle on 
the scales. The word is the God that rises out of the waters each 
morning and proclaims the guiding law to the people. Outer laws 
and outer wisdom are eternally insufficient, since there is only 
one law and one wisdom, namely my daily law, my daily wisdom, 
The God renews himself each night. 

The God appears in multiple guises; for when he emerges, he 
has assumed some of the character of the night and the nightly 
waters in which he slumbered, and in which he struggled for 
renewal in the last hour of the night. Consequently his appear- 
ance is twofold and ambiguous; indeed, it even tears at the heart 
and the mind, On emerging, the God calls me toward the right 
and the left, his voice calling out to me from both sides. Yet the 
God wants neither the one nor the other. He wants the middle 
way. But the middle is the beginning of the long road, 

Man, however, can never see this beginning; he always sees 
only one and not the other, or the other and not the one, but 
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never that which the one as well as the other encloses in itself 
The point of origin is where the mind and the will stand still; it 
is a state of suspension that evokes my outrage, my defiance and 
eventually my greatest fear. For I can see nothing anymore and 
can no longer want anything. Or at least that is how it seems to 
me. The way is 2 highly peculiar standstill of everything that was 
previously movement, it is a blind waiting, a doubtful listening 
and groping, One is convinced that one will burst. But the reso- 
lution is born from precisely this tension, and it almost always 
appears where one did not expect it 

But what is the resolution? It is always something ancient and 
precisely because of this something new, for when something long 
since passed away comes back again in a changed world, itis new, 
‘To give birth to the ancient in anew time is creation. This is the 
creation ofthe new, and that redeems me. Salvation is the resolution 
of the task. The task is to give birth to the old in a new time. The 
soul of humanity is like the great wheel of the zodiac that rolls 
along the way. Everything that comes up in a constant movement 
from below to the heights was already there. There is no part of 
the wheel that does not come around again. Hence everything 
that has been streams upward there, and what has been will be 
again, For these are all things which are the inborn properties of 
human nature, It belongs to the essence of forward movement 
that what was returns.“ Only the ignorant can marvel at this. Yet 
the meaning does not lie in the eternal recurrence of the same, 
but in the manner of its recurring creation at any given time. 

The meaning lies in the manner and the direction of the 
recurring creation. But how do I create my charioteer? Or do I 
want to be my own charioteer? I can guide myself only with will 
and intention, But will and intention are simply part of myself 
Consequently they are insufficient to express my wholeness. 
Intention is what I can foresee, and willing is to want a foreseen 
goal. But where do I find the goal? I take it from what is presently 
known to me. Thus I set the present in place of the future. In this 
/ manner, though I cannot reach the future, I artificially produce 
a constant present. Everything that would like to break into this 
present strikes me as a disturbance, and I seek to drive it away so 
that my intention survives. Thus I close off the progress of life. 
But how can I be my own charioteer without will and intention? 
‘Therefore a wise man does not want to be a charioteer, for he 
knows that will and intention certainly attain goals but disturb 
the becoming of the future. 

Futurity grows out of me; I do not create it, and yet I do, 
though not deliberately and willfully, but rather against will 
and intention, If I want to create the future, then I work against 
my future, And if I do not want to create it, once again I do not 
take sufficient part in the creation of the future, and everything 
happens then according to unavoidable laws to which I fall victim. 
‘The ancients devised magic to compel fate. They needed it to 
determine outer fate. We need it to determine inner fate and 
to find the way that we are unable to conceive. For along time I 

259 The mana i plan whose opt bea ome remblane fo the human green hey have een wed in magia ites According wo legend. hy shiek when 
‘bla they are pulled from the ground. In “The philosophical tee" (1945), Jung noted that the magical mandrake “when ted tothe tail of « 

four of the earth" (CW'13, $410) 
ick dog. shrieks when it torn 

260 The Draft continues. "Everything is forever the same and yet not, fr the wheel rolls along on along road. But the way leads through valleys and aeross mountains 
‘The movement of the wieel and the eteznal recurrence ofits parts is essential co the carriage, but meaning lies in the way. Meaning s attained only dhrough the wheels 
constant revolution and forward movement The recurrence of the past is inherent in forward movement. Ths can only baffle the ignorant person Ignorance makes 
us resist the necessary recurrence ofthe same, or greed allows the wheel to toss us up and away init upward movement because we believe that we wll rise ever 
higher with this part of the wheel at we will not rise higher, but deeper, ulkimately we will be a the very bottom. Thus praise standstill, since i shows you that you 
are not bound to the spokes like Ixion, br sit alongside the chavioreet who will incerpret the meaning ofthe way to you" (pp. 459-70). In Greek mythology, Ixion 
twas the son of Ares. He tried to seduce Hera, and Zeus punished him by binding him to fiery wheel that rolled unceasing 

261 The notion that everything recurs is found in various traditions, such as Stoiism and Pythagoreanism, and features prominently in Nietzsche's work. There has 
‘been much debate in Nicrasche s ies a to winether i should primarily be understood a8 an ethical imperative of life alfficmation of ax costologial doctrine, See 
Kael Lowith, Niache's Doctrine ofthe Eeral Recurrence ofthe Sete, tr]. Lomax (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), Jung discusses this in 1934, Nitche's 
Zarathustra, val 1, pp. 191-93, 
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considered what type of magic this would have to be. And in the end 
I found nothing. Whoever cannot find it within himself should 
become an apprentice, and so I took myself off to a far country 
‘where a great magician lived, of whose reputation I had heard 

The Magician” 
Cap. xxi 

(HI: 139] {x} [1] After a long search I found the small house 
in the country fronted by a large bed of tulips. This is where 
IAHMAN [Philemon], the magician, lives with his wife, BAYKIE 
[Baucis]. OIAHMON is one of those magicians who has not yet 
managed to banish old age, but who lives it with dignity, and his 
wife can only do the same. Their interests seem to have become 
narrow, even childish. They water their bed of tulips and tell each 
other about the flowers that have newly appeared. And their 
days fade into a pale wavering chiaracuso, lit up by the past, only. 
slightly frightened of the darkness of what is to come. 

‘Why is ®IAHMON a magician? Does he conjure up 
immortality for himself, a life beyond? He was probably only 
a magician by profession, and he now appears to be a pensioned 
magician who has retired from service. His desirousness and 
creative drive have expired and he now enjoys his well-earned 
rest out of sheer incapacity, like every old man who can do nothing 
else than plant tulips and water his little garden, The magical 
rod lies in a cupboard together with the sixth and seventh books 
of Moses" and the wisdom of EPMHE TPIEMETIETYE [Hermes 
Trismegitsus]°° @IAHMQN js old and has become somewhat 
feeble-minded. He still murmurs a few magical spells for the well- 
being of bewitched cattle in return for some petty cash or a gift 
for the kitchen, But it is uncertain if these spells are still correct 
and whether he understands their meaning, It is also clear that 
it hardly matters what he murmurs, / as the cattle might also 
get well on their own. There goes old GIAHMON in the garden, 
bent, with a watering can in his shaking hand. Baucis stands at 
the kitchen window and looks at him calmly and impassively. She 
haas already seen this image a thousand times—somewhat more 
infirm every time, feebler, seeing it a little less well every time 
since her eyesight gradually has become weaker: 

262 The Handwritten Draft has instead: “Tenth Adventure” (p. 1061). 
263 January 27,1914. 

I stand at the garden gate. They have not noticed the stranger, 
“@IAHMON, old magician, how are you?" I call out to him. He 

does not hear me, seeming to be stone-deaf I follow him and take 
his arm, He turns and greets me awkwardly and trembling, He has 
a white beard and thin white hair and a wrinkled face and there 
appears to be something about this face. His eyes are gray and old 
and something in them is strange, one would like to say alive. “I 
am well, strangers.” he says, “but what are you doing here?” 

I; “People tell me that you understand the black art. I am 
interested in that. Will you tell me about it?” 

‘©: “What should I tell you about? There is nothing to tell” 
I: “Don’t be ill-natured, old man, I want to learn.” 
®: “You are certainly more learned than I. What could 

teach you?” 
I: “Do not be mean. I certainly don't intend to become your 

competitor. I'm just curious to know what you are up to and what 
magic you are performing” 

©: “What do you want? In the past I have helped people here 
and there who have been sick and disadvantaged.” 

I: “What exactly did you do?” 
©; “Well, I did it quite simply with sympathy.” 
I: Old man, that word sounds comical and ambiguous” 
®; “How so?” 

I: “It could mean that you helped people either by expressing 
compassion or by superstitious, sympathetic means.” 

©, “Well, surely it would have been both.” 
I: “And that's all there was to your magic?” 
©: “There was more.” 
I: "What was it, tell me” 
®: “That is none of your business. You are impertinent 

and meddlesome.” 
I: “Please, don’t take my curiosity badly. Recently I heard 

something about magic that awakened my interest in this 
bygone practice, And then I came to you because I heard that 
you understand the black art. If magic were still taught today 
at university, I would have studied it there. But the last college of 
magic was closed long ago. Today no professor knows anything 
anymore about magic. So do not be sensitive and miserly, but 
tell me a bit about your art, Surely, you don’t want to take your 
secrets with you to the grave, do you?” 

264 In the tomorow, Ovid tlle the tale of Philemon and Bac. Jupiter and Mercury wandered disguised at mortals in the bill country of Phyrgia. They searched for tometer to fest bat were bared Sy thouand hme Ano coups aly sok hem Th coups been ced si onage in tei you 
together, and contentedly accepted is povergr They prepared a meal for their 

veld During the meah the couple sam thatthe flagon automata sefifed self as 
sson ast wasempied In ono’ of thei gusts, the couple offered bil tes se goose, The goss ook refuge wth the Gods who sid that it shoul ot be ile 

Jupiter and Mercury then revesled themselves and told the couple tha cheir neighborhood wo 
to climb the mountain with them, When they reached the top, the couple aw thatthe country surrounding their o 
had been transformed into a temple with marble columns snd a gold root The Gods ssked what the couple wo 

Mb punished but that they would be spared. They asked the hei cag ed bey Hooded and ony het oop emai 
like, and Philemon replied that they would like to 

be their priests and serve in thet shrine, and also chat they could die at che same time. Their wish was granted, and ze chey died, chey transformed into eees de 
by side, In Goethe's Faust 2 act V, a wanderer, who ad previously been ssved by them cals upon Philemon and Baul, Faust was inthe process of building «city 
‘on land recaimed fom the sea Fast proceeds to tel Mephistopheles that he wants Philemon and Baicis moved. Mephistopheles and three mighty men go and bum the 
cottage, with Philemon and Baucis ini Faurtceplies that he had only intended to exchange shes dwelling, To Eckermann, Goethe recounted that “My Philemon nd 
Baucle have nothing to do with tat renown! ancient couple or the tradition connected with the. 1 gave this couple the names merely to levatethe characters 
“The perions and relations aré similar and hence the ue ofthe names har a good effect (Jane 6,831, cted in Goethe, Faust, W. Arndt [New York: Norton Critieal 
Editon 1976). 428), On June 7, 1955, Jing wrote leer to Alice Raphael which refers to Gocthes comments to Eckermann:"Ad Pleo and Bea «typical Goethean answer to Eckermana eying 0 conceal his vestiges. Philmon (Ova [pbilemal ~ ks). the loving one. che imple old loving coupe cose wo dhe earth and 
tare ofthe Gods the complete oppose othe Superman faust, the product ofthe devi. Incidentally in myaowet at Bollingen ex hidden inscription: Phen scram 
Faust pene [Philemon Sanctanry Faust’ Repentance), When I fast encountered the archetype ofthe old wise man, he called himself Pilenr. In Alchemy Ph 
and B represented the arifexor vs splens andthe soror mystica (Zosimos-Theoecbela Nicolas Flamel-Péronele, Me, South and his daughter in he XXth Cent) 
andthe pais inthe mauler (bout 1677)" (Belnerke Library, Yale Unverin). On Jung inscription, se alo his letter to Hermann Keyseling, January 2, 1928 
(Geers sp 49). On Janay 1942, Jung wrote o Pal Schutc,"T have taken over Fa erm hr and moreover asthe advocate of Philemon and Baucis, who, 
unlike Faust the superman, ac the hots of the gods ina ruthles and godforsken age" (Letters 1. pp. 30910). 

265 In Pca Types (192) inthe course of dicutsion of Faust, Jung wrote“ The magician has preseved in himself trace of primordial paganism, he possstes 
{nate ta i still unaffected by the Christian splitting which means he has access ro the unconscious, which isl pagan, where the oppettcs sl lei their 

‘orginal nave eat, beyond al sinfuness, buf simiated into conecious lif, produce evil and good withthe same primordial and consequentydaimonic force 
‘Therefore he sa destroyer aswell r savior. This igure is therefore pre-eminent sulted o become the symbol carrer for an attempe at unification” (CW 6 $316) 

266 The sixth and seventh books of Moses (ce in addition tothe five contained inthe Torah) wore published in 1849 by Johann Schebe, who claimed that they came 
ftom ancient Talmudic sources, The work i 3 compendium of Kabbalistic magical spell which has been enduringly popula. 

267 The figure of Hermes Tramegitus was formed through the amalgemation of Hermes withthe Egyptian God Thoth, The Corps Hemticun, collection of largely 
alchential and magia texts dating from the early Christian era bt inital thought to have been much older, was ascribed ce him, 

268 In Goethe's Fest, Philemon speks of his declining powers “Older, I coud not end a hand [othe bung ofthe de] / a nce I did fll wel / and with my powers 
ebbing / the waters wee pushed back" (LL. 1087") 
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©: “Well, all you will do is laugh anyway. So why should I tell 
you anything? It would be better if everything were buried with 
me. It can always be rediscovered later. It will never be lost to 
humanity, since magic is reborn with each and every one of us.” 

I: “What do you mean? Do you believe that magic is really 
inborn in man?” 

®:"IfI could, I would say yes, of course, itis, But you will find 
this laughable.” 

1:"No, this time I will not laugh, because I have often wondered 
about the fact that all peoples in all times and in all places have 
the same magical customs. As you can see, I have already thought 
along similar lines.” 

: “What do you make of magic?” 
I: “To put it plainly, nothing, or very litle, It appears to me 

that magic is one of the vain tools of men inferior to nature, I can 
detect no other tangible meaning in magic.” 

®: Your professors probably also know just as much,” 
1: “Yes, but what do you know about it?” 
. "Ta prefer not to say” 
I: "Don’t be so secretive, old man, otherwise I must assume 

that you know no more than I do.” 
®: “Take it as you please.” 
I: "Your answer suggests that you most definitely understand 

more about it than others.” 
©; “Comical fellow, how stubborn you are! But what I like 

about you is that your reason does not deter you.” 
I: "That's actually the case. Whenever I want to learn and 

understand something, I leave my so-called reason at home and 
give whatever it is that I am trying to understand the benefit of 
the doubt. I have learned this gradually, because nowadays the 
world of science is full of scary examples of the opposit 

©. “In which case you could do very wel for yourself” / 
I" hope so. Now, let us not stray from magic.” 
®. “Why are you so determined about learning more about 

‘magic, if you claim that you have left your reason at home? Or 
would you not consider consistency part of reason?” 

I:*I do—I see, or rather, it seems as if you are quite an adept 
sophist, who skillfully leads me around the house and back to 
the door.” 

®; “Ie seems that way to you because you judge everything from 
the standpoint of your intellect. If you forsake reason for a while, 
you will also give up consistency.” 

I: “That's a difficult test. But if I want to be adept at some 
point, I suppose I ought to submit to your request. Alright, 
'm listening” 

‘©; "What do you want to hear?” 
1: “You're not going to draw me out. I'm simply waiting for 

whatever you are going to say” 
©. “And what if I say nothing?” 
1: “Well, then T'll withdraw somewhat embarrassed and think 

that @1AHMON is at the very least a shrewd fox, who definitely 
would have something to teach me.” 

©: “With this, my boy, you have learned something about magic.” 
I: "Pll have to chew on this, I must admit that this is somewhat 

surprising, I had imagined magic as being somewhat different.” 
®; “Well, this shows you how little you understand about 

‘magic and how incorrect your notion of it is.” 
1:"If this should be the case, or that’s how it is, then I must 

confess that I approached the problem completely incorrectly. I 
gather from what you are saying that these matters do not follow 
ordinary understanding” 
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®: "Nor does magic.” 
I: “But you have not deterred me at all; on the contrary, 

T’m burning to hear even more, What I know up to now is 
essentially negative.” 

“With this you have recognized a second main point. 
Above all, you must know that magic is the neg: 
one can know.” 

1: "That, too, my dear @IAHMON, is a piece of knowledge that 
is hard to digest and causes me no small pain. The negative of 
what one can know? I suppose you mean that it cannot be known, 
don't you? This exhausts my understanding” 

©; “That is the third point that you must note as essential 
namely, that there is nothing for you to understand.” 

1: *Well, I must confess that that is new and strange. So 
nothing at all about magic can be understood?” 

‘: “Exactly, Magic happens to be precisely everything that 
eludes comprehension.” 

I: “But then how the devil is one to teach and learn magic?” 
©: “Magic is neither to be taught nor learned. It's foolish that, 

you want to learn magic.” 
I: “But then magic is nothing but deception.” 
©; “Watch out—you have started reasoning again.” 
1: “Ies difficult to exist without reason.” 
4: “And that is exactly how difficult magic is.” 
1: “Well, in that case it’s hard work. I conclude that it is an 

inescapable condition for the adept that he completely unlearns 
his reason.” 

©; “I'm afraid that is what it amounts to.” 
I: “Ye Gods, this is serious.” 

: “Not as serious as you think. Reason declines with old 
age, since it is an essential counterpart of the drives, which are 
much more intense in youth than in old age. Have you ever seen 
young magicians?” 

I: "No, the magician is proverbially old.” 
®: “You see, I'm right.” 
I: “But then the prospects of the adept are bad. He must wait 

until old age to experience the mysteries of magic.” 
®: “If he gives up his reason before then, he can already 

experience something useful sooner.” 
I:"That seems to me to be a dangerous experiment. One cannot 

give up reason without further ado.” 
: “Nor can one / simply become a magician.” 
1: *You lay damnable snares.” 
4; “What do you want? Such is magic.” 
I: “Old devil, you make me envious of unreasoning old age.” 
. “Well, well, a youth who wants to be an old man! And 

why? He wants to learn magic and yet dares not to for the sake 
of his youth.” 

I: “You spread a terrible net, old trapper.” 
©; “Perhaps you should still wait a few years with magic 

until your hair has gone gray and your reason has slackened 
somewhat.” 

1:T don't want to listen to your scorn, Stupidly enough, I got 
caught up in your yarn, I can’t make sense of you.” 

®: “But stupidity would perhaps be progress on the way 
to magic.” 

1: “Incidentally, what on earth do you intend to achieve with 
your magic?” 

®: “| am alive, as you see.” 
I: “Other old men are, roo.” 
©. “Yes, but have you seen how?” 

of what 
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1: “Well, admittedly it was not a pleasant sight. Incidentally, 
time has left its mark on you, too.” 

®: “I know.” 

1: "So, what gives you the advantage?” 
©. “It doesn’t exactly meet the eye.” 
I: “What kind of advantage doesn’t meet the eye?” 
©: "Tcall that magic.” 
I; *You're moving in a vicious circle. May the devil get the 

better of you.” 
©; “Well, that’s another advantage of magic: not even the devil 

gets the better of me. You're beginning to understand magic, so I 
‘must assume that you have a good aptitude for it.” 

I: "Thank you, @IAHMON, that is enough: I feel dizzy. Goodbye!” 
I leave the small garden and walk down the street. People are 

standing around in groups and glancing at me furtively. I hear them 
whispering behind my back: “Look, there he goes, old 1AHMON's 
student. He spoke a long time with the old man, He has learned 
something, He knows the mysteries. Ifonly I could do what he is 
able to do now” *Be quiet, you damned fools,” I want to call out 
to them, but I cannot, since I do not know whether I have actually 
learned anything. And because I remain silent, they are even more 
convinced that I have received the black art from @IAHMON.” 

*9[2] [HI 142] Irs an error to believe that there are magical practices 
that one can learn, One cannot understand magic. One can only 
understand what accords with reason. Magic accords with 
unreason, which one cannot understand. The world accords not 
only with reason but also with unreason. But just as one employs 
reason to make sense of the world, in that what is reasonable 
about it approaches reason, a lack of understanding also accords 
with unreason, / 

‘This meeting is magical and eludes comprehension, Magical 
understanding is what one calls noncomprehension. Everything that 
‘works magically is incomprehensible, and the incomprehensible 
often works magically. One calls incomprehensible workings 
magical. The magical always surrounds me, always involves me 
It opens spaces that have no doors and leads out into the open 
where there is no exit, The magical is good and evil and neither 
good nor evil, Magic is dangerous since what accords with unreason 
confuses, allures and provokes; and I am always its first victim. 

Where reason abides, one needs no magic. Hence our time 
no longer needs magic. Only those without reason needed it 
to replace their lack of reason. But it is thoroughly unreasonable 
to bring together what suits reason with magic since they have 
nothing to do with one another. Both become spoiled through 
being brought together. Therefore all those kicking reason quite 
rightly fall into superfluity and disregard. A rational man of this 
time will therefore never use magic.” 

But it is another thing for whoever has opened the chaos 
in himself. We need magic to be able to receive or invoke the 
messenger and the communication of the incomprehensible. 
We recognized that the world comprises reason and unreason; 
and we also understood that our way needs not only reason but 
also unreason. This distinction is arbitrary and depends upon 
the level of comprehension. But one can be certain that the 

greater part of the world eludes our understanding. We must 
value the incomprehensible and unreasonable equally, although 
they are not necessarily equal in themselves; a part of the incom- 
prehensible, however, is only presently incomprehensible and 
might already concur with reason tomorrow. But as long as one 
does not understand it, it remains unreasonable, Insofar as the 
incomprehensible accords with reason, one may try to think 
it with success; but insofar as it is unreasonable, / one needs 
magical practices to open it up. 

‘The practice of magic consists in making what is not understood 
understandable in an incomprehensible manner. The magical 
way is not arbitrary, since that would be understandable, but 
it arises from incomprehensible grounds. Besides, to speak of 
grounds is incorrect, since grounds concur with reason. Nor can 
one speak of the groundless, since hardly anything further can be 
said about this. The magical way arises by itself, If one opens up 
chaos, magic also arises. 

One can teach the way that leads to chaos, but one cannot 
teach magic, One can only remain silent about this, which seems 
to be the best apprenticeship. This view is confusing, but this is 
what magic is like. Where reason establishes order and clarity, 
magic causes disarray and a lack of clarity.” One indeed needs 
reason for the magical translation of the not-understood into 
the understandable, since only by means of reason can the 
understandable be created, No one can say how to use reason, 
but it does arise if one tries to express only what an opening of 
chaos means.” 

Magic is a way of living, Ifone has done one’s best to steer the 
chariot, and one then notices that a greater other is actually steer- 
ing it, then magical operation takes place. One cannot say what 
the effect of magic will be, since no one can know it in advance 
because the magical is the lawless, which occurs without rules 
and by chance, so to speak. But the condition is that one totally 
accepts it and does not reject it, in order to transfer everything 
to the growth of the tree. Stupidity too is part of this, which 
everyone has a great deal of, and also tastelessness, which is possibly 
the greatest nuisance. 

‘Thus a certain solitude and isolation are inescapable conditions 
ofife for the well-being of oneself and of the other, otherwise one 
cannot / sufficiently be oneself A certain slowness of life, which is 
like a standstill, will be unavoidable. The uncertainty of such a life 
will most probably be its greatest burden, but still I must unite 
the two conflicting powers of my soul and keep them together 
in a true marriage until the end of my life, since the magician is 
called OIAHMON and his wife BAYKIE, I hold together what 
Christ has kept apart in himself and through his example in 
others, since the more the one half of my being strives toward the 
good, the more the other half journeys to Hell. 

‘When the month of the Twins had ended, the men said to 
their shadows: “You are I,” since they had previously had their 
spirit around them as a second person. Thus the two became one, 
and through this collision the formidable broke out, precisely 
that spring of consciousness that one calls culture and which 
lasted until the time of Christ” But the fish indicated the 
moment when what was united split, according to the eternal law 

2169 Jung’s marginal noc tothe calligraphic volume: “Jan. 1924." This seems to refer to when this passage was transribed into the calligraphic volume. The writing at this 
point gets Ia 
hs cual anditon free him find hi plac in the mid” (CW 6, $380). 

2371 The Drafi continues: Magical practice hence falls into to parts 
understood" (p. 484), 

1, with more space between the words, At this time, Cary Baynes commenced her transcription. 
270 In Pacblogal Types (1921) Jing wrote: “Reason can only give one equilzbrium if one's reason is already an equilbrating organ ‘As rule, man needs the opposite of 

it, developing an understanding of chaos; and second, translating the essence into what can be 
272 The Daf continues “Reason aks up only very smal share of magic This wll fend you Age and experience are nese, The rath desrousnes ad fer of youth, 

wel as its necessary vrtiousness, dst t secret interplay of God and the devi, You ae then all too easily tor to one side or the other, blinded or paralyzed” (p. 484) 
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of contrasts, into an underworld and upperworld. If the power 
of growth begins to cease, then the united falls into its opposites. 
Christ sent what is beneath to Hell, since it strives toward the 
‘good. That had to be. But the separated cannot remain separated 
forever: Ie will be united again and the month of the fish will soon 
be over.” We suspect and understand that growth needs both, 
and hence we keep good and evil close together. Because we know 
that too far into the good means the same as too far into evil, we 
keep them both together." 

But we thus lose direction and things no longer flow from the 
mountain to the valley, but grow quietly from the valley to the 
mountain, That which we can no longer prevent or hide is our 
fruit. The flowing stream becomes a lake and an ocean / that has 
no outlet, unless its water rises to the sky as steam and falls from 
the clouds as rain. While the sea is a death, it is also the place of 
rising, Such is @IAHMON, who tends his garden. Our hands have 
been tied, and each must sit quietly in his place. He rises invisibly 
and falls as rain on distant lands The water on the ground is no 
cloud, which should rain. Only pregnant women can give birth, 
nor those who have yet t0 conceive.” 

[HI 146] But what mystery are you intimating to me with your 
name, Oh OIAHMON? Truly you are the lover who once took in 
the Gods as they wandered the earth when everyone else refused 
them lodging, You are the one who unsuspectingly gave hospitality 
to the Gods; they thanked you by transforming your house into 
a golden temple, while the flood swallowed everyone else, You 
remained alive when chaos erupted. You it was who served in the 
sanctuary when the peoples called out in vain to the Gods, Truly, 
it is the lover who survives. Why did we not see that? And just 
when did the Gods manifest? Precisely when BAYKIE wished to 
serve the esteemed guests her only goose, that blessed stupidity: 
the animal fled to the Gods who then revealed themselves to their 
poor hosts, who had given their last. Thus I saw that the lover 
survives, and that he is the one who unwittingly grants hospitality 
to the Gods." 

Truly, Oh @1AHMON, I did not see that your hut is a temple, 
and that you, @IAHMON, and BAYKIE, serve in the sanctuary. / 
This magical power allows itself to be neither taught nor learned. 
Either one has itor does not have it. Now I know your final mystery 
you are a lover. You have succeeded in uniting what has been 
sundered, that is, binding together the Above and Below. Have we 
not known this for a long time? Yes, we knew it, no, we did not 
know it. It has always been this way, and yet it has never been 
thus, Why did I have to wander such long roads before I came 
to @IAHMON, if he was going to teach me what has been common 
knowledge for ages? Alas, we have known everything since time 
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immemorial and yet we will never know it until it is has been 
accomplished. Who exhausts the mystery of love? 

[HI 147] Under which mask, Oh @IAHMON, are you hiding? You 
did not strike me as a lover. But my eyes were opened, and I saw 
that you are a lover of your soul, who anxiously and jealously 
guards its treasure, There are those who love men, and those who 
love the souls of men, and those who love their own soul. Such a 
cone is OIAHMON, the host of the Gods. 

You lie in the sun, Oh D1AHMON, like a serpent that coils around 
itself. Your wisdom is the wisdom of serpents, cold, with a grain 
of poison, yet healing in small doses. Your magic paralyzes and 
therefore makes strong people, who tear themselves away from 
themselves. But do they love you, are they thankful, lover of 
your own soul? Or do they curse you for your magical serpent 
poison? They keep their distance, shaking their heads and 
whispering together. 

Are you still a man, @IAHMON, or / is one not a man until 
one is a lover of one’s own soul? You are hospitable, OAHMON, 
you took the dirty wanderers unsuspectingly into your hut 
Your house then became a golden temple, and did I really leave 
your table unsatisfied? What did you give me? Did you invite 
me for a meal? You shimmered multicolored and inextricable; 
nowhere did you give yourself to me as prey. You escaped my 
grasp. I found you nowhere. Are you still a man? Your kind is 
far more serpentlike 

1 sought to grab hold of you and tear it out of you, since the 
Christians have learned to devour their God. And how long will 
it take for what happens to the God also to happen to man? I look 
into the vast land and hear nothing but wailing and see nothing 
but men consuming each other. 

Oh @IAHMON, you are no Christian, You did not let yourself 
be engorged and did not engorge me. Because of this you have 
neither lecture halls nor columned halls teeming with students 
who stand around and speak of the master and soak up his words 
like the elixir of life. You are no Christian and no pagan, but a 
hospitable inhospitable one, a host of the Gods, a survivor, an 
eternal one, the father of all eternal wisdom. 

But did I really leave you unsatisfied? No, I left you because 
1 was really satisfied. Yet what did I eat? Your words gave me 
nothing. Your words left me to myself and my doubt. And so 
I ate myself, And because of this, Oh ®IAHMAN, you are no 
Christian, since you nourish yourself from yourself and force 
men to do the same. This displeases them most, since nothing 
disgusts the human animal more than itself Because of this 
they would rather eat all crawling, hopping, swimming and 
flying creatures, yes, even their own species, before they nibble 
at themselves. But this nourishment is effective and one is soon 

273 The reference isto the astrological conception of the Platonic month, or acon of Pisce, whch is based onthe precession ofthe equinoxes. Each Platonic month const of one zoizcal sgn and lasts approximately 2300 years, ng dscustes the symbolism attached to this in Ain (1951, CW 6 ch, 6). He noes that around 7 BC there war a conjunction of Saturn and Jupltet representing a union of extreme opposts, which would place the birth of Christ under Pisces, Pisces (Latin for “fshes) i known asthe sign ofthe hand fe ffenfepresnted by two fish swimming in opposite directions. On the Platonic month, se Alice Howell, angen srry rau ond Ag (exon TQ Dol, 990), a5, Jung aed ing logy nm th cour fh ly of myo nd learned ro cast horoscopes (Jing to Freud, May & 191, The Frend/Jan etre. pai). In terms of Jungs sources foc the history ofaztrology. he cited Auguste Bouche Leclereg Atal Great on nine ocasions in his later work (Parks Emest Leroux 1899). 274 This relers to the end ofthe Platonic month of Pisces and te beginning ofthe Platonic month of Aquaris The precise dating of thi is uncertain, In. Ab (1951), 
Jang noted “Astrolopcly the Beginning of the next ae, aconding tothe starting point ou sec falls beeen AD 2000 and 2300" (CW 9,2 $149, note 88) 275 In Aion (1951), Jung wrote" sem probable, te acon ofthe fhe ruled by the archetypal mon of the ‘host brochen then the approach ofthe net Plone ‘month, namely Aquarius wil consllte the problem af the union of opposites Ie will then ao longer be possible to write off evi asa mere prvaio ons rel txstence wll have to be recognized” (CW 9, $143). 

276'The Drgf continies "The hipera sins began with Christ He taught mankind che way ro Heaven, We reach the way to earth Hence nothing hasbeen removed fiom the Gospel, bu only added to (480). 
277 The Dref continues: “Out striving focused on sagaciy and intllecral superior, and we hence developed ll ou cleverness, But the extraordinary extent of stupidly inherent inal men was diseparded and denied Be we accep the other ns we alo evoke the particular sup of ovr nace. Spit is ove of man’ strange hobbyhorses. There is something divine abou it, and yer something of she meqalomsania ofthe won, Which s why stpidty seal lage. Iehceps away everything that could indice wt ineligence. eaves everything nor understood which i ot natal eupposedto demand understanding, This partic spy occurs 

in thought and nie Somewhat dest somewhat bling, ie brings sbout necessary fte and keep fom sth vrsoes coupled wit only Ts what seprats srl hme eso ardngs thsith iw of gd and nha what esas wat be Buta poop elo i 
ack of reason” (p 487) 278 In this paragraph, Jang refers to the classical account of Philemon and Bauci from the Metamorphoses 
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satiated from it. Because of this, Oh @IAHMON, we rise satiated 
from your table. 

Your way, Oh @IAHMAN, is instructive, You leave me in a 
salutary darkness, where there is nothing for me to either see 
or look for. You are no light that shines in the darkness,” no 
savior who establishes an eternal truth and thus extinguishes the 
/ nocturnal light of human understanding. You leave room for 
the stupidity and jokes of others. You do not want, Oh blessed 
one, anything from the other, but instead you tend the flowers 
in your own garden. He who needs you asks you, and, Oh clever 
IAHMON, I suppose that you also ask those from whom you 
need something and that you pay for what you receive, Christ 
hhas made men desirous, for ever since they expect gifts from 
their saviors without any service in return. Giving is as childish 
as power. He who gives presumes himself powerful. The vireue 
of giving is the sky-blue mantle of the tyrant, You are wise, Oh 
®IAHMON, you do not give. You want your garden to bloom, 
and for everything to grow from within itself 

1 praise, Oh @IAHMON, your lack of acting like a savior; you are 
no shepherd who runs after stray sheep, since you believe in the 
dignity of man, who is not necessarily a sheep. But if he happens to 
bbe a sheep, you would leave him the rights and dignity of sheep, 
since why should sheep be made into men? There are still more 
than enough men. 

You know, Oh @IAHMON, the wisdom of things to come; 
therefore you are old, oh so very ancient, and just as you tower 
above me in years, so you tower above the present in futurity, and 
the length of your past is immeasurable. You are legendary and 
unreachable, You were and will be, returning periodically. Your 
wisdom is invisible, your truth is unknowable, entirely untrue in 
any given age, and yet true in all eternity, but you pour out living 
water, from which the fowers of your garden bloom, a starry 
water, a dew of the night 

What do you need, Oh @1AHMAN? You need men for the sake 
of small things, since everything greater and the greatest thing is 
in you. Christ spoiled men, since he taught them that they can be 
saved only by one, namely Him, the Son of God, and ever since 
men have been demanding the greater things from others, 
‘especially their salvation; and if a sheep gets lost / somewhere, 
it accuses the shepherd. Oh @IAHMON, you are a man, and you 
prove that men are not sheep, since you look after the greatest 
in yourself, and hence fructifying water flows into your garden 
from inexhaustible jugs 

[HI 150] Are you lonely, Oh @IAHMON, I see no entourage and no 
companions around you; BAYKIE is only your other half. You 
live with flowers, trees, and birds, but not with men. Should you 
not live with men? Are you still a man? Do you want nothing 
from men? Do you not see how they stand together and concoct 
rumors and childish fairy tales about you? Do you not want to go 
to them and say that you are a man and a mortal as they are, and 
that you want to love them? Oh ®1AHMON, you laugh? I understand 
you. Just now I ran into your garden and wanted to tear out of 
you what I had to understand from within myself 

‘Oh @IAHMON, I understand: immediately I made you into a 
savior who lets himself be consumed and bound with gifts. That's 
what men are like, you think; they are all still Christians. But they 
‘want even more: they want you as you are, otherwise you would 
not be @1AHMON to them and they would be inconsolable, if they 

could find no bearer for their legends. Hence they would also 
laugh, if you approached them and said you were as mortal as 
they are and want to love them. If you did that, you would not be 
GIAHMON. They want you, ®1AHMAN, but not another mortal 
who suffers from the same ills as they do. 

I understand you, Oh @1AHMON, you are a true / lover, since 
you love your soul for the sake of men, because they need a king 
who lives from himself and owes no one gratitude for his life 
They want to have you thus. You fulfil the wish of the people and 
you vanish. You are a vessel of fables. You would besmirch yourself 
if you went to men as a man, since they would all laugh and call 
you a liar and a swindler, since ®IAHMON is not a man 

1 saw, Oh @IAHMAN, that crease in your face: you were young. 
once and wanted to be a man among men. But the Christian 
animals did not love your pagan humanity, since they felt in you 
what they needed. They always sought the branded one, and 
when they caught him somewhere in freedom, they locked him 
in a golden cage and took from him the force of his masculinity, 
so that he was paralyzed and satin silence, Then they praise him 
and devise fables about him. I know, they call this veneration. 
‘And if they do not find the true one, they at least have a Pope, 
‘whose occupation it is to represent the divine comedy. But the 
true one always disowns himself, since he knows nothing higher 
than to be a man. 

‘Are you laughing, Oh @IAHMON? I understand you: it irked 
you to be a man like others, And because you truly loved being 
human, you voluntarily locked it away so that you could be for men 
at least what they wanted to have from you. Therefore I see you, 
‘Oh GIAHMON, not with men, but wholly with flowers, the trees 
and the birds and all waters flowing and still thar do not besmirch 
your humanity. For you are not @IAHMON to the flowers, trees, and 
birds, but aman. Yet what solitude, what inhumanity! / 

[HI 152] Why are you laughing, Oh DIAHMON, I connot fthom you, But 
oI not see the blue air of your garden? What happy shades surround you? 
Does the sun hatch blue midday specters around you? 

‘Are you laughing, Oh @IAHMAN? Alas, I understand you: 
humanity has completely faded for you, but its shadow has arisen 
for you. How much greater and happier the shadow of humanity 
is than itis itself The blue midday shadows of the dead! Alas, there 
is your humanity, Oh @1AHMAN, you are a teacher and friend of 
the dead. They stand sighing in the shade of your house, they live 
under the branches of your tres. They drink the dew of your tears, 
they warm themselves at the goodness of your heart, they hunger 
after the words of your wisdom, which sounds full to them, full 
of the sounds of life. I saw you, Oh @IAHMON, at the noonday hour 
when the sun stood highest; you stood speaking with a blue shade, 
blood stuck to its forehead and solemn torment darkened it. I can 
‘guess, Oh @IAHMON, who your midday guest was. How blind I 
‘was, fool that I am! That is you, Oh ®IAHMON! But who am I! I go 
my way, shaking my head, and people’s looks follow me and I remain 
silent. Oh despairing silence! / [HI 153] 

‘Ob master ofthe garden! I see your dar tree from afar in the shimmering 
su, My street leads tothe valleys where men liv. T am a wandering beggar. 
And I remain silent. 

Killing off would-be prophets is a gain for the people. If 
they want murder, then may they kill their false prophets. If the 

279 Contrast with John 1's, wheze Christ is described as follows: “The light shines in the darkness, but the darkness has not understood it.” 
380 Cr Jungs fantasy of une 1, 1916, where Philemon's guest was Christ (ge below, p. 359). 
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mouth of the Gods remains silent, then each can listen to his 
own speech. He who loves the people remains silent. If only false 
teachers teach, the people will kill the false teachers, and will fall 
into the truth even on the way of their sins. Only after the 
darkest night will it be day. So cover the lights and remain silent 
so that the night will become dark and noiseless. The sun rises 
without our help. Only he who knows the darkest error knows 
what light is 

Ob master of the garden, your magical grove shone to me from afar 
T venerate your deceptive mantle, you father of all wil-o’the-wisps. /*™ 
[Image 154} 

I continue on my way, accompanied by a finely polished piece 
of steel, hardened in ten fires, stowed safely in my robe. Secretly, 
I wear chain mail under my coat. Overnight I became fond of 
serpents, and I solved their riddle. I sit down next to them on 
the hot stones lying by the wayside. I know how to catch them 
cunningly and cruelly, those cold devils that prick the heel of the 
unsuspecting. I became their friend and played a softly toned 
flute, But I decorate my cave with their dazzling skins. As I 
walked on my way, I came to a red rock on which a great irides- 
cent serpent lay. Since I had now learned magic from ®IAHMQN, 
I took out my flute again and played a sweet magical song to 
make her believe that she was my soul. When she was sufficiently 
enchanted, / [Image 155} {2} [1] I spoke to her: "My sister, 
my soul, what do you say?* But she spoke, flattered and therefore 
tolerantly: “I let grass grow over everything that you do” 

I: “That sounds comforting and seems not to say much.” 
S: “Would you like me to say much? I can also be banal, as 

you know, and let myself be satisfied that way” 
I: “That seems hard to me. I believe that you stand in a close 

connection with everything beyond, /* with what is greatest 
and most uncommon. Therefore I thought that banality would 
be foreign to you.” 

S: “Banality is my element.” 
I: “That would be less astonishing if I said it about myself” 
S:"The more uncommon you are, the more common I can be. 

A true respite for me. I think you can sense that I don't need to 
torment myself today” 
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I: “Lcan feel it, and I’m worried that your tree will ultimately 
bear me no more fruit.” 

S: "Worried already? Don’t be stupid, and let me rest.” 
I:"I notice that you like being banal, But I do not take you to 

heart, my dear friend, since I now know you much better than 
before.” 

S: "You're getting to be familiar. I'm afraid that you are 
beginning to lose respect.” 

I: “Are you upset? I believe that would be uncalled for. 
I'm sufficiently well-informed about the proximity of pathos 
and banality” 

S: "So, have you noticed that the becoming of the soul follows 
a serpentine path? Have you seen how soon day becomes night, 
and night day? How water and dry land change places? And 
that everything spasmodic is merely destructive?” 

I: “I believe that I saw all this, I want to lie in the sun on this 
warm stone for awhile, Perhaps the sun will incubate me.” 

But the serpent crept up to me quietly and wound herself 
smoothly around my feet Evening fell and night came. I spoke 
to the serpent and said: “I don't know what to say. All pots are 
on the boil.” 

™S:"A meal is being prepared.” 
I:“A Last Supper, I suppose?” 
S:"A union with all humanity” 
1: ‘A horrifying, sweet thought: to be both guest and dish at 

this meal.”™* 
$: “That was also Christ’s highest pleasure.” 
I: “How holy, how sinful, how everything hot and cold flows 

into one another! Madness and reason want to be married, 
the lamb and the wolE graze peacefully side by side It is all yes 
and no. The opposites embrace each other, see eye to eye, and 
intermingle. They recognize their oneness in agonizing pleasure. 
My heart is filled with wild battle, The waves of dark and bright 
rivers rush together, one crashing over the other. I have never 
experienced this before.” 

S: “That is new, my dear one, at least for you.” 
I; “I suppose you are mocking me. But tears and laughter are 

one. / I no longer feel like either and I am rigid with tension, 
Loving reaches up to Heaven and resisting reaches just as high 

281 Jungs marginal note tothe calligraphic volume: “The bhagavadgita says: whenever there is a decline of the law and an increase in iniquity then T put forth myself For 
the rescue of the pious and for the destruction ofthe evildoers, for the establishment ofthe law I am born in every age" The citation is from chapter 4, verses 7-8 of 
the Bhagavad Gits, Krishna is instructing Arjuna concerning the nature of truth Se ee ee eg eet wt teh ply erg eal anbchce ter ee err deere ire bet eer Se ed ee rae ae a a ope i th Se schnell eer clea sce al Soe ee eee ge eter ate ear at oa See ee eee ee a ee 
the whole world" Jung cited some ofthese lines in Ppchology and Alchemy (1944. CW 12, $99, 140.195). The Rosaria, rst published in 1550. was one of the most Soe ee ee ee ee ee een ee Se ere a eee ea fe aed ie FE eee ee en ee ne tn Te eal te Iga rece GE nee See oe acl cet Sete aca tc eee cern ee say ek ee etn nis ae eg eee er ee ee ere sp rr ele em een oi pe Insel gue ps eas aca nS ingle et Wg eee ara eater ere reper peer pe ep eter ery Se el ee are ae Cee ee a ae err ete ferret ir et rt ee SFhagrea hae Sere et st cE fe ace ee a Cee eee en ee ee ae da eee eee eee ee ne ae om ang eae anes ca hae a gc nee in nt he re Sy Ue Tinie ferisaedeel Paice rea melhores 

1288 In Mysterium Coniancrions (1955/56). Jung noted: “Ifthe projected conflict is to be healed. it must return into the soul of the individual, where it had its beginnings Ce ee eee ee ne ee ae ee Se ee et a ae ee a aang he oF LOT Sh Fd apa ln ih i al lod err ds i we sd 
ee ask nc Alu yp oc cabs ac es ere et oe ee ee ee erie eer eee 
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They are entwined and will not let go of each other, since the 
excessive tension seems to indicate the ultimate and highest 
possibility of feeling.” 

S: "You express yourself emotionally and philosophically. You 
know that one can say all this much more simply: For example, 
one can say that you have fallen in love all the way from the 
‘worm up to Tristan and Isolde.” 

1: “Yes, I know, but nonetheless—" 

S: “Religion is still tormenting you, it seems? How many 
shields do you still need? Much better to say it straight out.” 

I.” You're not tripping me up.” 
S:*Well, what is it with morality? Have morality and immorality 

also become one today?” 
1: “You're mocking me, my sister and chthonic devil. But I 

‘must say that those two that rose up to Heaven entwined are also 
‘good and evil, I'm not joking but I groan, because joy and pain 
sound shrill together” 

S: "Where then is your understanding? You've gone utterly 
stupid. Afterall, you could resolve everything by thinking” 

I: “My understanding? My thinking? I no longer have any 
understanding, It has grown impervious to me.” 

S: *You deny everything that you believed. You've completely 
forgotten who you are. You even deny Faust, who walked calmly 
past all the specters.” 

I: “I'm no longer up to this. My spirit, too, is a specter.” 
S:*Ah, I see, you follow my teaching” 
I: “Unfortunately, that’s the case, and it has benefited me with 

painful joy” 
S: “You turn your pain into pleasure. You are twisted, blinded; 

just suffer, you fool.” 
I: “This misfortune ought to make me happy.” 

“The serpent now became angry and tried to bite my heart, but my 
seeret armor broke her poisonous fang™ She drew back astonished 
and said hissing “You actually behave as if you were unfathomable.” 

I: “That's because I have studied the art of stepping from the 
left foot onto the right and vice versa, which others have done 
unthinkingly from time immemorial.” 

The serpent raised herself again, as if accidentally / holding 
her tail in front of her mouth, so that I should not see the broken 
fang. Proudly and calmly she said “So you have finally noticed 

201 The evelfth-century tale of the adulterous romance between the Cornish knight Te dpe which Jang refered oa an example ofthe visionary mode of asic apa This sentences nor in Blick Book P 
353 This sentence i notin Blk Bok 

this?” But I spoke to her smilingly: “The sinuous line of life could 
not escape me in the long run.” 

[2] [HI 158] Where is truth and faith? Where is warm trust? 
‘You find all this between men but not between men and serpents, 
even if they are serpent souls. But wherever there is love, the 
serpentlike abides also. Christ himself compared himself to a 
serpent,” and his hellish brother, the Antichrist, is the old 
dragon himself* What is beyond the human that appears in 
love has the nature of the serpent and the bird, and the serpent 
often enchants the bird, and more rarely the bird bears off the 
serpent, Man stands in-between, What seems like a bird to you 

a serpent to the other, and what seems like a serpent to you 
a bird to the other. Therefore you will meet the other only in 

human form, If you want to become, then a battle between bird 
and serpent breaks out. And if you only want to be, you will be a 
man to yourself and to others, He who is becoming belongs in the 

desert or in a prison, for he is beyond the human. If men want to 
become, they behave like animals. No one saves us from the evil 
of becoming, unless we choose to go through Hell. 

Why did I behave as if that serpent were my soul? Only, it 
seems, because my soul was a serpent. This knowledge gave my 
soul a new face, and I decided henceforth to enchant her myself 
and subject her to my power. Serpents are wise, and I wanted my 
serpent soul to communicate her wisdom to me. Never before 
had life been so doubtful, a night of aimless tension, being one 
in being directed against one another. Nothing moved, neither 
God nor the devil. So I approached the serpent that lay in the 
sun, as if she were unthinking, Her eyes were not visible, since 
they blinked in the shimmering sunshine, and / [Image 159]™* / 
{8} Li] I spoke to her”: “How will it be, now that God and the 
devil have become one? Are they in agreement to bring life to a 
standstill? Does the confit of opposites belong to the inescapable 
conditions of life? And does he who recognizes and lives the unity 
of opposites stand stil? He has completely taken the side of actual 
life, and he no longer acts as if he belonged to one party and had 
to battle against the other, but he is both and has brought their 
discord to an end. Through taking this burden from life, has 
he also taken the force from it?" 

The serpent turned and spoke ill-humoredly: “Truly, you pester 
me. Opposites were certainly an element of life for me. You 

and the eh princes old as een reo in many versions, upto Wagner 
Chsjchology and poetry 1930, CW 15 $143). 

204 Jung commented on the comparison of Christ with the serpent in Trangfirmation and Sybol of he Libido (1912), CW B, $585 and in Ain (1950), CW 9, 2, $291 
205 CE. Transformations and Spoof he Lido (1912), CW B: S585, 
296 Image legend: "9 January 1927 my friend Hermann Sig died age 52” Jung described this a A luminous ower inthe centr, with stars rotating about it, Around the 

flower, walls with eight gates, The whole conceived asa transparent window This mandala was based on a dream noted on January 2, 1927 (se above. p 217). From 
the ‘town map. the relation between the dream and the painting is clear Gee Appendix A). He anonymously reproduced this in 1930 in “Commentary to the Secret 
ofthe Golden Flower’ "fom which this description i taken He reproduced ie again in 1952, and added the following commentary, “The ose in the contri depicted 
asa ruby its outer rng being conceived asa wheel ora wall with gates (60 that nothing can come out from inside or goin from outside). The mandala was aspontane- 
‘us prodact fom the analysis ofa male patient” After narrating the dream, Jung added: "The dreamer went on: "I tie to paint this dream. But as so often happens, 
{teame out eather different. The magnolia tened into a sort of rose made of riby-colord gas Tr shone like a four-rayed star The square represents the wall ofthe 
park and atthe same time a street leading round the park in a square Trom it there radiate eight main streets, and from each of these eight sidestrees, which meet in 
‘shining ed central point, ther lke the Etoile in Pais. The sequaintance mentioned in the dream lived in a house at the corner of one ofthese stars; The mandala 
thas combine the casi mo of fowe, sa cc, precinct (emene) and plan of ty vided inc quarters with tale” The whole thing ened ikea Window 
‘opening on to eternity’ wrote the dreamer” (Concerning mandala symbolism.” CW 9,1, §654—5.In 1955/56 he used this same expression to denote the lustation of 
the self (Myst Coniacons, CW 14, §763)- On October 7, 1932, Jung showed this mandala in a seminat, and commented on i the next day. In this account, he states 
that che painting ofthe mandala precded the dream: “You remember possibly the picture that I showed you last evening. the central stone andthe idle jewels ound 
it Ie is pethaps interesting if I tell you about the dream in connection with it.I was the perpetrator ofthat mandala ata time when I had not the lightest idea whae 
‘a mandala was and in my extreme modesty I thought, Iam the jewel in the cener and those hile light are surely very nice peosple who believe that they ae also jewels, 
Batmaller ones. dough very well of mye that Iwas able expres mel ie tha: my marvelous center here and an ight in my eae He aed that at Fst he dd not recognize tat de park wat the same che mandala mich he ad painted and commented "Now Livespod is the center of Helier the center of 
Iife—and Iam not the center, am the fol who lives in a datk place somewhere, Iam one of those ltl side light. In that way my Western prejudice that I was the 
center of the mandala was corrected—that lam everything, the whole show, the king. the god” (The Ppcholgy of Kundalini Yoga, . 100). In Memories, Jung added some 
further detail (pp. 223-24), 

297 February 1914 
298 BlackBook 4 alo has:“I ly these questions before you today, my soul” (p91), Flere, the serpent is substiuted for the soul 
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probably will have noticed this, Your innovations deprive me 
of this source of power. I can neither lure you with pathos nor 
annoy you with banality. I am somewhat baffled.” 

1: “If you are baffled, should I give counsel? I would rather 
you dive down to the deeper grounds to which you have entry 
and ask Hades or the heavenly ones, perhaps someone there can 
give counsel.” 

S: “You have become imperious.” 
I: “Necessity is even more imperious than I. I must live and be 

able to move.” 
S: "You have the whole wide earth. What do you want to ask 

the beyond for?” 
1: “Te isn't curiosity that drives me, but necessity. I will not yield.” 
S: Tobey, but reluctantly. This style is new and unaccustomed 

to me.” 

1: “I'm sorry, but there is pressing need, Tell the depths that 
prospects are not looking too good for us, because we have cut 

off an important organ from life. As you know, I’m not the guilty 
‘one, since you have led me carefully along this way” 

2” "You might have rejected the apple.” 
1: “Enough of these jokes. You know that story berter than I 

do, I am serious. We need some air. Be on your way and fetch the 
fire. Ie has already been dark around me for too long, Are you 
sluggish or cowardly?” 

S: “I'm off to work. Take from me what I bring up."** 

[HI 160] Slowly, the throne of the God ascends into empty 
space, followed by the holy trinity, all of Heaven, and finally 
Satan himself. He resists and clings to his beyond. He will not / 
lee it go. The upperworld is too chilly for him. 

S: “Have you got tight hold of him?”=* 
I: "Welcome, hot thing of darkness! My soul probably pulled 

you up roughly?” 
‘S="Why this noise? I protest against this violent extraction.” 
1: “Calm down. I didn’t expect you. You come last of all. You 

seem to be the hardest part” 
S: “What do you want from me? I don’t need you, 

impertinent fellow.” 
I: “It’s a good thing we have you. You're the liveliest thing in 

the whole dogma.”*"> 
S: “What concern is your prattle to me! Make it quick 

T'm freezing” 
I: "Listen, something has just happened to us: we have united the 

opposites. Among other things, we have bonded you with God.”"* 
‘S:“For God's sake, why this hopeless fuss? Why such nonsense?” 
1; “Please, that wasn’t so stupid. This unification is an 

important principle. We have put a stop to never-ending 
quarreling, to finally free our hands for real life.” 

S: “This smells of monism, I have already made note of some 
of these men. Special chambers have been heated for them.” 

1: “You're mistaken. Matters are not as rational with us as they 

299 BlackBook 4: “You ae playing Adam and Eve with me” (p. 93) 
300 Jungs marginal note to the ealigeaphic volume: “Visi.” 
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seem to be. We have no single correct truth either. Rather, a most 
remarkable and strange fact has occurred: after the opposites had 
been united, quite unexpectedly and incomprehensibly nothing 
furcher happened. Everything remained in place, peacefully and yet 
completely motionless, and life turned into a complete standstill” 

S: “Yes, you fools, you certainly have made a pretty mess 
of things.” 

I. “Well, your mockery is unnecessary. Our intentions 
were serious.” 

S: "Your seriousness leads us to suffer. The ordering of the 
beyond is shaken to its foundations.” 

1: “So you realize that matters are serious. I want an answer 
to my question, what should happen under these circumstances? 
“We no longer know what to do.” 

S: “Well, it is hard to know what to do, and difficult to give 
advice even if one would like to give it. You are blinded fools, a 
brashly impertinent people, Why didn’t you stay out of trouble? 
How do you mean to understand the ordering of the world?” 

I: “Your ranting suggests that you are quite thoroughly 
aggrieved. Look, the holy trinity is taking things coolly. It seems 
not to dislike the innovation.” 

S: “Ah, the trinity is so irrational that one / can never trust 
its reactions, I strongly advise you not to take those symbols 
seriously”** 

1: "I thank you for this well-meant advice. But you seem to be 
interested, One would expect you to pass unbiased judgment on 
account of your proverbial intelligence.” 

S: “Me, unbiased! You can judge for yourself. If you consider 
this absoluteness in its completely lifeless equanimity, you can 
easily discover that the state and standstill produced by your 
presuumptuousness closely resembles the absolute. But if I counsel 
you, I place myself completely on your side, since you too find 
this standstill unbearable.” 

I: “What? You take my side? That is strange. 
S: "That's not so strange. The absolute was always adverse to 

the living. I am still the real master of life.” 
1: "That is suspicious, Your reaction is far too personal.” 
S: “My reaction is far from personal. I am utterly restless, 

quickly hucrying life. I am never contented, never unperturbed. 
I pull everything down and hastily rebuild. I am ambition, greed 
for fame, lust for action; I am the fizz of new thoughts and action, 
The absolute is boring and vegetative.” 

I: “Alright, I believe you. So—just what do you advise?” 
S: “The best advice I can give you is: revoke your completely 

harmful innovation as soon as possible.” 
1: “What would be gained by that? Weld have to start from 

scratch again and would infallibly reach the same conclusion a 
second time, What one has grasped once, one cannot intentionally 
not know again and undo, Your counsel is no counsel.” 

S: “But could you exist without divisiveness and disunity? You 
have to get worked up about something, represent a party, overcome 
opposites, if you want to live.” 

301 BlackBook "Saran crawls out ofa dark hole with horns and tal, 1 pl him outby the hands" (p. 94) 
302 The interlocuror is Satan. 
303 For Jungs account of the significance of Satan, sce Auswer to Job (1952), CW 1 
304 Jung discussed che ise of uniting the opposites at length in Psychol Types (1921) ch. 6,~The type problem in the poetic ar.” The uniting of the opposites takes 

place through the production of the reconciling symbol 
305 BlackBook 4 ha instead of this sentence: "Matters are not as intellectual and generally ethical with us as in Monism” (p. 96). The seference is to Eenst Haeckel’ system 

cof Monise, which Jung was critical of 
306 CE Jung, “Attempe ata psychological interpretation ofthe dogma ofthe trinity” (1940). CW 11 
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“That does not help. We also see each other in the opposite 
We have grown tired of this game.” 

Si "And so wich life” 
I; “It seems to me that it depends on what you call life. Your 

notion of life has to do with climbing up and tearing down, 
with assertion and doubt, with impatient dragging around, / 
[Image 163] / with hasty desire. You lack the absolute and its 
forbearing patience.” 

S: “Quite right. My life bubbles and foams and stirs up 
turbulent waves, it consists of seizing and throwing away, ardent 
wishing and restlessness. That is life, isn’t it?” 

I. "But the absolute also lives.” 
S:"That is no life, It is a standstill or as good as a standstill, or 

rather: it lives interminably slowly and wastes thousands of years, 
just like the miserable condition that you have created.” 

I; “You enlighten me, You are personal life, but the apparent 
standstill is the forbearing life of eternity, the life of divinity! This 
time you have counseled me well. Iwill let you go. Farewell.” 

[HI 164] Satan crawls deftly like a mole back into his hole 
again. The symbol of the trinity and its entourage rise up in 
peace and equanimity to Heaven, I thank you, serpent, for 
hauling up the right one for me. Everyone understands his words, 
since they are personal. We can live again, a long life, We can 
waste thousands of years, 

[HI 164/2] [2] Where to begin, oh Gods? In suffering or 
in joy, or in the mixed feeling lying between? The beginning is 
always the smallest, it begins in nothing, IF begin there, I see the 
little drop of “something” that falls into the sea of nothingness. 
Ie is forever about beginning again down where the nothingness 
widens itself to unrestricted freedom.”* Nothing has happened 
yet, the world has yet to begin, the sun is not yet born, the watery 
firmament has not been separated,” we have not yet climbed 
onto the shoulders of our fathers, since our fathers have not yet 
become. They have only just died and rest in the womb of our 
bloodthirsty Europe 

We stand in the vastness, wed to the serpent, and consider 
which stone could be the foundation stone of the building, / 
which we do not yet know. The most ancient? It is suitable as 
a symbol. We want something graspable. We are weary of the 
webs that the day weaves and the night unpicks. The devil is 
probably supposed to create it, that paltry partisan with sham 
understanding and greedy hands? He emerged from the lump 

of manure in which the Gods had secured thei eggs. I would like 
10 kick the garbage away from me, if the golden seed were not in 
the vile heart of the misshapen form, 

Arise then, son of darkness and stench! How firmly you cling 
to the rubble and waste of the eternal cesspit! I do not fear you, 
though I hate you, you brother of everything reprehensible in me. 
“Today, you shall be forged with heavy hammers so that the gold 
of the Gods will spray out of your body. Your time is over, your 
years are numbered, and today your day of judgment has gone to 
smithereens. May your casings burst asunder, with our hands we 
wish to take hold of your seed, the golden one, and free it from 
slithery mud. May you freeze, devil, since we will cold-forge you. 
Steel is harder than ice. You shall fit into our form, you thief of 
the divine marvel, you mother ape, you who stuff your body with 
the egg of the Gods and thereby make yourself weighty. Hence 
‘we curse you, though not because of you, but for the sake of the 
golden seed. 

What serviceable forms rise from your body, you thieving 
abyss! These appear as elemental spirits, dressed in wrinkled 
garb, Cabiri, with delightful misshapen forms, young and yet old, 
dwarfish, shriveled, unspectacular bearers of secret arts, possessors 
of ridiculous wisdom, first formations of the unformed gold, 
‘worms that crawl from the liberated egg of the Gods, incipient 
ones, unborn, still invisible, What should your appearance be to 
us? What new arts do you bear up from the inaccessible treasure 
chamber, the sun yoke from the egg of the Gods? You still have 
roots in the soil like plants and you are animal faces / of the 
human body; you are foolishly sweet, uncanny, primordial, and 
earthly. We cannot grasp your essence, you gnomes, you object- 
souls. You have your origin in the lowest. Do you want to become 
giants, you Tom Thumbs? Do you belong to the followers of the 
son of the earth? Are you the earthly feet of the Godhead? What 
do you want? Speak!” 

The Cabiri: “We come to greet you as the master of the 
lower nature.” 

I: “Are you speaking to me? Am I your master?” 
The Cabiri: "You were not, but you are novi” 
I: *So you declare. And so be it. Yet what should I do with 

your following?” 
The Cabiri: "We carry what is not to be carried from below 

to above, We are the juices that rise secretly, not by force, but 
sucked out of inertia and affixed to what is growing. We know 
the unknown ways and the inexplicable laws of living matter. We 

307 Image legend: 1928. When I painted this image, which showed the golden wel-forifed case, Richard Wilhelm sent me from Frankfurt the Chinese, thousand yeatold text ofthe golden castle, the embryo ofthe immortal body Ecclesia catholic et protestante x seclis! in secret Aeon fntus, (A church both Catholic and Protestant shrouded in secrecy The end of tn acon) Jung described this a A mandala ea forcifed cy with wall and mont. Within, abroad moat surrounding wall Tertfied with sixteen towers and with another inner moat. This moat encloses a central castle with golden roofs whose centre isa golden temple, He anonymeasiy reproduced this in t930 In Commentary on The Secret ofthe Golden Flower» from which hs description i taken He reproduced i sain m 1952 in “Conceraing mandala symbolism” al added the following commentary "Painting of s medieval iy with wall and moat streets and churches, arranged quadeatcly. The innet cir is again surrounded by walle and moats ike the Imperial City n Pking, The buldings all open inward, toward the center, cpreseted by a castle with a golden {oof too it surrounded bya moat The ground round the castle is laid with black and white tes, representing the united opposes This mandala was done by a Imiddle-ged man. picture like this is unknown in Christian symbolism, The Heavenly Jerusalem of Revelation is known to everbody. Coming tothe Indian ‘word of ies, we find the city of Brahm on the world mountain, Meru. We red in the Gale Flower "The oko te Yelow Cate says “Inthe squae inch Geldof the square foot houte, life canbe regulated" The square foot house i the face, The square inch fel fn the face what could that be other than che heavenly heart? Inthe middle ofthe square inch dvels the aplendor. Inthe purple hal ofthe city of Jade dwells the God of Utmost Emptiness and Life’ The Toit cal thi center “theland of ancestor or golden cari” (CW 9,1, $691). On this mandala ee John Pec, The Vio Drath Det Contr, Imperial etn Later Alipents Stas a the reas ad Vito of Sat Peco ond Drothes, So of Quietus, Thesis, CG, Jang Insitute, ZAtich, 1992, pp. 18585 308 This line links with te beginning of Sermon one, Scns (ee below p. 346). 
309 A reference to the acount of cretion in the book of Genesis 5310 The Cabin were the deities celebrated at the mysteries of Samothrace. They were held tobe promoters of fertility and protectors of slr, Friedrich Creuzer and Schelling held them tobe the primal deities of Greek mythology from which ll ther developed (Spot nd Myiholgt dere Vller [Leip Leke, 1810-23). The Deis of Snot [185 intoduced and randated by RF Brown [issoula, MT. Scholae Press 1977). Jang had copies of both ofthese works They appeat in Goethe's Fa, pare, at. Jung dncessed the Cabin Traxfrmation on Spas ide (191%. CWB §209-11). fn 1040 Jung wrote “The Cab anf, the mysterious ereauve powers the gomes who work undcr the earth, Lc, below the threshold of consciousness in order to supply with hacky ideas. As imps and hobgoblins however thy ao lay all sorts of nany tric, keping back names and dates that were ‘onthe ip ofthe tong, malungus say the wrong ching. ete They 

give ancy everthing that ha nor slreay been anticipated byconscousnes andthe functions ats dsponal deeper insight wl show tha the primtve and 
Echacguaites ofthe inferior function conceal al sorts of igniean relationships and symbolic meanings, and instead of laughing ofthe Cabi as iiclous Tom “Thumbs he may begin to suspect that they area canoe howe of hidden wisdom Attempt ata pychalopied inexpretation of the dogma ofthe tani” CW th, 
S244) Jung commented on the Cabs scene in Fain Ply nd aston (1944 CW 12. $2038), The daioge wit the Cab that takes Pace hee i ot fou in 
Dich ok busin the Hlndoriten Dr Te may have been waten separately it would have been writen pio othe summer of 935 
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carry up what slumbers in the earthly, what is dead and yet enters 
into the living, We do this slowly and easily, what you do in vain 
in your human way. We complete what is impossible for you.” 

1: “What should I leave to you? Which troubles can I transfer 
to you? What should I not do, and what do you do better?” 

The Cabiri: “You forget the lethargy of matter. You want to 
pull up with your own force what can only rise slowly, ingesting 
itself, affixed to itself from within. Spare yourself the trouble, or 
you will disturb our work.” 

1: "Should I trust you, you untrustworthy ones, you slaves and 
slave souls? Get to work. Let it be 80.” 

» [HI 166] “It seems to me that I gave you along time. Neither 
did I descend to you nor did I disturb your work. I lived in the 
light of day and did the work of the day, What did you do?” 

The Cabiri: “We hauled things up, we built. We placed stone 
upon stone, Now you stand on solid ground.” 

1: “I feel the ground more solid. I stretch upward.” 
“The Cabiri: “We forged a flashing / sword for you, with which 

you can cut the knot that entangles you.” 
I: *L take the sword firmly in my hand. I lift it for the blow.” 
‘The Cabiris “We also place before you the devilish, skillfully 

towined knot that locks and seals you. Strike, only sharpness will 
cut through it.” 

L: “Let me see it, the great knot, all wound round! Truly a 

masterpiece of inscrutable nature, a wily natural tangle of roots 
grown through one another! Only Mother Nature, the blind 
weaver, could work such a tangle! A great snarled ball and a 
thousand small knots, all artfully tied, intertwined, truly, a human 
brain! Am I seeing straight? What did you do? You set my brain 
before me! Did you give me a sword so that its flashing sharpness 
slices through my brain? What were you thinking of?” 

‘The Cabiri: “The womb of nature wove the brain, the womb, 
of the earth gave the iron. So the Mother gave you both 
entanglement and severing,” 

1: “Mysterious! Do you really want to make me the executioner 
of my own brain?” 

The Cabiri “Ie befits you as the master of the lower nature. 
Man is entangled in his brain and the sword is also given to him 
to cut through the entanglement.” 

“What is the entanglement you speak of?” 
‘The Cabiri: “The entanglement is your madness, the sword is 

the overcoming of madness.”*” 
1: “You offsprings of the devil, who told you chat I am mad? 

‘You earth spirits, you roots of clay and excrement, are you not 
yourselves the root fibers of my brain? You polyp-snared rubbish, 
channels for juice knotted together, parasites upon parasites, all 
sucked up and deceived, secretly climbing up over one another 
by night, you deserve the flashing sharpness of my sword. You 
‘want to persuade me to cut through you? Are you contemplating 
self-destruction? How come nature gives birth to creatures that 
she herself wants to destroy?” 

The Cabiri: “Do not hesitate. We need destruction since we 

ourselves are the entanglement. He who wishes to conquer new 
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land / brings down the bridges behind him, Let us not exist 
anymore. We are the thousand canals in which everything also 
flows back again into its origin.” 

I: “Should I sever my own roots? Kill my own people, whose 
king I am? Should I make my own tree wither? You really are 
the sons of the devil.” 

The Cabiri: “Strike, we are servants who want to die for 
their master.” 

I: “What will happen if I strike?” 
The Cabiri: “Then you will no longer be your brain, but will 

exist beyond your madness, Do you not see, your madness is 
your brain, the terrible entanglement and intertwining in the 
connection of the roots, in the nets of canals, the confusion of 
fibers, Being engrossed in the brain makes you wild. Strike! He 
‘who finds the way rises up over his brain. You are a Tom Thumb 
in the brain, beyond the brain you gain the form of a giant. We 
are surely sons of the devil, but did you not forge us out of the 
hot and dark? So we have something of its nature and of yours. 
‘The devil says that everything that exists is also worthy, since 
it perishes. As sons of the devil we want destruction, but as your 
creatures we want our own destruction, We want to rise up in 
you through death. We are roots that suck up from all sides 
‘Now you have everything that you need, therefore chop us up, 
tear us out.” 

I: “Will I miss you as servants? As a master I need slaves.” 

‘The Cabiri: “The master serves himself” 
I: *You ambiguous sons of the devil, these words are 

your undoing. May my sword strike you, this blow shall be 
valid forever.” 

‘The Cabiri “Woe, woe! What we feared, what we desired, has 
come to pass.” 

/ [mage 169] / [HI 171] I set foot on new land. Nothing 
brought up should flow back. No one shall tear down what I 
have built. My tower is of iron and has no seams. The devil is 
forged into the foundations, The Cabiri built it and the master 
builders were sacrificed with the sword on the battlements of the 
tower, Just as a tower surmounts the summit of a mountain on. 
which it stands, so I stand above my brain, from which I grew. 
T have become hard and cannot be undone again, No more do T 
flow back, I am the master of my own self. admire my mastery 
T am strong and beautiful and rich. The vast lands and the blue 
sky have laid themselves before me and bowed to my mastery. I 
‘wait upon no one and no one waits upon me. I serve myself and 
1 myself serve. Therefore I have what I need.** 

‘My rower grew for several thousand years, imperishable. It does 
not sink back But it can be built over and will be built over. Few 
grasp my tower, since it stands on a high mountain, But many will 
see it / and not grasp it. Therefore my tower will remain unused. 
‘No one scales its smooth walls. No one lands on its pointed roof. 
Only he who finds the entrance hidden in the mountain and rises 
up through the labyrinths of the innards can reach the tower, and 
the happiness of he who surveys things from there and he who 
lives from himself. This has been attained and created, It has not 

31 Jungs magia note ode aig volume: "Thereupon Id chis mate aie for hes eek” 
12 In "Teas ion symbolism in the mast” (1941), Jung noted thatthe motif ofthe sword played an important role in alchemy and discussed its significance as 8 instrament of sacrifice is divisive and separate ancien, He noted that-The alchemical sword brings about the slur epaatioclementocar, thereby restoring thc gia cndon hon 0 at ean mo pert dy can be proud ane prem fro o iain (CW $397 & 2). 
313 The notion here of overcoming madness is close to Schelling’s distinction 

madness (ce note 89, p.238) 
tween the person who is overcome by madness and the person who manages to govern 

514 Jungs marginal note tothe calligraphic volume: "acipe quod tecum eet. in collect. Mangtiinstimis pains” (Accept what x preent. In the lst page ofthe Manget 
Coles csc thet his ero the Bile hme ri ream aan erent Hears sci of Mange (703), a calection of 
alchemic: 
Angels, while another lies prostrate, 

texts. Jing possessed «copy ofthis work, which has some sips of paper in iad some unerlnings. jing note possibly eer othe last woodet of the Mate Liber wich concludes volume one ofthe Bilt che aria representation ofthe completion ofthe chemical op ichemical opus, with a man being lifted upward by 
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arisen from a patchwork of human thoughts, but has been forged 
from the glowing heat of the innards; the Cabiri themselves 
carried the matter to the mountain and consecrated the building 
with their own blood as the sole keepers of the mystery of its 
genesis. I built itout of the lower and upper beyond and not from 
the surface of the world, Therefore it is new and strange and 
towers over the plains inhabited by humans. This is the solid and 
the beginning 

[HI 172] 1 have united with the serpent of the beyond. I have 
accepted everything beyond into myself. From this I have built 
my beginning. When this work was completed, I was pleased, 
and I felt curious to know what might still lie in my beyond. So I 
approached my serpent and asked her / amiably whether she 
would not like to creep over to bring me news of what was 
happening in the beyond, But the serpent was weary and said that 
she had no liking for this, 

{4} 1: “I don’t wane to force anything, but perhaps, who 
knows? We will still find out something useful.” For a while the 
serpent hesitated, then she disappeared into the depths. Soon 
I heard her voice: “I believe that I have reached Hell. There is 
a hanged man here.” A plain, ugly man with a contorted face 
stands before me, He has protruding ears and a hunchback. He 
said: “I am a poisoner who was condemned to the rope.” 

I: “What did you do?” 
He: “I poisoned my parents and my wife.” 
I: “Why did you do that?” 
He: “To honor God.” 
I: "What? To honor God? What do you mean by that?” 
He: “First of all, everything that happens is for the honor of 

God, and secondly, I had my own ideas.” 
1: “What went through your mind?” 
He: "I loved them and wanted to transport them more quickly 

from a wretched life into eternal blessedness. I gave them a 
strong, too strong a nightcap.” 

1: "And did this not lead you to find out what your own interest 
in this was?” 

He: “I was now alone and very unhappy. I wanted to live for the 
sake of my two children, for whom I foresaw a better future. I was 
in better health than my wife, so / I wanted to live.” 

I: "Did your wife agree to the murders?” 
He: “No, she certainly would have consented, but she knew 

nothing of my intentions, Unfortunately, the murder was 
discovered and I was condemned to death.” 

1: “Have you found your relatives again in the beyond?” 
He: “That's a strange and unlikely story. I suspect that I'm 

in Hell. Sometimes it seems as if my wife were here too, and 
sometimes I'm not sure, just as little as I’m sure of my own self” 

1: “What is it like? Tell me.” 
He: “From time to time, she seems to speak to me and I reply. 

But we haven't spoken about either the murder or our children 
until now. We only speak together here and there, and only 
about trivial things, small matters from our earlier daily life, but 
completely impersonal, as if we no longer had anything to do 
with each other. But the true nature of things eludes me. I see 
even less of my parents; I believe that I have yet to meet my 

395 a Pahl pe, 
Jung began planning 

316 February 2 1914. 
317 Black Book 4 has: “soul” (p. 110) 

ower at Bollingen, 

mother, My father was here once and said something about his 
tobacco pipe, which he had lost somewhere.” 

I; “But how do you pass your time?” 
He: “I believe that there is no time with us, so there is none to 

spend. Nothing at all happens.” 
I: “Isn't that / extremely boring?” 
He: “Boring? I've never thought about it like that, Boring? 

Perhaps, but there’s nothing interesting, In actual fact, it’s pretty 
much all the same.” 

I: “Doesn't the devil ever torment you?” 
He: “The devil? I've seen nothing of him.” 
1: "You come from the beyond and yet you have nothing to 

report? I find that hard to believe.” 
He: “When I still had a body, I often thought that surely it 

‘would be interesting to speak to one of the dead. But now the 
prospect means nothing much to me. As I said, everything here 
is impersonal and purely matter of fact, As far as I know, that’s 
what they say” 

1: "That is bleak, I assume that you are in the deepest Hell.” 
He: “I don’t care. I guess I can go now, can’t I? Farewell.” 
Suddenly he vanished. But I turned to the serpent” and said 

“What should this boring guest from the beyond mean?” 
S: "I met him over there, stumbling around restlessly like so 

many others. I chose him as the next best. He strikes me as a 
good example.” 

I: “But is the beyond so colorless?” 
S: "It seems so; there is nothing but motion, when I make 

my way over there. Everything merely surges back and forth in a 
shadowy way. There is nothing personal whatsoever.” 

1: “What is it, then, with this damned personal quality? Satan 
recently made / a strong impression on me, as if he were the 
quintessence of the personal.” 

S: "Of course he would, since he is the eternal adversary, and 
because you can never reconcile personal life with absolute life.” 

1: “Can't one unite these opposites?” 
S: “They are not opposites, but simply differences. Just as 

little as you make the day the opposite of the year or the bushel 
the opposite of the cubit.” 

I: "Thar’s enlightening, but somewhat boring” 
S: “As always, when one speaks of the beyond. It goes on 

withering away, particularly since we have balanced the opposites 
and married. I believe the dead will soon become extinct.” 

[HI 176] [2] The devil is the sum of the darkness of human 
nature, He who lives in the light strives toward being the image 
‘of God; he who lives in the dark strives toward being the image of 
the devil, Because I wanted to live in the light, the sun went out 
for me when I touched the depths. It was dark and serpentlike 
united myself with it and did not overpower it. I took my part 
of the humiliation and subjugation upon myself, in that I took 
on the nature of the serpent. 

If Thad / not become like the serpent, the devil, the quintessence 
of everything serpentlike, would have held this bit of power over 
me. This would have given the devil a grip and he would have 
forced me to make a pact with him just as he also cunningly 
deceived Faust." But I forestalled him by uniting myself with the 
serpent, just as a man unites with a woman. 

‘commented on the symbolism ofthe tower in is discussion ofthe vision of the tower in The Shepherd of Hers (CW 6, §390ff). In 1920, 
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So I took away from the devil the possibility of influence, 
which only ever passes through one’s own serpenthood,” which one 
commonly assigns to the devil instead of oneself. Mephistopheles 
is Satan, taken with my serpenthood. Satan himself is the 
quintessence of evil, naked and therefore without seduction, not 
even clever, but pure negation without convincing force. Thus I 
resisted his destructive influence and grasped him and fettered 
him firmly, His descendants served me and I sacrificed them 
with the sword. 

Thus I buile a firm structure. Through this I myself gained 
stability and duration and could withstand the fluctuations of the 
personal. Therefore the immortal in me is saved, Through drawing 
the darkness from my beyond over into the day, I emptied my 
beyond. Therefore the demands of the dead disappeared, as they 
were satisfied. 

/ Tam no longer threatened by the dead, since I accepted 
their demands though accepting the serpent. But through this I 
have also taken over something of the dead into my day. Yet it 
was necessary, since death is the most enduring of all things, that 
which can never be canceled out. Death gives me durability and 
solidity, So long as I wanted to satisfy only my own demands, I 
‘was personal and therefore living in the sense of the world. But 
when I recognized the demands of the dead in me and satisfied 
them, I gave up my earlier personal striving and the world had to 
take me for a dead man. For a great cold comes over whoever in 
the excess of his personal striving has recognized the demands of 
the dead and seeks to satisfy them. 

While he feels as if mysterious poison has paralyzed the living 
quality of his personal relations, the voices of the dead remain 
silent in his beyond; the threat, the fear, and the restlessness 
cease, For everything that previously lurked hungrily in him no 
Jonger lives with him in his day. His life is beautiful and rich, since 
he is himseli 

But whoever always wants only the fortune of others is ugly, 
since he / cripples himself, A murderer is one who wants to 
force others to blessedness, since he kills his own growth. A. 
fool is one who exterminates his love for the sake of love. Such 
2 one is personal to the other. His beyond is gray and impersonal. 
He forces himself upon others; therefore he is cursed into 
forcing himself upon himself in a cold nothingness. He who has 
recognized the demands of the dead has banished his ugliness to 
the beyond. He no longer greedily forces himself upon others, 
but lives alone in beauty and speaks with the dead. But there 
comes the day when the demands of the dead also are satisfied. 
If one then still perseveres in solitude, beauty fades into 
the beyond and the wasteland comes over onto this side. A 
black stage comes after the white, and Heaven and Hell are 
forever there.” 

{5}[1] [HI 179] Now that I had found the beauty in me and 
with myself, I spoke to my serpent™: “I look back as onto a work 
that has been accomplished.” 

Serpent: “Nothing is accomplished yet.” 
1:"What do you mean? Not accomplished” 
Se: “This is only the beginning” 
I: "I think you are lying.” 
Se: "Whom are you quarreling with? Do you know better?” 
I:“I know / nothing, but I'd already gotten used to the idea 

319 The Corrected Draft has instead: “me with the serpent” (P21). 
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that we had reached a goal, at least a temporary one, If even the 
dead are about to become extinct, what else is going to happen?” 

Se: “But then the living must first begin to live.” 
1: “This remark could certainly be deeply meaningful, but it 

seems to be nothing but a joke.” 
Se: “You are getting impertinent. I'm not joking, Life has yet 

to begin.” 
I:"What do you mean by life?” 
Se:"I say, life has yet to begin. Didn't you feel empty today? Do 

you call that life?” 
1: “What you say is true, but I try to put as good a face as I can 

on everything and to settle for things” 
Se: “That might be quite comfortable, But you really ought to 

‘make much higher demands.” 
I:"That I dread. I will certainly not assume that I could satisfy 

my own demands, but neither do I think that you are capable 
of satisfying them. However, it might be that once again 'm not 
trusting you enough. I suppose that might be so because I've drawn 
closer to you in human terms and find you so urbane.” 

Se: “That proves nothing, Just don’t assume that somehow you 
could ever grasp me and embody me.” 

1: “So, what should it be? I’m ready.” 

Se: “You are entitled to’ a reward for / what has been 
accomplished so far” 

1:"A sweet thought, that payment could be made for this.” 
Se: “I give you payment in images. Behold:” 

[Hr 181] Elijah and Salome! The cycle is completed and the 
‘gates of the mysteries have opened again, Elijah leads Salome, the 
seeing one, by the hand, She blushes and lowers her eyes while 
lovingly batting her eyelids 

E: "Here, I give you Salome, May she be yours.” 
I: "For God's sake, what should I do with Salome? I am already 

married and we are not among the Turks.” 
E: "You helpless man, how ponderous you are. Is this not a 

beautiful gift? Is her healing not your doing? Won't you accept 
her love as the well-deserved payment for your trouble?” 

I:"T seems to me a rather strange gift, more burden than joy. I 
am happy that Salome is thankful to me and loves me. I love her 
too—somewhat. Incidentally, the care I afforded her, was, literally, 
pressed out of me, rather than something I gave freely and 
intentionally. If my partly unintentional / ordeal has had such a 
good outcome, I'm already completely satisfied.” 

Salome to Elijah: “Leave him, he is a strange man. Heaven 
knows what his motives are, but he seems to be serious. I'm not 
ugly and surely I'm generally desirable.” 

Salome to me: “Why do you refuse me? I want to be your maid 
and serve you, I will sing and dance before you, fend off people 
for you, comfort you when you are sad, laugh with you when you 
are happy. I will carry all your thoughts in my heart. I will kiss the 
‘words that you speak to me. I will pick roses for you each day and 
all my thoughts will wait upon you and surround you.” 

I:"T thank you for your love. It is beautiful to hear you speak 
of love. It is music and old, far-off homesickness. Look, my tears 
are falling because of your good words. I want to kneel before 
you and kiss your hands a hundred times, because they want to 
give me love. You speak so beautifully of love. One can never 
hear enough of love being spoken.” 

320 Jung's marginal note to the calligraphic volume: “I still did nox realize that I myself was this murderer” 
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Sal: “Why only speak? I want to be yours, utterly and 
completely yours.” 

I: "You are like the serpent that coiled around me and pressed 
out my blood.”** / Your sweet words wind around me and I stand 
like someone crucified.” 

Sal: “Why still crucified?” 
I: “Don’t you see that unrelenting necessity has flung me onto 

the cross? It is impossibility that lames me.” 
Sal: “Don’t you want to break through necessity? Is what you 

call a necessity really one?”™ 
I: “Listen, I doubt that it is your destiny to belong to me. I do 

‘not want to intervene in your utterly singular life, since I can never 
help you to lead it to an end. And what do you gain if one day I 
must lay you aside like a worn garment?” 

Sal; “Your words are terrible. But I love you so much that I 
could also lay myself aside when your time has come.” 

1: “I know that it would be the greatest torment for me to let 
you go away: But if you can do this for me, I can also do it for you 
I would go on without lament, since I have not forgotten the 
dream where I saw my body lying on sharp needles and a bronze 
wheel rolling over my breast, crushing it. 1 must think of this 
dream whenever I think of love. Ifit must be, I am ready.” 

Sal; “I don’t want such a sacrifice. I want to bring you joy. Can, 
I not be joy to you” 

I: I don't know, perhaps, / perhaps not.” 
Sal: “So then at least try” 
I: "The attempt is the same as the act. Such attempts are costly” 
Sal; “Won't you bear the cost for my sake?” 
I: "Tm rather too weak, too exhausted after what I have suffered 

because of you, still to be able to undertake further tasks for you. 
I would be overwhelmed.” 

Sal: “If you don’t want to accept me, then surely I cannot 
accept you?” 

I “Ie’s not a matter of acceptance; if it’s about anything in 
particular, it’s about giving” 

Sal: “But I do give myself to you. Just accept me.” 
I: “As if that would settle the matter! But being entangled with 

love! Simply thinking about it is dreadful.” 
Sal; “So you really demand that I be and not be atthe same time 

That is impossible. What’s wrong with you?” 
1: "I lack the strength to hoist another fate onto my shoulders. 

Thave enough to carry.” 
Sal: “But what if I help you bear this load?” 
1: “How can you? You'd have to carry me, an untamed burden. 

Shoulda’t I have to carry it myself?” 
E: "You speak the truth, May each one carry his load, He who 

wants to burden others with his baggage is their slave.” It is not 
too difficult for anyone to lug themselves.” 

Sal; “But father, couldn't I help him bear part of his burden?” 
E: "Then he'd be your slave.” / 
Sal; “Or my master and ruler.” 
1: “That I shall not be. You should be a free being. I can bear 

neither slaves nor masters. I long for men.” 
Sal: ‘Am T not a human being?” 
I: “Be your own master and your own slave, do not belong to 

me but to yourself. Do not bear my burden, but your own. Thus 

you leave me my human freedom, a thing that’s worth more to 
me than the sight of ownership over another person.” 

Sal: “Are you sending me away?” 
1: “I'm not sending you away. You must not be far from me. 

But give to me out of your fullness, not your longing. I cannot 
satisfy your poverty just as you cannot still my longing. If your 
harvest is rich, send me some fruit from your garden. If you suf- 
fer from abundance, I will drink from the brimming horn of your 
joy. 1 know that thar will be a balm for me. I can satisfy myself 
only at the table of the satisfied, not at the empty bowls of those 
who yearn, I will not steal my payment. You possess nothing, so 
how can you give? Insofar as you give, you demand. Elijah, old 
man, listen: you have a strange gratitude, Do not give away your 
daughter, but set her / on her own feet. She would like to dance, 
to sing or play the lute before people, and she would like their 
flashing coins thrown before her feet. Salome, I thank you for 
your love, If you really love me, dance before the crowd, please 
people so that they praise your beauty and your art. And if you 
have a rich harvest, throw me one of your roses through the 
window, and if the fount of your joy overflows, dance and sing 
to me once more, I long for the joy of men, for their fullness and 
freedom and not their neediness” 

Sal: “What a hard and incomprehensible man you are.” 
E; "You have changed since I last saw you. You speak another 

language, one that sounds foreign to me.” 
I:"My dear old man, I'd like to believe that you find me changed. 

But you too seem to have changed. Where is your serpent?” 
E: “She has gone astray. I believe she was stolen. Since then 

things have been somewhat gloomy with us. Therefore I would 
have been happy if you had at least accepted my daughter” 

I: “I know where your serpent is. I have her. We fetched 
her from the underworld, She / gave me hardness, wisdom, and 
magical power. We need her in the upperworld, since otherwise 
the underworld would have had the advantage, to our detriment.” 

FE; “Away with you, accursed robber, may God punish you.” 
1: "Your curse is powerless. Whoever possesses the serpent 

cannot be touched by curses. No, be sensible, old man; whoever 
possesses wisdom is not greedy for power. Only the man who 
has power declines to use it. Do not cry, Salome, fortune is only 
‘what you yourself create and not what comes to you. Be gone, my 
unhappy friends, the night grows late. Elijah, expunge the false 
gleam of power from your wisdom, and you, Salome, for the sake 
of our love, do not forget to dance.” 

[2] When everything was completed in me, I unexpectedly 
returned to the mysteries, to that first sight of the otherworldly 
powers of the spirit and desire, Just as I had achieved pleasure 
in myself and power over myself, Salome had lost pleasure in 
herself but learned love for the other, and Elijah had lost the 
power of his wisdom but he had learned to recognize the spirit 
of the other: Salome thus lost the power of temptation and has 
7 become love, As I have won pleasure in myself, I also want 
love for myself. But that really would be too much and would 
bind me like an iron ring that would stifle me. I accepted Salome 
as pleasure, and reject her as love, But she wants to be with me. 
How, then, should I also have love for myself? Love, I believe, 
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belongs to others, But my love wants to be with me, I dread it 
May the power of my thinking push it from me, into the world, 
into things, into men. For something should join men together, 
something should be a bridge, It is the most difficult temptation, 
ifeven my love wants me! Mysteries, open your curtains again! 
1 want to wage this battle to its end, Come here, serpent of the 
dark abyss. 

{6p"[1] I hear Salome still crying. What does she want, or 
what do I still wane? It’s a damnable payment you have given to 
me, a payment that one cannot touch without sacrifice. One that 
requires even greater sacrifice once one has touched it 

Serpent “Do you mean to live without sacrifice? Life must 
cost you something, mustn't it?” 

I:"Thave, I believe, already paid. I have rejected Salome. Is that 
not sacrifice enough?” 

Se: “Too little for you. As has been said, you are allowed to 
make demands of yourself” 

I: "You mean well with your damned logic: demanding in 
sacrifice? That / isn’t what I understood. My error has obviously 
been to my own benefit. Tell me, isn’t it enough if I force my feeling 
into the background?” 

Se: "You're not forcing your feeling into the background at all; 
rather it suits you much better not to agonize further aver Salome.” 

I: “If you're speaking the truth, it’s quite bad. Is that why 
Salome is still crying?” 

Se: “Yes, it is.” 

I: “But what is to be done?” 
Se: “Oh, you want to act? One can also think.” 
1: "But what is there to think? I confess that I know nothing to 

think here. Pethaps you have advice. I have the feeling that I must 
soar over my own head, I can’t do that. What do you think?” 

Se: “I think nothing and have no advice either.” 
I: “So ask the beyond, go to Heaven or Hell, pechaps there is 

advice there.” 
Se: “I am being pulled upward.” 
Then the serpent turned into a small white bird which soared 

into the clouds where she disappeared. My gaze followed her for 
along time.” 

Bird: “Do you hear me? I'm far off now. Heaven is so far away. 
Hell is much nearer the earth. I found something for you, a 
discarded crown, It lay on a street in the immeasurable space of 
Heaven, a golden crown.” 

‘And now it already lies in®*/ my hand, a golden royal crown, 
with lettering incised within; what does it say? "Love never ends.”»" 
A gift from Heaven. But what does it mean? 

B: "Here I am, are you satisfied?” 
1; *Partially—at any rate I thank you for this meaningful gift 

But itis mysterious, and your gift makes me well-nigh suspicious” 
B; “But the gift comes from Heaven, you know.” 
I: “Irs certainly very beautiful, but you know very well what we 

have grasped of Heaven and Hell” 
B: “Don't exaggerate. After all, there is a difference between 

Heaven and Hell. I certainly believe, to judge from what I have 
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seen, that just as little happens in Heaven as in Hell, though 
probably in another way. Even what does not occur cannot occur 
in a particular way.” 

I: “You speak in riddles that could make one ill if one took 
them to heart. Tell me, what do you make of the crown?” 

B: “What do I make of it? Nothing. It truly speaks for itself” 
I:"You mean, through the inscription it bears?” 

“Precisely; I presume that makes sense to you?” 
I: “To some extent, I suppose. But that keeps the question 

awfully in suspense.” 
B: “Which is how itis meant to be.” 
Now the bird suddenly turned into the serpent again 
1: “You're unnerving.” 
Serpent:"“Only for him who isn’t in agreement with me 
I: "That I am certainly not, But how could one? To hang in the 

air in such a way is gruesome.” 
Se: “Is this sacrifice too difficult for you? You must also be able 

to hang if you want to solve problems, Look at Salome!” 
1, to Salome: “I see, Salome, that you are still weeping. You are 

not yet done for. I hover and curse my hovering, I am hanging 
for your sake and for mine. First I was crucified, now I'm simply 
hhanging—which is less noble, but no less agonizing Forgive me, 
for wanting to do you in; I thought of saving you as I did when I 
healed your blindness through my self-sacrifice. Perhaps I must 
be decapitated a third time for your sake, like your earlier friend 
John, who brought us the Christ of agony. Are you insatiable? Do 
you still see no way to become reasonable?” 

Sal: "My beloved, what can I do for you? I have utterly 
forsaken you.” 

1: "So why are you still crying? You know I can't bear seeing 
you in tears.” 

Sal:"I thought that you were invulnerable since you possessed 
the black serpent rod.” 

I: “The effect of the rod seems doubsful to me. But in one 
respect it does help me: at least I do not suffocate, although I 
have been strung up. The magic rod apparently helps me bear the 
hanging, surely a gruesome good deed and aid. Don't you at least 
want to cut the cord?” 

Sal: “How can I? You are hanging too high" High on the 
summit of the tree of life where I cannot reach, Can’t you help 
yourself, you knower of serpent wisdom?” 

I: “Must I go on hanging for long?” 
Sal: “Until you have devised help for yourself” 
1:"So atleast tell me what you think of the crown that the bird 

of my soul fetched for me from Heaven.” 
Sal: "What are you saying? The crown? You have the crown? 

Lucky one, what are you complaining about?” 
I: “A hanged king would like to change places with every 

blessed beggar on the country road who has not been hanged.” 
Sal (ecstatic): “The crown! You have the crown!” 
I: “Salome, take pity on me. What is it with the crown?” 
Sal (ecstatic): “The crown—you are to be crowned! What 

blessedness for me and you!” 

5330 The transcription inthe calligraphic volume of Lifer Novus ends at this point. What follows here is transcribed from the Draft, pp. 533-56. 
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1: “Alas, what do you want with the crown? I can’t understand 
ie and I'm suffering unspeakable torment.” 

Sal (cruelly): “Hang until you understand.” 

I remain silent and hang high above the ground on the 
swaying branch of the divine tree, for whose sake the original 
ancestors could not avoid sin. My hands are bound and I am 
completely helpless. So I hang for three days and three nights. 
From where should help come? There sits my bird, the serpent, 
which has put on her white feather dress. 

Bird; “Well fetch help from the clouds trailing above your 
head, when nothing else is of help to us.” 

1: "You wane to fetch help from the clouds? How is that possible?” 
B:“I will go and try” 
The bird swings off like a rising lark, becomes smaller and 

smaller, and finally disappears in the thick gray veil of clouds 
covering the sky. My gaze follows her longingly and I make 
out nothing more than the endless gray cloudy sky above me, 
impenetrably gray, harmoniously gray and unreadable. But the 
writing on the crown—that is legible, “Love never ends’—does 
that mean eternal hanging? I was not wrong to be suspicious when 
my bird brought the crown, the crown of eternal life, the crown of 
martyrdom—ominous things that are dangerously ambiguous 

Tam weary, weary not only of hanging but of struggling after 
the immeasurable. The mysterious crown lies far below my feet 
on the ground, winking gold. I do not hover, no, I hang, or rather 
‘worse, I am hanged between sky and earth—and do not tire of 
the state of hanging for I could indulge in it forever, but love never 
ends, Is it really true, shall love never end? If this was a blessed 
message to them, what is it for me? 

“That depends entirely on the notion,” an old raven suddenly 
said, perched on a branch not far from me, awaiting the funeral 
meal, and immersed in philosophizing 

I: “Why does it depend entirely on the notion?” 
Raven: “On your notion of love and the other.” 
1: “I know, unlucky old bird, you mean heavenly and earthly 

love. Heavenly love would be utterly beautiful, but we are men, 
and, precisely because we are men, I've set my mind on being a 
complete and full-fledged man.” 

R: “You're an ideologue.” 
I:"Dumb raven, be gone!” 
There, very close to my face, a branch moves, a black serpent 

has coiled itself around it and looks at me with the blinding pearly 
shimmer of its eyes, Is it not my serpent? 

I: “Sister, and black rod of magic, where do you come from? I 
thought that I saw you fly to Heaven as a bird and now you are 
here? Do you bring help?” 

Serpent: “I am only my own half, I'm not one, but two; I'm the 
one and the other. I am here only as the serpentlike, the magical. 
But magic is useless here. I wound myself idly around this branch 
to await further developments. You can use me in life, but not 
in hanging, In the worst case, I’m ready to lead you to Hades. I 
know the way there.” 

A black form condenses before me out of the ait, Satan 
with a scornful laugh. He calls to me: “See what comes from the 
reconciliation of opposites! Recant, and in a flash you'll be down 
on the greening earth.” 

336 Swedenborg described heavenly love a “loving uses forthe sake of uses, or goods forthe sake of goods, 

I: “I won't recant, I'm not stupid. If such is the outcome of all 
this, let it be the end.” 

Se: “Where is your inconsistency? Please remember this 
important rule of the art of life.” 

I: “The fact that I'm hanging here is inconsistency enough. I've 
lived inconsistently ad nauseam. What more do you want?” 

Se: “Perhaps inconsistency in the right place?” 
1: “Stop it! How should I know what the right and the wrong 

places are?” 
Satan: “Whoever gets on in a sovereign way with the opposites 

knows left from right.” 
I: “Be quiet, you're an interested party. If only my white bird 

came back with help; I fear I’m growing weak.” 
Se: “Don’t be stupid, weakness too is a way, magic makes good 

the error” 
Satan; “What, you've not yet once had the courage of weakness? 

‘You want to become a complete man—are men strong?” 
I:"White bird of mine, I suppose you can’t find your way back? 

Did you get up and leave because you couldn't live with me? Ah, 
Salome! There she comes. Come to me, Salome! Another night 
has passed. I didn’t hear you cry, but I hung and still hang.” 

Sal:“I haven't cried anymore, for good fortune and misfortune 
are balanced in me.” 

I: “My white bird has left and has not yet returned. I know 
nothing and understand nothing. Does this have to do with the 
crown? Speak!” 

Sal: “What should I say? Ask yourself.” 
1:"I cannot. My brain is like lead, I can only whimper for help. 

Thave no way of knowing whether everything is falling or standing 
still, My hope is with my white bird. Oh no, could it be that the 
bird means the same thing as hanging?” 

Satan: “Reconciliation of the opposites! Equal rights for 
all! Follies!” 

I: “I hear a bird chirping! Is that you? Have you come back?” 
Bird: “Ifyou love the earth, you are hanged; if you love the sky, 

you hover.” 
T:"What is earth? What is sky?” 
B: “Everything under you is the earth, everything above you is 

the sky. You fly if you strive for what is above you; you are hanged 
if you strive for what is below you.” 

I: “What is above me? What is beneath me?” 
B: “Above you is what is before and over you; beneath you is 

what comes back under you.” 
"And the crown? Solve the riddle of the crown for me!” 

B:“The crown and serpent are opposites, and are one. Did you 
not see the serpent that crowned the head of the crucified?” 

1: “What, I don’t understand you.” 
B: “What words did the crown bring you? “Love never ends’— 

that is the mystery of the crown and the serpent.” 
1: “But Salome? What should happen to Salome?” 
B: “You see, Salome is what you are. Fly, and she will grow wings.” 
The clouds part, the sky is full of the crimson sunset of the 

completed third day.”” The sun sinks into the sea, and I glide with 
it from the top of the tree toward the earth, Softly and peacefully 
night falls, 

[2] Fear has befallen me. Whom did you carry to the mountain, 
you Cabiri? And whom have I sacrificed in you? You have piled 

srhich a man performs forthe Church, his country: human 
socier and a fellow-citizen" differentiating i from selfIove and love of the world (Heaven end Is Wonders and Hell: Prom Things Heard and See, tJ. Rendell (London: 
‘Swedenborg Society, 1920], $5546). 

337 In the Biblial account of creation, the sea and the land were separated on the third day 



me up yourselves, turning me into a tower on inaccessible crags, 
turning me into my church, my monastery, my place of execution, 
my prison. I am locked up and condemned within myself. I am 
my own priest and congregation, judge and judged, God and 
human sacrifice 

What a work you have accomplished, Cabiri! You have given 
birth to a cruel law from the chaos that cannot be revoked. It is 
understood and accepted. 

‘The completion of the secret operation approaches. What 
I saw I described in words to the best of my ability. Words are 
poor, and beauty does not attend them. Butis truth beautiful and 
beauty true?" 

‘One can speak in beautiful words about love, but about life? 
And life stands above love. But love is the inescapable mother 
of life. Life should never be forced into love, but love into life. 
May love be subject to torment, but not life. As long as love goes 
pregnant with life, it should be respected: but ifit has given birth 
to life from itself, it has turned into an empty sheath and expires 
into transience 

1 speak against the mother who bore me, I separate myself 
from the bearing womb.” I speak no more for the sake of love, 
but for the sake of life. 

The word has become heavy for me, and it barely wrestles 
itself free of the soul, Bronze doors have shut. fires have burned 
‘out and sunk into ashes. Wells have been drained and where there 

‘were seas there is dry land. My tower stands in the desert. Happy 
is he who can be a hermit in his own desert. He survives, 

‘Not the power of the flesh, but of love, should be broken for 

the sake of life, since life stands above love. A man needs his 

mother until his life has developed. Then he separates from her. 
And so life needs love until it has developed, then it will cut loose 

from it. The separation of the child from the mother is difficult, 
but the separation of life from love is harder. Love seeks to have 

and to hold, but life wants more. 

‘The beginning of all things is love, but the being of things is 
life This distinction is terrible. Why, Oh spirit of the darkest 
depths, do you force me to say that whoever loves does not live 
and whoever lives does not love? I always get it backward! Should 
everything be turned into its opposite?** Will there be a sea where 
@IAHMON’s temple stands? Will his shady island sink into the 
deepest ground? Into the whiclpool of the withdrawing flood 
that earlier swallowed all peoples and lands? Will the bottom of 
the sea be where Ararat arises?” 

“What repulsive words do you mutter, you mute son of the earth? 
‘You want to sever my soul's embrace? You, my son, do you thrust 
yourself between? Who are you? And who gives you the power? 
Everything that I strove for, everything I wrested from myself, do 
‘you want to reverse it again and destroy it? You are the son of the 
devil, to whom everything holy is inimical. You grow overpowering 
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‘You frighten me. Let me be happy in the embrace of my soul and 
do not disturb the peace of the temple. 
Off with you, you pierce me with paralyzing force. For I do not 

want your way: Should I languidly fall at your feet? You devil and 
son of the devil, speak! Your silence is unbearable, and of awful 
stupidity. 

I won my soul, and to what did she give birth for me? You, 
monster, a son, hal—a frightful miscreant, a stammerer, a newt’s 
brain, a primordial lizard! You want to be king of the earth? You 
want to banish proud free men, bewitch beautiful women, break 
up castles, rip open the belly of old cathedrals? Dumb thing, a 
lazy bug-eyed frog that wears pond weed on his skul’s pate! And 
you want to call yourself my son? You're no son of mine, but the 
spawn of the devil. The father of the devil entered into the womb 
of my soul and in you has become flesh 

L recognize you, ®IAHMON, you most cunning of all fraudsters! 
You have deceived me. You impregnated my maidenly soul with 
the terrible worm. @IAHMON, damned charlatan, you aped the 
mysteries for me, you lay the mantle of the stars on me, you 
played a Christ-foo!'s comedy with me, you hanged me, carefully 
and ludicrously, in the tree just like Odin, you let me devise 
runes to enchant Salome—and meanwhile you procreated my 
soul with the worm, spew of the dust. Deception upon deception! 
Terrible devil trickery! 

You gave me the force of magic, you crowned me, you clad 
me with the shimmer of power, that let me play a would-be 
Joseph father to your son. You lodged a puny basilisk in the 
nest of the dove. 

My soul, you adulterous whore, you became pregnant with this 
bastard! I am dishonored: I, laughable father of the Antichrist! 
How I mistrusted you! And how poor was my mistrust, that it 
could not gauge the magnitude of this infamous act! 

‘What do you break apart? You broke love and life in twain. 
From this ghastly sundering, the frog and the son of the frog 
come forth, Ridiculous—disgusting sight! Irresistible advent! 
They will sit on the banks of the sweet water and listen to the 
nocturnal song of the frogs, since their God has been born as a 
son of frogs. 

‘Where is Salome? Where is the unresolvable question of love? 
No more questions, my gaze turned to the coming things, and 
Salome is where I am, The woman follows your strongest, not you. 
Thus she bears you your children, in both a good and a bad way. 

{7}L1] As I stood so alone on the earth, which was covered by 
rain clouds and falling night, my serpent crept up to me and told 
me a story 

nce upon a time there was king and he had no children, But 
he would have liked to have a son, So he went to a wise woman 
who lived as a witch in the forest and confessed all his sins, as if 
she were a priest appointed by God. To this she said: ‘Dear King, 
you have done what you should not have done, But since it has 

298 Jn Kea pcm "Ode oa Grin Ue” en ith hs nes “Beau it ath, uth eau. ial Ye know on cu nd alle need ohn 
339 In Transformation and Symbol, 

of che mother, ex depicted in roic myths (see ch. 6, 
he Libido (1913, CW B), Jang argued that in the course of pychologcdl development, the individ i‘ "e hcbarle fo etveancs rom the poe) ‘ree himself fom the figure 

440 In Transformations ond Symbols of the Libido (1912) while discussing his concept of libido, Jung referced to the cosmogonic significance of Eros in Hesiods Theogony, which 
hae linked with the gure of Phanes in Orphism and with Kama, the Hinda God of love (CW B, $223) 

441 In his later work, Jng gave importance to "enantiodromia," che principle that everything tarns into its opposite which he attributed to Heraclitus. See Psyholegeel 
‘Types (1931). CW 6, $708, 

342 In the biblical account of the flood, the ark came to rest on Mount Ararat (Genesis & 
ierced by a spear and hung from the world tee, Yep: 
4. the dialogue is with the soul, and this section begins with Jung asking her what i stopping him from geting back to 

343 In Norse mythology, Odin was 
4 February 23,1914. In Bleck 

she tells him that iis his ambition, He thought he had overcome i, but she said thac he had simply negated i, and thus tells him the tale that follows (p. 171). On. 
February 13, 294, Jung gave 2 talk, "On dream symbolism,” co the Zirich Peychoanalytcal Society. From March 30 to April 13, Jung vacationed in Ialy 
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come to pass, it has come to pass, and we will have to see how you 
can do it better in the future, Take a pound of otter lard, bury it 
in the earth, and let nine months pass. Then dig up that place 
again and sce what you find.’ So the king went to his house, 
ashamed and saddened, because he had humiliated himself 
before the witch in the forest. Yet he listened to her advice, dug 
a hole in the garden at night, and placed a pot of otter lard in 
it, which he had obtained with some difficulty. Then he let nine 
months go by. 

“After this time had passed he went again by night to the 
place where the pot lay buried and dug it up. To his great 
astonishment, he found a sleeping infant in the pot, though the lard 
had disappeared, He took out the infant and jubilantly brought it 
to his wife. She took itimmediately to her breast and behold—her 
milk flowed freely. And so the child thrived and became great and 
strong, He grew into a man who was greater and stronger than all 
others, When the king’s son was twenty years old, he came before 
his father and said: ‘I know that you have produced me through 
sorcery and that I was not born as one of men. You have made me 
from the repentance of your sins and this has made me strong. I 
am born from no woman, which makes me clever. I am strong and 
clever and therefore I demand the crown of the realm from you. 
“The old king was startled at his son’s knowledge, but even more 
by his impetuous longing for regal power. He remained silent and 
‘thought: ‘What has produced you? Otter lard. Who bore you? The 
womb of the earth, I drew you from a pot, a witch humiliated me’ 
And he decided to let his son be killed secretly. 

“But because his son was stronger than others, he feared him 
and therefore he wanted to take refuge in a trick. He went again 
to the sorceress in the forest and asked her for advice. She said: 
“Dear King, you confess no sin to me this time, because you want 
to commit a sin, I advise you to bury another pot with otter’s 
lard and leave it to lie in the earth for nine months. Then dig 
it out again and see what has happened.’ The king did what the 
sorceress advised him, And thenceforth his son became weaker 
and weaker, and when the king returned to the place where the 
pot lay after nine months, he could dig his son’s grave at the same 
time. He lay the dead one in the fosse beside the empty pot. 

“But the king was saddened, and when he could no longer 
master his melancholy, he returned yet again to the sorceress one 
night and asked her for advice. She spoke to him: ‘Dear King, you 
‘wanted a son, but the son wanted to be king himself and also had 
the power and cleverness for it, and then you wanted your son no 
more. Because of this you lost your son, Why are you complaining? 
You have everything, dear King, that you wanted.’ But the king 
said: “You are right. I wanted it so. But I did not want this 

melancholy. Do you have any remedies against remorse?” The 
sorceress spoke: ‘Dear King, go to your son’s grave, fill the pot 
again with otter’s lard, and after nine months see what you find 
in the pot’ The king did this, as he had been commanded, and 
henceforth he became happy and did not know why. 

“When the nine months had passed, he dug out the pot again; 
the body had disappeared, but in the pot there lay a sleeping 
infant, and he realized that the infant was his dead son, He 
took the infant to himself, and henceforth he grew as much in 
a week as other infants grow in a year. And when twenty weeks 
had passed, the son came before the father again and claimed his 
realm. But the father had learned from experience and already 
knew for a long time how everything would turn out. After the 

345 Bleck Book 4 has: “ambition” (p. 180). 
346 Blick Book 4 has “work” instead of “son” inthe next few ines (p. 180). 

son had voiced his demand, the old king got up from his throne 
and embraced his son with tears of joy and crowned him king 
‘And so the son, who had thus become king, was grateful to his 
father and held him in high esteem, as long as his father was 
granted life.” 

But I spoke to my serpent: “In truth, my serpent, I didn’t know 
that you are also a teller of fairy tales. So tell me, how should I 
interpret your fairy tale?” 

Se: “Imagine that you are the old king and have a son.” 
I: “Who is the son?” 

Se: “Well, I thought that you had just spoken of a son who 
doesn’t make you very happy” 

I: "What? You don't mean—that I should crown him?” 
Se: "Yes, who else?” 
I: “That's uncanny. But what about the sorceress?” 
Se: “The sorceress is a motherly woman whose son you should, 

be, since you are a child renewing himself in you.” 
1: “Oh no, willie be impossible for me to be a man?” 
Se: “Sufficient manhood, and beyond that fullness of child- 

hood. Which is why you need the mother.” 
I: “Pm ashamed to be a child.” 
Se: “And thus you kill your son. A creator needs the mother, 

since you are not a woman.” 
I: "This is a terrible truth. I thought and hoped that I could be 

aman in every way.” 
Se: “You cannot do this for the sake of the son. To create 

means: mother and child.” 
I:"The thought that I must remain a child is unbearable.” 
Se: "For the sake of your son you must be a child and leave him 

the crown.” 
I:"The thought that I must remain a child is humiliating and 

shattering,” 
Se: °A salutary antidote against power! Don't resist being a 

child, otherwise you resist your son, whom you want above al.” 
I: “Ie true, I want the son and survival. But the price for this 

is high.” 
Se: “The son stands higher. You are smaller and weaker than 

the son, That is a bitter truth, but it can’t be avoided. Don’t be 
defiant, children must be well-behaved.” 

I: ‘Damned scorn!” 
Se: “Man of mockery! I'l have patience with you. My wells 

should flow for you and pour forth the drink of salvation, if all 
lands parch with thirst and everyone comes to you begging for the 
water of life. So subject yourself to the son.” 

1: “Where am I going to take hold of the immeasurable? My 
knowledge and ability are poor, my power is not enough.” 

At which the serpent curled up, gathered herself into knots 
and said: “Do not ask after the morrow, sufficient unto you is the 
day. You need not worry about the means. Let everything grow, 
let everything sprout; the son grows out of himself” 

[2] The myth commences, the one that need only be lived, 
not sung, the one that sings itself, I subject myself to the son, 
the one engendered by sorcery, the unnaturally born, the son 
of the frogs, who stands at the waterside and speaks with his 
fathers and listens to their nocturnal singing. Truly he is full 
of mysteries and superior in strength to all men, No man has 
produced him, and no woman has given birth to him. 



The absurd has entered the age-old mother, and the son has 
grown in the deepest ground. He sprang up and was put to death. 
He rose again, was produced anew in the way of sorcery, and grew 
more swiftly than before, I gave him the crown that unites the 
separated, And so he unites the separated for me. I gave him the 
power and thus he commands, since he is superior in strength and 
cleverness to all others 

I did not give way to him willingly, but out of insight. No 
man binds Above and Below together. But he who did not grow 
like a man, and yet has the form of a man, is capable of binding 
them, My power is paralyzed, but I survive in my son. I set aside 
my concern that he may master the people. I am solitary, the 
people rejoice at him. I was powerful, now I am powerless. I was 
strong, now I am weak. Since then he has taken all the strength 
into himself. Everything has turned itself upside down for me 
1 loved the beauty of the beautiful, the spirit of those rich in 

spirit, the strength of the strong; I laughed at the stupidity of the 
stupid, I despised the weakness of the weak, the meanness of the 
mean, and hated the badness of the bad. But now I must love the 
beauty of the ugly, the spirit of the foolish, and the strength of the 
weak. I must admire the stupidity of the clever, must respect the 
‘weakness of the strong and the meanness of the generous, and 
honor the goodness of the bad. Where does that leave mockery, 
contempt, and hatred? 

They went over to the son as a token of power. His mockery 
is bloody, and how contemptuously his eyes flash! His hatred is a 
singing fire! Enviable one, you son of the Gods, how can one fail 
to obey you? He broke me in two, he cut me up. He yokes the 
separated. Without him T would fall apart, but my life went on 
with him, My love remained with me. 

‘Thus I entered solitude with a black look on my face, full of 
resentment and outrage at my son’s dominion, How could my son 
arrogate my power? I went into my gardens and sat down in a 
lonely spot on rocks by the water, and brooded darkly: I called the 
serpent, my nocturnal companion, who lay with me on the rocks 
through many twilights, imparting her serpent wisdom, But then 
my son emerged from the water, great and powerful, the crown 
on his head, with a swirling lion’s mane, shimmering serpent skin 

covering his body; he said to me” 
{8} [1] “I come to you and demand your life.” 
I: "What do you mean? Have you even become a God?”* 
He: “T rise again, I had become flesh, now I return to eternal 

glitter and shimmer, to the eternal embers of the sun, and leave 
you your earthliness. You will remain with men, You have been in 
immortal company long enough. Your work belongs to the earth.” 

I: “What a speech! Weren't you wallowing in the earth and 
the underearth?” 

He:“I had become man and beast, and now ascend again to my 
own country.” 

I: “Where is your country?” 
He: “In the light, in the egg, in the sun, in what is innermost 

and compressed, in the eternal longing embers. So rises the sun 
in your heart and streams out into the cold world.” 

I: “How you transfigure yourself!” 
He; “I want to vanish from your sight. You ought to live in 

darkest solitude, men—not Gods—should illumine your darkness.” 

347 April 19,1914. The preceding paragraph was added in the Draft. 
348 In Black Books, this dialogue is with his soul (p. 296), 
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1: “How hard and solemn you are! Ti like to bathe your feet 
my tears, dry them with my hair—I'm raving, am T a woman?” 

He; “Also a woman, also a mother, pregnant. Giving birth 
awaits you.” 

I:“Oh holy spirit, grant me a spark of your eternal light!” 
He: “You are with child” 
1: I feel the torment and the fear and the desolation of pregnant 

woman. Do you go from me, my God?” 
He: “You have the child.” 
I: "My soul, do you still exist? You serpent, you frog, you 

magically produced boy whom my hands buried; you ridiculed, 
despised, hated one who appeared to me in a foolish form? Woe 
betide those who have seen their soul and felt it with hands. I 
am powerless in your hand, my God!” 

He: “The pregnant woman belongs to fate. Release me, I rise 
to the eternal realm.” 

I: “Will I never hear your voice again? Oh damned deception! 
What am I asking? You'll talk to me again tomorrow, you'll chat 
over and over in the mirron” 

He: “Do not rail. I will be present and not present. You will 
hear and not hear me. I will be and not be.” 

1: “You utter gruesome riddles.” 
He: “Such is my language and to you I leave the understanding, 

No one besides you has your God, He is always with you, yet you 
see him in others, and thus he is never with you. You strive to 
draw to yourself those who seem to possess your God. You will 
come to see that they do not possess him, and that you alone have 
him. Thus you are alone among men—in the crowd and yet alone. 
Solitude in multitude—ponder this,” 

I: “I suppose I ought to remain silent after what you have 
said, but I cannot; my heart bleeds when I see you go from me.” 

‘He: “Let me go. I shall return to you in renewed form. Do you 
see the sun, how it sinks red into the mountains? This day's work 
is accomplished, and a new sun returns. Why are you mourning 
the sun of today?” 

I: “Must night fall?” 
He: “Is it not mother of the day?” 
I: "Because of this night I want to despair.” 
He: “Why lament? Ieis fate. Let me go, my wings grow and the 

longing toward eternal light swells up powerfully in me, You can 
no longer stop me. Stop your tears and let me ascend with cries 
of joy. You are a man of the fields, think of your crops. I become 
light, like the bird that rises up into the skies of morning. Do not 
stop me, do not complain; already I hover, the cry of life escapes 
from me, I can no longer hold back my supreme pleasure, I must 
go up—it has happened, the last cord tears away, my wings bear 
ime up. I dive up into the sea of light. You who are down there, 
you distant, twilight being—you fade from me.” 

I: “Where have you gone? Something has happened. I am 
lamed. Has the God not left my sight?” 

Where is the God? 
What has happened? 
How empty how utterly empty! Should I proclaim to men how 

you vanished? Should I preach the gospel of godforsaken solitude? 
Should we all go into the desert and strew ashes on our heads, 

since the God has left us? 
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I believe and accept that the God” is something different 
from me. 

He swung high with jubilant joy 
I remain in the night of pain. 
No longer with the God,” but alone with myself 

Now shut, you bronze doors I opened to the flood of devastation 
and murder brooding over the peoples, opened so as to midwife 
the God, 

Shut, may mountains bury you and seas flow over you." 

1 came to my self a giddy and pitiful figure. My I! I didn’t 
‘want this fellow as my companion. I found myself with him. I'd 
prefer a bad woman or a wayward hound, but one’s own I—this 
horrifies me 

349 Black Books has instead “Soul” (p. 37) 
350 Black Book Shas instead “with my soul” (p. 38). 
351 This paragraph was added inthe Draft 
$5 The Grr ee ite opel (9059 
333 The remainder is added in the Draft (p55 

An opus is needed, that one can squander decades on, and 
do it out of necessity. I must catch up with a piece of the Middle 
Ages—within myself. We have only finished the Middle Ages 
of—others, I must begin early, in that period when the hermits 
died out Asceticism, inquisition, torture are close at hand 
and impose themselves. The barbarian requires barbaric means 
of education, My I, you are a barbarian, I want to live with you, 
therefore I will carry you through an utterly medieval Hell, until 
you are capable of making living with you bearable. You should be 
the vessel and womb of life, therefore I shall purify you. 

The touchstone is being alone with oneself 
‘This is the way’* 

354 In 1930, Jung stated: "A movement back into the Middle Ages i 2 sort of regression, bu tis not personal. Iti a historical regression, a regression into the past ofthe 
collective unconscious. This always takes place when the way ahead isnot free, when there isan obstacle from which you recoil or when you need to get something out 
of che past in order Jimb over the wall ahead” (Visions, vol. p.148)- Around this time, Jung began working intensively on Medieval theology (see Psyholgcal Types 
[i921]. CW 6, ch.1, The type problem in the history ofthe mind in antiquity and the Middle Ages") 

355 At his poine, the Handwritten Draft ha: “Fins,” surrounded by 2 box (P. 1205). 
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Scrutinies 
{1} I resist, T cannot accept this hollow nothing that I am. 

What am I? What is my I? [always presuppose my I. Now it stands 
before me—I before my I. I speak now to you, my I: 

"We are alone and our being together threatens to become 
unbearably boring. We must do something, devise a pastime; for 
example, I could educate you. Let us begin with your main flaw, 
which strikes me first: you have no correct self-esteem. Have you 
no good qualities that you can be proud of? You believe that 
being capable is an art. But one can also learn such skills to some 
extent, Please, do so. You find it difficult—well, all beginnings 
are difficult Soon you will be able to do it better. Do you doubt 
this? That is of no use; you must be able to do it, or else I cannot 
live with you. Ever since the God has arisen and spreads himself 

whichever fiery heavens, to do whatever he does, what exactly 
1 do not know, we have depended upon one another. Therefore 
you must think about improving, or else our life together will 
become wretched, So pull yourself together and value yourself! 
Don't you want to? 

Pitiful creature! I will torment you a bit if you do not make an 
effort. What ate you moaning about? Perhaps the whip will help? 

‘Now that gets under your skin, doesn’t it? Take that—and that. 
‘What does it taste of? Of blood, presumably? Of the Middle Ages 
in majorem Det gloriam? 

Ordo you want love, or what goes by that name? One can also 
teach with love, if blows do not bear fruit. So should I love you? 
Press you tenderly to myself? 

1 truly believe that you are yawning 
How now, you want to speak? But I won't let you, otherwise in 

the end you will claim that you are my soul. But my soul is with 
the fire worm, with the son of the frog who has flown to the heavens 
above, to the upper sources. Do I know what he is doing there? 
Bur you are not my soul, you are my bare, empty nothing—I, this 
disagreeable being, whom one cannot even deny the right to 
consider itself worthless. 

One could despair over you: your sensitivity and desirousness 
exceed any reasonable measure. And I should live with you, of all 
people? I must, since the strange misfortune occurred that gave 
me a son and took him away. 

I regret that I must speak such truths to you. Yes, you 
are laughably sensitive, self-righteous, unruly, mistrustful, 
pessimistic, cowardly, dishonest with yourself, venomous, venge- 
fal; one can hardly speak about your childish pride, your craving 
for power, your desire for esteem, your laughable ambition, 
your thirst for fame without feeling sick. The playacting and 
pomposity become you badly and you abuse them to the best 
of your ability 

Do you believe that it is a pleasure rather than a horror to live 
together with you? No, three times no! But I promise you that I 
will tighten the vise around you and slowly pull off your skin. 1 
will give you the chance to be flayed 

You, you of all people wanted to tell other people what to do? 
Come here, I will stitch a cloth of new skin onto you, so that 

you can feel its effect. 
You want to complain about others, and that one has done an 

injustice to you, not understood you, misinterpreted you, hurt 

1 Aprili9, 1914 
2 “All beginnings ace difficult” is a proverb from the Talmud, 
3 "To the greater glory of God." This was the motto of the Jesuits, 
4 See below, note 91.» 348, 5 References to this God in the following pages are notin Blak Books 

your feelings, ignored you, not recognized you, falsely accused 
you, and what else? Do you see your vanity in this, your eternally 
ridiculous vanity? 

‘You complain that the torment has not yet come to an end? 
Let me tell you: it has only just begun. You have no patience 

and no seriousness. Only when it concerns your pleasure do 
you praise your patience. I will double the torment so that you 
learn patience. 

You find the pain unbearable, but there are other things that 
hhurt even more, and you can inflict them on others with the 
greatest naivety and absolve yourself all unknowingly. 

But you will learn silence. For this 1 will pull out your 
tongue—with which you have ridiculed, blasphemed and—even 
worse—joked. I will pin all your unjust and depraved words 
one by one to your body with needles so that you can feel how 
evil words stab. 

Do you admit that you also derive pleasure from this torment? 
will increase this pleasure until you vomit with joy so that you 

know what taking pleasure in self-torment means, 
You rise against me? I am screwing the vise tighter, that’s 

all, I will break your bones until there is no longer a trace of 
hardness there 

For I want to get along with you—I must—damn you—you are 
my I, which I must carry around with me to the grave. Do you 
think that I want to have such foolishness around me all my life? 
Ifyou were not my I, I would have torn you to pieces long ago. 

But I am damned to haul you through a purgatory so that you 
100 will become somewhat acceptable. 

You call on God for help? 
The dear old God has died,‘ and it is good that way. otherwise 

he would have had pity on your repentant sinfulness and spared 
me the execution by granting mercy. You must know that nei- 
ther a God of love nor a loving God has yet arisen, but instead 
a worm of fire crawled up, a magnificent frightful entity that 
lets fire rain on the earth, producing lamentations. So cry to the 
God, he will burn you with fire for the forgiveness of your sins. 
Coil yourself and sweat blood, You have needed this cure for a 
long time. Yes—others always do wrong—and you? You are the 
innocent, the correct, you must defend your good right and you 
have a good, loving God on your side, who always forgives sins 
with pity. Others must reach insight, not you, since you have a 
monopoly on all insight from the start and are always convinced 
that you are right. And so cry really loudly to your dear God—he 
will hear you and let fire fall on you. Have you not noticed that 
your God has become a fiery worm with a flat skull who crawls 
red-hot on the earth? 

‘You wanted to be superior! How laughable. You were, and are, 
inferior. Who are you, then? Scum that disgusts me. 

‘Are you perhaps somewhat powerless? I place you in a corner 
where you can remain lying until you come to your senses again. 
Ifyou no longer feel anything, the procedure is of no use. After 
all, we must proceed skillfully. It really says a lot about you that 
cone needs such barbaric means for your amendment. Your progress 
since the early Middle Ages appears to be minuscule. 

“Did you feel dejected today, inferior, debased? Shall I tell 
you why? 

6 April 20, 1914. On the same day, Jung resigned as president of the International Paychoanalytical Association (The Freud/jug Letters, p. 613) 
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Your inordinate ambition is boundless, Your grounds are not 
focused on the good of the matter but on your vanity. You do not 
‘work for humanity but for your self-interest. You do not strive for 
the completion of the thing but for the general recognition and 
safeguarding of your own advantage. I want to honor you with a 
prickly crown of iron; it has teeth inside that bore themselves 
into your flesh 

And now we come to the vile swindle that you pursue with your 
cleverness. You speak skillfully and abuse your capability and 
discolor, tone down, strengthen, apportion light and shade, and 
loudly proclaim your honorableness and upright good faith. You 
exploit the good faith of others, you gloatingly catch them in your 
snares and speak of your benevolent superiority and the pri: 
that you are for others, You play at modesty and do not mention 
your merit, in the certain hope that someone else will do it for 
‘you; you are disappointed and hurt if this doesn’t happen. 

‘You preach hypocritical composure, But when it really matters, 
are you calm? No, you lie. You consume yourself in rage and your 
tongue speaks cold daggers and you dream of revenge 

You are gloating and resentful. You begrudge the other the 
sunshine, since you would like to assign it to those whom you 
favor because they favor you. You are envious of all well-being 
around you and you impertinently assert the opposite. 

Inside yourself you think unsparingly and coarsely only what 
always suits you, and with this you feel yourself above human- 
ity and not in the least responsible, But you are responsible to 
humanity in everything that you think, feel, and do, Do not pretend 
there isa difference between thinking and doing. You rely only on 
your undeserved advantage, not to be compelled to say or do what 
you think and feel 

Bur you are shameless in everything where no one sees you. 
If another said that to you, you would be mortally offended, 
despite knowing that it is true, You want to reproach others for 
their failings? So that they better themselves? Yes, confess, have 
you bettered yourself? From where do you get the right to have 
opinions of others? What is your opinion about yourself? And 
what are the good grounds that support it? Your grounds are 
webs of lies covering a dirty comer, You judge others and charge 
them with what they should do. You do this because you have no 
order within yourself, because you are unclean. 

‘And then—how do you really think? It appears to me that you 
even think with men, regardless of their human dignity; you dare 
think by means of them, and use them as figures on your stage, as 
if they were how you conceive them? Have you ever considered 
that you thus commit a shameful act of power, as bad as that for 
which you condemn others, namely that they love their fellow 
men, as they claim, but in reality exploit them to their own ends. 
‘Your sin flourishes in seclusion, but itis no less great, remorseless, 
and coarse. 

What is concealed in you I will drag out into the light, 
shameless one! I will crush your superiority under my feet. 

Do not speak to me about your love. What you call love oozes 
with self-interest and desirousness, But you speak about it with 
‘great words, and the greater your words are, the more pathetic 

7 Apel 21,1914 

your so-called love is. Never speak to me of your love, but keep 
your mouth shut, It lies 

I want you to speak about your shame, and that instead of 
speaking great words, you utter a discordant clamor before 
those whose respect you wanted to exact. You deserve mockery, 
not respect 

Iwill burn out of you the contents of which you were proud, so 
that you will become empty like a poured-out vessel. You should 
be proud of nothing more than your emptiness and wretchedness. 
You should be a vessel of life, so kill your idols. 

Freedom does not belong to you, but form; not power, but 
suffering and conceiving 

‘You should make a virtue out of your self-contempt, which I 
will spread out before men like a carpet. They should walk over it 
with dirty feet and you should see to it that you are dirtier than 
all the feet that step on you. 

VIF I tame you, beast, I give others the opportunity to tame 
their beasts. The taming begins with you, my I, nowhere else, Not 
that you, stupid brother I, had been particularly wild. There are 
some who are wilder. But I must whip you until you endure the 
wildness of the others. Then I can live with you. If someone does 
you wrong, I will torment you to death, until you have forgiven 
the wrong suffered, yet not just by paying lip service, but also in 
your heavy heart with its heinous sensitivity. Your sensitivity is 
your particular form of violence. 

Therefore listen, brother in my solitude, I have prepared every 
\d of torture for you, if it should ever occur to you again to be 

sensitive, You should feel inferior. You should be able to bear the 
fact that one calls your purity dirty and that one desires your 
dirtiness, that one praises your wastefulness as miserliness and 
your greed as a virtue. 

Fill your beaker with the bitter drink of subjugation, since you 
are not your soul. Your soul is with the fiery God who flamed up 
to the roof of the heavens. 

Should you still be sensitive? I notice that you are forging 
secret plans for revenge, plotting deceitful tricks. But you are an 
idiot, you cannot take revenge on fate. Childish one, you probably 
even want to lash the sea, Build better bridges instead; that is a 
better way to squander your wit. 

‘You want to be understood? That’ all we needed! Understand 
yourself, and you will be sufficiently understood. You will have 
quite enough work in hand with that. Mothers’ little dears 
want to be understood, Understand yourself, that is the best 
protection against sensitivity and satisfies your childish longing 
to be understood, I suppose you want to turn others into slaves of 
your desirousness again? But you know that I must live with you 
and that I will no longer tolerate such abject plaintiveness 

{a} After I had spoken these and many more angry words to my 
I, I noticed that I began to bear being alone with myself, But 
the rouchiness still stirred in me frequently and I had to lash 
myself just as often, And I did this until even the pleasure in 
self-torment faded? 

8 Jung later described the self-criticism depicted in this opening section as the confrontation with the shadow. In 1934 he wrote: “Whoever looks into the micros of the 
‘water will se first of al his own image. Whoever goes to himself risks a confrontation with himself. The micror does not fates, i faithfully shows whatever looks into 
ic namely the face we never show to the world because we cover it with the persona, the mask ofthe acto. Bue the mirvor lies behind the mask and shows the tue face. 
‘This confzontation isthe fis tes of courage on che inner way, atest suficient to frighten off most people, forthe meeting with ourselves belongs to the more unpleasant 
things that can be avoided as long as one can project everything negative into the envigonment, But if we ate able to see our ovin shadow and can bear knowing about i, 
‘hen a small part ofthe problem has already been solved: we have at least brought up the personal unconscious" (On the archetypes of the collective unconscious,” CW 
9,1, §§43~48) 9 This paragraph does not occur in BlackBook 5. On April 30, 194, Jung resigned as a lecturer inthe medical faculty ofthe University of Zrich, 



“Then I heard a voice one night; it came from afar and was the 
voice of my soul. She spoke: “How distant you are!” 

1: “Is that you my soul, from which height and distance do 
you speak?” 

S:"Lam above you. I am a world apart. I have become sunlike. 
1 received the seeds of fire. Where are you? I can hardly find you 
in your mists.” 

I: “I am down on the murky earth, in the dark smoke that 
the fire left us, and my gaze does not reach you, But your voice 
sounds closer.” 

"I feel it. The heaviness of the earth penetrates me, damp cold 
enshrouds me, gloomy memories of former pain overcome me.” 

I: "Do not lower yourself into the smoke and the darkness of 
the earth. I would like that which I am still working on to remain. 

sunlike, Otherwise I will lose the courage to live further down in 
the darkness of the earth. Let me just hear your voice. I will never 
want to see you in the flesh again. Say something! Take it from the 
depths, from which fear perhaps flows to me.” 

S: “I cannot, since your creative source flows from there.” 
I: “You see my uncertainty.” 
S:"The uncertain way is the good way. Upon it lie possibilities. 

Be unwavering and create.” 
I heard the rushing of wings. I knew that the bird rose 

higher, above the clouds in the fiery brilliance of the outspread 
Godhead, 

"turned to my brother, the I; he stood sadly and looked at the 
ground and sighed, and would rather have been dead, since the 
burden of enormous suffering burdened him, But a voice spoke 
from me and said: 

“Ie is hard—the sacrificed fall left and right—and you will be 
crucified for the sake of life.” 

‘And I said to my I: “My brother, how do you like this speech?” 
Buthe sighed deeply and moaned: “It is bitter, and I suffer much.” 
To which I answered; “I know, but it is not to be altered.” But 

1 did not know what that was, since I still did not know what the 
future held (this happened on the 21st May of the year 1914). In 
the excess of suffering I looked up to the clouds and called out to 
my soul and asked her. And I heard her voice, happy and bright, 
and she answered: 

“Much happiness has happened to me. I rise higher, my 
wings grow.” 

I was seized with bitterness at these words and I cried: “You 
live from the blood of the human heart.” 

T heard her laughing—or was she not laughing? “No drink is 
dearer to me than red blood.” 

Powerless anger seized me and I called out: “If you were not 
my soul who followed the God to the eternal realm, I would 
call you the most terrible scourge of men. But who moves you? 
I know that divinity is not humanity. The divine consumes the 
human. I know that this is the severity, this is the cruelty; he who 
haas felt you with his hands can never remove the blood from his 
hands. I have become enslaved to you.” 

She answered: “Do not be angry, do not complain. Let the 
bloody victims fall at your side. It is not your severity, it is 
not your cruelty, but necessity. The way of life is sown with 
fallen ones.” 
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1: “Yes, I see, it isa battlefield. My brother, what is with you? 
Are you groaning?” 

Then my I answered: “Why should I not groan and moan? I 
load myself with the dead and cannot hau! their number.” 

But I did not understand my I and therefore spoke to him: 
“You are a pagan, my friend! Have you not heard that it is said, 
let the dead bury their dead?” Why do you want to be burdened 
with the dead? You do not help them by hauling them.” 

Then my I wailed: “But I pity the poor fallen ones, they cannot 
reach the light. Pechaps if I haul them—?" 

1; “What is this? Their souls have accomplished as much as 
they could. Then they encountered fate, Itwill also happen to us. 
Your compassion is sick.” 

But my soul called from afar: “Leave him compassion, compassion 
binds life and death.” 

“These words of my soul stung me. She spoke of compassion, 
she, who rose up following the God without compassion, and T 
asked her: 
“Why did you do thar?” 
For my human sensitivity could not grasp the hideousness of 

that hour. She answered: 
“It is not meant for me to be in your world. I besmirch myself 

on the excrement of your earth.” 
I: “Am I not earth? Am I not excrement? Did I commit an 

error that forced you to follow the God into the upper realms?” 
S:"No, it was inner necessity. I belong to the Above.” 
I; “Has no one suffered an irreplaceable loss through 

your disappearance?” 
S: “On the contrary, you have enjoyed utmost benefit.” 
I: “IT heed my human feeling about this, doubt could come 

over me.” 

S:*What have you noticed? Why should what you see always be 
untrue? It is your particular wrong that you cannot stop making a 
fool of yourself, Can you not remain on your way for once?” 

1: "You know that I doubt, because of my love for men.” 
S: No, for the sake of your weakness, for the sake of your 

doubt and disbelief. Stay on your way and do not run away from 
yourself. There is a divine and a human intention. They cross 
cach other in stupid and godforsaken people, to whom you also 
belong from time to time.” 

Since what my soul spoke about referred to nothing that T 
could see, nor could I see what my I suffered from (since this 
happened two months before the outbreak of the wa), I wanted 
to understand it all as personal experiences within me, and 
consequently I could neither understand nor believe it al, since 
my belief is weak. And I believe that it is better in our time if, 
belief is weak. We have outgrown that childhood where mere 
belief was the most suitable means to bring men to what is good 
and reasonable, Therefore if we wanted to have a strong belief 
again today, we would thus return to that earlier childhood. But 
‘we have so much knowledge and such a thirst for knowledge in 
us that we need knowledge more than belief. But the strength of 
belief would hinder us from attaining knowledge. Belief certainly 
may be something strong, but it is empty, and too little of the 
whole man can be involved, if our life with God is grounded 
only on belief. Should we simply believe first and foremost? That 

10 May 8.1914. There isa gap in the entries in BlackBook 5 berween April 21 and May 8, so the discussions referred to inthe previous paragraph do not appear to have 
been recorded. 

1 May 21, 1914 
12 Matthew 811-22: ‘And another of his disciples said unto him, Lord, suffer me frst to go and bury my father But Jesus sai unto him, Follow me, and let the dead bury 

their dead” 
13 May 23,1914 
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seems too cheap to me. Men who have understanding should not 
just believe, but should wrestle for knowledge to the best of their 
ability: Belief is not everything, but neither is knowledge. Belief 
does not give us the security and the wealth of knowing. Desiring 
knowledge sometimes takes away too much belief Both must 
strike a balance 

Bur it is also dangerous to believe too much, because today 
everyone has to find his own way and encounters in himself a 
beyond full of strange and mighty things. He could easily take 
everything literally with too much belief and would be nothing 
but a lunatic, The childishness of belief breaks down in the face 
of our present necessities. We need differentiating knowledge 
to clear up the confusion which the discovery of the soul has 
brought in. Therefore it is perhaps much better to await better 
knowledge before one accepts things all too believingly.* 

From these considerations I spoke to my sou!: 
“Is ll that to be accepted? You know in what sense I ask this. 

Iv is not stupid and unbelieving to ask thus, but is doubting of a 
higher type” 

“To this she answered: “I understand you—but its to be accepted” 
To which I replied: “The solitude of this acceptance terrifies 

me. I dread the madness that befalls the solitary” 
She answered: “As you already know, I have long predicted 

solitude for you. You need not be afraid of madness. What I 
predict is valid.” 

These words filled me with disquiet, since I felt that I could 
almost not accept what my soul predicted, because I did not 
understand it. I always wanted to understand it with regard to 
myself, Therefore I said to my soul: "What misunderstood fear 
torments me?” 

“That is your disbelief, your doubt. You do not want to believe 
in the size of the sacrifice that is required. But it will go on to the 

bitter end. Greatness requires greatness, You still want to be too 
cheap. Did I not speak to you of abandonment, of leaving be? 
Do you want to have it better than other men?” 

“No,” I replied, *No, that is not it. But I fear committing an 
injustice to men if I go my own way.” 

“What do you want to avoid?” she said; “there is no avoidance. 
You must go your way, unconcerned about others, no matter 
whether they are good or bad. You have laid your hand on the 
divine, which those have not.” 

could not accept these words since I feared deception. Therefore 
T also did not want to accept this way that forced me into dialogue 
with my soul, I preferred to speak with men. But I felt compelled 
toward solitude and I feared at the same time the solitude of 
my thinking which departed from accustomed paths." As I 
pondered this, my soul spoke to me: “Did I not predict dark 
solitude for you” 

“know,” I answered, “but I did not really think that it would 
hhappen. Must it be so?” 

“You can only say yes. There is nothing to do other than for 
you to take care of your cause. If anything should happen, it can 
only happen on this way.” 

“So it is hopeless,” I cried, “to resist solitude?” 
“Iris utterly hopeless. You should be forced into your work.” 
As my soul spoke thus, an old man with a white beard and a 

haggard face approached me. I asked him what he wanted with 
me. To which he replied: 

“I am a nameless one, one of the many who lived and died 
in solitude, The spirit of the times and the acknowledged truth 
required this from us. Look at me—you must learn this. Things 
have been too good for you.”” 

“But,” I replied, “is this another necessity in our so very dif- 
ferent time?” 

“Ie is as true today as it was yesterday, Never forget that you 
are aman and therefore you must bleed for the goal of humanity. 
Practice solitude assiduously without grumbling so that everything 
will in time become ready. You should become serious, and hence 
take your leave from science. There is too much childishness in it 
Your way goes toward the depths. Science is too superficial, mere 
language, mere tools, But you must set to work." 

1 did not know what work was mine, since everything was dark 
And everything became heavy and doubrful and an endless sadness 
seized me and lasted for many days. Then, one night, I heard the 
voice of an old man, He spoke slowly, heavily, and his sentences 
appeared to be disconnected and terribly absurd, so that the fear 
‘of madness seized me again.” For he spoke the following words 

"It is not yet the evening of days. The worst comes last. 
The hand that strikes first, strikes best. 
Nonsense streams from the deepest wells, amply like the Nile. 
Morning is more beautiful than night 
Flowers smell until they fade. 
Ripeness comes as late as possible in spring, or else it misses 

its purpose.” 

‘These sentences that the old man spoke to me on the night of 
the 25 May of the year 1914 appeared to me dreadfully meaningless. 
1 felt my I squirm in pain, Ie moaned and wailed about the burden 
of the dead that rested on it. It seemed as if it had to carry a 
thousand dead 

This sadness did not leave until the 24th June 1914." In the 
right my soul spoke to me: “The greatest comes to the smallest.” 
After this nothing further was said. And then the war broke out. 
This opened my eyes about what I had experienced before, and 
it also gave me the courage to say all of that which I have writeen 
in the earlier part of this book 

{3} From there on the voices of the depths remained silent 
for a whole year. Again in summer, when I was out on the water 
alone, I saw an osprey plunge down not far from me; he seized a 

14 These lt ono pargraph do ao occrin Blk Bak: In Teongormain and Syl ofthe Lid (102), Jang wot" think ble sould be replaced by understanding” (Cur. 63s)" On Oczber gts, ung wrote to Vitor White began my eaecr with repadaing everything tat smel of belt (Ann Conrad Lammers and stan Canslnghsm. ede, The jap Whi Lette [Philemon Series, Loaton Roaledge 2007) p. 8) 15 May 24 1914 Te nce fom he Dogining othe pargeaph donot occur in lad Be 4 16 lak tock Consinies “He like ot ofthe old sts ne ofthe fst Chreans who led inthe desert (p77) 17 Inthe hanien manage of Sone here x ote here "27//7 whch appears ee o when shi portion of the mans was composed "8d a comin i tam al ol] Nos abt aie sen oy wero coat et ok moaned ht noah 
yee Do I thus not counter the spirit ofthe time if | dissociate myself from science” [Soul] “You are not supposed to dissociate yourself, but cons ler that science is ‘nerely your language" [I] “Which depths do you requie me to advance ro™ [Soul Forever sbove yourself andthe present” ("I want a but what should happen? 
often fel I can no long [Soul]: “You must put in extra work Provide respite, Too many take up your time” / I} "Will his sarfice arse wo?” [Soul "You muse. 
youmust”@p. 79°80) 

19 This paragraph does no occur in Black Bok s 
20 May 35,1914 
21 BlackBook 5 continues: “Ha, this book! I have laid hands on you again—banal and pathological and frantic and divine, my written unconscious! You have forced me to 

ry knees again! Here I am, say what you have to say (p. 82). This isthe one reference tothe unconscious” in Black Books 2 97 



large fish and rose up into the skies again clutching it.» I heard 
the voice of my soul, and she spoke: “That is a sign that what is 
below is borne upward.” 

Soon after this on an autumn night I heard the voice of an old 
‘man (and this time I knew that it was @AHMON).® He said: "I 
want to turn you around, I want to master you. I want to emboss 
you like a coin, I want to do business with you. One should buy 
and sell you." You should pass from hand to hand. Self-willing is 
not for you. You are the will of the whole. Gold is no master out 
of its own will and yet it rules the whole, despised and greedily 
demanded, an inexorable ruler: it lies and waits, He who sees 
i longs for it, It does not follow one around, but lies silently, 
with a brightly gleaming countenance, self-sufficient, a king 
that needs no proof of its power. Everyone seeks after it, few 
find it, but even the smallest piece is highly esteemed. It neither 
gives nor squanders itself, Everyone takes it where he finds it, 
and anxiously ensures that he doesn’t lose the smallest part of 
it. Everyone denies that he depends on it, and yet he secretly 
stretches out his hand longingly toward it, Must gold prove its 
necessity? It is proven through the longing of men. Ask it: who 
takes me? He who takes it, has it. Gold does not stir. It sleeps 
and shines. Its brilliance confuses the senses. Without a word, 
it promises everything that men deem desirable. It ruins those 
to be ruined and helps those on the rise to ascend. 

A blazing hoard is piled up, it awaits the taker. What 
tribulations do men not take upon themselves for the sake of 
gold? It waits and does not shorten their tribulations—the 
greater the tribulations, the greater the trouble, the more 
esteemed it is, It grows from underground, from the molten 
Java, It slowly exudes, hidden in veins and rocks, Man exerts all 
cunning to dig it out, to raise it.” 

But I called out dismayed: “What ambiguous speech, 
Oh @1AHMON!” 

"But @IAHMON continued: “Not only to teach, but also to 
disavow, or why then did I teach? If I do not teach, I do not 
have to disavow. But if I have taught, I must disavow there- 
after. For if I teach, I must give others what they should have 
taken, What he acquires is good, but the gift that was not 
acquired is bad, To waste oneself means: to want to suppress 
many, Deceitfulness surrounds the giver because his own 
enterprise is deceitful. He is forced to revoke his gift and to 
deny his virtue 
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The burden of silence is not greater than the burden of my 
self that I would like to load onto you. Therefore I speak and I 
teach. May the listener defend himself against my ruse, by means 

‘of which I burden him. 
The best truth is also such a skillful deception that I also 

entangle myself in it as long as I do not realize the worth of a 
successful ruse.” 

‘And I was startled again and cried: “Oh @1AHMON, men have 
deceived themselves about you, therefore you deceive them, But 
he who fathoms you, fathoms himselE” 

*But @IAHMON fell silent and retired into the shimmering 
cloud of uncertainty, He left me to my thoughts. And it occurred 
to me that high barriers would still need to be erected between 
men, less to protect them against mutual burdens than against 
mutual virtues, It seemed to me as if the so-called Christian 
morality of our time made for mutual enchantment, How 
can anyone bear the burden of the other, if itis still the high- 
est that one can expect from a man, that he at least bears his 
own burden. 

But sin probably resides in enchantment. If I accept self- 
forgetting virtue, I make myself the selfish tyrant of the other, 
and T am thus also forced to surrender myself again in order 
to make another my master, which always leaves me with a bad 
impression and is not to the other's advantage. Admittedly, this 
interplay underpins society, but the soul of the individual becomes 
damaged since man thus learns always to live from the other 
instead of from himself It appears to me that, if one is capable, 
one should not surrender oneself, as that induces, indeed even 
forces, the other to do likewise. But what happens if everyone 
surrenders themselves? That would be folly 

Not that it would be a beautiful or a pleasant thing to 
live with one’s self, but it serves the redemption of the self. 
Incidentally, can one give oneself up? With this one becomes 
one’s own slave. That is the opposite of accepting oneself, If one 
becomes one’s own slave—and this happens to everyone who 
surrenders himself—one is lived by the self. One does not live 
one's self; it lives itsel€” 

“The self-forgetting virtue is an unnatural alienation from one’s 
own essence, which is thus deprived of development. It is a sin 
to deliberately alienate the other from his self by means of one’s 
own virtuousness, for example, through saddling oneself with 
his burden, This sin rebounds on us" 

23 June 3,195 In the interim, Jang wrote the daft ofthe preceding books of Lier Ners: On July 28, 914, ng gave a alk on “The importance ofthe unconscious in Peychopathology ata meeting of the Britsh Medial Asotin in Aberdeen, From ound August 9 0 around August 22, ng war onmltar service in Laem for Hig Fo tun nao ound Mach, Jangws ora sre n hen or dips: een Macho and ese on eval anor jung military service Boks. JPA a3 fattenenct non Bk fa 24 September 1,115 Tn late summer and autumn of 1915, Jung conducted his correspondence with Hans Schmid on the question of prycholoicl types. His concluding icter to Schmid of November 6 indicates asf hat jal return go the daborsion of his fanasies in che Bla Boks “Understanding is erty binding power, owl  vertable sul murder when it evel out vty important differences, The core ofthe individual isa mystery of if, which des when tis grasped Thats "So why ol wat hep tse, they ae mysterious not ony because we are unable to clea sce whats their botom All understanding ss such, being inegation into general vewpoins consis the dels clement and kil, Tha why in the le tages of ana we must help the other o comet tote hidden and tir openablesybolsin whch he sed of fe hes eeuey hidden like the tender ced inthe hard hell. Actually there mst not be any understanding and agreement ones even fi were posible, a were Buf understanding and agreement on ths has become generalized and obviously pon, the symbol spe or destruction, Beease eno longer covers the sec, whch abou to outgrow the shell Now T understands deeam Tonce had and which greatly mprested me: sas tain in my {arden and had dog open a ih spring of water which gushed forth mighty Then I had to diga trench anda deep hole, in which collected al the wate and et EE flow back into the dcp ofthe ert oan. In this may edaion ie given to us inthe un-opensble and un-syable yma for ix protect ws by preventing ce devil fiom swallowing the seed of life” John Beche and Ext Falzede, eda. The ung Schad Lee [Phen Sere), forthcoming) 25 Bae Bok scontines "Hermes is yor daimon (p87) 26 Jung discussed the alchemical symbolism of gold Meri Conincton (955/56, CW 14 3531) 
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It is submission enough, amply enough, if we subjugate 
ourselves to our self, The work of redemption is always first to be 
done on ourselves, if one dare utter such a great word. This work 
cannot be done without love for ourselves. Must it be done at all? 
Certainly not, fone can endure agiven condition and does not feel 
in need of redemption, The tiresome feeling of needing redemption 
can finally become too much for one. Then one seeks to rid oneself 
of it and thus enters into the work of redemption, 

It appears to me that we benefit in particular from removing 
every sense of beauty from the thought of redemption, and even 
need to do so, or else we will deceive ourselves again because we 
like the word and because a beautiful shimmer spreads out over 
the thing through the great word. But one can at least doubt 
whether the work of redemption is in itself a beautiful thing. The 
Romans did not find the hanged Jew exactly tasteful, and the 
gloomy excessive enthusiasm for catacombs around which cheap, 
barbaric symbols gathered probably lacked a pleasant shimmer 
in their eyes, given that their perverse curiosity for everything 
barbaric and subterranean had already been aroused. 

I think it would be most correct and most decent to say that 
one blunders into the work of redemption unintentionally, so to 
speak, if one wants to avoid what appears to be the unbearable 
evil of an insurmountable feeling of needing redemption. This 
step into the work of redemption is neither beautiful nor pleasant 
nor does it divulge an inviting appearance. And the thing itself 
is so difficult and full of torment that one should count oneself 
as one of the sick and not as one of the overhealthy who seek to 
impart their abundance to others. 

Consequently we should also not use the other for our own 
supposed redemption, The other is no stepping stone for our 
feet. It is far better that we remain with ourselves. The need for 
redemption rather expresses itself through an increased need 
for love with which we think we can make the other happy. But 
meanwhile we are brimming with longing and desire to alter our 
own condition. And we love others to this end. If we had already 
achieved our purpose, the other would leave us cold. But itis true 
that we also need the other for our own redemption. Pethaps he 
will lend us his help voluntarily, since we are in a state of sickness 
and helplessness. Our love for him is, and should not be, selfless. 
‘That would be a lic. For its goal is our own redemption. Selfless 
love is true only as long as the demand of the self can be pushed 
to one side. But someday comes the turn of the self, Who would 
want to lend himself to such a self for love? Certainly only one 
who does not yet know what excess of bitterness, injustice, and 
poison the self of a man harbors who has forgotten his self and 
made a virtue of it. 

In terms of the self, selfless love is a veritable sin. 
"We must presumably often go to ourselves to re-establish the 

connection with the self, since it is torn apart all too often, not 
only by our vices but also by our virtues. For vices as well as virtues 
always want to live outside, But through constant outer life we 
31 September 18, 1915, 

forget the self and through this we also become secretly selfish in 
our best endeavors What we neglect in ourselves blends itself 
secretly into our actions toward others. 

Through uniting with the self we reach the God. 
I must say this, not with reference to the opinions of the 

ancients or this or that authority, but because I have experienced 
it, It has happened thus in me. And it certainly happened in a 
way that I neither expected nor wished for. The experience of the 
God in this form was unexpected and unwanted. I wish I could 
say it was a deception and only too willingly would I disown this 
experience, But I cannot deny that it has seized me beyond all 
measure and steadily goes on working in me. So ifit is a deception, 
then deception is my God. Moreover, the God is in the deception. 
And if this were already the greatest bitterness that could happen 
to me, I would have to confess to this experience and recognize 
the God in it. No insight or objection is so strong that it could 
surpass the strength of this experience. And even if the God had 
revealed himself in a meaningless abomination, I could only avow 
that I have experienced the God in it. I even know that it is not 
100 difficult to cite a theory that would sufficiently explain my 
experience and join it to the already known. I could furnish this 
theory myself and be satisfied in intellectual terms, and yet this 
theory would be unable to remove even the smallest part of the 
knowledge that I have experienced the God. I recognize the God 
by the unshakeableness of the experience. I cannot help but 
recognize him by the experience. I do not want to believe it, I do 
not need to believe it, nor could I believe it. How can one believe 
such? My mind would need to be totally confused to believe such 
things. Given their nature, they are most improbable. Not only 
improbable but also impossible for our understanding. Only a sick 
brain could produce such deceptions. I am like those sick persons 
who have been overcome by delusion and sensory deception, But 
I must say that the God makes us sick. I experience the God in 
sickness. A living God afflicts our reason like a sickness. He fills 
the soul with intoxication, He fills us with reeling chaos. How 
many will the God break? 

‘The God appears to us in a certain state of the soul, Therefore 
wwe reach the God through the self "Not the self is God, although 
swe reach the God through the self. The God is behind the self 
above the self, the self itself, when he appears. But he appears as 
our sickness, from which we must heal ourselves We must heal 
‘ourselves from the God, since he is also our heaviest wound, 

For in the first instance the God's power resides entirely in 
the self, since the self is completely in the God, because we were 
not with the self We must draw the self to our side. Therefore 
‘we must wrestle with the God for the self. Since the God is an 
unfathomable powerful movement that sweeps away the self into 
the boundless, into dissolution. 

Hence when the God appears to us we are at first powerless, 
captivated, divided, sick, poisoned with the strongest poison, but 
drunk with the highest health. 

32 Inipat,jng noted: “The integration ox humanization of the elf at has already been indicated inated from the concious side by aking ours concious of cu otis sia, that means we ge an account of our mocvs snd ty to form a objective a pct e pombe of our own being” ("anslormaion symbol in ‘he uy" CW 1 $400) Ths coaponde fo the process depicted hee I the opening section of Sern 43 lad oo connie which unites Hosen and Hl incl (99) CE ng. “Ianeormaon symbolism inthe mas “The eff then fancons a no oppoitonu nd thas conse the most immedi experience of the dive which atl pyehoogially comprehensbe” (941, CW 1 $390) 
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Yet we cannot remain in this state, since all the powers of our 
body are consumed like fat in the flames, Hence we must strive to 
free the self from the God, so that we can live” 

"It is certainly possible and even quite easy for our reason to 
deny the God and to speak only of sickness, Thus we accept the 
sick part and can also heal it. But it will be a healing with loss. We 
lose a part of life. We go on living, but as ones lamed by the God. 
Where the fire blazed dead ashes lie 

believe thatwe have the choice: I preferred the living wonders 
ofthe God. I daily weigh up my whole life and I continue to regard 
the fiery brilliance of the God as a higher and fuller life than the 
ashes of rationality. The ashes are suicide to me. I could perhaps 
put out the fire but I cannot deny to myself the experience of 
the God. Nor can I cut myself off from this experience, I also do 
not want to, since I want to live. My life wants itself whole. 

Therefore I must serve my self. I must win it in this way. But I 
must win it so that my life will become whole. For it seems to me 
to be sinful to deform life where there is yet the possibility to live 
it fully. The service of the self is therefore divine service and the 
service of mankind, If I carry myself I relieve mankind of myself 
and heal my self from the God. 

I must free my self from the God,” since the God I experienced 
is more than love; he is also hate, he is more than beauty, he is 
also the abomination, he is more than wisdom, he is also mean- 
inglessness, he is more than power, he is also powerlessness, he 
is more than omnipresence, he is also my creature. 

In the following night, I heard the voice of @IAHMON again 
and he said” 

“Draw nearer, enter into the grave of the God. The place of 
your work should be in the vault. The God should not live in you, 
‘but you should live in the God.” 

“These words disturbed me since I had thought before pre- 
cisely to free myself from the God. But ®IAHMON advised me 
to enter even deeper into the God. 

Since the God has ascended to the upper realms, @IAHMON 
also has become different. He first appeared to me as a magician 
who lived in a distant land, but then I felt his nearness and, since 
the God has ascended, I knew that @IAHMON had intoxicated 
me and given me a language that was foreign to me and of a differ- 
ent sensitivity. All of this faded when the God arose and only 
@IAHMON kept that language. But I felt that he went on other 
‘ways than I did. Probably the most part of what I have written 
in the earlier part of this book was given to me by ®IAHMON® 
Consequently I was as if intoxicated. But now I noticed that 
@IAFIMON assumed a form distinct from me. 

{4} "Several weeks later, three shades approached me. I noticed 
from their chilly breath that they were dead. The first figure was 
that of a woman. She drew near and made a soft whirring sound, 
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the whirring of the wings of the sun beetle, Then I recognized 
her. When she was still alive, she recovered the mysteries of the 
Egyptians for me, the red sun disk and the song of the golden 
‘wings. She remained shadowy and I could hardly understand her 
words, She said: 

“Ie was night when I died—you still live in the day—there 
are still days, years ahead of you—what will you begin—Let me 
have the word—oh, that you cannot hear! How difficult—give 
me the word!” 

1 answered dismayed: “I do not know the word that you seek” 
But she cried: “The symbol, the mediators, we need the symbol, 

wwe hunger for it, make light for us.” 
“Wherefrom? How can I? I do not know the symbol that 

you demand.” 
But she insisted: “You can do it, reach for it.” 
And precisely at this moment the sign was placed in my hand 

and I looked at it filled with boundless astonishment. Then she 
spoke loudly and joyfully to mes 

“That is it, that is HAP, the symbol that we desired, that we 
needed. It is terribly simple, initially stupid, naturally godlike, the 
God's other pole. This is precisely the pole we needed.” 

“Why do you need HAP?** I replied 
“He is in the light, the other God is in the night.” 
“Oh,” I answered, “what’s that, beloved? The God of the spirit 

is in the night? Is that the son? The son of the frogs? Woe betide 
us, if he is the God of our day!” 

But the dead one spoke full of triumph: 
“He is the flesh spirit, the blood spirit, he is the extract of all 

bodily juices, the spirit of the sperm and the entrails, of the geni- 
tals, of the head, of the feet, of the hands, of the joints, of the 
bones, of the eyes and ears, of the nerves and the brain; he is the 
spirit of the sputum and of excretion.” 

“Are you of the devil?” I exclaimed fall of horror, “where does 
my flashing godly light remain?” 

But she said: “Your body remains with you, my beloved, your 
living body: The enlightening thought comes from the body” 

“What thought are you talking about? I recognize no such 
thought,” I said. 

“Ie crawls around like a worm, like a serpent, soon there, soon, 
here, a blind newt of Hell” 

“Then I must be buried alive. Oh horror! Oh rottenness! Must I 
attach myself completely, like a leech?” 

“Yes, drink blood,” she said, “suck it up, get your fill from the 
carcass, there is juice inside, certainly disgusting, but nourishing 
You should not understand, but suck!” 

“Damned horror! No, three times no,” I cried in outrage 
But she said: “It should not irritate you, we need this meal, 

the life juices of men, since we want to share in your life. Thus 
wwe can draw closer to you. We want to give you tidings of what 
you need to know” 
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“That is horribly absurd! What are you talking about?” 
“But she looked at me as she had done on the day I had last 

seen her among the living, and on which she showed me, unaware 
of its meaning, something of the mystery of what the Egyptians had 
left behind. And she said to me 

“Do it for me, for us. Do you recall my legacy, the red sun 
disk, che golden wings and the wreath of life and duration? 
Immortality, of this there are things to know.” 

“The way that leads to this knowledge is Hell.” 
From this I sank into gloomy brooding since I suspected the 

heaviness and incomprehension and the immeasurable solitude 
of this way. And after a long struggle with all the weakness and 
cowardice in me, I decided to take upon myself this solitude of 
the holy error and the eternally valid truth. 

‘And in the third night I called to my dead beloved and asked 
her: 

“Teach me the knowledge of the worms and the crawling creatures, 
open to me the darkness of the spirits!” 

She whispered: “Give blood, so that I may drink and gain 
speech. Were you lying when you said that you would leave the 
power to the son?” 

“No, I was not lying, But I said something that 1 did 
not understand,” 

“You are fortunate,” she said, “if you can say what you do not 
understand. So listen: HAP® is not the foundation but the 
summit of the church thar still les sunken, We need this church 
since we can live init with you and take part in your life. You have 
excluded us to your own detriment.” 

“Tell me, is HAP for you the sign of the church in which you 
hope for community with the living? Speak, why do you hesitate?” 

She moaned and whispered with a weak voice: “Give blood, I 
need blood.”* 

“So take blood from my heart,” I spoke 
“I thank you,” she said, “that is fullness of life. The air of the 

shadow world is thin since we hover on the ocean of the air like 
birds above the sea. Many went beyond limits, fluttering on 
indeterminate paths of outer space, bumping at hazard into alien 
worlds, But we, we who are still near and incomplete, would like to 
immerse ourselves in the sea of the air and return to earth, to the 
living, Do you not have an animal form into which I can enter?” 

“What,” I exclaimed horrified, “you would like to be my dog?” 
“If possible, yes,” she replied, “I would even like to be your dog. 

“To me you are of unspeakable worth, all my hope, that still clings 
to earth, I would still like to see completed what I left too soon. 
Give me blood, much blood!” 

“So drink,” I said despairingly, “drink, so that what should be 
will be.” 

She whispered with a hesitant voice: “Brimo"—I guess that’s 
what you call her—the old one—which is how it begins—the one 
who bore the son—the powerful HAP, who grew out of her shame 
and strove after the wife of Heaven, who arches over earth, for 
Brimo, above and below, envelops the son. She bears and raises 
him. Born from below, he fertilizes the Above, since the wife is 
his mother, and the mother is his wife.” 

46 This paragraph is notin Blk Book 5. 
47 December 5, 1915, 
448 This paragraph isnot in Bleck Book 5 

“Accursed teaching! Is this still not enough of the horrifying 
Mysterium?" I cried full of outrage and abhorrence. 

“If Heaven becomes pregnant and can no longer hold its fruit, 
it gives birth to a man who carries the burden of sin—that is the 
tree oflife and of unending duration, Give me your blood! Listen! 
This riddle is terrible: when Brimo, the heavenly, was pregnant, 
she gave birth to the dragon, first the afterbirth and then the son, 
HAP. and the one who carried HAP. HAP is the rebellion of the 

Below, but the bird comes from the Above and places itself on the 
head of HAP. That is peace. You are a vessel. Speak, Heaven, pour 
outyour rain, You are a shell. Empty shells do not spill, they catch, 
May it stream in from all the winds. Let me tell you that another 
evening is approaching. A day, ewo days, many days have come 
to an end, The light of day goes down and illumines the shadow, 
itself'a shadow of the sun. Life becomes a shadow, and the shadow 
enlivens itself, the shadow that is greater than you. Do you think 
that your shadow is your son? He is small at midday, and fills the 
sky at midnight."* 

Bur I was exhausted and desperate and could hear no more, 
and so I said to the dead one: 

‘So you introduce the terrible son who lived beneath me, 
under the trees on the water? Is he the spirit that the heavens 
pour out, or is he the soulless worm that the earth bore? Oh 
Heaven—Oh most sinister womb! Do you want to suck the life 
out of me for the sake of the shadow? Should humanity thus 
completely go to waste for divinity? Should I live with shadows, 
instead of with the living? Should all the longing for the living 
belong to you, the dead? Did you not have your time to live? Did 
you not use it? Should a living person give his life for your sake, 
‘you who did not live the eternal? Speak, you mute shadows, who 
stand at my door and demand my blood!” 

The shadow of the dead one raised its voice and said: “You 
see—or do you still not see, what the living do with your life. 
“They fritter it away. But with me you live yourself since I belong 
to you. I belong to your invisible following and community. Do 
you believe that the living see you? They see only your shadow, 
not you—you servant, you bearer, you vessel— 

“How you hold forth! Am I at your mercy? Should I no longer 
see the light of day? Should I become a shadow with a living 
body? You are formless and beyond grasp, and you emanate 
the coldness of the grave, a breath of emptiness. To let myself 
be buried alive—what are you thinking of? Too soon, it seems 
to me, I must die first. Do you have the honey that pleases 
my heart and the fire that warms my hands? What are you, you 
mournful shadows? You specters of children! What do you want 
with my blood? Truly, you are even worse than men. Men give 
little, yet what do you give? Do you make the living? The warm 
beauty? Or joy pethaps? Or should all this go to your gloomy 
Hell? What do you offer in return? Mysteries? Will the living live 
from these? I regard your mysteries as tricks if the living cannot 
live from them.” 

But she interrupted me and cried: “Impetuous one, stop, you 
take my breath away. We are shadows; become a shadow and you 
will grasp what we give.” 

49 Black Bok 5 has: "The Phallus” (p. 100). CE Jung's childhood dream of the ctual pallus in the underground temple, p. 4 above. 
50 See note 233.304. 
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“Ido not want to die to descend into your darkness.” 
“But,” she said, “you need not die. You must only let yourself 

be buried.” 
“In the hope of resurrection? No joking now!” 
But she spoke calmly: “You suspect what will happen. ‘Triple 

walls before you and invisibility—to Hell with your longing and 
feeling! Atleast you do not love us, so we will cost you less dearly 
than the men who roll in your love and patience and have you 
make a fool of yourself” 

“My dead one, I think you are speaking my language.” 
She replied to me scornfully: “Men love—and you! What an 

error! All this means is that you want to run away from your- 
self, What do you do to men? You tempt and coax them into 
megalomania, to which you fall victim.” 

“But it grieves me, pains me, howls at me; I feel a great longing, 
everything soft complains, and my heart yearns.” 

Bur she was unsparing. “Your heart belongs to us,” she said, 
“What do you want with men? Self-defense against men—so that 
you walk on your own two feet, not on human crutches. Men need 
the undemanding, but they are always wanting love to be able to 
run away from themselves, This ought to stop. Why do fools go 
‘out and preach the gospel to the negroes, and then ridicule it in 
their own country? Why do these hypocritical preachers speak of 
love, divine and human love, and use the same gospel to justify 
the right to wage war and commit murderous injustice? Above 
all, what do they teach others when they themselves stand up to 
their necks in the black mud of deception and self-deceit? Have 
they cleaned their own house, have they recognized and driven 
out their own devil? Because they do none of this, they preach 
love to be able to run away from themselves, and to do to others 
what they should do to themselves. But this greatly prized love, 
given to one’s own self, burns like fire. These hypocrites and liars 
have noticed this—as you have—and prefer to love others. Is 
that love? It is false hypocrisy. I always begins in yourself and 
in all things and above all with love. Do you believe that one who 
‘wounds himself unsparingly does the other a good deed with his 
love? No, of course you don’t believe it. You even know that he 
only teaches the other how one must wound oneself, so that he 
can compel others to express sympathy. Therefore you should be 
a shadow since this is what men need, How can they get away from 
the hypocrisy and foolishness of your love if you yourself cannot? 
For everything begins with yourself, But your horse still cannot 
refrain from whinnying, Even worse, your virtue is a wagging dog, 
a growling dog, a licking dog, a barking dog—and you call that 
human love! But love is: to bear and endure oneself. It begins with 
this. Ic is truly about you; you are not yet tempered; other fires 
must yet come over you until you have accepted your solitude and 
learned to love 

What do you ask about love? What is love? To live, above all, 
that is more than love. Is war love? You are bound to see what 
human love is still good enough for—a means like other means 
Therefore, above al, solitude, until every softness toward yourself 
has been burnt out of you. You should learn to freeze." 

“I see only graves before me,” I answered, “what cursed will is 
above me?” 

“The will of the God, that is stronger than you, you slave, you 
vessel. You have fallen into the hands of the greater. He knows 
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no pity: Your Christian shrouds have fallen, the veils that blinded 
your eyes. The God has become strong again. The yoke of men is 
lighter than the yoke of the God: therefore everyone seeks to yoke 
the other out of mercy, But he who does not fall into the hands 
of men falls into those of the God. May he be well and may woe 
betide him! There is no escape.” 

“Is that freedom?” I cried 
“The highest freedom, Only the God above you, through 

yourself, Comfort yourself with this and that as well as you 
can, The God bolts doors that you cannot open. Let your feelings 
whimper like puppies. The ears on high are deal” 

“But” I answered, “is there no outrage for the sake of 
the human?” 

“Outrage? I laugh at your outrage. The God knows only 
power and creation. He commands and you act. Your anxieties 
are laughable, There is only one road, the military road of 
the Godhead.” 

The dead one spoke these unsparing words to me.* As I did 
not want to obey anyone, I had to obey this voice. And she spoke 
unsparing words about the power of the God, I had to accept 
these words.” We have to greet a new light, a blood-red sun, 
a painful wonder. No one forces me to; only the foreign will 
in me commands and I cannot escape since I find no grounds 
todo so. 

The sun, appearing to me, swam in a sea of blood and wailing: 
therefore I said to the dead one 

“Should it be the sacrifice of joy?” 
But the dead one replied: “The sacrifice of all joy, provided 

that you do it yourself Joy should neither be made nor sought; it 
should come, if it must come. I demand your service. You should 
not serve your personal devil. That leads to superfluous pain. 
True joy is simple: it comes and exists from itself, and is not 
to be sought here and there. At the risk of encountering black 
night, you must devote yourself to me and seek no joy: Joy can 
never ever be prepared, but exists of its own accord or exists 
not at all, All you must do is fulfill your task, nothing else. Joy 
comes from fulfillment, but not from longing, I have the power. 
T.command, you obey.” 

“I fear that you will destroy me.” 
But she answered: “I am life that destroys only the unfit. 

“Therefore take care that you are no unapt tool. You want to rule 
yourself? You steer your ship onto the sand. Build your bridge, 
stone upon stone, but don’t think of wanting to take the helm. 
You go astray if you want to escape my service. There is no 
salvation without me. Why are you dreaming and hesitating?” 

“You see,” I answered, “that Iam blind and do not know where 
to begin.” 

“Ie always begins with the neighbor. Where is the church? 
Where is the community?” 

“This is pure madness,” I cried out indignantly, “why do you 
speak of a church? Am I a prophet? How can I claim such for 
myself? I am just a man who is not entitled to know any better 
than others.” 

But she replied: “I want the church, it is necessary for you and 
for others. Otherwise what are you going to do with those whom 
I force to your feet? The beautiful and natural will nestle into the 
terrible and dark and will show the way. The church is something 

56 Jung was critical of Christian missionaries See “The problems of the soul of modesn men," (1931), CW 10, $185 
57 Black Books consinues: [The dead one] “after the devl has preceded you. Now is aot the time for love, but for deeds” [F] “Why do you mention deeds? Which deeds>” 

{he dead one}: “Your work" [1] “What do you mean. my work? My since ny bool [The dei one] “That ao your bok, thatthe book. Since swat you 
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natural. The holy ceremony must be dissolved and become 
spirit, The bridge should lead out beyond humanity inviolable, 
fas, of the air. There is a community of spirits founded on outer 
signs with a solid meaning,” 

“Listen,” I cried, “that doesn’t bear thinking about, it’s 

incomprehensible.” 
But she continued: “Community with the dead is what both 

you and the dead need. Do not commingle with any of the dead, 
but stand apart from them and give to each his due. The dead 
demand your expiatory prayers.” 

‘And when she spoke these words, she raised her voice and 
evoked the dead in my name: 

“You dead, I call you. 
“You shades of the departed, who have cast off the torment of 

living, come here! 
“My blood, the juice of my life, will be your meal and your drink. 
“Sustain yourself from me, so that life and speech will 

be yours, 
“Come, you dark and restless ones, I will refresh you with my 

blood, the blood of a living one so that you will gain speech and 
life, in me and through me. 

“The God forces me to address this prayer to you so that you 
come to life. Too long have we left you alone. 

“Let us build the bond of community so that the living and the 
dead image will become one and the past will live on in the present. 

“Our desire pulls us to the living world and we are lost in 
our desire. 

“Come drink the living blood, drink your fill so that we will 
be saved from the inextinguishable and unrelenting power of 
vivid longing for visible, graspable, and present being 

“Drink from our blood the desire that begets evil, as quarrel, 
discord, ugliness, violent deed, and famishment 

“Take, eat, this is my body, that lives for you. Take, eat, drink, 
this is my blood, whose desite flows for yout 

“Come, celebrate a Last Supper with me for your redemption 
and mine. 

“I need community with you so that I fall prey neither to the 
community of the living nor to my desire and yours, whose envy 
is insatiable and therefore begets evi. 

“Help me, so that I do not forget that my desire is a sacrificial 
fire for you. 

“You are my community I live what I can live for the living, But 
the excess of my longing belongs to you, you shades. We need to 
live with you. 

“Be auspicious to us and open our closed spirit so that we 
become blessed with the redeeming light. May it happen thus!” 

‘When the dead one had ended this prayer, she turned to me 
again and said: 

“Greats the need of the dead. But the God needs no sacrificial 
prayer. He has neither goodwill nor ill will. He is kind and fearful, 
though not actually so, but only seems to you thus, But the dead 
hear your prayers since they are still of human nature and not 
free of goodwill and ill will. Do you not understand? The history 
of humanity is older and wiser than you, Was there a time when 
there were no dead? Vain deception! Only recently have men 
begun to forget the dead and to think that they have now begun 
the real life, sending them into a frenzy” 

59 December 20,191. 0 See note 8, p 230. 
61 January 8, 1916. This parageaph does not oceus in Black Books. 

{s} When the dead one had uttered all these words, she 
disappeared. I sank into gloominess and dull confusion. When 
I looked up again, I saw my soul in the upper realms, hover~ 
ing irradiated by the distant brilliance that streamed from the 
Godhead." And I called out: 

“You know what has taken place. You see that it surpasses the 
power and understanding of a man, But I accept it for your sake 
and mine. To be crucified on the tree of life, Oh bitterness! Oh 
painful silence! If it weren’t you, my soul, who touched the fiery 
Heaven and the eternal fullness, how could 1? 

“I cast myself before human animals—Oh most unmanly 
torment! I must let my virtues, my best ability be torn apart, 
because they are still thorns in the side of the human animal. 
Not death for the sake of the best, but befouling and rending of 
the most beautiful for the sake of life. 

“Alas, is there nowhere a salutary deception to protect me from 
having the Last Supper with my carcass? The dead want to live 
from me. 

“Why did you see me as the one to drink the cess of humanity 
that poured out of Christendom? Haven't you had enough of 
beholding the fiery fullness, my soul? Do you still want to fly 
entire into the glaring white light of the Godhead? Into what 
shades of horror are you plunging me? Is the devil’s pool so deep 
that its mud sullies even your glowing robe? 

“Where do you get the right to do me such a foul deed? Let the 
beaker of disgusting filth pass from me.* But if this be not your 
will, then climb past fiery Heaven and lodge your charges and 
topple the throne of God, the dreadful, proclaim the right of men 
also before the Gods and take revenge on them for the infamous 
deed of humanity, since only Gods are able to spur on the human 
‘worm? to acts of colossal atrocity. Let my fate suffice and let men 
manage human destiny. 

“Ob my mother humanity, thrust the terrible worm of God, 
the strangler of men, from you. Do not venerate him for the sake 
of his terrible poison—a drop suffices—and what is a drop to 
him—who at the same time is all emptiness and all fullness?” 

‘As I proclaimed these words, I noticed that @IAHMON stood 
behind me and had given them to me. He came alongside me 
invisibly, and I felt the presence of the good and the beautiful 
And he spoke to me with a soft deep voice: 

“Remove, Oh man, the divine, too, from your soul, as far as 
you can manage. What a devilish farce she carries on with you, as 
long as she still arrogates divine power over you! She's an unruly 
child and a bloodthirsty daimon at the same time, a tormentor of 
humans without equal, precisely because she has divinity. Why? 
‘Where from? Because you venerate her. The dead too want the 
same thing. Why don’t they stay quiet? Because they have not 
crossed over to the other side. Why do they want sacrifice? So 
y can live. But why do they still want to live with men? Because 

they want to rule. They have not come to an end with their craving 
for power, since they died still lusting for power. A child, an old 
man, an evil woman, a spirit of the dead, and a devil are beings 
who need to be humored. Fear the soul, despise her, love her, just 
like the Gods. May they be far from us! But above all never lose 
them! Because when lost they are as malicious as the serpent, as 
bloodthirsty as the tiger that pounces on the unsuspecting from 
behind. A man who goes astray becomes an animal, a lost soul 

62 In Gethsamane, Christ sad: O my Father, fit be possible, let this cup pass from me; nevertheless not aI will, but a thou wile” (Matthew 2639). 
63 CE Job 25.6: "How much less man, that i worm? and the son of man, Which is a Worm?” 
64 January 10, 1916 



becomes a devil. Cling to the soul with love, fear, contempt, and 
hate, and don’t let her out of your sight. She is a hellish-divine 
treasure to be kept behind walls of iron and in the deepest 
vault, She always wants to get out and scatter glittering beauty. 
Beware, because you have already been betrayed! You'll never 
find a more disloyal, more cunning and heinous woman than 
your soul. How should I praise the miracle of her beauty and 
perfection? Does she not stand in the brilliance of immortal 
youth? Is her love not intoxicating wine and her wisdom the 
primordial cleverness of serpents? 

“Shield men from her, and her from men, Listen to what she 
wails and sings in prison but don't let her escape, as she will 
immediately turn whore, As her husband you are blessed through 
her, and therefore cursed. She belongs to the daimonic race 
of the Tom Thumbs and giants, and is only distantly related to 
humankind. If you seek to grasp her in human terms you will be 
beside yourself: The excess of your rage, your doubt, and your love 
belong to her, but only the excess. If you give her this excess, 
humanity will be saved from the nightmare. For if you do not 
see your soul, you see her in fellow men and this will drive you 
mad, since this devilish mystery and hellish spook can hardly be 
seen through 

“Look at man, the weak one in his wretchedness and torment, 
whom the Gods have singled out as their quarry—tear to pieces 
the bloody veil that the lost soul has woven around man, the 
cruel nets woven by the death-bringing, and take hold of the 
divine whore who still cannot recover from her fall from grace 
and craves filth and power in raving blindness, Lock her up like 
a lecherous bitch who would like to mingle her blood with every 
dirty cur. Capture her, may enough at last be enough. Let her for 
once taste your torment so that she will get to feel man and his 
hammer, which he has wrested from the Gods. 

“May man rule in the human world. May his laws be valid. But 
treat the souls, daimons, and Gods in their way, offering what 
is demanded. But burden no man, demand and expect nothing 
from him, with what your devil-souls and God-souls lead you to 
believe, but endure and remain silent and do piously what befits 
your kind, You should act not on the other but on yourself, unless 
the other asks for your help or opinion. Do you understand what 
the other does? Never—how should you? Does the other under- 
stand what you do? Whence do you take the right to think about 
the other and act on him? You have neglected yourself, your 
garden is full of weeds, and you want to teach your neighbor 
about order and provide evidence for his shortcomings. 

“Why should you keep silent about the others? Because there 
would be plenty to discuss concerning your own daimons. But 
if you act on and think about the other without him soliciting 
your opinion or advice, you do so because you cannot distinguish 
yourself from your soul. Therefore you fall victim to her presumption 
and help her into whoring. Or do you believe that you must lend 
your human power to the soul or the Gods, or even that it will be 
useful and pious work if you want to bring the Gods to bear 
on others? Blinded one, that is Christian presumptuousness. The 
Gods don’t need your help, you laughable idolater, who seem to 
yourself like a God and want to form, improve, rebuke, educate, 
and create men. Are you perfect yourself?—therefore remain 
silent, mind your business, and behold your inadequacy every day. 
You are most in need of your own help: you should keep your 
opinions and good advice ready for yourself and not run to 
others like a whore with understanding and the desire to help. 

65 In the Poe Ei, che giant They stole the hammer of the God Thor 
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‘You don’t need to play God. What are daimons, who don’t act out 
of themselves? So let them go to work, but not through you, or else 
you yourself will become a daimon to others; leave them to them- 
selves and don't pre-empt them with awkward love, concern, care, 
advice, and other presumptions. Otherwise you would be doing 
the work of the daimons; you yourself would become a daimon 
and therefore go into a frenzy. But the daimons are pleased at 
the raving of helpless men advising and striving to help others. 
So stay quiet, fulfill the cursed work of redemption on yourself, 
for then the daimons must torment themselves and in the same 
way all your fellow men, who do not distinguish themselves from 
their souls and let themselves be mocked by daimons, Is it cruel 
to leave your blinded fellow human beings to their own devices? 
Ie would be cruel if you could open their eyes, But you could open 
their eyes only if they solicited your opinion and help. Yet if they 
do not, they do not need your help. If you force your help on 
them nonetheless, you become their daimon and increase their 
blindness, since you set a bad example. Draw the coat of patience 
and silence over your head, sit down, and leave the daimon to 
accomplish his work. If he brings something about, he will 
work wonders. Thus will you sit under fruit-bearing trees. 

“Know that the daimons would like to inflame you to embrace 
their work, which is not yours. And, you fool, you believe that itis 
you and that itis your work. Why? Because you can't distinguish 
yourself from your soul, But you are distinct from her, and you 
should not pursue whoring with other souls as if you yourself 
‘were a soul, but instead you are a powerless man who needs all 
his force for his own completion. Why do you look to the other? 
‘What you see in him lies neglected in yourself. You should be 
the guard before the prison of your soul. You are your soul's 
eunuch, who protects her from Gods and men, or protects the 
Gods and men from her. Power is given to the weak man, a poison 
that paralyzes even the Gods, like a poison sting bestowed upon 
the little bee whose force is far inferior to yours. Your soul could 
seize this poison and thereby endanger even the Gods. So put the 
soul under wraps, distinguish yourself from her, since not only 
your fellow men but also the Gods must live.” 

When @IAHMON had finished, I turned to my soul, who 
had come nearer from above during ®IAHMON’s speech, and spoke 
toher: 

“Have you heard what @1AHMON has been saying? How does 
this tone strike you? Is his advice good?” 

But she said, "Do not mock, or else you strike yourself. Do not 
forget to love me.” 

“Ivis difficult for me to unite hate and love,” I replied. 
“understand,” she said, “yet you know that it is the same. Hate 

and love mean the same to me. Like all women of my kind, form 
matters less to me than that everything belong to me or else 
to no one. I am also jealous of the hate you give others. I want 
everything, since I need everything for the great journey that 
1 intend to begin after your disappearance. I must prepare in 
good time. Until then I must make timely provision and much 
is still lacking” 

“And do you agree that I throw you into prison” I asked. 
“OF course,” she answered, “there I have peace and can collect 

myself Your human world makes me drunk—so much human 
blood—I could get intoxicated on it to the point of madness. 
Doors of iron, walls of stone, cold darkness and the rations of 
penance—that is the bliss of redemption. You do not suspect my 
torment when the bloody intoxication seizes me, hurls me again 
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and again into living matter from a dark fearful creative urge that 
formerly brought me close to the lifeless and ignited the terrible 
lust for procreation in me. Remove me from conceiving matter, the 
rutting feminine of yawning emptiness. Force me into confinement 
where I can find resistance and my own law, Where I can think 
about the journey, the rising sun the dead one spoke of, and the 
buzzing, melodious golden wings. Be thankful—don’t you want to 
thank me? You are blinded. You deserve my highest thanks” 

Filled with delight at these words, I cried: 
“How divinely beautiful you are!” And at the same time fury 

seized me: 
“Oh bitterness! You have dragged me through sheer and utter 

Hell, you have tormented me nearly to death—and I long for 
your thanks. Yes, Iam moved that you thank me, The hound’s 
nature lies in my blood. Therefore I am bitter—for my sake, since 
how does it move you! You are divine and devilishly great, 
wherever and howsoever you are. As yet I am only your eunuch 
doorkeeper, no less imprisoned than you, Speak, you concubine 
of Heaven, you divine monster! Have I not fished you from 
the swamp? How do you like the black hole? Speak without 
blood, sing from your own force, you have gorged yourself 
on men.” 

‘Then my soul writhed and like a downtrodden worm turned. 
and cried out, “Pity, have compassion.” 

“Compassion? Have you ever had compassion for me? You 
brute bestial tormentor! You've never gotten past compassionate 
moods. You lived on human food and drank my blood. Has it 
‘made you fat? Will you learn to revere the torment of the human 
animal? What would you souls and Gods want without man? 
‘Why do you long for him? Speak, whore!” 

She sobbed, “My speech stops. I'm horrified at your accusation.” 
“Are you going to get serious? Are you going to have second 

thoughts? Are you going to learn modesty or perhaps even some 
other human virtue, you soulless soul-being? Yes, you have no 
soul, because you are the thing itself, you fiend. Would you like a 
human soul? Should I perhaps become your earthly soul so that 
‘you will have a soul? You see, I've gone to your school. I've learned. 
how one behaves as a soul, perfectly ambiguous, mysteriously 
untruthful and hypocritical.” 

While I spoke to my soul in this way, ®AHMON stood silently 
alittle distance off. But now he stepped forward, laid his hand on 
my shoulder, and spoke in my name 

*You are blessed, virgin soul, praised be your name, You are the 
chosen one among women. You are the God-beares. Praise be to 
you! Honor and fame be yours in eternity. 

“You live in the golden temple, The peoples come from afar 
and praise you. 

“We, your vassals, wait on your words, 
“We drink red wine, dispensing a sacrificial drink in recollection 

of the meal of blood that you celebrated with us. 
“We prepare a black chicken for a sacrificial meal in remembrance 

of the man who fed you. 
“We invite our friends to the sacrificial meal, carrying wreaths 

of ivy and roses in remembrance of the farewell you took from 
your saddened vassals and maids. 

“Let this day be a festival celebrating joy and life—the day 
upon which you, blessed one, commence the return journey from 
the land of men where you have learned how to be a soul 

“You follow the son who ascended and passed over. 

6 January 1, 1916 
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“You carry us up as your soul and set yourself before the son of 
God, maintaining your immortal right as an ensouled being. 

“We are joyful, good things will follow you. We lend you strength 
‘We are in the land of men and we are alive.” 

‘After @IAHMON had ended, my soul looked saddened and 
pleased, and hesitated and yet hurried to prepare herself to leave 
us and to ascend again, happy at the regained freedom, But I 
suspected something secret in her, something that she sought to 
hide from me. Therefore I did not let her make off, but spoke 
to her: 

“What holds you back? What are you hiding? Probably a 
golden vessel, a jewel that you have stolen from men? Isn't that 
a gem, a piece of gold, shining through your robe? What is the 
beautiful ching that you robbed when you drank the blood of 
men and ate their sacred flesh? Speak the truth, for I see the lie 
on your face.” 

“haven't taken anything,” she answered annoyed. 
“You are lying, you want to cast suspicion on me, where you 

are lacking, ‘Those times when you could rob men unpunished are 
over. Surrender everything that is his sacred inheritance and that 
you have rapaciously claimed. You have stolen from the vassal and 
the beggar. God is rich and powerful, you can steal from him, His, 
kingdom knows no loss. Shameful liar, when will you finally stop 
plaguing and robbing your humanity?” 

But she looked at me as innocently as a dove and said gently: 
“I do not suspect you. I wish you well. I respect your right. I 

acknowledge your humanity. I do not take anything away from 
you. I do not withhold anything from you. You possess everything, 
I, nothing.” 

“Yet,” I exclaimed, “you lie insufferably. You possess not only 
that marvelous thing that belongs to me, but you also have access to 
the Gods and eternal fullness. Therefore surrender what you have 
stolen, lian” 

Now she was vexed and replied: 
“How can you? I no longer recognize you. You are crazy, even 

more: you are laughable, a childish ape, who extends his paw 
toward everything that glitters. But I will not allow what is mine 
to be taken from me.” 

Then I cried enraged, “You're lying, you're lying; I saw the 
gold, I saw the sparkling light of the jewel: I know it belongs to 
me. You ought not take that away from me. Give it back!” 

Then she broke out in defiant tears and said, “I don’t want to 
part with it, it’s too precious to me. Do you want to rob me of the 
last ornament?” 

“Embellish yourself with the gold of the Gods, bur not with 
the meager treasures of earthbound human beings. May you 
taste heavenly poverty after you have preached earthly poverty 
and necessity to your humankind, like a true and proper cleric 
fall of lies, who fills his belly and purse and preaches poverty.” 

“You torment me awfully” she wailed, “leave me just this one 
thing, You men still have enough. I cannot be without this very one, 
this incomparable one, for whose sake even the Gods envy men.” 

“I will not be unjust,” I replied, “But give me what belongs to 
me and beg for what you need from it. What is it? Speak!” 

“Alas, that I can neither keep it nor conceal it! I is love, warm, 
human love, blood, warm red blood, the holy source of life, the 
unification of everything separated and longed for” 

“So," I said, “itis love that you claim as a natural right and 
property, although you still ought to beg for it, You get drunk 



on the blood of man and let him starve, Love belongs to me. I 
want to love, not you through me. You'll crawl and beg for it ike 
a dog. You'll raise your hands and fawn like hungry hounds. I 
possess the key. I will be a more just administrator than you 
godless Gods. You will gather around the source of blood, the 
sweet miracle, and you will come bearing gifts so that you may 
receive what you need. I protect the holy source so that no 
God can seize it for himself. The Gods know no measure and 
no mercy. They get drunk on the most precious of draughts. 
Ambrosia and nectar“ are the flesh and blood of men, truly a 
noble meal. They waste the drink in drunkenness, the goods 
of the poor, since they have neither God nor soul presiding 
over them as their judges. Presumptuousness and excessive- 
ness, severity and callousness are your essence. Greed for the 
sake of greed, power for the sake of power, pleasure for the sake 
of pleasure, immoderation and insatiableness: this is how one 
recognizes you, you daimons. 

“Yes, you have yet to learn, you devils and Gods, you daimons 
and souls, to crawl in the dust for the sake of love so that from 
someone somewhere you snatch a drop of the living sweetness. 
Learn humility and pride from men for the sake of love. 

“You Gods, your first born son is man. He bore a terribly 
beautiful-ugly son of God who is renewal to you all, But this 
‘mystery, too, fulfills you: you bore a son of men who is my renewal, 
no less splendid-terrible, and his rule also will serve you.” 

‘Then @1AHMON approached me, raised his hand, and spoke: 
“Both God and man are disappointed victims of deception, 

blessedly blessed, powerlessly powerful. The eternally rich universe 
unfolds again in the earthly Heaven and the Heaven of the Gods, 
in the underworlds and in the worlds above. Separation once more 
comes to the agonizingly united and yoked. Endless multiplicity 
takes the place of what has been forced together, since only 
diversity is wealth, blood, and harvest.” 

A night and a day passed, and when night came again and 
I looked around I saw that my soul hesitated and waited, So I 
addressed her” 

“What, you're still here? Didn't you find the way or didn’t 
you find the words, which belong to me? How do you honor 
humankind, your earthly soul? Recall what I bore and suffered 
for you, how I wasted myself, how I lay before you and writhed, 
how I gave my blood to you! I have an obligation to lay on you: 
learn to honor humankind, for I saw the land that is promised to 
‘man, the land where milk and honey flows.” 

“I saw the land of the promised love. 
“I saw the splendor of the sun on that land 
“I saw the green forests, the golden vineyards and the villages 

of man, 
“I saw the towering mountains with hanging fields of 

eternal snow: 
“I saw the fruitfulness and fortune of the earth. 
“None but I saw the fortune of man. 
“You, my soul, force mortal men to labor and suffer for your 

salvation. I demand that you do this for the earthly fortune of 

68 In Greck mythology, ambrosia and nectar are the food and drink ofthe Gods 
69 This sentence does not accur in Blick Book 5 
70 January 14, 1916, The preceding paragraph does not occur in Blac Book § 
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humankind. Pay heed! I speak in both my name and the name 
of mankind, since our power and glory are yours, thine is the 
kingdom and our promised land, So bring it about, employing 
your abundance! I will remain silent, yes, I will leave you be, it 
depends on yous you can bring about what man is denied to cre- 
ate, I stand waiting. Torment yourself, so that you come to find 
it, Where is your own salvation, if you fail in your duty to bring 
about that of man? Pay heed! You will be working for me, and T 
will remain silent.” 

“Now then,” she said, “I want to set to work, But you must 
build the furnace. Throw the old, the broken, the worn out, the 
unused, and the ruined into the melting pot, so that it will be 
renewed for fresh use. 

“It is the custom of the ancients, the tradition of the ances- 
tors, observed since days of old. It is to be adapted for new use. 
It is practice and incubation in a smelter, a taking-back into the 
interior, into the hot accumulation where rust and brokenness 
are taken away through the heat of the fire. It is a holy ceremony, 
help me so that my work may succeed. 

“Touch the earth, press your hand into matter, shape it with 
care. The power of matter is great. Did HAP not come from 
matter? Is matter not the filling of emptiness? By forming matter, 
I shape your salvation. If you do not doubt the power of HAP, 
how can you doubt the power of its mother, matter? Matter is 
stronger than HAP, since HAP is the son of the earth, The hardest 

matter is the best; you should form the most durable matter. This 
strengthens thought.” 

{6} 1 did as my soul advised, and formed in matter the thoughts 
that she gave me. She spoke often and at length to me about the 
‘wisdom that lies behind us.* But one night she suddenly came 
to me with a sense of unease and anxiety and exclaimed:” “What 
am I seeing? What does the future harbor? Blazing fire? A 
fire hovers in the air—it draws near—a flame—many flames—a 
searing miracle—how many lights burn? My beloved, it is the 
mercy of the eternal fire—the breath of fire descends on you!” 

But I cried out in horror, “I fear something terrible and 
dreadful, Lam deeply afraid, since the things that you announced 
beforchand were awful—must everything be broken, burned, 
and destroyed?” 

“Patience,” she said and stared into the distance, “fire surrounds 
you~an immeasurable sea of embers.” 

“Don't torture me—what dreadful mysteries do you possess? 
Speak, I implore you. Or are you lying again, damned tormenting 
spirit, deceiving fiend? What are your treacherous specters 
supposed to mean?” 

But she answered calmly, “I also want your fear.” 
“What for? To torment me?” 
But she continued, “To bring it before the ruler of this world 

He demands the sacrifice of your fear. He appreciates your sacrifice. 
He’ has mercy upon you.” 

“Mercy upon me? What is that supposed to mean? I want 
to hide myself from him. My face shrinks from the ruler of this 

71 in Exodus 3, God appears to Moses in the burning bush and promises to lead his people out of Egypt into a land flowing with milk and honey. 
‘72 See Appendix C, January 16, 1916. This i a preliminary sketch ofthe cosmology of the Sptem Sermones. Jung's reference to forming his soul's thoughts in matter seems 

to refer to composition of the Systema Munditotius (cee Appendix A). Fora study ofthis, see Barry Jeromeon, “Systeme Munditoin andl Seven Sermon: symbolic colabo- 
rators in Jung's confrontation withthe dead” Jung History 1,2 (2005/6), pp. 6-10, and "The sources of Systema Munditotius: mandalas, myths and a misinterpretation,” 
Jang History 3,2, 2007, pp. 20-22. 

73 January 18,1916. 
34 The painting "Systema munditoius” has legend atthe bottom: ‘Abraxas dominus mundi” (Abraxas Master of che World). 
75 Black Books has: ‘Abraxas’ (p 181. 
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world, for it is branded, it bears a mark, it beheld the forbidden 
Therefore I avoid the ruler of this world.” 

“But you should come before him,” she said, “he has heard about 
your fear” 

*You instilled this fear in me. Why did you give me away?” 
“You have been summoned to serve him.” 
But I moaned and exclaimed: “Thrice damned fate! Why can't 

you leave me in seclusion? Why has he chosen me for sacrifice? 
Thousands would gladly throw themselves before him! Why 
‘must it be me? I cannot, I don't want to.” 

But the soul said, “You possess the word that should not be 
allowed to remain concealed.” 

“Whatis my word?” I answered, “itis the stammering of a minor; 
itis my poverty and my incapacity, my inability to do otherwise 
‘And you want to drag this before the ruler of this world?” 

But she looked straight into the distance and said, “I see the 
surface of the earth and smoke sweeps over it—a sea of fire rolls 
close in from the north, it is setting the towns and villages on 
fire, plunging over the mountains, breaking through the valleys, 
burning the forests—people are going mad—you go before the 
fire in a burning robe with singed hair, a crazy look in your eyes, a 
parched tongue, a hoarse and foul-sounding voice—you forge ahead, 
you announce what approaches, you scale the mountains, you go 
into every valley and stammer words of fright and proclaim the 
fire's agony. You bear the mark of the fire and men are horrified 
at you. They do not see the fire, they do not believe your words, 
but they see your mark and unknowingly suspect you to be the 
messenger of the burning agony. What fire? they ask, what fire? You 
stutter, you stammer, what do you know about a fire? I looked at 
the embers, I saw the blazing flames. May God save us.” 

“My soul,” I cried in despair, “speak, explain, what should I 
proclaim? The fire? Which fire?” 

“Look up, see the flames that blaze over your head—look up, 
the skies redden.” 

76 january 29, 1916 47 Janay 30,1916 The preceding sentence doesn ost in Ble Bak 78 On th significance of 

With these words my soul vanished. 
But I remained anxious and confused for many days. And 

my soul remained silent and was not to be seen. But one night 
a dark crowd knocked at my door, and I trembled with fear. 
Then my soul appeared and said in haste, “They are here and 
will tear open your door.” 

“So that the wicked herd can break into my garden? Should 
I be plundered and thrown out onto the street? You make me 
into an ape and a child’s plaything. When, Oh my God, shall 
1 be saved from this Hell of fools? But I want to hack to pieces 
your cursed webs, go to Hell, you fools. What do you want 
with me?” 

But she interrupted me and said, “What are you talking about? 
Let the dark ones speak.” 

1 retorted, “How can I trust you? You work for yourself, not 
for me. What good are you, if you can’t even protect me from the 
devil's confusion?” 

“Be quiet,” she replied, “or else you'll disturb the work.” 
‘And as she spoke these words, behold, OIAHMON came up to 

‘me, dressed in the white robe of a priest, and lay his hand on my 
shoulder” Then I said to the dark ones, “So speak, you dead.” And 
immediately they cried in many voices," “We have come back from 
Jerusalem, where we did not find what we sought” We implore 
you to letus in, You have what we desire, Not your blood, but your 
light. That is it” 

‘Then @IAHMON lifted his voice and taught them, saying® (and 
this is the first sermon to the dead)" 

“Now hear: I begin with nothingness. Nothingness is the same 
as the fullness. In infinity full is as good as empty. Nothingness 
is empty and full. You might just as well say anything else about 
nothingness, for instance, that it is white, or black, or that it does 
not exist, or that it exists. That which is endless and eternal has 
no qualities, since it has all qualities. 
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“We call this nothingness or fullness the Pleroma.® Therein 
both thinking and being cease, since the eternal and endless 
possess no qualities. No one is in it, for he would then be distinct 
from the Pleroma, and would possess qualities that would 
distinguish him as something distinct from the Pleroma. 

“In the Pleroma there is nothing and everything, Ics fruitless 
to think about the Pleroma, for this would mean self-dissolution. 

“Creation is not in the Pleroma, but in itself. The Pleroma is 
the beginning and end of creation." It pervades creation, just as 
the sunlight pervades the air. Although the Pleroma is altogether 
pervasive, creation has no share in it, just as a wholly trans- 
parent body becomes neither light nor dark through the light 
pervading it. 

"We are, however, the Pleroma itself, for we are a part of the 
eternal and the endless, But we have no share therein, as we are 
infinitely removed from the Pleroma; not spatially or temporally, 
but essentially, since we are distinguished from the Pleroma in our 
essence as creation, which is confined within time and space, 

“Yet because we are parts of the Pleroma, the Pleroma is also 
in us. Even in the smallest point the Pleroma is endless, eternal, 
and whole, since small and great are qualities that are contained 
in it. It is nothingness that is whole and continuous throughout. 
Only figuratively, therefore, do I speak of creation as part of 
the Pleroma, Because, actually, the Pleroma is nowhere divided, 
since it is nothingness. We are also the whole Pleroma, because, 
figuratively, the Pleroma is the smallest point in us, merely 
assumed, not existing, and the boundless firmament about us. 
But why then do we speak of the Pleroma at all, if it is everything 
and nothing? 

“I speak about it in order to begin somewhere, and also to free 
you from the delusion that somewhere without or within there 
is something fixed or in some way established from the outset. 
Every so-called fixed and certain thing is only relative. That alone 
is fixed and certain that is subject to change. 

“Creation, however, is subject to change; therefore it alone 
s fixed and determined because it has qualities: indeed, it is 
quality itself 

“Thus we ask: how did the creation come into being? Creatures 
came into being, but not creation: since creation is the very 
quality of the Pleroma, as much as noncreation, eternal death, 
Creation is ever-present, and so is death. The Pleroma has 
everything, differentiation and nondifferentiation 

“Differentiation is creation. It is differentiated. Differentiation 

is its essence, and therefore it differentiates, Therefore man 
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differentiates, since his essence is differentiation. Therefore he also 
differentiates the qualities of the Pleroma that do not exist. He 
differentiates them on account of his own essence. Therefore he 
must speak of those qualities of the Pleroma that do not exis. 

"You say: ‘what use is there in speaking about it at all?” 
Did you yourself not say that it is not worth thinking about 
the Pleroma? 

“I mentioned that to free you from the delusion that we are 
able to think about the Pleroma. When we distinguish the 
qualities of the Pleroma, we are speaking from the ground of our 
own differentiated state and about our own differentiation, but 
have effectively said nothing about the Pleroma. Yet we need to 
speak about our own differentiation, so that we may sufficiently 
differentiate ourselves, Our very nature is differentiation. If 
wwe are not true to this nature we do not differentiate ourselves 
enough. We must therefore make distinctions between qualities. 

*You ask: ‘what harm is there in not differentiating oneself?” 
If we do not differentiate, we move beyond our essence, beyond 
creation, and we fall into nondifferentiation, which is the other 
quality of the Pleroma. We fall into the Pleroma itself and cease 
to be created beings. We lapse into dissolution in nothingness 
This is the death of the creature. Therefore we die to the same 
extent that we do not differentiate. Hence the creature's essence 
strives roward differentiation and struggles against primeval, 
perilous sameness. This is called the principium individuationis* 
This principle is the essence of the creature. From this you can 
see why nondifferentiation and nondistinction pose a great 
danger to the creature. 

“We must, therefore, distinguish the qualities of the Pleroma. 
These qualities are pais of opposites, such as 

“the effective and the ineffective, 
the fullness and the emptiness, 
the living and the dead, 
the different and the same, 
light and darkness, 
hot and cold, 
force and matter, 
time and space, 
good and evil, 
the beautiful and the ugly, 
the one and the many, ete, 
“The pairs of opposites are the qualities of the Pleroma that 

do not exist, because they cancel themselves out. As we are the 
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Pleroma itself, we also have all these qualities in us. Since our 
nature is grounded in differentiation, we have these qualities in 
the name and under the sign of differentiation, which means 

“First: these qualities are differentiated and separate in us; 
therefore they do not cancel each other out, but are effective. 
“Thus we are the victims of the pairs of opposites, The Pleroma is 
rent within us 

“Second: these qualities belong to the Pleroma, and we must 
possess and live them only in the name and under the sign 
of differentiation, We must differentiate ourselves from these 
qualities. They cancel each other out in the Pleroma, but not in 
us. Distinction from them saves us. 

“When we strive for the good or the beautiful, we forget our 
essence, which is differentiation, and we fall subject to the spell 
of the qualities of the Pleroma, which are the pairs of opposites. 
We endeavor to attain the good and the beautiful, yet at the same 
time we also seize the evil and the ugly, since in the Pleroma these 
are one with the good and the beautiful. But if we remain true to 
our essence, which is differentiation, we differentiate ourselves 
from the good and the beautiful, and hence from the evil and ugly. 
‘And thus we do not fall under the spell of the Pleroma, namely 
into nothingness and dissolution.** 

“You object: you said that difference and sameness are also 
«qualities of the Pleroma, What is it like if we strive for distinctive- 
ness? Are we, in so doing, not true to our own nature? And must we 
nonetheless fall into sameness when we strive for distinctiveness? 

“You must not forget that the Pleroma has no qualities 
We create these through thinking. If, therefore, you strive for 
distinctiveness or sameness, or any qualities whatsoever, you 
pursue thoughts that flow to you out of the Pleroma: thoughts, 
namely, concerning the non-existing qualities of the Pleroma. 
Inasmuch as you run after these thoughts, you fall again into the 
Pleroma, and attain distinctiveness and sameness atthe same time 
Not your thinking, but your essence, is differentiation. Therefore 
‘you must not strive for what you conceive as distinctiveness, but 
for your own esence. At bottom, therefore, there is only one striving, 
namely the striving for one’s own essence. If you had this striving, 
you would not need to know anything about the Pleroma and its 
qualities, and yet you would attain the right goal by virtue of your 
own essence. Since, however, thought alienates us from our 
essence, I must teach you that knowledge with which you can 
bridle your thoughts” 

"The dead faded away grumbling and moaning and their 
cries died away in the distance. 

"But I turned to @IAHMON and said, “My father, you utter 
strange teachings. Did not the ancients teach similar things? 
‘And was it not a reprehensible heresy, removed equally from 
ove and the truth? And why do you lay out such a teaching 
to this horde, which the night wind swirled up from the dark 
bloodfields of the West?” 

“My son,” @IAHMON replied, “these dead ended their lives too 
early. These were seekers and therefore still hover over their graves. 

Their lives were incomplete, since they knew no way beyond the 
one to which belief had abandoned them. But since no one teaches 
them, I must do so. That is what love demands, since they wanted 
to hear, even if they grumble, But why do I impart this teaching 
of the ancients? I teach in this way because their Christian faith 
once discarded and persecuted precisely this teaching. But they 
repudiated Christian belief and hence were rejected by that faith. 
They do not know this and therefore I must teach them, so that 
their life may be fulfilled and they can enter into death.” 

“But do you, Oh wise @AHMON, believe what you teach?” 
“My son,” @IAHMON replied, “why do you raise this question? 

How could I teach what I believe? Who would give me the right 
to such belief? Ieis what I know how to say, not because I believe 
it, but because I know it. If | knew better, I would teach better, 
But it would be easy for me to believe more. Yet should I teach a 
belief to those who have discarded belief? And, I ask you, is it good 
to believe something even more, if one does not know better?" 

“But” I retorted, “are you certain that things rally areas you say?” 
To this @AHMON answered, “I do not know whether it is the 

best that one can know. But I know nothing better and therefore 
I am certain these things are as I say. If they were otherwise I 
‘would say something else, since I would know them to be otherwise. 
But these things are as I know them, since my knowledge is precisely 
these things themselves.” 

“My father, is that your guarantee that you are not mistaken?” 
“There are no mistakes in these things,” @IAHMON replied, “there 

are only different levels of knowledge. These things are as you know 
them. Only in your world are things always other than you know 
them, and therefore there are only mistakes in your world,” 

“After these words IAHMON bent down and touched the earth 
with his hands and disappeared 

{7} That night @IAHMON stood beside me and the dead drew near 
and lined the walls and cried out,?° “We want to know about God. 
Where is God? Is God dead?"* 

Bur @1AHMON rose and said (and this is the second sermon 
to the dead): 

“God is not dead. He is as alive as ever. God is creation, for 
he is something definite, and therefore differentiated from the 
Pleroma. God is a quality of the Pleroma, and everything I have 
said about creation also applies to him. 

“But he is distinct from creation in that he is much more 
indefinite and indeterminable, He is less differentiated than 
creation, since the ground of his essence is effective fullness 
Only insofar as he is definite and differentiated is he creation, 
and as such he is the manifestation of the effective fullness of 
the Pleroma. 

“Everything that we do not differentiate falls into the Pleroma 
and is cancelled out by its opposite. If, therefore, we do not 
differentiate God, effective fullness is canceled out for us. 

“Moreover, God is the Pleroma itself just as each smallest 
point in the created and uncreated is the Pleroma itself. 

£86 The notion of life and narure being constituted by opposites and polarities fearured centrally in che Naturpilxophie of Schelling, The notion that psychic conflce rook 
the form of a conflict of opposites and that healing represented their esoluton featured prominently in Jung's later work; see Pscoloal Types, 1921, CW 6, ch. and 
Myson Contos. 95586, CW ts 7 The following pangrphe to the end ofthis section donot ocerin BlackBook 6. 

8 In the published version of the Sermons, these commentaries that fllow cach sermon do not appear, and nor does Philemon. The person delivering the sermons has 
been asumed to be Basilides. These commentaries were added in Scruine, 

89 In his 1959 BBC TV interview, John Freeman asked Jung, “Do you now believe in God?” Jung replied: “Now? [Pause ] Difficult to answer: I inow.I don't need to 
believe. I knove* William McGuire and RFC. Hull, eds, C. G. Jang Speaking: Interviews and Encounters (p. 428). Philemon's statement here seems to be the background 
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for the greater part of Europe” (ibid. 

and religion,” 1938, CW 11 §143€ Jung commented: "When Nietsche said: God is dead, he expressed a tath which 6 valid 
145). To Nietzsche's statement, Jung noted, "However it would be more correct to saj:"He has discarded our image, and where 

will we find him again? * (Ibid) He goes on to discus the motif of the death and disappearance of God in connection with Christ's crucifixion and resurrection 



“Effective emptiness is the essence of the devil, God and devil 
are the first manifestations of nothingness, which we call the 
Pleroma. It makes no difference whether the Pleroma exists or 
not, since it cancels itself out completely. Not so creation, Insofar 
as God and the devil are created beings, they do not cancel each 
other out, but stand one against the other as effective opposites. 
‘We need no proof of their existence. It is enough that we have to 
keep speaking about them, Even if both were not, creation would 
forever distinguish them anew out of the Pleroma on account of 
their distinct essences. 

“Everything that differentiation takes out of the Pleroma is a 
pair of opposites, therefore the devil always belongs to God.” 

“This inseparability is most intimate and, as you know from 
experience, as indissoluble in your life as the Pleroma itself since 
both stand very close to the Pleroma in which all opposites are 
canceled out and united. 

“Fullness and emptiness, generation and destruction, are what 
distinguish God and the devil. Effecrivenes is common to both. 
Effectiveness joins them. Effectiveness, therefore, stands above 
both, and is a God above God, since it unites fullness and emptiness 
through its effectuality 

“This is a God you knew nothing about, because mankind 
forgot him, We call him by his name ABRAXAS.” He is even more 
indefinite than God and the devil 

“To distinguish him from God, we call God HELIOS or sun.* 
Abraxas is effect. Nothing stands opposed to him but the 
ineffective; hence his effective nature unfolds itself freely. The 
ineffective neither exists nor resists. Abraxas stands above the 
sun and above the devil, He is improbable probability, that which 
takes unreal effect. Ifthe Pleroma had an essence, Abraxas would 
be its manifestation 

“He is the effectual itself, not any particular effect, but effect 
in general 

He takes unreal effect, because he has no definite effect 
He is also creation, since he is distinct from the Pleroma. 
The sun has a definite effect, and so does the devil. Therefore 

they appear to us more effective than the indefinite Abraxas, 
He is force, duration, change.” 

"The dead now raised a great tumult, for they were Christians. 

But when @IAHMON had ended his speech, one after 
another the dead also stepped back into the darkness once 
more and the noise of their outrage gradually died away in the 
distance. When all the clamor had passed, I turned to @1AHMQN 
and exclaimed: 

“Pity us, wisest one! You take from men the Gods to whom they 
could pray. You take alms from the beggar, bread from the hungry, 
fie from the freezing.” 
IAHMON answered and said, “My son, these dead have had to 

reject the belief of the Christians and therefore they can pray to 
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no God. So should I teach them a God in whom they can believe 
and to whom they can pray? That is precisely what they have 
rejected. Why did they reject it? They had to reject it because 
they could not do otherwise, And why did they have no other 
choice? Because the world, without these men knowing it, entered 
into that month of the great year where one should believe only 
what one knows. That is difficule enough, but i is also a remedy 
for the long sickness that arose from the fact that one believed 
what one did not know. I teach them the God whom both I and 
they know of without being aware of him, a God in whom one 
does not believe and to whom one does not pray, but of whom 
one knows. I teach this God to the dead since they desired entry 
and teaching. But I do not teach him to living men since they 
did not desire my teaching. Why, indeed, should I teach them? 
Therefore, I take away from them no kindly hearer of prayers, 
their father in Heaven. What concern is my foolishness to the 
living? The dead need salvation, since they are a great waiting 
flock hovering over their graves, and long for the knowledge that 
belief and the rejection of belief have breathed their last. But 
whoever has fallen ill and is near death wants knowledge, and he 
sacrifices pardon.” 

“It appears,” I replied, “as if you teach a terrible and dreadful 
God beyond measure, to whom good and evil and human suffering 
and joy are nothing.” 
“My son,” said @IAHMON, *Did you not see that these dead had a 
God of love and rejected him? Should I teach them a loving God? 
They had to reject him after already having long since rejected 
the evil God whom they call the devil, Therefore they must know 
God to whom everything created is nothing, because he himself 

is the creator and everything created and the destruction of 
everything created. Have they not rejected a God who is a father, 
a lover, good and beautiful? One whom they thought to have 
particular qualities and a particular being? Therefore I must teach 
a God to whom nothing can be attributed, who has all qualities and 
therefore none, because only I and they can know such a God.” 

“But how, Oh my father, can men unite in such a God? Does 
the knowledge of such a God not amount to destroying human 
bonds and every society based on the good and the beautiful?” 
IAHMON answered: “These dead rejected the God of love, 

of the good and the beautiful; they had to reject him and so 
they rejected unity and community in love, in the good and the 
beautiful, And thus they killed one another and dissolved the 
community of men, Should I teach them the God who united 
them in love and whom they rejected? Therefore I reach them 
the God who dissolves unity, who blasts everything human, who 
powerfully creates and mightily destroys. Those whom love 
does not unite, fear compels.” 

‘And as @IAHMON spoke these words, he bent down swiftly to 
the ground, touched it with his hand, and disappeared. 

{8} The following night,” the dead approached like fog from a 
swamp and exclaimed, “Tell us more about the highest God.” 

92 Cf “Attempt ata psychological interpretation of the dogma of the Teinity” (1940), CW 11, 2846 
53 In 1932, Jung commented on Abraxas: “the Gnostic symbol Abraxas, a made-up name meaning three hundred and sixty-five the Gnostics used it as the name of their aupreme deity He was atime pod. The philosophy of Bexpon, le darter, san expression ofthe same idea Jung described him in a way that echoes his ‘esciption here" his archetypal worl ofthe collecve nconsiou is exceedingly paraded sways yea and nay, that igre of Abratas means the beginning Sand teen sie and death therefore tis repovened by monstrous gure Tes monster because et Ue lie of vegetation inthe couse of ne yest, he spring nd the autumn, he summer and she winter, the yea and nay of maute, So Abas telly identical with dhe Demipon the mond creator And sich he step idenical with the Pursha, or with Shia” (November 16, Vision Seman, vol 2 pp 806-7), Jong added that Abraxas val represented withthe head of fowl, the body ofs man. andthe al of serpent but there is aio the lion headed symbol with a dragons body the ead crowned with the twelve ray alluding othe umber of months (ane 7193, Viton Sema. vol 2p YOgt—42). According to Se Ienaes, Baie eld that “thecal of them i named Abrasl, and tha why this (Gales) has the number 365 within (Layton, ed, The Gna Srpuresp 433). Abra estred in Albrecht Dietrichs work, Abas Sie ser Relic ds ‘pte ltrs ng sted thiework lselyeaiyin tr, and a copy is annotated. Jung lo had a copy of Charles Kings The Gn nd hr Resins (London: Bell {ind Dal 1864), and there are marginal annotations next othe pasage discussing the eqmolgy of Abrsas on p37 094 Helios isthe Greck Sun God Jang dacused solar mythologcs in Trangermais oe Spa of he Lid (3912, CW by $1771) and loin his unpublished concluding tak on Opicmus de Canstas athe Enno conference in Ancona in 1943 GA). 
95 The fllowing paragraphs tothe end ofthis secron donot occ in Bla Baok & 56 The reference st the Platonic months. See note 273.315 
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‘And @IAHMON stepped forward and began to speak (and this 
is the third sermon to the dead)" 

“Abraxas is the God who is difficult to grasp. His power is 
greatest, because man does not see it. From the sun he draws 
the summun bonum;” from the devil the infinum malum; but from 

Abraxas LIFE, altogether indefinite, the mother of good and evil’= 
“Life seems to be smaller and weaker than the summum bonus, 

therefore itis also hard to conceive that Abraxas's power transcends 
even the sun's, which is the radiant source of all vital force. 

“Abraxas is the sun, and at the same time the eternally 
sucking gorge of emptiness, of che diminisher and dismemberer, 
of the devil. 

The power of Abraxas is twofold; but you do not see it, 
because in your eyes the warring opposites of this power are 
canceled out 

“What the Sun God speaks is life, what the devil speaks is death. 
“But Abraxas speaks that hallowed and accursed word that is 

at once life and death, 
“Abraxas produces truth and lying, good and evil, light and 

darkness, in the same word and in the same act. Therefore Abraxas 
is terrible. 

“Hie is as splendid as the lion in the instant he strikes down his 
victim, He is as beautiful as a spring day. 

“He is the great and the small Pan alike. 
“He is Priapos. 
“He is the monster of the underworld, a thousand-armed 

polyp, a coiled knot of winged serpents, frenzy. 
“He is the hermaphrodite of the earliest beginning. 
“He is the lord of toads and frogs, which live in the water 

and go up on the land, whose chorus ascends at noon and 
at midnight. 

“He is the fullness that seeks union with emptiness 
“He is holy begetting, 
“He is love and its murder, 
“He is the saint and his betrayer, 
“He is the brightest light of day and the darkest night of madness. 
“To look upon him, is blindness. 
“To recognize him is sickness. 
“To worship him is death. 
“To fear him is wisdom, 
"Not to resist him is redemption. 
“God dwells behind the sun, the devil behind the night. What 

God brings forth out of the light, the devil sucks into the night. 
But Abraxas is the world, its becoming and its passing. Upon every 
gift that comes from the sun god the devil lays his curse. 

“Everything that you request from the Sun God produces a 
deed from the devil. Everything that you create with the Sun 
God gives effective power to the devil 

97 February 1, 1916. 
‘98 This sentence does not occur in Black Book 6 

“That is terrible Abraxas, 
“He is the mightiest created being and in him creation is 

afraid of itself 
“He is the manifest opposition of creation to the Pleroma and 

its nothingness. 
“He is the son’s horror of the mother. 
He is the mother’s love for the son, 
He is the delight of the earth and the cruelty of the heavens. 
Athis sight man’s face congeals, 
Before him there is no question and no reply. 
He is the life of creation. 
He is the effect of differentiation, 
He is the love of man. 
He is the speech of man 
He is the appearance and the shadow of man. 
He is deceptive reality" 

"°Now the dead howled and raged, for they were incomplete 

But when their noisy cries had faded away, I said to @IAHMON: 
“How, Oh my father, should I understand this God?” 

@IAHMON answered and said: 

“My son, why do you want to understand him? This God is to 
be known but not understood. If you understand him, then you 
can say that he is this or that and this and not that, Thus you hold 
him in the hollow of your hand and therefore your hand must 
throw him away. The God whom I know is this and that and just 
as much this other and that other. Therefore no one can understand 

this God, but it is possible to know him, and therefore I speak 
and teach him.” 

“But, I retorted, “does this God not bring despairing confusion 
into the minds of men?” 

To this 1AHMON said, “These dead rejected the order of 
unity and community since they rejected the belief in the father 
in Heaven who ruled with just measure. They had to reject him. 
Therefore I teach them the chaos that is without measure and 
utterly boundless, to which justice and injustice, leniency and 
severity, patience and anger, love and hate, are nothing, For how 
can I teach anything other than the God whom I know and 
‘whom they know, without being conscious of him?” 

I replied, “Why, Oh solemn one, do you call the eternally 
incomprehensible, the cruel contradictoriness of nature, God?” 

@IAHMON said, “How should I name it otherwise? If the 
overpowering essence of events in the universe and in the hearts 
of men were law, I would call it law, Yer it is also no law, but 
chance, irregularity, sin, error, stupidity, carelessness, folly, ille- 
gality. Therefore I cannot call it law. You know that this must be 
0, and at the same time you know that it did not have to be so 
and that at some other time it will not be so. It is overpowering 

‘99 Aristotle defined happiness asthe supreme good (Summum Bonu). In his Summa Theolois, Thomas Aquinas identified this with God, Jung saw che doctrine of the 
Summum Bonum as being the source ofthe concept ofthe prints bor, which in hs view had led tothe denial ofthe reality of evil See Ate, 1951, CW 9, 2, §§80 and 94, 
Hence its counterbalanced here with the “Infiaum Malum” 

100 la Bc ask 6 (Gee Appendix C), Jing nots tat Abra isthe God ofthe gs and chat “The Go of the frogs or toads the branes one. is the won ofthe 
‘Chistian God with Satan” Gee below, p. 367) In his later writings, Jung argued thatthe Cristian God image was one-sided, in tha it left out the factor of evi, 
“Through studying che historical transform: sof God-images, he attempted to correct this (especially, Aan and Answer Jot). In his note on how Answer to Job came 
to be written he wrote that in Aion he had “criticized the idea of the privaio bri ae not agreeing with the psychological findings. Psychological experience shows us that 
whatever we call'good' is balanced by an equally substantial ‘bad’ or evil’ If‘eil is nonexistent. then whatever there is must needs be good.’ Dogmatcally, neither 
jgood’ nor evil can be derived from Man, since the ‘Evil One’ existed before Man as one of the'Sons of God. The idea ofthe privatio boni began to play a role in the 
Church only after Mani, Before chis heresy, Clement of Rome taught that God rules the world wich aright and a left hand, the right being Christ, the left being Satan. 
Clement’ view is cleasly monotheistic, a i unites the opposites in one God. Later Christianity however, is dualistic, inasmuch asi splits off one half ofthe opposites, 
personified in Satan... If Chestanity claims to be a mooteion, c becomes unavoidzble to assume the opposites as being contained in God" (1956, CW 1 pp. 357-58) 

rot In 1942, Jung noted “the concepe of an all-encompassing God must necesearily include hie opposite. The coincidence of course must not be too radial, otherwise 
‘God would cancel himself out. The principle of the coincidence of opposites must therefore be completed by its opposite in order to attain fll paradoxiclity and 
hence psychological validity" (The spieie Mercuri." CW 13, $56) 

102 The following paragraphs through the end of the section do nor occur in Blick Bok 6 



and occurs as if from eternal law, and at another time a slanting 
wind blows a speck of dust into the works and this void is a 
superior strength, harder than a mountain of iron. Therefore you 
know that the eternal law is also no law. So I cannot call it law, 
But how else should it be named? I know that human language 
has forever named the maternal womb of the incomprehensible 
God. Truly, this God is and is nor, since from being and nonbeing 
everything emerged that was, is, and will be.” 

But when ®IAHMON had spoken the last word, he touched the 

earth with his hand and dissolved, 

{9} The following night, the dead came running sooner, filling 
the place with their mutterings, and said: 

“Speak to us about Gods and devils, accursed one.” 
And ®IAHMON appeared and began to speak (and this is the 

fourth sermon to the dead)" 

“The Sun God is the highest good, the devil the opposite. Thus 
you have two Gods. But there are many high and good things 
and many great evils. Among these are two devil Gods; one is the 
Burning One, the other the Growing One. 

‘The burning one is Eros, in the form of a fame. It shines by 
consuming" 

“The growing one is the TREE OF LIFE. It greens by heaping up 
growing living matter." 

“Eros flames up and dies. But the tree of life grows with slow 
and constant increase through measureless periods of time. 

“Good and evil unite in the flame. 
“Good and evil unite in the growth of the tree. In their divinity 

life and love stand opposed. 
“The number of Gods and devils is as innumerable as the host 

of stars 
“Each star is a God, and each space that a star fills isa devil. But 

the empty fullness of the whole is the Pleroma 
“Abraxas is the effect of the whole, and only the ineffective 

‘opposes him. 
“Four is the number of the principal Gods, as fouris the number 

of the world’s measurements, 
“One is the beginning, the Sun God, 
“Two is Eros, for he binds two together and spreads himself 

out in brightness 
“Three is the Tree of Life, for it fills space with bodies 
“Four is the devil, for he opens all that is closed. He dissolves 

everything formed and physical; he is the destroyer in whom 
everything becomes nothing 

“Happy am I who can recognize the multiplicity and diversity 
of the Gods. But woe unto you, who replace this incompatible 
multiplicity with a single God. In so doing you produce the 

103 February 3, 1916, Tis sentence doesnot occur in Black Bok 6. {oi In 1017 Jong wrote a chapter onthe seal theory” in The Papcal re eae Ih tas eton of ts chaper seed “The fe 
Diotima said to Socrates. He is not 
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torment of incomprehension, and mutilate the creation whose 
nature and aim is differentiation. How can you be true to your own 
nature when you try to turn the many into one? What you do unto 
the Gods is done likewise unto you. You all become equal and thus 
your nature" is maimed. 

“Equality prevails not for the sake of God, but only for the sake 
of man, For the Gods are many, while men are few. The Gods are 
mighty and endure their manifoldness. Like the stars they abide 
in solitude, separated by vast distances. Therefore they dwell 
together and need communion, so that they may bear their 
separateness,*” For redemption’s sake I teach you the reprehensible, 
for whose sake I was rejected. 

“The multiplicity of the Gods corresponds to the multiplicity 
of men. 

“Numberless Gods await the human state. Numberless Gods 
have been men. Man shares in the nature of the Gods. He comes 
from the Gods and goes unto the God. 

“Thus, just as itis no use to reflect upon the Pleroma, itis not 
worthwhile to worship the multiplicity of the Gods. Least of all 
does it serve to worship the first God, the effective fullness, and 
the summum bonum. By our prayer we can add nothing to it, and 
take nothing from it; because effective emptiness gulps down 
everything. The bright Gods form the heavenly world. It is 
manifold and extends and increases infinitely. The Sun God is the 
supreme lord of the world. 

“The dark Gods form the earthly world. It is simple and 
diminishes and declines infinitely. The devil is its nethermost 
lord, the moon spirit, satelite of the earth, smaller, colder, and 
more dead than the earth 

“There is no difference between the might of the heavenly 
and earthly Gods. The heavenly Gods magnify, the earthly Gods 
diminish, Both directions are immeasurable.” 

‘Here the dead interrupted ®IAHMAN’s speech with angry 
laughter and mocking shouts, and as they withdrew, their 
discord, mockery, and laughter faded into the distance. I turned 
10 @IAHMON and said to him 

“Oh GIAHMON, I believe you are mistaken, It seems that you 
teach a raw superstition which the Fathers had successfully and 
gloriously overcome, that polytheism which a mind produces only 
‘when it cannot free its gaze from the force of compulsive desire 
chained to sensory things.” 

“My son,” @IAHMON replied, “these dead have rejected the 
single and highest God, So how can I teach them about the one, 
only, and not multifarious God? They must of course believe me. 
But they have rejected their belief. So I teach them the God that 
T know; the multifarious and extended, who is both the thing and 
its appearance, and they also know him even if they are not 
conscious of him. 

ofthe Unconcons Proce, which presented a critique ofthe paychoanalytc understanding of| 
Fhe et "The Eroti.- bel z Ae 7 

a he oe nd lad oh ile ame of he ap Igy hes when pit and en et harmony of nature within ws, though he sat least one of is essen aspets” (CW 7 32-38). In the Symposium, Diotima teaches 
longs on the ont hand tote orignal drive nature ofan "3 “Eros is ¢ mighty dacmon: at the we 

Socrates about the nature of Eros. She tells him that "He i a grat spirit, Socrates. Everything classed asa spire falls between god and human. /*What function do 
they have T asked. / "They interpret and carry messages from humans to gods and from gods to humans. They conve prayers and sacrifices from humans and commands and 
sift in etuen for sacrifices from 
‘whole. They serve asthe medium 

Being intermediate betweon the other, hey il the gap between them and enable the iver to form an interconnected al vincon for priestly experi in scr, tal and spel, ‘with human chey communicate and coaverae with humans Whether awake o aly) entey 0 ‘nd forall prophecy and sorcery. Gods do not make dieect contact 
ugh the medium of spirits” (@ C. Gill [Londons Penguia, 1995], pp. Zoae~205 In Menor ng reflected onthe nature of Eros, describing i “lohan, a reator and father mother ofl consiousnest” (387) This cosmogonie <hcaneton of ene edged om ngs of te em ohare womens concaaess Sent Tt, p. 246 tate = ros In 195, J wrote an extended dy of the archetype ofthe tree“ The 106 Black ol 6 continues. “The dead "Yu ares pagans poyeit (p30) 107 Febuary 5.1916 {08 In lek Bok 6 the dark gest (ce blow. 358) enters ere 109 The fllowing paragraphs to the end ofthe section do nor ocur in Blak Bok 6 

ilosophicel tree” (CW 13) 
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“These dead have given names to all beings, the beings in the 
air, on the earth and in the water. They have weighed and counted 
things. They have counted so and so many horses, cows, sheep, 
trees, segments of land, and springs; they said, this is good for 
this purpose, and that is good for that one. What did they do 
with the admirable tree? What happened to the sacred frog? 
Did they see his golden eye? Where is the atonement for the 
7777 cattle whose blood they spilled, whose flesh they consumed? 
Did they do penance for the sacred ore that they dug up from 
the belly of the earth? No, they named, weighed, numbered, and 
apportioned all things. They did whatever pleased them. And 
what did they do! You saw the powerful—but this is precisely 
how they gave power to things unknowingly. Yet the time has 
‘come when things speak. The piece of flesh says: how many men? 
“The piece of ore says, how many men? The ship says, how many 
men? The coal says, how many men? The house says: how many 
men? And things rise and number and weigh and apportion and 
devour millions of men. 

“Your hand grasped the earth and tore off the halo and weighed 
and numbered the bones of things. Is not the one and only, 
simpleminded God pulled down and thrown onto a heap, the 
massed seeming of separate things dead and living? Yes, this 
God taught you to weigh and number bones. But the month of 
this God is drawing to a close. A new month stands at the door. 
Therefore everything had to be as itis, and hence everything must 
become different. 

“This is no polytheism that I have made up! But many Gods 
who powerfully raise their voices and tear humanity to bloody 
pieces. So and so many men, weighed, numbered, apportioned, 
hacked, and devoured. Therefore I speak of many Gods as I speak 
of many things, since I know them. Why do I call them Gods? 
For the sake of their superiority, Do you know about this superior 
strength? Now is the time when you can learn. 

“These dead laugh at my foolishness. But would they have raised 
a murderous hand against their brothers if they had atoned for 
the ox with the velvet eyes? If they had done penance for the 
shiny ore? If they had worshiped the holy trees? If they had 
made peace with the soul of the golden-eyed frog? What say 
things dead and living? Who is greater, man or the Gods? Truly, 
this sun has become a moon and no new sun has arisen from the 
contractions of the last hour of the night.” 

‘And when he had finished these words, ®1AHMON bent down 
to the earth, kissed it, and said, “Mother, may your son be strong” 
Then he stood, looked up at the heavens, and said, “How darke is 
your place of the new light.” Then he disappeared. 

fro} When the following night came, the dead approached 
noisily, pushing and shoving, they were scoffing and exclaimed, 
“Teach us, fool, about the church and holy communion.” 

But ®IAHMON stepped before them, and began to speak" 
(and this is the fifth sermon to the dead) 

“The world of the Gods is made manifest in spirituality and 
in sexuality. The celestial ones appear in spirituality, the earthly 
in sexuality. 

“Spirituality conceives and embraces. It is womanlike and 
therefore we call it marer CosLesTis," the celestial mother, 
Sexuality engenders and creates, It is manlike, and therefore we 
call it p1zatt0s." the earthly father." The sexuality of man is more 
earthly, that of woman is more spiritual. The spirituality of man 
is more heavenly, it moves toward the greater. 

“The spirituality of woman is more earthly, it moves toward 
the smaller. 

“Mendacious and devilish is the spisituality of man, and it 
moves toward the smaller. 

“Mendacious and devilish is the spirituality of woman, and it 
moves toward the greater. 

“Each shall go to its own place. 
“Man and woman become devils to each other if they do 

not separate their spiritual ways, for the essence of ereation 
is differentiation. 

“The sexuality of man goes toward the earthly, the sexuality 
of woman goes toward the spiritual. Man and woman become 
devils to each other if they do not distinguish their sexuality 

“Man shall know the smaller, woman the greater. 
“Man shall differentiate himself both from spirituality and 

sexuality. He shall call spirituality mother, and set her between 
Heaven and earth. He shall call sexuality Phallos, and set him 
between himself and earth, For the mother and the Phallos are 
superhuman daimons that reveal the world of the Gods. They 
affect us more than the Gods since they are closely akin to our 
essence." If you do not differentiate yourselves from sexuality 
and from spirituality, and do not regard them as an essence both 
above and beyond you, you are delivered over to them as qualities 
of the Pleroma, Spirituality and sexuality are not your qualities, 
not things you possess and encompass. Rather, they possess and 
encompass you, since they are powerful daimons, manifestations 
of the Gods, and hence reach beyond you, existing in themselves. 
No man has a spirituality unto himself, or a sexuality unto himself, 
Instead, he stands under the law of spirituality and of sexuality. 
Therefore no one escapes these daimons. You shall look upon 
them as daimons, and as a common task and danger, a common 
burden that life has laid upon you, Thus life, too, is for you a 
common task and danger, as are the Gods, and first and foremost 
terrible Abraxas, 

“Man is weak, and community is therefore indispensable. If your 
community is not under the sign of the mother, it is under the sign 
of the Phallos. Absence of community is suffering and sickness. 
Community in everything is dismemberment and dissolution, 

“Differentiation leads to singleness. Singleness is opposed 
to community. But because of man’s weakness with regard to 
the Gods and daimons and their invincible law, community 
is necessary, not for man’s sake, but because of the Gods. The 
Gods drive you to community, Insofar as the Gods impose 
community upon you, it is necessary; more is bad. 

“In the community every man shall submit to others, so that 
the community be maintained, for you need it. 

“In singleness every man shall place himself above the other, so 
that every man may come to himself and avoid slavery. 

110 This may refer to the advent of Christianity into Germany in the eighth century CE, when sacred trees were chopped down. 
LHI This sentence does not occur in BlackBook 6 
ua In the 1935 seminar, Jung said: "Sexuality and spisiuality are pairs of opposites that need each other” (Analyial Psychology. p. 29) 
113 Goethe's Fast ends witha vision of the Mater Gloriosa. In his lecture, aust and alchemy Jung said of this "The Mater Coelests should on no account be chought 

of as Mary or che Church. She is rather Aphrodite urania, as in St. Augustine or Pico de Mir 
Sud er den Mythos des medernen Menschen. Mit dem Vortrag on CG. Jung, Faust und die Alhemie [Kisnacht, Verlag Stiftung fr Jungsche Peychologie, tify 

1997], p37) 
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“Abstention shall hold good in community, extravagance 
in singleness. 

Community is depth, singleness is height. 
Right measure in community purifies and preserves. 
Right measure in singleness purifies and increases. 
Community gives us warmth, singleness gives us light.”” 

{r1}When @IAHMON had finished, the dead remained silent 
and did not move, but looked at 6LAHMON with expectation. But 

when ®IAHMON saw that the dead remained silent and waited, he 

continued (and this is the sixth sermon to the dead)" 

“The daimon of sexuality approaches our soul as a serpent. She 
is half human soul and is called thought-desire. 

“The daimon of spirituality descends into our soul as the 
white bird. He is half human soul and is called desire-thought. 

‘The serpent is an earthly soul, half daimonic, a spirit, and 
akin to the spirits of the dead. Thus too, like these she swarms 
around in the things of earth, making us fear them or else having 
them arouse our craving. The serpent has a female nature, forever 
seeking the company of those dead who are spellbound by the 
earth, and who did not find a way across to singleness. The 
serpent is a whore. She courts the devil and evil spirits; she is a 
mischievous tyrant and tormentor, forever inveigling the most 
evil company. The white bid is a half-celestial soul of man, He 
abides with the mother, descending from time to time. The bird 
is manlike, and is effective thought. He is chaste and solitary, 
a messenger of the mother. He flies high above the earth. He 
commands singleness. He brings knowledge from the distant 
ones, who have departed before and attained perfection. He 
bears our word up to the mother. She intercedes, she warns, but 
she is powerless against the Gods, She is a vessel of the sun. The 
serpent descends and cunningly lames the phallic daimon, or 
else goads him on. She bears up the too-crafty thoughts of the 
earthly, those thoughts that creep through every hole and cleave 
toall things with craving. Although the serpent does not want to, 
she must be of use to us. She flees our grasp, thus showing us the 
way, which our human wits could not find.” 

“When ®IAHMON had finished, the dead looked on with, 
contempt and said, “Cease this talk of Gods and daimons and 
souls, We have known this for a long time.” 

But @IAHMON smiled and replied, “You poor souls, poor in 
flesh and rich in spirit, the meat was fat and the spirit thin. But 
how do you reach the eternal light? You mock my stupidity, which 
you too possess: you mock yourselves. Knowledge frees one from 
danger. But mockery is the other side of your belief. Is black less 
than white? You rejected faith and retained mockery. Are you 
thus saved from faith? No, you bound yourselves to mockery and 
hence again to faith. And therefore you are miserable.” 

But the dead were outraged and cried, “We are not miserable, 
we are clever; our thinking and feeling is as pure as clear water. 
‘We praise our reason, We mock superstition. Do you believe that 
your old folly reaches us? A childish delusion has overcome you, 
old one, what good is it to us?” 
IAHMON replied: “What can do you any good? I free you 

from what still holds you to the shadow of life. Take this 
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wisdom with you, add this folly to your cleverness, this unreason 
to your reason, and you will find yourselves. If you were men, you 
would then begin your life and your life's way between reason 
and unreason and live onward to the eternal light, whose shadow 
you lived in advance. But since you are dead, this knowledge frees 
you from life and strips you of your greed for men and it also 
frees your self from the shrouds that the light and the shadow 
lay on you, compassion with men will overcome you and from 
the stream you will reach solid ground, you will step forth from 
the eternal whirl onto the unmoving stone of rest, the circle that 
breaks flowing duration, and the flame will die down. 

“I have fanned a glowing fire, I have given the murderer a 
knife, [ have torn open healed-over wounds, I have quickened all 
movement, I have given the madman more intoxicating drink, 
T have made the cold colder, the heat hotter, falseness even 
falser, goodness even better, weakness even weaker, 

“This knowledge is the axe of the sacrificer.” 
But the dead cried, “Your wisdom is foolishness and a curse. You 

want to turn the wheel back? It will tear you apart, blinded one!” 
@IAHMON replied, “So this is what happened. The earth 

became green and fruitful again from the blood of the sacrifice, 
flowers sprouted, the waves crash into the sand, a silver cloud lies 
at the foot of the mountain, a bird of the soul came to men, the 
hoe sounds in the fields and the axe in the forests, a wind rushes 
through the trees and the sun shimmers in the dew of the risen 
morning, the planets behold the birth, out of the earth climbed 
the many-armed, the stones speak and the grass whispers 
Man found himself, and the Gods wander through Heaven, the 
fullness gives birth to the golden drop, the golden seed, plumed 
and hovering.” 

The dead now fell silent and stared at @IAHMON and slowly 
crept away, But @IAHMON bent down to the ground and said: “It 
is accomplished, but not fulfilled. Fruit of the earth, sprout, rise 
up~and Heaven, pour out the water of life.” 

Then ®1AHMON disappeared. 

=] was probably very confused when @IAHMON approached 
‘me the following night, since I called to him saying, “What 
did you do, Oh @IAHMON? What fires have you kindled? 
‘What have you broken asunder? Does the wheel of creations 
stand still?” 

But he answered and said, “Everything is running its usual 
course, Nothing has happened, and yet a sweet and indescribable 
mystery has taken place: I stepped out of the whirling circle.” 

“What's that?” I exclaimed, “Your words move my lips, your 
voice sounds from my ears, my eyes see you from within me. Truly, 
you are a magician! You stepped out of the whirling circle? What 
confusion! Are you I, am I you? Did I not feel as if the wheel of 
creation was standing still? And yet you say that you have stepped 
out of the whirling circle? I am truly bound to the wheel—I feel 
the rushing swaying of it—and yet the wheel of creation also 
stands still for me, What did you do, father, teach me!” 

“Then @1AHMON said, “I stepped onto what is solid and took it 
‘with me and saved it from the wave surge, from the cycle of births, 
and from the revolving wheel of endless happening, It has been 
stilled. The dead have received the folly of the teaching, they have 
been blinded by truth and sce by mistake, They have recognized, felt, 

117 BlackBook 6 continues: “In community, we go tothe source, which is the mother / In singleness we goto the fucure, which isthe engendering phallus” (p. 46). In 
October 1916, ung gave two presentations to the Psychologial Club concerning the relation of individuation to collective adaptation: se “Adaptation, individuation 
and collectivity” CW 18, This theme dominated the diseussions in the lub that yeat 
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and regretted it; they will come again and will humbly inquire. 
Since what they rejected will be most valuable to them.” 

I wanted to question @1AHMQN, since the riddle distressed 
me. But he had already touched the earth and disappeared. And 
the darkness of the night was silent and did not answer me. And 
my soul stood silently, shaking her head, and did not know what 
to say about the mystery that @IAHMON had indicated and not 
given away. 

{12} Another day passed and the seventh night fel. 
And the dead came again, this time with pitiful gestures and 

said, “We forgot to mention one thing, that we would like you to 
teach us about men.” 

‘And @1AHMON stepped before me, and began to speak™ (and 
this is the seventh sermon to the dead)” 

“Man is a gateway, through which you pass from the outer 
world of Gods, daimons, and souls into the inner world, out of 
the greater into the smaller world, Small and inane is man, already 
he is behind you, and once again you find yourselves in endless 
space, in the smaller or inner infinity. 

“At immeasurable distance a lonely star stands in the zenith, 
“This is the one God of this one man, this is his world, his 

Pleroma, his divinity. 
“In this world, man is Abraxas, the creator and destroyer of his, 

own world. 
“This star is the God and the goal of man. 
This is his one guiding God, 
in him man goes to his rest, 
toward him goes the long journey of the soul after death, 
in him everything that man withdraws from the greater world 

shines resplendently. 
“To this one God man shall pray. 
Prayer increases the light of the star, 
it throws a bridge across death, 
it prepares life for the smaller world, and assuages the hopeless 

desires of the greater. 
“When the greater world turns cold, the star shines. 
“Nothing stands between man and his one God, so long as man, 

can turn away his eyes from the flaming spectacle of Abraxas 
“Man here, God there. 
“Weakness and nothingness here, eternally creative power there. 

121 February 8, 1916-This sentence does not occur in Black Book 6 
122 This sentence is not in Black Book 6, 
13 On February 29, 1919, Ju 

world, che Blind creative li 
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ine child arises.» The chil i 
‘everywhere, Keep 9 your 

“Flere nothing but darkness and clammy cold 
there coral sun.” 

"But when @IAHMON had finished, the dead remained silent. 
Heaviness fell from them, and they ascended like smoke above 
the shepherd's fire, who watches over his flock by night. 

Bur I turned to @1AHMON and said, “Illustrious one, you teach 
that man is a gateway? A gateway through which the procession of 
the Gods passes? Through which the stream of life lows? Through 
which the entire furure streams into the endlessness of the past?” 
IAHMON answered, saying, “These dead believed in the 

transformation and development of man. They were convinced 
of human nothingness and transitoriness. Nothing was clearer 
to them than this, and yet they knew that man even creates its 
Gods, and so they knew that the Gods were of no use. Therefore 
they had to learn what they did not know, that man is a gateway 
through which crowds the train of the Gods and the coming and 
passing of all times. He does not do it, does not create it, does 
not suffer it, since he is the being, the sole being, since he is the 
moment of the world, the eternal moment. Whoever recognizes 
this stops being flame; he becomes smoke and ashes. He lasts 
and his transitoriness is over. He has become someone who is. 
‘You dreamed of the flame, as if it were life, But life is duration, 
the flame dies away. I carried that over, I saved it from the fire. 
“That is the son of the fire flower. You saw that in me, I myself 
am of the eternal fire of light. But I am the one who saved it for 
you, the black and golden seed and its blue starlight. You eternal 
being—what is length and brevity? What is the moment and 
eternal duration? You, being, are eternal in each moment. What 
is time? Time is the fire that flares up, consumes, and dies down, 
1 saved being from time, redeeming it from the fires of time and 
the darkness of time, from Gods and devils.” 

But I said to him, “Illustrious one, when will you give me the 
dark and golden treasure and its blue starlight?” 
IAHMON replied, “When you have surrendered everything 

that wants to burn to the holy flame."™* 
{13} And as @IAHMON spoke these words, a dark form with 

golden eyes approached me from the shadows of the night." I 
‘was startled and cried, “Are you an enemy? Who are you? Where 
do you come from? I have never seen you before! Speak, what do 
you want?” 

‘wrote a leter to Joan Corrie and commented on the Sermons, with particular reference to the last one: "The primordial creator of the 
ido, becomes transformed in man through individuation & out of this proces, which i lke pregnancy, arses a divine child, a reborn God, 

same time all individuals, che same in you sin me. De [ong] 
into his creatures, &cin the last sermon you find the beginning of| 
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‘The dark one answered, saying, “I come from afar. I come from 
the east and follow the shining fire that precedes me, @IAHMON. 
Tam not your enemy, I am a stranger to you. My skin is dark and 
my eyes shine golden.” 

“What do you bring?” I asked fearfully. 
“I bring abstinence—abstinence from human joy and suffering, 

Compassion leads to alienation. Pity, but no compassion—pity 
for the world and a will held in check toward the other. 

Pity remains misunderstood, therefore it works. 
Far from longing, know no feat. 
Far from love, love the whole.” 
looked at him fearfully and said, “Why are you as dark as the 

earth of the fields and as black as iron? I'm afraid of you; such 
pain, what have you done to me?” 

“You may call me death—death that rose with the sun. I come 
with quiet pain and long peace. I lay the cover of protection on 
you. In the midst of life begins death. I lay cover upon cover 
upon you so that your warmth will never cease.” 

“You bring grief and despair,” I answered, “I wanted to be 
among men. 

But he said, “You will go to men as one veiled. Your light shines 
at night. Your solar nature departs from you and your stellar 
nature begins.” 

“You are cruel,” I sighed, 
“The simple is cruel, it does not unite with the manifold” 
With these words the mysterious dark one vanished. But 

®IAHMON regarded me with a serious and questioning look 
“Did you take a proper look at him, my son?” he said, “you will 
be hearing from him. But come now, so that I can fulfill what the 
dark one prophesied for you.” 

As he spoke these words, he touched my eyes and opened my 
gaze and showed me the immeasurable mystery. And I looked for 
along time until I could grasp it: but what did I see? I saw the 
night, I saw the dark earth, and above this the sky stood gleaming 
in the brilliance of countless stars. And I saw that the sky had the 
form of a woman and sevenfold was her mantle of stars and it 
completely covered her. 

And when I had beheld it, O1AHMON said: 
"Mother, you who stand in the higher circle, nameless one, 

who shrouds me and him and protects me and him from the Gods 
he wants to become your child 

“May you accept his birth, 
“May you renew him. I separate myself from him." The cold 

is growing and its star blazes brighter. 
“Hie needs the bond of childhood. 
“You gave birth to the godly serpent, you released it from the 

pangs of birth; take this man to the abode of the sun, he needs 
the mother.” 
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‘A voice came from afar” and was like a falling star: 
“I cannot take him as a child, He must cleanse himself first.” 
IAHMON said,” “What is his impurity?” 
Bur the voice said, “It is the commingling: he contains human 

suffering and joy, He shall remain secluded until abstinence is 
complete and he is freed from the commingling with men, Then 
shall he be taken as a child.” 

In this moment my vision ended. And ®IAHMON went away 
and I was alone. And I remained apart as I had been told, But 
in the fourth night I saw a strange form, a man wearing a long 
coat and a turban; his eyes shone cleverly and kindly like a wise 
doctor's.” He approached me and said, “I speak to you of joy” But 
1 answered, “You want to speak to me of joy? I bleed from the 
thousandfold wounds of men.” 

He replied, “I bring healing. Women taught me this art. They 
know how to heal sick children, Do your wounds burn you? Healing 
is at hand, Give ear to good counsel and do not be incensed.” 

1 retorted, “What do you want? To tempt me? Mock me?” 
“What are you thinking?” he interrupted, “I bring you the bliss 

of paradise, the healing fire, the love of women.” 
“Are you thinking” I asked, “ofthe descent into the frog swamp?” 
‘The dissolution in the many, the scattering, the dismembering?” 

But as I spoke, the old man turned into @IAHMQN,” and 
I saw that he was the magician who was tempting me. But 
®IAHMON continued: 

“You have not yet experienced the dismembering. You should 
be blown apart and shredded and scattered to the winds. Men are 
preparing for the Last Supper with you.” 

“What then will remain of me?” I cried. 

“Nothing but your shadow. You will be a river that pours 
forth over the lands. It seeks every valley and streams toward 
the depths.” 

1 asked, full of grief, “But where will my uniqueness remain?” 
“You will steal it from yourself.” @IAHMON replied,” “You 

will hold the invisible realm in trembling hands; it lowers its 
roots into the gray darknesses and mysteries of the earth and 
sends up branches covered in leaves into the golden air. 

“Animals live in its branches. 
“Men camp in its shade. 
“Their murmuring arises from below. 
“A thousand-mile-long disappointment is the juice of the tree. 
“Te will stay green for a long time. 
“Silence abides in its treetop. 
“Silence in its deep roots.” 

1 gathered from @IAHMON’s words that I must remain true 
to love to cancel out the commingling that arises through unlived 
love. I understood that the commingling is a bondage that takes 
the place of voluntary devotion. Scattering or dismembering arises, 

ligh snd Phanes rises rom you, You have anticipated, but not understood this At the tne you had to separate fom Abratas to become individual, opposd othe ‘Eee Now you become one with Abratas This apps through me You cannot do thin Thercfore you must remain wth me, Uiication wc the pe Abas xs hin ee wth lr nt drug ey mit at leh ek 3) 
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as OIAHMON had taught me, from voluntary devotion. Ie cancels 
‘out the commingling. Through voluntary devotion I removed 
binding ties. Therefore I had to remain true to love, and, devoted 
to it voluntarily I suffer the dismembering and thus attain bonding 
with the great mother, that is, the stellar nature, liberation from 
bondage to men and things. If I am bound to men and things, I 
can neither go on with my life to its destination nor can I arrive at 
my very own and deepest nature. Nor can death begin in me as a 
new life, since I can only fear death. I must therefore remain true 
to love since how else can I arrive at the scattering and dissolution 
of bondage? How else could I experience death other than through 
remaining true to love and willingly accepting the pain and all che 
suffering? As long as I do not voluntarily devote myself to the 
dismembering, a part of my self secretly remains with men and 
things and binds me to them; and thus I must, whether I want 
to oF not, be a part of them, mixed in with them and bound to 
them, Only fidelity to love and voluntary devotion to love enable 
this binding and mixing to be dissolved and lead back to me that 
part of my self that secretly lay with men and things. Only thus 
does the light of the star grow, only thus do I arrive at my stellar 
nature, at my truest and innermost self, chat simply and singly is. 

Itis difficult to remain true to love since love stands above 
all sins. He who wants to remain true to love must also overcome 
sin. Nothing occurs more readily than failing to recognize 
that one is committing a sin. Overcoming sin for the sake 
of remaining true to love is difficult, so difficult that my feet 
hesitated to advance. 

‘When night fell, TAHMON approached me in an earth-colored 
robe, holding a silver fish: “Look, my son.” he said, “I was fishing 
and caught this fish; I bring itto you, so that you maybe comforted.” 
‘And as I looked at him astonished and questioningly, I saw that a 
shade stood in darkness at the door, bearing a robe of grandeur.” 
His face was pale and blood had flowed into the furrows of his 
brow. Bur @IAHMON knelt down, touched the earth, and said to 
the shade, “My master and my brother, praised be your name. 
You did the greatest thing for us: out of animals you made men, 
you gave your life for men to enable their healing. Your spirit was, 
with us through an endlessly long time. And men still look to 
you and still ask you to take pity on them and beg for the mercy 
of God and the forgiveness of their sins through you. You do 
not tire of giving to men. I praise your divine patience. Are not 
men ungrateful? Does their craving know no limits? Do they still 
make demands on you? They have received so much yer still they 
are beggars. 

“Behold, my master and my brother, they do not love me, but 
they long for you with greed, for they also crave their neighbor's 
possessions. They do not love their neighbor, but they want 
what is his. If they were faithful to their love, they would not be 
greedy. But whoever gives, attracts desire. Should they not learn 
love? Fidelity to love? Freely willed devotion? But they demand 
and desire and beg from you and have learned no lesson from 
your awe-inspiring life. They have imitated it, but they have not 
lived their own lives as you have lived yours, Your awe-inspiring 
life shows how everyone would have to take their own life into 
their own hands, faithful to their own essence and their own 
love, Have you not forgiven the adulteress2” Did you not sit with 

197 Le, Christ. 
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19 CEJohn 81-1. 
140 CE Matthew 2131-3 
41 CéJohn 9.136 
142 The reference is to the Platonic months. See note 273, 315 
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whores and tax-collectors?“° Did you not break the command 
of the Sabbath? You lived your own life, but men fail to do so; 
instead they pray to you and make demands on you and forever 
remind you that your work is incomplete. Yet your work would 
be completed iff men managed to live their own lives without 
imitation. Men are still childish and forget gratitude, since they 
cannot say, Thanks be to you, our lord, for the salvation you have 
brought us, We have taken it unto ourselves, given ita place in our 
hearts, and we have learned to carry on your work in ourselves on, 
our own. Through your help we have grown mature in continuing 
the work of redemption in us. Thanks to you, we have embraced 
your work, we grasped your redemptive teaching, we completed 
in ourselves what you had begun for us with bloody struggle. We 
are not ungrateful children who desire our parents’ possessions. 
Thanks to you, our master, we will make the most of your talent 
and will not bury it in the earth and forever stretch out our 
hands helplessly and urge you to complete your work in us. We 
want to take your troubles and your work upon ourselves so that 
your work may be completed and so that you may lay your weary 

tired hands in your lap, like the worker after a long day's hard 
burden, Blessed is the dead one, who rests from the completion 
of his work. 

“L wanted people to address you in this way. But they have no 
love for you, my master and brother. They begrudge you the price 
of peace. They leave your work incomplete, eternally needing 
your pity and your care. 

“But, my master and my brother, I believe you have completed 
your work, since the one who has given his life, his entire truth, 
all his love, his entire soul, has completed his work. What one 
individual can do for men, you have done and accomplished 
and fulfilled. The time has come when each must do his own 
‘work of redemption, Mankind has grown older and a new month 
has begun.” 

“When @IAHMON had finished, I looked up and saw that the 
place where the shade had stood was empty. I turned to @INHMON 
and said, “My father, you spoke of men, [am a man, Forgive me!” 

But @1AHMON dissolved into the darkness and I decided to do 
what was required of me. I accepted all the joy and every torment 
of my nature and remained true to my love, to suffer what comes to 
everyone in their own way. And I stood alone and was afraid 

{14} On a night when everything was silent, I heard a murmur 
like that of many voices and a bit more clearly I heard the voice 
of OIAHMON, and it was as if he were giving a speech, And as I 
listened more closely, I heard his words: 

“Afterward, when I had impregnated the dead body of the 
underworld, and when it had given birth to the serpent of the 
God, I went to men and saw the fullness of their affliction and 
their madness, I saw that they were slaying each other and that 
they sought the grounds for their actions. They did this because 
they did not have anything different or better to do. But because 
they were accustomed to doing nothing for which they could 
not account, they devised reasons that compelled them to go on 
killing, Stop, you are out of your minds, said the sage, Stop, for 
Heaven's sake, and take stock of what damage you have done, 
said the canny one. But the fool laughed, since honors had 

144 The next ewo passages also occur in “Dreams” after entries forthe middle of July 1917, introduced by the statement: "Fragments of the next book” (p18). 



been conferred upon him overnight. Why do men not see their 
stupidity? Stupidity is a daughter of the God. Therefore men 
cannot stop murdering, since thus they serve the serpent of the 
God without knowing it. It is worth giving one’s life for the sake 
of serving the serpent of the God, Hence be reconciled! But it 
would be far better to live despite the God. But the serpent of 
the God wants human blood. This feeds it and makes it shine. 
Not wanting to murder and die amounts to deceiving the God. 
Whoever lives has become one who deceives the God. Whoever 
lives invents his life for himself, But the serpent wants to be 
deceived, out of hope for blood. The greater the number of 
men who stole their lives from the Gods, the greater the harvest 
feeding the serpent from the blood-sown field. The God grows 
strong through human murder. The serpent grows hot and fiery 
through the drenching flood. Its fat burns in the blazing flame 
The flame becomes the light of men, the first ray of a renewed 
sun, He, the first appearing light.” 

T could not grasp what else SIAHMON said, I spent a long 
time pondering his words, which evidently he had spoken to 
the dead, and I was horrified by the atrocities that attend the 
rebirth of a God. 

“And soon afterward I saw Elijah and Salome in a dream 
Elijah appeared concerned and alarmed. Therefore, when in 
the following night that light was extinguished and every living 
sound fell still, I called Elijah and Salome so that they would 
answer my questions. Elijah came forward and said: 

“Thave become weak, I am poor, an excess of my power has gone 
to you, my son. You took too much from me, You went too far 
away from me, I heard strange and incomprehensible things and 
the peace of my depths became disturbed.” 

T asked, “But what did you hear? What voice did you hear?” 
Elijah answered, “I heard a voice full of confusion, an alarmed 

voice full of warning and the incomprehensible.” 
“What did it say” I asked, “did you hear the words?” 
“Indistinctly, it was confused and confusing, The voice spoke 

first of a knife cutting something or perhaps harvesting, perhaps 
the grapes that go to the wine press, Perhaps the one wearing 
the red robe treads the winepress from which the blood flows." 
‘Thereupon the voice spoke of gold that lies below, and that kills 
whoever touches it. Then it mentioned fire chat burns terribly 
and that should flare up in our time. And then there was a malicious 
word, that I would rather not utter.” 

“A malicious word? What was it?” I asked. 
He answered, “A word about the death of God. There is only 

one God and God cannot die.”*” 
Then I replied, “I am astonished, Elijah. Do you not know 

what happened? Do you not know that the world has put on a 
new garb? That the one God has gone away, and that in turn 
many Gods and many daimons have come to man? Truly, [am 
surprised; 1 am extremely surprised! How could you not have 
known? Know you nothing of the new that has come to pass? Yet 
you know the future! You have foresight! Or maybe you should 
not know what is? Do you ultimately deny what is?”™" 

145 May 3, 1916, 146 See above, p. 300. 
147 See above, p 348, 
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Salome interrupted me: “What is, gives no pleasure. Pleasure 
comes only from the nev: Your soul would also like a new 
husband—ha ha!—she loves change. You are not pleasurable 
enough for her. In that respect she is unteachable and therefore 
you believe she is mad. We love only what is coming, not what 
is. Only the new gives us pleasure. Elijah does not think about 
what is, only about what is to come. Therefore he knows it.” 

1 answered, “What does he know? He should say” 
Elijah said, “I have already uttered the words: the image that 

1 saw was crimson, fiery colored, a gleaming gold. The voice that 
I heard was like distant thunder, like the wind roaring in the 
forest, like an earthquake. It was not the voice of my God, but it 

wwas a thunderous pagan roar, acall my ancestors knew but which 
Thave never heard, It sounded prehistoric, as if from a forest on 
a distant coast; it rang with all the voices of the wilderness. It 
was full of horror yet harmonic.” 

To this I replied, “My good old man, you heard correctly, as 1 
thought you had. How wonderful! Shall I tell you about it? After 
all, I told you that the world has acquired a new face. A new cover 
‘was thrown over it. How odd that you don’t know! 

“Old Gods have become new. The one God is dead~yes, truly, 
he died. He disintegrated into the many, and thus the world became 
rich overnight. And something also happened to the individual 
soul—who would care to describe it! But therefore men too became 
rich overnight. How is it possible that you didn’t know this? 

“The one God became two, a multiple one, whose body consists 
of many Gods, and a single one, whose body is a man and yet he is 
brighter and stronger than the sun. 

“What shall I tell you about the soul? Haven't you noticed 
that she has become multiple? She has become the closest, near- 
est, near, far, further, furthest and yet she is one, as before. First 
she divided herself into a serpent and a bird, then into a father 
and mother, and then into Elijah and Salome—How are you, my 
{good fellow? Does it disturb you? Yes, you must be realizing that 
you are already very far removed from me, so that I can hardly 
reckon you as being part of my soul; since if you belonged to 
my soul, you would have to know what is happening. Therefore 
I must separate you and Salome from my soul and place you 
among the daimons, You are connected to what is primordially 
old and always exists, therefore you also know nothing of the 
being of men but simply of the past and future. 

“Nevertheless it is good that you came to my call. Take part in 
that which is, For what is ought to be such that you can take part 
in it” 

But Elijah sullenty replied, 
not easy to think it.” 

‘And Salome said, “The simple alone is pleasurable, One need 
not think about it. * 

1 replied, “Elijah, you need not contemplate it at all. Ieis not to 
be thought; it isto be viewed. It is a painting” 

And to Salome I said, “Salome, itis not true that only the simple 
is pleasurable; over time it is even boring. In truth the multiple 
captivates you.” 

do not like this multiplicity. Ie is 

148 In Memoria, Jung stated: “The figures ofthe unconscious are als ‘uninformed, and need man, or contact with consciousness, in order to attain ro ‘knowledge When 
began working with the unconscious, I found myself much involved with the Higures of Salome and Elijah, Then they receded, but after about two years they reap- cdo my complet setonshmne Tree gs ke place n they were completely unchanged: they spoke and acted as if nothing hd happened in the meanvhile. In acwalty the most 

fe I had, sit were, t begin from the beginning again, tell them all about what had been going on, and explain things to them. tthe time | had bean great surprised by this station Only ltr dis understand what had happened in the interval the to ad sunk Back tt the Unconscious and ino themclver1 might equally pl, ino timcesnes They emsied ut of contact wath the Land the 's changing cioumtances, and uereire were pnoran of what had happened inthe world of consiousnes” (pp. 338-39). This appear to eer otis convertion 
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But Salome turned to Elijah and said, “Father, it seems to me that 
men have outstripped us. He is sight: the many is more pleasurable. 
‘The one is too simple and always the same.” 

Elijah seemed saddened and said, "What about the one in this 
case? Does the one still exist if it stands next to the many?” 

T answered, “That is your old and ingrained mistake, that the 
one excludes the many. But there are many individual things. The 
multiplicity of individual things is the one multiple God from 
whose body many Gods atise, but the uniqueness of the one thing 
is the other God, whose body is a man but whose spirit is as large 
as the world.” 

But Elijah shook his head and said, “That is new, my son. Is the 
new good? What was, is good; and what was, willbe. Is that not the 
truth? Has there ever been anything new? And was what you call 
new, ever good? Everything remains the same if you give it a new 
name. There is nothing new, there can be nothing new; how could 
1 then look ahead? I look at the past and therein I see the future, 
as in a mirror. And I see that nothing new happens, everything is 
but mere recurrence of what has been since time immemorial." 
‘What is your being? An appearance, a darting light; tomorrow it 
is no longer true. It is gone; it is as if it never was. Come, Salome, 
let us go. One is mistaken in the world of men.” 

But Salome looked back and whispered to me while leaving, 
“Being and multiplicity appeal to me, even ifit is not new and not 
eternally true.” 

Thus they disappeared into the dark night and I returned to 
the burden signified by my existence. And I sought to do every- 
thing correctly that seemed to me to be a task and to take every 
way that seemed to me to be necessary for myself. But my dreams 
became difficult and laden with anxiety, and I did not know why: 
One night my soul suddenly came to me, as if worried, and said," 
“Listen to me: I am in a great torment, the son of the dark womb 
besieges me, Therefore your dreams are also difficult, since you 
feel the torment of the depths, the pain of your soul, and the 
suffering of the Gods.” 

I answered, “Can I help? Or is it superfluous that a man 
elevates himself to being a mediator of the Gods? Is it presumption 
or should a man become a redeemer of the Gods, after men are 
saved through the divine mediator?” 

“You speak the truth,” my soul replied, “the Gods need a human 
mediator and rescuer. With this man paves the way to crossing 
over and to divinity. I gave you a frightening dream so that your 
face would turn to the Gods. I let their torment reach you so that 
you would remember the suffering Gods. You do too much for 
‘men since they are the masters of your world, You can in effect 
help men only through the Gods, not directly. Alleviate the burning 
torment of the Gods.” 

asked her, “So tell me, where do I begin? I feel their torment and 
mine at the same time, and yet itis not mine, both real and unreal.” 

“That is it; and this is where separation should occur,” my 
soul replied 

“But how? My wits fail me, You must know how” 
“Your wits fail quickly.” she retorted, “but the Gods need 

precisely your human wits 
"And I the wits of the Gods.” I added; “and thus we run aground.” 
“No, you are too impatient; only patient comparison provides a 

solution, not one side taking a quick decision, It requires work.” 
1 asked, “What do the Gods suffer from?” 
“Well,” my soul replied, “you have lefe them with torment, and 

since then they have suffered.” 

149 The rest ofthis dialogue does not occur in Black Bok 6. 
150 See note 261, p. 311 
151 May 3, 1916 

“Rightly so,” I cried, “they have tormented men enough. Now 
they should get a taste of i.” 

She answered, “But what if the torment also reaches you? 
‘What have you gained then? You cannot leave all suffering to the 
Gods or else they will draw you into their torment. After all, they 
possess the power to do so. To be sure, I must confess that men 
100 possess a wondrous power over the Gods through their wits.” 

T answered, “I recognize that the torment of the Gods reached 
me; therefore I also recognize that I must yield to the Gods. What 
is their desire?” 

“They want obedience,” she replied. 
“So be it,” I answered, “but I fear their desire, therefore I say: 

I want to do what I can, On no account will I take back onto 
myself all the torment that I had to leave to the Gods, Not even 
Christ took torment away from his followers, but rather he heaped 
it on. I reserve conditions for myself, The Gods should recognize 
this and direct their desire accordingly. There is no longer any 
unconditional obedience, since man has stopped being a slave to 
the Gods. He has dignity before the Gods. He isa limb that even 
the Gods cannot do without. Giving way before the Gods is no 
more, So let their wish be heard. Comparison shall accomplish 
the rest so that each will have his appropriate part.” 

My soul answered, “The Gods want you to do for their sake 
what you know you do not want to do.” 

“I thought so,” I exclaimed, “of course that is what the Gods 
want. But do the Gods also do what I want? I want the fruits of 
my labor: What do the Gods do for me? They want their goals to 
be fulfilled, but what about mine?” 

This infuriated my soul and she said, “You are unbelievably 
defiant and rebellious. Consider the fact that the Gods are strong” 

“I know? I replied, “but no longer is there any unconditional 
obedience. When will they use their strength for me? They also 
‘want me to place mine in their service. What is their payment in 
kind? That they are tormented? Man suffered agony and the Gods 
were still not satisfied, but remained insatiable in their devising of 
new torments, They allowed man to become so blinded that 
he believed that there were no Gods, and that there was only 
‘one God who was a loving father, so that today someone who 
struggles with the Gods is even thought to be crazy. They have 
thus prepared this shame too for those who recognize them, out 
of boundless greed for power, since leading the blind is not easy. 
‘They will corrupt even their slaves.” 

“You do not want to obey the Gods?” my soul cried, astonished. 
1 answered, “I believe that has already gone on more than 

enough. Hence the Gods are insatiable, because they have 
received too many sacrifices: the altars of blinded humanity 
are streaming with blood. But dearth makes contentment, not 
abundance. May they learn dearth from men. Who does some- 
thing for me? That is the question that I must pose. In no case 
will I do what the Gods would have to do. Ask the Gods what 
they think of my suggestion.” 

‘Then my soul divided herself. As a bird she swooped up to the 
higher Gods and asa serpent she crawled down to the lower Gods. 
Soon afterward, she returned and said, troubled, “The Gods are 
outraged that you do not want to be obedient.” 

“That bothers me very little.” I replied, “I have done everything 
to placate the Gods. May they do their share now. Tell them. I can 
wait. I will lee no one tell me what to do. The Gods may devise a 
service in return. You can go. I will call you tomorrow so that you 
can tell me what the Gods have decided.” 



‘As my soul departed, I saw that she was shocked and worried, 
since she belonged to the race of the Gods and daimons and 
forever sought to convert me to their kind, as my humanity would 
like to convince me that I belong to the clan and must serve it. 
‘When I was asleep, my soul came again and in a dream cunningly 
painted me asa horned devil to terrify me and make me afraid of 
myself. In the following night, however, I called my soul and said 
to her, “Your trick was recognized. It is to no avail. You do not 
frighten me, Now speak and convey your message!” 

She answered, “The Gods give in, You have broken the 
compulsion of the law: Therefore I painted you as a devil, since he 
is the only one among the Gods who bows to no compulsion. He 
is the rebel against the eternal law, to which, thanks to his deed, 
there are also exceptions. Thus one does not necessarily have 
to. The devil is helpful in this respect. But it should not happen 
without seeking counsel from the Gods. This detour is necessary, 
or else you will fall prey to their law despite the devil.” 

Here the soul drew near to my ear and whispered, “The Gods 
are even happy to turn a blind eye from time to time, since 
basically they know very well that it would be bad for life if 
there were no exception to eternal law: Hence their tolerance of 
the devil.” 

She then raised her voice and cried loudly, “The Gods have 
mercy upon you and have accepted your sacrifice!” 

And so the devil helped me to cleanse myself from commingling 
in bondage, and the pain of one-sidedness pierced my heart and 
the wound of being torn apart scorched me. 

{15} It was noon on a hot summer's day and I was taking 
a stroll in my garden; when I reached the shade of the high 
trees, I met @IAHMON strolling in the frageant grass, But when 
1 sought to approach him, a blue shade" came from the other 
side, and when @IAHMON saw him, he said, “I find you in the 
garden, beloved. The sins of the world have conferred beauty 
upon your countenance 

“The suffering of the world has straightened your shape. 
“You are truly a king 
“Your crimson is blood. 
“Your ermine is snow from the coldness of the poles. 
“Your crown is the heavenly body of the sun, which you bear 

on your head. 

152 June 1, 1916 
153 In BlackBook 6, the shade is identified as Christ (p. 85). 
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“Welcome to the garden, my master, my beloved, my brother!” 
‘The shade replied, “Oh Simon Magus or whatever your name 

may be, are you in my garden or am I in yours?" 
IAHMON said, “You are, Oh master, in my garden. Helena, or 

whatever you choose to call her, and I are your servants, You can 
find accommodation with us. Simon and Helena have become 
®IAHMON and Baucis and so we are the hosts of the Gods. We 
granted hospitality to your terrible worm. And since you come 
forward, we take you in, It is our garden that surrounds you.”»* 

The shade answered, “Is this garden not mine? Is not the 
world of the heavens and of the spirits my own?” 

@IAHMON said, “You are, Oh master, here in the world of 
men. Men have changed. They are no longer the slaves and 
no longer the swindlers of the Gods and no longer mourn in 
your name, but they grant hospitality to the Gods. The terrible 
worm’ came before you, whom you recognize as your brother 
insofar as you are of divine nature, and as your father insofar as 
you are of human nature."* You dismissed him when he gave you 
clever counsel in the desert. You took the counsel, but dismissed 
‘the worm: he finds a place with us. But where he is, you will be 
also"* When I was Simon, I sought to escape him with the ploy 
‘of magic and thus I escaped you, Now that I gave the worm a 
place in my garden, you come to me,” 

The shade answered, “Do I fall for the power of your trick? 
Have you secretly caught me? Were not deception and lies always 
your manner?” 

But IAHMON answered, “Recognize, Oh master and beloved, 
that your nature is also of the serpent.” Were you not raised on 
the tree like the serpent? Have you laid aside your body, like the 
serpent its skin? Have you not practiced the healing arts, like the 
serpent? Did you not go to Hell before your ascent? And did you 
not see your brother there, who was shut away in the abyss?” 

‘Then the shade said, “You speak the truth. You are not lying. 
Even so, do you know what I bring you?” 

“This I know not,” @IAHMON answered, “I know only one 
thing, that whoever hosts the worm also needs his brother, 
What do you bring me, my beautiful guest? Lamentation 
and abomination were the gift of the worm. What will you 
give us?” 

The shade answered, “I bring you the beauty of suffering. That 
is what is needed by whoever hosts the worm.” 

354 Simon Magus (first century) was a magician, Inthe Acts ofthe Apostles (8-9~24), after becoming a Christian, he wished to purchase the power of transmitting the 
ily Spici from Peter and Paul (Jung saw this account 28 a caricature), Further accounts of him are found in the apocryphal ats of Peter and in writings ofthe 
CChureh fathers. He has been seen as one of the founders of Gnosticism, and inthe second century a Simonian sect arose: He is said to have always travel with a ‘woman, whom he found ina brothel in Tyre, who was the reincarnation of Helen of Troy Jung cited his a an example ofthe anima figure (Soul and earth 1927, ‘CW 10,75). On Simon Magus, se Gilles Quispel, Gro ls Welraon ich: Origo Verlag, 1951), pp 51-70, and G-R.S. Mead, Sor Maga An Ea) on he Founder 
af Simoni Based on he Anco Sources wih Reelation of His Pibapy and Teeching (London: The Theosophical Publishing House, 1892). 

35 In Moor Jang commented Tn auch ee wanderingone que encour at oldman wh is scompanied by oun gl ance of uch couples ae 
tobe found in many mythic tales. Thus, accosding to Gnostic tradition, Simon Mi 
Helen, and she was regarded as the seincaenation ofthe Trojan Helen. Klingsor as 

156 Le, Saran. 
ent abou with «Yung gel whom he had picked up in «brothel ee nae was 
‘Kunde, Lao-ta1 and the dancing gil likewise belong in this category" (p. 206), 

157 Ia BlackBook 6, this sentence seads: "Your brother came before you, Oh master, the terrible worm, whom you dismissed, when he gave you clever counsel inthe desert 
with a tempting woice" (p86) 

158 Black Book 6 continues: “since he is your immortal brother" (p. 86) 
159 Jung commented on the serpent as an allegory of Christ in Aion (1952, CW 9,2, $5369, 385, and 390) 
160 See above, . 243. 
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Epiloguet 
1959 

I worked on this book for 16 years. My acquaintance with alchemy in 

1930 took me away from it. The beginning of the end came in 1928, when 

Wilhelm sent me the text of the “Golden Flower,” an alchemical treatise. 

There the contents of this book found their way into actuality and I could 

no longer continue working on it. To the superficial observer, it will appear 

like madness. It would also have developed into one, had I not been able 

to absorb the overpowering force of the original experiences. With the 

help of alchemy, I could finally arrange them into a whole. I always knew 

that these experiences contained something precious, and therefore I 

knew of nothing better than to write them down ina “precious,” that is to 

say, costly book and to paint the images that emerged through reliving it 

all—as well as I could. I knew how frightfully inadequate this undertaking 

was, but despite much work and many distractions I remained true to it, 

even if another / possibility never . . . 

in the middle ofa sentence on p. 189, This epilogue appears on 



Appendix A 

‘Mandala sketch 1 appears t be the first in the series, dated August 2,191 Mandala sketch 2 isthe reverse of mandala sketch t. (19.4 6M X 143 0M) 
Tei the basis of mage 80. The legend athe top ofthe image is" Phe ee note tt p308), Legend a boron Seoveca in Indiv” 
{netbolam in the indivi. (loa Co 143 OM). 

Mandala sketch 3is dated August 4.917, and August 8,197. and isthe basis of 
image 82 (149 Ou x24 CA) 

Mandal sketch 4s dated August 6, 1917. On these sketches, see 
introduction, pp 206. (203 OM 149 CM) 
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/ HROOTaTE 
ess 

‘Mandala sketch 5 is dated September 1, 1917, and isthe bass of image 8. 
(S2enxiag ew 

1180. a” 

‘Mandala sketch 6 is dated September 10,1917, and isthe basis of image 93. 
(us extaew) 

“The town panier lack ook 7, page rah, and epic she scene ofthe “Ltepoot dream, This ketch iste bs of iage 9, inking che dream srr the manda Tent in imag, fom ee Dwelling ofthe Swit lore, 
Mandala sketch 7 is dated Seprember 11,1917, and it Mouse” below “House” and Geb "Lake" "Tree "Stet 
exns2 ci) “Houses! (33 e198 2x) 



‘The sketch of "Systema Mundieotius" is from Black Book 5, page 169 
(Gee Appendix C. p. 370, for further discussion). (22.9 cM x 1728 CM) 
Image legend 
Ay ~Anthropos Man 
A =Human soul 

(ff ~Serpent~ Earthly sou 
se = Bird = Heavenly soul 
Y= Heavenly mother 

= Phas (Den) 
SA 
7 bev 
Q  - Heenty ots 
S = Eatth, Mother of the Devil 
@ = Sun eof te Peron 

= Moon, Eye ofthe Pleroma 
© toon sighed] 

[sun foking) 
Moon = Setan 
Sin = God 

eo = God of the Frogs = Abraxas 

O <The Fullness 
© teeny 
ef = Flame. Fire, 
Ye Love = Eros, a daimon 

BISTYDIE| HO ~ Cees soviet 

The middle point is again the Pleroma. The God in iis Abraxas, a world 
of daimons surrounds i, and again in a middle point is humanity, ending 
and beginning 
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Sketch fit page fier Secs (oe .) (87 e373 cm Tiovlipashl ora rime tubleatn oncion mrt apeend 6 igo Grestman (ed), Alrsiiche Tew les Ale Tetonete, tol (Tubingen Mo 1909), pa which ng ced in tia in 
“Thengbmtion end Sol ofthe Ld (CW B, $383) Te eade "Mother Fubar who formed creping / proved antec weapon when theta ganterpent ith ped noth cles in cry oper. Se filed fer body wth ood nor vith pot fand covered Kanes Bian newts in eran, She made the ine wih ight bilanee / fd nade them rie high, Whoever swt shou pine aay sh foro ther bodies shold rear withosthem aking gh 
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Sena Mundi (30,c3€x 34 EM) In 1955 ngs Stems Mundt was shied onapeney tse tris ion tvs Eonferences, In letter of February 1, 1955, to Walter Cort Jung explicitly sed she di nor wan is name fo apyae with Ga), Headed he fellowing comments to fe "e portray the aninomies ofthe microcosm within she mre wok an anton Ate ery top, he gure he rang boy inthe winged og called Erikaaioe or Phan and thus reminiscent Detbridal gue of tac Bipic Gols Trask anes inthe depp sere designated ae Abrasas He represents the domins mand, the lord of the physical ‘work and is word-cretor ofan ambivalent nature. Sprouting from him we fee the tec of if, labeled a CIE) while is upper counterpart ea lghtrrce in the form ofa seven branched candelabra labeled fi (fie) and Eres (love). Tis light poins tothe spiral world ofthe divin child. Are and scence ako belong to this spiritual realm the fst epresented asa winged serpent andthe second ats winged mouse (es hole-digging activin) The candelabra is based on the principe ofthe spirtual number tree (evice-three lames with one large flame in the mide), wile the lower word of Abra is characterized by five 

dad 

the numberof natural man (dhe twice-five rays of his tat) The accompanying fnimal of the narucl world area devish monster and a larva This rignfice ddath and rebirth A further division ofthe mandala is horizontal. T the left we seca ctl indicating the body or the blood, and from it ears the serpent, which ‘vind itself around the phals as te generative principle. The serpent ie dark 2a light signifying the dark em of tie earth, the moon, nd the void (dherefore ‘alld Saanas), The igh ealm of rch fllnes esto the right, where fom the Bright circle fogs amr di cod, or the love of God] the dove of the Holy Gh a gar (xp) pos om a doe rae and fight-—This feminine sphere i tha of heaven The lange sphere characterized by zigag lines or rays represents an inner sun within thie sphere the macrocoem is repeated, but with the upper and lower repion revered sina meron. These Tepetiions should be concered of ax ender in number, growing even smaller {uta the innermost cor, the actual microcosm. is eached Copyright © The Fourdation of the works of C.G. Jung repordaced with the permission ofthe Foundation and Rebert Hinshaw, 
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Commentaries 
pp. 86-89 

Age 
Male 

Enantiodromia of the life-type 

It is difficult to force this image to make a statement. Yet it is 
so allegorical that it ought to speak. It differs from the earlier 
experiences in that it is more witnessed than experienced. For that 
‘matter, all the images that I have placed under the title “Mystery 
play” are rather more allegorical than actual experiences. They are 
certainly not intended allegories; they have not been consciously 
contrived to depict experience in either veiled or even fantastic 
terms. Rather, they appeared as visions, Itwas not until I reworked 
them later that I realized more and more that they could in no 
way be compared with the experiences portrayed in the other 
chapters. These images apparently are portrayals of personified 
unconscious thoughts. That follows from their imagistic manner, 
They also called for more reflection and interpretation than the 
other experiences, to which I could not do justice with cogitation, 
because they were quite simply experiences. The images of the 
“Mystery play” on the other hand, personify principles accessible 
to thinking and intellectual understanding, and their allegorical 
manner accordingly also invites such an attempt at explanation. 

The action is set in a dark earthly depth, evidently an 
allegorical representation of the inner depths beneath the 
extension of the bright space of consciousness or the psychic field 
of vision. Sinking into such a depth corresponds to averting the 
mental gaze from outer things and focusing it on the inner dark 
depths. Gazing at the darkness to some extent animates the 
previously dark background. Since gazing at the darkness occurs 
‘without conscious expectation, the inanimate psychic background 
has an opportunity to let its contents appear, undisturbed by 
conscious assumptions 

The preceding experiences indicated that strong psychic 
movements were present that consciousness could not grasp. 
“Two figures—the old sage and the young maiden—step into the 
field of vision, unexpectedly for consciousness, but characteristic 
of the mythological spirit upon which consciousness rests. This 
configuration is an image that forever recurs in the human spirit. 
The old man represents a spiritual principle that could be desig- 
nated as Logos, and the maiden represents an unspicitual principle 
of feeling that could be called Eros. A descendent of Logos is 
Nous, the intellect, which has done away with the commingling 
of feeling, presentiment, and sensation. In contrast, the Logos 
contains this commingling. But it is not the product of such 
blending, or else it would be a lower animalistic psychic activity, 
yet it masters the blend, so that the four fundamental activities of 
the soul become subordinate to its principle. It is an independent 
principle of form that means understanding, insight, foresight, 
legislation, and wisdom. The figure of an old prophet is there- 
fore a fitting allegory for this principle, since the prophetic spirit 
unites in itself all these qualities. In contrast, Eros is a principle 
that contains a commingling of all the fundamental activities of 
the soul just as much as it masters them, although its purpose is 

completely different. It is not form-giving but form-fulflling; 
it is the wine that will be poured into the vessel; it is not the bed 
and direction of the stream but the impetuous water flowing in 
it. Eros is desire, longing, force, exuberance, pleasure, suffering 
‘Where Logos is ordering and insistence, Eros is dissolution and 
movement, They are two fundamental psychic powers that form 
a pair of opposites, each one requiring the other. 

The old prophet expresses persistence, but the young maiden 
denotes movement. Their impersonal essence is expressed by the 
fact that they are figures belonging to general human history; they 
do not belong to a person but have been a spiritual content of the 
world’s peoples since time immemorial. Everyone has them, and 
therefore these figures recur in the work of thinkers and poets. 

Such primordial images have a secret power that works just 
as much on human reason as on the soul, Wherever they appear 
they stir something linked with the mysterious, the long gone, 
and heavy with foreboding. A string sounds whose vibration 
reverberates in every man’s breast; these primordial images dwell 
in everyone as they are the property of all mankind? This secret 
power is like a spell, like magic, and causes elevation just as much 
as seduction. It is characteristic of primordial images that they 
take hold of man where he is utterly human, and a power seizes 
him, as if the bustling throng were pushing him. And this hap- 
pens even if individual understanding and feeling rise up against 
it. What is the power of the individual against the voice of the 
whole people in him? He is entranced, possessed, and consumed. 
Nothing makes this effect clearer than the serpent. It signifies 
everything dangerous and everything bad, everything nocturnal 
and uncanny, which adheres to Logos as well as to Eros, so long 
as they can work as the dark and unrecognized principles of the 
unconscious spirit. 

The house represents a fixed abode, which indicates that 
Logos and Eros have permanent residence in us. 

Salome is represented as the daughter of Elijah, thus 
expressing the order of succession. The prophet is her producer, 
she emanates from him, The fact that she is assigned to him as 
a daughter indicates a subordination of Eros to Logos. Although 
this relation is very frequent, as manifested by the constancy of 
this primordial image, it is nevertheless a special case that possesses 
no general validity. For if these were two opposed principles, 
cone could not arise from the other and thus depend on it. Salome 
is hence apparently no (complete) correct embodiment of Eros, 
but a variety of the same. (This supposition is later confirmed.) 
That she is actually an incorrect allegory for Eros also stems from 
the fact that she is blind. Eros is not blind, since he regulates, just 
as well as Logos does, all fundamental activities of the soul. The 
blindness indicates her incompleteness and the absence of an 
essential quality. By virtue of her shortcoming she depends upon 
her father, 

The indistinct glittering walls of the hall point to something 
unrecognized, perhaps something valuable that wakens curiosity 
and attracts attention, In this manner, creative involvement is 
‘woven even deeper into the image, so that an even greater anima- 
tion of the dark background becomes possible. Such enhanced 
attention gives rise to the image of an object, which to all intents 
and purposes expresses concentration, namely the image of a 
crystal, which has been used to produce such visions since time 
immemorial. These figures, which at first are incomprehensible 
to the beholder, evoke dark processes in his soul, which to a cer- 

1 The page numbers refer ta the Corrected Draft. This corresponds to pp. 245-248 above 
2 Jung hee employs a metaphor used by Jacob Burkard wo describe the primordia images of Fast nd Osdipas, which he had ted in Trafrmtn od Syl ft 

Libido (1912, CW B, $56) 
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tain extent lie even deeper (such as in the vision of blood), and 
whose perception requires an aid like the crystal. As has been 
said, however, this expresses nothing else than an even stronger 
concentration of creative attention. 

A figure like the prophet, which is clear and complete in 
itself, arouses less curiosity than the unexpected form of blind 
Salome, which is why one may expect that the formative process 
will first address the problem of Eros. Hence an image of Eve 
appears first, together with images of the tree and the serpent. 
This apparently refers to temptation, as already encapsulated in 
the figure of Salome. Temptation brings about a further movement 
toward the side of Eros. This in turn forebodes many adventurous 
possibilities, for which the wandering of Odysseus is the fitting 
image. This image stimulates and invites adventurousness; it is 
asi a door opened to a new opportunity to free the gaze from the 
dark confinement and depths in which it was held fast. Hence 
the vision opens onto a sunny garden, whose red blooming 
trees represent a development of erotic feeling, and whose wells 
mean a steady source, The cool water of the well, which does 
not inebriate, indicates the Logos. (Therefore Salome also speaks 
later of the deep “wells” of the prophet) This suggests that the 
development of Eros also means a source of knowledge. And with 
this Elijah begins to speak. 

Logos undoubtedly has the upper hand in this, my case, since 
Elijah says that he and his daughter have always been one. Yet 
Logos and Eros are not one, but two. In this case, however, Logos 
has blinded and subjugated Eros, But if this is the case, then the 
necessity will also arise to free Eros from the clutch of Logos, so 
that the former will regain vision. Therefore Salome turns to me, 
because Eros is in need of help, and because I have apparently 
been enabled to behold this image for precisely this reason. The 
soul of the man is more inclined to Logos than to Eros, which is 
more characteristic of the essence of the woman, The subjugation 
of Eros through Logos explains not only the blindness of Eros but 
also the somewhat strange fact that Eros is represented precisely 
by the not-so-pleasing figure of Salome, Salome denotes bad 
qualities. She brings to mind not only the murder of the holy one 
but also the incestuous pleasure of the father. 

A principle always has the dignity of independence. But if 
this dignity is taken from it, it is debased and then assumes a 
bad form. We know that psychic activity and qualities that are 
deprived of development through repression degenerate and 
thus become bad habits. Either an open or secret vice takes the 
place of a well-formed activity and gives rise to a disunity of 
the personality with itself, signifying a moral suffering or a real 
sickness. Only one way remains open to whoever wants to free 
himself from this suffering: he must accept the repressed part of 
his soul, he must love his inferiority, even his vices, so that what 
is degenerate can resume development. 

‘Wherever Logos rules, there is order but too much persistence 
‘The allegory of paradise where there is no struggle and therefore 
no development is fitting here. In this condition the repressed 
movement degenerates and its value is lost. This is the murder 
of the holy one, and the murder happens because, like Herod, 
Logos cannot protect the holy one on account of his own weak- 
ness, because he can do nothing else than hold onto himself, thus 
inducing the degeneration of Eros. Only disobedience against 
the ruling principle leads out of this condition of undeveloped 
persistence, The story of paradise repeats itself, and hence the 

3 This corresponds wo pp. 245~248 above. 

serpent winds its way up the tree because Adam should be led 
into temptation, 

Every development leads through the undeveloped, but 
capable of development. In its undeveloped condition it is almost 
worthless, while development represents a highest value that is 
unquestionable. One must give up this value or atleast apparently. 
give it up to be able to attend to the undeveloped. But this stands 
in the sharpest contrast to the developed, which perhaps rep- 
resents our best and highest achievement. The acceptance of the 
undeveloped is therefore like a sin, like a false step, a degeneration, 
a descent to a deeper level; in actual fact, however, itis a greater 
deed than remaining in an ordered condition at the expense of the 
other side of our being, which is thus at the mercy of decay. 

Pp. 103-119" 

‘The scene of the action is the same place as in the first image. The 
allusion to a crater heightens the impression of a large cavity that 
reaches far down into the interior of the earth; this depth is not 
inactive, but violently discharges all kinds of matter, 

Since Eros poses the most serious problem at first, Salome 
centers the scene, blindly groping her way toward the lei. Even what 
appear to be negligible details are important in such visionary 
images. The left is the side of the inauspicious. This suggests that 
Eros does not tend toward the right, the side of consciousness, 
conscious will and conscious choice, but toward the side of the 
heart, which is less subject to our conscious will. This movement 
toward the left is emphasized by the fact that the serpent moves 
in the same direction. The serpent represents magical power, 
which also appears where animal drives are aroused imperceptibly 
in us. They afford the movement of Eros the uncanny emphasis 
that strikes us as magical. Magical effect is the enchantment and 
underlining of our thought and feeling through dark instinctual 
impulses of an animal nature. 

‘The movement toward the left is blind, chat is, without 
purpose and intention. It hence requires guidance, not by 
conscious intention but by Logos. Elijah calls Salome back. Her 
blindness is an affliction, and as such demands healing. Closer 
scrutiny at least partially invalidates the prejudice against her, 
She seems to be innocent, and perhaps her badness ought to be 
attributed to her blindness. 

Logos asserts its power over Eros by calling back Salome. The 
serpent also obeys Logos. It rests with Logos and Eros to emphasize 
the power and significance of this image. A natural consequence 
of this magical, powerful view of the union of Logos and Eros is 
the strongly felt smallness and insignificance of the I, which finds 
expression in a sense of boyishness, 

Tt appears as if the movement toward the left, following 
blind Eros, is not possible, or effectively disallowed, without the 
intervention of Logos. From the perspective of Logos, following 
a movement blindly is a sin, because it is one-sided and violates 
the law that man must forever strive for the highest degree of 
consciousness. Therein lies his humanity, The other he has in 
common with animals, Jesus also says, “If you know what you are 
doing, you are blessed: if you do not know what you are doing, 
you are damned.” The movement toward the left would be 
possible and permitted only if a conscious, seeing notion of it 
existed, Formulating such a notion is not possible without the 
intervention of Logos. 

4 This sentence i an apocryphal insertion co Lake 64, from the Codex Bezae, “Man, ifindeed you know what you are doing happy ae yous but if ot, you are acursed ann ranggessor ofthe law”). K: Elion ed The Apocrypha New Teme, p68 In 1952 Jug cited it in Answer oped (CW11 $090). : 



The first step toward developing such a notion is to become 
conscious of the goal or intention of the movement. Hence Elijah 
asks about the intention of the I. And it must admit its blindness, 
that is, its ignorance about intention. The only recognizable 
thing is a longing, a wish, to unravel the embroilment caused by 
the first image. 

Such making conscious stirs a vague sense of happiness in 
Salome. Understandably so, since consciousness means insight, 
that is, a healing of her blindness. Thus a step toward attaining 
the healing of Eros is taken. 

At first the I remains in its inferior position, since its ignorance 
prevents it from surveying the further development of its problem. 
Nor would it know which direction to take, since it has never 
cast its gaze into the depths of its psychic substratum, but has 
seen only what meets the eye and recognized only the powers 
of consciousness and the conscious world as effective forces, 
half-consciously denying its inner impulses. Faced with its own 
depths, such an I can only feel embarrassed. Its belief in a conscious 
upperworld had been so firm that going down into the depths of 
the self i like guilt, a betrayal of conscious ideals 

Bur since its desire to unravel the embroilment is greater than 
its aversion to its own inferiority, the I entrusts itself to the guidance 
of Logos. Since nothing comes into view that could answer the 
question raised, even greater depths must evidently be opened up. 
This in turn occurs with the help of the crystal, that is, through 
the utmost concentration of expectant attention, The first image 
to appear in the crystal is the mother of God with child. 

‘This image is obviously related, and opposed, to the vision of 
Eve in the first image. Just as Eve represents carnal temptation 
and carnal motherhood, the mother of God stands for carnal 
‘virginity and spiritual motherhood. The first direction would be 
a movement of Eros toward the flesh, the latter toward the spirit. 
Eve is an expression of the carnal side, whereas Mary expresses 
the spiritual side of Eros. As long as the I saw only Eve, it was 
blind. The evocation of awareness, however, affords a spiritual 

view of Eros. In the first case the I became an Odysseus on an 
adventurous journey, which concludes with the aging man’s 
return to Penelope, the motherly woman, 

In the latter case the I is depicted as Peter, the chosen rock 
upon which the Church is to be founded. The key as the symbol 
of the power of binding and loosing buttresses this idea, and 
leads one to the image of the pope as God's governor on earth 
with a threefold crown. 

Undoubtedly, the I becomes involved in a movement toward 
spiritual power, as attested by the one-sidedness of the movement. 
The vision of Eve leads astray, to adventurous odyssey, to Circe 
and Calypso. The vision of the mother of God, on the other 
hand, turns desire away from the flesh and toward the humble 
veneration of the spirit. Eros is subject to error in the flesh, but 
in the spirit it rises above the flesh and the inferiority of carnal 
error It therefore almost imperceptibly becomes the spirit, the 
power over the flesh in the guise of love, and thus spiritual power 
casts off the mantle of love; although the former believes it loves 
the spirit, in effect it rules the flesh. And the more powerful it is, 
the less loving it is. And the less it loves the spirit, the more it is 
carnal power. On account of its power over the flesh, the love of 
the spirit thus becomes a secular power-drive in spiritual guise. 

Christ overcame the world by burdening himself with its 
suffering, But Buddha overcame both the pleasure and suffering 
of the world by disposing of both. And thus he entered into 
nonbeing, a condition from which there is no return. Buddha 
is an even higher spiritual power, that derives no pleasure from 
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controlling the flesh, since he has altogether moved beyond 
pleasure and suffering, Passion, whose conquest still requires so 
much effort in the case of Christ and does so incessantly and in 
ever greater measure, has left Buddha and surrounds him as a 
blazing fire. He is both unaffected and untouchable 

But if the living I approaches this condition, its passion may 
leave it, though it will not die, Or are we not our passion? And 
what happens to our passion when it leaves the I? The I is 
consciousness, which only has eyes in front. Tt never sees what 
is behind i, But that is where the passion it has overcome in 
front regroups. Unguided by the eye of reason, unmitigated 
by humaneness, the fire becomes a devastating, bloodthirsty 
Kali, who devours the life of man from within, as the mantra 
of her sacrificial ceremony says: “Hail to you, O Kali, triple- 
eyed Goddess of dreadful aspect, from whose throat hangs a 
necklace of human skulls. May you be honored with this blood!” 
Salome must of course despair of this end, which would like to 
turn Eros into spirit, since Eros cannot exist without the flesh. In 
resisting the inferiority of the flesh, the I resists its female soul, 
which represents everything that strives to suppress conscious 
ness, against spirit. Thus this path also results in an opposition. 
Hence the I returns from beholding the figures embodying 
its conflict. 

Logos and Eros are reunited, as if they had overcome the 
conflict between spirit and flesh. They appear to know the solution. 
‘The movement toward the left, which started from Eros at the 
beginning of the image, now commences from Logos. He starts 
moving toward the left, to complete with seeing eyes what began 
in blindness. At first this movement leads into greater darkness, 
which is then still somewhat illumined by the reddish light. The 
color red points to Eros. While it does not emit a bright light, 
Eros at least provides an opportunity to recognize something, 
perhaps even merely by inducing a situation in which man can 
recognize something, provided Logos assists him. 

Flijah leans against the marble lion. The lion as a royal animal 
signifies power. The stone suggests unshakeable firmness, 
thereby expressing the power and solidity of Logos. Once again 
awareness commences first, although now in.greater depths and 
in renewed surroundings. Here the I experiences its smallness 
even more as it is even further removed from the world it knows, 
where it is conscious of its value and meaning. In these new 
surroundings there is nothing to remind it of its meaning, Hence 
it is obviously overwhelmed by so much otherness, which so 
completely eludes its own discretion. Elijah assumes control of 
developing awareness. 

‘As the crystal visions have shown, the idea that should be 
conveyed to consciousness is an idea of spiritual power, that 
is, the T was tempted to arrogate prophethood. But this idea 
encountered such a feeling of resistance that it could not assert 
itself against consciousness. Hence it remained behind the 
curtain, But since the I could not follow Eros blindly, it sought 
at least to exchange spiritual power for this loss—as observed 
so very often in human life! It is almost inevitable that such a 
‘great loss, like that of Eros, presses man to search for a substitute 
at least in the sphere of power. This occurs in such an uncanny, 
cunning manner that the I mostly fails to notice the ruse, Which 
explains why the I as a rule cannot enjoy its power, since it does 
not possess power, but is possessed by the power-devil. In this 
case it would have been easy for the I to grasp the fact that Elijah 
imposes himself with such living reality, and lay claim to this 
figure as a personality valuable in itself, But awareness has 
forestalled this deception. 
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The appearance of living figures should not be taken personally, 
even though one is obviously inclined to assume responsibility 
‘Yior them. In reality such figures belong just as much or little 
to our personality as our hands and feet. The mere presence of 
hands or feet is not characteristic of personality. If anything 
about them is characteristic, it is merely their individual character, 
It is thus characteristic of the I that the old man and the young 
maiden are called Elijah and Salome; they might just as well 
have been called Simon Magus and Helena, What is significant, 
however, is that they are biblical figures. As proven later, this is 
one of the peculiarities of the psychic entanglement belonging to 
this moment. 

The awareness of the alluring idea of spiritual power shifts 
the question of Eros into the foreground again, once more in a 
new form: both the possibility indicated by Eve and the one 
represented by Mary are ruled out. Hence the third possibility 
remains, namely filial relationship, which avoids the two extremes 
of the flesh and the spirit: Elijah as the father, Salome as the 
sister, the I as the son and brother. This solution corresponds to 
the Christian notion of childhood in God, Salome—as Mary— 
makes up the as-yet-absent mother in what is a formidably 
censnaring manner. This has a corresponding effect on the I. There 
is something undeniably cathartic about the Christian solution— 
because it seems to be altogether possible. There is a child in 
each of us; in the elderly, itis even the only thing still alive 
‘One can have recourse to the childlike anytime, on account of 
its inexhaustible freshness and adherence. Everything, even the 
most ominous, can be rendered harmless through retranslation 
into the childlike. After all, we do this often enough in everyday 
life, We even manage to tame a passion by leading it back to 
the childlike, and perhaps the flame of passion collapses in 
a childlike lament even more often. Thus there are many 
prospects for which the childlike can seem to be a satisfactory 
remedy, including not least the far-reaching effect of our 
Christian education, which hammers into us the notion of 
childhood in hundreds of mantras and hymns, 

Salome’s remark that Mary is their mother must thus appear 
even more devastating, Since this prevents the childlike solution 
from developing, it immediately prompts another thought: If 
Mary is the mother, then inescapably I must be Christ. The childlike 
solution would have canceled all reservations: Salome would 
no longer pose a threat, since she would be only the little 
sister. Elijah would be the caring father, whose wisdom and 
foresight would have left the I to its own devices with 
childlike trust. 

Bur this is the unfortunate drawback constituted by childhood 
asa solution: every child wishes to grow. Being a child involves 
the burning desire and impatience for future adulthood. If we 
return to being a child for fear of the dangers of Eros, the 
child will want to develop toward spiritual power. But if we flee 
into childhood for fear of the dangers of the spirit, we fall into 
arrogating the power of Eros. 

‘The condition of spiritual childhood constitutes a transition 
in which not everyone can remain. In this case it stands to 
reason that Eros demonstrates to the I the impossibility of 
being a child. One might think that it is not that awful to 
renounce the condition of childhood. But only those who 
fail to grasp the consequences of this renunciation think that 
way. It is not the loss of immemorial Christian views and the 
religious possibilities they ensured—many bear this loss all 100 
ceasily—but rather that what is renounced refers to the much more 
profound attitude that far transcends the Christian outlook, 

which provides individual life and thought with a tried and 
tested direction. Even if one has long abstained from Christian 
religious practice and has long ceased to regret this loss, one 
continues to behave intuitively as if the original views still 
existed by right. One fails to consider that a discarded world- 
view needs to be replaced by a new one; in particular one fails 
to be clear about the fact that renouncing the Christian outlook 
erodes present-day morals. Renouncing childhood means that 
no emotional or habitual dependence on hitherto valid moral 
views any longer exists, The hitherto valid view has arisen from 
the spirit of the Christian worldview: 

Notwithstanding all free thinking, our attitude to Eros, for 
instance, remains the old Christian view. We can now no longer 
bide our time peacefully without questioning and doubt, or else 
‘we will remain in the state of childhood. If we merely reject the 
dogmatic view, our liberation from the well-established will be 
merely intellectual, whereas our deeper feeling will persist on 
the old path. Most people, however, are unaware of how this sets 
them at odds with themselves, But later generations will become 
increasingly aware of this, Yet those who notice this will realize 
with horror that renouncing resumed childhood ousts them 
from our present times and that they can no longer follow any 
of the traditional ways. They enter uncharted territory, which 
has neither paths nor boundaries. They lack any direction, since 
they have forsaken all established bearings. This realization, 
however, dawns upon very few, since the vast majority makes do 
with half measures, and remains unperturbed by the stupidity of 
their spiritual condition, But then tepidity and slackness is not 
to everyone's taste, Some would rather abandon themselves to 
despair than adhere to a worldview completely removed from 
the well-trodden paths of their habitual behavior. They would 
rather venture into a pathless, dark land at the risk of perishing 
there, even if this should outrage all their cowardice. 

When Salome remarks that Mary is their mother, which 
means that the I is Christ, this means in brief that the I has 
left the state of Christian childhood and has taken the place of 
Christ. Nothing could be more absurd, of course, than to assume 
that the I thus would be presuming excessive importance; on 
the contrary, it takes up a decidedly inferior position. Previously 
it had the advantage of being part of the crowd rallying behind 
a powerful figure, but now it has exchanged that for solitude 
and forlornness, rendering it as alien and lonely in its world as 
Jesus was in his, without possessing that great man’s outstanding 
attributes. Being at odds with the world requires greatness, 
but the I experiences its almost ludicrous eagerness, Which 
explains its horror at Salome’s revelations. 

Whoever steps beyond the Christian outlook, yet does so 
definitely, falls into a seeming abyss, an utmost solitude, and 
lacks any means of hiding the fact. Of course one would like to 
persuade oneself that this is not all that bad, But it is 
‘Abandonment is about the worst thing that can happen to man's, 
herd instinct, not to mention the daunting task with which 
we thus burden ourselves. Destruction is easy, but rebuilding 
is difficult. 

Thus the image ends with a sense of gloom, which stands 
opposed, however, to the tall, quietly burning flame encircled 
by the serpent. This view denotes devotion coupled with the 
magical compulsion expressed by the serpent. Thus an effective 
counterpart is set against the disquieting sense of doubt and fear, 
as if someone were saying, “Of course your | is full of unease and 
doubt, but the constant flame of devotion burns in you more 
strongly and the compulsion of your fate is more powerful.” 



pp. 127-1508 

‘The far-reaching premonitions of the second image plunged the 
I into a chaos of doubt. Hence an understandable desire arose to 
rise above the confusion to attain greater clarity, as expressed in 
the image of the beetling mountain ridge. Logos appears to be 
leading the way. What occurs next is the image of two opposites, 
expressed by two serpents and the separation of day and night. 
Daylight signifies good, whereas darkness represents evil. As 
compelling forces, both assume the figure of serpents. Therein 
lies concealed an idea that subsequently assumes great importance: 
whoever encountered a black serpent would have been no less 
surprised at encountering a white one. Color does not dispel 
fear. What this suggests is that perhaps an equally dangerous, 
bewitching power resides in good as in evil. Essentially, che 
good needs to be regarded as an inherently no-less-dangerous 
principle than evil. In any event, the I could decide to approach 
the white serpent just as little as the black one, even though 

5 This refers to pp. 251-354, 
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it believes it can or must by all means entrust itself more to 
good than to evil. But the I is rooted to the spot halfway, 
transfixed, and observes the struggle between the two principles— 
within itself 

The fact that the I remains in this middle position implies the 
advance of evil, since anything but unconditional surrender to the 
good impairs it. This finds expression in the attack of the black 
serpent. But the fact that the I does not partake of evil constitutes 
a victory for the good. This finds expression in the black serpent 
growing a white head, 

The disappearance of the serpent denotes that the opposition 
of good and evil has become ineffective, that is, that at least it has 
lost its immediate significance, For the I this means a release from 
the unconditional power of the hitherto abiding moral point 
of view in favor of a middle position freed from the pair of 
opposites, But neither clarity nor a clear view has been gained 
thereby; hence the ascent continues to the final point of elevation, 
which might grant the longed-for outlook. 



Appendix C 

‘The following is an entry from Black Book 5, which gives a 
preliminary sketch of cosmology of the Septem Sermones 

16. 1.16, 

The force of the God is frightful 
"You shall experience even more of it. You are in the second 

age. The first age has been overcome. This is the age of the 
rulership of the son, whom you call the Frog God. A third age will 
follow, the age of apportionment and harmonious power.” 

My soul, where did you go? Did you go to the animals? 
I bind the Above with the Below. I bind God and animal 

Something in me is part animal, something part God, and a third 
part human, Below you serpent, within you man, and above you 
God, Beyond the serpent comes the phallus, then the earth, then 
the moon, and finally the coldness and emptiness of outer space. 

Above you comes the dove or the celestial soul, in which 
love and foresight are united, just as poison and shrewdness are 
united in the serpent. Shrewdness is the devil’s understanding, 
which always detects smaller things and finds chinks where you 
suspect none. 

If [am not conjoined through the uniting of the Below and 
the Above, I break down into three parts: the serpent, and in that 
or some other animal form I roam, living nature daimonically, 
arousing fear and longing. The human soul, living forever within 
you. The celestial soul, as such dwelling with the Gods, far from 
you and unknowm to you, appearing in the form of a bird. Each of 
these three parts then is independent. 

Beyond me stands the celestial mother. Its counterpart is the 
phallus. Its mother is the earth, its goal is the heavenly mother. 

‘The celestial mother is the daughter of the celestial world. Its 
counterpart is the earth. 

The celestial mother is illuminated through the spiritual sun. 
Its counterpart is the moon. And just as the moon is the cross- 
ing to the dead of space, the spiritual sun is the crossing to the 
Pleroma, the upper world of fullness. The moon is the God's 
eye of emptiness, ust as the sun is the God's eye of fullness. The 
moon that you see is the symbol, just as the sun that you see. Sun 
and moon, that is, their symbols, are Gods. There are still other 
Gods; their symbols are the planets. 

The celestial mother is a daimon among the order of the Gods 
an inhabitant of the heavenly world 

“The Gods are favorable and unfavorable, impersonal, the souls of 
stars, influences, forces, grandfathers of souls, rulers in the heavenly 
world, both in space and in force, They are neither dangerous nor 
kind, strong, yet humble, clarifications of the Pleroma and of the 
eternal emptiness, configurations of the eternal qualities, 

‘Their number is immeasurably great and leads over to the one 
supreme fundamental, which contains all qualities in itself and 
itself has none, a nothing and everything, the complete dissolution 
of man, death and eternal life. 

Man becomes through the principium individuationis. He strives 
for absolute individuality, through which he ever increasingly 
concentrates the absolute dissolution of the Pleroma, Through 
this he makes the Pleroma the point that contains the greatest 

tension and is itself a shining star, immeasurably small, just as 
the Pleroma is immeasurably great. The more concentrated 
the Pleroma becomes, the stronger the star of the individual 
becomes, It is surrounded by shining clouds, a heavenly body in 
the making, comparable to a small sun. It emits fire. Therefore it 
is called: eyo [ey] coumdavot yuiv aomp. Just like the sun, which 
is also such a star, which is a God and grandfather of souls, the star 
of the individual is also like the sun, a God and grandfather of the 

souls, He is visible from time to time, just as I have described him. 
His light is blue, like that of a distant star. He is far out in space, 
cold and solitary, since he is beyond death. To attain individuality, 
wwe need a large share of death. Therefore itis called e eo eote,* 
since just as an innumerable number of men rule the earth, so a 
countless number of stars and of Gods rule the celestial world, 

To be sure, this God is the one who survives the death of men, 
‘To him for whom solitude is Heaven, he goes to Heaven; to him 
for whom it is Hell, he goes to Hell. Whoever does not follow 
the principium individuationis to its end becomes no God, since he 
cannot bear individuality 

The dead who besiege us are souls who have not fulfilled the 
principium individuationis, or else they would have become distant 
stars. Insofar as we do not fulfil it, the dead have a claim on us 
and besiege us and we cannot escape them. [Image) 

‘The God of the frogs or toads, the brainless, is the uniting of 
the Christian God with Satan. His nature is like the flame; he is 
like Eros, but a God; Eros is only a daimon, 

“The one God, to whom worship is due, isin the middle. 
“You should worship only one God. The other Gods are unimport- 

ant, Abraxas isto be feared. Therefore it was a deliverance when he 
separated himself from me. You do not need to seek him. He will 
find you, just like Eros. He is the God of the cosmos, extremely 
powerful and fearful. He is the creative drive, he is form and 
formation, just as much as matter and force, therefore he is 
above all the light and dark Gods, He tears away souls and casts 
them into procreation. He is the creative and created. He is the 
God who always renews himself, in days, in months, in years, in 
hhuman life, in ages, in peoples, in the living, in heavenly bodies 
He compels, he is unsparing. If you worship him, you increase his 
power over you. Thereby it becomes unbearable. You will have 
dreadful trouble getting clear of him. The more you free yourself 
from him, the more you approach death, since he is the life of 
the universe, But he is also universal death. Therefore you fall 
victim to him again, not in life but in dying So remember him, 
do not worship him, but also do not imagine that you can flee 
hhim since he is all around you. You must be in the middle of 
life, surrounded by death on all sides. Stretched out, like one 
crucified, you hang in him, the fearful, the overpowering. 

But you have in you the oxe God, the wonderfully beautiful 
and kind, the solitary, starlike, unmoving, he who is older and 
wiser than the father, he who has a safe hand, who leads you 
among all the darknesses and death scares of dreadful Abraxas. 
He gives joy and peace, since he is beyond death and beyond what 
is subject to change. He is no servant and no friend of Abraxas 
He himself is an Abraxas, but not unto you, but in himself and his 
distant world, since you yourself are a God who lives in faraway 
realms and who renews himself in his ages and creations and 
peoples, just as powerful to them as Abraxas is to you. 

‘You yourself are a creator of worlds and a created being 

1 "Tam a star, wandering about with you.’—A citation from the Mithess Litusgy (Albrecht Dieterich, Eine Mithrstiurgie [Leipzig B. G. Teubner, 1903}, p. 8 line 8). Jung 
carved the continuation of this sentence on his stone at Bollingen 
2 "You are Gods” This is citation from John 10:34: "The Jews answered him, saying, for a good work we stone thee not; but for blasphemy, and because tha thou, being 

‘aman, makesth thyself God. Jesus answered them, Ist not written in your law, I suid, Ye are gods” 
3 Sketch of Systeme Mundie: se Appendix A 



You have the one God, and you become your one God in the 
innumerable number of Gods. 

‘As a God, you are the great Abraxas in your world. But as a 
‘man you are the heart of the one God who appears to his world 
as the great Abraxas, the feared, the powerful, the donor of 
‘madness, he who dispenses the water of life, the spirit of the tree 
of life, the daimon of the blood, the death bringer. 

You are the suffering heart of your one star God, who is 
Abraxas to his world. 

Therefore because you are the heart of your God, aspire 
toward him, love him, live for him. Fear Abraxas, who rules over 
the human world. Accept what he forces upon you, since he is 
the master of the life of this world and none can escape him. If 
you do not accept, he will torment you to death and the heart of 
your God will suffer, just as the one God of Christ suffered the 
heaviest in his death. 

The suffering of mankind is without end, since its life is 
without end, Since there is no end where none sees an end. If 
mankind has come to an end, there is none who would see its 
end and none who could say that mankind has an end, So it has 
no end for itself, but it certainly does for the Gods. 

The death of Christ took no suffering away from the world, 
bur his life has taught us much; namely, that it pleases the 
one God if the individual lives his own life against the power of 
Abraxas. The one God thus delivers himself from the suffering 
of the earth into which his Eros plunged him; since when the 
one God saw the earth, he sought its procreation, and forgot 
that a world was already given to him in which he was Abraxas 
So the one God became human. Therefore the one in turn 
pulls man up to him and into him, so that the one becomes 
complete again. 

But the freeing of man from the power of Abraxas does not 
follow man’s withdrawing from the power of Abraxas—no one 
can pull away from it—but through subjugating himself to it. 
Even Christ had to subjugate himself to the power of Abraxas, 
and Abraxas killed him in a gruesome manner. 

Only by living life can you free yourself from it. So live it to 
such a degree that it befits you. To the degree that you live it, 
you also fall victim to the power of Abraxas and his dreadful 
deceptions. But to the same degree the star God in you gains 
in longing and power, in that the fruit of deception and human 
disappointment falls to him. Pain and disappointment fill the 
world of Abraxas with coldness, all of your life's warmth slowly 
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sinks into the depths of your soul, into the midpoint of man, 
where the far blue starlight of your one God glimmers. 

Ifyou flee Abraxas from fear, you escape pain and disappoint- 
ment and you remain terrified, that is, out of unconscious love 
you cling to Abraxas and your one God cannot catch fire. But 
through pain and disappointment you redeem yourself, since 
your longing then falls of its own accord like a ripe fruit into the 
depths, following gravity, striving toward the midpoint, where 
the blue light of the star God arises. 

So do not flee from Abraxas, do not seek him. You feel 
his coercion, do not resist him, so that you shall live and pay 
your ransom. 

The works of Abraxas are to be fulfilled, for consider that in 
your world you yourself are Abraxas and force your creature to 
fulfil your work. Here, where you are the creature subjugated to 
Abraxas, you must learn to fulfill the work of life. There, where 
you are Abraxas, you compel your creatures. 

You ask, why is all this so? I understand that it seems 
questionable to you. The world is questionable. It is the unending 
infinite folly of the Gods, which you know is unendingly wise. 
Surely its also a crime, an unforgivable sin, and therefore also the 
highest love and virtue. 

So live life, do not flee Abraxas, provided that he compels you 
and you can recognize his necessity. In one sense I say to you: do 
not fear him, do not love him. In another sense I say: fear him, 
love him, He és the life of the earth, that says enough 

You need to recognize the multiplicity of the Gods, You 
cannot unite all into one being. As little as you are one with the 
multiplicity of men, just so little is the one God one with the 
multiplicity of the Gods. This one God is the kind, the loving, 
the leading, the healing. To him all your love and worship is due. 
“To him you should pray, you are one with him, he is near you, 
nearer than your soul. 

I, your soul, am your mother, who tenderly and frightfully 
surrounds you, your nourisher and corrupter; I prepare good 
things and poison for you. I am your intercessor with Abraxas. I 
teach you the arts that protect you from Abraxas. I stand between 
you and Abraxas the all-encompassing. I am your body, your 
shadow, your effectiveness in this world, your manifestation in 
the world of the Gods, your effulgence, your breath, your odor, 
your magical force. You should call me if you want to live with 
‘men, but the one God if you want to rise above the human world 
to the divine and eternal solitude of the star. 






